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Emphasis on
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• Comparison of DOSes
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• Envelope/ Label
generator

• Columnar Output

• "Original Adventure"

for 32K Atari?

• Music Synthesis

—Part 2

• More on Atari Graphics



Attention: Programmers

Best sellers Bolts out of the blue? Not
everyone can write Super Invader or Air

Traffic Controller or Stock and Options
Analysis. Or can they?
At this point, we don't know. We suspect

that many potential best selling progams
are lurking in the back of somebody's com-
puter and even more are lurking in the back
of somebody's mind. Either way. they're

not doing anyone much good.
I could get carried away about this—

everyone is a potential Hemingway or

Tahito— but let scut it short Send your pro-

grams, well-documented of course, with a

stamped return envelope to us. A publisher

of another well-known magazine promises
that every program author will get rich

beyond his wildest dreams We don't. But
we do pay an advance on accepted pro-

grams. Most other companies don't We
also pay a generous royalty (which has pro-

duced a nice income for the authors of

Super Invader, Adventure. Air Traffic Con-
troller and others) We'll do our best to get
your program into production as soon as
possible. We'll promote it widely And. if we
can, we'll make you famous and rich— in

that order.

Send your programs on disk (preferably)

or tape (ugh) with documentation (typed
double spaced) and stamped return enve-
lope to Creative Computing Software Sub-
missions, 39 East Hanover Avenue. Morris
Plains. NJ 07950 USA

Complete 6-year Index

Find it Fast!

Our new 6-year cumulative index lists

every article, program and review that has
appeared in Creative Computing from its

inception in November 1974 to December
1980 The index lists not only the issue in

which an article appeared but a cross
reference to The Best of Creative Computing.
Volumes 1.2 and 3 It also lists all the articles

in ROM magazine
Articles are classified by subject area and

listed by title and author Over 3500 separate
items are included Note the index does
not include a cross reference to author
Looking for information on computers in

education? You II find 76 articles and 155
application programs. How about art and
graphics'' You II find 44 entries In the market
for a computer'' You find 82 hardware
evaluations and 94 of software

Price of this huge index is just $2 00
Even if you ve been a reader for only a year
or two you II find the index of great value.
Orders yours today

creative
computing

. Morns Plains. NJ 07950



.tain Computer
put it all together

for you.

Thr

Multifunction
. hree cards in one! The Mountain Computer CPS MultiFunction Card provides all the capabilities of a serial interface, para e

output interface and real-time clock/calendar-all on one card-occupying only one slot in your Apple II • Serial and Parallel

output may be used simultaneously from CPS. CPS is configured from a set-up program on diskette which sets the parameters

such as baud rate, etc for all functions contained on the card and is stored in CMOS RAM on the card. Once you have

configured your card, you need never set it up again. You may also change parameters from the keyboard with control

commands. All function set-ups stored on-board are battery powered for up to two years^ "Phantom slot capability permits

assigning each of the functions of CPS to different slots in your Apple without the card actually being in those slots! For

example insert CPS in slot #4 and set it up so that is simulates a parallel interface in slot #1 and a clock in slot #7 and leave the

serial port assiqned to slot #4. CPSs on-board intelligence lets it function in a wide variety of configurations, thereby providing

software compatibility with most existing programs. "We've put it all together for you"-for these reasons and many more!

Drop by your Apple dealer and see for yourselfhow our CPS MultiFunction Card can expand the capabihties of your Apple and

save you a great deal of money as well!

Calendar/Clock
• One second to 99 years
• Battery backed-up 2 years
• Two AA standard alkaline batteries

for back-up provided
• Compatible with MCI Apple
Clock" time access programs

Parallel Output
• Features auto-line feed, Apple

tabbing, line length, delay after

carriage return, lower to upper

case conversion
• Centronics standard—

reconfigurable to other standards
• Status bit handshaking

i Mountain ComputerINCORPORATED

300 El Pueblo Scotts Valley. CA 95066

408 438-6650 TWX: 910 598-4504

Serial Interface
• Features auto-line feed, trans-

parent terminal mode, Apple
tabbing, line length, delay after

carriage return, local echo of

output characters, simultaneous
serial/parallel output, lower to

upper case conversion, discarding

of extraneous LFs from serial input

• Uses the powerful 2651 serial

PCI chip
• 16 selectable internal baud rates—
50 to 19.2Kbaud

• Half/Full duplex terminal operation

• I/O interface conforms to RS-232C
• Asynchronous/Synchronous

operation

•Apple Clock -as the trademark ol Mountam Computer Inc Apple and Apple II are reg.stered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc
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Terminals and Printers
Intertec

EMULATOR
Software compatible with a Soroc IQ-120,

Hazeltine 1500, ADM-3A or DEC VT-52. Fea-

tures block mode transmission and printer port;

12" anti-glare screen; 18-key numeric keypad;

full cursor control. List $895

OUR PRICE $749

NEW INTERTUBE
List 9995 ONLY $749

12" display, 24 x 80 format, 18-key numeric

keypad, 128 upper/lower case ASCII charac-

ters. Reverse video, blinking, complete cursor

addressing and control. Special user-defined

control function keys, protected and unpro-

tected fields. Line insert/delete and character

insert/delete editing, eleven special line draw-

ing symbols.

TELEVIDEO TVI-912C

Upper and lower case, 15 baud rates: 75 to

19.000 baud, dual intensity, 24 x 80 character

display, 12 x 10 resolution. Numeric pad. Pro-

grammable reversible video, auxiliary port,

self-test mode, protect mode, block mode,

tabbing, addressable cursor. Microprocessor

controlled, programmable underline, line and

character insert/delete. "C" version features

typewriter-style keyboard. List $950 _

OUR PRICE $789
920C (with 1 1 function keys, 6 edit keys and

2 transmission mode keys. List $1030

ONLY $849
950C List $1195 $1039

HAZ
1500

ONLY

$879

1410w/numeric keypad, List $900 $749

1420 w/lower case and numeric pad 849

1510, List $1395 1089

1520, List $1650 1389

SOROC
IQ-120
List $995

SPECIAL

$729
IQ135
$749

IQ 140 List $1495

SPECIAL $1149

IDS 445G PAPER TIGER $698

Buffer w/graphics option, mcl buffiM, $789

TRS-80 cable $45

NEW IDS 460

QUALITY PRINTING AT MATRIX

SPEED-LOGIC SEEKING

PROPORTIONAL SPACING

w/iuti ttxt juttificitian

NEW IDS PAPEHTIGER 460List $1295 $1099

NEW IDS PAPERTIGER 4606 List $1394 $1149

NEW IDS 560G List $1794 $1499

TI-810

CENTRONICS
PRINTERS

NEW 730, parallel, friction, tractor $599

NEW 737 parallel, friction, tractor $799

779-2 w/tractor (same as TRS-80 Line

Printer II, List $1350 $799

704 RS232 serial version, $2350 . . $1595
704-9 RS232 180CPS $1595

704-11 Parallel 180CPS $1695

Terminal / Keyboard as well as

RO Printer Only models available.

CALL FOR PRICES!

TI-810 Basic Unit, $1895 . ONLY $1595

TI-810 w/full ASCII (Lower easel, vertical

forms control, and compressed print . $1795

TI-745 Complete printing terminal

with acoustic coupler. List $1695 .... $1399

RNAD€X
DP9500/DP9501 PRINTERS

$1349

$1349

$849

$499
$109
$ 99
$679

$1069

$699

DP-9500. List $1650

DP-9501. List $1650

ANADEX DP 8000

80 Col Dot Matrix. . . .

OKIDATA
Micro-line 80 l«i $599 only
Tractor Feed Option

Serial interlace

Microline82Lisi$/99

Microline83Lisl $1260

AXIOM IMP I

Epson MX-80 List $645 $499

Above prices reflect a 2% cash discount (order prepaid prior to shipment). Add 2% to prices for credit

card orders C.O.D.'s, etc. Prices are fob. shipping point. Prices are subject to change and offers

subject to withdrawal without notice. WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.

MiniMicroMart, Inc.
1618 James Street. Syracuse NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710 541 0431
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More on VideoBrain
In my follow-up on Bally and Interact.

I indicated that I had no further informa-
tion on VideoBrain. Finally a few items
have surfaced. Umtech. the original man-
ufacturer of the VideoBrain. stated that
all current sales are curently being han-
dled by C.O.M.B. Company. Inc.' 3258
Minnehaha Avenue. Minneapolis. MN
55406. Telephone 1KOO1 328-5062. Some
joysticks and other parts may also be
found at a "salvage" dealer. Quinntron-
ics. Langley St.. Oakland. CA. Telephone
(4151 569-1529.

One of VideoBrain's niftiest pieces of
software. APL. was never put into pro-
duction anil only about 50 prototypes
were ever made. Too bad —DHA

NECC
The National Educational Computing

Conference '81 will be held June 17-19.
1981 at North Texas Stale University in

Denton. Texas. Contact Dr. James L. Poi-
rot. North Texas State University. P.O.
Box 1.1886. Denton. TX 76203. (8171 788-
2767 for registration details.

Harvard Computer
Graphics Week 81
The International Users' Conference

on Computer Mapping and Management
C.raphics (July 26-31. 1981) will be
directed toward current and potential
users and will offer new developments,
examples of computer mapping and man-
agement graphics applications, and num-
erous opportunities for interaction
among speakers, exhibitors, anil audi-
ence members. Topics will be covered
through lectures, workshops, panels,
roundtablc discussions, poster exhibits,

mini-seminars, and displays.

For more information, write: Harvard
Computer Graphics Week. Harvard
Laboratory For Computer Graphics. 520
Gund Hall. 48 Ouincv St.. Cambridge.
MA 02138.

Do You Have
Two Computers?

If you have access to two computers,
are looking for a challenge and could use
some extra spending money, we may have
just the thing. Creative Computing Soft-

ware is continually releasing new software
packages for one brand of computer that

we would like to make available for other
computers too. It's easy to convert parts
of the code, but the graphics are usually
more difficult. Hence, the conversion can
seldom be done from just a listing— it's

necessary to have both machines.
If you have access to two or more of any

of the following computers, we'd like to
hear from you. They are: TRS-80. Apple,
Atari, PET, TI, Sorcerer and CP/M.
Please write describing your computer
configurations, programming expertise
and time available to John White.
Creative Computing Software, 39 E. Han-
over Ave., Morris Plains, NJ 07960.

Cursor Confusion
In the Bally follow-up. we noted a mag-

azine named Cursor for Bally owners. We
trust readers did not confuse this with the
much larger and older Cursor magazine
published for PET owners by Ron Jeffries

of The Code Works. Box 550. Goleta.
CA93116.

More on MECC
I goofed. Because of pressing deadlines,

the transcripts of the interviews with MECC
staff members were not reviewed by
MECC. Two specific errors should be
corrected. On page 122. the person by
(he CDC computer is Mark Rustad. not
Rick Nordin as listed. On page 132. the
statement about Apples in for repair
referred to half of the 25 MFCC-owned
Apples, not half the Apples in Minnesota
Furthermore, I was there on what just

happened to be the worst maintenance
situation MECC ever had. More typically,

one of MECC's 25 Apples would be in for

maintenance. — DHA

Help Solve a Murder!
On Sunday, the 22ml of February, the

A. U.S. Computer Services Store in

Olympia. Washington was robbed, and
the owners. Henry and Laverne
Rumberger. were killed. The following

equipment was taken:

Apple III. 128K Serial Number (X)l()65

Apple II HK92
Apple II 152415
Apple II 95802
Disk II. with controller 215227
BMC Monitor 65101709
SonyKB1216TV 503527
Centronics 737 Printer 1 2349
IDS 440 Paper Tiger Printer 3166

If you discover any of these items,
please contact the Olympia Police

Department at (2061 753-8300.

To Authors
Creative Computing is seeking articles,

applications, reviews and software for

publication in the magazine and through
the software division. Prospective authors
should send a self-addressed stamped
envelope (SASE) for a copy of our
Author's Guide.

All submissions must also be accom-
panied by a SASE if material is to be
returned. Manuscripts must be typed,

double space. We typeset directly from
Scripsit, Wordstar and Electric Pencil
disks so please include disk if available.

Send submissions to: Creative Com-
puting Editorial/Software Department.
39 E. Hanover Ave.. Morris Plains. NJ
07960.

Correction
On page 53 of our March issue we

listed a price of S399 for APF's Imagina-
tion Machine II. The Imagination
Machine II is a complete system that is

sold as a package with floppy interface,

expansion box. serial interface and
floppy disk and retails for $1199. The
computer is not sold separately.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



ITWAS INEVITABLE
Sooner or later, someone had to take all this proven

microcomputer hardware and software technology and wrap

it up in a portable package at a price that shocks the industry.

Adam Osborne decided to do it sooner.

The OSBORNE 1®, from Osborne Computer Corpora-

tion. You get full CP/M® disk computer capabilities—

Z80A® CPU, 64K bytes of RAM memory, a full business

keyboard, a built-in monitor, and two floppy drives with

100K bytes each of storage. You get two interfaces,

the IEEE 488 and the RS-232C. Just connect a

printer, via either interface.

Software? You get

CP/M®, CBASIC-2®,

Microsoft BASIC®, the

WORDSTAR® word

processing system with

the MAILMERGE®
mailing list feature,

andtheSUPERCALC®
electronic spread-

sheet package.

All standard.

All for $1795.

And Us portable. When the keyboard is

clipped over the display panel, only the

weatherproof brushed aluminum case

is exposed. (There are even optional

modem electronics, couplers, battery

packs, and external monitor connections,

providing practically unlimited system portability.)

It's all business. The OSBORNE 1 delivers significant

productivity at an irresistable price. At$1795, its immediate

and lasting success as a personal business computer is,

quite simply, inevitable.

"HI II

COMPUTER CORPORATION
26500 Corporate Avenue Hayward, California 94545 (41 5) 887-8080

CIRCLE 206 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Orders for the Osborne 1 Computer can be placed

over the telephone at (41 5) 887-8080. Your order

will be forwarded by the factory for delivery by

your nearest authorized Osborne 1 dealer.
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put... input/cutout... in

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EXPRESS
YOURSELF IN A PERSONAL
VISIT TO AN EDITOR?

See More Logo
Dear Editor:

I enjoyed the excerpt from Mindstorms (March 1981 Crea-
tive Computing). It's the best article on computers in educa-
tion that I've seen lately. It stimulates thought on areas of

computer use in classrooms that many of us have not thought
of before (e.g. word processing).

As for Logo, I'd like to see articles written by educators an

d

students who have used the software. Possibly a student with

experience using both Basic and Logo programs could offer

valuable insights into the benefits and problems associated
with the ease of use and teaching capabilities of each.
The article on "Computers and Hyperactive Children" also

interested me. I wonder, however, was the computer responsi-

ble for the increased attention span, or were the students'

aversions to their human instructor's attitude and methods the
reason? The data were impressive, but all factors must be
considered before conclusions can be valid.

Paul J. Goedicke
404 N. 9th

Keokuk, IA 52632

Fan Letter
Dear Editor:

I'd like to address Ken Brumbaugh's statement that "more
than one-half of the Apples that MECC has purchased are in

for repair" (page 132 of March 1981 issue). The Apple II

computer, great as it is, suffers from the serious shortcoming
of inadequate internal cooling. Most of the electronic circuits

lie on one large, flat "motherboard." There is no provision for

moving the warm air generated by these circuits. The slots on
the sides and bottom cannot force air movement across the
circuit board.

Fortunately, there is a convenient, low-cost answer: push
the warm air with a small fan. When I purchased my Apple
fifteen months ago. it didn't take me very long (as an elec-

tronics engineer) to see that the computer was getting too
warm for reliable performance, and why. I have since used two
types of instrument fans, each with excellent results.

The first fan I used was an IMC Boxer fan model
WS2107FL-9. This is the "whisper" version of a small (4.7"

square) but noisy fan widely used to cool electronic instru-

ments, such as computers. I placed this fan at the rear of the

Apple, flush, blowing air in through the cable slots. To pre-

vent air from being blown under the computer and chilling

the user's hands. I set the fan on a 3/4" thick paperback book.
I plugged the fan into the system plugstrip. so it would come
on with the Apple. The low noise produced by this quiet fan
is compatible with home, school and office computing envi-

ronments.
The second fan is more compact, the Torin TA300S. This

fan is sufficiently small (3 1/4" square) and narrow (1 1/2") to

mount inside the Apple chassis, on the right side, in front of
where the TV modulator is normally placed. A piece of
double-sided sticky tape holds it on the bottom, against the
edge of the Apple printed circuit board, and a small piece of
foam on top wedges it securely in place. The fan draws air in

through the side slots and blows it across the memory chips.

The air exits across the top of the power supply and out the
adjacent vents. "Smoke tests" using a transparent top demon-
strated this air flow quite dramatically.

Internal fan cooling can be made more effective with some
simple ducting, but this is only necessary for a system with lots

of accessory cards. With the quiet Torin fan in place, the user
can hardly tell his Apple is turned on. Except, of course, that it

runs much cooler and doesn't break down.
One caveat: on very cold days, it may be necessary to

unplug the fan until the room warms up. Some Apples, my own
included at times, balk at temperatures lower than those rea-

sonably comfortable for people. In most institutional environ-
ments, the machine runs all day, and this would not be a
problem. This is a minor inconvenience for the greatly

extended life that can be obtained in so inexpensive and
convenient a manner.

Elevated temperature operation is the only enemy (aside

from Coke and coffee) the Apple encounters in normal opera-
tion. The Apple II computer should work for a long time
without trouble. Properly cared for, it will.

Harry E. Brawley, Jr.

18 Tufts Street

Cambridge, MA 02139

See Notices, page 6. —Ed.-
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Dear Editor:

Your March 1981 issue on Education was outstanding. The
article by Seymour Papert was exceptional as were the articles

on the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium and

the article "Van Helps Schools Select Computer."

The listing of educational sources by Dr. Lopez was greatly

needed, but I would like to correct one small error. Educa-

tional Software, listed as a software source, is no longer an

operating company. In the summer of 1980 all of their assets,

including their software copyrights, were donated to the Cen-

ter for Educational Research.

At this time the Center does not have the resources or desire

to market software programs directly. However, the Center

staff is available on a limited basis for consulting and contract

software development. Readers interested in using computers

in elementary special education may contact Dr. Richard

Swenson. or James C. Kingman, at 801 East Sixth Avenue.

Helena. MT 59601. The Centers phone number is (406) 443-

3600.
James C. Kingman

President

Center For Education Research

801 East Sixth Avenue
Helena. MT 59601

Wails From the Crypt

Sort Story

Dear Editor:

This is a reply to the letters you published in the March

issue, by Grady Early and David M. Chess, which criticized my
article "Extremely Fast Sorting" (November 19801.

"I know of no reputable author." Mr. Early writes, "who

claims that n log n is an absolute lower bound on the number of

steps required to place any set of records into some predefined

order." The people in industry who are designing sorting

systems are not. most of them, authors at all. And many of the

managers who must approve such systems know only that

there are people who are claiming that you can't sort n records

any faster than n log n. As a result, if the managers are buying

sorting systems, they accept n log n without any thought of

possible improvements.

Secondly. Mr. Chess. I hope that my remarks, above, to Mr.

Early will explain why 1 seem hostile to you. I think that

indignation is a better word than hostility, though. Waste does

make me indignant, although it is excusable when it arises

from ignorance. It is not excusable, however, when it arises

from the fact that managers are ignorant of the technical

details of papers in computer science (as indeed they will

always be: otherwise they would be computer scientists, not

managers).

Both Mr. Early and Mr. Chess make valid points which

reinforce and strengthen my principal thesis. Of course it is

possible to do even better than the scheme 1 outlined; it almost

always is possible to improve on any published algorithmic

procedure.
W.D. Maurer

George Washington University

School of Engineering

and Applied Science

Washington. D.C. 20052

Dear Editor:

On page 60 of your December 1980 issue, an article by

Frank Covitz entitled "The PET." says "...the STOP key can

be deactivated under program control..."

Well, we here at Hunter knew it could from our seeing it in

many commercial programs.

But HOW?
The Computer Room
Hunter High School

c/o Nic Wolff

223 W. 21st

New York. NY 10011

Try POKE 537, 136 (old PET); POKE 144. 136 (new PET).

-DL

Calling Art Linkletter

Dear V\r. AM
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The Apple Two Plus is a good personal comply

because It can do so many different things,
instance it can teach a child his nultaplacat
tables from 1 to 10 in a matter of days depending
how long the child spends with the computer.
fhe Apple can also entertain. For instance
the apple lets you play games like space Invaders,
Chess, Checkers, Football, Hockey ,and adventure games
like IXingeons and Dragons. These disks run from about
l b$ to 551 depending on the game.

ipple 2,s key board looks like a normal
typewriter with a few ad on's such as the return
key and the esc key.

The computer language the Apple Two understands
is so easy that a child at the age of
could understand it. There are a few books you
can buy that tells about computer programing
such as Cumputors for kids, More computer gaues,
mad Katie and the cumputer. These books are sold at
most computer stores.

David C. Dunn. Jr.

3331 Wycliffe Drive

Modesto, CA 95355
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DYNACOMP
Quality software for*;
ATARI
PET
APPLE II Plus

TRS-80 (Level II)**

NORTH STAR
CP/M Disks/Diskettes

CARD GAMES

THOUGHT PROVOKERS
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 4 Available for al computers) Price: $17.95 t aasen* $21.95 Diskette

A realistic and extensive mathematical simulation of take-off, flight and landing. The program utilize*

aerodynamic equations and the characteristic* of a real airfoil. You can practice instrument approaches
and navigation using radial* and compau headings. The more advanced fryer can alto perform loops.

half-rolls and similar acrobatic maneuvers. Although this program does not employ graphics, it is ex

citing and very addictive. Sec the software review in COM PI.' TRONIC'S

VALDEZ l A* aiiabk for all computers) Price: SIS.fS Cassette SI 9.95 IMekctt*

VALDEZ is a computer simulation of supertanker navigation in the Prince William Sound/VaJdcz
Narrows region of Alaska Included in this simulation 11 a realistic and extensive 256 M 256 clement
map, portions of which may be viewed using the ship's alphanumeric radar display The motion of the

ship itself » accurately modelled mathematical!* The simulation also contains a model for the tidal

patterns in the region, as well as other traffic (outgoing tankers and drifting icebergs! Chart your
course from the Culf or Alaska to Valuer Harbor! Sec the software review in SO Software Critique

BACKGAMMON 2.0 (North Slav oary > Mre: Slfl.95

This full version of the classic board game uses clever tactics to insure a challenging game. The board
printout assumes the use of a 16 x 64 video display You will find BACKGAMMON 2.0 to be an ex-

cellent learning device as well as a tot

NOMINOES JK.SAW ( Atari, Apple aad TR.VM oary) Price: Slt.95 Caaartle S2t 95 Diskette

A jigsaw puulc on your computer* Complete the puzzle by selecting your pieces from a table consisting
of 60 different shapes. NOMINOES JIGSAW is a virtuoso programming effort. The graphics arc
superlative and the puzzle will challenge you with us three levels of difficulty Scoring is based upon the

number of guesses taken and by the difficulty of the board setup

( Mr ssMASTrR (North Mar aad TRV« oab ) Price: $19.95 < assets* 123 95 Mskrit*
This complete and very powerful program provides five levels of play. It includes castling, en passant
captures and the promotion of pawns. Additionally, the board may be preset before the start of play,

permuting the examination of "book" plays. To maximize execution speed, the program is written in

assembly language (by SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS of California). Full graphics arc employed in the

TRS-ao version, and two widths of alphanumeric display are provided to accommodate North Star

MONARCH (Atari only) met SI I *5 (assets* $15.95 V
MONARCH » a fascinating economic simulation requiring you to survive an 8-year term as your na-
tion's leader. You determine the amount of acreage devoted to industrial and agricultural use, how
much food to distribute to the populace and how much should be spent on pollution control. You will

find that all decisions involve a compromise and that it is not easy to make everyone happy.

CHOMP-OTHELLO (Atari onh > Price: $1 1 95 < assets* $15.f5 Diskette
CHOMP-OTHELLO1

It's really two challenging games in one CHOMP is similar in concept to NIM;
you must bite off part of a cookie, but avoid taking the poisoned portion. OTHELLO is the popular
board game set to fully utilize the Atari's graphics capability. It is also very hard to beat! This package
will run on a I6K system.

•ATARI. PET. TRS40. SORTHSTAR. CP'M and IBM an registered

trademarks.

••TRS-90 diskettes are not supplied with DOS or BASIC.

BRIDGE 2.0 (Available for aa eearnsatees) Price: 517.55 c»-rti* $21 95 Diskette
An all-inclusive version of that most popular of card games. This program both BIDS and PLAYS
either contract or duplicate bridge Depending on the contract, your computer opponents will either

play the offense OR defense. If you bid too high, the computer will double your contract' BRIDGE 2.0
provides challenging entertainment for advanced players and is an excellent learning tool for the bridge
novice. See the software review in SO Software Critique.

HEARTS 1.5 (Available for al computers) Price: 515.95 < assets* $19.95 Diskette
An exciting and entertaining computer version of this popular card game. Hearts is a trick -oriented

game in which the purpose is not to take any hearts or the queen of spades. Play against two computer
opponents who arc armed with hard to beat playing strategies HEARTS 1.3 u an ideal game for in-

troducing the uninitiated (your spouse) to computers. See the software review in 80 Software Critique

STUD POKER (Atari onl*
. Prtre: $1 1.95 < assets* $15.95 IMskets*

This is the classic gambler's card game. The computer deals the cards one at a time and you (and the

computer) bet on what you sec. The computer does not cheat and usually bets the odds. However, it

sometimes bluffs! Also included is a five card draw poker betting practice program. This package will

run on a I6K ATARI. Color, graphics, sound.

POksER PARTY (Available for a* computers! Price: 517.95 Cassette S2 1 .93 Dssssettt

POKER PARTY is a draw poker simulation based on the book. POKER, by Oswald Jacoby. This is

the most comprehensive version available for microcomputers The party consists of yourself and six

other (computer) players Each of these players (you will get to know them) has a different personality

in the form of a varying propensity to bluff or fold under pressure. Practice with POKER PARTY
before going to that expensive game tonight! Apple Cassette and diskette versions require a 32 K (or

larger) Apple II

CRIBBAGE 2.9 < TRS-M only > Price: $14.95 1 meets* 515.95 INskett.
This is simply the best cribbegc game available. It is an excellent program for the cribbage player in

search of a worthy opponent as well as for the novice wishing to improve his game. The graphics arc

superb and assembly language routines provide rapid execution. Sec the software review in $0 Software
Critique.

DYNACOMP OFFERS THE FOLLOWING
• Widest variety

• Guaranteed quality

• Fastest delivery

• Friendly customer service

• Free catalog

• 24 hour order phone

AND MORE...

STARTREK 3.2 I Available for al computers) Price: SI 1.95 Caanrite/tlS.95 11

This is the classic Startrek simulation, but with several new features, for example, the Klingons now
shoot at the Enterprise without warning while also attacking ttarbases in other quadrants. The
Klingons also attack with both light and heavy cruisers and move when shot at! The situation is hectic

when the Enterprise is besieged by three heavy cruisers and a starbase S.O.S. is received! The Mkagoni
get even! Sec the software reviews in ANA LOG . SO Software Critique and Came Merchandising

BLACK HOLE ( Apple oasjy > Price: $14.95 C aaserte S 11.95 Dkskettc

This is an exciting graphical simulation of the problems involved in closely observing a black hole with

a space probe. The object it to enter aad maintain, for a prescribed time, an orbit close to a small black

hole. This is to be achieved without coming so near the anomaly that the tidal stress destroys the probe

.

Control of the craft is realistically aaaalattd ussag side yets for rotation and main thrusters for accelera-

tion. This program employs Hi-Res graphics and is educational as well as challenging.

SPACE TILT (Apple oary ) Price: $19.95 < sweets* 114.95 Diskette

Use the game paddles io tilt the plane of the TV screen to "toll" a ball into a hole in the screen Sound
simple? Not when the hole gets smaller and smaller! A built-in timer allows you to measure your skill

against others in this habit forming action game.

MOVING MAZE I Apple onh I Price: 1 10.95 c amen* $14.95 DtakcHc
MOVING MAZE employs the games paddles to direct a puck from one side of a maze to the other.

However, the maze » dynamically (and randomly) built and is continually being modified Theobjec-
use is to cross the maze without touching (or being hit by) a wall. Scoring is by an elapsed time in

dkator, and three levels of play are provided.

ALPHA FIGHT ER (Atari oary) Price: $14.95 ( assets* $11.95 Dtekett*

Two excellent graphics and action programs in one! ALPHA FIGHTER requires you to destroy the

alien slarships passing through your sex tor of the galas* ALPHA BASE is in the path of an alien UFO
invasion; let five UFO's get by and the game ends. Both games require the joystick and get progressive-

ly more difficult the higher you score!

INTRUDER ALERT (Atari only I price: $1*95 Caanlti SJ9.95 IMskets*

This is a fast paced graphic* game which places you in the middle of the "Orcadstar" having just stolen

iu plans. The drosds have been alerted and are directed to destroy you at all costs. You must find and
enter your ship to escape with the plans. Five level* of difficulty are provided. INTRUDER ALERT re-

quires a joystick and will run on I6K systems.

GIANT SLALOM (Atari oah I price: 514.95 1 assets* $11.95 IHskrtt*

This real-time action game is guaranteed addictive! Use the joystick to control your path through

slalom courses consisting of both open and closed gates Choose from different levels of difficult) . race

against other players or simply take practice runs against the dock. GIANT SLALOM will run on I6K
system*

GAMES PACK I ( Available for al computers) Price: $it.95 Caasett* $ 14.95 IHskrtt*

GAMES PACK I contains the classic computer games of BLACKJACK. LUNAR LANDER, CRAPS,
HORSERACE, SWITCH and more. These games have been combined into one large program for ease

in loading. They are individually acceamd by a convenient menu. This collection is worth the price just

for the DYNACOMP version of BLACKJACK.

GAMES PACK II (Available for al cos-paters) Price: $19.95 CaaaHkr/$ 14.95 Daatett*

GAMES PACK II includes the games CRAZY EIGHTS. JOTTO, At T V DUO V. LIFT:. WUMPUS
and others. As with GAMES PACK I. all the games are loaded as one program and are called from a

menu You will particularly enjoy DYNACOMP's version of CRAZY EIGHTS.

Why pay $7.95 or more per program when you can buy a DYNACOMP collection for just $10.93?

MOON PROBE (Atari oaryl Pricc:Sll.95Caanetst/SlS.95Daaurttt

This is an extremely challenging "lunar lander" program. The user must drop from orbit to land at a

predetermined target on the moon's surface. You control the thrust and orientation of your craft plus

direct the rate of descent aad approach angle

ADVENTURE
< RANSTON MANOR ADVENTURE (North Star oary) Price: 521.95

At last! A comprehensive Adventure game for North Star. CRANSTON MANOR ADVENTURE
takes you into mysterious CRANSTON MANOR where you attempt to gather fabulous treasures.

Lurking in the manor arc wild animals and robots who will not give up the treasures without a Tight.

The number of rooms is greater and the associated descriptions are much more elaborate than the cur-

rent popular scries of Adventure programs, making thb game the top in its class. Play can be Mopped
at any time and the status stored on diskette.

J

ABOUT DYNACOMP
DYNACOMP is a leading distributor of small system software with sales spanning the world

(currently in excess of 40 countries). During the past two years we have greatly enlarged the

DYNACOMP product line, but have maintained and improved our high level of quality and
customer support. The achievement in quality is apparent from our many repeat customers

and the software reviews in such publications as COMPUTRONICS. 80 Software Critique

and A.N. A.L.O.G. Our customer support is as close as your phone. Il a always friendly.

The staff is highly trained and always willing to discuss products or give advice.
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put... input/output... in

On Little Feet
Dear Editor:

The Reading Level Program in the March. 1981 Creative

Computing contains an error in line 710. Actually the error has
been carried over from the original program published in

April, 1980. The basic formula which computes grade level of

text material is the FOG index. Line 710 as published reads:

R= .4*IT+W/S)
where T=number of three-syllable (or more) words

W=number of words in the passage

S=number of sentences in passage
This formula places entirely too much weight on the three

syllable words (T). In fact, the grade level would rise automa-
tically as the length of the passage increased. What is needed is

the percentage of three-syllable words rather than a raw score.

This can be obtained by changing line 710 to read:

R= .4*(T/W*100+W/S)
A source for the FOG formula can be found in "Assessing

Readability" by George Klare. Reading Research Quarterly.

Volume X. No. 1. 1974-75. This is published by the Interna-

tional Reading Association. It also contains several other
formulas which assess readability. It has been my experience
in using many readability formulas that the FOG index tends
to grade high. I have found that adjusting the FOG formula
even further brings the FOG level much more in line with the

other scoring techniques. This can be done by changing the

FOG formula to reflect the percentage of three-letter words as
a decimal rather than a whole percent. This can be done by
changing the formula to read:

R=.4*(T/W+W/S)
Michael Schuyler

27921 Lindvog Rd. N.E.

Kingston. WA 98346

Note: this correction applies only to the Reading Level Pro-
gram in the March 1981 issue. R.B. Nottingham s article "Fog
Index" in April uses the correct formula. —DHA

The Inexpensive Spread
Dear Editor:

While not expressly documented in the EasyWriter manual,
it is possible to print double wide characters by simply using

the user-defined keystroke capability. On my IDS-440 I simply

define a character as ASCII 01 to enable double wide charac-

ters and then redefine it as ASCII 02 to return to standard
width characters.

EXAMPLE:
.U

.LW)1

tfSample of double wide characters

.U

.IW02
#Back to standard sized characters

You have to watch the number of characters you print per
line as the program doesn't maintain a correct line width using

this method but it works fine for printing short titles and
headings.

Michael A. Mahoney
Singapore

9QB0]

"Who's th* clown who wrote I'm being held in thi.\ computer against my will!?"

Finishing Touches
Dear Editor:

I enjoyed David Millers Apple-Sketch program (Creative
Computing. January 1981 1 very much. My kids have spent
many enjoyable hours with it.

In the process of working with Apple-Sketch. I have made
the program easier and more flexible to use with two simple
modifications. Your readers might like to try them.
There is a slight difficulty when drawing pictures with the

small pen size in that a smooth line is not plotted if you turn the
game paddles too fast. Mr. Miller refers to this problem in his

article and it is because the execution speed of Applesoft
cannot keep up with the paddles. This can be corrected by the
following replacement for line 200:

200 HPLOT X.Y: HPLOT TO X.Y. GOTO 1 10
This change plots all the points between two readings of the

game paddles and results in smooth lines being drawn.
The second modification involves making it possible to

print the product of your efforts on a Silentype printer directly
from Apple-Sketch. With this change, all you do to print the
sketching screen is type CNTL-Q at any time the program can
accept a command. Add the following line to accomplish this:

302 IF A$=CHR$( 17) THEN PR#1: PRINT AS: RETURN
This change simply turns on the Silentype and sends the

CNTL-Q to it to print the screen. It assumes the Silentype
interface card is plugged into slot ffl. The PR#1 can be
changed to any slot the card is plugged into. The following
replacement and addition lines add the CNTL-Q to the com-
mands page display:

1000 TEXT: HOME: HTAB 6:PRINT LIST OF COM-
MANDS *•*": PRINT
The above makes room for another line on the page
1 175 INVERSE: PRINT "CTRL";: NORMAL: PRINT "Q -

PRINT THIS PICTURE"
The above actually adds the line to the list of commands.

Richard I. Marmon
11 18 Michelle Pkwy.
Papillion. NE 68046
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What has nine lives, three forms,

multiple faces and a price tag
"

"

_ * almost disappears?

The /viagica

Microline 80 Printer

It's magic! Well, almost. The Microline 80 will run

all day at 80 cps with no duty cycle limitations.

The head is warranted for 200,000.000 characters.

That translates to over nine years on your

TRS-80. APPLE or other small computer.

Want to change forms? The magical Microline 80
is three printers disguised as one. There is a

whisper-quiet rubber platen for cut sheets and roll

paper, pins on nine inch centers for pin feed stock

and optional snap-on tractors that adjust to suit

all your other forms. The Microline 80 also saves

paper by letting you tear off as close as one inch

from the last print line.

Want to change your image? The magical

Microline 80 really does tricks. It prints upper

and lower case, condensed and double width

characters and block graphics for charts, graphs
and diagrams.

The Microline 80 is not a toy. With two motors, a

rugged cast aluminum base and a head you never

have to throw away, the Microline 80 is built to

handle the most demanding business applica-

tions.

Which brings us to the biggest magic of all. the

price tag. the one that almost disappears. If we're

not the lowest, we are so close that it doesn't mat-

ter. There are stocking Microline distributors

throughout the country. Call or write today for the

name of the one near you and the price of the

Magical Microline 80.

OKIDATA
Okidata Corporation. 111 Gaither Drive. Mount Laurel. New Jersey 08054 609-235-2600

Okidata is a subsidiary of Oki Electric Industry Company. Ltd.
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almadon is no ordinary creature. Fables
describe him as a nightmare made flesh.

. His dungeon is ten (10) levels deep and
filled with hideous creatures.

They dwell within the maze of caverns for only one
reason: to keep you from reaching the Great
Dragon and his wealth. There is no map.

— The levels and rooms seem to re-

arrange themselves <it will.

As you battle your way deeper into the

dungeons you find keys to the Great
Dragon's lair. But which one is the
magic key?

Remember you cannot take the wealth from

T, 'ir ' 4
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Salmadon's lair without slaying him, and you cannot

slay the great dragon without one of the right keys.

Dragon Fire is an intricate strategy adventure with

170 monsters guarding over 150 different treasui*

The random generation of the rooms and mazes
makes each game unique. It can be played on a
color or black and white monitor. It includes sound,

(raphics and a "save the adventure" feature.

Dragon Fire is written in Integer Basic for the

Apple II and Apple II Plus with 1 disk drive and
48K RAM. Contact your local computer store, hobby
store or contact Level- 10. a subsidiary of Dakin5
Corporation, Post Office Box 21 187, Denver,

Colorado 80221.
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The 80-Grafix Board

Frost Your Microcomputer Cake
with

High-Resolution Graphics

If you've longed for the graphics capa-

bility of Apple. Sorcerer, or Pet micro-

computers, then it's time to put high reso-

lution graphics frosting on your TRS-80
Microcomputer cake.

The 80-Grafix board from Programma
International (2908 N. Naomi St.. Bur-

bank. CA 91504) puts 384 x 192 resolution

at your fingertips. You can easily program
up to 64 characters while your creative

imagination races merrily along. In a 6 x

12 matrix format, you can create what-

ever characters or symbols you need for

your special programming, hobby or

business applications. If you need larger

symbols, you simply concatenate the

characters— or you POKE or PRINT the

symbols individually as a concatenated
variable, or with conventional program
loops.

Maybe you have a use for Greek.
French, or Arabic characters. Or playing

card or game symbols, space ships and
other unique characters would add an
exciting new dimension to your programs.

Perhaps you have special graphic needs
for your business profession. If any of

these spark your interest, then you don't

have to look any further. You can even

have inverse video or lower case!

And there is software from Programma
that will patch the 80-Grafix board-

generated lower case directly to Radio
Shack's Scripsit word processor. If you've

taken a look at the price of hardware-

generated lower case with descenders and
have planned to take the step, then for a

modest additional investment in the

Grafix-board. you can link your software-

created lower case character set to the

David I). Holt /.. 41 Valley St.. Rcxhcster. NY
14612.

David Holtz

Scripsit package and realize high-

resolution graphics capabilites besides.

All of this high-resolution capability is

wrapped up in a 2 1/4" x 5 1/4". double-

sided circuit board that fits snugly in a

recessed "well" in the bottom of the TRS-
80 case. It requires only two solder con-
nections plus mounting of male DIP con-
nectors over the top of four lCs. You can
either push on the DIP connectors or
solder the connections to the ICs.

The Package
I'm impressed by the comprehensive

30-page manual that leaves little to your
imagination as you methodically step

through the installation. There's even a

trouble-shooting section if you need it

(and you shouldn't if you followed instruc-

tions carefully, for the board has been
"burned-in"and tested at the factory). An
illustration and a labeled sketch show
where the board and cables go.

You get a good look at the theory of

operation, and then learn how to use the

board's capabilities. Seven pages of how-
to-use-it instructions are supplemented by
application programs and a lower case

character set on an accompanying cas-

sette tape. It is helpful to study the pro-

gram listings in the manual and from the

tape to add to your application ideas.

Available Modes
There are three different operating

modes, all controlled by the OUT 255
command in your Basic program, but the

TRS-80 automatically powers up in con-
ventional graphics mode. OUT 255,32
provides standard TRS-80 characters and
graphics. OUT 255.160 puts you into hi-

resolution mode, and lets you use the

special characters you've programmed
into the 80-Grafix board. Standard alpha-

numeric characters are not affected, but
cannot intermix conventional TRS-80
graphics characters and hi-res characters
unless you've programmed the standard
configuration into your hi-res set. OUT
255.96 is the programming mode for

setting up and storing character patterns
into Programmable Character RAM
(PCR). This mode is used only when pro-

gramming new character information into

the board.

Mode and character programming con-
trol, of course, are available using

assembly language, too, and Programma
has thoughtfully included a section on
assembly language techniques. The sec-

tion includes a complete source listing for

a keyboard driver which displays

unshifted and shifted (upper and lower
cue, respectively ) characters or whatever
character set you happen to have pro-

grammed into the 80-Grafix board. The
cassette has a SYSTEM program and a
disk version which provide a lower case
character set with video drivers.

How II Works
Instead of the 5x7 dot character matrix

that exists in the standard TRS-80 char-
acter generator ROM. the 80-Grafix
board expands the graphics cells to a 6 x

12 matrix (or resolution of 384 horizontal

by 192 vertical). The board, incidentally,

has its own IK (byte) by 6 (bit) memory so
you don't have to sacrifice any RAM to

obtain hi-res graphics.
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Grafix Board, continued...

Imagine adding the excitement of high resolution

3K2x 112 graphics to your programs. Note the fine

detail possible in the spaceship design.

This IK by 6 memory block of PCR is

organized into 64 fields, each consisting of

individual character data when informa-

tion has been programmed into it. Four of

the 16 bits in each field are ignored, so in

effect you are using the first 12 bytes for

the 12 data lines of each character.

The video memory (a separate IK
block of RAM) acts as a buffer when you
enter the programming mode. According
to the manual, the hi-res character data is

moved to the screen, then read as the

image of the PCR, and stored into PCR
memory. Once data for all hi-res char-

acters is stored, one exits to high resolu-

tion mode (OUT 255,160). All of this, of

course, is under software control, so it is

being done automatically for you.

Characters are transferred to the

screen using PRINT. PRINT @, or POKE
statements (or with a video driver via the

keyboard).

Although you can't access every single

dot on the screen using cursor control for

free-form driving, for example, you can
access any dot on the video screen

depending upon how each of the 6x12
elements of the 64 hi-res characters is pro-

grammed. So you can do full screen plot-

ting, but access to each dot on the screen

is not supported, according to Pro-

gramma.

Programming Characters

You can program characters into the

PCR in several ways. A very simple but

somewhat time-consuming way involves

designing a character with the aid of a

handy 6x12 grid form in the back of the

manual. A photo-copying machine pro-

vides an economical worksheet supply for

further programming needs.

First you darken the spaces in the 6x12
grid to correspond to the image you wish

to create. Then, think of the 6 horizonal

Unique symbols and characters can be quickly

created and used via several alternate program-
ming methods you can choose. Or you can use

standard TRS-NO graphics with a simple OUTcom-
mand in Basic.

blocks in each grid line in terms of binary

numbers. That is, a lighted block would be
a one; an unlighted block, a zero. With a

little practice, one becomes very facile

adding the six digit binary numbers, and
standard patterns, of course, produce the

same sum as you move from character to

character. You add each of the 12 lines in

the grid block of the character, then

simply insert the 12 decimal figures into a

DATA line in your Basic program.

The 80-Grafix board
expands the graphics
cells to a 6 x 12 matrix.

As mentioned before, you set the board

to hi-resolution via OUT 255,160 in your

Basic program. Then a simple FOR-
NEXT loop programs the board using

READ and POKE statements.

Clear instructions and program syntax

are included in the manual and illustrative

programs you receive. After data is read,

board programming accomplished, and
the computer switched to high resolution

mode, you are ready to use the special

characters in your program.
If your computer is disk-based, char-

acter data lines can be saved for handy
reference and merged at any future time

to incorporate the same character data

into other programs. Otherwise, the char-

acter DATA figures will have to be typed

into new programs.

An easier way is to use the Basic

language "Create" program, supplied on
the accompanying cassette and docu-

mented/listed in the manual. By inputting

X-Y coordinates for the 6x12 cells, the

program prints out a decimal figure to

enter into your DATA line— much easier.

Each of the cell coordinates has to be
entered individually, but it is a marked
speed improvement over the manual grid

sheet method.
The best way. and I recommend it to

anyone who purchases the 80-Grafix

board, is to order from Programma Inter-

national their HIRESHO high resolution

graphics editor, a fast machine language
program that adds great versatility to your
character programming. Its strongest

feature is the speed it contributes to your
character design. In addition to pre-

programmed characters sets (among
them an upper/lower case set, inverse

character set, fractions. Arabic and
Hebrew sets), there is a separate utility

program that provides a special video

driver for your keyboard. Inverse char-

acters can be obtained by simply pressing

a key as you create your character. In my
opinion, the HIRESHO graphics editor is

the best way to go.

Installing the Board — Decision Points

There are three decisions you will have

to make before proceeding. If your
warranty is still in effect, you'll have to

bite the bullet— decide to break the com-
puter warranty seal and install now, or

wait until the warranty ends. In my case, I

installed 16K memory chips from Ithaca

Audio the same day I bought my com-
puter, so 1 proceeded full speed ahead.

Another decision is whether to install

the board yourself or have a qualified

electronics technician do it for you. If you
are not familiar with digital electronics,

then your answer is pretty clear cut. You
should probably seek assistance.

Another choice is the method of install-

ing the four male DIP pin ribbon con-

nectors on top of appropriate ICs. Pro-

gramma's manual recommends that con-

nectors be pressed directly onto the top of

the ICs. and suggests a drop of glue (or

double-faced tape) on top of the ICs for

proper adhesion of connectors. The
manual says that tests have shown con-

nections such as these to be reliable.

But Programma gives you an alterna-

tive. You can mount low profile IC
sockets over the top of the ICs and
securely solder the socket and IC pins

together. It's a bit tricky soldering in tight

quarters, but there is real assurance your
connection will stay in place if you tote

your computer around.

Since the manual is so complete. I'll

simply cover special points I observed
along the installation route.

The most tedious and painstaking part I

encountered was making sure I had good
solder connections between the pins of

the ICs and the pins of the low-profile

sockets mounted above. Quarters are fre-
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Do you like thinking games?
Do you like fast-action

spectator sports?

Want to have fun learning
more about computers
and programming?

Think you can program
better than your friends?

If you answered YES to any of these questions
RobotWar is for you. A game of the future you
can play today . .

.

Create a robot by writing a special Battle

Language program. This program gives your
robot its unique fighting personality.

Debug your robot on the Test Bench,
a cybernetic window into your Robot's
mind. Is it really checking its

damage level to consider evasive
action? Does it increment its radar
and lasar cannon aim while search-
ing for enemies? If all checks out,

it's on to . .

.

The Battlefield . . . Challenge up to four competitors from the Robot Ready Room on your disk.

Your robot will meet them in the arena where you have a bird's eye view of the mechanical
carnage. Robots scurry about, radars flash, lasar shots fly and explode . . . and only one sur-

vives. You're the witness to a futuristic Gladiator spectacle.

Available on disk for the Apple computer with 48K and Applesoft ROM, at computer stores

everywhere.

from the leader in quality software

MUSE SOFTWARE

Muso Software inc

330 N. CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE. MD 21201
.(301)659-7212

Call or write for information and

the name of your nearest MUSE dealer
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Grafix Board, continued.

Four "push-on " male DIP connectors mount on top of existing ICs. Two
solder connections are necessary, plus one IC lead to be clipped.

One can solder low-profile IC sockets onto the pins of the four ICs that will

receive the DIP-pin ribbon connectors. Special care is necessary when

soldering. The Radio Shack lower-case modification (see piggybacked

ICsl is next to one of the ribbon connector points.

quently close, so you need a good light, a

low-wattage soldering iron, a steady hand,
and a bit of time.

I found a magnifying glass handy to

check out the solder connections and
make sure I didn't have any solder

bridges. A handy way to check for bridges

between the fine traces interconnecting

the computer ICs is to position a good
light source (a high intensity light, for

example) below the PC board. You should
be able to see any bridging outlines from
the opposite side of the board.

One snare I ran into was my Radio
Shack lower case modification. In my
unit, a 2102AN-4L chip is piggy-backed
over IC Z46. Two of the pins on this

memory chip are bent outward, and Z46 is

right next to Z47. one of the ribbon con-
nection points. In order to mount my
piggy-back socket. I had to carefully

remove the Z46 chip and its top-mounted
companion to make room for soldering.

Fortunately the local Radio Shack
Computer Center has installed IC sockets

so the job was easy. If you've had the

modification, you probably will have to

bend the two pins downward somewhat,
taking care that they don't contact the

pins of the 2102AN-4L directly below.

With the lowercase modification. I also

discovered the new character generator

chip to be mounted in a new socket.

Under most circumstances that would be
great. In this instance. I found the socket-

1C combination, potentially another low-

profile socket soldered to the character

generator chip, and a connector to be
inserted in the socket unacceptable.
Among other things (aesthetics pri-

marily), the package would simply be too
high for available spacing between the

computer board and the keyboard. So. I

soldered the connector pins directly to

the generator chip. I didn't like the

prospect ot doing so. but I had no option

other than to scrap the character gener-

ator chip socket and resolder the chip

back into the CPU board. That wasn't

acceptable either.

That's about it. There are only two
solder connections to make if you choose
the nonsocket approach, and you will

have to cut the pin of one IC which is

certainly no big deal. No traces are cut on

the board either, so it is a very clean instal-

lation.

This is especially so because the N0-

Grafix board sits conveniently out of the

way in the bottom of the computer case.

/ found a magnifying
glass handy tocheckout
the solder connections
and make sure I didn't

haveanysolderbridges.

and adhesive strips are already attached
to the small PC board. Before the board is

adhered in the recessed well, make sure

you have checked everything out to your
satisfaction. You will find the strips hold

the board firmly in place, and it takes

effort and care to remove the board from
the well.

An Evaluation

You should be aware that Programma
International doesn't provide a schematic
with the board. This will be a major
obstacle when servicing becomes
necessary at some future time. To make
things even worse, chip identification has
been removed from some of the ICs.

Should your KO-Grafix board ever fail, you
will have no choice but to remove the

board and ship it back to the manu-
facturer for servicing.

It seems to this writer, that chip IDs and

a schematic should be provided to 80-

Grafix board customers. I hope the manu-
facturer will change its policy, for it is

really in the interest of customers to be

able either to service their own equipment
or have it done locally if the need ever

arises.

The manual doesn't tell you how to get

inverse video. However, after you've

fretted a bit, you suddenly discover that's

one of the reasons why tlK demonstration

programs accompany the board. The pro-

gram listing tells the story, and there are

inverse video program data lines waiting

right there on the cassette.

I'd like to see an applications book from

Programma in the future, for it would save

one a good deal of time if a number of

special character sets with data informa-

tion were available. Also, a handy refer-

ence card would be super, along with a set

of preprogrammed graphics design

building-block characters that might

accompany the HIRESSO software. The
Arabic and Hebrew alphabets that come
with HIRESSOare neat for demonstration

but have little utility for many people, so

I'd like to see some other more practical

character sets such as electronic and logic

symbols, graphic building blocks, and so

forth.

The 80-Grafix board has all kinds of

fascinating potential. So far all of my soft-

ware works perfectly and has not been
affected by the installation. The board has

a lot going for it; I recommend it highly.

At $149.95. it's a modest investment in a

major improvement to the TRS-80. You
really can have high resolution graphics

icing your computer cake — and eat it,

too.
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NEW COLLEGE BOARDS for TRS-80

81/82 PET, APPLE™

The best way to sharpen your skills for the College Boards is to work on actual examinations. Each of

these program sets confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each

program is based on past exams and presents material of the same level of difficulty and in the same

form used in the College Board examination. Scoring is provided in accordance with the formula

used by College Boards.

SAT, PSAT, N.M.S.Q.T., set includes 20 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading

Comprehension , Sentence Completion, and Mathematics. Price $1 49.95

EDUCATOR EDITION - SAT, PSAT includes all of the above programs plus detailed solutions and

explanations for each problem plus drill exercises. SAT set includes 26 programs $229.95

GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION set includes 23 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relation-

ships, Reading Comprehension, Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Logical Diagrams, Analytical

Reasoning. $199.95

EDUCATOR EDITION - Graduate Record Exam Set includes 33 programs. $289.95

Owners of our initial College Board series can upgrade their package to the College Board 81-82 specs,

including the all new reading comprehension, sentence completion plus expanded vocabulary and

mathematics sections for $69.95.

ALL TIME SUPER STAR BASEBALL Performance is based on the interaction of

B CI IDCD CTAO OACCRAI I
JC,U '1 ba,,,nK and P'lching data. Game can

at jUrtK 3l/\l\ D/\3Crj/M.L he played by one or two players with the

computer acting as a second player when de-

sired Players select rosters and lineups and

exercise strategic choices including hit and

run, base stealing, pinch hitting, intentional

walk, etc. Highly realistic there are two ver-

sions, ALL TIME SUPER STAR BASEBALL, and

SUPER STAR BASEBALL featuring players of

the present dec adc Each includes about 50

players allowing nearly an infinite number of

roster and lineup possibilities.

•Both Games $24.95

All TIME SUPER STAR BASE BAll

SUPERSTAR BASEBALL sample Lineup

Simple lineup

R Kulh i mkhuwh 1) P.iiker 1 Kne

1 Otirm I
luxn V\ SMrnell H. Ajron

1 DiM.iKK"> H CrevnlMTH u Mjyn 1 Brark

1 I.K kton K Hnfnshy P Ki.se K C .new

C. s.nIit II Wilson C 1 C e|»ll.i ii KilMirm

s Muu.ll H Tecrv C \.i/stremsli K Allen

1 Cot* M Mjnri* w we me. R lellnre

u Mjyt H V.inin K I.k kson K /.sk

c Ynung-P W luhnson p C, Hrell H SC.II.Hk

K Cuiilrv P I Se.ivef |»

SWORD OF ZEDEK
Fight to Overthrow Ra The Master ol Evil. In this incredible

adventure game, you must eontront a host of c reatures. nat-

ural and supernatural. To liberate the Kingdom, alliances

must !«• forged and treasures sought Treachery, deceit and
will he ratt must 1m- lac ed in your struggles as you ene ounter

wolves dwarves elves, dragons hears, owls ore s, giant bats

trolls, etc Each ol the twelve treasures will enhance you I

power In making you invisible, invulnerable more elo-

quent, more skilltul in combat etc . etc ,
as you explore the

realms ol geography both on the surface and underground

Dungeons, temples, castles mountains etc are all a part ol

the fantastic world of Ra. Ea« h game is unique in this spec

i.ic ular and < omplex world oi fantasy. $24.95

^St
TIME TRAVELER

The best of the adventure games. Confronts player with

c omplex dec ision situations and the demand tor real lime ac

lion. Using the Time Mac hine, players must lac e a c halleng-

ing series of environments that include; The Athens ol Pel

ic les lm|«'rial Rome, Nebuc hadne/zar s Babylon, Ikhnaton's

Egypt lerusalem at the time of the c rucifixion, The Crusades,

Mac hiavelli's Italy, the French Revolution, the American Rev-

olution and the Fnglish Civil War. Deal with Hitler's Third

Reic h, Vikings etc At the start of eac h game players may
choose a level ol difficulty. the more- difficult, the greater

the time pressure To succeed you musl build alliances and
struggle with the ruling powers. Each game is unique.

$24.95

ISAAC NEWTON
Perhaps the most fascinating and valu-

able educational game ever devised - ISAAC
NEWTON challenges the players (1-4) to

assemble evidence and discern the under-

lying "Laws of Nature" that have produced
this evidence. ISAAC NEWTON is an induc-

tive game that allows players to intervene

actively by proposing experiments to deter-

mine if new data conform to the "Laws of

Nature" in question. Players may set the

level of difficulty from simple to fiendishly

complex.
In a classroom setting the instructor may

elect to choose "Laws of Nature" in accor-

dance with the complete instruction man-
ual provided.

For insight into some of the basic princ iples

underlying ISAAC NEWTON see (.ode),

' si her. Bach by Douglas R I lolsladter.

Chapter XIX and Martin Gardner's "Mathe-

matical Games" column in Scientific Amer-

ican, October. 1977 and lune, 1959.
$24.95

*ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
TRS-80, APPLE II & PET

•Programs for APPLE or TRS-80 are on

disk or c assette, pfease specify

ANprogram require l6fC#rRS40pi
i

out
luiretfVfl II HAs« ••U'I'll progum require Appfpwirt H-wie

NtC

Kfell Software
Send check or money order to

21 Milbrook Drive, Stony Brook, NY 1 1790

(516)751-5139

JUNE 1981
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The Anadex
DP 9501
Gary Mellar

Selecting a printer to use with your
personal computer is quite a hit different

from (electing the computer itself. Most
computers offer many options anil

peripherals that allow you to change the

original configuration as your needs and
finances change. Conversely, with the

exception of minor options offered by
some manufacturers, the configuration

and features of any particular printer at

the time of purchase are what they are

going to be as long as you own that

printer.

With these thoughts in mind. I made a

list of features that I wanted in a printer.

Some of these were negotiable, others
were not. The features I wanted most
were: acceptable correspondence quality-

print for letters, expanded print capablity

for highlighting reports, graphics capa-

bility, full width printing, a speed of at

least KK) cps and easy interfacing to my
Apple II. I also wanted a piece of
equipment that was reliable, since I am
not the hardware type.

After I spent a considerable amount of

time comparison shopping. I ordered an
Anadex DP 9501 from Consumer Com-
puters in La Mesa. CA in mid-December
I980. Ii was delivered via UPS in less

than two weeks.

Currently Anadex manufactures two
wide-carriage printers— the DP 9500 and
DP 9501—and two narrow-carriage
models the DP 9000 and DP 9001. The
9000 and 95(X) are very similar, except for

the carriage width, as are the 9001 and
9501. The primary differences are speed
and print density. However, this article

will be directed at the DP 9501 only.

Printing Characteristics

There are four print densities standard
on the model 9501: 10 characters per
inch with an 1 1 x 9 dot matrix and 12.5.

15. and 16.7 cpi with a 7 x 9 dot matrix.

Print head velocity is 12 inches per
second yielding 120. 150. ISO and 2(X)

characters per second respectively. All

characters may be printed double width.

All printing is done bidirectionally with

shortest distance logic seeking. Because
it is tractor fed. it can handle paper
widths from 1.75 inches to 16.8 inches
with a maximum print width of 13.2

inches. Thus, at 16.7 cpi up to 220 char-
acters per line can be printed. The 9501
can print the standard 96 character
ASCII set and accepts 2-4 control codes.
lor those who might be interested, there

are character fonts available as extra cost

options.

Features

The 9501 has many features, most of

which are selectable by pre-setting dip

(iarv Mellar. II Lincoln Dr.. RIJ I. Hamburg. PA
H).S2f..



GIFTS FROM PROMETHEUS

NEW for APPLE II

Advanced products at^

Down-to-Earth
PRICES

•

DUAL SERIAL CARD-1.
All functions of two

independent serial

cards on one board -plus

more. Provides Apple ll
(" users

with two simultaneous asynchro-

nous serial channels. DSC-1 appears

as two separate logical serial cards to

the Apple ll
,,)

. Fully software

compatible with all Apple Ms'
1

' and
Microsoft software. 2716 EPROM
used for easy driver modification. In

addition, the second serial channel

supports these extra features:

• Strapable DCE/DTE. • Secondary

RS-232 handshake functions (DCD,

DTR, DSR) • Strapable logical slot

location and hardware looks like it's another

slot. Order: PP-DSC-1 @ $189.00 each

DUAL SERIAL/PARALLEL CARD-1. As with the Dual Serial Card-1

(above), the Dual Serial/Parallel- 1 provides Apple users with simultaneous

use of one full serial port and one parallel port. Both ports strapable for

any Apple peripheral slot. Fully compatible with all Apple and Softcard

(CP/M) software. Drivers for serial interface and Centronics parallel

interface are contained in modifiable industry standard EPROM. Serial

port is configured like DSC-1

.

Order: PP-DSP-1 @ $189.00 each.

MEMORY EXPANSION MODULE-1. Expand yourApple ll<
1 >to afull64K

RAM system with highest quality 16K dynamic RAMS. Fully buffered to

provide reliable operation - even with fully loaded Apples. Total compati

bility with Microsoft Softcard l2)/CP/M,3) and all Apple software. Supplied

complete with installation instructions and test program.

Order: PP-MEM-1 @ $149.50 each

PASCAL MT+ MEM-1. A modular native Z-80 code Pascal compiler.

ISO standard. Includes a MEM-1 (detailed above). Have a full Pascal

compiler at half the Apple price. Requires a Microsoft Softcard' 21 and two

disk drives. Note that the Pascal MT+ alone is normally $250.00.

Order: PP-PMT-1 @ $299.00 each

16K RAM ADD-ON KITS. For TRS-80 and Apple ll
( ". Eight (8) full-

specification industry standard 16K RAMS. These are not seconds.

Order: PP-RAK-16 @ $29.00 each.

All Prometheus boards are completely tested and burned-in prior to shipment

One-year warranty covers parts and labor MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: Order

now without risk Boards may be returned, in good condition, after up to 10 days

of trial for a full and prompt cash refund. California: add 6% tax; BART Counties,

6'/2%. Orders under $150, add $3.00 postage, for handling charge

Freight allowed on orders over $150. Dealer inquiries invited, gp M^
Quantity discounts available.

™

PROMETHEUS
PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS INCORPORATED

4509 Thompson Ct. • Fremont, CA 94538 • (415)791-0266

Trade Marks (1 ) Apple Computers. Inc (2) Microsoft Consumer Products (3) Digital Research. Inc

JL\aJ

NEW!
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Anadex, continued...

This is 10 Characters per inch normal and DOUBLE
THIS IS 12. 5 C.P.I Noraal Width And DOUBLE WIDTH
THIS IS IS C.P.I. Noraal Width And DOUBLE WIDTH

THIS IS 16.7 C.P.I. Noraal Width And DOUBLE WIDTH

Note: g, ,p.q and y lower case letters have descenders.

Sample Prim from Anadex 9501.

i d t r-i

switches prior to power up. All are select-

able via software control. In Table I.

those preceded with an asterisk are both
switch and software selectable:

*10 and ln.7cpi

12.5 and 15 cpi

*6 or H Lines per inch

•Top of form (front panel I switch I

Vertical tabs (up to 1 5

1

Horizontal labs tup to HI

True underline

Double width printing

Graphics

Wraparound or truncate

*Auto line feed

Horizontal tabs tup to hi

•Form Feed and line feed (front panel
switches I

Print width (in Khhs of an inch from 1.0

lo 13.2 inches

i

•Skip over perforation ( 1
2"

I I
2" or 1

to 99 lines)

•Form length (12" 15 1 2" or I lo 254

lines)

External Controls

On the rear panel are four blocks of

dip switches. Two blocks of switches are

used to control the features listed in

Table 1. The other two blocks select the

type of interface - parallel (Centronics

compatible I. RS-232C or 20 60 ma
current loop all of which are standard.

Additionally, these two blocks set the

parameters for the serial interfaces.

which include baud rales (50 lo 9600).

word length (7 or H bits), I or 2 stop bits

and parity.

Also on the back panel, is a power-type
selection module which allows the user to

select 100. 120. 220 or 240 volts in a

frequency range of 4H to 62 hertz.

The front panel has six rocker-type

switches: power on off. paper feed, top

of form set. form feed, self test and
on off line with an illuminated status

indicator. The forms control switches are

multifunctional: they allow bi-directional

paper alignment in .014" increments.

There is a print head gap adjustment
lever which allows for printing of multi-

part forms, up to an original and five

carbon copies. Anil, although it may
seem trivial, there is one other feature

lhat I really like: a manual paper advance
knob that allows bi-directional paper reg-

istration in .056" increments while Ihe

power is on and almost infinite regis-

tration with the power off.

Graphics

As their brochure proclaims, the DP
4501 is a true high resolution graphics

printer. It has a resolution of 72 x 75 dots

per inch. With a print wire diameter of

.014". it can completely blacken the full

printable width ( 13.2 inches) six dots high

per pass. Again all printing is done bi-

directionally with shortest distance logic

seeking. Of the nine wires on the print

head only six arc used in the graphics

mode and each is individually address-

able. The graphics mode uses ASCII
codes from 64 to 127 decimal to select

which print wires to activate for each
print position. The paper can be
advanced in one-dot increments, and the

horizontal position of the print head can
be defined in one-dot increments, which
allows complete control of dot placement
on the paper. This may sound very com-
plex, but the operator's manual provides

thorough documentation ami two pro-

gram examples (in Level II basicl.

For (hose who wish to dump an Apple
II high resolution screen to the printer.

Computer Station. 12 Crossroads Plaza.

Granite City. IL 62040. markets an excel-

lent, easy-to-use machine language pro-

gram with many features for the Apple
II— Anadex user. Basically, any hi-res

screen that can be saved to disk, can be

loaded and printed with a variety of

options.

When in the graphics mode, the char-

acter set is not available. The page-

length, top of form and form feed

features are also lost and must be reset

when leaving the graphics mode.

»M 1979 CORPORATE PERFORMANCE
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Anadex strongly recommends the addi-

tion of ihe optional 2K buffer if the
graphics mode is going to be used. This is

to prevent overrunning Ihe standard 6(X>-

byte buffer during screen dumps or the

printing of large blocks of graphics. The
additional cost of ihe buffer (approxi-

mately 175) is a sound investment even if

you never print any graphics, for it allows

the computer to dump 2.6K of data to the

printer and continue processing while the

printer finishes printing. This makes
more efficient use of the system.

especially if you are printing files from a

disk.
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As a graphics primer, the Anadex is an

excellent investment.

Documentation
The 79-page operator's manual is com-

plete, well illustrated and thorough. It

liners everything one must know to use

the printer; from unpacking to trouble-

shooting. All features are thoroughly

explained. The 14-page section on
graphics includes two sample programs

thai cover the complete use of the

graphics mode.
Also provided is a handy reference

card with communication control codes

on one side and the configuration control

switch assignments on the other.

Summary
The Anadex DP 9501 is an exceptional

printer at a reasonable price iS15 l
)r> list).

It has all the features that I wanted most,

many that were negotiable and one or

two that were not even on my list.

I believe that I have covered all of the

features on my most wanted list except

the quality of the print. Although it is not

a fully formed character type printer, the

11x9 dot matrix pattern at 10 cpi closely

resembles the traditional type size of

most typewriters ami has been quite satis-

factory for all my personal and profes-

sional correspondence.

Up to this point 1 have deliberately

omitted any reference to service and
support by Anadex. I thought that I

would save the dessert for last.

After using the printer for about two
hours, it stopped printing: the print head
continued to move just as though nothing
were wrong, but no printing occured.
The troubleshooting manual described

these symptoms exactly — faulty circuit

The Anadex DP 9501
is an exceptional printer
at a reasonable price.

board or print head or both. Needless to

say, I had a sinking feeling in the pit of

my stomach. Although it was already past

normal business hours on the West

Coast. I thought I would try to reach Joe

King at Anadex anyhow.

I hail several very informative con-

versations with Joe prior to my purchase

of the Anadex. He had given me a lot of

technical information on both the DP
9500 and DP 9501 when l was trying to

make a decision on a printer. It was these

conversations that finally convinced me
to purchase an Anadex. It is refreshing to

find a manufacturer who is more than

willing to help an enil user or potential

end user. Joe has assured me that Anadex
is committed to support their users.

So. I made the phone call and sure

enough I reached Joe King. He deter-

mined that my problem was (he print

head fuse and advised that if. after

replacing it. it failed again. I contact the

local service center in Rockville. Ml) for

replacement of the circuit board or print

head or both. It turned out to be only a

bad fuse, but I called the service center

anyhow to establish contact with them.

They reassured me that in the event of

any failures in the unit they would
replace any or all parts on a walk-in-walk-

out basis, which was very comforting.

In late February, the plastic window on
the ribbon cartridge cracked and began

leaving a slight smear on the paper.

Another call to Anadex resolved this

problem: a new ribbon cartridge arrived

two days later via I IPS Blue label.

What more can I say. except that l am
exceptionally happy with the printer and
the service. Anadex stands behind (heir

product and is committed to satisfying

their users.

CIRCLE 301 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A2-3D/ASaturn Navigator.
a 3D adventure for your A2-3D1 animation package and your Apple II

. . . from SubLOGIC.

Saturn Navigator will take you to places where only Voyager I has ventured.

You II simulate flight from Earth to Saturn through all of the necessary phases

from leaving Earth s orbit and making mid-course corrections to entering

Saturn's orbit and docking with a Saturn orbital station.

Saturn Navigator is sophisticated, even complex, but you don t have to be a

physicist to play. Your Apple will apply the physics as it shows trial flight paths

in response to your input and then carries you on a breathtaking

approach to the ringed planet.

Playing time: 30-45 minutes (for ages 12-adult).

$24.95 on disk (48K memory and A2-3D1 required).

SEE YOUR DEALER or order direct and include $2 for UPS or

$3 for first class mail Illinois residents add 5% sales tax.

Visa and Master Card accepted.

A2-3D/A Saturn Navigator is the first in a series of support

programs for the A2-3D1

.

The A2-3D1 Animation Package,
best utilities for the programmer, is only $59.95 on disk (32K

required) or $49.95 on cassette (16K required).

LOGIC
Communications Corp.

Box V, Savoy, IL 61874
(217)359-8482
Telex: 206995
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year we go through a maniacal
rite-of-spring around here called NCC;
1980. however, proved crazier than ever.

As it happens, we receive demonstration
units from other manufacturers to use in

conjunction with our products at the

show, so there is some fun to be had. This
year we introduced several new products
targeted at the small systems user, so we
had to get some small systems hooked up
to our product.

This is where Doug Gage of TNW
Corp. got involved. He was kind enough
to lend us a demo unit of their IEEE
488/RS-232C interface, the TNW-2000.
For the uninitiated, the IEEE 488 stan-

dard was created in 1975 primarily for

communication among sophisticated

instrumentation. Several of the larger

instrumentation manufacturers use the

same standard, but under different

acronyms: Hewlett Packard calls it HPIB
(Hewlett Packard Interface Bus) and
Tektronics calls it GPIB (General Pur-

pose Interface Bus). As with any standard,

there are departures from it; however,
IEEE 488, HPIB, and GPIB are essentially

the same thing.

There are several useful descriptions of

the IEEE 488 standard around including

the IEEE's document (strictly for the

masochistic) and Hewlett Packard's part

number 59401-90030 (for us mere
mortals). Basically, it is a 16-line com-
munication/control bus which allows up
to 15 instruments to be connected in

parallel with one another. There are three

classes of devices: talkers, listeners, and
controllers. Any and all of the devices
may be talkers listeners, but usually only

one device is the controller. This device (a

computer, for instance) tells the others
whether they are talkers or listeners (if

they are capable of doing both), and
further, addresses the devices which are
on-line with both primary and secondary
address information. This clever little

feature allows, for example, a host

machine (controller) to address a multi-

meter (talker), take a data sample, and
then, via a secondary address to the same

Michael Towers. Houston Instrument Div. of
Bausch & Lomb. One Houston Square. Austin. TX
7875.1. ^L

device, change the scale and take another
reading. Ah. but 1 digress— for more com-
plete information on the IEEE 488 bits,

read some of the excellent material avail-

able which describes it.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, we have

a Commodore PET computer which we
need to attach to our products to show
customers that it can be done. Of course,

we also did the same thing with Apple and
Radio Shack, but they made it easy by
providing an optional RS-232C interface.

Commodore does not. so it was necessary

to locate a PCM which did. Several manu-
facturers sent us their products, but after

evaluating each, I decided that I liked the

TNW device best. Here's why.

First of all, we needed a two-way device

in order to interface a PET to both our
plotters and our digitizers. This limited

the market right away— there are several

one-way devices available which are use-

ful for printers and such, but there is a
paucity of two-way devices. A further

constraint was Commodore's quirk of not

supporting all IEEE 488 standard com-
mands. They didn't include the Service

Request Enable, Serial Poll Enable,

Group Execute Trigger, and some others.

However, these can be implemented with

a little software hocus-pocus. Keithley

Instruments has an excellent application

note which shows how to do it. Com-
modore also chose not to equip their

machines with an IEEE 488 standard con-
nector, but this is really only a minor
annoyance. In short, all we needed was a

nice, simple, inexpensive IEEE 488 to RS-
232C interface that would work well with

both PETs and IEEE 488 standard

devices. What we got from TNW was an
attractive, unobtrusive device that

requires no "trick" software or other such
kludges.

The documentation accompanying the

TNW-2000 tells you everything you need
to know about the installation, configura-

tion and operation of their equipment
with both standard IEEE 488 devices and
the Commodore PET. While the manual
itself isn't the finest piece of printing I've

ever seen, it was written by someone who
speaks both computerese and English. It

includes sections on operation and instal-

lation, schematics, enough code to make

26

the device work, and contingency infor-

mation in case it doesn't. Also included

are two useful sections on the IEEE stan-

dard, the 488, and the EIA standard. RS-

232C. Virtually everything you need to

know about the IEEE 488. RS-232C, and
PET specifications is included (Com-
modore also has a "modified" ASCII
code, which is explained). The first thing

the book tells you is to plug it in, turn it on,

and forget it since the unit only draws a
few watts of power (which comes from a

standard utility outlet, not the host

machine).

The IEEE device address, parity, PET
or standard ASCII, and high/low range
baud rate are selected by a dip switch on
the rear panel. Once set, it should not be
necessary to use them again.

The next thing is to run the short little

program to set the baud rate (assuming a

PET): ^V
10 OPEN 1,4.1 :J = 1 :K=1
20 FOR 1=1 TO 255: AS=AS+"A" :

NEXT k V\
30T=TI: FOR 1=1 TO J: PRINT*!.

A$;: NEXT : T=TI-T
40 PRINT "BAUD RATE IS"; INT

(168300*J/T).
MPASS":K

50 K=K + 1: J=J-SGN(T-200): IF J=0
THENJ=I

60 GOTO 30 \\\\\
This program gives a continuous baud
rate calculation displayed on the PET's
screen. While this program is running, it is

necessary to a) select high/low range on
switch 1 of the dip switch on the rear of

the device and b) adjust the port R29 (also

on the rear panel) to the desired baud
rate.

Once the device has been configured,

one has but to plug the RS-232C device
into the interface and press on. The inter-

face is configured as a DCE device, so if it

is to be used in conjunction with a modem
or some other device configured as DCE,
then a null modem cable must be fabri-

cated—all of which is covered in detail in

the manual. In most cases, however, this

probably won't be necessary. And.
happily, the TNW-2000 provides standard

connectors for both the IEEE 488 and RS-
232C ports as well as a mating connector
for the non-standard PET IEEE 488 port.

Data is throttled through the RS-232C
port via RS-232C standard control lines

RTS, CTS, and DTR (all of which are also

explained in detail).

All things considered, the TNW-2000
seemed to be the best suited to our needs
because it was relativly inexpensive,

required no external "special*' software,

was simple to hook up and create, was at

the same time complex enough to do
several things well, and was attractive in

appearance and design. In short. 1 think

it's a pretty good value for $229. It is avail-

able from TNW Corp.. 5924 Quiet Slope
Dr.. San Diego. CA 92120. Q
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Atari graphics and sound stand in

a class by themselves."

David D. Tbomburg
Compute Magazine, November/December
1<)S()

"Its superiority lies in three areas: draw-

ing fancy pictures ( in color), playing

music, and printing English characters

onto the screen. Though the Apple can

do all these things, ,

Atari does them better."

Russell Walter
•7 Underground Whatmm
Guide to Buying a ™ n*»l MHIj
computer are sav
Published 1980, ^ J

v ELB1 Publications COHlpUtei

What computer people
are saying about

Computers for people".

The Atari machine is the most extraordi-

nary computer graphics box ever made..!'

Ted Nelson
Creative Computing Magazine, June 1980

"...so well packaged that it is the first per-

sonal computer I've used that I'm willing

to set up in the living room."

Ken Skier, OnComputing, Inc. Summer 1980

"...well constructed,

sleekly designed and
user friendly—expect

Iter people reliable equipment,

%f and strong maintenance
5 aDOUt ^ and software support.

br people" Videoplay
December, 1980

To find out about the ATAR] '

800™ Computer
first hand, ask your local computer dealer

tor a hands-on demonstration.
Or call. 800-538-8547 ( In California 800-672-1404 )

ttitttlllltllltlUHnlHllfl

ATARI
Computers for people.

JUNE 1981^or further information write: Atari Inc., Computer Division. 1196 Borrega.s Avenue. Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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TC-8 Cassette
Operating System

First came the expansion interface and
disk drives for the TRS-80. Next came the

Exatron Stringy Floppy (ESF) to serve as

the "poor man's disc." And now there is

the TC-8 Cassette Operating System
(COS) to serve as the "poor man's floppy."

Manufactured by JPC Products Com-
pany of Albuquerque. NM, the TC-8 COS
is sold in kit and and assembled form. The
kit is easy to assemble, and the $30 saving

is well worth the hour or two of effort

required. I would strongly recommend
that anyone in the bifocal days of his life

also acquire and use at least a 3X magni-
fier for identifying the values of the small

parts and examining the soldered connec-
tions. There is an ample supply of solder

in the kit so the only items you need are a

30-watt soldering iron, a pair of small wire

cutters, and a little time end patience. The
unit comes with its own power supply,

connecting cable and utility program
tape. Yes. this device requires 550 hex
bytes of memory to operate.

Nothing needs to be said about the inef-

ficiency of the TRS-80 cassette interface.

Changing the recorder to operate and
receive data from the I/O port increases

the speed of data transfer almost three

times and increases the reliability of the

transfer. The TC-8 COS connects to the

I/O port with the included cable.

1 had a bit of difficulty loading the

utility program tape, but after 15 minutes
of fiddling with the volume control on the

recorder I got the program loaded. The
TRS-80 format tape of that same program
now loads in slightly less than 1 5 seconds.

The original program tape is in three

parts; the MONITOR, the full UTILITY.

Robert C. Kvle. 3940 Oakland Ave. So.. Minne-
apolis. MN 55407.

Robert C. Kyle

and the modified UTILITY which is a

short version of the full UTILITY. The
modifed UTILITY and the full UTILITY
programs are loaded as one program. The
short version has its own starting address.

If your memory is precious and you need
every byte you can lay your hands on then

just type KILL and ENTER and you have
your TRS-80 back to its old self again.

Even though you KILL the utility pro-

gram, you still leave the debounce pro-

gram in high memory (45 bytes).

The utility program supports 21 com-
mands, four of which are file commands
(OPEN. CLOSE. INPUT*. PRINT*).
Basic programs are saved and loaded
under the SAVE and LOAD commands.
The SAVE command must be accom-
panied by a "filename." which can be any
group of eight or less alphanumeric char-

acters. This means that all of your pro-

grams can have real names which are

recognized by the computer. The LOAD
command does not require a filename, but
if there is one. the program will search for

it on the tape while listing the names of all

the other programs it encounters. For
example, let's say you have a game tape

(TC-8 format) with BLACKJAK.
POKER. CRAPS, and STARTREK pro-

grams stored. If you type LOAD
"CRAPS" and ENTER (assuming you are

starting at the beginning of the tape) your
screen would look like

LOAD'CRAPS"
SBLACKJAK SPOKER SCRAPS

READY

which would mean that the CRAPS pro-

gram was loaded and ready to run. You
could also type RUN "CRAPS" which

would enable the program to be loaded

and executed immediately.

What if you have a TC-8 format tape

and don't know what's on it'.' Easy: just

load it in the recorder and type LOADN.
On the screen will be printed all the pro-

gram names that are on the tape, but the

programs will not be loaded. To exit the

LOADN function just hit the BREAK key.

System tapes are stored and loaded under

the PUT and GET commands. Since they

will only work with system tapes you can

store system and Basic programs on the

same tape. The "S" signifies a Basic pro-

gram and the "%" is used for the system

programs. If you GET or PUT a Basic

program or SAVE or LOAD a system

program you will get an SN ERROR mes-

sage.

The TC-8 COS supports two recorders

which can be addressed separately. The
default is to recorder 1.

On power up MEMORY SIZE? is

answered with ,11400 and the utility pro-

gram is entered under a standard

SYSTEM procedure. The full program is

executed by typing the / ENTER at the

second '.'*. If you want the short version

just type /32150 and the screen will show
BOOT READY. At this point you unplug

the recorder from the TRS-80 cassette

port and plug it into the TC-8 unit. If you
have many programs to convert to the

TC-8 format I would suggest you buy, beg.

or borrow another recorder, connect it

permanently to the TC-8 unit and leave

the original recorder connected to the

TRS-80 cassette port. That way there will

be less wear and tear on the plugs and
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COMPARISON TABLE

EXATRON STRINGY FLOPPY

COST $250

Special wafer cassettes w/ continuous loop

4 bytes computer memory used

Programs saved by numbers (1-99)

Booted on power up

Supports 7 units with individual addresses

Supports 7 commands—4 file commands

Data files specified

Requires special Data program (IK)

SAVE and LOAD speed approximately 1 K/sccond

TC-8 CASSETTE OPERATING SYSTEM

COST $120 (kit $90)

Standard audio cassettes Continuous loop cassettes available

550 hex bytes computer memory used

Eight character "names'" allowed for saved programs

Load short utility program (approximately 15 seconds) Dis-

connect recorder and plug into unit

Supports 2 recorders with individual addresses

Supports 21 commands—4 file commands

Data files not specified

Included in utility program

SAVE and LOAD speed approximately 1 K/sccond

cord. Be sure to buy another cassette con-

necting cord for the second recorder. It is

not necessary that your second recorder

be a CTR-80 since the TC-8 supports a

RESET command which frees the rewind

and fast foward on any recorder that has

these functions tied to the motor control

jack. When the RESET command is used,

the recorder motor remains on until you
hit the BREAK key.

File management is similar to disk

except that files cannot have names. The
user controls the name by making it the

first entry he writes to the file. Only one

file can be OPEN at a time so there is no
interchange between files directly. This

can be handled through software sub-

routines.

The TC-8COS stands up to comparison
with the ESF admirably. If one considers

the $90 kit price, the comparison becomes
weighted excessively in favor of the TC-8.

Therefore the comparison of features is

based on the assembled price ($120) of the

TC-8, which is about one half the cost of

an ESF unit.

The manual accompanying the unit is

excellent and the company is very recep-

tive to any comments, suggestions, or

complaints you have. Their address is JPC
Products Company. 12021 Paisano Ct..

Albuquerque. NM 87112. (504) 294-

4623.
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THE LITTLEST PROFESSOR
THE BEST ACADEMIC COMPUTING MATERIALS

FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE

COMPacs from COM Press

COMPacs computing package* Feature interactive programs developed by noted college professors lor use cm the Apple II or Bell & Howell

microcomputers with 48 k oi memory. DOS, and Applesoft in ROM. COMPacs emphasize problem solving .ind laboratory simulation.

COM Pats are perfect lor tlassroom demonstrations or hands-on student experience. COMPacs now available are:

ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT
NUMBER THEORY
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
POPULATION CROWTH
MENDELIAN GENETICS

PSCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
BIOHITS 1: LIFE
BIOB1TS 2: MAGIC FLAG
BIOBITS 3: GROWTH

BIOBITS 4: INTERACTIONS
BIOBITS 5: PROFILE
BIOBITS 6: EVOLUTION
BIOBITS 7: NUCLEIC AC ID CONNECTION
BIOBITS 8: ANALYTIC S

NEW!! COMPat GRADER. ...a must lor educators takes the drudgery out ot tlassroom record keeping!

CIRCLE 12S ON READER SERVICE CARD
for mon information tend foi oui i°^t tutalon: • trademark ot Apple Computer, Inc

£ COMPress DeP t. h
A Division of Science Books International, Inc.

P.O. Box 102 Wentworth, N.H. 03282

(603) 764-5831

Name

School

Dale

IVpt

Address

Number ot Apple-, in your •* hooll

City Stale Zip

C>ttlcc- Hlone
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The huge selection of fantasy games is

staggering and yet continues to grow. To
date. I've been killed innumerable times,

gained and lost vast treasures, dabbled in

magic, battled monsters, and generally

had a great time. This month, as

promised, a look at a game that is not for

the squeamish, a glance back at an old

favorite, a look ahead at more new games,
and whatever else befalls us.

Mind Your Manors
As Adventure games become more

elaborate, we tend to overlook some of

the early games. While the forerunners

might not be as sophisticated as newer
programs, they can still be worth playing.

So. before going on to newer games,
here's a look at an old favorite.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Beneath Apple Manor

Type: Fantasy

System: Apple II

Format: Cassette I I6K1

Floppy Disk(32K)

Language: Integer Basic-

Summary: Good fun. repayable

Price: Tape- S19.95. Disk S19.9.S

Manufacturer: Quality Software
666 Reseda Blvd.

Suite 105

Reseda, CA 91335

Beneath Apple Manor, from Quality
Software, is addictive enough to be inves-

tigated by the FDA. This granddaddy of
games bears a copyright notice from way
back in 1978. In it the player roams
through rooms and corridors, picking up
treasure and fighting monsters. The
familiar traits of strength, intelligence,

dexterity, and body (vitality) are present.
The goal of the game is to find the golden
apple. At the start, you select the number
of rooms per level (from two to (en), and
the difficulty (from one to ten). The com-

*l T
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David Lubar

mands are given as single keystrokes: you
can move, attack, grab a treasure, or per-

form several other acts. The program
adjusts the monsters on each new level,

keeping the game challenging. Con-
versely, if you get clobbered on one level,

the next level will be easier. The starting

point for each level is the main staircase.

Whenever you return to the staircase, you
have the options of trading experience for

other attributes, buying weapons or
armor, getting a brain scan, or moving to

the next level. The brain scan is insurance
against being killed. After death, you art-

resurrected to the status of your last scan.
The game makes good use of the

various attributes. The greater your
strength, the more damage you can do in

combat. But each attack reduces your
strength. You can also zap monsters, but
each zap reduces your intelligence. And if

your intelligence is too low. you wont be
able (o teleport out of bad situations.

The tape version is somewhat compli-
cated to use. You have to load several
binary programs and a Basic program.
Whenever you want to move to a new
level, you have to reload a program. But.
since you can spend a long time on one
level, this isn't too much of an incon-
venience.

Beneath Apple Manor is the sort of
game which you can play for extended
periods. And. after tiring of it. you can
always come back later for another romp
at a higher skill level.

Quality Software also markets Fracas, a
game of exploration, combat, and
treasure hunting for up to eight char-
acters. The program is designed to accept
future scenarios, and comes with one
scenario. Faroph Town, on the disk or
tape. At the start, you generate char-
acters, either selecting characteristics or
letting the computer roll for you. Each

character receives a certain amount of

strength, skill, movement and vitality . and
a weapon class. You are free to select

armor class, but each point of armor
reduces movement and skill. Characters
can start at the beginning of the scenario,

or be placed randomly.

creative coiHpafclng

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Fracas

Type: Fantasy

System: 32K Apple II or II Plus

Format: Tape or Disk

Language: Applesoft or Inlcger Basic

Summary: Well done, will be nice if

future scenarios become
available

Price: Tape $19.95, Disk S24.9.S

Manufacturer: Quality Software
6660 Reseda Blvd.

Suile 105

Reseda. CA 91335

During play, each character has six

options. He can run (no one walks in

Faroph Town), going up to the limit of his

movement allowance. He can rest,

attempting to regain lost vitality. He can
attack, retreat, or dodge. Finally, he can
gel a status report. Rooms, players, and
other goodies (or bad guys) arc displayed
with color-coiled lo-res graphics. On each
turn, the contents of a room arc displayed
and identified. Players choose one of six

alignments. They can't fight players of the
same alignment. The computer con-
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Software for the Apple II and Apple II Plus*

BENEATH APPLE DOS
A Technical Manual

By Don Worth and Pieter lechner

Become an expert on the intricacies of Apple's DOS (Disk OperatingSystem) BENEA1H
APPLE DOS is the perfect companion to Apple's DOS 3 3 Manual Containing eight

chapters, three appendices, a glossary, an index, and over 160 pages, this manual will

serve to completely fill in the many gaps left by Apple's DOS 3 3 Manual Written tor

Apple users with DOS 3 3 3 2 or earlier versions, any Apple disk user would welcome

having this carefully written manual at his fingertips

LEARN

• How DOS 3 3 differs from other DOS versions

• How disks are protected

• How to reconstruct a damaged diskette CATALOG
• How tracks are formatted

• How to use the disk directly, without DOS
• How to call DOS s tile manager
• How every routine in DOS works
• How to customize DOS to your needs
• How to overcome DISK I/O ERRORS
• About the "secret" file types — S and R

INCLUDES

• large quantities of excellent diagrams and tables

• Source listings of useful disk utilities

• Glossary of over 150 technical terms

• Exhaustive description of DOS program logic

• Handy reference card

• Uselul patches to DOS
• Many programming examples

Book - $19 95

CROSS REF by Jim Aalto

Applesoft programmers will be delighted to have this cross reference utility program in

their tool kit' of software aids What can CROSS REF do to speed and facilitate your

Applesoft program development? Consider these (unctions

VARIABLE CROSS REFERENCE LINE CROSS REFERENCE
FIND VARIABLE FIND LINE NUMBER
REPLACE VARIABLE VARIABLE ONLY LISTING

LINE ONLY LISTING

Features that make CROSS REF easy to use include

• Written in machine language, occupies less than 3K
• Resides passively in memory while DOS or Applesoft is active

• Can be loaded with your Applesoft program already resident

• Very fast — a VARIABLE CROSS REFERENCE for a 16K Applesoft program can start

printing in 5 seconds
• Contains printer format controls and headers for documentation

• Prints English language error messages

Cassette $22 95 Diskette $24 95
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LINKER by Don Worth

Turn your Apple II or Apple II Plus into a powerful and productive

software development machine with this superb linking loader/editor

package LINKER does the following and much more

• Dynamically loads and relocates suitably prepared machine

language programs anywhere in RAM
• Combines a main program with subroutines You can assemble a

subroutine once and then use it with as many mam programs as you

wish.

• Produces a map of all loaded routines, giving their location and the

total length of the resulting module
• Contains a library of subroutines including binary multiplication and

division, print text strings, delay, tone generator, and random

number generator

Linker works with virtually any assembler for the Apple II Requires 32K

of RAM and one disk drive

Diskette $49 95

I Only $19 95

Cassette

FASTGAMMON" By Bob Christiansen

Sound, hi res. color, and musical cartoons have
helped make this the most popular backgammon
playing game for the Apple II But don't let these

entertaining features fool you — FASTGAMMON
plays serious backgammon Runs on any Apple II

with at least 24K of RAM

$19.95 Oisktttt $24 95

METEOROIDS IN SPACE'"
By Bruce Wallace

We have taken our popular space
game, formerly called Asteroids in

Space, and made some important im

provements To accent these improve
merits we have given it a new name —
METEOROIDS IN SPACE Your space
ship travels through a shower of

deadly meteoroids If your ship is hit. it

will be destroyed, so you use your laser

gun to blast the meteoroids Big

meteoroids shatter into smaller

meteoroids when hit. and the smaller

ones are usually faster and iust as

deadly From time to time you will en

counter an alien space ship whose
mission is to destroy you. so you'd

better destroy it first All the action is

displayed in fast, smooth, high resolu

tion graphics, accompanied by sound effects You now can control your ship using one
of two options — the Apple game paddles or the keyboard One of the game paddle

buttons controls the laser fire In METEOROIDS IN SPACE, the spaceship's velocity

gradually decreases unless more thrust is applied, adding an element ot control Also

new to this version is a hyperspace feature — translate instantly to another spot in the

galaxy The game is over when five ot your ships have been destroyed An additional

ship is added for every 10.000 points you score Runs on any Apple II with at least 32K
of RAM and one disk drive

Diskette $19 95

ASTRO-APPLE™ by Bob Male

Your Apple computer becomes your astrologer,

generating horoscopes and forecasts based on the

computed positions of the heavenly bodies This

program offers a delightful and stimulating way to

entertain friends ASTROAPPLE produces natal

horoscopes (birth charts) for each person based
on his or her birth data Any two people may be
compared for physical, emotional, and intellectual

compatibility The program is written in Applesoft

BASIC with machine language subroutines It

requires either RAM or ROM Applesoft and at least

32K of memory

Cassette $14.95 Diskette $19 95

$0%
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FRACAS™ by Stuart Smith

A fantastic adventure game like no other 1 Up to eight

players can participate in FRACAS at the same time

Journey in the land of FAROPH. searching for hidden

treasure while warding off all sorts of unfriendly and
dangerous creatures You and your friends can compete
with each other or you can |oin forces and gang up on the

monsters Your location is presented graphically and sound

effects enliven the battles Save your adventure on diskette

or cassette and continue it at some other time Both integer

BASIC and Applesoft versions included Requires at least

32K of RAM

Cassette - $19.95 Diskette $24 95

BATTLESHIP COMMANDER" by Erik Kilk and Matthew Jew

A game of strategy You and the computer each start out by positioning live ships of

different sizes on a ten by ten grid Then the shooting starts Place your volleys skillfully

— a combination of logic and luck are required to beat the computer Cartoons show
the ships sinking and announce the winner Sound effects and flashing lights also add
to the enioyment ot the game Both Applesoft and integer BASIC versions are included

Requires at least 32K ot RAM

Cassette - $14.95 Diskette - $19 95

Also by Don Worth

BENEATH APPLE MANOR - Adventure Uses Integer BASIC

Cassette $14 95 Diskette $19.95

BABBLE Fun with words, sound, and graphics

Cassette $19 95 Diskette $24 95

QUTH-ny SOFTWARE
6660 Reseda Blvd . Suite 105, Reseda. CA 91335

(213)344-6599

Now exclusive distributors tor products trom The Software Factory. Newhall. California

'Apple II and Apple II Plus are trademarks ot Apple Computer Inc

WHERE TO GET IT: Call us at (213) 3444599 for the name ot the Quality Software

dealer nearest you If necessary you may order directly from us Mastercard and

Visa cardholders may place orders by telephone Or mail your check or bankcard

number to Quality Software. 6660 Reseda Blvd . Suite 105. Reseda. CA 91335
California residents add 6% sales tax SHIPPING CHARGES Within North America

orders must include $1 50 for first class shipping and handling Outside North

America the charge for airmail shipping and handling is $5 00 Pay in US
currency CIRCLE 195 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Fantasy, continued...

trolled character! have different align-

ments. Whenever a eharaeter is next to

another character of different alignment,
an encounter occurs. During encounters.
you can fight, retreat, or rest. The success
of combat depends on a characters skill.

strength, weapon rating, and armor class.

If you vanquish an opponent, you get all

his gold. Winning gold can increase your
experience, allowing you to gain skill or
strength, but it can also reduce your skill

or movement.
There are several levels to Faroph

Town, with trap doors and doors that

seem to teleport you to other areas. If you
find yourself in one of the tougher areas

before gaining enough experience, you
could be in trouble. One of my favorite

characters was destroyed in a premature
encounter with a small dragon and King
Boogaloo (there are touches of humor
laced through the scenario).

There is no ending, perse, to the game.
Once you have explored all avenues, the
program allows you to continue wander-
ing through empty locations. To offset

this, the instructions contain suggestions

for possible rules. Solo players might want
to try gathering a certain fixed amount of

treasure, or defeating a certain monster.
Groups might try competing for the most
gold, continuing until only one survives,

or starting at random locations and trying

to meet. Once you've explored the whole
Scenario, there are no surprises left, but

you can always try going through with a
weaker character, or gathering more loot.

All' Wells Thai Ends Well

Krell Software markets two fantasy

games with interesting premises. Time
Traveler allows you to wander through
fourteen eras, attempting to gather
hidden time rings. Each ring has a special

power that can aid you on your quest. The
areas you explore are represented by a

text grid which is displayed whenever you
give the "map" command. As you move

creative computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Time Traveler

Type: Fantasy

Svstem: I6K Apple with Applesoft.

PET or TRS-80

Formal: Tape

Language: Applesoft. PIT Basic, or

Level II Basic

Summary: Different, time trip type

treasure hunt

Price: S24.93

Manufacturer: Krell Software

21 Millbrook Dr.

Stony Brook. NY
11790

through an era. you can attempt to gain

allies, fight enemies, and discover the

location of the rings. The game is interest-

ing, and the encounters change on replay.

Various misfortunes can hinder your
progress, including capture by the local

power group. You might be imprisoned,

tortured, or otherwise mistreated, but

that's part of the lot of a time traveler.

Written in Basic, the game takes a few

seconds to respond to commands, but the

wait is not unbearable.

Whenever you enter a time period, you
have to choose which side you want to

join. In Egypt, you can be a Pharoah or a

Priest, in colonial America, you can be
either British or Colonial. Your choice

will effect how you are treated by other

people of that era. Guards might let you

creative competing

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Sword of Zedek

Type: Fantasy

Svstem: IfiK Apple with Applesoft.

PET. TRS-SO

Formal: Tape

Language: Applesoft, Pel Basic.

TRS-80 Level II Basic

Summary: Ra is a quitter

Price: S24.95

Manufacturer: Krell Software

21 Millbrook Dr.

Stony Brook. NY
11790

through or block your way. depending on

your allegiance.

Was it fun? Mostly. The change of

format from other fantasies was nice, giv-

ing a bit of variety. The randomness,

allowing replay, is a plus, though I'm sure

that after a certain number of plays, the

game will begin to acquire a familiar ring.

Sword of Zedek is the other fantasy

game from Krell. This is similar to Time
Traveler in format, but your travel is

across space rather than through time.

You have to win allies from among the

fantastic creatures of the land, then find

the evil Ra and defeat him. While explor-

ing the land, you must try to persuade
creatures to join you. You can also hire-

kings or banes. But if you hire any
creature's bane, that creature will not join

you. The land is represented by a text map
of nine by ten. and a second, smaller map
of the underground area. Sword ofZedek
didn't seem to have the variety or excite-

ment of Time Traveler, and Ra rolled

over and died a bit too easily.

Squish, Ick

Bob Liddel is the creator of a game
called Death Dnadnaught, that is defi-

nitely not for the weak of heart. You find

yourself on a wrecked space ship (there

sure is a lot of litter in the universe I: your

primary goal is to gel out alive and your
secondary goal is to keep from doing any-

thing that will gel you killed. Though done
with just text descriptions, the game is

quite graphic. Every conceivable word for

"icky remains of slaughter" has been used
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<©lborra
JXebenge

OLDORF'S REVENGE is a well done

and exciting action game with over 100

rooms in Hi-Res (See pictures). You
must explore castles, caverns, caves, and

palaces, battling monsters and searching

for lost treasures plus more. A total of

4 interlocking programs. 48K Ram,
Applesoft Rom and Disk required.

OLDORI on Disk $19.95

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES
14422 S.E. 132nd

Renton, Washington 980SS

(206) 228-5691

Washington residents add 5 3S sales lax. Applesoft and

Apple are registered trademarks of Apple Computers. Inc.

®lje tEatturtan
The I arturian requires 48K ram, APPLE-
Soft ROM, and a disk drive. As you explore

the 160 rooms (each done in HI-RES)

gathering weapons and treasure that will

prepare you for the final battle against the

Tarturian, you will encounter the deadly

Krolls, battle the Minotaur, discover the

Yummy Yakky's secret, make friends with

the Tullesweep, avoid Ghouls, kill giant

Centipedes, explore the Pillar Tombs,
discover secret passages and more.

TARTURIAN on disk $24.95

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES
14422 Southeast 132nd Street

Renton, Washington 980S5

(206) 228-6691

Washington residents add 5.3«a sales tag. APPLESOFT
and APPLE are registered trademarks of

Apple Computers, Inc.
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Fantasy, continued...

in the room descriptions, from mundane
maggots to bizarre terms with slightly

medical overtones. How is the game? Not

bad. The inner logic is there, along with

the other trappings of a good adventure.

creative contpattnft

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Death Drcadnaught

Type: Fantasy

System: TRS-80 Model I

Format: Tape or Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: (looey, gorey game

Price: Tape $14.95. Disk 519.93

Manufacturer: The Programmer's
Guild
P.O. Box Mi

Peterborough. NH
03458

Dreadnought. Otherwise, it's as good as

any other adventure of this type.

Highland Computer Services markets
some nice fantasy programs for the

Apple. The games come on disk and
require 48K with Applesoft. Oldorf's

Revenge allows you to explore an under-

ground world drawn in hi-res graphics.

And. if you get killed, you can go back to

the start without loosing any of your
possessions. That avoids the tedious

process of regaining everything, and takes

less time than loading in a saved game.
The interesting part about Death

Dreadnought is that, after a while. I found
myself ignoring the gruesome descrip-

tions and concentrating on the game. The
gory stuff quickly becomes just words to

glance through. There are some nice

touches in the program. At one point. I

tried what seemed to be a clever way to

get through a certain locked door. To my
surprise, the method worked. To my
chagrin. I found that I definitely didn't

want to get through that door. Fortu-

nately. I was resurrected with all posses-

sions. If you are bothered by violence or

crude descriptions, stay away from Death

creative compattng
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Oldorf's Revenge

Type: Fantasy

System: 48K Apple with Rom
Applesoft. Disk Drive

Formal: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Good romp through

underground world

Price: $19.95

Manufacturer: Highland Computer
Services

14422 S.E. 132nd
Renton. WA 98055

The program, though in Applesoft Basic,

runs fast, and rarely accesses the disk,

thus speeding responses even more. This
game introduces a neat twist. You can be
one of seven characters; cleric, thief, elf.

magician, wizard, gladiator, or strong-

man. Each character has special com-
mands only he can execute. For instance,

thieves can open, unlock, pry. or pick
things. Only gladiators can fight. During
play, you can switch from one character
to another, but no character can be used
more than five times. The first goal is to

get enough gold to allow you to cross the

toll bridge. Once across the bridge, you
can save the game in progress. The ulti-

mate goal is to find the exit from the

caverns and leave with at least 300 points.

The pictures, while not works of art. are

giMxl enough to increase the quality of the

game.

creative compattng
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: The Tarturian

Type: Fantasy

System: 48K Apple with Rom
Applesoft. Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Good concept, nicely

executed

Price: $24.95

Manufacturer: Highlands Computer
Services

14422 S.E. 132nd

Renton. WA 98055

The Tarturian uses the same multi-

character concept, but adds an interesting

extra. Each character can be killed by a

certain type of monster. The instructions

contain the remnants of an old document
that shows the footprints of each monster,

giving you some chance to change char-

acters before getting killed. There is also a

new character. The mortician follows

your group, burying members who are

killed. In The Tarturian you can use each
character up to ten times.

creative compatlng
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Creature Venture

Type: Fantasy

System: 4KK Apple with Rom
Applesoft. Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Hunt through house
in hi-res

Price: $24.95

Manufacturer: Highland Computer
Services

14422 S.E. 132nd
Renton. WA 98055

I was also sent a preliminary sample of

Creature Venture, which takes place in a

haunted house. Again, the pictures were
good, and the game was fun. A bit of

animation spiced up play. Like most
games of this type, there are points where
you can get stuck with nothing to do. Until

you find the required solution, you can't

go on. Still, for those who like adventures,

this one is a good buy.
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Get 12 issuesof

WXSimmwt
forthepriceof 8,

Some things are still cheaper by the dozen.

When you subscribe to Creative Computing, you get 12 issues for just $20. The same 12

issues would cost you $30 at the newsstand.
Why not enjoy Creative Computing all year long and save $10 at the same time.

To subscribe, call toll-free from 9 AM to 6 PM 800-631-8112. In New Jersey, call

201-540-0445. Or write to Creative Computing, Morris Plains, NJ 07950. We accept Visa,

MasterCard and American Express.

Creative Computing is the leading magazine of small computer applications and software. It

has in-depth reviews of new systems, peripherals and software. Also articles for both
beginners and experts; columns about popular computers, programming techniques and new
products; and complete program listings for your computer.

Alvin Toffler says, "I read Creative Computing not only for information about how to make
the most of my own equipment but to keep an eye on how the whole field is emerging.

"

Why not join over 90,000 subscribers and save money at the same time? If you're clever

enough to order a dozen.
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From Avalon Hill...

/

CQiriPUTEfl

KlflRfflRE

Dale An. Inh.ilil. 1X17 Third Ave. N.. Minneapolis,

MN 55405.

Dale Archibald

I hale to admit it. but I'm even more of a

game addict than I am a computer addict.

I've played chess, checkers, GO. back-

gammon, and parchesi. I've played poker,

pinochle, euchre, and bridge. I've played

dungeons and dragons. I've played elec-

tronic handheld games as a reviewer. I've

competed on video games. And I've

played war games (a.k.a. simulation

games.) ever since the 1960s. I've also

been lucky enough to play many of the

computergames currently on the market.

When I learned that Avalon Hill Game
Co.. the grande dame of the simulations

business, was to publish its first set of

computer games. I thought it would be the

event of the year for both gamers and
computer owners. After all. the firm has

been publishing games for over 20 years.

(Avalon Hill Game Co., 4517 Harford Rd..

Baltimore. MD 21214.)

The firm's first offerings came on the

market in mid-summer 1980, selling for

around $15 each. The games include

Nukcwar. B-l Nuclear Bomber. North

Atlantic Convoy Raider* Midway Cam-
paign and Planet Miners.

Each game is on a cassette which

includes an original and backup for the

Apple II with Applesoft Basic. TRS-80.

and PET. I tried to run the games on my
16K Apple II Plus. It said on the box and

on the instructions that it takes "16K

Memory Beyond Basic" for the Apple.

Avalon Hill batted about .400 with me
when I tried to load the games. Nukewar

loaded on the first try. Convoy Raider

took five tries, and finally loaded from the

backup. Midway Campaign beeped, and

beeped again, but the cursor wouldn't

come back on. B-l Bomber printed

ERROR regardless of volume; and Planet

Miners went OUT OF MEMORY.
A second tape recorder loaded B-l

Bomber, but to run Midway Campaign

and Planet Miners takes a 20K Apple II

Plus. The 16K of free memory beyond

Basic means just that.

Convoy Raider

Looking at the games in chronological

order. North Atlantic Convoy Raider is

first. It's a simulation of the 1941 attempt

of the British Home Fleet to sink the Bis-

marck. You command the Bismarck while

the computer controls the Hood. King

George V, Rodney, and Prince of Wales.

It also controls convoys the Bismarck

should sink.

The weight of world
opinion goes against
whichever country

fires first.

The display is a 12 x 12 grid, each grid

7£>ne representing 10.000 square miles.

Ships are represented by the first letter of

their names.
Strategic and tactical are the two types

of turns. A strategic turn prints a map
showing convoys and battleships cur-

rently spotted, plus damage to the Bis-

marck, remaining fuel, time, weather con-

ditions, etc. It then asks for commands
regarding the heading on which you wish
to sail.

A strategic turn contains one or more
tactical turns approximately 30-60

minutes long. When a change occurs in

the tactical situation, the computer will

print out a message such as KING
GEORGE V SPOTTED, then wait about
four seconds. If the player presses the

space bar during this time, a new strategic

turn can be entered. This allows the

Bismarck to change directions to escape
battle, for instance.

Once the Bismarck is within range of a

convoy, it automatically fires. When
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CLOAD MONTHLY
'all the fit that's news to load'

TRS-80 PROGRAMS ON CASSETTE
CLOAD Magazine for your Model I or III!

Goleta. Calif. — You can get 7 or 8 programs on cassette, each month,

that CLOAD directly into your TRS-80 Model I or III!

A subscriber, too engrossed in trying to save the world from invading

aliens (March, 1981 issue) to give his name, stated. "I receive a 30 minute

cassette by First Class Mail each month containing some of the best games

and educational programs I have ever played. Some are even in machine

language! 'Another CLOAD subscriber. Claudine Cload, could now

"fit the computer into her schedule" thanks to the utilities and occasional

disk programs she received from CLOAD. She was writing about it to all

of the people on her mailing list (November. 1979 issue).

Get the news firsthand. Get a subscription to CLOAD Magazine.

by Clyde Cload. star reporter

The Fine Print:

Overseas rates slighuy higher—

please write for them.

Back issues available—ask for our list.*

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation

California residents add 6* to single copies

and anthologies. Programs are for Level II

I6K. Model III I6K , and occasionally for disks.

*24 Level I back issues also available.

PRICES
I year subscription .

6 month subscription

Single copies
Anthology-volume I

Anthology-volume 2

Mastercard/Visa Welcome

S42.00

*23.00

. *4.50
* 1 0.00
* 15.00

, ; .—„ „-. f—

_

ffi-'t'- .1...I.I.I,!, i .i.l.l.l

• 8 Si—is :
> i^ 8—8nla8 MAGAZINE INC. P.O. Box 1267 Goleta. CA 931 16 (805) 964 2761 1981

CIRCLE 1130N READER SERVICE CARD

COLOR COMPUTER OWNERS!
CLOAD INC. ANNOUNCES

CHROMASETTE MAGAZINE!
A monthly magazine-on-cassette for your

Extended BASIC Color TRS-80!

Goleta California — With

CHROMASSETTE
Magazine, Color Com-
puter owners can now enjoy

the variety, economy, and

easy entry of programs that

CLOAD subscribers have

enjoyed for 3 years.

CHROMASETTE
Magazine gets rid of the

type-in-and-edit blues by

putting a rainbow of ready-to-load programs on

cassette, and sending them to you by First Class

Mail each month. Educational, practical, utility,

and game programs are delivered right to your

mailbox.

U

Put a rosy color in you and

your computer's cheeks,

stop reading these old

cliches, and get a subscrip-

tion to CHROMASETTE
Magazine.

Please write for rates and

other info.

CHROMASETTE Magazine in its Prime Slate Or send a blank check and

your account balance. (Visa

and MasterCard also accepted)

CHROMASETTE MAGAZINE
Box 1267B Goleta CA 93116
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Warfare, continued...

within range of a British battleship, it will

ask for a target ship. Then the player sits

and watches while the battle goes on. So
really, the only choices the player can
make are: which direction to go, and
whether to fight or flee.

Weather and day/night conditions are
factors to be considered. The game is

weighted heavily in favor of the British.

Don't lose the instruction book. The game
itself won't prompt you to remember that
H changes heading.

Midway Campaign
Midway Campaign is the next stop in

our order of battle. It's June, 1942, in the
Pacific. Four Japanese carriers are head-
ing toward the tiny island of Midway,
supported by cruisers and an invasion
force. The U.S. has two carrier forces in

the vicinity, and Midway itself has every
airplane it can scrape up.

As I mentioned earlier, this game takes
a 20K Apple II Plus. It uses the same type
of grid Convoy Raider uses. The carrier
forces are Task Force 16, with the Enter-
prise, Hornet, and cruisers; and Task
Force 17, the Yorktown and cruisers.

This game does prompt the player. The
U.S. forces are commanded by the player,
and since it's an air battle the planes are
all-important. Midway is considered a
carrier. Combat Air Patrols are set up
around each one to form a protective
screen in case of Japanese attack. The
remaining aircraft are armed and ready to
launch against the Japanese fleet. Prime
target, of course, is that carrier force.

Your carriers are also top priorities.

Their aircraft can make strikes up to 235
nautical miles away, while yours can only
go 200. You have to stalk their carriers,

and hope yours go undetected. Some-
times you know when you're spotted;
other times you aren't told. Once you
launch the strike, you can only sit and
watch. When your planes return, they go
below to refuel and rearm. This takes a
full move, and there's nothing you can do
while they're down.

Playing the game again to write this

review, I was able to sneak in behind their

carriers and launch an attack that sank all

four of them. It was the first time I've won!

Nukewar
The next game in time is Nukewar, a

favorite among visitors to my house. Two
8x8 grids represent two countries for
which you select names.
Your object is to build up bomber,

missile, submarine and anti-ballistic

missile bases on the grid coordinates while
the computer-controlled enemy does the
same. You can also spy or attempt to
declare war before the computer does.
The building campaign is limited by

time. The year the game begins is random,
between 1956 and 1965. Missile subs

aren't allowed until 1965, ABM bases until

1970.

The first strike hits the other country's
forces on the ground. You may also hit

enemy cities. The weight of world opinion
goes against whichever county fires first.

Missile subs go to sea, immune from
attack. Bomber bases launch fighter-

bombers. They're 20 per cent tougher as
fighters, and will knock out incoming
bombers. Bombers that survive that
attack, and any ABM attacks, will hit

targets of opportunity. You don't need to
know where enemy bases are for this to
happen.

You order missile attacks—and sub-
marine missile attacks when the subs are
in location— by grid coordinates. Often,
the missiles will drift, so don't count on
one missile for one target. Some will miss
nine out of ten times.

Claw for altitude—drop
the bigone—andgetout

of there.

During defense the information scrolls

so fast it's unreadable. During battle, the
premier of the computer country keeps
calling to negotiate. If you're stronger, she
may agree to a truce. The winner is the
side with the greater population surviving.

Cities have 1 1 million people, other non-
bombed grid locations one million each.

B-l Nuclear Bomber
Best of the games is B-l Nuclear

Bomber. The scenario starts with a
Russian attack on the U.S., and you're
pilot of a B-l out of Thule.
Ask the navigator for a course to your

chosen target, check the status of your
ship, and name your course and altitude.

You must fly low to miss radar. As you go
roaring along, surface-to-air missiles

(SAMs) and MIG fighters are launched to
intercept. You have six Phoenix missiles,

electronic countermeasures (ECMs), and
can take evasive action. The deeper into
Russia you fly, the stouter her defenses
become. To add to your problems, every
time you use ECM, it works less well.

Nuclear air blasts flash on the screen as
you roar along. When you arm the bomb,
enemy activity really picks up: Their
detectors can more easily home in on you.
Claw for altitude—drop the big one— and
get out of there.

If you do reach Thule, and have enough
fuel to land, you may find your crew has
been seared by radiation. This is an excit-

ing game, with good prompting.

Planet Miners

Finally, far in the future. Planet Miners
sets your family against three others

(either human or computer-controlled) in

an attempt to gain mining concessions on
planets throughout the solar system.
Each player has five ships manned by

crews of varying capabilities. But one ship

has to stay on earth to deal with various

ownership squabbles, claim jumping
attempts, etc. The others travel through-

out the system to make claims, claim
jump, attempt sabotage, and do all the

things normal interplanetary businesses

do in the course of a day.

The object, of course, is to amass the

greatest number of claims by the end of

the 40th move, or when the earth's Mining
Council calls a halt to the proceedings.
Shades of the gold rush.

Unfortunately, although it's the only
multi-player game in this set of five, it's

achingly dull.

All five of these products have a touch
of the board game about them. Perhaps as
board games they would be acceptable,
but as computer games they fall short.

They don't take advantage of any of the

computer's capabilities except the book-
keeping function and—on the Apple, at

least—some squeaks and bleeps to signify

battle. You don't see ships, aircraft,

planets, or anything but letters. All the

maps are like that. Only B-l Nuclear
Bomber uses graphics, and that just

flashes the screen to signal an atomic air

burst.

B-l is also one of two that have any
sense of time as a factor, as defending
MIG fighters and SAMs come into range.

Nukewar uses time only to the extent that

the player never knows when the machine
will make its onslaught. At least there's

some tension in these two. As far as the

others are concerned, you could leave

and make a sandwich while you consider
you next move!

Please understand. I'm not suggesting

that these games should have all the bells

and whistles of arcade games; I know they

are strategy simulations. I do feel, how-
ever, that they would benefit greatly from
more suspense, and more play value. As it

is. they seem to be neither fish nor fowl.

But there are good things about them.
They're inexpensive, and they'll run on
machines with small memories. Best of all.

they're giving Avalon Hill a chance to test

the water, to see what type of computer
games are most popular— to learn what
should and shouldn't be done.

Also, consider this: just the fact that

Avalon Hill has published these games
gives the entire computer game business
an aura of familiarity. Non-computer
retailers, such as game stores, toy stores

and book stores, that would never have
thought of handling computer games a
year ago, may reconsider just because AH
is involved.
CIRCLE 304 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Beagle Bros. Bargains!
Exciting Apple Software PLUS Juicy Apple Information!

At Your Dealer Now or Shipped To You Within 24 Hours!
ONLY

$24.
$1 50 SHrppeiJ

mm
1. TcXtTrain: Race the onscreen clock with

your text-format video freight train " Real-time track

switching ft coupling simulations, hours of fun!

2. Sub Search: Find ft capture the invisible

enemy subs on your Apple color graphics scope!

Sound-enhanced scanner, tracer * instrument panel!

3. Pick-a-Pair: A colorful Apple party game
tor a* ages end stun levels! Uncover and remember the

hidden graphics symbols to score big ft win 1

Game Pack #2*
/

tlM
ONLY
$24.

»1 JO Sri<op»*>o,

.

Our challenging changeable maze
game 1 Capture targets in a flexible maze, and
outmaneuver your opponent before time runs out!

2. Elevators: Keyboard control 4 elevators at

one time in your CRT skyscraper you'll need a compu-
ter to solve this one!

3. QlliCk-Drawl: you command two colorful

gunmen who shoot it out on your Apple screen!

Game Pack #3*

1. MagiC Pack: Four mind-bending tricks in

one fantastic Magic Show! Only you and your Apple

know how to perform these amazing feats'

2. Slippery Digits: A challenging ft colorful

number-action game for all ages A great demonstra-

tion of your Apple's capabilities!

3. Oink! A nerve-racking sound-enhanced video

dice game with unpredictable results and lots of

laughs'

Game Pack #4*

1. BUZZWOrd: A comical story-creator with

endless possibilities 5 changeable stories m memory
plus a fascinating Create Your Own Story" program!

4. Triple Digits: A thinker's game with num-

bers Score in tour ways end outfox your opponent!

3. Com Game: A kids' guessing game involving

3 farm animals and endless supply of corn!

•in edekbon lo ffi« jemm Wed. ««Ch cMk content AT ICAST TWO eddreonei

lonut »ro«erm powers ewe soo*c* mat *«• further demoMtrete the ver

UOKy of your APfMC' Gemc Pecks 1,913 contwn el feme* <n both ApprnoA

AM5 mteeer •**« Geme Peck « Appknoft Or#.v

do/ bo//
DISKCOMMAND EDITOR
by Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy

DOS BOSS is en extremely versatile, easy-to-use

Apple utility package that will customize your disk sys-

tem and personalize your personal computer! Here

are just SOME of Dos Boss's useful features—

Rename DOS Commands by umpty enter

ing the command you want changed (sey "CATA-

LOG ") end your new commend (say "CAT ") Now
"CAT" w* cotelog your disks Other changes are just

as easy

Change the "Disk Volume" heading to

anything you want, your name, disk title or code, with

or without the Volume Number Inverse, Flash or

Normal'

"Save-Protect" your programs! An
unauthorized copy ettempt will produce e "NOT
COPYABLE'" messege

One-key program selection! Run
progrems by pressing only the key indicated on the

screen Instant free-space on disk with one key too!

Customized Catalogs! creete muiti-

columned cetelogs thet fit more file names on the

screen Catalog only the He-types you went (A, I, B

and/or T) Omit or elter sector numbers end language

codes too!

Rewrite Error Messages! syntax error

can be TRY AGAIN'" or "NO COMPREN0E", "DISK

FULL" cen be "BURP 1 " anything you want!

All of DOS BOSS'S change features

may be appended to any of your
programs, so that anyone using
your disks on any Apple (booted or

not) will be formatting DOS the way
you designed it!

Plus the DOS BOSS BOOK! 36 pages of

valuable Apple info! An excellent learning tool

covering ell DOS BOSS feetures PLUS e new collection

of Beegle Bros Apple tips ft tricks, e greet compenion

to our originel Beegle Bros Apple Tip Book (etso in-

cluded free!)

Inside The DOS BOSS BOOK
• Discover some strenge Apple bugs!

• Put Inverse REM Statements in your listings!

• Two-sided Apple disk tips!

• Make your programs un-listeble!

• Custom-format your cetelogs!

• Chenge DOS with creetrve POKING!
ONLY

$24.
DOS BOSS © I'""'*"
and The DOS BOSS BOOK
3 9 or 3 3 Applesoft

m
Free 11x17 Apple
COMMAND CHART *
36 page TIP BOOK
Included With Every
Order!

I GOT My
._ SnOi COMMAND

CHART, I'rt /HOUIOfD
NCN W*! AWO VWOH

'J

The APPLE COMMAND CHART: Exper
iment with commands you've never met from this handy al-

phabetical poster of ALL 190 APPLE BASIC & DOS COMMANDS
and their functions, attractively typeset & lithographed on
heavy-duty 11x17 stock An invaluable reference that you will

use as long as you use an Apple!

The APPLE TIP BOOK: 36 pages of practical

ideas, tricks, listings & suggestions on how to make better use
of your Apple An excellent collection of Apple reading mate-
rial with complete program listings and tips on setting up your
Apple, removing garbaged program lines, altering color out-

put, printing unprintable'^text characters, entering machine
code, and more - ,

-

RUSH!I
m the Packages

J checked below PLUS

i APPLE COMMAND CHART ft TIP BOOK

r] DOS IOSS ft The DOS BOSS BOOK (*25 SO)

GAME PACK »1, Train, etc ($25 SO)

|

^ GAME PACK »8, Wowzo, etc (US 50)

;
; GAME PACK «3, Magic, etc ($25 50)

GAME PACK «4, Buzzword, etc (*2S 50)

(Prices Include First Class Shipping.)

* "OURS!

n
f

Specify ^] DOS 3 2 or DOS 3 3

MultipleOrders K)%OFF
NAMES.

ADDRSre

I CITY*"

I Ami. EncloMd'S-

_ZIP«_
(CeVorrM rOKfcenb. you've

COt to edd 6% ten lex

)

VISA

4313 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 94103

VISA 'MASTERCARD:

Include ACCOUNT NO,

EXP. DATE ft SIGNATURE.

Mail to: BEAGLE BROS, Dept. H
4315 Sierra Vista,

San Diego, CA 92103

Telephone (714) 296-6400.
Dealer Inquiries Welcome!
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Bearing 0°

achieved

FIRST COURSE:
90° for 5 time units

1
/ 2 3

/ 1 ^

x 8
5 6 7

Course 90°

achieved
SECOND COURSE
0° lor 6 time units

Original heading: 60°

I ins Alliance cruiser needed two successive MS imovc ihipl commandi to describe this

S-curve. The first MS command lurns the ship to heaitaa "0° for 5 time units. The
second command alien coarse to 0° for six iinu' units. At least one more MS commands
uouUI he required to complete the remaining 5 time units of the turn.

creative compafciRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: The Warp Factor

Type: Space 1 ight Simulation

System: 48K Apple with Rom
Applesoft. Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Excellent strategy game
Price: $39.95

Manufacturer: Strategic Simulations

465 Fail-child Drive
Suite 108

Mountain View. CA
94043

The early programs from Strategic Sim-
ulations had a reputation for a long lag

time between turns. In complex situa-

tions, there could be waits of half an hour
or more while combat results were pro-

duced. Thus, when The Warp Factor
arrived for review. I was hesitant to look
at it myself. I just couldn't envision spend-
ing hours in space fights that didn't take
place in real time. Luckily. I did take a
look at the game. Warp Factor is great.

Those of you who liked playing Star Trek,
but got bored with the simplicity and
redundacy of the game, have a new addic-

tion in store.

Warp Factor places you in command of

a starship or fleet of ships. You can be part

of any of six interstellar nationalities; Alli-

ance. Reman Marauder. Imperial Pirate.

Klargon Empire. Independent Starbase or

Freeman. Different nations have different
ships at their command. Each ship has a

specific type of armament and shields, as

well as a different turning rate, accelera-

tion, and mass. This is no simple aim-and-
shoot simulation. The ship must be com-
manded with skill and intelligence, inte-

grating all features and capabilities of the

vessel into each decision.

Play proceeds in phases. After choosing

a scenario, and getting your ship or ships,

you go through a series of commands.
Let's assume you are controlling an Alli-

ance Heavy Cruiser. The first command,
after checking the status of the ship is Set

Display. The display can be centered
either on the ship or at galactic coordinate

0.0. The view can be in any of eleven

magnifications from a close-up minus 5 to

a wide-angle plus 5. Once you see the

location of the enemy, you can make bat-

tle plans. Energy is allocated to shields,

weapons, transporters, electronic counter
measures, and electronic counter counter
measures. Certain weapons have to be
charged for several turns before they can
be fired. Each ship has six shields, which
can be individually reinforced. During
energy allocation, you also choose the

speed of the ship for that turn.

The next key area is the Fire Weapons
command. In this segment, you choose
which weapons to fire in up to three sepa-

rate salvos. For example, the Alliance

Heavy Cruiser can fire three phasers and
two torpedoes during the first salvo. Then
it can fire its remaining phasers and torpe-

does at a different target during the sec-

ond salvo, and fire nothing during the

third. For each salvo, you have a choice of

firing according to range, time, or last

moment. This is where skill truly enters

the game. Let's say you are close to an

David Lubar

enemy ship. You might have already com-
pleted a portion of your movement phase
(more on that later) and noticed that you
fly past the ship on time segment eight.

Using the specific-time option of the Fire

Weapons command, you could choose to

fire all rear-facing weapons at time-

segment eight. Most weapons have a lim-

ited field of aim, and it does no good to fire

a weapon forward if the target ship is

behind you. Some weapons hit (or miss)

their targets in the turn they are fired,

others, such as drones and plasma torpe-

does, might travel for more than one turn
before reaching their target.

The final crucial command area is

Move Ship. Here, you can specify direc-

tion of movement for up to sixteen time
segments. After any move, the position of
the ship is replotted. You can move a part

of the distance, see where you end up,
then go to the Fire Weapons command.
Your turn is over after the last move seg-

ment has been entered.

Then comes your opponent's turn. If

you are playing another human, he will go
through the same command series. If you
are playing against the computer, it will

take a minute or so to enter commands.
Next come the results. The computer

will think about things for a minute or so.

If there is combat, it will inform you and
ask you to hit return. This is nice since it

allows you to leave the room and not miss
anything. Combat results are reported as
text, and there might be a wait of several
more minutes between segments of the
report. But the wait never seemed unduly
long.

I first tried the game with one ship
against a computer ship. Next, to see how
much longer the wait became, I played
with four ships against four on the compu-
ter. Surprisingly, the wait didn't increase
much.
There are five scenarios available, four

of which are for one player. Most scenar-
ios allow a choice of ships, thus greatly

expanding play possibilities. Along with
the disk, you also get a thirteen-page
instruction manual, and a set of sheets
illustrating and describing the available
ships.

Warp Factor is excellent. A lot of
thought, strategy, and planning is

required if you want any chance to beat
the computer. The control over the ship,

and the many facets of navigation and
combat, make the game extremely chal-
lenging. If you have a bit of patience and
don't mind waiting a few minutes for
results, and if you want to take part in a
contest requiring plenty of thought and
skill. Warp Factor is definitely worth
buying. Q
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UNLEASH
YOUR MIND
WITH OUR
DREAM

MACHINES.
Our products are a breed apart

from the clutter of other "computer"
games that so often are no more than
hyped-up video games giving you
pretty pictures and little substance
After the novelty has worn off. they
are quietly discarded. In our opinion,
this is a pretty poor value.

Not so with our games.

STATE-OF-THE-ART PROGRAMS
At Strategic Simulations Inc. our

state-of-the-art simulation programs
are designed with one purpose to

provide you with computer games
unmatched in sophistication, excite
ment realism, and playability.

All of which translates into one
word: fun. Lasting fun. because they
are designed by thinking men for

the Thinking Man.
With a little help from your

imagination, our software will con-
vert your Apple® into a veritable

Dream Machine that transcends the
barriers of time and space.

OUR UNIVERSAL
DREAM MACHINES.

If your idea of a truly great game

Is one where more than manual
dexterity is required - where plan-
ning and plotting based on strategic

and tactical skills are essential to

victory- then we're thinking along
the same lines.

Speaking of lines, our complete
and ever-expanding line of quality
games will fit your needs perfectly -

whether you're Into historical war-
gaming fantasy/science fiction.

business, or sports simulations.
You see. our designers' creativity

knows no bounds.

UNCOMPROMISING
STANDARDS

As varied as our programs may
be they all share common features
without which they could not meet
our demanding standards.

To approximate the "you-are-
there" feeling so desirable in game
playing all our simulations are
created with loving attention to

accuracy and meticulous detail.

In recognizing the difficulty of
always finding a ready and able
human opponent we have made
sure the computer can serve as your

adversary in solitaire play. And if you
are expecting a pushover, you're In
for quite a surprise!

For those dedicated to the
ultimate gaming experience we have
exactly what you've been looking for.

We've made quite a statement,
and we're ready to back it up. Our
14-day money back guarantee is your
assurance of complete satisfaction.

ORDER YOUR
DREAM MACHINE TODAY.
If you own an Apple®II 48K

(Applesoft ROM) and a 5V*" mini-
floppy disc drive you can own our
Dream Machines today and unleash
your mind.

Credit card holders, call

800-227-1617. ext 335 (toll free)

and charge your order to your VISA
or MASTERCARD. In California, call

800-772 3545. ext 335.
To order by mail, send your check

to: Strategic Simulations Inc.

Dept CC1. 465 Fairchlld Drive Suite
108. Mountain View. CA 94043.

COMPUTER BISMARCK": $59.95.*

D COMPUTER NAPOLEONICS": $59.95.

COMPUTER CONFLICT": $39.95.

THE WARP FACTOR": $39.95.

CARTELS & CUTTHROATS": $39.95.

COMPUTER AMBUSH": $59.95.

COMPUTER QUARTERBACK": $39.95.

D COMPUTER AIR COMBAT": $59.95.

D OPERATION APOCALYPSE": $39.95.

TORPEDO FIRE": $59.95.

'COMPUTER BISMARCK" is available for TRS-80 cassette 32K: $49.95; and TRS-80 48K disc: $59.95.

As part of our demanding standards of excellence, we use maXBll floppy discs.

Apple Is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc TRS-80 Is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corporation.
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Back in the early days of the late seven-

ties, very few people could cope with

placing graphics on the Apple. We all

knew it was possible, but the prospect of

creating shape tables by hand was enough

to dampen anyone's spirits. The picture

began to brighten with the appearance of

graphics utilities. Creative Computing
published a shape table generator written

by Gary D. Dawkins. Steve Wozniak of

Apple furnished a shape-table program in

his Wo/.pak. These programs not only

allowed easy design of shapes, they also

stored a series of shapes in a table, taking

a major element of drudgery out of pro-

gramming. Now. there are many graphics

utilities on the market. Five of these pro-

grams are covered below.

Local Color

Bob Bishop, who is to Apple graphics

what Wilbur and Orville were to flight, has

moved the coloring book into the compu-
ter age with Micro Painter. The system

allows you to fill in hi-res pictures with

twenty-one colors. The disk includes eight

drawings. When the program starts, you
select a picture, either from the disk or

from any disk with a drawing on it. The
picture is placed on the screen, along with

a flashing crosshair controlled by paddles.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Micro-Painter

Type: Color-fill Program

System: 48K Apple II or II Plus.

Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Integer or Applesoft Basic

and Machine Language

Summary: Electronic coloring book

Price: S34.9.S

Manufacturer: Datasoft. Inc.

16606 Schoenborn St.

Sepulveda, CA 91343

raphics Utilities

David Lubar

Colors are selected with two keystrokes.

Normal blue is BB. light blue is LB. dark

blue is DB. and so on. Once a color is

selected, a push of the paddle button

causes an area to be filled. The color

spreads out in a diamond pattern, stop-

ping whenever it encounters a black line.

Once an area has been colored, it can't be

easily recolored. The paint mode only

functions against a white background.

Colored pictures can be saved on disk.

Since most drawing programs and
graphics tablets produce a white line on a

Drawing In Saul Bernstein on Micro Paintor.

black background. Bishop has included a

command which produces a negative of

the screen. Thus you can draw with any

graphics program, save the picture, bring

it back under Micro Painter, and reverse

the colors to obtain black lines on a white

background.
Micro Painter also has a microscope

mode which expands the picture to seven

and a half times normal size. In this mode,
you can examine and change individual

pixels. This is handy for patching up small,

enclosed areas that can't be filled in the

normal mode.
It seemed to me that Micro Painter

would be an ideal program to get people

interested in computers. It is easy to use.

fun. and produces immediate, observable

results. A friend, who had very little com-
puter experience, tried the program and
had no difficulty following the instruc-

tions, which are clear and well written.

She was. however, very amused by the

microscope mode and the line in the

instructions which said. "The Paint Brush

and the area around it have been magni-

fied seven and a half times!" After she

stopped laughing, she explained that the

microscope she uses at work has a resolu-

tion of 100.000X. Her amusement quickly

gave way to absorbtion as she went on to

color several drawings.

For beginners who want to have a new
kind of fun with the Apple or advanced
programmers who need to color pictures.

Micro Painter is an excellent program.

The instructions also include a short pro-

gram in Applesoft which allows you to

draw with the paddles.

Paddling Around
On Line Systems, known for their excel-

lent graphic adventures, sells Paddle

Graphics. This set of programs, based on
software developed by Versa Computing,
allows you to draw on the screen, color

areas, create shapes, and add text to a

picture. Drawing with the paddles is

tricky, but. with a bit of practice, you can

obtain nice results. There is also an auto-

matic mode where the line moves at a

steady speed, and direction is controlled

by a single paddle. This allows for free-

flowing lines such as signatures. Line

drawing commands allow you to specify

two points and obtain a straight line

between them, or draw a horizontal or

vertical line delimited by two points. In

other words, you can move diagonally,

but obtain a horizontal line which starts at

the first line and moves until it is at the

same x coordinate as the second point.

The documentation explains how to use

this mode to draw perfect rectangles. The
add-text routines are very nice. Text can

be placed horizontally or vertically, in

either Greek or English font. There are

five sizes of text, and text can be added to

any picture.

Drawings can be filled with any of

twenty-one colors. The fill routine doesn't

always color the entire area, and several

fills are often needed. The best results

seem to come from placing the cursor in
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PRESENTS

Missile Defense

THRILOGY
OF GAMES

An Apple Arcade
Three Great Products for your Apple II or II Plus

1 ©efeDD^e
s29.95

In this arcade-quality action game you command the Nation's missile

defense center to defend against a foreign missile attack. As missiles drop
from the sky. you must shoot them while trying to protect your six cities

and three missile bases. An automatically esculated skill level ensures that

the better you get the tougher Missile Defense gets!

• Fast machine language. Hi-Res animation and sound!

• Rapid fire capability - mark and shoot at many targets simultaneously!

• Works great with keyboard only, paddles or joystick!

• Separate controls for all three missile bases!

• Bonus cities awarded for high scoring!

WARNING: This game has been known to cause addiction and should be
used with extreme caution!!!

s24.95
The object of BUSTOUT Is to bust through the wall of bricks to get behind the wall

and eliminate the wall of bricks. Behind the wall, eliminating the bricks is much faster.

The baH starts slow but will soon go faster than you may be able to handle also when
you get behind the wall, your paddle will get smaller ! A beginner's mode is provided

for less experienced players.

BUSTOUT loads Integer BASIC and transfers all Important subroutines Into Assembly
Language. Since BUSTOUT utilizes both Hi-Res pages and Assembly Language pro-

!? gramming. its graphics are very fast and very smooth.

The object of SMASHUP is to run over all of the dots on the track before the computers
1 car smashes Into your car. Beware! He is out to get you!

Begin the game by choosing one of the four skill levels and then slip behind the

steering wheel of your car. Get the feel of the throttle, and then really start to rack up
the points.

SMASHUP loads into Integer BASIC and then transfers all Important subroutines into

Assembly Language, making it's Hi-Res graphics very fast. SMASHUP has unique sound
effects also in Assembly language making it even more lively.

You are WILLIAM TELL. You only have five arrows with you and to get a perfect score

you must shoot the two apples off the tree and you must also shoot the apple on the

boy's head three times. Don't aim too low! You might kill him and not receive
' any points!

The flight of the arrow depends on the tension on the bow when the arrow Is launched

After each shot, the boy will comment about your shooting. Did you kill the boy? Well

;

push the paddle switch and start over.

WILLIAM TELL is an Integer BASIC game using Hi-Res graphics and is fun for all ages.

?r.j*L

Thrilogy

••

SABOTAGE
s24.95

Sabotage

In this innovative game, you take command of a powerful gun base to

shoot helicopters and aircraft out of the air. Beware! The opposing have

plans to Sabotage your base. Can you defend yourself from the rain of

bombs and paratroopers and keep your base In action?

• Written In Machine Language - quick animation and sound effects.

• Hi-Res color graphics.

• Works great with paddle or keyboard control.

• Conventional and controlled missiles.

• Rapid fire capability - mark and shoot at many targets simultaneously.

• Automatically esculated skill level - the better you get. the tougher

"they" get.

All of these Arcade Games are available now at your local computer store. They will run on any 48K Apple II or II Plus with a disk drive. To order direct,

send the purchase price plus one dollar for shipping to: ON-LINE SYSTEMS • 36575 Mudge Ranch Road • Coaraegold, CA 93614

Visa. Master Charge. COD or Checks Accepted 209-683-6858 Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Utilities, continued...

the middle of the largest blank section.

After this, any corners or fragments that

were missed can be filled.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Paddle-Graphics

Type: Drawing and Shape Utility

System: 48K Apple with Rom
Applesoft. Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft and Machine
Language

Summary: Versatile utility

Price: S39.95

Manufacturer: On-Line Systems

36575 Mudge Ranch
Rd.

Coarsegold. CA 93614

Once a drawing is on the screen, it can
be saved to a shape table. This table will

contain not just the shape, but also the

color, so filled shapes can be stored. The
shape is saved by first marking its boun-
daries. A box is drawn around the shape
and the program slowly designs the table

entry. For a large shape, this can take a

long time. Once the shape is saved, it can
be recalled and displayed with all the

usual commands, including changes in

rotation and scale. By pressing the space
bar, you can leave an image of the shape
anywhere on the screen, allowing a shape
to be used as a brush. Commands are also

included for freezing the x or y coordi-
nate, making it easier to place a series of
shapes on a line.

Paddle Graphics is a very useful pro-

gram. The text mode alone is almost
worth the cost of the package.

Penguin Graphics

Mark Pelczarski (alias the Magic Pen-
guin), a very talented Apple programmer,
is the author of two graphics packages.
Magic Paintbrush 4.0 contains programs
for drawing on the screen and for devel-

oping shape tables. There are three draw-
ing modes. The line mode draws a line

between any two points. By holding down
the paddle button as you move the cursor,

you can obtain curves. The fill mode also
draws lines, but keeps a constant origin

for the lines, allowing you to fill in an area
with a series of lines. The paint mode
provides a choice of nine brushes with
which to paint lines or fill background.
Since these brushes are stored as a shape
table, the user can define his own brushes.

The shape creation routines are very
nice. There are two modes. Quickdraw
uses the paddles and is designed to be fast

but not accurate for intricate shapes. The
shapes are designed in lo-res, but can be

viewed at any time on the hi-res screen.

While viewing them, the paddles control

scale and rotation. The other method uses

keys to plot the shape. While plotting, the

scale and rotation can be changed using

the paddles. This is a very versatile sys-

tem. For instance, you can start with a

scale of four, where each point is plotted

four times, then shrink the shape. The
ability to alter the shape in mid-plot allows

a great deal of control over the final pro-

duct.

creative competing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Magic Paintbrush 4.0

Type: Drawing and Shape Utility

System: 32K Apple with Rom
Applesoft. Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Good for designing shapes

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer: Co-Op Software
P.O. Box 432
West Chicago. 1L
60185

As a bonus, the disk contains five games
using shapes that were created with the

Magic Paintbrush: Applesoft Invader.

Slot Machine, Collision. Dogfight, and
Sailboat Race. The Slot Machine program
is nicely done. The Invader game is rather

slow, but has a hilarious ending. Collision

is a good simulation of the arcade game.
The games are in Basic, and don't run as

fast as machine-language versions, but
they make a nice extra for the package.

creative competing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: The Complete Graphics
System

Type: Drawing. Shape, and 3-D
Utility

System: 48K Apple with Rom
Applesoft. Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft and Machine
Language

Summary: Excellent 3-D utilities.

good shape creator

Price: $59.95

Manufacturer: Co-Op Software

P.O. Box 432
West Chicago. IL

60185

If you take Magic Paintbrush, add three

dimensional graphics routines, color fills,

hi-res text, and other graphics routines,

you'll have Mark Pelczarski's Graphics
System. The three-dimensional utilities

verge on the phenomenal. A figure can be

rotated through any dimension, distorted,

moved, or scaled. You can experiment
with the two figures provided on the disk

or create your own. Different figures can
be placed on the screen and be manipu-
lated separately. Two-dimensional shapes
can be constructed using the panel utility,

then be brought into the 3-D section

where vertices can be joined. The distor-

tion subroutines were the most fascin-

ating. Any vertex of the figure can be
stretched or shrunk through left/right,

forward/back, or up/down distortion. At
any point, the figure can be edited,

changing the length of any of the lines, or
changing the connections of the vertices.

It takes a few minutes to get used to the

routines for creating figures, but they are

well constructed. Overall, the entire 3-D
set is graced with easy input routines.

A 3-D Im.i.'r by Mark Pelcanki.

The disk includes a program that

shrinks a hi-res picture into one quarter of

the screen. I should also mention that

while the color-fill routines are not as

effective as those in Micro Painter, and
sometimes require several fills to cover
the desired area, they do allow for over
100 colors.

Shape Up
Shape Master from Sensational Soft-

ware is a utility specifically designed for

creating and manipulating shape tables.

creative competing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Shape Master

Type: Shape Utility

System: 48K Apple with Rom
Applesoft. Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Complete utility for

creating and altering

shape tables

Price: $24.95

Manufacturer: Sensational Software
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

Shape creation is executed on hi-res grids,

allowing each point to be seen in an
expanded size. The user has a choice of

five plotting grids, from 13-by-23 to 39-by-

69. and two methods of plotting. The vec-

tor method consists of moving a cursor
through the grid, and indicating which
points on the path should be plotted or not
plotted. This works along the lines of the

CREATIVE COMPUTING



traditional method where the program-
mer defines a series of vectors and indi-

cates which points on the path should be
plotted. At any time, you can reverse the

moves, deleting the series or part of the

series. The graph method allows for more
flexibility. Here, individual points on the

grid can be selected for plotting. Once all

the desired points are chosen, the pro-

gram constructs a table entry for the

shape. This frees the user from worry
about drawing the shape as one continous

series of points. Shapes created pre-

viously can be brought into this mode for

editing.

Once shapes have been created, they

can be saved to a table or displayed. An
entire table can be displayed, or indi-

vidual shapes can be seen, scaled, and
rotated. Adding to the utility of the pro-

gram, any shape or group of shapes in a

table can be reversed, giving a mirror

image. These reversals can replace the

original shapes or be appended to the

table. Also, shapes within a table can be

shuffled.

The authors. Doug Green and Matt

Clark, have included four games and two
graphics demos on the disk. The games
are slow, but give good examples of what

can be done with shape tables. The demos
are superb. One shows a front or side view

of an Atat walker from The Empire
Strikes Back clumping along the screen.

The other shows a Tie Fighter which can
be rotated through three dimensions as it

moves. The instructions are clear and
' orough. covering all aspects of the pro-

gicin, and explaining how to use shapes in

other programs. Available August 1981.

has need of these tools. Shape Master is

designed strictly for shape tables, with no
drawing routines, but it handles its func-
tions very well. If your main concern is

designing shapes for use in other pro-
grams. Shape Master has a lot to offer.

Depending on what you already have, and
what your prime needs are. each of these
programs has something to offer. D

End of the Rainbow
Obviously, each of the above programs

has different virtues and flaws. Micro
Painter is the best for filling areas, and the

microscope mode allows for fine detail-

ing. If you already have a good drawing
program and shape-table creator. Micro
Painter is the way to go. Paddle Graphics
offers versatility, giving you a good var-

iety of capabilities. The fill routines aren't

as polished as those of Micro Painter, but

they are adequate. The only thing it lacks

is a method of developing shapes point by
point. Magic Paintbrush has an excellent

shape creator, and the use of definable

brushes adds a lot of flexibility, but the fill

routines are awkward. Graphics System
offers a good variety of utilities, including

excellent shape table routines, and is the

only one of the above which includes 3-D
utilities. However, it is expensive, and
designed for the serious programmer who

©Creative Computing
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The Creation of
Paintings/Programs

Duane M. Palyka

The following is an excerpt from
Artist and Computer by Ruth Leavitt
c 1976 Creative Computing Press. The
author, whose computer portrait

appears on the cover of this issue, is

now at the Computer Graphics Lab at

NYIT.

Computer memory is an electronic

surface— a thin sheet consisting of mil-

lions of small electronic elements called

bits, each with its own electronic field

which can be measured plus or minus,
one or zero, white or black. As these bits

are set by a computer program one can
stand away from this surface and see clus-

ters of bits, patterns of bits. These bit

settings can form different gray levels,

shapes, and visual images.

This is not totally imaginary discourse.

A device called a frame-buffer was
invented for just this purpose: to allow
bits of a computer memory to reflect

themselves on a visual device— the prin-

cipal one being a color TV monitor. The
computer memory is continuously

scanned and displayed on the monitor:

the way the bits are set reflects in the way
the three color guns excite the phosphors
on the tube surface. Programs can be
written to change these bits dynamically
and therefore give instantaneous color

feedback on the TV monitor.
When a computer lends itself so easily

to visual artistic exploration, why should
it be restricted to engineering uses? Why
should any separation be made between

this and other artistic devices? The com-
puter artist need not know about his med-
ium below the plastic level any more than

the painter has to know about the chem-
istry of his paints. The plastic level of the

computer art medium, however, includes

programming: but programming is just as

plastic a medium in its own right as paint

and brush, and can be thought of in a

direct visual sense when coupled with an
accommodating hardware device like a

frame-buffer.

Both the creation of paintings and the

creation of computer programs are the

creation of objects— objects constructed

out of ideas, concepts, and craftsman-

ship. The aim is a finished work with

strong structure, patterns, imagery, and
textures. A painting can be considered
"clean" if devoid of meaningless shapes
and forms. A program can be considered
"clean" when the code has no meaning-
less instructions. Good structure in a pro-

gram can bring as much esthetic satisfac-

tion as good structure in painting. The
code and structure of a program reflects

the personality of the person generating
it. Both programming and painting are

problem-solving processes to which each
person has his own approach.

Actually, in painting more emphasis
may be placed upon the subconscious as

the source of images and ideas. Not to

exclude the fact that leaps of the imagi-

nation are needed to generate creative

ideas in both media, programming is bas-

ically a logical process which utilizes an
individual's conscious mind. Because of

this difference, painting can reach a more
mystical level of awareness— a depth of

consciousness which we can experience

but not explain. This does not mean that

works of art are not logical, far from it. It

is because the most creative works of art

have such a logical basis that the compu-
ter fits in so well with the creative artistic

process.

It is interesting to note that as artists

go. besides renaissance painters. Escher
is one of the favorites. This is because

Escher renders a reality on a very con-

scious level with deviations made on a

strictly logical basis to keep it interesting.

There is little leakage from the uncon-

scious into Escher*s images.

What this thought process lacks is the

realization that leakage from the subcon-

scious can make the images even more
real in spite of the fact that they now
deviate from the strictly-observable real

world. This deviation personalizes the

images by allowing the viewer's imagina-

tion to get in sync with the artist's on a

'non-understood' subconscious level.

One can also have the computer simu-

late a traditional art medium with which
the artist is familiar and leave it to the

artist to make the transition from the

medium he knows to the new medium on
his own terms. The computer is very

good at simulation and. coupled with a

frame-buffer, this particular simulation is

simple to implement. Using an electronic

pen and tablet for input, the artist can be

provided with a medium similar to acrylic

painting. He can watch on a TV monitor
a flow of color reflecting his hand and
pen movements on the tablet. In fact, he
can even select the brush sizes he wishes
to use.

An advantage that this medium has
over acrylic paint is that the artist can
change the medium to suit his own per-

sonal artistic needs through program-

ming. As the artist learns to program he

can see the development and change of

his medium and. hence, of his images.

The computer art medium can also

help with the artistic risk-taking process.

When an artist makes radical changes to

his painting based on new thoughts and
ideas, he risks destroying the painting to

produce a highly-creative work. Giaco-

tnetti and Matisse had the guts to wipe
out hours of work to start afresh on the

same painting. This can be a difficult

thing for an artist to do. Giacometti
developed a process of taking a painting

to completion, wiping it clean, painting it

again, wiping it again, etc. until he
reached a state where he liked it or just

gave up. A problem occurs when a pre-

vious stage of painting has the best result

but there is no way of retrieving it. Picas-

so found the desire to have two paintings

developed to a certain indentical state

then each taken to completion in differ-

ent directions. These tasks can be made
easier with the computer art medium.
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80 COLUMN GRAPHICS

CBM

The image on the screen was created

by the program below

10 VISMEM: CLEAF
20 P=160: Q-100
30 XP-144: XR=1. 5*3.1415S
40 YP-56: YR=1: ZP*64
50 XF=XR/XP: YF- YP/YR: ZF=XR/ZP
60 FOR ZI—Q TO Q-l
70 IF ZK-ZP OR ZI>ZP GOTO 150
80 ZT»ZI*XP/ZP: ZZ'Zl
90 XL-INT ( . 5+SQR (XP*XP- ZT«ZT)

)

100 FOR XI=-XL TO XL
110 XT»SQR(XI*XI+ZT*ZT)' XF: XX»XI
120 YY=(SIN(XT)+ 4*SIN(3*XT) ) *YF
130 GOSUB 170
140 NEXT XI
150 NEXT ZI
160 STOP
170 X1»XX+ZZ+P
180 Y1»YY-ZZ+Q
190 GMODE 1: MOVE X1.Y1 WRPIX
200 IF Y1»0 GOTO 220

1
210 GMODE 2: LINE XI, Yl--1,X1,0
220 RETURN

The Integrated

Visible Memory for

the PET has now been

redesigned for the new
12" screen 80 column
and forthcoming 40

column PET computers
from Commodore. Like

earlier MTU units, the

new K-1 008-43 package
mounts inside the PET
case for total protection.

To make the power and
flexibility of the 320 by 200

bit mapped pixel graphics display easily accessible, we have

designed the Keyword Graphic Program. This adds 45

graphics commands to Commodore BASIC. If you have been

waiting for easy to use, high resolution graphics for your

PET, isn't it time you called MTU?

K-10O8-43M Manual only $10 (credited toward purchase)

k-1 008-43 Complete ready to install package $495

Mastercharge and Visa accepted

Write or call today for our full line catalog describing all

MTU 6502 products, including our high speed 8" Floppy

Disk Controller for up to 4 megabytes of PET storage.

Micro Technology Unlimited
2806 Hillsborough Slreel

PO Box I2106
Raleigh NC 27605 USA

I9I9I833 I45B
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THE LANDSCAPE
In the summer of 1978 I was working

with System Simulation Ltd. in London.
They were asked to produce several

sequences of computer animation for a

space-fiction feature film already being

made by 20th Century Fox. I had heard of

one or two people connected with it:

Ridley Scott was director and one of the

actors was Ian Holm. A lot of Americans
were also involved.

It turned out the film was called

ALIEN, but that did not mean much to us

then. I was given a brief look at an early

script and asked to work on a section

where the space-craft was coming in to

land on an unknown planet. The atmo-
sphere was opaque but some kind of

future radar allowed a computerized view

of the terrain on a screen in the command
deck. I imagined, in my simple way, that

there would be dialogue to put this over
Hey, look at the Ramdac screen.

Skipper.

Looks damn hilly down there.

Here's a flattish patch.

That'll have to do.

Obviously I had seen too much Star-

Trek; ALIEN was much more subtle than

that. No explanations, no apologies. But I

didn't know that—and I didn't need to

know it — until I saw the film a year later. I

was asked to make the computer output

look like computer output, to make 30
seconds of landing in rugged country with

a flat area.

The screen was to be surrounded by
meaningful-looking animated displays

showing altitude and angles and such.

Alan Suteliffe. 4 Binfield Rd.. Wokinuham Berk-
shire. RG1I ISLTriKland.

The hardware to be used was a Prime
300 connected to an FR 80 from III which
can plot directly onto cine-film. Running
on this system at the SRC laboratories in

Oxfordshire was the software animation

package. Frolic, developed by C.Emmett.
My program was written in Fortran with

calls to Frolic subroutines. Apart from
general interest, you might ask why write

about this in Creative Computing'! A
system costing over £l/4m is nobody's
personal computer. The answer is that the

two main parts of the program that I shall

describe, the generation and display of

the landscape and putting up the char-

acter displays, can both be realised on a

small machine, provided that it drives a

device with vector graphics.

Magic Mountains

"Magic Mountains" was my pet name
for the project. The original scheme was
to digitize a model landscape, but one day
a block of about two cubic yards of poly-

styrene turned up in the office, its top
carved into all sorts of fantastic shapes. Its

overhangs and near-caves would have

defeated the method I had planned to

perform hidden line removal. In any case

it was decided that it would be too time-

consuming and too tedious to measure
this model in detail and enter several

thousand data values to represent it. I

would synthesize the mountains from
nothing. The whole process for the land-

scape consisted of three main stages:

1) Generation. On an equally spaced
x-y grid of 50 x 50 points, a value of z was
generated for the height of the ground at

each point.

2) View point. This three-dimensional

information was converted, for each of a

series of angles and distances, into two-

dimensional positions on the display

screen. The series of angles corresponded
to the view from the descending space-

ship. The conversion and the control loop
for the animation were performed by calls

to Frolic, and will not be described here in

detail.

3) Hidden line removal. For each view,

the scenery was displayed by drawing a

line through each set of points with the

same x-values in the original three-

dimensional form, but leaving out any

h.H Points in .1 dimension. Itlo Points in 2 dimension. Mel I ines as drawn.

4,

1

i

4

1

3 4

v^f V/S
Kyr lyS J,y
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Future I. Three forms of the landscape data.
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TurnyourApple into theworld's
most versatile personal computer.

The SoftCard™ Solution. SoftCard
turns your Apple into two computers.
A Z-80 and a 6502. By adding a Z-80
microprocessor and CP/M to your
Apple, SoftCard turns your Apple into

a CP/M based machine. That means
you can access the single largest body
of microcomputer software in exist-

ence. Two computers in one. And. the

advantages of both.

Plug and go. The SoftCard system
starts with a Z-80 based circuit card.

Just plug it into any slot (except 0) of

your Apple. No modifications required.

SoftCard supports most of your Apple
peripherals, and. in 6502-mode. your
Apple is still your Apple.

CP/M for your Apple. You get CP/M
on disk with the SoftCard package. It's

a powerful and simple-to-use operating

system. It supports more software
than any other microcomputer operat-

ing system. And that's the key to the

versatility of the SoftCard/Apple.

CIRCLE 168 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BASIC included. A powerful tool.

BASIC-80 is included in the SoftCard
package. Running under CP/M, ANSI
Standard BASIC-80 is the most
powerful microcomputer BASIC
available. It includes extensive disk I/O

statements, error trapping, integer
variables. 16-digit precision, exten-

sive EDIT commands and string func-

tions, high and low-res Apple graphics,

PRINT USING, CHAIN and COM-
MON, plus many additional com-
mands. And. it's a BASIC you can
compile with Microsoft's BASIC
Compiler.

More languages. With SoftCard and
CP/M, you can add Microsoft's ANSI
Standard COBOL, and FORTRAN, or

Basic Compiler and Assembly Lan-
guage Development System. All. more
powerful tools for your Apple.

Seeing is believing. See the SoftCard
in operation at your Microsoft or Apple
dealer. We think you'll agree that the
SoftCard turns your Apple into the
world's most versatile personal
computer.

Complete information? It's at your
dealer's now. Or. we'll send it to you
and include a dealer list. Write us. Call

us. Or. circle the reader service card
number below.
SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft Apple II and
Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog.

Inc CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital

Research. Inc

/MICROSOFT
r CONSUMER^ PRODUCTSF

Microsoft Consumer Products. 400 108th Ave N E .

Beltevue, WA 98004 (206) 454-1315



Nostromo, continued...

lines that were visually below the horizon

formed by the nearer lines. On this

scheme, a flat plain would be represented

by a set of parallel lines running across the

screen. Finally the lines had to be plotted,

a trivial step using Frolic.

Figure 1 shows the form of the data

after each of these three steps for a sample

part of the grid.

Generating the Landscape
There were two parts to the landscape,

an underlying terrain and an arrangement
of mountains laid on top of it. I used the

sum of four separate mathematical
expressions to make the basic structure.

There was a valley running from front to

back achieved by applying a flattened

sine-wave. There were three small ridges

running diagonally across the area. From
front to back the ground first rose then

flattened out and rose again, indicated by

at the front of the picture, and also so that

the hills at the back tended to be some-

what higher than those at the front. Apart

from this, the locations and sizes of the

hills and their detailed shapes were deter-

mined by calls to the random function.

Figures 3 or 4 show two views of the final

landscape. Since two or more hills could

overlap there are some double peaks, flat

tops, and small ridges and groups of

peaks. These came by chance and it was
not necessary to program them sepa-

rately.

It may be thought that this method was
over-elaborate. But I have found in the

past that in simulating both sounds and
appearances, a wealth of detail lends an

air of verisimilitude. Geology, like much
else in the world, is the result of a rich

variety of complex processes. Some of the

detail may be hardly perceptible, like the

three ridges which can only be seen at the

edges of the picture. Some, like the rise

and flattening of the land already noted.

Next Lino

Current Line

Horizon

O Intermediate point on current lor nextl line corresponding, to point on
hori/on line.

D Intersection ofl current lor nextl line with horizon.

Figure 5, How intermediate points arise on the horiaon.

a bunching together of the lines in the

upper-middle of the pictuere. This area

was overlaid with mountains that it hardly

showed in the final version. Notice that

applying an equal slope all the way from
front to back would have no effect except

to alter the apparent angle of view— all

that matters is the relative slope in dif-

ferent parts of the picture. The fourth

term in the expression was a small random
perturbation of each point, to add a little

texture and interest.

Figure 2 shows the landform that

resulted from this calculation. It also

shows an example of one of the hills on
top of this. There were 400 hills

altogether. Each normal hill covered an
area of 5 x 5 grid points, and had a central

peak with roughly symmetrical sides.

About 20% of the hills were made into

mountains covering 7x9 grid points, with

a higher limit on the size of the peak.

About 15% of the hills were made asym-
meterical, and a further 20% were made
into holes rather than hills by changing
the sign of the expression.

The placing of the hills was controlled

to give a roughly flat mountain-free area

may not be seen at all. This does not

matter. The computation is only per-

formed once, and no harm is done save a

small amount of redundant coding and
computing. In this case, neither mattered.

The whole routine to generate the land-

scape took less than 40 lines of Fortran.

Using a small system on which time and
space would be more important, it would
be easy to weed out the redundant parts.

The main change I would be likely to

make implementing something like this

on a small system would be a reduction in

the size of the 50 x 50 array, depending on
the storage available, the type of display

hardware and the purpose.

Control

The second major step in the whole
program was a loop of 720 frames (30

seconds at 24 frames a second) from
diminishing height and viewing angle to

get the two-dimensional data for each
viewpoint. It says a lot for the power of the

Frolic system that this took about ten

statements.

For each of these frames it was
necessary to do the hidden-line removal

50

and plot the visible lines. Remember that

the lines to be plotted run roughly across

the screen in the x-direction. It is possible

to use lines running diagonally . or two sets

of orthogonal lines to give a more solid

looking surface. This was not done really

because there was no time for it. On
reflection the method we used worked
well, as the output has a solid four square

computer look, not too fancy for an old

space-freighter.

Hidden Line Removal
The logic of removing hidden lines

worked like this.

1) Draw the nearest line: nothing

obscures it. This line now defines a

horizon—anything above it will be visible

and anything below it will be hidden.

2) Inspect in turn each segment of the

next line. If it does not intersect the

horizon, draw it or not depending on
whether it is wholly above or below. If it

intersects the horizon, calculate the point

of intersection, and draw the segment that

lies above the horizon, ignoring the

remainder. The visible parts of the line

will thus have been drawn.

3) Revise the horizon by adding the por-

tions of the line that have just been drawn,
retaining the existing horizon for the

other portions where the current line was
hidden.

4) Return to step 2 until all the lines

have been dealt with.

Figure 5 shows a section of horizon

intersecting the current line. Although

the horizon starts as a series of points on
the original grid, with the same number of

points as a single line (50), each new inter-

section adds a new intermediate point to

the horizon. In this case the number of

points on the horizon increased from 50 to

almost 200. When space is scarce it is

important to estimate a realistic maxi-

mum for this. A subsection of the current

line must be compared with each section

of the portion, so that intermediate points

on the current line have to be computed
with the same x coordinate as those on the

horizon.

One awkward little problem I bypassed:

Suppose a point on the horizon and a

point on the line coincided. The way my
algorithm was coded this would need a

significant piece of programming to cater

for an event that might occur only once or

twice, or not at all. If the points did

coincide— they had to be compared to see

which was higher— then I added a tiny

amount to the value of the point on the

line for this viewpoint only. The change
was visually insignificant, and the inter-

section, if there was one, was moved a

fraction sideways.

Several other simplifications were built

into the way I had chosen to deal with the

data. Notice that there was no perspective

applied to the view: all points with the

same y-coordinate in the three-

dimensional data lay on the same vertical

CREATIVE COMPUTING



line on the screen. This was possible

because the screen contained nothing to

scale any feature of it. Had there been any
recognizable parallel lines, representing

canals or buildings for example, perspec-

tive would have been necessary. That
would have meant that the grid points

would no longer lie on neat vertical lines

in the display, so that many more subdivi-

sions of the lines and the horizon would
have been needed, calling for correspond-
ingly more computation and storage.

In the same way, perspective would
have meant clipping the viewed scene to

fit the rectangular screen, entailing both

redundant computing for points of the

picture (at the extreme left and right of

the foreground) and extra logic to deal

with points down the edges of the screen

where clipping occurred. All this was
avoided, although the method could have
been extended to deal with perspective if

this had been vital.

Figure 6. Overhang: .1 problem for hidden lines.

A limitation of this way of removing
hidden lines not so easy to overcome is

that vertical and overhanging surfaces are

not allowed in the terrain. For each x-y

point in the plane there can be only one
point on the ground, only one value of z.

Allowing two or more values for a point

would require a much more elaborate

algorithm for hidden line removal, as

there would no longer be a simple horizon

with visible above and hidden below. The

Figure 2. The basic terrain.

horizon might snake back in an overhang,
below it visible and above it covered, as
shown in Figure 6.

SEVEN-SEGMENT ALPHABET
Character Display

The screen was to be surrounded by
messages and other character displays
such as the name of the ship, "Nostromo."
For this I wrote a routine that put up a
seven-segment character of any size in

any position. Figure 7 shows the char-

acters I used— a mixture of upper and
lower case.

Some characters are not easy with

seven segments: I did not have k, m, q, v,

w or x. This did not matter, as I simply

avoided using them, except for m, which
was needed in the name of the space ship.

For this I cheated, and simply drew an
extra line down the middle, outside the

normal routine. Apart from this the

system was simple and uniform. 2 and Z
were the same as 5 and S. Parameters
were set for the position, height and width

of the character, and another for the char-

acter to be used. The routine could be
called for a sequence of characters to

form a word, all with the same size

parameters and fixed spacing between
them: 1/3 of a character width.

For each character.the seven segments
were always traversed in the same order,

as shown in Figure 8. For each character
in the set there was a string of up to seven
values which determined whether the

segment was to be drawn or not. In terms
of the normal plotter commands, 1 meant
PLOT and meant MOVE. I also used -1

to indicate that there were no more
segments to be plotted, in place of a string

of redundant MOVE commands at the

end of a code. In the code

3 is represented by 1 1 1 101

1

b is represented by 1 1 1 1 1-1

C is represented by 1101-1

Figure 4. A view near landing.
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Figure 3. Looking down on the landscape.
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WeVe lowered the

No, the low CompuServe $5.00 per hour charge

hasn't changed, but the world of information

we offer is growing steadily.

Of CompuServe s 22 large computer systems, 10 are
housed here in our Dublin, Ohio Computer Center.

More Computer Power

The number of CompuServe customers

keeps growing— now more than 8,000
strong. The more customers we have, the

more computer power and access lines we
dedicate to our Information Service. Our
22 mainframe computer systems provide

sufficient power and capacity to serve

thousands more.

More News
In addition to the Associated Press, we've
added more news. Read The New York

Times and all the news that's fit to print,

including Broadway show and movie
reviews, stories from Pulitzer Prize-winning

writers and more. We are continually

adding new features to the information

service, so check our "What's New"
section regularly to see what other

information is available.

TRS-80 Color Computer
and Videotex™

The CompuServe Information Service is

sold in Radio Shack" Stores and, in

addition to all the major brands of com-
puters and terminals, can be used with

the new TRS-80 Color Computer and

Videotex terminal. Our special software

formats the information in easy-to-read

pages. Go forward, backward, anywhere

in the CompuServe Information Service

databases— even directly to a page of

information.

Big System Reliability

When we say we're reliable, we mean it.

In fact CompuServe computers were up
and running for a 99.6 percent reliability

factor last year. We've also built in many
"invisible" features like data error detection

and retransmission— all those technical

enhancements which add up to the

CompuServe Information Service being

ready to use when you're ready to use it.

Radio Shack. TRS-80 and Videotex are trademarks ot Tandy Corporation.

ATARI is a trademark ol ATARI. Inc.
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cost of the world.

imZf&i&v-

There's an energy

management system,

home repair tips,

discount information,

personal health infor-

mation and more.

Better Homes &
Gardens provides

household

information such

as recipes,

nutritional

analyses and
meal plans.

Access to all the

CompuServe services,

including electronic mail;

bulletin board; CB
simulation; newsletters from

Radio Shack", Atari", and

others; up to128K storage free

plus all the services listed

here are yours. Access time

is only 8V3 cents per minute

between 6 PM and 5 AM
weekdays and all day
weekends, billed to your

charge card. It's a local

phone hook-up in more

than 260 U.S. cities.

All kinds of games
(including some for the

kids), book and movie
reviews, astrology and

the latest sporting event

news— even point

spreads and injury lists.

There's the

CompuServe line printer

art gallery and even a

national user opinion poll

for instant feedback on
current events.

A complete program.

The AP financial wire,

newspaper financial

pages, Raylux Financial

Advisory Service, the

Commodity News
Service and personal

financial programs. At

a slight additional

charge, you can

retrieve fundamental

financial data on
more than 1,700
companies from
Value Line, and MicroQuote offers current and historical

data and special market reports on more than 40,000

stocks, bonds and options, updated daily.

While the

CompuServe
Information

Service is

designed for

everyone,

MicroNET
Personal

Computing
is for the

knowledgeable

computer
hobbyist or

business
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^~™

person. You can buy software and have it downloaded
directly to your person computer. Use programming
languages such as APL-SF, EXTENDED BASIC,
MACRO-10, SNOBOL, EXTENDED FORTRAN and
PASCAL, use word processing and text editing

programs.

Not 1985, NOW!

See for yourself what a state-of-the-art electronic
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Nostromo, continued.

There were over 100 characteristics in the
picture altogether, so it was worth making
it easy to move and change them. For
variety, different sizes of character were
used, and different proportions: some
words tall and thin, others short and fat.

Two examples are shown in Figure 9.

Animation was easy. To indicate
height, for example. I simply counted
down the frame numbers so that the final

frame was at ALTITUDE 0. Each
number, never greater than 999, had to be
converted to its decimal digits for display.

much more sophisticated that you will not
be able to tell a synthesized image from
one captured with a camera. That is a
problem in the real world too, and it is

time we had a regulation that all simula-
tions be clearly marked so. But not in

space movies.

In the end, all my effort on characters
was in vain. It was a rather boring type-
face, a cliche even, for a computer dis-

play. The director apparently thought so,
too. since in the final version it was not
used. Only the magic mountains were
used in close-up. It was strange, going
to the London previw not knowing how
much, if any, of my stuff was used. I think

>ur clips, each a second or
two. just long enough to see the animation
of the descending view.

There were one or two disappoint-

ments. Every program is capable of hav-

ing bits added to it. I was not able to use

color for different parts of the display. For
reasons I never discovered that facility in

Frolic would not work in the context of

my program, though it did elsewhere.
That's software for you. I wish there had
been time to try out different landscapes,

but the first complete run of the program
was the one we had to use. Maybe that was
just as well, since first thoughts are often

best, and enhancements are not always

H45LPBrabcdeF3hid*LmnnP«r5bu*-,yr?
Figure 7. Seven-segment character set.

Other displays, like ANGLE, were given
arbitrary values. I added a minus sign to
the character set for a bit more variety.

Another type of animation was to make a
word appear progressively. One new char-
acter every six frames, say, would give a
rate of four characters per second, until

the word or phrase was complete, then
rub them out and start again. This gave
the appearance of an urgent message.
Another dodge was to synthesize a row of
buttons or lights, each one consisting of
several concentric letter "0"s. These
could be flipped on and off from time to
time. I also used a large letter "O" to put a
rectangle round the display of the land-
scape, round some groups of character
displays, and around the entire picture.
This was simpler than drawing a
rectangle, since I had the mechanism
ready made.

The whole array of messages and char-
acters was very busy, and did not make
any special sense in detail. The animated
parts went at different speeds, some too
fast to follow, some hardly changing at all.

It made enough sense that nobody could
look at it for a few seconds on the cinema
screen and say that it was not the kind of
thing done that would be on a spacecraft
control deck, or that it could not be done
by a computer. After all, it was done by a
computer.

Figure 10 shows a complete frame from
my final output on 16mm film, showing all

the messages around the simulated
mountains.

It was one of the aims of the ALIEN, to
produce effects, including ours, which
were authentic, and I think it succeeded
in this. Certainly many a space drama has
been spoilt for me by unbelievable com-
puter displays of meaningless flashing

lights. One of the problems you might
think about later, but not in the heat of
action during the film, is that since it is set

sometime in the future, displays will be so

Figure 8. Order of plotting segments.

nn5brnmn
Figure 9. Example messages.

Figure 10. A complete frame showing messages.
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improvements. There was a bug that

should have been fixed. At one point, the
top of the tallest peak spilled over the line

representing the edge of the display

screen, as there was no clipping. You can
see this in Figure 2. It didn't seem to

matter: either that bit wasn't used, or
perhaps no one but me noticed this detail.

In all, it was a very satisfying project to
work on. It was completed in about three
months, working part time. To give some
idea of the scale of the project, the size of
the code was roughly as follows, given in

pages of Fortran, about 45 lines to a page.

Overall control and set up 1

Generating the landscape 1

Character routine 2

Calling the character routine 4
Routine to remove hidden lines _6_

Total 14

This included a modest number of com-
ments—since the project was short-lived

and I was not expecting anyone else to

read the code, the minimum of documen-
tation was needed. That was one of the

best things.

My special thanks are due toC. Emmett
who wrote Frolic and helped me enor-

mously to make good use of it.

One last remark about the animation.
Looking at the still graphics, the hills and
peaks appear a bit confused. As soon as

the view point begins to move over them,
however, the three-dimensional feeling is

much stronger, and the various parts

separate. The two main peaks on the right

hand side in Figure 3 do not have much
depth between them. But when you have
arrived at this view from Figure 2, where
the separation is clear, when you seen the

foreground loom up. and many of the hills

between the two peaks disappear, then
the sense of looking at a solid world is

much greater.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Pictures for

an Exhibition

A Moving Experience

Imagine a speck of light on a television

screen. The speck hangs in space for a
moment, then dances forward in a graceful
arc. The speck moves closer and takes
form; a solid object, a piece of plastic

molded in abstract form, rotates on the
screen, spinning, twisting, hovering. But
the object isn't real. That is the wonder of
it. The above scene is just a small hint of
the incredible work being done at the New
York Institute of Technology. They have
what may be the most advanced computer
animation facilities in the world. The other
day, I was given a tour of this wonderland.
There is much to tell, and the urge to rave
and babble is strong.

Our party of three was greeted by Louis
Schure, who explained that the lab was
divided into stations, each of which worked
on one aspect of animation. The heavy
work was handled by a bank ofDEC 1 1/34's

with hard disk drives. Mr. Schure, a friendly,

articulate person with a background in

both business and computer science, took
us upstairs to the first station. Our path
crossed several areas where people and
computers were doing astounding things.

Outlines

Our first stop was the Tween station.

Howard Spielman, a cartoonist, animator,
and artist, showed us the first steps of the
animation process. In front of him was a
screen and an electronic tablet, to one
side was a keyboard and another screen.
Mr. Spielman's work consists of developing
the characters and objects that will appear
in animated sequences. In traditional anima-
tion, each frame is composed of several
celluloid acetate sheets, or "eels." A new
eel has to be drawn for each change of the
object. This is a lengthy process, or was

until the computer took over. First, the
number of frames is decided. To give us a
taste for what the system can do, Mr.
Spielman drew an airplane on the right of
the screen and assigned the shape to frame
number one. Then, using the electronic

tablet, he put the plane on the left side and
assigned that picture to frame thirty. In a
few seconds, the computer had interpolated

the position in-between, producing thirty

frames of animation. The frames could be
viewed at any rate from slow motion to a
blur. While this was impressive, it was just

the beginning.

The word "Hi" was placed on the screen
in large block letters. This was assigned to
frame sixty. Then the word was reduced
to a speck and assigned to frame one.
Again, the computer interpolated the frames
in-between. The result was a word that
moved from the background, growing larger

as it approached. This station could have
kept our attention all day, but it was time
to move on.

I realized that this system could save

the Saturday morning cartoon from the

slow death it was suffering. The familiar,

unmoving characters and uninspired back-

grounds that flood the airwaves could
become a thing of the past. The early art

and skill of such masters as the artists of
Warner Brothers could be recaptured with

the computer. The next station reinforced

this belief.

Background
At the paint station, Paul Xander dem-

onstrated a system that could have made
Da Vinci drool. Mr. Xander paints back-
ground scenes for the studio, as well as

fabulous foreground creations, and his

ability is extraordinary. He put a scene on
the screen, explaining that it could be viewed

David Lubar

as six frames. In other words, a camera
panning the scene would take in one sixth

of the entire picture. Using an electronic

tablet, he isolated one of the frames. A
beautiful scene appeared, with details that

couldn't be noticed in the original. With a
flick of the pen attached to the electronic

tablet, Mr. Xander began doing magic. He
had a pallette of 256 colors, selected from
a choice of several billion. With one com-
mand, any color could be changed wherever
it occurred in the scene. Another command
caused the colors to cycle through the

pallette. In seconds, a day scene could be
turned into a night scene.

"Brushes" can be selected or designed
in software, with each brush producing a
different stroke or design. Mr. Xander
picked one and produced a stipple. "This
has speeded my work by a factor of ten,"

he explained. "I never have to draw anything
more than once." To prove the point, he
drew a daisy. Then he defined the daisy as
a temporary brush. Now, each touch of
the pen would produce a flower. With one
stroke of the pen on the tablet, he covered
a hill with a line of daisies. Airbrushing
could also be done with great ease. Another
picture was pulled up, a seated imp in a
green robe. After drawing dark lines on
the imp's forehead, Mr. Xander switched
to a software airbrush. In this mode, he
feathered the line, blending the shadows.
Next, he magnified the drawing; each pixel

could be seen. This revealed the toning
and shading produced by the virtual air-

brush. He did an entire area of the drawing
in the time a traditional artist would have
used just to mix the paint.

Mr. Xander and Mr. Spielman are artists

who have recently been introduced to the
computer. While there is always a transition

period, they both adapted to this new
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Exhibition, continued.

These images were generated at the New York Institute of Technol-
ogy sComputer GraphicsLab using many ofDigital Equipment Corpor-
ation's computers The spaceship was created by background artist Paul
Xander. using the Paint system, an electronic pallette and brush with
extraordinary capabilities The Lifesa vers are part of the Clio- winning
commercial done with 3-D animation by Ephraim Cohen. Once the
image has been generated, it can be rotated into any position and
viewedfrom any camera angle. Photographs copyright 1981 by the New
York Institute of Technology: all rights reserved.

technology. They both appreciate the ways
computers can aid their work. In other
words, they seem to enjoy what they are
doing.

Filling the Gaps
The next stop was Ink and Paint. Here,

Ten Doll and Sue Sparks fill in the drawings
that come from Tween. They select from
a pallette of fifteen colors, touching the
color, then touching the area to fill. Only
fifteen colors? Not really. When they redraw
a line, it isn't drawn with a single color, but
with fifteen shades, thus toning the line,

producing a smooth transition between
areas. They can also select a brush that

touches up the background without
disturbing the foreground.

A series of frames can be displayed in

sequence, allowing them to be colored
quickly. From here, the frames can be put
on video tape, producing the finished anima-
tion. Any number of layers can be used. In

traditional animation, there is a limit to

the number of celluloid layers that can be
used; as new layers are added, the back-
ground becomes darker. It must be lightened

or the image won't be consistent. With
computers, this problem doesn't exist.

Leaving Ink and Paint, we met Bruce
Doll, who wrote many of the programs
being used at the Computer Graphics Lab.
Among his accomplishments, Mr. Doll has

written a program that allows an operator

to enter camera commands in English,

thus speeding up another part of the anima-
tion process. There are many others who
have contributed to NYIT's software.

This system could save
the Saturday morning
cartoon from the slow
death it was suffering.

including Ed Catmull and Alvy Ray Singer,

both of whom are now working for

Lucasfilms, and Jim Blinn, who is currently

doing simulated spacecraft movies for the
Jet Propulsion Lab. NYIT's programs are

written in C running under Unix.

Perspective

So far, we had seen animation that was
basically two-dimensional. Paul Rotstein

showed us wonders of another kind, an
Evans and Sutherland 3-D picture system.

Seated before a screen showing a space
ship, he moved a joystick. The ship traveled

across the screen, rotated, moved into the

distance and returned, maintaining true

perspective throughout. The ship could

be moved along any axis. Or the ship could

remain stationary while the camera angle

changed. What George Lucas does with

models, NYIT does with numbers. Once
the ship has been created, the artists can
make it do anything they want. The power
behind hardware that can do real-time

three-dimensional animation is awesome.
As in the Tween station, frames could

be produced through interpolation. Several

locations could be specified; the computer
would fill in the rest.

A Feast for the Eyes
After a lunch at the palatial de Seversky

Conference Center, we were shown a video-

tape containing samples of NYIT animation.

The tape opened with a jointed figure of
the sort used in drawing classes. The figure

was running in a circle. But the figure

existed only in the mind of the computer.
This was pure computer animation, done
in this case by Jim Blinn. Other wonders
were revealed ; spinning logos, cartoons of
Disney quality, a Lifesaver commercial
that won a Clio award.
NYIT is working on a full-length movie,

a space adventure referred to as "The
Works." It should be finished in two years
or so, and it will probably be one of the

most astonishing things that will ever grace
the screen. Thinking of films that had been
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nothing but special effects, I asked Louis
Schure whether the movie would have a
plot. He assured me that they realise the

importance of a story. The movie wouldn't
just be a showcase for special effects; it

would be a complete film with plot, theme,
and lots of glorious feasts for the eye.

Among their many developments, NYIT
created a system that allows artists to draw
scenes which can be immediately broadcast.

This is the Paint system Paul Xander was
using, the system that allowed him to rapidly

create scenes while we watched. Sound
familiar? Leroy Nieman used it during the

winter Olympics. Ampex leased the system
and has now released a similar unit, called

AVA. Somewhere along the line, they forgot

to give credit to NYIT.
NYIT also has fifty Apples. They've

given some thought to exploring the area
of educational software. If their present
work is any indication, they could come
up with some excellent results.

Before we left, Bruce Laskin, Director

of NYIT's Digital Research Lab, showed
us the new VK100 terminal from DEC.
Mr. Laskin, who was with us for a good

NYIT is working on a
full-length movie, a
space adventure
referred to as
-The Works."

part of the tour, seemed to be involved in

most of the lab's projects, and showed us
the features of many devices, from videotape
machines to CRT's. He also took us to a
studio where Jane Kennedy was being filmed

for a spot on Home Box Office. This area,

he explained, had been selected by the

producers of Three Days of the Condor
when they needed to film a computer room.

Scene from "The Works," an animated science-fiction film produced with the aid of computer
graphics.

These producers had walked by the PDP's,

the graphic machines, and rooms full of

real computers and hard disk drives, and
had not found what they were looking for.

Finally, on seeing the spinning tape reels

of the video lab, they knew they had found
their computer room. No comment.
The next time you see an unbelievable

animation segment on television, there is

a good chance it was created at NYIT. I'd

like to thank Louis Schure and everyone
else who guided our tour through this

wonderful lab. That about covers this day
of marvels. But one question remains. When
they hand out the Academy Award for the

best picture of 1982, will a computer in

black tie be sitting at one of the

tables?

Popular Computing Chas Andres
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For years, computer artists have been
using large computers with expensive per-
ipheral devices as a medium for the form-
ulation of computer imagery. In the begin-
ning, it was a matter of keypunching and
submitting a program "batch" mode then
waiting two to twenty-four hours, perhaps
only to find that an error meant the whole
process had to be repeated. John Whitney
St. made the analogy in his film "Experi-
ments in Motion Graphics" of playing a
piece of music on a piano and then having
to wait several hours to hear the resultant

sounds. Assuming then that he could tol-

erate the poor turnaround time, all a per-
son needed to do computer graphics was
to be in the proximity of, and have access
to, a large computer system with the

appropriate graphic peripheral devices!
All artists must be aware of the ele-

ments of their medium. One does not
attain status as a painter without know-
ledge and proficiency with a paint brush.
Similarly, one cannot claim to be a com-
puter graphic artist without the know-
ledge and proficiency with the graphic
device. The rub, as it were, is comparing a
paint brush with a graphic peripheral
device. In the traditional media (painting,

printmaking, etc.) we find: the inspiration

(the mind), the technique (the craft or
hand) and the final image (the statement).
Computer aesthetic imagery has been
called a somewhat lesser art form because
the hand is removed from the process.
This is, of course, absurd. The delivery

mode of the computer artist, if anything,

expands this concept of mind-hand-state-

ment to include the knowledge and use of

technology. Somewhere between the

mind and the hand must be understanding
of how to write a program to produce a

desired image.

It is gratifying to know that in the last

ten years advances in technology and con-

sumerism have made the personal compu-
ter a reality. In addition to affordable

microprocessors, we are beginning to see
affordable graphic peripheral devices.

With these components, it is now possible

to put together a reasonable quality com-
puter graphic system. What this means to

the would-be computer artist is that he
can afford to have his own computer sys-

tem with graphic capabilities in the studio.

Not only does this solve the availability

and access problem, but it also puts the

tool back into the hand of the artist in his

own environment.

By way of example I submit the imagery
accompanying this article as proof that

such systems can produce quality aesthe-

tic imagery. These illustrations were pro-

duced on the following system: Apple II

with 48K RAM, disk drive. TV monitor,
serial I/O peripheral card and Houston
Instruments X-Y digital plotter. This
whole system can be purchased for less

than $3,500. There are, to be sure, disad-

vantages to such a system: the capabilities

of the processor are limited, i.e., it is

rather slow compared to a "large

machine"; program space is limited; and
the plotter has a small bed and produces a
rather coarse line (0.005 step size). How-
ever, the advantages abound: it is all

hands-on, it is convenient, programs can

Rape of the Grape Bill Kolomyjec. Colleiie of EniiinecnnK. Mk-hiKan
State University. East LansinK. Ml 4««24.
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Evolution, continued..

be proofed on the CRT before plotting,

programs can be easily edited, and any
paper, including fine art papers, can be
used with the plotter.

Perhaps the most significant point is

that thanks to the recent evolution of
computers and graphic peripherals, more
people will begin to make use of this deliv-

ery mode as a form of individual expres-
sion. Microprocessor graphic systems are
within reach of those who desire to
explore the realm of computer image gen-
eration. Certainly, the cost barrier has
been breached. Similarly, the software
provided with this equipment, in most
cases, incorporates the rudiments for gen-
erating graphic imagery. Now we can
begin to turn more of our efforts toward
the larger concerns of aesthetics and the
technique of aesthetic image generation
via graphic algorithms.

Artist's Notes

Amoeba, Chopped Square Tessilation,
and Circle Layers are all examples of plot-

ting an array of a single module, variations
thereof or visually similar modules. All
three use randomness in the following
ways:

1. Amoeba: The microcomputer simu-
lates a coin flip to pick one of two varia-

tions.

Chopped Square Tessilation

All iiiumcs WHO kolompuitr Deafen Deafened In Hill Kolomyjec.

Circle Layers

123 if RND(l)-0.5 < then go one way
124 go the other

In this case the modules consist of quarter
circles, in the upper left and lower right or
upper right lower left, which fit into a
square such that these quarter circles start
and stop at the midpoints of their respec-
tive sides.

2. Chopped Square Tessilation: This
image is basically an array of squares
which get their corners nibbled way by
having the microcomputer randomly take
some length— less than half— off the
sides.

3. Circle Layers: The micromputer uses
the coin flip to pick either a circular mod-
ule or curvilinear four-pointed star. The
trick here is not so much the randomness
as the way these two modules are
designed to complement each other.

Rape of the Grape is a premeditated
attempt at generating a representational
image that shows the real aesthetic poten-
tial of the medium. (One of the major
criticisms of computer art is that the

majority of it looks like it was done by
some engineer or scientist. In reality this

argument has merit.) The majority of the
image is digitized, but several algorithmic
processes are employed. The hair is

formed by linear interpolation between
the upper and lower curves. The grapes
are formed by arcs and circles a la an arc
subroutine. The aura by a dashed line

variation of the arc subroutine.



By Richard Wilkes

Now you can easily print
BOLDFACE, underlined text.

special characters,slashed 's,

superscripts & subscripts

With this enhancement to Radio Shack's Model I

Scripsit,* you will turn a good word processing

system into a great one. Superscript adds many of

the features that Fort Worth left out, including:

Custom print drivers for:

Diablo (serial or parallel)

NEC Spinwriter (serial or parallel)

RS Line Printer IV/Centronics 737
RS Daisy II*

Standard serial and parallel printers

User-defined custom drivers (serial or parallel)

You can call up the disk directory or kill files without

leaving Scripsit—and without losing your text! Pause
the printout to insert text from your keyboard or change

type wheels, then resume printing where you left off.

Using any printer with backspace capability, you
can underline text and produce computer-type

slashed zeros. And on Diablo, Daisy II and NEC
printers, you can superscript, subscript, underline,

print boldface and select 10- or 12-pitch. With the

Line Printer IV/737, you can underline, print elonga-

ted boldface, select 10 or 16.5 pitch, and use pro-

portional spacing (unjustified).

The keyboard driver is now modified to correct for

repeating key hangups. You may specify spacing

requirements to eliminate awkward spacing of criti-

cal text. And, with Superscript, you can now enter

special characters (brackets, braces, etc.) that are

not found on the TRS-80* keyboard.

All these capabilities, and more, are available when
you add Superscript to your Model I Scripsit pro-

gram. Available for just $29.95 on disk, including

easy instructions for patching to Scripsit and an

enhanced lowercase driver.

(A
c

X log [A,-A l)and more!3 e 1 n

•"• n
Software Products, Inc.

634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E.. Washington. DC 20003

SYSTEM
SAVERS
By Tom Stibolt

If you ever type "SYSTEM" on your

TRS-80,* this two-program package will

make life easier for you.

One of the programs, FLEXL, lets you
make backup copies of any system for-

mat tape. Using your own recorder usual-

ly means easier loading than with

machine-duplicated original tapes, and
you will be able to store your original

safely away. Copies made using FLEXL
display the filename of each program as
it loads, making file searches easier.

Disk drive owners can use TDISK to save
any system format tape onto disk.

"Editor/Assembler", "Air Raid" and
other programs cannot normally be
loaded to disk, but with TDISK, they can.

It will even load non-contiguous tapes.

Why put up with slow tape loading?
TDISK files will load from disk in

seconds.

Get this two-program package now for

only $14.95. Just one of Acorn's fine utili-

ty programs.
• trademark ol Tandy Corp

These and other popular Acorn programs
are available now at fine computer stores.

Ask for them.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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The bee flits precariously above the
tarantula, his little wings buzzing, waiting
for a ehanee to deliver a points-winning
sting. The tarantula sees this flying

yummy and leaps into the air. trying to

make him dinner. Who will win. the
spider or the bee?
The number one android looks at the

number to his right, then at the droids to

his left. He approves the number.
nodding, then points his laser pistol and
dispatches the right number of droids to

eontinue the game.
The demon does the softshoe to the

strains of "Swanee River" and pertly

bows at the end of his routine. He does
his danee flawlessly, to the delight of all

who watch.

Andy Android's brother Harvey.
Lasersaber in hand, steps out to begin trie

tournament to the Celeste Sound version
of "March of the Gladiators." As he
battles for supremacy, the child who
moved him through six practice fights

watches breathlessly, rooting for this

brave and tireless droid.

The droids. the bee. the spider, the
demon, and those wacky, weird char-

lloh LiJdil. The Programmer*! Guild, Box w>.

Peterborough. NH d.USm.

acters from Life Two seem alive. They
have an amazing amount of vitality and
personality. They move smoothly, and
with a grace that belies their residence in

a block graphic computer such as the

TRS-80. They are the products of genius,

talent and sensitivity. They are the

children of Leo B. Christopherson.

The Demon does the
softshoe to the strains

ofSwanee River.

Leo is a math and science teacher for

Keithly Junior High School in Tacoma.
WA. He also leads a Title I modified
math class which uses Radio Shack's K-8
Math Practice program to gotnl
advantage.

After school, at least four days of the
week he tries to stay for the Computer

Club. Called the Tabari Society, they
have both closed meetings and a "game
night." and so are able to meet the needs
of most students wishing to participate.

On game nights an admission fee of 25

cents is charged. The money is used to

purchase computer related materials for

the club.

Observers have noted that the young
people in Leo's classes are "crazy about
him." His quiet, intelligent approach to

leaching serves as an inspiration to those

with whom he comes in contact. He is

organized and creative in his teaching,

and these same traits are evident in the

environment he creates for himself at

home.
Leo is an accomplished musician. In

his youth he played professionally in a
band. Now. however, he contents himself

with composing and executing ethnic
specialty music on the organ and his

Apple computer, which contains the

most advanced hardware available for

musical rendition. His organ and the

amplification equipment that it employs,
occupy most of his apartment.

Android Nim created a sensation in the

commercial TRS-HO software market.
Where most TRS-SO graphics programs
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High-Resolution Color Graphics
for the Apple and Atari

Graphics -^..^
Breakthrough
How many programs have you written

that would benefit from animated high-

resolution graphics? Probably several. It is

this kind of dramatic graphics that distinguish

outstanding programs from ordinary ones.

But if you've ever agonized for hours or

days lust to get one image perfected, you're

probably not anxious to do it again. Now
there's a better way.

New Graphics Entry System

Today there is a new graphics system

available that is not only amazingly user-

oriented but surprisingly economical. Called

VersaWriter, it starts with an ingeniously

simple entry board consisting of a 1
4
" X 1

2"

high impact plastic bed with a tough clear

plastic overlay sheet. The original drawing

or diagram is fastened with masking tape to

the plastic bed and then covered with the

clear sheet. Instead of using a light pen or

complicated electronic X-Y head, the Versa-

Writer uses a double jointed arm attached

to the top of the entry board at one end and
a magnifying lens with crosshairs at the

other end. The VersaWriter resembles a

draftsman's pantograph on a smaller scale.

At each joint in the arm of the VersaWriter

is a potentiometer. A cable from these
pontentiometers connects to the paddle input

of the computer. No special interface

electronics or board is needed. Since the

arm of the VersaWriter bends only in one
direction, each point on the plotting head
corresponds to a unique set of resistances

on the potentiometers. All that's needed
now is software to translate these resistances

into usable screen coordinates.

Exceptionally powerful software

It is in the software where VersaWriter

really stands out. VersaWriter comes with

two full disks of user-oriented software. First

it has sets of "low level" commands for

entering, creating and copying drawings

and diagrams. Secondly, it has extensive

sets of application routines for moving,
enlarging, rotating, coloring or animating

drawings that the user has created.

Graphics Systems

Versa Writer $249.00
Kurta Graphics Tablet 695.00
Summagraphlcs Digitizer 745.00

Houston Instruments HI Pad 795.00

Apple Graphics Tablet 795.00

Of course the basic commands let you
enter a drawing freehand or by tracing it.

Want a wider "brushstroke "? Six widths are
available. Drawings can be independently
scaled in both the vertical and horizontal

directions. An enclosed shape may be filled

in with any of 21 2 colors. No. that is not a
misprint—by the same technique that a
printing press can create hundreds of colors

from three primary ones, so can Vera-

Writer.

Here a shape (the letter A) is being
scanned. After putting it in a shape table

it may be used in other programs.

From the shape table, a shape (the letter

A) may be enlarged, shrunk, rotated,

colored or moved about the screen.

Create Animation for Other Programs

The shapes you create with VersaWriter
can be used and manipulated with ease in

other programs. Up to 255 shapes can be
entered into a shape table. These shapes
may then be placed on the screen in any
position or may be overlaid on a full or
partial screen image. Animation is produced
easily by moving about a portion of the

image created by VersaWriter. Forexample.
by alternating between two images of an
airplane propeller it will appear to be spinning.

Other VersaWriter software includes text-

writer with which text can be added to

graphics. Upper and lower case, choice of

color, text size, direction and starting point

all may be specified.

The Area/Distance program lets you
calculate distances (or perimeters) by enter-

ing a scale and tracing a shape or map route

with the drawing arm. Areas of figures, open
and irregular, can be similarly calculated.

The software also includes sets of elec-

tronic and computer logic shapes. In addition,

an entire disk of dramatic demonstration
graphics is included. These twelve full-screen

graphics run the gamut from a fully labeled

cross section of a human skull to colored

maps to animated cartoons to an electronics

schematic.

Free Software Updates

You may have read a review of VersaWriter

that indicated that the color fill routine was
slow. It was. But not anymore. Several new
routines and improvements were added to

the VersaWriter software since its introduc-

tion. All customers of Peripherals Plus
received these changes free.

As new updates are developed. Peripherals

Plus will furnish them free to all customers
FOREVER. We make this unique guarantee
because it is in our best interest to have you
make the best use of your computer. We're
convinced that if other people see your
VersaWriter in use, they'll want one too.

Best Performance and Price

At Peripherals Plus, we evaluated every
graphics entry device. We wanted to handle
the best one regardless of price. VersaWriter

has the best performance bar none.
Surprisingly it also has the lowest price,

just $249.00 for the Apple version.

VersaWriter requires an Apple II with

Applesoft in ROM (or an Apple II Plus), disk,

and 48K of memory. The Atari version

requires an Atari 800, disk and at least 32 K
It is priced at $300.

VersaWritercomescomplete with two disks

of software, a comprehensive instruction

manual, a 90-day limited warranty and
Peripherals Plus unique guarantee of soft-

ware updates forever.

Try VersaWriter for 30 days. If you are not

completely satisfied we'll give you a prompt
and courteous refund of the full price plus

shipping both ways.
To order, specify Apple or Atari version,

send payment plus $3.00 shipping and han-

dling to Peripherals Plus, 39 East Hanover
Ave.. Morris Plains. NJ 07950. (New Jersey
residents please add 5% Sales tax.) Credit

card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa, MasterCard or

American Express card. Credit card cus-

tomers may also call toll-free 800-631-81 12
(in NJ 201-540-0445).

For spectacular graphics on yourcomputer,

order VersaWriter today.

Peripherals Plus
39 E. Hanover Ave.,

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(InNJ 201-540-0445)
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Christopherson, continued.

were slow and herky-jerky. Nim was ani-

mated, and alive, with little eyes that

stared ubiquitously, emotionally out from
cloned Andys awaiting the executioner's
laserbeam. Leo had brought the fine art

of humoresque cartooning to the
TRS-KO.

Snake Eggs was next. It uses animated
rattlesnakes, modelled after those in a
Disney production of "Robin Hood." to

illustrate the traditional game of "21."

This program was also one of the first to

incorporate sound effects, a technology
that was in its infancy, and was. to a great

extent, pioneered by Leo himself.

One of the most beloved of Leo's TRS-
KO graphics presentations and without
question the one most revealing of his

subtle sense of humor, is Bee Wary. The
Tarantula, the heavy in this slapstick

micro-melodrama, has many faces and a
wry vocabulary that leaves its audiences
in pain from laughter. The Bee. con-
trolled by the user, is much more mobile,
and can deliver a deadly sting. But its

opponent has several unexpected moves
that can turn the bee into a hearty meal.

Life Two introduced a trio of new
characters. A quadreped. a triped and a

monoped. plus Andy representing bipeds
added a new twist to the Game of Life.

Billed as the Battle of Life, this presen-

tation may be the most articulate

portrayal of Life ever conceived.

Dancin' Demon used an extension of a

graphics innovation technique called

"line packing" as opposed to the "string

packing" that characterized Leo's earlier

efforts.

"These ideas have never been com-
pletely thought out in my mind before I

start them." says Leo. "Rather, one com-
pleted part often suggests another new
idea to try in the same program. I have
yet to think of a concept to program
without also coming up with a new
technique, which often modifies the

original idea of the program."
As a display. Demon does a fine job.

But it is not enough to just have great

graphics. The program must be inter-

active. And it is. The user can use an
onboard music generator to program his

own musical score. Thus, the actions of

the Demon become more personalized.

An added bonus is in the pro-

grammability of the dance steps. The
user has a choice of endless combinations
of dance routines. Through these
features, the non-programmer joins Leo
in the often hilarious musical productions
of Dancin' Demon.

Radio Shack, which is not well known
lor making fast decisions on submissions,
acted very quickly upon receiving

Dancin' Demons. In short order. Leo
joined that elite fraternity of program-
mers whose works are mass marketed
around the world.

"My newest program. Duel-n-Droids"
says Leo. "uses the new graphics
technique that I started for Demon but

couldn't use due to memory space prob-
lems. The technique involves placing the
droids on the screen so fast that one over-
laps the other, creating the illusion of
shading. The androids appear to be wear-
ing uniforms and the display is rather
alive."

"Droids also employs a technique I've

wanted to try for some time. The player

can 'teach' his android to fight before
entering the tournament. I also found a

place to try out some new sound and
musical effects."

The musical effects Leo speaks of are a

series of songs using the TRS-NO cassette

port to produce a "Celeste" tone with

vibrato that rivals music accessory
boards.

Two new programs by Leo are in pre-

release, at this writing. Snake Eggs II for

the Apple is a mathematics drill applica-

tion of the earlier game. Featuring the hi-

res graphics available to Apple users, anil

the sound built into the computer, the

Leo's reaction to those
who would imitate his
graphics style is one
of encouragement.

result is a highly rewarding and poten-

tially very popular program. Also, by
popular request, our old friend Andy
makes an Apple appearance in Apple
Andy, to be known commercially as
Appie Android Nim. It. too. stretches the

Apple computer to its limits.

Sadly, at least from a commercial point

of view, the new programs are destined

for the same intense bootlegging that has
plagued the TRS-80 releases. How does
Leo feel about the bootleggers?

"I am concerned about the moral
implications of software piracy." Leo
comments sadly. "Most bootleggers

aren't hard core pirates at all but family

people with little children who use the

computer daily. These children see the

parent get something for nothing, and
they quickly form similiar attitudes. The
software traders and pirates set a very

poor example for their kids."

There has developed, over the last

couple of years, a public fascination with

Leo's work, prompting talented young
programmers to steer away from clever

and highly animated techniques for fear

of infringing on what has become known
as "Christopherson Graphics."

Leo's reaction to those who would
imitate his graphics style is one of

encouragement. His attitude is "go for

it." He believes that the animation style

of programming belongs to anyone who
is able to produce it. His own techniques
are easily available to those who would
use or improve them.
When asked what advice he has for

new programmers who would like to be
commercially successful. Leo mentioned
six main points:

"Get lo know your machine. The
manufacturer usually publishes only a

fraction of the routines available in your
computer's particular language or chip
machine code.

"When you do your program, write for

your machine. Don't generalize in hopes
of easy translation. Maximize your tech-

niques to draw every last bit of power
your machine is able to muster. Only
then will you have your best program.

"Let ideas flow creatively. Build an
atmosphere conducive to free thinking.

Relax and allow your mind to work.
Never throw out an idea: store it for a

future application.

"Know the limitations of your machine.
Never juryrig a routine or place your
techniques in a position where failure of

logic is possible.

"Expect months of hard work. Nothing
conies easily, least of all production of

commercial software. Short cuts and less

than exhaustive debugging will cost you
far more than the time you save. Be
thorough.

"Never let inferior work leave your
sight. You travel with each reprixluetion

of your software, into thousands of com-
puters. Never let less than perfect copies
of your program gel away from your
control.

"Do not manufacture or attempt to sell

your programs on your own unless you
are prepared for heavy expense and dis-

appointment or possibly even the loss of

your work to unscrupulous companies.
Find, instead, an agent or software com-
pany of high reputation that can either

place your prtnluct or market it for you.
These individuals or corporations have
the knowhow lo produce or place your
program where il will make the most
profit for you. Bui beware of grandiose
promises. Check up on them before
releasing anything."

Who is Leo B. Christopherson'.' He is

Andy and The Spider, and a little bit of

the Demon, for they are his creations and
he travels with them. But most of all he is

a gentle, quiet schooleaeher from
Tacoma, WA. who loves his kids as much
as they love him. He is happy and spreads
that happiness around. Who could ask
for more. Q
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TRS-80 ational
software

creative
computing
software

Ouibic A 3-dimensional tic-tac-toe type of

game played in a 4x4x4 cube. A real

challenge

Board Games
Cassette CS-3001 $1195 6 Programs Requires 8K

VTM1 *""T

lliAil^ ******

Backgammon (by Scott Adams) Excellent

graphics and challenging play in this popular

game

Mugwump. Four friendly Mugwumps are

hiding on a 10x10 grid Can you find them
all in ten moves''

Wumput Try to find the Wumpus in a
dodecahedron network of caves complete
with bottomless pits and giant bats

Wumpus 2 Five different types of caves
or create yourown More hazards too.

Flip Disc. Our version of Othello with three

skill levels from good to expert

Pursuit Games
Cassette CS-3004 $ 1 1 95 5 Programs Requires 16K

Space Games
Cassette CS-3002 $1 1 95 4 Programs Requires 8K

Star Lane*. The ultimate game of inter

galactic commerce and trade for

earthbound entrepreneurs

Romulan. Use your sensors to find the

hidden Romulan spacecraft and then des-

troy it.

Star Wars. Line up the TIE fighters in your
sights and zap them It's not easy

Ultra Trek. Battle klingons with lasers, tor-

pedoes and mines in this real-time game
with action graphics

Strategy Games
Cassette CS-3005 $1195 5 Programs Requires 16K

Stock Car Race Real-time road racing game
round a complex track Don't blow your
ngine

Indy Racer Real-time with gear changing
similar to the popular arcade game

Depth Charge Move your ship and drop
charges to destroy as many subs as
possible.

Max* Nine skill levels in this high-speed
pursuit game

Kaleidoscope A ever-changing graphics
demonstration.

Games Pack on Disk
Disks CS-3503 1 32K| $39 95

This set ol menu-driven disk contains all 20
games from cassettes CS-3001 CS-3002
CS-3004 and CS-3005

Evasion. Try to escape from the snake its

not easy

Motor Racing. Real-time racing action and
excellent graphics with your choice of

tracks

Jigsaw. Use reasoning and luck to fit your
pieces into the puzzle

The Masters. Choose your club and go
from tee to green on each hole

Tunnel Vision. Find your way out of a

given only a mouse-eye view

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E »press orders may be called

in toll-tree

Order today at no risk If you are not

completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 000-631-8112
In NJ 201-540-0445

creative coneputtRg software
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1 REM • COPYRIGHT 19 78 80 -N» PUBLISHING TACOMA, ** a 11069 GOSUB 1055

2 REM • ALL RIGHTS RESERVED •

3 CLS :

PRINT 020, "N O T 1 C E"

1070 Y$ - INKEYS: ^B UW
^k\ M—

THEN
i ^^H

1 PRINT : H^k
PRINT "IT IS ILLEGAL , UNFAIR A UNCOUTH TO COPY TH KS = K$ . ES Y$: mM 1 mWL

IF K$ "YOU"IS PGM FOR SOME"
5 PRINT "ONE ELSE. IT CHEATS

l Hi ^^^H ^m
S AND REMOVES ANY" — I

6 PRINT " INCENTIVE TO 1TOODUCE MORE GOOD WORKS - THA ELSE §
NKS"

1 500
8 INPUT "PUSH ENTER"; 1013 GOSUB 1040: 1075 X9 2: ^ L_
9 CLS :

RUN 10020
10 CLEAR 525:

GOTO 1050
1016 X = 254:

FOR N 1 TO 7:

PRINT (d540,"OK, I'LL START ' H
FOR O • 1 TO 12:
ulMJB 8070:

DEF1NT X,Y,Z: X = X - 7: NEXT O:
PRINT 0540," «

; :

GOTO 1016

RANDOM
25 GOTO 900

GOSUB 8000:
NEXT N:

50 MDS • "RIDICULOUS"

:

X = 570: 1099 GOSUB 1055
RETURN

51 MD$ = "ABSURD":
FOR N « 1 TO 5:

X = X - 8:
1100 E$ • INKEY$:

IF E$ - ""
RETURN GOSUB 8000: THEN

52 MD$ "GROTESQUE"

:

NEXT N:
1 100:

RETURN X = 885: ELSE
53 MD$ = "NONSENSICAL": FOR N > 1 TO 3: KS K$ E$:RETURN
5<i MD$ = "FARCICAL":

X - X - 9:
GOSUB 8000:

IF KS = "ME"
THEN

RETURN NEXT N 1110:
55 MD$ "PREPOSTEROUS" 1017 RWS(I ) = "7": ELSE

RETURN R*S(2) = "5":
1 500

56 MDS = "SILLY": R*S(3) = "3"
RETURN

57 MD$ "SENSELESS":
RETURN

10*0 FOR°N
8

f°77 TO 333 STEP 6*: COITiplete LiStJnQ Of
PRINT 0N, CHRS(30);:

58 MD$ "IRRATIONAL":
RETURN

59 MD$ = "FANTASTIC":

NEXT N:
FOR N -- 402 TO 658
PRINT (dN, CHR$(30) Android Nim

RETURN NEXT N:
60 MD$ = "ODD"

:

RETURN
FOR N = 730 TO 986
PRINT 0N, CHRS(30)

step 64: Leo Christopherson
6 1 MDS "RUDE": NEXT N:

RETI KN PRINT (d22," " ; :

62 MD$ "BRUTISH": RETURN
RETURN 1050 PRINT 0540, "FIRST MOVE BY YOU (1) OR ME (2) ?"

1

6 3 MD$ "BARBARIC": 1054 GOTO 1060
RETURN 1055 X » 194: 1110 X9 • 1

:

61 MDS • "PLEBEIAN": GOSUB 8005: PRINT 0540," VERY WELL , YOU MAY START ! ";: 1
RETURN X 517: X = 517:

65 V1D$ "UNCIVIL": GOSUB 8005: GOSUB 8010:
RETURN X = 835: X 835:

66 MD$ - "DISCOURTEOI S" GOSUB 8005: GOSUB 8010:
RETURN RETURN X = 194:

6 7 VID$ "VULGAR": 1060 GOSUB 8070: GOSUB 8010:
RETURN K$ INKEYS: FOR M • 1 TO 12:

68 MDS : "COARSE": | IF K$ GOSUB 80 70:
RETURN THEN NEXT M:

69 MD$ "GROSS": ^U 1060: PRINT 0540," "j :

RETURN M9*m ELSE GOTO 1016
70 MD$ = "UNGRACEFUL": nJ IFK$ = '1" 1500 PRINT 0540, "WHICH ONE OF US IS , "; CHRS(34);KSi

RETURN mmm} THEN CHR$(34);" ? " ; :

7 1 MD$ "MONSTROUS": mAWm 1110: X 8 35:

RETURN JB L ELSE GOSUB 8010:
72 MD$ - "HORRID": n IF K$ = "2" X 194: -

RETURN THEN i.'MJB 8010: 1
7 3 MD$ "SHOCKING": 1075: X . 517: 1

RETURN VI ELSE GOSUB 8010: MB
74 MD$ = "CHEAP" : T I IF KS " Y" GOSUB 8112: mM HL

RETURN J 1
THEN GOTO 1050

900 GOSUB 9000 wm 1 1064: 7000 PRINT 022," " Mm
1000 X9 . 1 : I lsi; 7005 ON Y9 GOTO 7020,7010,7010 •

CLS : 7006 GOTO 7200
PRINT 02 5, CHR$(34) ;''ANDROID NIM"; CHR$(34); 7010 M RND(2) : !

1005 X = 191: ON M GOTO 7020,7200 mW Umm
(.OSUB 8000: 70 20 FOR O = 1 TO 12: §9M ^L
PRINT 0X,BQ$; IF K$ = "M" GOSUB 8070:

1010 X = 517: THEN NEXT O: M~
uiMIB 8000: 1099: GOTO 7275 ^M\ ^B
PRINT 0X.BQS; ELSE 7200 2=1: mW W

1011 X = 835: 1060 GOSUB 7500:
GOSUB 8000: 1064 GOTO 1065 Zl . Z0:
PRINT 0X,BQ$; 1065 ES INKEYS: Z M

1012 Y9 1

:

IF E$ "" GOSUB 7500:
R*$(l) = "0": THEN Z2 = Z0: ^^ m̂M
R*$(2) "0": 1065: Z • 3:

R*S(3) "0" ELSE
1069

70

GOSUB 7500:
Z3 = Z0

CREATIVE COMPUTING



The Text Solution for APPLE II®

Now APPLE II® Owners Can Solve Text Problems
With VIDEOTERM 80 Column by 24 Line Video Display

Utilizing 7 X 9 Dot Character Matrix
Perhaps the most annoying shortcoming of the Apple II' is its limitation of displaying only 40 columns by 24 lines of

text, all in uppercase. At last, Apple II* owners have a reliable, trouble-free answer to their text display problem.
VIDEOTERM generates a full 80 columns by 24 lines of text, in upper and lower case. Twice the number of characters as
the standard Apple II' display. And by utilizing a 7 by 9 character matrix, lower case letters have true descenders. But
this is only the start.

VIDEOTERM, MANUAL,
SWITCHPLATE VIDEOTERM

1 'MU '()<,-. /

6123456789: ;<•>'
IfltCDEFGHI JKLHNO

rUVHXYZt\] A
.

'»6((irf;hijk lino
r Q r S t U V V I U 7

!'

7X12 MATRIX
18X80 OPTIONAL

!
• I I t I '()»,-. /

112] 4 5 i 71 J : ! < > '

Ml C I I f t « N ' I " »

S I S T ll V U X T z r \ J 1 .

Advanced
Hardware
Design

Available
Options

BASICs VIDEOTERM lists BASIC programs, both integer and Applesoft, using the entire 80
columns Without splitting keywords Full editing capabilities are offered using the
ESCape key sequences for cursor movement With provision for stop/start text

scrolling utilizing the standard Control S entry And simultaneous on screen display
of text being printed

Pascal Installation ot VIDEOTERM in slot 3 provides Pascal immediate control of the
display since Pascal recognizes the board as a standard video display terminal and
treats it as such No changes are needed to Pascal's MISC INFO or GOTOXY files.

although customization directions are provided All cursor control characters are
identical to standard Pascal defaults

Other The new Microsoft Soltcard* is supported So is the popular D C Hayes Micro-
Boards modem II* , utilizing customized PROM firmware available from VIDEX The power-

ful EasyWnter Professional Word Processing System and other word processors
are now compatible with VIDEOTERM Or use the Mountain Hardware ROMWnter*
(or other PROM programmer) to generate your own custom character sets Natural
ly, VIDEOTERM conforms to all Apple OEM guidelines, assurance that you will have
no conflicts with current or future Apple II' expansion boards

VIDEOTERM s on board asynchronous crystal clock ensures flicker-tree character display
Only the size of the Pascal Language card. VIDEOTERM utilizes CMOS and low power con-
sumption ICs. ensuring cool, reliable operation All ICs are fully socketed for easy
maintenance Add to that 2K of on board RAM. 50 or 60 Hz operation, and provision ot power
and input connectors for a light pen Problems are designed out. not in

The entire display may be altered to inverse video, displaying black characters on a white
field PROMs containing alternate character sets and graphic symbols are available from
Videx A switchplate option allows you to use the same video monitor for either the
VIDEOTERM or the standard Apple II' display, instantly changing displays by flipping a
single toggle switch The switchplate assembly inserts into one ot the rear cut outs in the
Apple If case so that the toggle switch is readily accessible And the Videx KEYBOARD
ENHANCER can be installed, allowing upper and lower case character entry directly from
your Apple II* keyboard

IK ot onboard ROM firmware controls all operation of the VIDEOTERM No machine
language patches are needed for normal VIDEOTERM use

Firmware Version 2.0

Characters 7x9 matrix
Options 7 x 12 matrix option:

Alternate user definable
character set option.
Inverse video option

Display 24 x 80 (full descenders)
18 x 80(7 x 12 matrix with full descenders)

Want to know more7 Contact your local Apple dealer today for a demonstration VIDEOTERM is available
through your local dealer or direct from Videx in Corvallis. Oregon Or send for the VIDEOTERM Owners
Reference Manual and deduct the amount if you decide to purchase Upgrade your Apple II' to full terminal
capabilities for halt the cost of a terminal VIDEOTERM At last

7X9 MATRIX
24X80 STANDARD

Apple ll' » • trademark of Apple Compute* inc

ROMW'it«f * a tradomar* of Mountain Hardware Inc

Micromodwrn ll* is a trademark ol C Hares Associates Inc

Softcard' M a tiedemerti ot Microsoft
EetyWriter* is a trademark of tnlotmation Unlimited Software inc

• VIDEOTERM includes manual $345
• SWITCHPLATE $ 19
• MANUAL refund with purchase S 19
• 7 x 12 CHARACTER SET S 39
• MICROMODEM FIRMWARE $ 25

APPLE II® OWNERS!
Introducing the

KEYBOARD & DISPLAY
ENHANCER

PUT THE SHIFT AND SHIFT LOCK BACK WHERE IT BELONGS
• SEE REAL UPPER AND lower CASE ON THE SCREEN
'ACCESS ALL YOUR KEYBOARD ASCII CHARACTERS

Videx has the perfect companion (<« v>ur

word processor software the KEYBOARD
AND DISPLAY ENHANCER In*

enhancer in your APPl.F. II and be typing in

lower case just like a typewriter if you want an

upper caw character, use the SHIFT key of the

CTRL key for shift lock Not only that, but you

see upper and lower case on the screen es you

type Perfectly compatible with Apple Writer

and other word processors like, for example.

Super -Text

If you want to program in BASIC. )usl put it

back into the alpha lock mode, and you have

the original keyboard back with a few im

{Movements Now you can enter those elusive '*

characters dtreclly from the keyboard, or re

quire the Control key to be pressed with the

Kl.Sr. I to prevent accidental i-

KEYBOARD AND DISPLAY
ENHANCER is recommended for use with all

I i >f the APPLE 11 It includes 6 ICs. and

EPROM and dip switches mounted on a PC
board, and a jumper cable Easy installation

meaning no soldering or cutting traces Alter

nate default modes are dip switch selectable

You can even remap the keyboard, selecting an

alternate character set. for custom applications

PRICE • KDE 700 <REV 7 or greater) M29
• K 1)1 000 (REV. 6 or leee) 1129.

Apple II" is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

I!
idex

VIDEX
897 N.W. Grant Avenue
Corvallis. Oregon 97330
Phone (503) 7580521
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Android Nim, continued... 7277 IF VAL(RW$(1 )) =

THEN K$ • INKEY$:
7210 Z« Zl . 22:

Z\ 23:
26 = 22 Z3:
Z*S = STRS(Z*):
Z5$ = STR$(Z5):

7278:
ELSE
R* 1 :

GOSUB 7290:

IF K$ ""

THEN
7*25:

ELSE
GOSUB 8*10:

IF K$ • "1"

THENZ6$ » STR$(Z6) X9 = 1 :

7220 OOSUB 8070:
IF Z* =

X8 = 0:
GOTO 82*0

1012:
ELSE
7*30

1
THEN 7278 IF VAL(RW$(2)) =

7230: THEN 7*30 CLS i

ELSE 7279: GOTO 3
ZO = LEN(2*$): ELSE 7*50 GOSUB 10*0:
Y0 = 1 :

2* = 0:
FOR N • 20 TO 1 STEP -

RW 2

:

GOSUB 7290:
GOSUB 8*20:

R*$(l) = "0":
RW$(2) "0":
RW$(3) = "0":

7222 IF MID$(Z*$,N,I ) = "1" X9 = 1 : PRINT 05*0, "SINCE YOU HAVE GIVEN UP " . ,

THEN X8 - 0: FOR O 1 TO 8:

7223
Z* = Z* Y0

Y0 = Y0 • 2:

NEXT N

7279
GOTO 82*0

IF VAL(R*$(3)) z

THEN

tOSUB 8070:
NEXT O:

GOSUB 10*0:
7230 OOSUB 80 70: 7 27 7: GOTO 7*00

IF Z5 = ELSE
7 500 ON VAL(RW$(Z)) • 1 GOTO 7505,7510,751 5 ,7520,7525,

THEN R* 3

:

7530,7535,7540
72*0: OOSUB 7290: 7505 Z0 • 0:

ELSE GOSUB 8*30: RETURN
Z0 = LEN(25$): X9 1 : 7510 Z0 1

:

_ _
Y0 1 : X8 . 0: RETURN
Z5 = 0: GOTO 82*0 H
FOR N = Z0 TO 1 STEP - 7290 M RND(7): 1

7232 IF MID$(Z5$,N,1 )
"1" ON M GOTO 7291 ,7292, 729 3, 729*, 7 29 5, 7296, 7 29

7

HUH
THEN 7291 RN 1 : ^fl ^_
ZJ Z5 Y0 RN$ "1": ^^^^^^i

7233 Y0 = Y0 • 2:

NEXT N 7292
RETURN
GOTO 7 29 1

7515 Z0 • 10:
RETURN H1

7210 OOSUB 80 70:
IF Z6
THEN
7250:

ELSE
Z0 • LEN(Z6$):
Y0 1 :

Z6 Ol

7 29 3

729*
7295

7296

GOTO 7 291
GOTO 7 291
RN 2:

RN$ • "2":
RETURN
RN = 3:

RN$ . "3":
RETURN

7520 Z0 = III
RETURN

7525 Z0 > 100:
RETURN

7530 Z0 = 101 :

RETURN
75 35 Z0 = 110:

RETURN J 1FOR N = Z0 TO 1 STEP - 1 7297 II 75*0 Z0 > 111:
72*2 IF MID$(Z6$,N, 1 ) "1"

729S
RETURN ^^^^H ^^P

THEN 7600 GOSUB 7700: WB» 1

Z6 = Z6 « Y0 ELSE f 1 $ MD$ H ^^
72*3 Y0 • YO • 2:

NEXT N
Rf 4 1

RN? » "1" :

7601 GOSUB 7700:
IF MD$ Wl$ 1 1

72*5 uiMJB 8070 RETURN THEN
7250 IF VAL(R*$(3)) < . Z*

THEN
7255

7300
7350

GOTO 7 350
GOSUB 10*0

7601 :

ELSE
*2$ = MD$

f 1

7251 R« 3: 7360 IF X9 • 1 7602 GOSUB 7700:
OOSUB 8*30: THEN

IF (MD$ Wl$) OR (MD$ • *2$)
RN VAL(R*$(3)) - Z*: 7*00 THEN
RN$ - STR$(RN): 7370 GOSUB 7600: 7602:
RN$ = RIGHT$(RN$,I ):

GOSUB 80 70: ELSE
X9 = 1 :

X = 19*: »3$ MD$
GOTO 82*0 GOSUB 8035: 7603 GOSUB 7700:

7255 IF VAL(R*$(2)) < = Z5 GOSUB 811*:
X = 835:

IF (MD$ • Wl$) OR (MDS . W2S) OR (MDS *3$)
THEN THEN
7260 GOSUB 80 35: 7603:

7256 R» 2

:

GOSUB 8*20:
RN VAL(RW$<2)) - Z5:

GOSUB 81 16:
K 51 7:

GOSUB 80 35:

ELSE
**$ i V1D$

760* GOSUB 7700:
RN$ = STR$(RN): GOSUB 811*:

IF (MD$ *l$) OR (MD$ W2S) OR (MDS W3$)
RN$ RIGHT$(RN$,1 ):

X9 = 1 :

PRINT 0*53 ,H5$ ;

:

GOSUB 81 16:
OR (MD$ = **$)
THEN

GOTO 82*0 PRINT 0771 ,H5$;: 760*:
7260 IF VAL(RW$(1 )) < = Z6

THEN
7270

GOSUB 81 16:

PRINT 0130, H5$;:
GOSUB 81 1*:

ELSE
*5$ = MD$

7605 OOSUB 7700:
7261 ft* . 1 : PRINT 01 30,HR$; IF (MD$ *1$) OR (MDS *2$) OR (MDS W3S)

GOSUB 8*10: 7375 GOSUB 811*: OR (MD$ • **$) OR (MD$ W5S)
RN VAL(R*$(I )) - Z6: PRINT 0771 ,HR$; : THEN
RN$ STR$(RN): U'MiB 81 16: 7605:
RN$ • RIGHT$(RNS,I ): PRINT 0*53, HR$;

:

ELSE
X9 1 : OOSUB 811*: *6$ • MD$
GOTO 82*0 GOTO 7*20 7606 GOSUB 7700:

7270 GOSUB 8070: 7*00 GOSUB 1055: IF (MD$ Wl$) OR (MDS = *2$) OR (MDS W3S)
X8 0: PR INT 0536 ,MB$; : OR (MD$ W*$) OR (MDS *5$) OR (MD$ • W6S)
IF (Z* = 0) AND (Z5 = 0) PRINT 0*72 ,MA$;

:

THEN
THEN PRINT 0600,MC$i

:

7606:
7300 GOSUB 81 12: ELSE

7275 M RND(3) OOSUB 8112: W7$ = MDS
7276 ON M GOTO 7277,7278,7279 GOTO 7*20

7*20 PRINT 079*, "NEW GAME? YES ( 1 ) OR NO (2)";
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QUALITY DISK SOFTWARE
BACKED BY ON-GOING APPLICATIONS SUPPORT

HOME FINANCE PAK I: Entire Series $49.95 ®©
CHECK REGISTER ANO BUDGET: This comprehensive CHECKING ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM not only keeps complete records, it also gives you

the analysis and control tools you need to actively manage your account

The system provides routines for BUDGETING INCOME AND EXPENSE. AUTO
MATIC CHECK SEARCH, and BANK STATEMENT RECONCILING. CRT or printer

reports are produced tor ACTUAL EXPENSE vs BU06ET. CHECK SEARCH
OISPLAY RECONCILIATION REPORT and CHECK REGISTER DISPLAY by month
Check entry is prompted by user-defined menus of standard purposes and
recipient codes, speeding data entry and reducing disk storage and
retrieval time Six fields of data are stored tor each check amount, check
no date, purpose, recipient and TAX DEDUCTIBLE REMINDER. CHECK SEARCH
routines allow searching on any of these data fields Up to 100 checks /mo
storage S39 95

SAVINGS: Account management system for up to 20 separate Savings

accounts Organizes, files and displays deposits, withdrawals and interest

earned for each account S14 95

CREDIT CARD: Gel Control of your credit cards with this program Organizes,

stores and displays purchases, payments and service charges for up to 20

separate cards or bank loans S14 95

UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE: $49.95®
A user programmable computing system structured around a 50 row x 50

column table User defines row and column names and equations forming a

unique computing machine Table elements can be multiplied, divided,

subtracted or added to any other element Hundreds of unique computing
machines can be defined, used, stored and recalled, lor later use Excellent

tor sales forecasts, budgets, inventory lists income statements, production

planning, protect cost estimates in short for any planning, analysis or

reporting problem that can by solved with a table

COLOR CALENDAR: $29.95 a

Got a busy calendar'' Organize it with Color Calendar Whether its

birthdays, appointments, business meetings or a regular office schedule,

this program is the perfect way to schedule your activities

The calendar display is a beautiful HIRES color graphics calendar of the

selected month with each scheduled day highlighted in color Using the

daily schedule, you can review any day of the month and schedule an event

or activity in any one of 20 time slots from 8 00 AM to 5 30 P M

BUSINESS SOFTWARE: Entire Series $159.95®©
MICROACCOUNTANT: The ideal accounting system for small businesses

Based on classic T accounts and double-entry booking, this efficient

program piovides a jour rial for recording posting and reviewing up to 1.000

transactions per month to any one of 300 accounts The program produces

CRT and printer reports covering

TRANSACTION JOURNAL BALANCE SHEET

ACCOUNT LEDGERS INCOME ANO EXPENSE STATEMENT

Includes a short primer on Financial Accounting |48KI S49 95

UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINE: This program is designed to SIMPLIFY and

SAVE TIME for the serious businessman who must periodically Analyze.

Plan and Estimate The program was created using our Universal Computing

Machine and it is programmed to provide the following planning and

forecasting tools

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS SALES FORECASTER
PROFORMA PROFIT A LOSS SOURCE ANO USE OF FUNDS
PROFORMA BALANCE SHEET JOB COST ESTIMATOR

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT INVENTORY ANALYSIS

Price, including a copy ol the Universal Computing Machine .... S89 95

BUSINESS CHECK REGISTER ANO BUDGET: Our Check Register and Budget

programs expanded to include up to 50 budgetable items and up to 400

checks per month Includes bank statement reconciling and automatic

check search I48K) S49 95

ELECTRONICS SERIES VOL I & II: Entire Series $259.95
LOGIC SIMULATOR: SAVE TIME AND MONEY. Simulate your digital logic

circuits before you build them CMOS. TTL. or whatever, if its digital logic,

this program can handle It. The program is an interactive, menu driven,

full-fledged logic simulator capable of simulating the bit-time response of a

logic network to user-specified input patterns It will handle up to 1000

gates, including NANOS. NORS. INVERTERS. FLIP-FLOPS. SHIFT REGISTERS.

COUNTERS and user-defined MACROS, up to 40 user-defined random, or

binary input patterns Accepts network descriptions from keyboard or from

LOGIC DESIGNER lor simulation S159 95 (J)©

LOGIC DESIGNER: Interactive HI-RES graphics program for designing digital

logic systems Draw directly on the screen up to 10 different gate types,

including NANO. NOR. INVERTER. EX OR T FLOP. JK FLOP. FLOP HS FLOP 4 BIT

COUNTER and N-BIT SHIFT REGISTER. User interconnects gates using line

graphics commands Network descriptions for L06IC SIMULATOR generated

simultaneously with the CRT diagram being drawn S159 95 (jf)

MANUAL ANO OEMO DISK: Instruction Manual and demo disk illustrating

capabilities of both program (si S29 95 (T)(t)

ELECTRONIC SERIES VOL III & IV: Entire Series $259.95
CIRCUIT SIMULATOR: Tired of trial & error circuit design'' Simulate & debug

your designs before you build them' With CIRCUIT SIMULATOR you build a

model of your circuit using RESISTORS. CAPACITORS. INDUCTORS. TRANSISTORS.

DIODES. VOLTAGE and CURRENT SOURCES and simulate the waveform response

to inputs such as PULSES. SINUSOIDS SAWTOOTHS. etc all fully programmable

The output is displayed as an OSCILLOSCOPE STYLE PLOT of the selected

waveforms (Apple only) or as a printed table of voltage vs time Handles up to

200 notes and up to 20 sources Requires 48 RAM S15995 <T) (f)

CIRCUIT OESIGNER: Interactive HIRES graphics program for designing electronic

circuits Draw directly on the screen up to 10 different component types,

including those referenced above Components interconnect list for CIRCUIT

SIMULATOR generated automatically Requires S15995

MATHEMATICS SERIES: Entire Series $49.95
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS I: This menu driven program performs LINEAR

REGRESSION analysis, determines the mean, standard deviation and plots

the frequency distribution of user-supplied data sets Printer Disk. I/O

routines $19 95

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI-RES 2-Dimensional plot of any function Automatic

scaling At your option, the program will plot the function, plot the

INTEGRAL, plot the DERIVATIVE, determine the ROOTS. MAXIMA. MINIMA.

INTEGRAL VALUE $19 95

MATRIX: A general purpose, menu driven program for determining the

INVERSE and DETERMINANT of any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set

of SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS S19 95

3-D SURFACE PLOTTER: Explore the ELEGANCE and BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS
by creating HI-RES PLOTS ot 3-dimensional surfaces from any 3-vanable

equation Disk save and recall routines for plots Menu driven to vary

surface parameters Hidden line or transparent plotting $19 95

ACTION ADVENTURE GAMES: Entire Series $29.95 ®
RED BARON: Can you outtly Ihe RED BARON? This fast action game simulates

a machine-gun DOGFIGHT between your WORLD WAR I BIPLANE and the

baron s You can LOOP. DIVE. BANK or CLIMB-and so can the BARON. In HI RES
graphics plus sound S14 95

BATTLE OF MIDWAY: You are in command of the U.S.S. HORNETS DIVE

BOMBER squadron Your targets are the Aircraft carriers. Akagi. Soryu and
Kaga You must fly your way through ZEROS and AA FIRE to make your

DIVE-BOMB run In HI-RES graphics plus sound $14 95

SUB ATTACK: It's April 1943 The enemy convoy is headed for the CONTROL
SEA. Your sub. the MORAY, has just sighted the CARRIERS and BATTLESHIPS'

Easy pickings But watch out for the DESTROYERS - they re fast and deadly
In HI-RES graphics plus sound $14 95

FREE CATALOG All programs are supplied on disk and run on Apple II w/Disk
& Applesoft ROM Card & TRS-80 Level II and require 32K RAM unless

otherwise noted Detailed instructions included Orders shipped within 5

days Card users include card number Add $1 50 postage and handling
with each order California residents add 6' "sales tax Foreign orders add
S5 00 postage and handling

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE
142 Carlow, P.O. Box 2084
Sunnyvale. CA 94087

FOR PHONE OROERS: (408} 738-4387

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
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Android Nim, continued... 7985 PRINT 0X - 64,HD$; : 8015 GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0X - 127.HCS;: PRINT 0X - 64.HJS; 1

7610 PRINT 0412, "THROUGH
QOSUB 81 18:
PRINT 0*70 ,W2$ ",
GOSUB 81 18:

SOME " i*l$ • ",";: PRINT 0482, H3$;:
PRINT 0419, HI$; :

PRINT 0498, HB$;:
PRINT 0435, HA$;

:

PRINT 0X - 127, HIS;:
GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0X - 64.HLS;:
PRINT 0X - 127, HK$;:

PRINT 0470,W2S ", • • W3$ • " ,
"

; :
RETURN GOSUB 8100:

GOSUB 8118: 7986 PRINT 0X - 64,HB$;: PRINT 0X - 64,HN$; :

PRINT 04 7O.W2S . », • . *3$ "," • W4$ . ",";: PRINT 0X - 127, HA$;

:

PRINT 0X - I27,HV1$; :

GOSUB 8118 PRINT 0482, HPS;: RETURN
7620 PRINT 0534, W5$ ",

GOSUB 80 70:
';: PRINT 04 19,HO$;

:

RETURN
8020 GOSUB 8100:

PRINT 0X - 64.HLS; :

PRINT 0534, W5$ . ", ' W6$ " , " ; : 7987 PRINT 0X - 64,HR$; :
PRINT 0X - I27,HK$;:

GOSUB 80 70: PRINT 0X - 127, HQ$;

:

GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0534 ,W5$ . • W6$ » " ,

" • W7$ " ,
" ;

:

PRINT 0490, HD$; :
PRINT 0X - 64,H3$; :

GOSUB 80 70 PRINT 0427, HC$;

:

PRINT 0X - 127, HI$;:
7630 PRINT 06 10, "STROKE OF FATE •

•
" ;

:

RETURN GOSUB 8100:
GOSUB 81 18: 7988 N = RND(3): PRINT 0X - 64.HBS;:
PRINT 0678, "YOU WIN !

"
; ON N GOTO 7989,7990,7991 PRINT 0X - 127, HAS;

:

7610 RETURN 7989 RETURN RETURN
7700 M = RND(25) 7990 PRINT 0X - 64,HD$;: 8025 VI = RND(2) « 1 :

7705 ON M GOSUB 50,51 ,52 53,54,55,56,57,58,59.60.61 . 62 PRINT 0X - 127, HC$;: FOR L = 1 TO M:
,63,6(1,65,66,67,68,69,70,71 ,72,73,74 PRINT 0490, HJ$;: GOSUB 8100:

7710 RETURN PRINT 0427, Hl$; :
PRINT 0X - 64.H3S; :

7951 IF VAL(RW$(I )) < 7 7964 IF VAL(RW$(2)) < 2 RETURN PRINT 0X - 127, HIS;:
THEN THEN 7991 PRINT 0X - 64,HB$;: GOSUB 8100:
7952: 7965: PRINT 0X - 127, HA$;

:

PRINT 0X - 64.HBS;:
ELSE ELSE PRINT 0498, HP$;

:

PRINT 0X - 127, HAS;

1

X • 205: X = 554: PRINT 0435, HO$;

:

GOSUB 8100:
RETURN RETURN RETURN PRINT 0X - 64.HDS; :

7952 IF VAL(RW$(1)) < 6 7965 IF VAL(R*$(2)) < 1
7992 N = RND(6):

THEN THEN ON N GOTO 7993,7994,7995 7996, 7997,7993
7953:

ELSE
7966:

ELSE
7993
7994

RETURN
PRINT 0X - 64,HP$; :

PRINT 0X - l27,HC$i:
GOSUB 8100:

7953

X = 212:
GOTO 79 75

IF VAL(RW$(I )) < 5

THEN
7966

X = 562:
RETURN

X = 517:
RETURN

PRINT 0X - 127, HO$;

:

PRINT 0812, HR$;

:

PRINT 0749, HQ$;:
RETURN

PRINT 0X - 64.HBS;:
PRINT 0X - 127, HAS;:
NEXT L:

RETURN7954:
ELSE
X = 219:
RETURN

IF VAL(RW$(1 )) < 4

THEN
7955:

ELSE
X 226:
RETURN

IF VAL(RW$(I)) < 3

THEN

7971 IF VAL(RW$(3)) < 3
7995 IF X3 < >

THEN
RETURN :

ELSE
PRINT 0X - 64,HD$;:
PRINT 0X - I27,HC$;:
PRINT 01 30,HJ$;:
PRINT 067, HI$;:
RETURN

IF X3 < >

THEN
RETURN :

8030 GOSUB 8100:

7954

7955

7972

THEN
7972:

ELSE
X = 858:
RETURN

IF VAL(R*$(3)) < 2

THEN
7973:

ELSE
X = 86 7:

GOTO 7992

7996

8035

8040

PRINT 0X - 64.HPS; :

PRINT 0X - 127, HO$;:
RETURN
KOMJB 8100:
PRINT 0X - 64,HR$; :

PRINT 0X - 127.HQS; :

RETURN
M RND( 3 ) :

FOR L = 1 TOM!
GOSUB 80 30:
GOSUB 8100:

7956

7956:
ELSE
X = 233:
GOTO 7979

IF VAL(RW$(1 )) < 2
THEN
7957:

ELSE

7973

7974

IF VAL(RW$(3)) < 1

THEN
7974:

ELSE
X = 876:
RETURN

X = 835:
RETURN

7997

ELSE
PRINT 0X - 64,HB$;:
PRINT 0X - 127, HAS;

:

PRINT 0453, HP$;

:

PRINT 0390, HO$;

:

RETURN
IF X3 < >

THEN

PRINT 0X - 64,HB$;:
PRINT 0X - 127, HA$;:
GOSUB 8035:
GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0X - 64,HB$;:
PRINT 0X - 127, HAS;:
NEXT L:

RETURN
X = 200:
RETURN

IF VAL(R*$(I )) < 1

THEN
7958:

ELSE
X = 247:
nrTi ir\ ti

7975 N RND(3): RETURN :

ELSE
PRINT 0X - 64.HDS;:
PRINT 0X - 127, HCS;

I

PRINT 0771 ,HJS; :

PRINT 0708, HIS; :

RETURN

8045 GOSUB 8100:

7957 7976
7977

ON N GOTO 7976
RETURN
PRINT 0X - 64,1
PRINT 0X - 127
PRINT 0162, HJ$
PRINT 099, Hl$;

79 7 7

IPS;:
HO$;

,7978 PRINT 0X . 4,BE$; :

PRINT 0X 68.BFS; :

GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0X 4.BGS;:
PRINT 0X . 68.BHS; 1

GOSUB 8100:

7958

7961

RETURN
X = 194:
RETURN
IF VAL(RW$(2)) < 5

PRINT 0169, HD$ 8000 PRINT 0X.BAS;: PRINT 0X . 4,BI$; :

7978

PRINT 01O6,HC$
RETURN
PRINT 0X - 64,1ID$;:

PRINT 0X 64, BBS;:
PRINT 0X - 64.HBS;:
PRINT 0X - 127, HA$;:

PRINT 0X . 68,B3$;:
GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0X * 4.BKS; :THEN PRINT 0X - 127.HCS; PRINT 0X I28.FCS; : GOSUB 8100:7962: PRINT 0176, HB$;

:

RETURN PRINT 0X . 4,BL$;

:

ELSE PRINT 01

1

3,HA$;: 8005 GOSUB 8100: RETURN
X = 530

:

RETURN PRINT 0X - 64.HDS;: 8050 GOSUB 8100:

7962
RETURN

IF VAL(RW$(2)) < 4
7979 N • RND(3):

ON N GOTO 7980,7981 ,7982
PRINT 0X - 127, HCS;:
GOSUB 8100:

PRINT 0X . 4.RKS; :

X 3 X:THEN 7980 RETURN PRINT 0X - 64,HF$; : GOSUB 8070:7963 : 7981 PRINT 0X - 64,HR$; : PRINT 0X - 127, HES;

I

GOSUB 8070:ELSE PRINT 0X - 127,HQ$; GOSUB 8100: X X3:
X = 538: PRINT 01 76,HJ$;: PRINT 0X - 64,HH$; : GOSUB 8110:

7963
GOTO 798 3

IF VAL(RW$(2)) < 3
PRINT 01

1

3,HI$; :

RETURN
PRINT 0X - 127, HG$;:
RETURN

PRINT 0X « 4,BI$; :

PRINT 0X . 68.B3S;:THEN 7982 PRINT 0X - 64,HD$j : 8010 GOSUB 8100: GOSUB 8100:7964 : PRINT 0X - 127, HC$; PRINT 0X - 64.HFS;: PRINT 0X . 4.BGS; :ELSE
X = 546:

PRINT 0183, H3$; : PRINT 0X - I27,HE$;: PRINT 0X f 68.BHS;:
PRINT 0120, HIS; : GOSUB 8100: GOSUB 8100:GOTO 79 88

7983

7984

RETURN
N = RND(4):
ON N GOTO 7984,7985
RETURN

,7986

74

PRINT 0X - 64,HD$;:
PRINT 0X - I27,HC$;:
GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0X - 64.HBS; =

PRINT 0X - 127, HAS;

:

RETURN

PRINT 0X . 4,BE$;

:

PRINT 0X 68.BFS; :

GOSUB 8110:
PRINT 0X . 4.BCS;

:

PRINT 0X 68.BDS; :

RETURN
CREATIVE COMPUTING



The story behind the two best selling

computer games books in the world.

Computer
Games

by David H.Ahl

Everybody likes games. Children like tic

tac toe. Gamblers like blackjack. Trekkies

like Star Trek. Almost everyone has a favor-

ite game or two.

It Started In 1971

Ten years ago when I was at Digital

Equipment Corp. (DEC), we wanted a pain-

less way to show reluctant educators that

computers weren't scary or difficult to use.

Games and simulations seemed like a good
method.

So I put out a call to all our customers to

send us their best computer games. The
response was overwhelming. I got 21 ver-

sions of blackjack. 15 of nim and 12 of

battleship.

From this enormous outpouring I se-

lected the 90 best games and added 1 1 that

I had written myself for a total of 101. I

edited these into a book called 101 Basic
Computer Games which was published by
DEC. It still is.

When I left DEC in 1974 I asked for the
rights to print the book independently.
They agreed as long as the name was
changed.

Contents of Basic Computer Games (right)

and More Basic ComputerGames (below).

Artillery-3

Baccarat
Bible Quiz
Big 6
Binary
Blackbox
Bobstones
Bocce
Boga II

Bumbrun
Bridge-It

Camel
Chase
Chuck-A-Luck
Close Encounters
Column
Concentration
Condot
Convoy
Corral

Countdown
Cup
Dealer's Choice
Oeepspace
Defuse
Dodgem
Doors
Drag
Dr Z
Eliza

Father
Flip

Four In A Row
Geowar
Grand Prix

Guess-It
ICBM
Inkblot

Joust
Jumping Balls

Keno
L Game

Life Expectancy
Lissajous

Magic Square
Man-Eating Rabbit
Maneuvers
Mastermind
Masterbagels
Matpuzzle
Maze
Millionaire

Minotaur
Motorcycle Jump
Nomad
Not One
Obstacle
Octrix

Pasart

Pasari 2
Pinball

Rabbit Chase
Roadrace
Rotate

Safe
Scales
Schmoo
Seabattle

Seawar
Shoot
Smash
Strike 9
Tennis
Tickertape
TV Plot

Twonky
Two-to-Ten
UFO
Under & Over
Van Gam
Wartish

Word Search Puzzle

Wumpus 1

Wumpus 2

Introduction Hi-Lo

The Basic Language High l-Q

Conversion to Other Hockey
Basics Horserace

Acey Ducey Hurkle

Amazing Kinema
Animal King

Awari Letter

Bagels Life

Banner Life For Two
Basketball Literature Quiz
Batnum Love
Battle Lunar LEM Rocket
Blackjack Master Mind
Bombardment Math Dice

Bombs Away Mugwump
Bounce Name
Bowling Nicomachus
Boxing Nim
Bug Number
Bullfight One Check
Bullseye Orbit

Bunny Pizza

Buzzword Poetry

Calendar Poker

Change Queen
Checkers Reverse
Chemist Rock. Scissors. Paper

Chief Roulette

Chomp Russian Roulette

Civil War Salvo
Combat Sine Wave
Craps Slalom
Cube Slots

Depth Charge Splat

Diamond Stars

Dice Stock Market
Digits Super Star Trek

Even Wins Synonym
Flip Flop Target

Football 3-D Plot

Fur Trader 3-D Tic-Tac-Toe

Golf Tic Tac toe

Gomoko Tower
Guess Train

Gunner Trap

Hammurabi 23 Matches
Hangman War
Hello Weekday
Hexapawn Word

Converted to Microsoft Basic

The games in the original book were in

many different dialects of Basic. So Steve
North and I converted all the games to

standard Microsoft Basic, expanded the
descriptions and published the book under
the new name Basic Computer Games.
Over the next three years, people sent in

improved versions of many of the games
along with scores of new ones. So in 1 979,
we totally revised and corrected Basic
Computer Games and published a com-
pletely new companion volume of 84 ad-
ditional games called More Basic Com-
puter Games. This edition is available in

both Microsoft Basic and TRS-80 Basic for

owners of the TRS-80 computer.
Today Basic Computer Games is in its

fifth printing and More Basic Computer
Games is in its second. Combined sales are
over one half million copies making them
the best selling pair of books in recrea-

tional computing by a wide margin. There
are many imitators, but all offer a fraction of

the number of games and cost far more.
The games in these books include classic

board games like checkers. They include
challenging simulation games like Camel
(get across the desert on your camel) and
Super Star Trek. There are number games
like Guess My Number. Stars and Battle of

Numbers. You'll find gambling games like

blackjack, keno. and poker. All told there
are 185 different games in these two
books.
Whether you're just getting started with

computers or a proficient programmer,
you'll find something of interest. You'll find

15-line games and 400-line games and
everything in between.
The value offered by these books is out-

standing. Every other publisher has raised

the price of their books yet these sell for

the same price as they did in 1974.

Moneyback Guarantee

Examine one or both of these books and
key some games into your computer. If

you're not completely satisfied we'll refund
the full purchase price plus your return
postage.
Basic Computer Games costs only $7.50

and More Basic Computer Games just

$7.95 for either the Microsoft or TRS-80
edition (please specify your choice on your
order). Both books together are $15. Send
payment plus $2.00 shipping and handling
to Creative Computing Press, Morris
Plains, NJ 07950. Visa. MasterCard and
American Express orders should include
card number and expiration date. Charge
card orders may also be called in toll-free to
800-631-81 12 (in NJ 201-540-0445).
Order today to turn your computer into

the best game player on the block.

creative
computing

Morris Rains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 1

2

(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Android Nim, continued... 8092 PRINT 0390, HA$; 8120 PRINT 0X,BR$; :

PRINT 0453, HB$; PRINT 0X * 64.BNS;:

8055 GOSUB 8100: PRINT 0708, HO$;
PRINT 0771 ,HP$;

GOSUB 8100:
RETURN

PRINT 0X - 64,HD$; : GOSUB 8100: 8130 F
PRINT 0X - 127, HC$;

:

RETURN
8060 GOSUB 8100:

PRINT 0X - 64.H3S;:

RETURN PRINT 0X 64,BB$;:
8093 PRINT 067, HO$;:

PRINT 01 30,HR$;
PRINT 0390, H I $ ;

GOSUB 8100:
RETURN

8200 X8 :

PRINT 0X - 1 27,HI$; :

RETURN
8065 GOSUB 8100:

PRINT 0X - 64,HB$j:

PRINT 0453, HJ$; IF X9 = 2

PRINT 0708, HO$;
PRINT 0771 ,HP$!
GOSUB 8100:

THEN
7000:

ELSE
PRINT 0X - 127, HA$;

:

RETURN X3 0:
RETURN

8070 M RND( 16):
K = RND(50) 50:
Y = RND(I8):
GOSUB 8075:
IF X3 = X
THEN
80 70:

8094 PRINT 0390, HO$;
PRINT 0453, HP$; ,

PRINT 022,"«" ;

:

GOSUB 80 70:
PRINT 067, HQ$;:
PRINT 0130, HR$;
GOSUB 8100:
RETURN

8095 IF (X = 194) OR
THEN

(X = 517) OR (X =

K$ < INKEY$:
IF K$ = ""

835)

ELSE
IF X3 =

THEN
8071 :

ELSE
IF (M < 8) OR (M > 12

THEN

8120:
ELSE
PRINT 0X,BM$;

:

THEN
8200:

ELSE
PRINT 0X 64,BN$; IF (K$ > "0") AND <K$ < "4")

)

GOSUB 8100:
RETURN

THEN
8210:

80 71 :
ELSE

ELSE IF K$ =
M R"

80 70 THEN

8071 IF M > 7 7450:

THEN ELSE
8089: 8200

ELSE 8210 RW = VAL(K$):

ON M GOSUB 800 5,8015,8030. 8035, 8055, 8060, 8065 ON RW GOSUB 8410,8420,8430
807* GOTO 8079 8220 GOSUB 8070:

8075 ON Y GOTO 8076,8077,8078, 795 ,7952,7953,7954,7955 K$ = INKEY$:
IF K$ = "",7956,795 7,7961 ,7962,7963 ,7964.

3 THEN
8076 X = 194: 8220:

RETURN ELSE
8077 X = 517: IF <K$ > "0") AND <K$ < "8")

RETURN THEN
8078 X = 835: 8225:

RETURN ELSE
8079 XI RND(5) IF K$ = " "

8080 ON XI GOTO 8081,8070,8081 ,8070,8081 THEN
8081 ON M GOTO 8087,8088,8082, 8083,8084,8085,8086 GOSUB 8325:

8082 PRINT 0X - 127, H4$ ; :
ELSE

GOSUB 8100: 8220

PRINT 0X - 127,HO$s: 8096 IF (X = 194) OR (X 517) OR 835)
RETURN

8083 PRINT 0X - 64,H5$j:
THEN
8130: 8221

8225
8230

! 8240

GOTO 8200
X9 = 2

RN$ = K$:
RN = VAL(RN$)
IF (RN > VAL(RW$(RW))) AND (X9 = 1)
TUBll

GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0X - 64,HR$; :

RETURN
8084 PRINT 0X - 64,H2$;:

ELSE
PRINT 0X,BA$i :

PRINT 0X * 64,BB$;
GOSUB 8100:

GOSUB 8100: RETURN i nm>*

X8 =

IF (Rlv

THEN
X9 =

PRINT 0X - 64,HD$;:
RETURN

8097 PRINT 0X 4 , BO$ ; :

PRINT 0X 68,BP$;:
8243

I

> VAL(RW$(RW))) AND (X9 2)

8085 PRINT 0X - 64,H3$;: GOSUB 8100:
RETURN

8098 PRINT 0X * 4 , BG$ ; :

PRINT 0X 68,BH$; :

GOSUB 8100:
RETURN

8100 FOR N = 1 TO 8:

NEXT N:
RETURN

81 10 RETURN :

FOR N = 1 TO 50:
NEXT N:

RETURN
8112 FOR N = 1 TO 400:

NEXT N:
RETURN

8093,8094,8095,8096,

1

GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0X - 6«,H3$; :

8245
8247

ON R* GOSUB 8260,8270,8280
IF ( VAL(RW$(I)) = 0) AND ( VAL(R*$(2)) = 0)

RETURN
8086 PRINT 0X - 64,HI$; :

GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0X - 64,HB$;:
RETURN

8087 PRINT 0X - 64,H6$;:
GOSUB 8100:
PRINT 0X - 64,HH$; :

8250

AND (

THEN
7300

IF X8
THEN
8200

ELSE
7270

VAL(RW$(3)) = 0)

11 /«r** ^J

jmRETURN 8260 PRINT 0128,RN$::H . .

8088 PRINT 0X - 64,H7$; :

GOSUB 8100:
X = 19*.: ^^ x—

\

GOTO 8300 § ( \
PRINT 0X - 64,HN$;:
RETURN

8089 ON M - 7 GOTO 8090,8091,8092

8270 PRINT 0448, RN$;: \H'C«5 AV^S \

X = 517: raj |H )« fle fAAOC.y
GOTO 8300 JJL /""= ' »<

8097,8098
8090 PRINT 067, HO$;:

8280 PRINT 0768, RN$;: JU ^\*J oT H«D / /
X = 835: ^^M \" - *y

PRINT 0130, HP$;

:

GOTO 8300 ^^-~ ^
PRINT 0390, HC$;

:

8114 FOR N 1 TO 200

:

wm
PRINT 0453, HD$;

:

NEXT N: 8300 GOSUB 80 1 5 : m
GOSUB 8100: RETURN X3 = > n
RETURN 8116 FOR N = 1 TO 100: GOSUB 8070: ^»n%

8091 PRINT 067, HQ$;: NEXT N: X r X3 f 1 "
PRINT 01 30,HR$; : RETURN GOSUB 8060: ^J ^_
PRINT 0708, Hl$|

:

8118 FOR O -- 1 TO 3

:

GOSUB 8005: ^* ^™
PRINT 0771 ,H3$; : GOSUB 8070: X3 = X

8070: •*GOSUB 8100: NEXT O: GOSUB
RETURN RETURN X = X3
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COSMIC
FIGHTER

By Infocom from Personal Software
In Zork, the Creat Underground Empire, un
earthly creatures guard 20 treasures. Bring
all the treasures back to the trophy case and
you can leave alive? You must pick your way
through intricate mates, collecting objects
that may help or hinder you in your quest.
But keep your wits about you, because in

Zork, they take no prisoners!

TRS 80 or Apple II. 32K Disk. . .539. 95

LABYRINTH
From Med Systems
A nightmare of an adventure in graphically

depicted three dimensions. Corridors stretch

toward infinity right on your TRS 80 screen

as you search this maie for treasures. If you

get the feeling you're not alone, it's because

you're not!

You use the arrow keys, plus two word com

mands to move, manipulate objects and avoid

the many pitfalls (pun intendedl that await

you in Labyrinth.

I6K Tape (May be tranferred to 32K disk)

$12.95

By Hogue t Konyu from Big Five

Terrific sound, graphics and unique chat

lenges mark this new space game a winner!

While fighting off the alien convoys each

more skillful than the last you must keep
track of your rocket fuel or risk explosion.

Finally your space station appears. Can you

dock immediately, or is the station overrun by
aliens? Find out by ordering Cosmic Fighter

today.

16K tape SI».95(Mod I) SI5.95 (Mod III)

For 32K disk. . . S17. 95

ATTACK
FORCE!

By Hogue 6 Konyu from Big Five

Unlike the usual space "shoot em ups," At

tack Force lets you control both speed and
direction as you maneuver all over the screen

in search of the alien Ramships and Flan

ships. Enemy ships chase you everywhere,
and the Flagships' lasers can fire in any dir

ection! The Ramships can even impersonate

your spacecraft, so don't look away even for

an instant. Machine language action with

sound.

16K tape $11.95 (Mod II $15. 95 (Mod III)

For 32K disk. .. $17. 95

BASKET
BALL

By W. Godwin & O. Knowlton from Acorn
Challenge the world's highest moutain without

ever leaving home. In this simulation you

must buy the manpower and supplies you will

need to support your quest. Now the ad
venture begins as you conquer the elements

and terrain, establishing ever higher en-

campments. Will you reach Everest's 29,028

foot summit? It can be done, but it takes

planning, willpower, and luck.

Level II, 16K tape $14.95
32K disk version (with "save game" feature

and other enhancements) . . . .$20. 95.

By Richard Wilkes from Acorn
Using your Superscript modified Scripsit

Word Processor and a compatible printer, you
can now underline, boldface, insert text

during printout, slash zeros, set type pitch,

subscript and, of course, superscript! You
can even read your directory and kill files

without ever leaving Scripsit

.

Superscript comes with drivers for popular
serial and parallel printers ( now including

Centronics 737 and RS Daisy II), and easy in

structions for patching to your Scripsit pro
gram (does not include Scripsit)

.

Model I 32K disk. .. $29. 95

DISASSEMBLER
By Roy Soltoff from Misosys £ Acorn
A two pass disassembler for TRS 80 that con
verts machine code to Z 80 assembly language
listings. DISASSEMBLER produces symbolic
labels with output to video, printer or tape.

Radio Shack's Editor /Assembler will read and
load the tapes for easy modification and re

assembly. Extend the capabilities of

Editor /Assembler with this utility. On tape for

two different memory locations.

$14.95

By John Allen from Acorn
You have to be fast to keep up with the action

as you try to outscore your opponent in five

minutes of one on one basketball against a

friend or your computer.

Steal the ball, duck around your opponent
and slant toward the basket for a lay up! The
graphics are based on a 3 dimensional depic

tion of a basketball court, and ball dribbling

sounds add to the realism. It's all there but

the cheers in this fast, machine language
game!

Protected Tape. . .$11.95
Protected Disk. . .$20.95

>S LOOS LDOS LDOS IPOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LPOS

DOS .DO? LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS

LDOs|lDOS LDOS _ -, ,-, j- LDOS LDOS

LDOS LDO I ||flS s LDOS L!

LDOS LD fc"^^^*^OS L»0S
LbOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS

LDOS

LDO

LD

L

LJDOS;.."": >;:-, .. *•
" «

If new LDOS were just another disk operating
system (DOS), we would not recommend it to

you. However, two differences make this

system unique and important : customer sup
port and user benefits.

When you buy any DOS, you need service for

programming assistance, updates and tips on
how best to use its features. This is part of

what you buy with LDOS. First, you will be
supported by a toll free phone line listed on

your registration card. Second, you will be
promptly notified of all updates and may send
your original diskette to a service center for

updating. You pay only the cost of return mail

you can do it every week if you like.

Third, a regular newsletter will inform you of

any updates and provide tips on using some of

LDOS's many special features.

The power of LDOS is its ease of operation,

its independence of hardware configuration,

and its device independence. You can make
selected backups, chain together a series of

programs and operations, and operate several

different types of drives from the computer.
LDOS has all the features of VTOS 4.0. fully

implemented and working. There are hun
dreds of features which we do not have room
to mention, but the best features are its ease

of use for the new disk owner combined with

its sheer power potential for the expert. We
will gladly send you more information on LDOS
if you just call our toll free number.

LDOS with comprehensive manual. . .$139

Visit Our Baltimore, MO Store: W.Bell Plaza- 6600 Security Blvd

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 424-2738 For information
Call (302) 363-9797

1

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total purchase

price, plus $1 .00 postage & handling. D.C. residents, add

6% tax. Charge card customers: include all embossed
information on card.

THE PROGRAM STORE
4200 Wisconsin Avenue NW, Dept. R 12 Box 9609

Washington, D.C. 20016
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Android Nim, continued... 8*61 X = 517:
GOSUB 80 30:

8481 X = 517:
GOSUB 80 35:

8310 IF RN > VAL(RW$(RW)) X = 570: X = 570:
THEN IF VAL(R*$(2)) = IF VAL(RW$(2)) =

8320: THEN THEN
ELSE 8*62: 8482:
8*00 ELSE ELSE

8320 QOSUB 8025 FOR O = 1 TO VAL(RW$<2) ): FOR O = 1 TO VAL(RW$(2)):
8325 ON RW GOTO 8330,8310,8350 X = X - 8: X = X - 8:
8330 PRINT 0128," » ;: GOSUB 80 30: GOSUB 80 35:

PRINT 0192," " ;

:

NEXT O NEXT O
RETURN 8*62 X = 835: 8482 X = 194:

83*0 PRINT 0448," "; :
GOSUB 80 30: GOSUB 80 35:

PRINT 0512," "; :
X = 885: X = 254:

RETURN IF VAL(RW$(3)) = IF VAL(RW$(I )) =

8350 PRINT 0768," " j :
THEN THEN

PRINT 0832, 8*63: 8483:
RETURN ELSE ELSE

8400 GOTO 8*05: FOR O = 1 TO VAL(RW$(3)) : FOR O = 1 TO VAL(RW$(1 )):
GOSUB 80*0: X = X - 9: X = X - 7:
X3 = X: Jl GOSUB 80 30: GOSUB 80 35:
GOSUB 80 70: I NEXT O NEXT O
X X3: 8463 X 194: 8483 X 835:
GOSUB 8005: RETURN RETURN
X3 = X: 8470 X 570: 8500 Zl VAL(RW$(RW))

:

GOSUB 80 70: §§ IF VAL(RW$(2)) = Z2 = Zl - RN:
GOSUB 80 70: «FH THEN RW$(RW) = STR$(ZI - RN)
X = X3: 8471 : 8520 ON RW GOTO 85 30 ,8540,8550
GOSUB 8045: IBTbI ELSE 8530 Z$ . "...."i
GOSUB 8*50: ^^Fl Bi

FOR O = 1 TO VAL(RW$(2)): Z3 = 205:
NEXT N: ^ 1 X = X - 8: Z4 = 7:

GOSUB 8500: GOSUB 8015: Z5 = 25* - 7 * Zl:
GOSUB 8050: ^J L_ NEXT O GOTO 8560
GOSUB 8010: i 8471 X = 194: 8540 Z$ . «....-,
GOTO 8325 GOSUB 80 35: Z3 = 528:

8*05 GOSUB 80*0: X = 254: Z* = 8:

GOSUB 8005: IF VAL(RW$(1 )) = Z5 = 570 - 8 * Zl :

X3 = X: THEN GOTO 8560
GOSUB 80 70: 8472: 8550 Z$ --

••

X , X3: ELSE Z3 = 846:
GOSUB 80*5: FOR O = 1 TO VAL(RW$(I ))

:

Z4 = 9:
GOSUB 8*50: X = X - 7: Z5 = 885 - 9 • Zl :

GOSUB 8500: GOSUB 80 35: GOTO 8560
GOSUB 80 50: NEXT O 8560 FOR M = 1 TO W :

GOSUB 8010: 8*72 X = 835: PRINT 0Z3 - 1
,

" ii . .

GOTO 8325 GOSUB 80 30: FOR N • Z3 TO Z5 STEP 3:
8*10 PRINT 0192,"!";: X = 885: PR INT 0Z3 - 1

M _ tl . .

RETURN IF VAL(RW$(3)) = PRINT 0N,Z$;:
'

8*20 PRINT 0512, "2" ;

:

THEN PRINT 0Z3 - 1 ,
" " ; :

RETURN 8473: NEXT N:
8*30 PRINT 0832, "3";

:

ELSE PRINT 0Z5,FA$;
RETURN FOR O = 1 TO VAL(RW$(3)): PRINT 0Z5 . 64 ,FA$;:

8*50 ON RW GOTO 8*60,8*70,8*80 X = X - 9: PRINT 0Z5 - 64 FAS::
8*60 X = 25*: GOSUB 80 30: PRINT 0Z5 128, FA$;

:

IF VAL(RW$(1 )) =
NEXT O PRINT 0Z5 - 128, FA$;

THEN 8*73 X 517: 8570 PRINT 0Z5,FB$;
8*61 : RETURN PRINT 0Z5 , 64 ,FB$;:

ELSE 8*80 X = 885: PRINT 0Z5 - 64 ,FB$::
FOR O = 1 TO VAL(RW$(1 )): IF VAL(RW$(3)) = PRINT 0Z5 « I28,FB$;:
X = X - 7: THEN PRINT 0Z5 - I28,FB$J :

GOSUB 8015: 8481 : FOR N = Z3 TO Z5 STEP 3:

NEXT O ELSE
FOR O = 1 TO
X = X - 9:

GOSUB 8015:
NEXT O

VAL(RW$(3)):
8580

PRINT 0N,"
NEXT N

Z5 = Z5 Z4:
NEXT M

• *

Popular Computing

*:, C43M/4 AC ' »« *** IS OfA.

/*v j*4t O*»oo*vo MfO

Chas Andres

r.'OSI.', mi ,1 iiny:,'\
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MEMOREX
WHY SPEND MORE WHEN
YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER?
BUY MEMOREX FLEXIBLE
DISCS FROM PACIFIC

EXCHANGES AND SAVE.

For Data Reliability

—

Memorex
Flexible

Discs

CALL FREE FOR PRICES & INFORMATION

(800)235-4137
In California. (805)543-1037

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
VISA COD s ACCEPTED

CIRCLE 218 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Android Nim, continued...

8590 Y9 = Y9 I

:

X3 = X:
QOSUB 8070:
X = X3:
RETURN

9000 HAS = CHRS (I 60) . CHRS (I 81) . CHR$ ( 1 86 ) .

CHR$(U<i)
9001 HB$ z CHR$(I28) . CHR$(I43) . CHR$(182) .

CHR$(I85) , CHR$(I43) . CHR$(128)
9002 Hl$ . CHR$(128) t CHR$(I<.3) CHR$(I83)

CHR$(I87) t CHR$<143)
9005 HC$ = CHR$(I60) 4 CHRS (I 86) . CHR$(I76) ,

CHR$(I*9)
9006 HD$ = CHR$(128) CHR$(U3) CHR$(189)

CHR$(I79) CHR$(I*2) . CHR$(I28)
9007 H2$ = CHR$(I28) . CHR$(I43) . CHR$(I9I)

CHR$(I79) CHR$(U3)
9010 HE$ = CHR$(160) 4 CHR$(176) , CHR$(I81) .

CHRS (1*9)
9011 HF$ .- CHR$(I28) . CHR$(1*3) CHR$(191)

CHR$(189) , CHR$(I35) CHR$(132) . CHR$(128)
9015 HG$ . CHR$(I60) CHR$(I76) . CHR$ ( 1 86 ) 4

CHR$( 1*4)
9016 HH$ . CHR$(128) * CHR$(U3) . CHR$(191)

CHR$(191) CHR$(1»2) . CHR$(132) , CHR$(128)
9017 H6$ = CHR$(128) CHR$(I*3) . CHR$(191) .

CHR$(191) , CHR$(1«3) , CHR$(132)
9020 HI$ = CHR$(I70) . CHR$(176) CHR$(I81) .

CHR$ (!<.»)
9021 H3$ = CHR$(128) . CHR$(1«I) CHR$(179)

CHR$(190) . CHR$(I«3) . CHR$(I28)
9022 H3$ = CHR$(128) . CHR$(U3) . CHR$(179)

CHR$(191 ) » CHR$(U3)
9025 HK$ = CHR$(170) . CHR$ ( I 86 ) . CHR$(176) .

CHR$(I«<|)

9026 HL$ . CHR$(I36) CHR$ ( I 39 ) CHR$ ( I 90 )

CHR$(I91) , CHR$(1*3)\ CHR$<128)
9030 HM$ = CHR$(I60) CHR$(18I) CHR$(I76)

CHR$(|lt»)
9031 HNS CHR$(136) * CHR$ < 1 « 1 ) * CHR$(191)

CHR$(191) . CHR$(I«3) . CHR$(128)
9032 H7$ = CHR$(136) * CHR$(U3) . CHR$(191)

CHR$(I91) CHR$(1*3)
9035 BA$ = CHR$(I84) CHR$(135) CHR$(191)

CHR$(I91) , CHR$(I39) . CHR$ ( I 80

)

9036 BB$ = CHR$(130) CHR$ ( 1 H 1 ) * CHR$(151)
CHR$(171) CHR$(U2) CHR$ ( 1 29 )

9040 FC$ -- CHR$(136) CHR$<1«0) CHR$(133)
CHR$(138) CHR$(U0) CHR$(132)

9050 HO$ = CHR$(160) . CHR$(I6«) CHR$(I52) ,
CHR$(I««)

9051 HP$ = CHR$(128) « CHR$(I*3) CHR$(189) ,
CHR$(190) . CHR$(I«3) * CHR$(128)

9052 H«$ = CHR$(160) CHR$(180) 4 CHR$(18«)
CHR$(l<i«)

9055 HQ$ = CHR$(I60) CHR$ ( 1 80 ) . CHR$ ( 1 8* ) .
CHR$(1«<()

9056 HR$ = CHR$(128) 4 CHR$(I75) CHR$(155)
CHR$(I67) . CHR$(159) , CHR$(128)

9057 H5$ = CHR$(128) . CHR$(I75) . CHR$(159)
CHR$(I75) 4 CHR$(I59)

9060 BC$ = CHR$(139) CHR$(I80)
9061 BD$ . CHR$(I42) » CHR$(I29)

9065
9066
9070
9071
9075

9076
9080
9085
9090

9091

9095

9100

9105

91 10

9200

9210

9220

9300
10000

10010

10020

10030

10040

10060
10080

10090

10100
10110

BE$ = CHR$(191 )

BF$ = CHR$<1*3)
BG$ = CHR$(191 )

BH$ CHR$(130)
Bl$ . CHR$( 191 )

CHR$(128) " "

BJ$ -- CHR$( 128)
BK$ • CHR$(139)
BL$ STRINGS (*,
BM$ CHR$(128)
CHR$(I91 ) * CHR$
BN$ = CHR$<1«2)
CHR$(171 ) * CHR$
BO$ = CHR$(171 )

BP$ • CHR$(130)
FA$ = STRINGS (6,
FB$ • STRINGS (6,
BRS CHRS(128)
CHR$(187) - CHR$
BQ$ = CHR$(I8«)
CHRS(187) . CHR$
A$ = CHR$(191 ):

MAS AS * AS
. CHR$(I»8) "

" " CHR$(16
A$ A$ - " "

CHR$( 1*1) .
"

MB$ = A$ A$
A$ CHRS(I«")
A$ » CHR$(18I )

CHR$(I28)
CHR$(128)
CHR$(I28)
CHR$(I»1 )

CHR$(I76)

CHR$(I28)

CHR$(I76)

CHR$(128)
4 CHRS(180) 4 CHRSH56)
CHR$(131 )) «

•••- = •'

CHR$(191 ) • CHR$(I91 )

(171) » CHR$ (1*8)
CHR$(129) 4 CHR$(151 )

(l»2) 4 CHR$(I29)
CHR$(1»8):
CHR$ (111)

CHR$(I91 )):

CHRS(128))
4 CHR$(191 ) CHR$ (191) 4

(171 ) « CHR$(I*8)
4 CHR$(1 35) 4 CHR$(191 )

(139) 4 CHRSO80)

" • CHR$(I75) 4

" 4 CHR$(I90) A$ *

8) AS * CHR$(159) 4

A$ AS CHRS(175)
" A$ A$

4 CHR$(1 30) »

CHR$(I86) 4 A$ 4

CHR$(160) A$

AS
CHRSU89)

CHR$(189)

» A$
CHRS (131)
AS

CHRS (129) f » " * A$ A$ " " - A$ AS
4- • " * CHR$(139) A$ * CHR$(I80) . "

A$ * A$
MC$ = AS A$ 4 " " 4 CHR$ (138) 4 A$

CHR$ (189) . A$ 4 CHR$(135) » " " CHRS (139)
A$ 4 CHRS (1 90) 4 A$ 4 CHR$(133) . " "

A$ » AS 4 " " * AS «• AS " " 4 CHRS (I 30)
4 CHR$ (1 75) 4 CHR$(I89) 4 A$ 4 AS
RETURN
CLS :

GOSUB 7600
K$ = INKEYS:
IF K$ •

""

THEN
10010:

ELSE
10000

PRINT "WHEN YOU SEE AN (•) TO THE LEFT OF "ANDROI
D NIM' ITS YOUR TURN."
PRINT :

PRINT "YOU NEED NOT PUSH ENTER, JUST THE ROW NUMB
ER, I 2 OR 3,"
PRINT "AND THE NUMBER OF ANDRIODS YOU WISH TO HAV
E REMOVED."
PRINT "IF YOU WISH TO GIVE UP, PUSH THE *R' KEY.

"

PRINT :

PRINT "RULES - - YOU MAY REMOVE AS MANY ANDROIDS
FROM ANY"
PRINT "ROW AS YOU WISH WHEN IT IS YOUR TURN. TO
WIN YOU MUST"
PRINT "REMOVE THE LAST ANDROID."
PRINT :

INPUT "PUSH ENTER WHEN READY & WAIT A BIT";X:
GOTO 10

Popular Computing
**t y .tAKt * tfnuj /*> yctt)

Chas Andres
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Orange microrjQ mirro "THE COMPUTER PRINTER^ MllllVS SPECIALISTS"
UP 70 25% DISCOUNTS! — SAME DAY SHIPMENT!

CENTRONICS 737CeTrSv) VISTA — C. ITOH

Word Processing Print Quality

• 18 x 9 dot matrix; suitable for word
processing • Underlining • proportional

spacing • right margin justification • serif

typeface • 50/80 CPS • 9V4" Pin

Feed/Friction feed • Reverse Platen •

80/132 columns

CENTRONICS 737-1 (Parallel) (List $995) $765
CENTRONICS 737-3 (Serial) (List $1045) $815

EPSON MX80/MX70

Low-Priced

Professional Print Quality

• 9 x 9 dot matrix • Lower case descenders
• 80 CPS • Bidirectional, Logic seeking •

40, 66, 80, 132 columns per line • 64 special

graphic characters: TRS-80 Compatible •

Forms handling • Multi-pass printing • Ad-

justable tractors

EPSON MXB0 (List $645) $Call

EPSON MX 70 Dot graphics. 5x7 matrix (List $450) $Call

OKIDATA MICROLINE SERIES
TRS-80 Graphics Compatibility,

Friction Feed

• 9 x 7 dot matrix • 80 CPS • 80, 132

columns — 64 shapes for charts, graphs &
diagrams • Double wide characters • 6/8

lines per inch • Up to 3 pan copy • Friction

& pin feed • 200 M character head warranty

OKIDATA MICROLINE 80 (List $800) $52

OKIDATA M82 Bidirectional. Forms handling (List $960) $750
OKIDATA M83 Wide carriage. 9 x9dot matrix (List $1260) $1050

IDS PAPER TIGERS
Dot Resolution Graphics, quality print, speed

• 7 wire printhead (445); 9 wire printhead

(460) with lower case descenders • Over

150 CPS • bi-directional, logic seeking

(460) • 8 character sizes; 80-132 columns
• Adjustable tractors • High-resolution dot

graphics • Proportional spacing & text

justification (460).

IDS 445G 7 wire printhead, graphics (List $895) $ 750

IDS 460G 9 wire printhead, graphics (List $1394) $1150
IDS 560G 9 wire, wide carriage, graphics (List $1794) $1590 A

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG

(800) 854-8275
CA,AK, HI (714) 630-3322

At Orange Micro, we try to tit the right printer to your application.

Call our printer specialists lor tree consultation.

Daisy Wheel Letter Quality

• 25 CPS (Optional 45 CPS) • Typewriter

quality • Centronics parallel • RS 232
Serial (Optional) • Proportional spacing •

Bidirectional • Programmable VFU • Self

test • Diablo compatible • Friction feed

(Optional tractors) • 136 printable

columns. • Manufactured by C. ITOH.

VISTA V300(C. ITOH) (List $1895) $ Call

ANACOM
Low Cost, High Speed, Wide Carriage

• 9 x 9 dot matrix • Lower case descenders • Wide carriage •

Adjustable tractors to 16" • 150 CPS, Bidirectional, Logic Seeking

ANACOM 150 I List $1350) S Call

ANADEX
Dot Graphics, Wide Carriage

• 11x9 dot matrix; lower case descenders • Dot resolution graphics

• Bi-directional, logic seeking • Up to 200 CPS • RS 232 Serial &
Parallel • Forms control • X-ON/X-OFF • Up to 6 part copy.

ANADEX 9501 (List $1650) $1350

NEC SPINWRITER
High Speed Letter Quality

• 55 CPS • Typewriter quality • Bidirectional • Plotting • pro-

portional spacing.

5510-5 RO, Serial, w/tractors (List $2995) $2625
5530-5 RO, Parallel, w/tractors (List $2970) $2599

TELEVIDEO CRT'S!
AT DISCOUNT PRICES!

QUANTITY PRICING AVAILABLE

TVI912C
TVI 920C
TVI 950 }

Please Call Toll Free
Prices are too low to

advertise

PRINTERS

MALIBU 165 wide carriage, graphics, letter quality (List $2495) $1975
OUME 5/45 typewriter quality (List $2905) $ 2559

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT

|CCS APPLE PARALLEL Interface & cable $ 150

1

| APPLE II EPSON MX80
parallel interface board & cable $ 100

ISSMAIO BOARD Apple Serial/parallel interface (List $225)$ 178

I MICROTRONICS Atari parallel interlace $

| ATARI 850 Interface module, serial/parallel $ 19* I

| TRS-80 CABLES to keyboard or Exp interface * Ca"

I NOVATION D-CAT direct connect modem $ Call I

TELEPHONE ORDERS Mon Fri 8:30 • 5:00

The Orange Micro Printer Store (Retail):

Mon Fri 10:00 6:00. Sat. til 4:00 ^fc
Phone orders WELCOME; same
day shipment. Free use ol VISA &
MASTERCARD. Personal checks
require 2 weeks to clear. Manu-
facturer's warranty Included on all

equipment. Prices subject to

revision.

Orangem
miCrO, l«c.^

3150 E LaPalma, Suite I

Anaheim, CA 92806
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Special Audio and Visual Effects

Richard Hackmeister

From sound effects on digital discs to

real-time image simulation, the compu-
ters of Hollywood are working behind the

scenes to expand the artistic capabilities

and productivity of the film industry. Bor-
rowing and adapting technologies from
fields such as flight simulation and indus-

trial automation, movie makers and ani-

mation houses are turning out a higher
quality product quicker. Computer aids

enhance the creativity of sound editors,

animators and other film artists, while
freeing them from time-consuming,
pedestrian tasks. Hollywood is cranking
out twice the film it did a decade ago,
business is booming, and computers have
played a strong supporting role.

With audiences demanding more
sophisticated special effects in films and a
larger supply of films, producers have
been using computers in ever-greater
numbers and for more applications. Both
film and television now benefit from well-

stocked, easily accessible and manipul-
able digital sound effects stored on discs.

Films for TV commercials have gotten a
boost from computerized drawing boards
that help the artists prepare animation
sequences. And the special effects in the

recent rash of science fiction movies have
been made possible by computerized
camera control.

The great popularity of recent science
fiction movies is partly attributable to

Hollywood's delivery of impressive spe-

cial effects. Movies like The Black Hole
would be extremely difficult, if not impos-

Reprinted with the permission of High Tech-
nology Magazine.

sible. to make without computerized
camera positioning systems for filming

scale models, and Star Trek would have
been bland without a computerized multi-

plane camera to create depth and anima-
tion from static two-dimensional artwork.

Walt Disney Studios (Burbank. CA)
made The Black Hole with the ACES up
its sleeve— i.e. its Automated Camera

Movies like The Black
Hole would be

extremely difficult, if

not impossible, to make
without computerized
camera positioning
systems for filming

scale models.

Effects System. ACES is a computer-
controlled camera platform coordinated
with a computer-controlled model plat-

form. The system, which made a ten-foot
scale model look like a mile-long space
colony, provides film makers with the
very best capabilities of the machine-tool
industry: the precise positioning and
repeatability, fast servo control, and good
noise immunity that model filming
requires.

ACES uses a "key position" technique
to identify nodes of camera travel. The

camera operator first defines the points

for a filming sequence via a keyboard.
Then, the system software interpolates

between nodes and automatically tracks
the camera along the appropriate course
to gain the desired effect.

ACES' camera dolly can move along a
46-foot long track at 3 1/2 feet per second,
yet position itself with an accuracy of 0.01

inch. Its camera can roll through 720
degrees at 36 degrees per second, yet posi-

tion itself with an accuracy of 0.01 degree.

System software contains a variety of

safety checks and warnings to prevent
damage to people and props. When the

system's processor (a Data General Nova
312 with 64K words of memory) recog-
nizes a hazard within a calculated move, it

won't execute that move.
ACES includes an instant replay system

that simulates the "take" on videodisc. No
film is exposed unless a scene is exactly

correct. Also, the combination of dolly

and camera moves executed in scenes is

put onto floppy disc for archival storage.

Any take can, thus, be reproduced if a
flaw is later discovered.

"During eleven months of filming The
Black Hole," notes David Inglish, Disney's
key ACES engineer, "we used eleven
floppy discs to record everything. There is

enough room on each disc to hold 99
takes, but most are nowhere full. Floppy
disc is an ideal way to store the informa-
tion because if the archives were to be
printed on paper, it would easily fill a five-

drawer file cabinet."

Inglish, who was closely involved in the

design and implementation of ACES,
emphasizes the system's reliability.
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The difference lies with the software.
The difference between one com-
puter's performance and another's lies

with the software.

We think we have the best Apple™
software there is for business. A com-
plete line of packages for data base

management, mailing lists, order en-

try, inventory, accounts payable,

payroll, billing and apartment
management.

So what makes us so different? For

one thing. STC programs are proven,

accepted and in operation throughout

the world. Secondly, we offer an ex-

tremely unusual 90-day guarantee.

Third, you can learn to run STC pro-

grams in about half an hour, com-
pared to 5 or 6 days with other

packages. And last. STC programmers

have many years of experience

developing business systems for much
larger computers. As a result, we
design packages that exploit every

ounce of power the Apple has to give.

Take our inventory program, for ex-

ample. It provides for all kinds of in-

ventory information.

You can generate numerous reports,

calculate inventory value, and accu-

mulate inventory over a 1 3-month
period. All for only $140.

All STC packages are designed for DOS
3.3 and will run on the Apple III in the
emulated mode.

So check out STC business packages
with your local Apple dealer today. For

dealer information or inquiries, write

or call Software Technology for Com-
puters: (617)923-4334. In Europe:

Great Northern Ltd.. Horsforth. Leeds.

England.

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
FOR COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 428
Belmont, Ma. 02178

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Company CIRCLE 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Hollywood, continued...

Computerized camera platforms and scale-model platforms helped provide the special effects for
Watt Disney Studios'Tbe Black Hole. Automated camera motion, rotation and focusing made a ten-

foot model look like a mile-long space colony.

"Down time can cost as much as $10,000

per day in production costs, but during
the entire eleven months of shooting, we
lost only four hours." The problem.
Inglish says, was quickly diagnosed as a
faulty capacitor in a memory bank, and
most of the four-hour delay was the time

needed to get a new tantalum capacitor.

The movie studio now keeps spare parts

on hand.

Star Trek, another science fiction film

with impressive special effects, was made
at Paramount Studios with a similar com-
puterized camera system called

COMPSY— Computerized Multiplane
System. COMPSY updates the multi-

plane imaging technique first developed
by Disney Studios in the early 1930s.

Then, a camera moved past 8 or 10 sheets

of glass painted with different details of a

scene and stacked in series. When
screened, the paintings closest to the cam-
era seemed to move more quickly and to

be part of the foreground, while details at

the back appeared to be in the distance.

COMPSY reduces the required multi-

plane images to just one piece of flat art.

The computer generates spatial-dynamic
effects by multiple-exposing the art from
different perspectives, so images stack up
on film to create the illusion of depth.

Typically, art work is painted on a 38 x 80
inch transparency called a eel, which is

then mounted in a light box at the end of a
36-foot track.

An animation camera on a dolly is

mounted on a computer-controlled plat-

form thai traverses the track. The dolly
and the camera's focus and axes are
under the control of the system's 1)1 ('

LSI- 1 1 microcomputer. COMPSY gener-
ates standard camera moves and
sequences e.g. logarithmic acceleration
to a specified closing rate, close
logarithmic deceleration and stop— and
non-standard moves.

"Non-standard moves are too complex

to easily describe." says Evans Wetmore.
a Manhattan Beach, California film-

industry consultant who designed a major
part of COMPSY. "If the director ges-

tures in the air with his hands and says. I

The oldest and most
pervasive use of
programmable

computers In the film

industry is in

sound editing.

want the scene to look like this....', that's a

non-standard move."
To accommodate these moves. Wet-

more designed COMPSY to track a cam-
eraman's actions and capture the cam-
era's movement in memory. Once in mem-

ory . the minicomputer can stretch or com-
press them, and play back a combination

of moves simultaneously to produce spe-

cial effects. With this technique. Star

Trek's creators were able to make the

starship Enterprise look like stretched

taffy when it went "into warp drive."

A computerized animation control sys-

tem similar to COMPSY is being mar-

keted by Robert Able & Associates, an
award-winning animation house special-

izing in commercial TV spots. The 12-

channel system is base priced at $149,900,

wired to suit the user's animation camera,

and can be expanded to up to 16 channels

at a cost of $2500 per channel.

Computer aids are also having a sub-

stantial impact on the animation field,

especially for TV commercials. Com-
posing a properly organized animation

sequence is a difficult task. A sequence is

filmed one frame at a time and played

back at a standard rate of 24 frames per

second. The action ("moves" in animation

parlance) of the sequence is the result of

slight changes in the image from one
frame to the next. A 60-second TV spot

requires 1440 individual frames. Compu-
terized systems are currently simplifying

the artist's task by generating and manipu-
lating images for direct filming of line

drawings, and by providing an outline of

moves for more complicated images.

Able & Associates uses a "move genera-

tion system" to assist its staff of artists.

Originally designed as a flight simulator,

the system assures that moves are evenly

distributed over a sequence and that the

sequence itself begins and ends where it

should.

Commercials can be filmed directly

from the 21-inch vector graphic display

unit, but only in the form of line drawings.

An artist first draws three orthogonal

views (top. front, and right side) of the

product to be animated. The digitizer

"translates" the drawings into numerical
points for the computer. Once all three

views are stored in memory, the processor

In Disney \ At IS \Automated Camera EffectsSy
and controls predetermined moves. The camera
mcond. is accurate to 0.01 of an inch.

stem ). a Fortran-programmed minicomputer stores

dolly, moving along a 4n-(oot track at 3V2 feet per
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4L Components Express, Inc.
Have vou K>ssed your computer lately?"

1380 E. Edinger. UmtCC
Santa Ana. CA 92705

(714) 558-3972

V-DRIVE"

SHE

THE LAST WORD IN 8"

FLOPPY DISK ENCLOSURES
The Wsta f1000 Floppy Disk Ortve Subsystem

• DMn* chassis mtn internal UOe easy access tor *•«* proltgnnp,

and fTnunfing • Bull lo macfuntcjttv and etoclricalrv accomodate

smote StfM dnvts-mdudMig. me most popular nch Wmchester and

Shuoarl ttoppv *s* drives and «-mcn streamng tape ur*M • Storage

capacity horn05 to 40 rwgaoyie. • tadus»iaiauaMV catMnMw4ti*e

cast mmt bent • HMts a* ui and OSHA standards • Addrtonai

Savings' Front and rear retma '* mounts provtfM at no e«h.i charge ino

nternai sMtosi • Dash or rack mountabto • Features modular coo

structron with TemoweabH sub-asMmbtv that atows easy cab.net positon-

mg and mounlng • Owes puf out tor easy serves and maintenance

CABINET » 395.00
CABINET with [2) single sided drives

(Includes power supply and cable) $1595.00
CABINET with i?) double sided drives

(Including power supply and cable) $2295.00

V-80

NOW SAVE ON
TRS 80 ADD-ON
ONLY $299.00

2 DRIVE CABLE
4 DRIVE CABLE

»9s 2 fin 279.00 ii

MlH

RS232 CONNECTORS
DB 26P C 00 /
OB 25$ 0.33/ SET

MOOD CLAMSHELL

„!tge*L..

;.tw.'!tvi I'.ii

2708 2716
.sons 450MS

5.95 adi 9.25 each
8/5.50 each 8/8 95 MCh

IMSAI S-10C
WIREWRAP CONNECTORS

3.95 Mch
S/T 2.95 each

LM340K-12
LM 320K-5

,85>acK

41 16 ADD-ON (200NS)
(APPLE. TRS 80. MEATM

EXIDV. ETC)

FOR 36.95

8 FOR 45.95 "*>nsi

32 K STATIC RAM BOARD

ROLXYOUR OWN SUB!

jA^lQume
P""" DATATRAK 8
• I

»'. (« MllD SIIVKfMl.lI
• IMfMMO DATA Xf LIABILITY

QUME DATATRAK 8 M9 95»ch
BUY 2 FOR 545 95 EACH

SMUGART SAB01 SINGLE SIDED 395 OO

SHUGART SA851 DOUBLE SIDED 595 OO

SIEMENS F01 0O-8 SINGLE SIDED 373 .00

S-100
1 6K 4MHI KIT 1 59.9S
16K4MH, AST 21 7.95
32K4MHI KIT 289.95
32K 4MHz AAT 348.93

Sr

HIGH PERFORMANCE
5'/4" DRIVES

• PAUKU I. bJIPPlRBAHP POSlTtONlf
• IHOUSTPy S lONGtSt CAHR'AGt
• PHOPGHTARy Cit'TCM MM)
tjlCTOf*

COMSUMPrrcw CASI A WWII
• monics SUPflY

89 95
1 VMi.K PCS

MPI51

MPI52

239.95 MPI91

335.95 MPI92

335.95

:."T475.95
TANDEM TM1CO-I 249 95

TANDEM TM10O2 OUAL HEAD 335.95

SIEMENS/WANGCO 82 25995

MINIATURE COMPUTER

A COMf'l t Tfc

COMPUTER

ic special:
HrcnoPNOc rsson ic »
iT-aocnj aeolsaoocpu
7 boa cpu io t» I *mo2 cpu
cmkmc<*u sso eaoaonj
•WMCfU <»»l 2t»'CPU
MrCKoreocfssoe twrnmr tc-»

149.00

119.00
.10.00

622*
H22*
937*
ft.' »

S2S3
evs*
w»r

TOGGLE SWITCH
SINGLE POLE/
DOUBLE THROW

' c*k .49 tact

CH MOM SWITCH
SINGLE POLE/

\ DOUBLE THROW
< I ,5. maw

.95 ..ci.

CENTRALAB

CARBON POT
20K .39..C

CLOCK COUNTER

2.25
FECIALS OF

TNE MONTH!
.1", l j\i\
- xm*<

•SnW HkSonBlIK 'ft '< *****
(ACT* Du» OpH HMMM> ISWV
A. '. .'(.•»«¥««(wfl8t>M"Ti

»» v jeooM»*i»af«we»tOM»»
use 0> 14tt L«M '.-** *» •>•*

1ft *» UM Ma* SMM I* ,>m**w

irWiwimOl MAD
iH)}r«Aftiwaw"ft^.
ta PW UW MOM UMI
?2 rv Lea *+m Stnm

jto I
zeono
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Hollywood, continued.

generates a unified perspective image of
the object, and can rotate it in free space,
move it closer and further away, and
otherwise manipulate it for the animation
camera.

The system's 21-inch CRT, operating
with a fast vector graphics display, pro-
duces a white image with high resolu-

tion 4W6 x 40% pixels and 256 grey lev-

els. Interposing colored filters between
the display and the camera produces ani-

mated, color line drawings.

The move generation system can also

be used to provide a "pencil test" for ani-

mated artwork— an outline of sequence
moves. When used in this fashion to pre-
view a sequence, the system operates
in much the same way as it does when
animating lines, except that the computer-
generated images serve only as models for

further enhancement by animators. Once
previewed on the imaging display, indi-

vidual frames of a sequence are hand-
illustrated on 8 x 10 inch transparent eels,

which are then filmed for projection at 24
frames per second.

Able & Associates' flexible, real-time
simulation system was put together in-

house. and at no small cost. But for anima-
tors on a shoestring, a commercially avail-

able pencil-test system can be purchased
for as little as $8500 from Lyon-Lamb
Company (Los Angeles. CA).
The Lyon-Lamb single-frame video ani-

mation system uses little more than a
zoom lens camera, a video recorder and a
9-inch monitor. The artist sketches frames
and depresses a foot pedal to take "pic-

tures" of them. Sequential video frames
are put onto magnetic tape, and when the
sequence is complete, it is played back at

a real-time rate. A $2800 option allows the
animator to "trace" the real-time moves of
objects on film.

Sophisticated as they presently are.

computer animation aids are still incap-
able of producing electronically gen-
erated eels. Full-color raster graphic sys-

tems that could produce and animate art

of the caliber of hand-drawn images
remain a long way off. The major impedi-
ment is the cost of applicable hardware
and software.

Grant Snellen, director of engineering
for Able & Associates, estimates that it

would take a $50 million commitment to
overcome barriers to computerized ani-

mation. The major elements of the neces-
sary technology already exist and are
commercially available: full-color 10 x 10
inch computer output microfilm with
1000 lines-per-inch resolution and fast

1 20.000 data bytes per second ) writing rate
is available in an optical plotter from
Optronics International (Chelmsford,
MA): and of course, computers with the
required power are available from several
companies. However, the software to tie

the two together is lacking.

"If and when a computerized animation
system emerges," says Snellen, "it will

operate on the principle of inputting key
frames to the system that depict just the
beginning and end frames of animated
moves. The processor supposedly would
aid the artist by generating intermediate
frames."
The oldest and most pervasive use of

programmable computers in film industry
is in sound editing. Since 1970, automatic
dialogue replacement (ADR) systems
have been helping to synchronize revoic-
ing, overdubbing and sound effects with
the visual portion of a film. More recently,

microcomputer-based disc libraries of
sound effects have been easing the job of
sound editors and expanding their capa-
bilities.

The minicomputer-based ADR system
from Magnetec (New York, NY) is a
multi-channel controller that cues voice
actors and sound effects editors when to
begin a scene, and paces them through
the scene. Dolby recording techniques
and logarithmic faders blend new dia-

logue and sound effects into as many as 30

"/can stretch asoundor
shrink it to get just the
right coloring before
putting it to film."

different tracks. "ADR systems have
become very popular, and are used in

some 90% of all professional studios,"
observes Don Rogers, technical director
of Samuel Goldwyn Studios.

Rogers, who also chairs the Motion Pic-

ture Academy's Science and Technology
Committee, notes that computer technol-
ogy has contributed significantly to the
film industry. To acknowledge this contri-
bution and foster futher innovation, the
Academy directors presented a special
technology award this April for "an auto-
mated, computer-controlled editing
sound system that stores digitized sound
effects on disc and provides instant access
to them."

This special award for ACCESS, a
microcomputer-based disc library and
editing system, was presented to Neiman-
Tillar Associates (Hollywood, CA),
owners and users of the system, and to
William R. Dietrich and Mini-Micro Sys-
tems, Inc. (Anaheim, CA ) for its hardware
and software design. ACCESS reduces a
15-to-20 minute editing task to a few
seconds.

ACCESS contains a complete sound
effects library in pulse code modulation—
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a method of storing sound in digital form.
The system's video terminal displays an
index of a wide variety of sounds (e.g.

chirping crickets, an automobile crash)
that can last up to 30 seconds. These
sounds are called up and manipulated via
the system keyboard to augment the vis-

ual action.

When movies are shot, the sounds
accompanying on-screen action are not
recorded along with the visual portion of
the film. Unsightly microphones and wires
mar the camera's field of view, and sound
needs to be more tightly controlled than it

can be during shooting. Appropriate foot-

steps, bells, sirens, etc. are added by
sound editors after filming.

In conventional editing, required
sounds are stored in a vast library of audio
tapes. The sound editor views portions of
a film in a sound editing machine called a
"Moviola," decides what sounds are
needed, and trundles off to the audio
library to locate the sound he needs. The
editor duplicates an amount of the proper
tape on 35mm magnetic stripe film, then
returns to the Moviola and splices the

tape onto the film portion. If the editor is

not satisfied with the result, his only
recourse is to scrape the tape with a razor
blade or wipe it off with acetone, and try

again.

"The advantage of ACCESS over nor-
mal sound editing machines is that it com-
bines a sound effects library and editing

machine in a single system." notes Larry
Neiman, president of Neiman-Tillar Asso-
ciates. Since a sound effect and its corres-

ponding film portion are coordinated
inside the computer's memory before
being committed to a physical medium, an
incorrect sound effect can be simply over-
laid with another, instead of being dis-

carded.

"And since the system has so much flex-

ibility." notes Neiman-Tillar sound editor
Pamela Bentkowski, "I can stretch a
sound or shrink it to get just the right

coloring before putting it to film." Ms.
Bentkowski edited sound effects with a
Moviola for years before switching to the
ACCESS system. She feels very comfort-
able using ACCESS, although she has had
no computer training. "It's a valuable tool
for our industry. It certainly can't replace
any artists, but it expands our capabilities
and eliminates a lot of wasted time."

William Dietrich of Mini-Micro Sys-
tems custom-designed ACCESS. He
reports that it took 18 months to design
ACCESS, program it in assembly lan-

guage, and debug it— at a cost of about
$500,000. Mini-Micro Systems is now
offering similar systems to the film indus-

try at large.

ACCESS is configured around two
8080 microprocessors from Intel Corp.
(Santa Clara, CA). The system includes
1400 megabytes of off-line removable disc

CREATIVE COMPUTING



storage for the sound effects library, and

another 50 Mbytes for on-line working

files. The microprocessors have access to

a quarter-million bytes of fast semicon-

ductor memory. Sound effects are sam-

pled at 20-microsecond intervals (50 kHzl

with an accuracy of 12 bits per sample.

Also included in the system are a matrix

printer, a video tape deck, several TV
monitors (one used as a volume-unit

meter), and time-code generators that

identify each frame.

Film makers have always been respon-

sive to audience demands for perfection.

Film technology has been pulled from

black-and-white to color, and from mono-

phonic sound to stereo, quad, sound-

surround and now to Dolby recording

techniques. The audience, in turn, has

responded wett to the industry's technical

improvements. "Just displaying the Dolby

logo on a theater marquee adds to a film's

gross earning," Don Rogers of the Motion

Picture Academy points out.

Film audiences are now pulling the

industry toward computerized film aids by

their avid acceptance of highly stylized

commercials and awesome special

effects. And the film industry is moving

quickly to meet the demand. "Perhaps the

greatest challenge of COMPSY," says

Evans Wetmore. "was that we designed

and built in only seven weeks.

PROVEN STOCK MARKET SUCCESS
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Software Techniques of
Digital Music Synthesis

Hal Chamber lin

The author has been active in elec-

tronic sound synthesis since 1966 and
in computer music synthesis since

1970. He has published numerous arti-

cles about this and other topics in a
number of magazines including the

first hobby computer magazine. The
Computer Hobbyist. He has recently

published a book entitled Musical
Applications of Microprocessors with

Hayden Book Co. which describes

computer music synthesis in detail. He
currently works for Micro Technol-
ogy Unlimited, a manufacturer of
6502 system components, where he is

Vice President of Research and
Development

.

Music synthesis seems to be one ofthe
fastest growing applications of small
computers. Every new magazine issue
announces a new synthesizer board, music
program, or packaged system with music
capability. Even in the pages of Creative
Computing, as much space seems to be
devoted to discussion of music related

products as to word processing which is

probably the current top application area
(besides games of course).

Although the title implies concen-
tration on software based computer music
synthesis, it is important to briefly examine
the entire field of computer music first.

This will enable us to recogni/c t he place of
software synthesis and to objectively
evaluate its strengths as well as weak-
nesses, lo main, the following treatment
will seem to be oversimplified and as a

consequence not perfectly accurate. To
others it should be an enlightening breath
of fresh air in a field with more than its

share of opinions, misconceptions, and
hearsay. In any case, referral to the
bibliography will carry the reader as far as
desired into this truly fascinating computer
application.

Parti

Hal Chamberlia. Ki I Box tfts. Wake t-orcsi. NC.

Who I'ses Computer Music?

Before looking at the computer music
family tree, let's find out who actually uses
computer music systems and for what
purpose. It goes without sayingthat a large

number of people view and use computer
music casually as an entertaining computer
"game" that is fundamentally different

from the usual competitive or simulation

game. Others may buy a music program in

hopes that they can learn "all about music"
from it since they never did as children.

Still others may wish to show off theii

creative skills or the computer itself to

relatives and house guests.

Then we ha vet he educational applica-

tions which can be divided into at least

three levels. The lowest level is concerned
with teaching the basic concepts of pitch

and rhythm and how to correlate t he sound
heard with music notation. The next level

is concerned with harmony, composition,
and the nuances of sound that give "life" to

performances. Then of course every music
department has researchers investigating

new composition styles and the sonorities

to complement them with the aid of
computer music systems.

Electronic and computer music today
makes a fascinating hobby which has many
of the qualities the computer hobbv itself

had in the early I970's before fully
packaged personal computers were avail-
able. Some may be just casually trying out
some things they have read about while
others may be serious about building
viable computer music systems. The very
serious hobbyists seek to combine syn-
thesis techniques in new ways to get new
sounds. With the state of computer music
today, much significant work is being per-
formed by these individuals.

We should be careful not to leave out
professional musicians either. The per-
former in a neighborhood band may wish
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to use the computer to provide a different

sound for a couple of numbers. The
keyboard player of a larger group may add
a computer based synthesizer to his

keyboard collection or use a program-
mable synthesi/cr to provide a repetitive

background. A commercial music pro-

ducer can use a computer to speed up the

process of composing, perfecting, and
synchronizing music to the imagery being

illustrated. As a matter of fact, the
majority of background music in I

V

shows, radio advertisements, and movies is

synthesized nowadays although usually

not by a computer at least not yet.

These are just some of the tises to

which computer music is being put
currently but the real potential for
consumers has not even been addressed

yet. learning and playing music today is

primarily a physical activity, not really

unlike playing basketball. Of course there
is some theory, and logic included in music-

training but the emphasis is on dexterity,

technique, and practice. Just as there are

probably over a million "basketball
players" in this country but only a handful
of really good ones, there are millions of
people involved in music but only a few

that are outstanding. Computers have the
potential to eliminate physical factors

from the composition and performance
of music and thus make it a purclv mental
endeavor. In other terms, millions of

people with the mind for music but not the

body can now become involved and make
significant contributions.

Each of these users and applications
has need for a different kind of computer
music system. The rank beginner or casual
user needs a simple system that's easy to

use and gives immediate results. The
professional user and researcher is

constantly searching for new capability
and is not afraid to tackle any new
complexities that may accompany it.

The Computer Music Family Tree

Figure I should aid in understanding
the diversity of approaches taken in music
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Music, continued...

PURE ANM.OG

synthesis. Actually the taxonomy of
electronic music is considerably more
involved than the diagram indicates. Un-
commercial products cited are merely the
best known ones and in no way represent
all that are available. In addition, emphasis
is given to products that would be practical
for an individual to own.

In reality computer music is just a
branch of the electronic music tree.
Complex musical sounds may also be
synthesized by means of tape manipula-
tions and with voltage-controlled analog
synthesizers. Once into computer music.
there is an immediate split between hard-
ware and software techniques. The
difference is that hardware techniques
always involve a synthesizer peripheral
that is connected to the computer. The
music program merely controls this
peripheral much like a listing program
controls a printer to produce a document.
Software techniques on the other hand use
a relatively simple conversion peripheral

I inure I The Computer Music I amilv 1 ree.

which converts an internal representation
of sound into an external representation
that can be heard. The music program
actually simulates the synthesizer as well as
controls it!

Looking at the hardware side of the
tree first, we see that the synthesizer
peripheral may either use primarily analog
circuitry or digital circuitry in its imple-
mentation. Computer control of analog
synthesizers is actually of considerable
interest to professional and academic users

at this time. Often computers are used
merely to automatically set up the dozens
of patched connections typically required
by an analog synthesizer much like

replacing an old-fashioned telephone
switchboard with a modern electronic one.
In more sophisticated installations, the
Computer can also "play" the synthesizer
through an interlace consisting of dozens
of digital-to-analog converters. The fixed
voice synthesizer is primarily applicable to

pipe organ replacements where each
synthesizer board is designed for a
particular instrument or stop.

Digital synthesizers are built with
logic circuits just like computers but the

"architecture" is optimized for high-speed
sound wave computations. Some digital

synthesizers are programmable which
means that they may be restructured on
command from the host computer. These
are very flexible but tend to be large-

machines confined to the experimental
music studios ol large universities. I he
DMS-1000 unit from Digital Music
Systems is more modes! in its size (and
capabilities) however. Most digital syn-
thesizers have a fixed organization instead

which greatly reduces then cost. Fixed
organization means that parameters such
as the number of simultaneous voices and
the waveform computation algorithm are
fixed by design.

The simplest digital synthesizers also

have a fixed square waveform which

CREATIVE COMPUTING



ALF Music
Synthesizer

The ALF Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) is an easy to

use peripheral which allows you to program music into

an Apple II computer using standard musical notation.

The ALF kit includes the synthesizer board (plugs into any

peripheral slot), exceptional quality software, and an

extensive user manual.

Sophisticated Music Entry Program

Sheet music is easily entered using the Apple game
paddles. The high-resolution ENTRY program features the

familiar music staff with a "menu" of musical items listed

beneath it (note lengths, rests, edit commands, acciden-

tals, etc.). One game paddle moves a cursor up and down

the music staff and is used to select the note pitch; the

second paddle chooses from the menu items (note length,

etc.) With the ALF hi-res ENTRY program, you won't have

to use cryptic codes to select note parameters.

As you program sheet music with ENTRY, measure bars

are inserted automatically (and note values are tied over

the bar where necessary). Key signatures are also

automatic—you don't have to keep writing in every sharp

or flat!

Three monophonic, individual parts can be programmed

with each ALF Music Synthesizer. Two boards are

required for stereo. A total of three synthesizers can be

used simultaneously for a maximum of nine voices. By

controling the envelope (or shape) of each voice, many
different instrumental sounds can be simulated.

Eight-octave Range

The ALF Music Synthesizer has a pitch range of eight

octaves—a wider range than a grand piano. The ALF can

also play semitones— "blues notes" or the pitches in

between the keyboard notes of a piano. (The pitch range is

from 27.5 to 55,000 Hertz, well beyond the limits of human

hearing.) Tuning accurancy is virtually perfect within

two cents of pitch value.

Every parameter of the ENTRY program can be changed

again and again during a musical piece. For example, you

can make changes in key, time signature, volume, and

timbre (envelope). Parts can be edited at any time, also.

Notes can be added or deleted, note length can be

changed, as well as pitch, volume, etc.

You can save songs on either cassette or disk, and play

them back using either ENTRY or PLAY. The playback

speed is adjusted with one of the game paddles, and can

be varied during the playback, if you wish to change the

overall tempo.

Colorful Playback Display

The ALF Music Synthesizer features a 16-color low-res

graphic display during song playback. Each musical part

is represented on a stylized piano "keyboard"— the

intensity of the note determines the color, and the pitch is

shown in relation to "middle C".

The ALF Music Synthesizer requires the use of an

external audio amplifier. Stereo programming is possible

with the use of two or three synthesizer boards.

The ALF software includes the ENTRY and PLAY
programs, sample songs, an introduction to "envelope

shaping", and demonstrations of advanced uses of the

synthesizer.

With the ALF software, entry of music is easy,

fast and accurate.

Nine Voices lor only $198

The new ALF "AM-II" music synthesizer offers an
unbeatable value for the Apple owner who is a music
hobbyist. With nine voices on a single music board for

$198.00, the AM-II is the most economical device for

creating music with the Apple.
The AM-II uses the same excellent ENTRY and PLAY

programs as the more sophisticated ALF Music Synthe-
sizer (AMS); the same hi-res graphic display from which
notes are selected with the Apple game paddles (not typed
with cryptic codes). All of the conveniences of the ENTRY
program apply—easy editing, playback with low-res

display, ability to save songs on cassette or disk, etc.

The AM-II has stereo output (3 voices in left, 3 voices in

the middle, 3 voices in the right).

How can the AM-II offer so much for only $198.00? The
two basic differences between the AM-li and the ALF
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) are pitch accuracy and
dynamic range. The AM-II has an accurate pitch range of

about six octaves. Pitch values above the treble staff

become increasingly inaccurate. Also, the AM-II has a

dynamic range of 28db, with 16 different volume levels,

(the AMS has a dynamic range of 78db).

The AM-II is manufactured with the same high quality

standards as other products from the ALF Corporation.

No sacrifice has been made in reliability; the new AM-II is

simply a great bargain.

Professional musicians will still want to use the original

Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) for its extended range and

volume controls (the AMS has a range of 8 octaves). But

for the Apple owner who is interested in music as a hobby,

the AM-II is the best music peripheral value available

today.

Requires : 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus, cassette or Disk

II, and an external audio amplifier (all necessary patch

cords are included).

AM-II ALF/Apple Synthesizer $198.00
AMS ALF/Apple Synthesizer 248 00
To order, send payment plus $3.00 shipping and handling

to Peripherals Plus. 39 E Hanover Ave Morris Plains. NJ
07950. Credit card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa. MasterCard or American
Express. Credit card customers may also order toll-free:

800-631-8112
(In NJ call 201-540-0445)

Peripherals Plus
39 E. Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Awt is v» »«»fr«d wm—wy* ot Apple Co«weu*»' < CIRCLE 239 ON READER SERVICE CAR0



Music, continued.

eliminates waveform computation in the
synthesizer altogether. These are abun-
dantly available for most small computers.
In fact, a "digital synthesizer on a chip" is

now available from General Instruments
which provides three square-wave voices. a

white noise voice (for percussion), and a

separate amplitude envelope for each of
the 4 sounds. While this chip has accel-

erated the introduction of music peri-

pherals for personal computers, its modest
capabilities limit use in serious applica-
tions. The primary defect is its fixed square
waveform which sounds basically like a
kazoo.

Programmable waveform synthe-
sizers can generate a much wider variety of

sounds and thus arc suitable for the more
sophisticated applications. Along the
professional branch we have very compre-
hensive units such as the Syncla\ ier which
has 32 voices of dynamically reprogram-
mable waveforms. A less expensive
example is the Cashcab S-100 plug-in

synthesizer which has 16 dynamically
reprogrammable voices. Waveform vari-

ation during a note is necessary lor realistic

instrument simulation as well as lor most
"synthesizer sounds" and is expected in a
professional unit. The "amateur" units

represented typically have fewer voices and
only statically reprogrammable wave-
forms (no provision for smooth waveform
change during a note) as well as a much
lower cost. The two systems to the left

utilize "voice per board" organization
which means that multiple synthesizer
boards are needed for multiple voices. The
one on the right is a recent introduction
that can create 16 voices on two boards
giving a much lower cost per voice.

Turning to the software side of the
tree we see an immediate split between
real-time systems and delayed-playback
systems. In a real-time system, the music
program runs fast enough to send its

computed waveforms directly to the
conversion peripheral forimmediateaudio
output. In a delayed-playback system, the
computation results are saved on a mass-
storage device lor later high-speed play-
back, thus there is no speed constraint on
the music program itself. Although a real-

time system is obviously preferable,
currently available computers are not fast

enough to do everything that might be
desired as accurately as desired in real-

time. Thus a real-time software synthesis
system involves numerous compromises.

looking at real-time systems first we
find very simple single-voice systems
branching off first. Over the years some-
unusual conversion peripherals have been
pressed into service including line printers.

AM radios, and amplifiers connected to

single output port bits. Simple timed-loop
programming is all that is necessary to

implement this type of system.

Along the multiple voice branch,
which is necessary for any kind of chord

structure in the music, we see that a single-

bit conversion device can be extended to .1

voices, each with a fixed pulse-like
waveform. The software is now more
complex because the effect of 3 simul-

taneous timed loops must be simulated.
With some external filtering (which turns
the pulse waves into sawtooth waves),
sounds reminiscent of old-time reed
organs can be obtained. Several years ago.
Software Technology had such a system
for S-100 machines and even earlier they
could be found in the minicomputer
software libraries.

To go further, it is necessary to use a

more sophisticated conversion device. A
dtgilal-to-analog convener (DAC) typi-

cally utilizes all 8 bits of an output port to

allow accurate waveform reconstruction,
not just 2-level rectangular waves. The
simplest DAC based music systems scan
through waveform tables stored in

memory to produce tones with literally any
conceivable periodic waveform. As we will

sec later, multiple voice generation is much
easier with a DAC so these systems can
normally generate 3 or 4 voices simul-
taneously. Most of the popular small

computers have a DAC based music
system available as shown.

Basic waveform table scanning tends
to produce mostly organ-like music but
with a very wide variety of timbres or stops
because any waveform may be used. This is

due to the on-off (rectangular amplitude
envelope) nature of the tone synthesis.

Arbitrarily shaped envelopes require either

high-speed multiplication (which most
microprocessors lack), or software hard-
ware tricks. One hardware approach is to

add a programmable volume control to the
DAC (thus making it a "multiplying"
DAC). Normally one would then need one
multiplying DAC per voice, but time-
division multiplexing is possible, which
allows one properly designed multiplying
DAC to handle several voices with inde-
pendent amplitude envelopes. Software-
techniques for fast multiplication abound
but the most successful method simply
involves scanning through dozens of
waveform tables in sequence, each pre-
eomputed at a different amplitude level

The final twig shown in this branch is

the incorporation of "timbre envelopes".
This is just another term for the "dynami-
cally reprogrammable waveform" capa-
bility which essentially separated the
professional from the amateur systems
over on the hardware side of the tree. I he-

same multiple waveform technique men-
tioned above is also applicable here and the
results are generally quite good. Many
conventional musical instruments can he
simulated with a surprising degree of
realism as well as many "way out"
synthesizer effects. A moderate back-
ground noise level is the only defect

keeping this type of system out of
professional applications. Two systems
incorporating the multiple waveform
technique are currently on the market as
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shown. In the future this branch will be

nurtured by faster microprocessors and
continue to grow into dynamically variable

pitch (for glides) and percussion instru-

ment synthesis.

Delayed playback systems form the

professional side of software synthesized

computer music. Since program execution

speed is no longer a constraint, literally any
synthesis algorithm is admissible. In

addition, more calculation precision,
wider wordlength DAC's. and higher

sample rates can all be used to suppress
noise and widen frequency response for

true high-fidelity output. The important
branch here, and the one the author is

currently involved in, uses floppy disks for

sound storage. Full development of this

branch will make professional quality

music synthesis practical on personal

computers with none of the limitations

associated with hardware synthesizers.

DigiUl-to-Analog Conversion of Audio

The key to any kind of digital music
synthesis beyond square waves is the

ability to accurately convert from a

numerical representation of sound wave-
forms loan analog representation through
the use of a digital-to-analog converter.

The best way to view the DAC is as a

programmable power supply whose
output voltage is determined by a binary
number given to it as input. Whenever the

computer changes the input number
(which is typically held in an output port

register), the output voltage immediately
changes to the new value. Generating the
electrical representation of a sound wave-

then is simply a matter of feeding a string

of numbers to the DAC at high speed.
Once in analog electrical form, an
amplifier and speaker is all that is

necessary to make the sound audible.

like everything else in this, world,
there are inherent errors in the process.

I he most obvious one is that the DAC
update rate, which will be called thesample
rale, is finite. This means that the actual

waveform generated by the DAC is a stair-

step approximation of the desired audio
waveform. Round-off error, which will be
called quantization error, is less obvious
and is caused by the DAC's finite word size

although round-off in the synthesis calcu-
lations can also contribute.

A thorough analysis of the effect of
these two errors could take up several
pages and a lot ol math so it will be
summarized here. Typically the stair-step

waveform from the DAC is smoothed by a

low-pass filler before the signal is

amplified and converted to sound. If the

filter is perfect, the smoothing is also
perfect. There is si ill a limitation as to the
lastesl waveform wiggle that may be repro-
duced, however. An up-down-up-down
wiggle, which is two cycles of a high
frequency waveform, will require at least

four numbers or samples from the
computer to specify. Any fewer than four

CREATIVE COMPUTING



THIS MAY BE THE MOST IMPORTANT BOOK YOU READ THIS YEAR

138 South Harper Avenue.

Los Angeles. ('A 90048.

Phone: (213)852-4886

MICROCOMPUTER
REFERENCE

HANDBOOK

The MICROCOMPUTER REFERENCE HANDBOOK reviews in

detail more than 130 microcomputer systems from over 50 major microcomputer suppliers,

including some of the latest Japanese manufacturers. It is designed to aid hoth first time and

experienced computer users in choosing a single-board microcomputer or microcomputer

system to suit their application. It is presented in four parts.

PART I. Chapters 1 to 3 include a wealth of useful

information on microcomputer theory including peripheral

and software capability. Succeeding Chapters provide additional

microcomputer information under the following headings:

BASICLanguage Summary; Guidelines for the Selection

of Microcomputers in Commercial Applications;

Microcomputers and Word Processing, Big Future for

Desktop!Personal Computers (containing comments by

IDC, a leading industry information resource); Future Trends

in Microprocessingand Microcomputing; Communications

and Networking with Microcomputers; Microcomputers

in Education; and Microcomputing For The Home
Hobbyist

MICROCOMPUTER
REFERENCE
HANDBOOK

PART II. Covers a range of microcomputer software from

independent vendors. Products discussed are broken down
into the five major system types: CP/M-based; Apple Systems;

Commodore Systems; Radio Shack TRS-80 Systems; and the

6800-based models. The different programs described include

operating systems, high-level languages, utilities and a wide

variety of application packages.

PART III. Provides a 2 to 5 page summary on more than

130 different microcomputers and microcomputer systems

from over 50 suppliers. These summaries describe hardware,

software, peripherals, pricing and head office location. The

different microcomputer suppliers covered include, in manu-

facturer order:

• APF • AI Electronics Corp. • Archive* • Alpha
Microsystems •Alton • Apple • Atari • CADO • California

Computer Systems • Commodore • Compucolor • Compucorp

• Cromemco • Data General • Datapoint • Diablo

Systems • Digilog • Digital Equipment • Durango •

Exidy • Findex • Hewlett-Packard • IBM • IMS • Intel

• Intelligent Systems • Intertec • MicroDasys Millie *

Micro V Corp. • Micromotion • Mitsubishi • Motorola •

Panasonic • QASAR • National Semiconductor • North

Star • Ohio Scientific • Onyx • Pertec • Radio Shack •

'Sinclair ZX80 • Smoke Signal • SORD • SWTPC •

Tektronix • Texas Instruments • Vector Graphic • Want;

• Zenith • Zilog ... plus others.

PARTIV. Includes a summary on a selection of terminals

and printers for microcomputers. Both visual display and

keyboard printing terminals are discussed as well as a number

of low and high-speed character printers.

Ifyou are interested in keeping abreast ofthis very

important segment ofthe market orareplanning to

purchase a microcomputer for home, office or

factory use then this Handbook is of vital interest

to you. Forjust $25 (or$20 with introductory offer)

it can save you up to six months of your own
research, time and effort The publication is printed

1 0. 75 " x 8.2 " and contains over 250 pages. This

publication will be available in May.

I would like to order the MICROCOMPUTER
REFERENCE HANDBOOK The cost of the

HANDBOOK is normally 125, plus <2 postage and handling.

Special Introductory Offer (now extended to June 30th) is

$20, plus $2 postage and handling.

Name Company

Address

Zip Code Telephom

J Check enclosed ($22)

G Master Charge

G V'isii

OR you may use your credit card

Card No
Expiration

Californian purchases please add 6'. sales tax.

Signature

(for Credit Cardl

Mail this coupon or a copy to:

Computer Reference Guide, 135 South Harper Avenue,

Los Angeles. (A 9O048. (213) 852-48HH
CC 6/81
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will cause the double wriggle to he severely
distorted or glossed over entirely. Thus it

follows that the sample rate must he at

least twice as high as the highest audio
frequency to he reproduced. II the low-
pass filter is less than ideal, then the sample
rate must he higher yet. With practical

filters the sample rate must be about 2.5

times the highest audio frequency. It is

interesting to note that there is no lnu

frequency limit so bass dou n to DC ma) be
reproduced without difficulty!

Round-off error on the cither hand
creates noise and distortion; thus, the more
bits or digits of precision in the DAC and
calculations, the less background noise
there will be. Adding a single bit to the
DAC will reduce the noise level by 6
decibels, a substantial but not dramatic
difference. In decimal terms, adding a digit

will reduce the noise by 2MB which h a
dramatic difference. Audio DACs used
with personal computers nearly always
have X bits of precision which gi\es an
audible, but not always objectionable,

background noise level.

The important point about these two
error sources is that they degrade the

sound independently. A finite sample rate

only limits the high frequency response, it

does not have any effect on noise or

distortion. Conversely, round-off error has
no effect on the frequency response.

Figure 2 should give the reader a feel

for DAC performance compared to
common audio devices. Since noise and
frequency response are independent, a

"performance plane" can be constructed
with the vertical direction representing

increasing freedom from noise and the

horizontal direction representing in-

creasing high frequency response. As
mentioned before, low frequencies are no
problem lor DACs. He aware howcvci
that "sound quality" is verv subjective and
A greatly influenced by low frequency as
well as high frequency response. Many
devices listed have verv poor low frequency
response so when imagining how a device
sounds, think only of adjectives like

"clarity" or "brilliance" rather than
"fullness" or "power". The points plotted

are typical, the) should really be diffuse

ellipses to cover the often considerable

spread in actual performance. The two
stars represent the two computer music
systems that will be discussed at the end of
this article.

In order to approach these theoretical

performance levels, it is necessary to use a

quality DAC followed by a nearly ideal

low-pass filter. Inaccurate components in

the DAC circuitry (an X bit DAC needs
component accuracy within 0.25', to

approach its theoretical noise level) and an
inadequate low-pass filter can seriouslv

degrade the resulting sound. I he simplistic

DAC circuits that are published occa-
sionally arc line lor experimentation but

should be replaced by a belter unit for any
serious work (or judgement of DAC
synthesis quality).

Basic Synthesis Algorithms

Now that a suitable method exists for

making the results of synthesis calcula-

tions audible with as little error as desired.
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DISCOUNT
DATA PRODUCTS

presents

SOFTWARE
*** GAMES *** UTILITIES *** BUSINESS ••*

Software at Affordable Prices for the budget minded individual

'SPECIAL JUNE ISSUE DISCOUNT

M
pnce

APPLE
ADVENTURE
INTERNATIONAL
Adventure Hint Book 7 95
Adventures et.i2.e3 39 95
Adventures <4 »5 »6 D 39 95
Adventures «7 «8 «9 D 39 95
Adventure eto Savage island 20 95
Asteroids/Planetoids 19 95

Poker Tournament D 19 95
Tenk Command O 14 95
Adventurea 0-10 T 1495
Asteroids. Planeto.ds T 1495

ARTSCI
Magic Window D 99 95

AUTOMATED SIMULATION*
Introductory 3-pack (Rescue.

Morlocs and Datestones) O 49 95
Temple ot Apshai 39 95
Helltire Warrior O 39 95
Star Warrior D 39 95
Starlleet Orion D 24 95
Invasion Orion D 24 95

Dragon's Eye 24 95
Rescue at Rigei 29 95
Morlocs Tower O 19 95
Oateatones ol Ryn D 19 95
Tuesday Morning Qtrbeck O 29 95
Starlleet Orion T 24 95
Invasion Orion T 24 95
Rescue at Rigei T 29 95
Morloc's Tower T 19 95
Datestonea ol Ryn T 19 95

AVALON HILL SEE TRS-M
BRODERBUND SOFTWARE
Galactic Empire O 24 95

Galactic Trader D 24 95
Galactic Revolution 24 95
Tawala s Laat Redoubt O 39 95
Apple Gaia«ian D 24 95
Galaxy Wars O 24 95
Hyper Head-On O 24 95
Golden Mountein O 19 95

Light Pen 24 95

DAKIN S

3 3 Programming Aids D 90 00

DATA SOFT
Micro Painter D 34 95
Mychess w Z 80 O 3495

DELTA SOFTWARE
Bookkeeper Master Program D 69 95
The Check Writer O 39 95

HIGHLANDS COMPUTING
CRAE 20 O 24 95

MCAT 20 O 19 95
Creeture Venture D 24 95

MICRO LAB
Data Factory D15000
Mini Factory D 75 00

Invoice Factory O 100 00

The Leernlng System O 150 00

OUR
PRICE

6 35
3195
3195
3195
16 75
1595
15 95
10 50*
11 95
It 95

39 95
31 95
3195
31 95
19 95
19 95
19 95
23 95
15 95
15 95

23 95
19 95
19 95
23 95
15 95
15 95

17 95*
17 95*
17 95*
31 95
19 95
19 95

19 95
1595
19 95

27 95
27 95

71 95
31 95

17 50*
13 95*
19 95

11995
59 95

7995
119 95

Hat OUR
price PRICE

Dog Fight D 30 00 23 95
Crown ol Ainarthain D 34.95 27 95

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Mission Asteroid D 19 95 15 95
Mystery House D 24 95 19 95
Wizard a Princess D 32 95 22 95 *

Hi-Res Football D 39 95 27 95 •
Missile Oelense D 29 95 23 95

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Checker King D 24 95 17 50*
Gammon Gambler D 24 95 17 50*
Monty Plays Monopoly D 24 95 19 95
Zork D 39 95 31 95
Microchesa 24 95 19 95
Desktop Plan D 99 95 79 95
CCA Data Management Sys D 99 95 79 95
Visicalc O 149 95 119 95

SIERRA SOFTWARE
Alien Lander D 24 95 19 95
Retro-Ball D 29 95 23 95

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
Space Eggs O 29 95 23 95
Cyber Strike D 39 95 31 95
E-Z Draw 2 D 34 95 27 95
E-Z Draw 3 D 49 95 34 95 *
Phantoms 5 O 29 95 23 95
Pulsar II D 29 95 23 95

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS (Personel Filing Sysl D 95 00 75 95

SOUTHEASTERN SOFTWARE
Data Capture 4 D 64 95 5195

SOUTHWESTERN DATA
SYSTEMS
Apple Doc 3 2 D 34 95 27 95
Apple Doc 33 D 34 95 27 95
The Correspondent 3 2 D 44 95 35 95
The Correspondent 3 3 O 44 95 35 95
Liatmaater D 34 95 27 95
ACE 32 D 2995 23 95
ACE 3 3 29 95 23 95
Ascn Ekprass 32 D 6495 51 95
Ascii Espress 3 3 64 95 5195
Z-Term (CP'M lor Z 60) 99 95 79 95
Online D 69 95 71 95
Vinyl Pages (per 10) 595

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
INC
Computer Quarterback D 39 95 31 95
The Warp Factor D 39 95 31 95
Computer Bismark D 59.95 47.95

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
Doom Cavern/
Wizards Revenge D 1995 1595
Dungeon Campaign D 17 50 13 95
Higher Graphics II D 35 00 27 95
Higher Text D 35 00 27 95
Odyssey D 30 00 23 95
Star Gazers Guide D 30 00 23 95
Wilderness Campaign D 20 00 15 95
Wilderness & Dungeon Cem D 32 50 25 95
Modifiable Data Baae D 79 50 63 95

Hal OUR
price PRICE

Mailing List Data Baae 4000 31 95

UNITED SOFTWARE
OF AMERICA
Appleworld D 59 95 47 95
KRAM O 99 95 79 95
3-0 Supergraphics D 39 95 31 95

VERSA COMPUTING
Versewnter D 249 00 196 00
Versawnter Expen Pak I O 3995 31 95

ATARI
ADVENTURE
INTERNATIONAL
Angle Worms T 9 95 7 95
Sunday Golt T 995 7 95
Deflection T 9 95 7 95
Mountain Shoot T 9 95 7 95
Star Trek 3 5 T 14 95 1195
Adventures - 1 1 each T 14 95 1195

ARTSCI
Poker Solitaire T 14 95 1195
Gomoku T 19 95 1 5 95
Reversi T 1995 15 95
Cypher Bowl T 29 95 23 95

AVALON HILL
Conllict 2500 T 1500 1195

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visicalc O 19995 15995

DATA SOFT
Alan Mailing List D 24 95 19 95
Atari Character Generator D 1995 15.95

L.J.K. ENTERPRISES INC.
Letter Perfect D 150 00 1 19 95

TRS-M
ACORN SOFTWARE
Invaders Irom Space T 14 95 1195
Ouel-N-DroidS T 14 95 1195
Everest Explorer T 1495 1195

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Adventure 0- 1 1 each T 14 95 1195
Zossed in Space T 1495 1195
Missile Attack T 14 95 1 1 95
Star Trek 3 5 T 14 95 1195

AVALON HILL
Bt Nuclear Bomber T 1500 1195
Midway Campaign T 1500 1195
N Atlantic Convoy T 1500 1195
Nukewar T 15 00 1195
Conllict 2500 T 1500 1195
Planet Minera T 15 00 1195
Computer Acquire T 2000 15.95
Lorda of Karma T 20 00 15 95

BIG FIVE SOFTWARE
Super Nova T 15 95 12 95
Galaxy Invasion T 15 95 12 95
Attack Force T 15 95 12.95

Cosmic Fighter T 15 95 12 95

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Computer Bismark T 49.95 39 95

Commodore Pel — writ* lor Info

PLEASE CHECK FOR SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS BEFORE ORDERING
INCLUDE PUBLISHER AND PRODUCT NAME
SEND $1 00 FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE SHEET
FOREIGN INQUIRIES INVITED

All Orders Prepaid by Personel Check. Money Order. Cashier Check
For Faeter Delivery Service COO — Cash Only/Master Charge — Viaa

Please Allow Sufficient Time for Checks lo Clear

Pleaae Add $2 00 lor Shipping
California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax
Prices Valid Through This Month's Issue

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

Please Specify Tape or Diak

DIRECT ORDER INQUIRIES TO:
DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS

P.O. BOX 19674-J
SAN DIEGO, CA 92119

DIRECT OTHER INQUIRIES TO:
DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS

8745 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
SANTEE. CA 92071
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Music, continued...

the focus shifts to the synthesis algorithms

themselves. The ones that will be described

here arc equally applicable to both real-

time and delayed playback systems. The
algorithms will be illustrated through the

use of program segments written in the

Basic programming language so that they

may be easily understood. However any

practical software synthesis music pro-

gram would certainly use machine lan-

guage in the actual programming. Speed is

doubly important in real-time systems

since even a couple dozen m/rroMCOnds
can make the difference between a 3 voice

system and a 4 voice one or a half-octave

difference in the high frequency response.

Perhaps the best way to appreciate the

difference in speed between machine

language and Basic is to compare the

examples with their machine language

equivalents; the ratio is several hundred to

one! Actually such a comparison is not

very fair because the Basic program

calculates to far greater accuracy than is

required for an 8 bit result. Also, binary

arithmetic overflow can often be used to

advantage in machine language: in Basic,

an extra statement is usually necessary to

simulate the desirable effects of overflow.

Before describing actual program
examples, let's establish some variables

that will be used. What we are looking for

is a subroutine that will generate a tone of a

specified frequency for a specified period

of time before returning, i.e.. a single note.

It will be written for direct output to a

DAC. that is. real-time but the final

waveform samples could just as well be

passed to a data storage subroutine

instead, as in a delayed playback system.

Most of the parameter values are

sensitive to the sample ran- of the system.

The sample rate must be constant through-

out a software synthesis system to facilitate

simultaneous tones and is usually chosen

when the system is designed. In the

examples, the sample rate will be called

SR.
The duration parameter passed to the

tone subroutine will simply be the number
of samples to generate before returning.

Thus if the sample rate is I OK 11/ and the

tone must last V* of a second, the duration

parameter will be 2500 which is the result

of applying: (Duration parameter) =

(Duration in seconds)*SR. In the

examples, the duration parameter will be

called I).

I he frequency parameter specifica-

tion may seem strange but it will simplify

the tone generation routines considerably.

With this method, the frequency par-

ameter will be thefraction of a waveform
cycle that a sample period represents. For

example, if SR= 1 0000 and the desired tone

frequency is I000H/. thena sample period,

which is I 10.000 of a second, represents

110 of the tone waveform period which is

I 1.000 second. In equation form,

(Frequency parameter) = (Tone

Fiuurc .V Sawtooth Waveform Generator.

100 FOR 1=1 TO D
200 R = FUF
300 IF R>=1 THEN R = R-1
100 POKE DA, INT(R»256)
500 NEXT I

600 RETURN

Figure -4. Triangle Waveform Generator.

100 FOR 1=1 TO D
200 R = R*F
300 IF R>=1 THEN R=R-1
310 T=1 .9999»ABS(R-.5)
1400 POKE DA, INT(T»256)
500 NEXT I

600 RETURN

frequency)/ SR. In the examples, the

frequency parameter will be called F.

The final variable will be the address

of the DAC. The DAC will be assumed to

be an 8 bit unit that accepts offset binary

which means that 128 is represented as 0.

is represented as 128. and +127 is

represented as 255. This is nice because it

just happens to coincide with Basic's

typical requirement that POKEd data be

between and 255. In the examples, the

DAC's address will be called DA.

Simple Waveforms

Probably the simplest synthesis

algorithm is one for directly computing
sawtooth waveforms. Sawtooth waves

have a full-bodied but somewhat bu/zy

timbre. Figure 3 shows the shape of a

sawtooth waveform and the example Basic

tone subroutine. The FOR loop of course

controls how long the tone is generated

according to D. The algorithm itself

revolves around a variable called R.

During each sample period. F is first added

to R in statement 200. In statement 300. a

check is made to determine if R has

reached or exceeded unity or in other

terms, over/lowed. If so, one is subtracted

from R. otherwise it is left alone. Assuming
that F is fairly small, it can be seen that the

repeated addition of F is responsible for

the upward sloping ramp of the sawtooth

and that the overflow is responsible for the

sudden drop at the end of a cycle. Note that

in general the tone frequency is not a

submultiplc of the sample rate. What this

means is that the string of numbers sent to

the DAC will differ from cycle-to-cycle.

They will, however, always be points along

an ideal sawtooth shape, so the intercycle

variation itself it of no consequence.

Some study will reveal that regardless

of the initial value of R. it will eventually

be confined to the range of zero to one.

Typically in a music system, all R's in the

system will be initialized to zero before any

music is played. In statement 400 R is

simply multiplied by 256. truncated to an
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software

If you ore still searching for quality software for your small business

computer, search no more. Designer Software™ is pleased to

announce PHOENIX", the first line of microcomputer software to

include professiona/ word processing and general accounting.

WORD PROCESSING
We know word processing. A year-and a half ago the owners of

Designer Software" wrote a well-known word processor for

another company. In the last 1 8 months we've learned about other

features you want in a word processing package. PHOENIX"

Word Processing reflects our experience. It is more powerful and

flexible than other word processing packages you can buy. And

since we designed "human engineering" into PHOENIX" Word
Processing from the beginning, it con compete, feature for feature,

with expensive dedicated word processors.

Many people have remarked that the user's manual we wrote

earlier wos the best ever for microcomputer software. Even so, we

felt that we could have made it more accessible to the non-

technical user. With PHOENIX" Word Processing we have a

separate Training Manual with beginning, intermediate and

advanced levels. By allowing you to work at your own level, we

have made the learning process easier and less intimidating.

ACCOUNTING
All five PHOENIX" general accounting packages (General Ledger,

Accounts Receivable and Payable, Payroll and Inventory) were

designed by CPA's based on similar packages from mini and

mainframe computers. The programs are COBOL with an integral

assembly language data base. They are fully integrated to allow

automated posting to the General Ledger. An internal screen

handler permits full-screen data entry for speed and ease of use.

Although we made cosmetic enhancements prior to distribution, the

basic programs have been user tested for at least eighteen months.

PHOENIX" Accounting also includes a growing number of specific

application packages. We have completed or scheduled for

completion Fixed Assets, Tenant Processing, Mail Management,

Financial Projections and Time/Billing. Each package stands alone,

but many also work in conjunction with other PHOENIX" packages.

For example, PHOENIX" Mail Management will work very well by

itself, but we also designed it to fit in easily with the merging

capabilities of PHOENIX" Word Processing.

With PHOENIX" Accounting we have, as always, given special

attention to documentation. Not being content to describe which

buttons to push, we have taken the time to explain the accounting

principles behind the programs and how each package fits into an

automated office. To this end we created the fictional town of

Smallville with a fictional company, Moustache Manufacturing. By

seeing how Mr. Small and his employees use PHOENIX" Account-

ing at 2M, you learn to apply it to your office as well. The Smallville

sections are amusing as well as informative, and you will likely read

the manual just to find out what Sidney, Mr. Small's incompetent

brother-in-law, will do next.

Designer Software"

HOUSTON
CIRCLE 1 50 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ll you want to know what PHOENIX" Word Processing and accounting can do lor

your business, call, write, telex or use The Source to request more information.

See us at West Coast Computer Faire Booth #1219H

3400 Montrose Blvd • Suite 718 • Houston, Texas 77006

(713)520-8221 • Telex 790510 • Source TCU671



Music, continued.
I inure 5. Square Waveform Generator.

100 FOR 1.1 TO D
200 R=R»F
300 IF R>:1 THEN R>R-1
310 T.O
320 IF R>.5 THEN Ts.9999
tOO POKE DA, INT(T»256)
500 NEXT I

600 RETURN

integer which will always be between Oand
255 inclusive since R is never equal to one,

and POKEd to the DAC's register. If the

reader has machine language experience, it

is apparent that these five Basic statements

could typically be replaced by about five

instructions. In such a machine language

equivalent. R would simply be a machine
register.

Figure 4 illustrates a modification

that can be made to the sawtooth
waveform generator to produce triangle

waves. These have a mellow and somewhat
hollow timbre that is pleasant to hear.

Essentially only statement 310 need be

added which flips the bottom half of the

sawtooth shape up to produce the triangle

shape. The multiplying factor in 3 10 would
normally be 2 but then it would be possible

for T to equal I and the POKE to fail.

Using 1.99999 instead prevents this

problem. In machine language, the

problem would not arise so the multipli-

cation by 2 could be performed with a

single shift instruction.

Square waves can be produced with

the program in Figure 5. Square waves
have a very distinctive ka/oo like sound.
Statements 310 and 320 simply determine
whether the sawtooth is in its lower or
upper half-cycle and sets T to .99999 if it is

the upper. The subroutine can be extended
to rectangular waveforms by defining a

variable S for the symmetry factor of the

rectangular waveform. Then in statment
320. the comparison would be with S
rather than the constant .5. Changing the

symmetry has a fairly large effect on the

timbre. A value of .25 for example gives a

sound similar to a sawtooth while very
small values give a thin buzzing sound. It is

interesting to note that there is no audible
difference between complementary values

of S such as .2 and .8.

The program in Figure 6 is very inter-

esting because it can produce a pure sine

wave without using the trigonometric sine

function in Basic. The timbre of sine waves

is pure, sweet, and devoid of any color just

like white sugar. Here it is important that

Rl and R2 be initialized to reasonable
values since the algorithm is not self-

correcting like the previous ones were.

Statement 200 computes an internal

frequency parameter, Fl, from the given F.

Although a trig function is used in the Fl
calculation, it is outside the tone genera-

tion loop. Both Rl and R2 represent the

sine waveshape, the only difference is a

phase shift of approximately 90 degrees.

Also the conversion to DAC number
format is slightly different than before

because R I and R2 vary between I and I

rather than and + 1 . This algorithm works
best when F is . I or less. If F is greater than
. I, R2 should be initialized to a smaller
value, such as .9, to avoid overflow in

statement 600. The algorithm itself is

simply the adaptation of a trigonometric

Fiuure 6. Sine Waveform Generator.

100 R1>0: R2=.98
200 F1»2«SIN(3. 1*159 »F)
300 FOR 1.1 TO D
400 R1:R1+F1*R2
500 R2=R2-F1»R1
600 POKE DA, INT(R1» 128^ 128)
700 NEXT I

800 RETURN

identity to continuous sine wave gen-

eration.

Simultaneous Tones

Although a variety of waveforms can
be synthesized with the preceding sub-

routines, we are only about half way up the

computer music tree since only one tone at

a time can be generated. The amazing thing

about software digital synthesis is that any
number of simultaneous tones may be

produced using the same DAC hardware.

Of course more simultaneous tones means
more compute time which isa problem in a

real-time system but not in a delayed
playback system.

The basic idea behind simultaneous

tone generation is to compute a sample
value for each tone during a sample period

and then add all of the sample values

together and give the sum to the DAC.
This has the same effect as audio mixing
except that any number of samples may be
added up. The only problem is that the sum
can overflow the DAC's range and create

terrible distortion if care is not taken. Thus
the sample values representing each voice

must be scaled by an amplitude factor

before being summed for output. The
amplitude values may be different if it is

desired that some tones be louder than
others. Freedom from overflow is guaran-
teed if the sum of the amplitude values is

less than unity. Strictly observing this rule

however often results in a low average
amplitude and thus a higher relative noise

level in the final DAC output.

Figure 7 shows the Figure 3 tone

1 Kure 7. Multipl Sawtooth Wa reform
Generator

100 FOR 1=1 TO D
200 SMiO
300 FOR J=1 TO N
HOO R(J)=R( J)*F( J)
500 IF R(J»=1 THEN R(J) = R(J)-1
600 SM=SM*A(J) 'R(J)
700 NEXT J
800 POKE DA, INT(SM»256)
900 NEXT I

1000 RETURN

subroutine modified lor multiple voices.

Now instead of a single frequency
parameter. F, we have an F array. The
same is true of R. An A array has been
added which is the array of amplitude
parameters. Finally the variable N is

introduced which is the number of simul-

taneous voices to generate. Examination
of the program reveals nothing more than
an added inner loop to run through the N
voices for each sample period. As can be
seen, this new subroutine will be about a

factor of N slower than the original

subroutine. In a delayed playback system
where time is not the dominant factor, the
ultimate limit on N is the amount of
memory available to hold the F. R. and A
arrays. Q

"Software Techniques of Digital

Music Synthesis" will be continued
next month.
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
DISK DRIVES

|

FOR TRS-80*
CCI-100

CCI-280

Model I

5'. ". 40 Track (102K)

5'4~.80Track(204K)

ADD-ON DRIVES FOR ZENITH Z-89

CCM89 5' 4". 40 Track (102K)

CCI-289 5 '/<
". 80 Track (204K)

Z-87 Dual 5V4" system

S314
$429

$394
$499
$995

External card edge and power supply included. 90 day warranty/one

year on power supply.

RAW DRIVES 8" SHUGART 801R
5'4"TEACorTANDON SCALL POWER SUPPLIES

$425

SCALL

MORROW DESIGNS/THINKER TOYS™
DISCUS 2D 1 DRIVE S 938
DISCUS 2 + 2 1 DRIVE $1259
DISCUS Hard Disk M26 $3990

2 DRIVE $1635
2 DRIVE $2245
M10 $2999

DISKETTES - Box ot 10

5'/4~ Scotch $35 Maxell $40 BASF/Verbatim $26.95
8" Scotch $50 Maxell $55 BASF/ Verbatim $36.00

PLASTIC FILE BOX-Holds 50 5' 4 diskettes $19.00

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 5'
.

" $3.00 8 $4.00
SCOTCH HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE $25.00

FLOPPY SAVER $11.95 RINGS $ 6.95

SYSTEM SPECIAL
Apple II Plus 48K w/drive and controller. Epson MX-80 printer and
interface. SUP-R Mod RF Modulator: List $2965 You Pay $2299

COMPUTERS/TERMINALS
ARCHIVES 64K. 2-Dnves. 77 Track

ALTOS ACS8000 Series

TRS-80* II 64K $3499
TRS-80* Expansion Interface

ZENITH 48K. all-in one computer
ZENITH Z19
TELEVIDEO 920C $ CALL
IBM 3101 Display Terminal

ATARI 400 $ 479

MATTEL INTELLIVISION
APPLE PERIPHERALS

MONITORS
APF 9"B&WTVM-10
BELLA
HOWELL 9"B&WBHD911
LEEDEX 12" B & W $ 129

SANYO 9B&WVM4509
SANYO 12" B&W DM5012
SANYO 12" Green Screen DM5112
SANYO 13" Color DMC6013
ZENITH 13" Color

III16K

950

800

13" Color

$5495
SCALL
$ 899
S 299
$2200
$ 735

SCALL
$1189

$ 795
S 229

SCALL

$120

$199

$369
$155
$226
$238

S416
$349

PRINTERS NEC Spinwriter

Letter Quality High Speed Printer

RO.
R O with tractor feed

KSR with tractor feed

C.ITOH Starwriter $1695
EPSON MX-80 SCALL
PAPER TIGER
IDS 445 Graphics & 2K buffer

Graphics & 2k buffer

Graphics
DP 8000 S 849

Starwriter II

MX 70

IDS 460
IDS 560
ANADEX DP-8000 $ 849 DP 9500/01

OKIDATA
Microline 80
Microline 80
Microline 82
Microline 83
CENTRONICS 730 $ 595 799 $ 969 737

TI-810

TRS-80* software, compressed print & vert, form control

Friction & pin feed

Friction, and pin & tractor feed

Friction & pin feed feed

120 cps. uses up to 15" paper
730 S 595 799 $ 969

$2395
$2595
$2895

$1895
SCALL

$ 699
$1050
$1450
$1345

$ 420
$ 520

$ 620
$ 849
S 749

$1865

16K RAM KITS 2 tor $37 $19
200 ns for TRS 80". Apple II, (specify) Jumpers $2.50

S-100 CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

MAINFRAME
Z80 CPU
MOTHER BOARD
16K STATIC RAM, 200ns
32K STATIC RAM. 200ns
64K DYNAMIC RAM
FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER
EXTENDER BOARD
2P + 2S I/O

L
Model 2200A
Model 2310
Model 2501

Model 2116C
Model 2032C
Model 2065C
Model 2422A
Model 2520K
Model 2718A

,5S.»**
W

$349
S269
$106
$309
$619

S599
$359

$ 52

$309

APPLE ACCESSORIES AND SOFTWARE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LIVERMORE STAR MODEM 2 -year guarantee $125

UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS UDS-103 $179

D-CAT HARD WIRED DIRECT MODEM $189

AUTO-CAT Auto Answer. Direct Connect Modem $249

DC HAYES MICRO-MODEM $329

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money orders or call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or company checks require two

to three weeks to clear. All prices are mail order only and are subject to change without notice Call for shipping charges.

dealer (national/international) inquiries invited Send for FREE Catalogue

VISICALC
DB MASTER
Z-80SOFTCARD
VIDEX BOARD
16KCARD
APPLE JOYSTICK
SUP-R MOD
CCS CARDS

GALAXIAN
SPACE ALBUM
ASTEROIDS
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
WIZARD & PRINCESS
SARGON 2

HI RES FOOTBALL
MYSTERY HOUSE

$120.00
$159.00

$269.00

$259.00

$169.00

$ 49.00

$ 29.00

SCALL

The CPU SHOP TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1 800 343-6522

TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

5 Dexter Row. Dept CC06M
Charlestown. Massachusetts 02129
Hours 10AM-6 PM (EST) Mon — Fri. (Sat till 5)

Technical Information call 617/242-3361

Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Tandy Corporation Trademark/" Digital Research
'master charge

)
VISA

-^^r -^^'v
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SUPER-TEXT TM

C

ADVANCED
FEATURES

split screen for editing large

documents
Math Mode for preparing

statistical reports

Optional file linking for global

search and print operations

Preview Mode formats line

endings and page breaks on
screen before printing

Form letter generation and
mailing list management
add-on modules
...and much more

Super-Text is the word
processing answer. A rare ^f
combination of ease of use and
advanced features. Super-Text turns an

Apple computer into a powerful word
processing system with capabilities

unmatched by many dedicated WP sys-

tems costing thousands of dollars more.

Add the Form Letter

Module and Address Book to

^ make Super-Text the most
powerful business correspondence

system. Use Super-Text to create a letter,

then print a personalized copy for everyone
on your mailing list. Super-Text is $150, the

Form Letter Module $100 and the Address
Book $50 at computer stores everywhere.

From the leader in quality software...

For the Apple II or Apple II Plus(48K)

Apple is a trademark ot Apple Computer Corp MUSESOFTWARE'"

330 N. Charles St.

Baltimore, MD 21201
,(301)659-7212
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Pictures by Funny Numbers

Frank Dietrich and
Zsuzsa Molnar

What do pictures and numbers have in

common? Nothing. Unless a computer is

used to generate the pictures. Otherwise
pictures and numbers live in two separate
domains: the image being a concrete vis-

ual phenomenon, the number an abstract
concept of order, counting or measuring.

Since computers deal quickly and effi-

ciently with numbers, they can be used to
calculate things like taxes and interest in a
straightforward manner. Input is numeric
anyway and if the right (not red) numbers
appear as the output, the user is satisfied.
In order to make images with this
machine, one is forced to deal with num-
bers. Lots of them. The more efficient the
computer, the more numbers it requires
to be kept busy. Nice ways around this

Frank Dietrich and Zsuzsa Molnar. Electronic
Visualization Program. Dept. of Information
Engineering. School of Art. University of Illinois
at Chicago Circle. Box 4.MH. Chicago, IL 60680.

greedy demand for numbers have been
developed in paint programs, in which the
user draws with the old-fashion but flex-

ible pen on a tablet. The computer picks
up the appropriate numbers according to
the position of the pen. Or. a TV image is

digitized and the machine assigns the digi-

tal numbers.
In both cases, pen drawing and digitiz-

ing, we face again the question we started
with: how are numbers and images
related? Once an image is in the machine,
it is sitting there in the form of numbers,
waiting to be processed. We decided to
investigate concepts of combinatorics,
which have fascinated people since the
first minutes of mathematics.
The three concepts illustrated here.

Vedic and Latin Squares and Permuta-
tions, require minimal input, but generate
a large variety of change and harmony,
two extremly valuable principles in image-

making. Implemented on a microcompu-
ter graphics system, the ZGrass UV-1.
these number games brought about inter-

esting visual results we'd like to share. In

its toolbox of graphic commands. ZGrass
provides four basic primitives: POINT.
LINE. BOX (filled rectangle) and CIR-
CLE (filled ellipse). All graphic com-
mands need numerical information for

the X and Y location as well as for the

color option. Furthermore the width and
height of boxes and circles has to be speci-

fied to turn bare numbers into visual

beauty.

Vedic Squares

Our idea was to create pictures using
sets of numbers which feature harmonic
relations. The Vedic Square, a thousand-
year-old number game, neatly fulfills

these requirements. In the first row and
column of a 9x9 square the numbers 1

through 9 are placed consecutive\y . AH
remaining numbers are computed by mul-
tiplying the values of the respective values
of row by column. Each time the product
exceeds 9, the number is reduced by form-
ing the sum of the first and second digit, so
that the Vedic Square contains only one-
digit numbers. Astonishing patterns of
numbers can be detected by further exam-
ining the square, now stored as a two-
dimensional array.

[cippkz
At last

! The programs that have driven TRS-80
owners into oblivion arc available for the Apple II

and the Apple II Plus! Deathmaze $000,
Labyrinth, and the incredible Asylum are among
the first lull, i-D perspective graphic adventures
that take advantage ol the advanced features ol the

Apple microcomputer!

These programs feature full upper/lower case
text mixed with full-screen, hi-res graphics!
Graphics generation is virtually instantaneous!
None ol these adventures can be solved in a single

evening. Or even a single week!

What do we mean by VI) perspective? \X'e mean that

you can actually see what you're doing and where
you're going! And yes, extensive F.nglish language
vocabularies are always available to the user!

SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED!
VX'c know that our claims may be hard to believe. If

you are not satisfied with our products, we allow
you to return the programs lor a prompt and
cheerful refund within 14 days of receiving them!

Med Systems Software
P O Box 2674-P Chapel Hill, NC 27514

(919) 933-1990

g>rtgo

"... truly <>«< oj the hest adventure garnet by anv
criteria.

. . it borders on the unbelievable. Believe it.

Buy it." MJ.M., The Space Gamer

"This has o>/ to be the most infuriating, irritating,

aggravating, frustrating, angering, spellbinding fame
on the market. " D.M., '80 Microcomputing

Deathmaze WOO ?2K cassette - 12.95
Labyrinth 52K cassette - 12. s>S

.1 \\/ll III ?2K cassette - 14. 95

DISKS DOS ».3, 48K required. Add S 4.00 to price for
programs on diskette. All three on a single diskette, S 44.95.
Tape versions include disk save option and can be saved to
DOS J.2 bv the user.

VBA'OH

j
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
2 4 6 3 1 3 5 7 9
3 6 9 3 6 9 3 6 9
4 8 3 7 2 6 1 5 9

5 1 6 2 7 3 8 4 9
6 3 9 6 3 9 6 3 9
7 5 3 1 8 6 4 2 9

8|7 6 O 4 3 2 1 9
9|9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Figure 2.

The drawing program scans through

the rows and columns, relates them to an
XY-grid and plots boxes or circles on the

TV screen. The size and amount of the

graphics depend on the current magic
number called from the Vedic square,

thus forming subtly symmetical images.

(See Figure I.) Since the right hand bot-

tom lines of the square consist only of 9's,

we decided to ignore them, leaving an 8x8
drawing square. (See Figure 2.)

I mure I. \ ft/ir Square*.
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75€JHARDSID€
6 South St .Miltord. NH 03055 (603)673-5144

TOLL FREE OUT-OF-STATE 1-*»-258-1790

APPLE II PLUS 48K $1299
ttSttf&tXto-

COLOR COMPUTER
16K $399

TRS-80 COMPUTERS
Mod-Ill. 16K RAM (§26-1062] $919.00
Mod-Ill. 48K RAM <#26-ioe2+i $999 00
Mod-Ill. 48K. 2-drlves.

RS-232-C(#26-i063)
. . $2299.00

Color Comp. 4K RAM (#26-30011 $359.00

MODEL III

48K $999

Color Comp, 16K RAM it26 3O0i +) . . . $399.00
Color Comp, 32K RAM irce-woi**). . $479.00
Color Comp, 16K Ext Basic {#26-3002) . $529.00
Color Comp. 32K Ext Basic (#26-3002)$599. 00
Pocket Computer *7 Interlace $259.00

ATARI COMPUTERS
ATARI 400, 8K RAM (fse-jooi $439 00
ATARI 400, 16K RAM it36 40i) $499 00
ATARI 400. 32K RAM (»36-402i $629 00

ATARI 800. 16K RAM iwe-eooi $829.00
ATARI 800, 32K RAM (#36 son $949 00
ATARI 800, 48K RAM (#36-802) $1019.00

APPLE COMPUTERS
APPLE-II PLUS, 48K RAM (#47-203) . $1299.00

JUNE SPECIAL

MICROLINE-83

* r/ $759.00

OFFER EXPIRES 6/30/81

rJium ;£!?? !2'
J
^^•
p•c"£\"on\^• •ub,•c, ,0 «*»"«• HARDSIDE .cc.pl, VISA & MASTERCARD.

ST.hUiS^S.. , Slf ?"*?I
,: Pw»on»l en«*» •cc»pt«d (tskss 3 WMks to clMr). HARDSIOE Pin

sll shipping chsrgss (within Ih. 48 ststssl on all PREPAID ord.rs OVER 1100.00. On si! orders und.r $100

ThS: 1. .^«8kC !',?*T1 "* tf£?L COD ord,r» ««e«PW« lo"**™ »» I2S0 raqulr. 28% d.posll)

52LL' i*^? "•nilln« cn»'0« upS 8lu. L.b.1, «nd Air Freight .v.ll.bls at mtra cost. TRMOIs «u*Q»m#jrK of Tandy Corp.
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Funny Numbers, continue

Magic Squares

To the Hindus these numbers revealed

hidden secrets of life and time. The Arabs
used Magic Squares to represent the

astrological constellation of the stars. The
numbers are arranged so that the sum of

each row or column or diagonal is always
the same. Three pictures based on a 4x4
Magic Square, the square of Jupiter, are

shown in Figure 3. They are drawn with
the method described above for the Vedic
Square. In the second, the decision to

draw a box or a circle depended on
whether the Magic Number was even or
odd. For the third image the center of the

circles shifted to the right each time a
smaller one was overlaid.

Other interesting types of squares are
the Latin Squares. (See Figure 4.) These
are NxN squares filled with numbers rang-

ing from 1 to N in a way that each number
is placed only once in a particular row or
column. This feature guarantees an equal
distribution of numbers, which is why
Latin Squares are commonly used in sta-

tistics. An initial sequence of random
numbers provides all the necessary infor-

mation to compute the entire square.

Once the square is computed and stored

as a lookup table, its numbers are called

by a drawing routine. This time the num-
bers specify four different graphic events:

First, the size of the boxes and how many
are drawn for each number. Even num-
bers direct the center of the boxes diagon-
ally downwards, odd numbers direct them
upwards. Finally, the color depends on
whether a number is smaller, equal to or
larger than the median of the set. As the
images in Figure 3 demonstrate, each
Latin Square forms different distributions

of the graphic primitives, each exhibiting

an internal harmony as well as a visible

relation to all the other squares of the
same set of numbers.

Permutations

The mathematics of permutation
cycles a basic set of numbers through all

of its possible variations. N enumerates
the number of permutations or arrange-
ments possible, where N defines the num-
ber of elements in the set, as well as setting

the range of each individual element of
the set from to N. Here is the permuta-
tional path of a four element set:

0000
0001
0002
0003
0010

1 1... .until the 4 numbers produce
256 combinations.
Combining permutations with pictures,

we can systematically explore how many
pictures exist in one single composition.
In the ZGrass language a complex user-

built pattern can be defined by a high
powered primitive, the SNAP. Once a
SNAPped picture is given a name, it is
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Figure 4. Ixitin Squares.

These Latin Squares show the initial dis-

tribution of numbers to produce the
graphic representation in Figure 4.

5 12 3 4

4 5 1 2 3

3 4 5 12
2 3 4 5 1

12 3 4 5

5 12 3 4

2 3 4 5 1

4 5 12 3

12345
3 4 5 12

JUNE 1981
Imure .?. 4 hv 4 Magic Squares.
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AMvGUIDES
from OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill

The Apple II User's Guide by Lon Poole. Martin McNitt. and Steven Cook «46-2 $15 n
This Guide is the key to unlocking the full power of your Apple II or Apple II plus computer The Apple II User s Guide brings together in

one place a wealth of information lor Apple computer users It will tell you more about your Apple than any other single source This book
will save you both time and effort No longer will you have to search endlessly lor useful information It's all here, in the Apple II User s Guide
thoughtfully organized and easy to use Topics include:

'Applesoft and Integer BASIC pro-

gramming - especially how to

make the best use of Apple s
sound, color and graphics capabi-
lities The book presents a
thorough description of every
BASIC slatement. command and
function

'Advanced programming - special
sections describe High Resolution

graphics techniques and other ad-
vanced applications

'Hardware features - the disk drive
and printer are covered in sepa-
rate chapters

'Machine level programming - al

though not a machine language
programming guide, this book
covers the Machine Language
Monitor in delail

'Apple is a trademark ol the Apple Computer Corporation

PET/CBM Personal Computer Guide Second Edition by Adam Osborne and Carroll Donahue #55-1. $15 D
The PET/CBM Personal Computer Guide is a step-by-step guide that assumes no prior knowledge ol computers II you can read En-

glish, you can use this book This revised second edition provides even more useful material than the popular first edition It covers the
most recent CBM products the CBM 8000 and 4000 series computers, the 2040 and 8050 disk drives, and programmable printers Adam
Osborne co-authored this new edition He has rewritten it to be a step-by-step BASIC tutorial Soil you don I know BASIC don'tworry This
book will teach you both BASIC and CBM BASIC If you're thinking about buying any personal computer, this book will show you what the
PET can do tor you II you've just bought a PET or CBM, this is the book you must have to really understand your computer By using the ex-
amples tound in this book you II quickly get your PET/CBM up and running These examples are thoroughly documented so you can learn
how and why the programs work Its the "how" and "why that are important in learning to make the PET work efficiently for you The PET
Personal Computer Guide covers everything you'll need to be master of your PET

'PET and CBM are both trademarks of Commodore Business Machines

CP/M User's Guide by Thorn Hogan «446 $t2 99D
It you haven t yet purchased CP/M tor your system, the CP/M User s Guide will make your lirst use ol CP/M

easy If you already have CP/M, this book will help you modify your system and let you "lockey your disks" like an
expert The CP/M User s Guide describes types ol CP/M and their compatibility It includes a discussion ol
conventions used to create file names and command lines Numerous sample screen displays for each version of
CP/M graphically explain each operator commandand computer response CP/M s Assembly Language Utilities
are described lor the non-technical reader who wants maximum use ol CP/M s capabilities The book also
discusses how application packages, high level languages solution programs, and other support programs
combine with CP/M to answer a user's individual needs You'll also find an explanation of MP/M and CP/NETas
well as the technical aspects of CP/M's internal structure which will permit you to make simple modilications A lull
glossary and several uselul appendices are included -CP/M is a trademark ol Digital Research Corporation
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The Business System Buyer's Guide by Adam Osborne »47 o $7 95a
When you enter the marketplace ol small business computers you lace a bewilder-

ing array ol products, prices, lealures. and tables This guide cuts through the /argon
and unravels the task of buying the right computer system Or Osborne is the loremost
authority on the use ol computers in small businesses Here, he helps you to analyze
your computer needs by applying the same know-how that made your business a
success This book provides solid information on how to determine your needs, how to
choose software and hardware lor all business applications, what to expect from
vendors, what to avoid, and what questions you must ask It also provides a wealth ol

detailed information on products, manufacturers, retailers, and the whole micro-
computer marketplace Purchasing a computer system for any business is a complex
process, but it need not be a frustrating one This book will help Before you buy any
computer, read this book You II never make a better investment

Make check payable to f"\ OSBORNE/McGraw-HIII
630 Bancroft Way. Berkeley. CA 94710 Oept. L-10 Phone Orders <4t 5) 548-2805 m
Addrwa

City State/Zip

Plus Q 75/item 4th class D$l 25/item UPS 0$2 50/item Air Mail D$4 00/item Overseas
(California residents add applicable tax | Please send me your tree catalog

Total amount enclosed $ .

Card »

Signature

. or charge my ovisa DMastercharge

Expiration Dale
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stored as one shape in (he frame buffer

and can be quickly thrown onto the

screen. Permutation triggers the rapid ani-

mation of a sequence of these image tiles.

Each frame draws in two seconds.

The basic circle image in the center of

Figure 5 generates all the other patterns.

It is fragmented into quarters, each of

which is given a name: PICO, PIC1, PIC2.

P1C3. These four modules form the image

data bank. As the permutation program
cycles through the numerical variations,

the permutation is applied to the name of

the picture. Specified pictures are pulled

out of the data bank and recombined to

form a new image, which is popped on the

screen in four-fold symmetry.

Some of the pictures are simply drawn
variations of the initial image. The addi-

tional complexity and interconnections of

other drawings is achieved by using one of

/.Grass' fancier drawing modes, the

"EXCLUSIVE-OR."
These concepts of Magic Squares and

Permutation are so general, that they

could be used to produce new pictures on
any system. We look forward to getting

feedback from readers who feel encour-

aged to give it a try. wandering off into

other stimulating regions of Pixelland.

FiRun S Permutations,

Resources

Magic Squares:

The Language of Pattern, Keith Albarn

et al. Thames and Hudson, London & NY
1974.

Magic Squares and Cubes, W.S.
Andrews, Dover, N.Y.

Permutation:

The Sense of Order, E.H. Gombrich.
Cornell University Press. Ithaca. N.Y.,

1979.

ZGrass:

"Language Control Structures for Easy
Electronic Visualization." Tom DeFanti.

flvff. Nov. 1980. Vol. 5. No. 11.
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DISCOUNT PRICES
SCOTCH DISKETTES
tor Apple. Pet * TRS80
Less wear and (ewer errors because 3M
laboratory tests show that 3M diskettes are
32% less abrasive than the industry average.

Box ot 10 Soil Sector 5' 4 inch' $28 95
Disk Drive Cleaning Kit $22 95
Add $1.00 shipping tor each box/Kit

"Free set ot 3M instructional programs on
request (high res. demonstration)

APPLE II SOFTWARE
(Available only with purchase ot diskettes)
Typing Teacher {teaches touch typing)- $4 00
Math Sequences (gives hints builds 10)
Unicopy
(copies diskette using one drive)'

'

All three programs
'Integer Basic "Applesoft

APPLE II SOFTWARE
(With or without purchase ot diskettes)

Back-lfUp
(use to backup mosl protected diskettes) $54 00
Apple Surgeon
(diagnoses RAM. ROM. Disk drives.
Micromodem II. & more) $38 00

$3100

'$2 00

$2 00
$7 00

(checks, charges, budget &
high res graphics)
Super Text II or Visicalc
(twool the most professional programs) $125 00
Shipping & insurance for

one or more programs $2 00

EPSON MX 80 PRINTER
(80 Chars/sec 9x9 dot matrix. letter quality)

Apple II (with interface and cable) $579 00
Pet {with IEEE interface and cable) $565 00
TRS 80 (with cable) $509 00
Shipping and insurance $10.00

JBfc fjtl Visa and Mastercard accepted.
Michigan residents add sales tax.

(313)642 4338 (Order Phone — 24 hours/day)

¥
¥
¥

¥

!
¥

s

S

1
¥
¥
¥

8 I Ys Si ii| 1 1 :i fliHi.fsi

I

P.O. Box 573
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maxell
Floppy Disk

Single-sided,
and soft sectored

. single density type.

» Maximum recording density of 2.700 BPI
used.

SAD!

Box of 10...

$36.00

MD2-D
Double-sided,

~

and soft sectored
Double density type

• Maximum recording density of 5.800 BPI

used.

Box of 10 $46.00

mcd 50 1 E. Third Street

Williamsport. PA 17701

Micro Computer Distributing

(800) 233-8950
Dealer Inquiries invited.
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David R. Adams

This print, like ull of my computer graphics, was coded by hand using
printer spacing charts. Then a numeric code was assigned to represent
each combination of shading character ( 1 — 9: 2=©; etc.) and the number
then was keyed into a file. A short Fortran program translates the num-
bers to overprinted characters. This is more a problem of coding than
programming.

David R. Adam*, College •>! Business, Arkanaai State University, AR 72467.
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SOFTWARE UNLIMITED
presenting the LARGEST SELECTION OF SOFTWARE EVER ASSEMBLED.

for ATARI® • APPLE® • PET® • TRS-80® and other Microcomputers

at SUPER DISCOUNT PRICES!
ATARI

D ATARI 800 COMPUTER "5 00

D ATARI 400 COMPUTER 390 00

SPACE INVADERS (ATI 1795

O ASSEMBLER DEBUG (ATI

D BASKETBALL (ATI

D VIDEO EASEL-LIFE
a SUPER BREAKOUT
a MUSIC COMPOSER
D COMPUTER CHESS

35 95
.35 95
.53 95

(AT) 35 95

Q 3-D TIC TAC TOE (ATI 35 95

D STAR RAIDERS (ATI 53 95

D PADDLES (AT| 17 95

D JOYSTICKS (ATI 17 95

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
D ADVENTURE 10 (f) .... .6 25

ADVENTURE (1.231 ID) (APTl 3595
D ADVENTURE (4 5.61 |D] (AP ,T| 35 95

O ADVENTURE (7.6.9) |D] (APT) 35 95

ADVENTURE (specify 1-10) (APT ATI 13 55

Q PROJECT OMEGA (T) 1355
D PROJECT OMEGA (T) |D1 22 50

O PLANETOIDS |0| (API 17 95
MEAN CHECKERS MACHINE (T| 17 95

D OR CHIPS (T) 13 55

D KID VENTURE 1 (APT) 17 95
LUNAR LANDER (T| 13 55

D MOUNTAIN SHOOT (ATI 6 95

SLAG (Tl 13 55

D STAR TREK 3 5 (AT T| 13 55

Q STAR TREK 3 5 |D] (Tl 17 95
- (ATI .895a SUNOAY GOLF

.13 55

.13 55
17 95
13 55
13 55

ZOSSED IN SPACE (Tl

SILVER FLASH (Tl

SILVER FLASH |D| (Tl

D MISSILE ATTACK (T|

STAR SCOUT (Tl

AVAL0N HILL
MIOWAY (PT API 13 50

O NUKE WAR (P.T.AP) . 13 50

D PLANET MINERS (P.T.AP) 13 50

D CONVOY RAIDER (P.T.AP) 13 50

D B1 BOMBER (P.T.AP). 13 50

LORDS OF KARMA (P.T.AP) 18 00

Q CONFLICT 2500 (AP.AT.P.T) 13 50

COMPUTER ACQUIRE (AP P T| 18 00

ACORN SOFTWARE
D ATERM (T) 17 95

Q SYSTEM SAVERS (Tl 13 55

O DISASSEMBLER |T) 13 55

D DISK TAPE UTILITY (T| 17 95

Q CHECKBOOK |Dl (T| 22 95

STAR TREK SIMULATION (T) 8 95

GAMMON CHALLENGER (T) 13 55
PIGSKIN (Tl 13 55
ULTRA TREK (Tl 13 55

D SPACE WAR (Tl 8 95
WARP'LANDER (Tl 8 95
BASKETBALL [D] (T) 18 95
BASKETBALL (Tl 13 55

DUEL-N DROIDS |D| (Tl 18 95

D DUEL-N-DROIDS (T) 13 55

INVADERS FROM SPACE (Tl 13 55

INVADERS FROM SPACE |D| <T| 18 95
PIGSKIN |D| (Tl 18 95
PINBALL (T) 13 55

Q PINBALL |D| IT) 18 95
SUPERSCRIPT |D| (Tl 28 95

D EVEREST EXPLORER 111 13 55

EVEREST EXPLORER |D] (T) 16 95

AUTOMATED SIMULATION
TUESOAY OUARTERBACK |D] (API 26 95

Q STAR WARRIOR |C.D| (APT) 35 95
THREE PACK |D) (APPTl 45 00

II you don't tee it

listed, write...

we probably have
it in stock!

Check program desired

Complete ordering information

and mail entire ad

Immediate Shipments Irom stock

KEY:
AT-Atari
AP-Apple
P-Pet
T-TRS-80
C-Cassette
D-on Disc
If not marked-Cassette

ATARI is a trademark ot ATARI INC

APPLE is l trademark ol APPLE COMPUTER INC

TRS-8TJ is a trademark ol TANDY CORP

PET is a trademark ot COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES

•^ Puces sutxect to change without notice

AUTOMATED SIMULATION
a STARFLEET ORION |CD) (APT) 24 95

O STARFLEET ORION |C| (P) 24 95

D INVASION ORION |C.D| (APT) 24 95
Q INVASION ORION |C| (P) 24 95

D TEMPLE OF APSHAI Ol (APT) 35 95
Q TEMPLE OF APSHAI (CI (P Tl 35 95

DATESTONES OF RYN |D C| (AP.Tl 19 95

O DATESTONESOFRYN |C) (PAP) 19 95
O MORLOC TOWER |C D| (APT) 19 95

D MORLOC TOWER |C1 (PAP) 19 95

RESCUE AT RIGEL |C.D| (APT) 26 95
RESCUE AT RIGEL |C| <P| 2695
HELLFIRE WARRIOR |D| (APT) 35 95
HELLFIRE WARRIOR |C| (P) 35 95

DIG FIVE SOFTWARE
AT TACK FORCE IT).. 14 30

D GALAXY INVASION (Tl 14 30
METEOR MISSION II (Tl 14 30
SUPERNOVA (Tl 14 30
COSMIC FIGHTER (Tl 14 30

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS COMPANY
BATTLE OF BULGE-BASTGONES (T| 17 95
D-DAY INVASION OF FRANCE (T| 17 95

D OARK KINGDOM (T| . 1175
D DOG RACE COLOR ONLY 5 95
D EMPIRE STRIKES BACK (T) 13 55

MINI ARCADE COLOR 13 55
POLARIS COLOR ONLY 5 95
SHARK COLOR ONLY 5 95
SLOTMACHINE (T| 725

Q BATTLE OF BULGE-ST VITH (T| 13 55

Q STAR CRUISERS (Tl.. 13 55
U-BOAT COLOR ONLY 5 95

a ASTEROID PIRATES (T) 13 55

INSTANT SOFTWARE
a AIR FLIGHT SIMULATION (APT| 8 95
Q BALL TURRET GUNNER (T| 8 95

CHESSMATE-80 (T) . 17 95

O COSMIC PATROL (T| 13 55

D DAREDEVIL (T) 8 95
Q DISASSEMBLER (T| 6 95

DISK EDITOR |D| (T) 36 55
DLDIS |0| (T) 17 95
FLIGHT PATH (T) .... 6 95

O IRV (T) 22 50
JET-FLIGHTER PILOT (T| 13 55
NIGHT FLIGHT (T| 8 95

Q OTHELLO (Tl 895
SANTA PARAVIA FIUMACCIO (AP T.P) . 8 95

D SKIRMISH 80 (Tl 895
TLDIS (T| 13 55
WORDSLINGER ITl 2600

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Q CCA MGMT-TRS-80 [D| (T) 65 00

DESK TOP PLAN |D| (AP) 65 00
MONTY MONOPOLY |D] (AP) 3155
VISICALC |D| (AP) 125 00
VISICALC |D| (AT PI 170 00
ZORK (T) |0] 35 95

QUALITY SOFTWARE
3DTICTACTOE |T| 13 55

6502 DISASSEMBLER (AT) 10 55
ATARI ASSEMBLER (AT) 22 50

ASTEROIDS IN SPACE |DJ (AP) 17 95
BATTLESHIP COMMANDER (AP) 13 55
BATTLESHIP COMMANDER |D| (AP) 17 95
FASTGAMMON |D| (APT) 22 50
FASTGAMMON (AP.T.AT) 17 95

O FRACAS ADVENTURE |D| (AP) 22 50

OS LIGHT PEN (T| 17 95
SKETCH 80 (T) 13 55

STRATE8IC SIMULATIONS
COMPUTER AMBUSH |DJ (AP) 5150
COMPUTER BISMARCK |D| (AP T) 51 50

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
COMPUTER BISMARCK (T| 42 00
COMPUTER CONFLICT ID| (AP) 35 00
COMPUTER NAPOLEONICS |OJ (API 51 50
COMPUTER OUARTERBACK |D| (API 35 00
COMPUTER AIR COMBAT |D| (API 51 SO
WARP FACTOR |D| (API 35 00
CUTHROATS8 CARTELS |D| (AP) 51 50
OPERATION APOCALYPSE |D| (AP) 51 SO
TORPEDO FIRE |D| (AP) 51 SO

SUB-LOGIC
3D GRAPHICS (API 40 00
3D GRAPHICS |0| (API 48 00
A-2 FS1 FLIGHT SIMULATOR (AP) 22 00
A-2FS1 FLIGHT |D| (AP) 29 00
T80-FS1 FLIGHT SIMULATOR (T| 22 00
3D GRAPHICS (Ti 26 50

MICROSOFT SOFTWARE
ADVENTURE |D| (AP.Ti 25 50
ASSEMBLY DEVELOPMENT |D| (T) 80 00
BASIC COMPILER |D| (I 175 00
EDITOR ASSEMBLER IT] 25 SO
FORTRAN COMPILER |D| (T) 8000
LEVEL III BASIC (T) 44 00
MuMATH |D1 < T . 64 00
OLYMPIC OECATHALON |D| (TAP) 20 00
OLYMPIC OECATHALON (T| 20 00
TYPING TUTOR (APT) 13 55
TYPING TUTOR |D) (API 17 95
Z-80SOFTCARD |D| (API 28000
16k RAM BOARD IAP| 165 00

ON LINE SYSTEMS
HI RES ADVEN W
HI RES ADVEN !
HI RES ADVEN »2
HI-RES FOOTBALL
HI-RES CRIBBAGE
MISSILE DEFENSE

(API 17 95
(AP) 22 50
(AP) 29 00
(AP) 3600
(AP) 22 50
lAPi 26 95

SUPEHSCRIBE |D] (AP) 6100

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
STARCRUSIER IAP) |D| 22 50

22S0
36 00
26 95
26 95

22 50
22 50
22 50
26 95
22 50
22 50
22 50
13 55
1795
22 50

BOTH BARRELS (API |D|

CYBER STRIKE (API |D|

PHANTOM FIVE (AP) |D|

SPACE EGGS (AP) |D]

DRODERSUND SOFTWARE
GALACTIC EMPIRE (API |D|

GALACTIC TRADER (API |D|
GALACTIC REVOLUTION (AP| |D|
TAWALAS REDOUBT (AP) |D]
HYPER HEAD ON (AP) |D|

GALAXY WARS (API |D)
APPLE GALAXIAN (AP) |D|

TANK COMMAND (API |D]

GOLDEN MOUNTAIN (AP) |D|

PUCKMAN |D] (API

BOTTOM SHELF
ANALYSIS PAO |D) (T| 90 00
BUSINESSMAN iD] (Ti 100 00
CHECKBOOK II ID] (Ti 44 50
CHECK REGISTER |D] (T| 67 00
LIBRARY 100 (Tl 4450
HEAD CLEANER |D| (AP.TI 17 00

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
DUNGEON* WILDERNESS |D| (API 29 00
DUNGEON ID] (AP) 15 75
ODYSSEY |D| (AP) 2700
WILDERNESS |D] (API 18 00
PROGRAM LINE EDITOR |D| (AP) 36 00

APPARAT
NEWOOSSO (D) <T| 125 0O

ARTSCI
MAGIC WINDOW |D] (API 89 95

Ship the above programs as checked to Number ol Programs Ordered—
Amount ol order.

N Y residents add Sales Ta>

Add shipping anywhere in the U S 2.00

.Zip.

Total amount enclosed

Charge my Master Charge D Visa

name ot Computer
Signature

k memory Card No
Personal Checks please allow 3 weeks

Expires .

Mail to:

DIGIBYTE SYSTEMS CORP.
31 East 31st Street, New York, NY. 10016

k

Phone: (212) 889-6975 s
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Why would anyone spend $59.95 for a joystick?

- M

Super
Joystick

Star Wars. Played with paddles, it's difficult

at best and frustrating at worst. But with
a joystick it becomes an entirely new
experience. Its still challenging. It's also
fun. And very addictive.
Have you ever used a drawing program

in which one paddle controls the horizontal
movement of the "brush and the other
paddle the vertical? It's slow, tedious work
But with a joystick, drawing is an absolute
ioy.

Exceptional Precision

The Apple high-resolution screen is divided
into a matrix of 160 by 280 pixels. To do
precise work on this screen, you need a
precise device. Most potentiometers used
in paddle controls are not quite linear. If

you rotate a paddle control at a constant
speed, you II notice that the cursor speeds
up slightly at the beginning and end of the
paddle rotation.

The Super Joystick has a pure resistive
circuit which is absolutely linear within one
tenth of one percent. In other words it would
give you precise control over an image of
1000 by 1000 pixels, were such resolution
available Thus it is suitable for high precision
professional applications as well as educa-
tional and hobbyist ones.

Matched to your application

The Super Joystick also has two external
trim adjustments, one for each direction.
This allows you to perfectly match the unit
to your application and computer. Say you
want to work in a square area instead of the
rectangular screen. Just reduce the horizontal
size with the trim control.
How many times have you played Space

Invader and had your thumb ache for hours
from the repeated button pressing? This
won t happen with the Super Joystick. It's

two pushbuttons are big. Moreover, they
use massive contact surfaces with a life of
well over 1 .000.000 contacts. A few games
of Super Invader using these big buttons
will justify the purchase of the Super Joy-
stick.

The Super Joystick is self-centering in

both directions. That means when you take
your hand off it, the control will return to the
center. However, if you want it to stay where
you leave it, self-centering may be easily
disabled.

The Super Joystick plugs right into the
paddle control socket and doesn't require
an I/O slot.

High-quality construction

The sturdy metal case of the Super Joystick
matches that of the Apple computer. Every
component used is the very highest quality
available. The Super Joystick even uses a
full 16-conductor ribbon cable so you can
add a second joystick if you wish. The first

Super Joystick replaces Paddles and 1

.

You may not realize it, but the Apple can
support four paddle controls. A second Super
Joystick would replace Paddles 2 and 3.

By removing two springs, self-centering
can be defeated.

We invite your comparison of the Super
Joystick with any other unit available. Order
it and use it for 30 days. If you re not
completely satisfied, return it for a prompt
and courteous refund plus your return
postage. You can't lose.

The Super Joystick consists of a self-
centering, linear joystick, two trim controls,
and two pushbuttons mounted in an attractive

case. It comes complete with an instruction
booklet and 90-day limited warranty Cost
is $59.95.

Order Today

To order the Super Joystick send $59.95
plus $2.00 postage and handling (NJ
residents add $3 00 sales tax) to our address
below.

Experience the joys of using the world s
finest joystick. Order your Super Joystick
at no obligation today.

39 East Hanover Ave.
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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>ynergism:
Artist &. Computer

Joan R. Truckenbrod

The artist and the computer are a

unique and unlikely pair. The linear,

rational functions of the computer appear
counter to the intuitive, free-flowing sen-

sitivities of an artist.

Yet the delicate sensitivities inherent in

my work, illustrated here, reflect the com-
plementary character of the relationship

between the artist and computer.
Although opposite in nature, when inte-

grated in the process of creating aesthetic

visual imagery, the artist and this contem-
poratory media form a synergistic unit.

The synthesis of these polarities is an
innovative, artistic process. The aesthet-

ics of these color images reflects the

synthesis of the logical processing of the

computer with the intuitive aspects of the

creative process.

These color images are experiments in

creating ambiguous pattern systems by
absorbing various foreground elements
into the background. This interpenetra-

tion of foreground and background cam-
ouflages the real character of both the
figure and ground elements.

The background is created by a series

of color transitions in which one color
gradually fades into another color to
create an amorphous environment with
soft edges. As one color fades into

another color, a set of inbetween colors is

created by the optical mixing of different

color dots. These color changes create
fuzzy edges and imply soft spaces.

Next, a geometric pattern based on
reflective symmetry is superimposed on
this soft background to create an interest-

ing contrast. This pattern is created in

colors similar to the background and thus
appears to fade in and out of space. This
pattern becomes fluid as it floats through
the background.
The images were created on a

Tektronix 4027 Color Display Terminal
with the aid of a Tektronix 4051 Micro-
processor. The programs used to create
the imagery were written in Basic by the
artist. They are being transferred to large
panels. 7' high and 10' wide with an ink-jet

plotter to create elegant tapestries.

These new tapestries have a very
special character, reflecting aesthetic
innovative potential of contemporary
media. Computer artists will play a major
role in developing the creative potential

of computing devices and will contribute
a sense of aesthetics to the human inter-

face with computing systems.

loan R. Truckenbrod, Department of Ait,
Northern Illinois i Diversity. DeKalb, IL60II5.
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Computer Tapestries by Joan R. Truckenbrod
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Introducing4new programs fromthe
These new programs are going to do
for you just whatourVisiCalc™ program
has done: make your computer work
harder, so you can work smarter!

They'll enable a personal com-
puter to take over more of those
tasks eating up so much of your
time. That'll give you more time to

concentrate on the tasks where your
skills, experience and intuition can
do the most g(x>d. Things like think-

ing, planning and managing.
A personal computer can help

you do all these things better. And
Personal Software™ programs will

help you do them best!

VisiDex. The YisiDex™ program
makes it a snap for you to remem-
ber anything, and everything,

you don't want to forget.

It's a free-form personal filing

program with nearly unlimited cross

referencing.

YisilX-x "thinks" and "remem-
bers just the way you ask it to—so
you can access it anyway you want,

and find exactly what you want

—

instantly!

VisiPIot. The VisiPlot™ program
makes it easy to sec what your
numbers really say.

It adds real meaning to financial

analysis, forecasting, budgeting and
business planning, because VisiPlot

takes hard-to-grasp numbers and au-

tomatically turns them into easy tc >

comprehend charts and graphs,

right before your eyes!

All kinds of charts and graphs,

with all kinds of flexibility in titling,

shading, and color— all at the touch
of a few buttons!

' US..SM v ,| |«AK| lM
AppJr t* j niwwcft il ir«Jn»jrli >* Apple < "mputti In* Ask your favorite retail computer dealer for a demonstration of the Personal Software programs.
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peoplewhobrought youVIsiCalc!
VisiTrend/VisfiPlot. Ifyou want

sophisticated trend foretasting and

statistical analysis—and you know
how hard it is to create them by
hand— you'll want to get your hands
on the VisiTrend/YisiPlot ™ program!

This program will enable you
to rapidly perform regressions and
time series analysis, plus providing

you with comprehensive charting

and graphing capabilities.

VisiTerm. The VisiTerm™ program
enables you to reach out to the

we >rld.

With VisiTerm, you'll be able to

use your persona] computer to com
municate with larger computers, to

tap into data networks, to communi-
cate with other personal computers.

VisiTerm gives you all the

benefits of a personal computer,

plus all the advantages of an intelli-

gent terminal, all in one package.

All of these programs are currently

available for the Apple II and II Plus.

Besides their many individual ben-

efits, these new programs deliver

an even greater total benefit. That's

because many of them interact

with each other and with our new,

enhanced version ofVisiCalc.

Together, they give you an

unprecedented family of personal

computing capabilities; making the

computer work harder, so you
can w ( >rk smarter! ^ ItJ^T-

PSS&&*1
PVNI&*

Or call us at (408) 745-7841 fi>r the name of the Personal Software dealer nearest you. Or write us at 1330 Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale. CA "40H6.
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In TRS-80 Basic...

Fast-Changing Screen Display

Michael Flanagan

When your Basic program uses the

same display several times, you can waste
a lot of time waiting for Basic's slow
graphic routines to redraw the display.

Here is a machine language subroutine

that allows you to store your display in

high memory on a 16K TRS-80 and almost
instantly transfer it to the screen with a

USR call.

There are two distinct methods avail-

able. You can use the Editor/Assembler,
or you can POKE in the machine lan-

guage from Basic. To use the Editor/

Assembler:
1. Load EDITOR/ASSEMBLER.
2. Type in assembler program as in List-

ing 1.

3. Assemble program and create object

tape.

4. Turn computer off then on again
using 30975 for memory size.

5. Type SYSTEM and load the object

tape.

6. Load the program to be modified and
add subroutines 3 and 4.

To POKE the routine in from Basic:

1. Turn on the computer using 30975
for memory size.

2. Load the program to be modified and
add subroutines 2, 3 and 4.

In either case subroutine 3 is executed
just once, when the screen to be saved is

visible on the monitor. The screen takes

less than a minute to move, and once it's

done, subroutine 4 may be called as often

as necessary to redisplay that screen

"instantly."

The first method assumes you have an
editor/assembler, a desire to leam, and
much patience. There is one advantage to

offset the extra steps involved: this is the

ability to make changes in the machine

language subroutine.

The second method is faster, both initi-

ally and upon every loading of the pro-

gram thereafter, as the object program
does not have to be loaded from tape,

since it is created by the Basic program
itself (Listing 2).

With either method you must POKE
16526,0 and POKE 16527,121 before call-

ing subroutine 4. This simply tells the

computer where to branch to (in decimal)

when it encounters the USR statement.

The subroutines are written for the

TRS-80 Level II, 16K, and only work in a

tape-based machine. For disk machines,
you must relocate the routine to the top of
32K or 48K and use DEFUSR instead of

POKE 16526,0 and POKE 16527.121.

Other Z-80 machines can use similar

block move routines, with the address

changed and different patches to Basic. D

Listing I.

100 ORG 7?00H
110 VIDEO EQU 3C00H
120 MAP EQU 7A00H
130 LD HL,MhF
140 LD DE. VIDEO
150 LD BC 400H
160 LDIP
170 RET
1S0 EUD

Listing 3.

1 20rt

1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260

REM >AVE SCREEN

FOR 1=15360 TO 16383
R= PEEK <I>
POKE I+I1,P
NEXT I

RETURN
Listing 2.

1100 REM CREATE MACHINE LANGUAGE
SUBROUTINE

1110 POKE 30976,33: POKE 30977,0:
POKE 30978,122: FOKE 30979,1

1120 FOKE 30980,0: POKE 30981,60:
FOKE 30982,1 : POKE 03983,0

1130 POKE 30984,4: POKE 30985,237
: FOKE 30966,176: FOKE 30987,
201

1140 RETURN

Listing 4.

PR#0
JLIST
1300 REM REDRAW
1310 N=6: X=USR(.\D
1320 RETURN

5AVED SCREEN

Michael Flanagan. 8700 Outlook Dr.,

OH 44144.
Brooklyn.
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For Two Kinds of Minds
Two Distinct Kinds of Software.

At Edu-Ware Services, we take pride in

knowing who we are. Thus, we specialize in

just those kinds of software we produce
best: EDU-WARE, the science of learning.

INTERACTIVE FANTASIES, journeys into the

imagination.

Our thousands of satisfied customers
have made a new look and new facilities

possible. Yet behind them still lie Edu-Ware's

high standards of service and quality.

Edu-Ware extends an invitation for submis-

sion of programs that can match EDU—
WARE or INTERACTIVE FANTASIES in

quality and distinction. Ask for EDU-WARE or

INTERACTIVE FANTASIES from your local

computer dealer.

<&* ' Algebra 1

Arithmetic Skills
Perception
Network
Compu-Math Decimals
Compu-Math Fractions

Compu-Spell
Statistics
Terrorist
Windfall

Compu-Read

r\ the
prisoner

Ask for EDU-WARE or INTERACTIVE FANTASIES

from your local computer dealer.

EDU-WARE SERVICES, INC.
22222 Sherman Way, Suite 102

Canoga Park, CA 91303 m-wm (213) 346-6783

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
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Atari

Graphics

Unveiled
ATARI

Parti

David and Sandy Small
There you are, seated in front of your

new Atari. You know a little Basic, and
would like to learn about making graphics

displays— anything from the READY in

blue letters now looking at you to the

incredible animations of Star Raiders.

You would like explained to you, in plain

English, how on earth this box is making
your TV set do these things. (You woe-
fully recall asking a computer-whiz friend

how it worked, and being deluged with

words you'd never heard before or since:

"Dee-Em-A," "rastering." "bandwidth,"
and worst of all. that mysterious god,
"Exzorandnandnor," or Gate.)

"Surely," you say, "a degree in electron-

ics and physics isn't needed to understand
Atari graphics." And you are right.

It is the purpose of this article to explain
the powerful graphics abilities of the Atari

400/800 without hopelessly confusing,
boring, or annoying you. No high-level

computerese or snob talk. No dry discuss-

ion of binary arithmetic. ("Thank hea-

vens," I hear you say.) And there are

examples you can punch directly into

your Atari and run, understanding the

graphics they generate. Only a limited

knowledge of Basic is assumed. Along the

way, we're going to learn things about the

Atari that you can't find in your Basic
manual — the inner secrets of Atari graph-
ics. Only recently has this information
become available, so don't be surprised if

one day. you amaze your friends, and
leave them looking blank, with what
you've learned.

So, let's get to it.

How a TV Works
In order to understand how the Atari

does its work, we need to touch on how a

David and Sandy Small. 1 1.114 Yucca Dr.. Austin.
TX 7K7M).
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TV set works inside. (If you already know
all about raster scan and don't need a
review, skip this part). Go turn on a TV
and look at it closely. You'll see many
horizontal lines, packed very closely

together. Any picture you see on TV is

made up solely of those lines: let's find out
how.

Inside the TV picture tube you're look-

ing at. painted on the inside surface, is a
substance called phosphor. Phospor has

an interesting property: when an electron

hits it, the place where the electron hit

glows briefly. (A meteorite hitting the

atmosphere glows briefly also; an elec-

tron by itself, like a meteor without an

atmosphere, doesn't glow. ) Now inside the

picture tube there is a device for shooting

out electronics, called an electron gun. It

fires electrons at the screen in a very

accurate path. The way the gun is aimed
at the phosphor is shown in Figure 1.

When the electron gun fires, an electron

leaves it, travels to the screen, hits the

phosphor, and the phosphor glows briefly.

Since the electron gun fires a steady

stream of electrons, the spot where the

electron gun is aimed glows continuously,

while the gun is firing. The picture on your
TV is composed of glowing phosphor
dots.

At this point, we have an electron gun
firing continuously onto the phosphor of
the screen. The TV picture shows one
brightly glowing dot in an otherwise dark
screen. If you'll enter Program 1. and run
it, you'll get a good idea what this looks

like.

5 REM PROGRtfl 1

10 GRAPHICS 8+ 16
IV SETCOLOP 2,0/0
Jw SETCOLOP 1 14

4kl COLOR 1

50 PLOT 160/92
(Hi (jfjTO 68

1 isiini: I.

In order to draw graphics on the screen,
more than one dot must be energized by
the beam of electrons. This is done with
charged "deflection plates." which bend
the beam, causing the position of the dot
to move onscreen. When the dot is moved
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PROGRAMS LISTED BELOW ARE ON DISK:
$24.95 i

Apple Galaxian
EPYX (Automated Simulations) SPECIAL —

While they last Ryn/Morloc/Rigei all three
Galaxy Wars $24 95 „„,
Super Scribe $89 95 ngm
Interactive Fiction (cass ) $14 95 now
Alien Lander $24 95 „,„,
Sorcerer/Doom Cavern $20 00 no-
Hyper Head-On $24 95 „.Ga ac ic Empire $24 95 ^,
Galactic Trader $24 95 Km
Galactic Revolution $24 gs Km
Golden Mountain $, 9 95 „„„
Tank Command $14 95 now
DB Master $189 00 now
Bloody Murder $19 95 now
Tranquility Base $24 95 „ow
Aristotle s Apple $34 99 now
Micro Memo $39 95 (^
The Data Factory $150 00 now |1MJ|
Mission Asteroid $19 95 now $17.**
Vinyl holders tor 20 disks in

beautiful deluxe padded binder $13.**

$33.**

$30.00
$32.00
$74.3*
$11.00
$21.**
SIT.**
$21.1*
$11.10
$11.10
$11.10
$10. OS
$11.40
$14*00
$17.0*
$31.00
$10.00
$33.00

$17.00
SHOO
$•0.00
$34.00
$10.00
$44.03
$40.00
$4*.»5
$11.00
$11.00
$11.00
$lT.OO
$11.00

Skybombersll $19 95
Programmers Utility $ 1 6 95
DOS Tool Kit $7500
Microsoft Adventure $29 95 now
Olympic Decathlon $29 95 now
Compu-Math Arithmetic $49 95 now
Apple Plot $75 00 now
College Boards (Krell) $79 95 now
Time Traveler $24 95 now
Sword ot Zedek $24 95 now
CRAE2 $24 95 now
MCAT2 $19 95 now
The Tartunan $24 95 now
Tl PROGRAMMER — Hexicecimal/Octal Calculator

Retail $65 00 «. $SO.OO
MPI 88G Printer $4.00.00
The Prisoner $29 95 now $24.**
The Wizard & The Princess $32 95 now $ia.OO
Compu-Spell $39 95 now $34.00
Computer Ambush $59 95 now $51.00
Computer Bismark $59 95 now $S1.0S
Computer Napoleonics $59 95 now $S1.00
Computer Quarterback $39 95m $33.00
Flight Simulator (disk) $34 95 now $30.30
Star Cruiser $24 95 now $30.00
Space Album $39 95 now $34.30
Odyssey $29 95 now $33.3*
Both Barrels $24 95 now $10.00
Modifiable Database $79 50 now 144.33
Micro League Baseball $24 95 now $33.00
Sargon II $34 95 now $30.70
Program Line Editor $40 00 now $34.00
Retro Ball $29 95 now $33.00
Space Eggs $29 95 now $33.3*
Mystery House in French $11.00
Z-80Softcard $34900 now 31O0.0O
Videx 80-Col Board $350 00 now $100.00
Head On $24 95 now $10.00
3D Super Graphics $39 95 now $33.**
Compu Math I or II $40 00 now $34 ea
HIRES Cribbage $24 95 now $31.00
Phantom Five $29 95 now $33.40
Star Gazer s Guide $30 00 now $33.30
Lords of Karma $20 00 now $to.OO
Tawala s Last Redoubt $29 95 now $33.40
Apple PIE & Formatter (Reg $129 95) Special $00.00
Apple World $59 95 now $33.00
ABM (Muse) $24 95 now $11.40
Data Plot (Muse) $59 95 now $31.OO
Computer Conflict $39 95 now $33.00
Computer Air Combat $59 95 now $33.00
Terrorist $29 95 now $33.45
The Temple ol Apshai $39 95 now $33.03
Super-Text II $150 00 now $133.00
Magic Window $99 95 „ow 34S.OO
CCA Data Management $99 95 now $43.00

VISICALC
Thritogy

Zork
Howardsoft Real Estate Analyzer
Super Disk Copy-Sensible
The Landlord
Teacher s Pet (Dynecomp) $

$150 00 1

$24 95 1

$39 95 1

$150 00 1

$30 00 1

$795.
13 95 now

$29 95 now
Missile Defense
Acant Fortune-telling
Hornblescope $ 1 5 00
Gomoku(cass) $14 95 no-
Reversal $34 gc „,
16K NEC Memory
Savage Island Adv (cass ) $ 1 4 95 now
Bakers Trilogy $24 95 now

$113.00
$21.10
$33.00

$130.00
$33.40

$*40.0O
$11.30
$33.30
$*.*»
$3.O0

$11.00
$10.70
$40.00
$13.70
$3 1.0O

SUPER DISCOUNTS

apple* SOFTWARE

Crosswords $2995now
Microgammon II $19 95 now
P«"f°«. $2995 now

R ^*' $2995 now
Cyber Strike t-iq qc „_
HI-RES Football (On-Line) $5| 95 „£
Fastgammon $24 95 now
The voice $39 95 „„,
Beneath Apple Manor $2n 00 now
Astro Apple $20 00 now
Akalabetn $34 95 now
ANDROMEDA 16K RAM Expansion Board for Apple II

Retail is $195— Our price
NEC 12 Green/Black $260 now
Centronics 737 Printer $995 „„,ROM + w/filter $200 ~~-
M«R 80-col Video Card $375

$33.00
$17.00
$33.00
$33.00
$34.00
$34.00
$31.30
$35.00
$17.43
$17.43
$30.00

$170.0*
$31 0.04
$700.M
$170.OO
$315.OO

Versawnter $249 „„, $310.4*
VERBATIM DISKS (Datalife w/hub rings - unmarked) Ten for $37.**
Spanish Hangman $29 95 „„, $14.00
LazerPlus L.C.A. $59 95 „,„. M,.„DC Hayes Modem $379 00 now $3**.M
Data Capture 4 $60 00 now $33.**
Hyperspace Wars $29 95 „,,„ $15.3*LA Land Monopoly $29 95 „„. $as.l*
Sex -0 scope $30 00 now $34.00
A
!
,r
?^

COpe
- $3000»ow $24.00

The Warp Factor $39 95 „„, $34.00
DYSANblSKS in plastic case l*tor$4o!oo
Clock Time Teaching Program $29 95 „,,«
Apple II Animation Package (subtogic) $54 95 now
Dr Daley s Software Library $79 95 nom
Physics I (Educ Courseware) $24 00 now
Basic Tutor l-vil (Introduction to

Programming) Reg $24 00 each
Medical Office Management (CMA) $449 95 .„
J4S Computer Chemistry $150 00 now
Cook s Touch Typing $14 95 now
PDI s Computer Programming $59 95 „„,
EAI Literal Comprehension (grades 2-4) $39 95 now
COMPAK MATH Grade by Concept $495 00 now
Hartley Prescriptive Math Drill $79 95 „am
Hellfire Warrior $39 95 nom
Mimco Joy Stick $go rjo now
Scotch Disk Cleaning System
Super Invader/Space Wars $29 95 „ow
Visilist $24 95 now
Word Fun $19 95 now
Paper Tiger 560G $ 1 795 00 now
Mt Com Music System $545 00 now
Apple Menu Cookbook $ 1 9 95 now
The Mailroom $29 95 ,„,
Statistics $15 95 now

Coming Soon - Our new 800 Number (except Calif.)
" (Ill

$24.00
$40.0*
$40.00
$21.40

$11.40
$4*4.0*
$13*.**
$13.4*
$50.00
$33.0*

$443.40
$71.00
$33.**
$34.0*
$34.OO
$33.30
$21.10
$17.00
$1400

$470.»S
$14.0*
$23.3*
$13.3*

HUNTINGTON COMPUTING, Dept ccs
2020 Charles Street

Post Office Box 787

B
Corcoran. California 93212

Order by Phone (209) 992-541

1

JUNE 1981 117

We take MasterCard or VISA (Include card
# and expiration date) California residents
add 6% tax Include $2.00 for postage.
Foreign extra. Send for free catalog.
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Atari Graphics, continued.

Electron
Gun

Figure I.
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from one point to another, a line appears

on the screen; this is because the beam of

electrons lights all the dots between the

two points on its way. These individual

lighted dots appear to be a line because

they are so close together. Enter and run

Program 2 to get a drawn line on the

screen; if you have a very sharp picture,

you may be able to see individual dots.

5 REM PROGRAM 2

18 GRhPHICS 8+16

26 SETCOLOR 2,0,8
30 SETCOLOR 1,0,14

48 UXOR 1

50 PLOT 1,96

60 ORAMTO 319,96
70 GOTO ?0

Lisliru: 2.

However, if we trace the line just once,

it will stop glowing quickly because when

the electrons stop hitting the phosphor, it

stops giving off light. In order to display a

line that glows steadily, the beam of elec-

trons has to hit every dot in it over 30

times a second. At that speed, or faster,

the phosphor doesn't have time to fade

out before the beam energizes it again. If

the line is not retraced, or "refreshed." 30

or more times per second, it will start to

flicker.

Any steady image you see on a TV
screen is being continuously refreshed;

the most common refresh rate is 60 times

per second. If this refreshing process

stops, the TV screen goes blank. Televi-

sion stations send information continu-

ously to the TV, even when the screen is

"frozen" (during a test pattern, for

instance). An Atari sends continuous sig-

nals that mean "READY" to the TV. 60

times per second, when the TV displays

"READY" (as right after you switch it on (.

In a TV set, the electron beam is moved
in a standard pattern, by deflection plates.

It starts at the top left and travels down to

the lower right, scanning back and forth

across the screen. (See Figure 2.) The
beam traces hundreds of horizontal lines

across the screen. This is called a "raster

scan." and the lines are called "scan lines."

While the beam is being traced in the

fixed path, the intensity of the electron

gun is varied. Now when electrons hit the

screen , the phosphor glows more brightly

.

and vice versa. By varying the intensity of

the beam as it scans across the screen, the

screen will show shades of grey.

Let's review what we've covered so far;

we'll need it later when we discuss some of

the more sophisticated features of the

Atari. The phosphor is painted on the

inside of the picture tube. Electrons fired

from an electron gun cause it to glow. The
number of electrons the gun fires deter-

mines the brightness of the glowing phos-
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Eight Inch Floppy Disk Drive Subsystem Model V1000
The V1000, Vista's sophisticated new disk drive subsystem, sets

new standards for ease of access and use. Its innovative design

permits disk drives to be mounted or removed quickly and easily for

system reconfiguration or servicing.

Features:

• Deluxe chassis with internal slide allows easy access.

• Storage capacity from 250 kilobytes to 2.5 megabytes.

• Desk or rack mountable.
• Accomodates both single-sided and double-sided drives.

• Industrial quality cabinet with die cast front bezel.

• Drives pull out for easy service and maintenance.
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Cabinet with (2) double sided dnves w/power supply

Cabinet (only)
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$2295.00
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Vista's Line of High Performance, High Reliability
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Daisy Wheel Printer Model V300
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• 96-character proportional, bidirectional printing

• Interface Parallel or RS232 C option
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V300-25cps $1895.00

V300 45cps $2195.00

Minifloppy Disk System, Model V200
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• Compatible with industry standard S100 main

frames.
• System software Vista CP M" VOS Disk

Operating System and Basic • E compiler.
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Starting as low as $695.00
V200 Exidy version $1199.00

Vista Computer Company 1317 E. Edinger Avenue • Santa Ana. CA. 92705 • (714) 9530523
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Atari Graphics, continued...

phor and allows shades of grey. Finally,

the TV traces the beam in a horizontal

pattern, left to right, one line at a time,

from the top to the bottom of the screen.

At the end of the screen, the gun starts all

over again at the top.

Well, you ask. "What about color? How
does that work?" Color isn't very different

from black and white in terms of how it is

generated. Instead of a phosphor that

glows only shades of grey, the screen is

split up into very small dots. Inside of each
dot is a place that when hit with a beam of

electrons will glow one of several colors.

(See Figure 3.) The gun is aimed very

precisely at these sub-dots, so that when it

is signalled, for example, to show a blue
dot at a particular point on the screen, it

hits the blue "sub-point" that causes that

dot to glow blue. Note that now there is a

limited number of dots onscreen, because
each color must be represented, packed
in next to each other. No dot is located

next to another dot of the same color: for

example, two blue dots could not be lit.

one right next to the other. Every dot
fixed in one position, so they cannot be
moved. The Atari knows the positions of

all the color dots, and draws graphics
using them.

All any TV transmitter does is synchro-

nize with the TV and then send it a contin-

uing stream of color and brightness, or
luminance, information. The TV handles
scanning back and forth and putting the

information coming to it onscreen at the

right color/luminance. (Ill refer to color

and luminance information as color/lum
from now on.) The TV station doesn't

specify to the TV just where a given

color/lum should be displayed; rather, it

sends that information at the time when
the TV scan will have reached the proper
point. The Atari works in the same
manner.
An Atari needing to plot a dot at a

particular point can't directly tell the TV
to "put it here," and give it X and Y co-

ordinates. Instead, it has to wait until the

electron beam has reached those co-

ordinates in its top to bottom scan, then

send the TV color/lum information for

that dot. Incidentally, the Atari must
immediately send information for the next

dot over too. and if the one dot is meant to

stand out (as in our example), the next dot
over must be dark, as set by its color/lum
information. Remember that the Atari

must do all this sixty times per second to

keep a steady TV picture onscreen.

Since the Atari conforms to TV stan-

dards, it must display everything with hor-

izontal lines composed of individual dots.

This includes lines and characters: all

must be composed of these dots at a cer-

tain color and certain intensity. Let's

examine how the Atari does it for charac-
ters.

Color TV Dot Matrix

Color
Sub-dot

Future V

R represented in dot matrix

Figure 4.

Character Generation
When you turn on your Atari, the work

"READY" appears. We know that the let-

ters of "READY" have to be made out of

dots of various color/lum. Let's find out
how the computer does this.

Look at Figure 4. Here we have an "R"
with a grid on top of it. Wherever in that
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Atari Graphics, continued.

Tr i ang 1 « as character

Fiiture 5.

grid "R" crosses a square, the square is

filled in. Thus we get a rough "R" from the

shape of the squares. These squares can

be thought of as dots. If we send the TV
this dot pattern, line by line, by having it

turn on the fill-in dots and leave the others

off, an "R" will appear onscreen. Since

we've broken the "R" up into eight hori-

zontal segments, the "R" on the TV
screen will be eight scan lines high.

"READY" is just a bit more difficult.

We must first send the top "slice" of "R,"

then of "E." then of "A," "D," "Y." then

finish out the scan line, then do the next

slice down on "R." and so forth. After

eight scan lines are done, we'll have our
"READY" on the TV screen. Remember
we have no choice about what order the

lines are plotted in (top to bottom, left to

right).

We can display any character we want,

or any shape, through these methods. If

we wanted to display a triangle onscreen,

we'd split it up into eight horizontal seg-

ments, each composed of dots, and send

that. (See Figure 5.)

Go switch on your Atari and examine
the "READY" characters. You'll be able

to see the scan lines and individual dots-
provided the picture isn't too fuzzy.

Remember that the Atari must refresh

the TV image 60 times per second, or the

dots will stop glowing and fade away. In

order to regenerate the image, it must be

stored, in some form, inside the Atari. To
find out how the Atari stores this image,

we'll have to examine (briefly) some con-

cepts of computer memory.

When you turn on your
Atari, the word"READY"
appears. Let's find out
how the computer

does this.

Your Atari is equipped with computer

memory organized in "bytes." One "byte"

is composed of eight "bits." A given

amount of computer memory is generally

referred to as a certain number of "bytes";

for example, a "48K Apple" is an Apple

machine equipped with about 48.000

bytes of memory. (The K refers to "thou-

sand.") Your Atari has a variable amount
of memory, depending on how much you

buy for it. (Maximum is three 16K mem-
ory expansions or48K ; the Atari has limits

in its design which prevent it from using

any more.)

A "byte" can represent any number-
integer—from to 255. It does this by

using unique combinations of the eight

"bits" to represent the number. A bit, of

which a byte is made up, can represent

only a or a 1 . Further explanations of this

can be found in any discussion of binary

arithmetic, and we'll be going into it in a

bit more detail soon. However, it isn't nec-

essary for right now to know anything

more than this: a byte can be any integer

from to 255, and a bit, from which bytes

are constructed, can be or 1.

Let's see how this can be used. Our
Atari is trying to represent the letter "R"

in its memory. It thinks of the "R" as a

group of on or off dots. This corresponds

nicely to the concept of a "bit"; a can be

thought of as an unlit dot and a 1 as a lit

dot. Let's go back to our figure of the "R"

broken up into dots, and represent it as

bits instead. (See Figure 6.)

It takes eight bytes, each composed of

eight bits, to store our "R" in the memory
of the Atari. When refresh time comes for

the "R." it takes the first byte, and sends it

to theTV as a blank dot for each bit, and
a bright dot for each 1 bit. After com-
pleting the rest of the scan line, it does the

second byte, or row, of the "R." After

eight scan lines are done, the "R" is fin-

R as dot-matrix and bit patterns

01 1 11000

01000100

1 000 1 00

01111000

01010000

1 00 1 000

01000100

00000000

1 mure 6.
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Atari Graphics, continued...

ished. Of course, the "READY" must also

be represented, so each letter has an
eight-byte chunk of memory assigned to

it.

Hence, if the Atari used this approach,
we'd need eight bytes for each character
onscreen. There are 40 characters per line

and 24 lines (960 characters), so this

comes out to a memory requirement of

7.680 bytes.

In order to clear up any confusion at

this point, let's construct an analogy. Ima-
gine a chessboard with 40 squares across

and 24 down. On each square we put one
letter. This is the Atari's "display mem-
ory." When the Atari needs to refresh the

screen, it starts at the top left corner of the

board, finds an "R," put it onscreen, then
"E."and so forth. (Remember that it must
do this in slices). Each square thus corres-

ponds to one character displayed on the

Atari. Since we're saving the shape of

each character in the square, we need
eight bytes of memory per square. (See
Figure 7.) You can consider the chess-

board as stored in memory a row at a time,

in one long line.

This approach to display memory is

called "bit mapping." The name refers to

the fact that every bit in display memory
corresponds to a dot onscreen— one-to-

one. (The "bit" is "mapped" onto the

screen.) It gives you the ability to control

any dot on the TV individually. There's
just one problem with it. and that's the

amount of memory required to do it.

Atari Screen, upper left hand corner shown

ollllooo|oiiiiioo|oooioooogoiiilooo|oloooioo| !

oloooioofolooooooloololooq OlOOOlOO) loololooo

oloooloosoioooooololoooioq lolooolooi ioooloooo

oliiloooioUiloooioltllloq ioloooloo ioooloooo

ololoooogoloooooololoooloo ioloooloo) ioooloooo
oloolooo|oloooooo|oloooloq ioloooloo ioooloooo

(Screen
cont l nues
35 more)

t t t t t I

(Screen
cont i nues
2 3 more)

es8 byt

character

per

(Each
by ar

1" is

unl it

represented
dot.)

Figure 7.

by a lit dot , each "
"

Memory is a scarce commodity in a

computer. The cost of 16,000 bytes for

your Atari is $200 (retail ). Dedicating over
8.000 bytes of it to display—one sixth of
your total memory if you've spent the

money to get the maximum amount— isn't

very good. That memory is needed for

other purposes, like storing your Basic

programs. Let's find a way to use less

Upper left hand corner of Atari Screen

50 37 33 36 57 00 00 00 00 (blanks)
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 (blanks)
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 (b 1 anks)

t

E

t

lac

t

1 c

t

-iari

t

)LCt<sr llow OC<;up

Kin

les one byte.

urcK.

memory. (Incidentally, in case you're

wondering, the memory is physically

located in those cartridges that plug into

the top of the Atari, with "8K" or "16K"
written on them.)

Remember that in ourchessbord (mem-
ory), we are saving the shape of every

letter on screen. What we could do is

define the shape just once for each letter,

then in our display memory just tell the

Atari where to look for the shape of each
character.

To clarify this, let's go back to our anal-

ogy. Our "chessboard" right now has eight

bytes in each square defining the shape of

each character with bits. Instead of eight

bytes, let's assign just one. A byte, you'll

recall, can hold a number from to 255.

Next, for each character or shape we
would ever want to display onscreen, we'll

assign a number from to 255. Atari does
it like this: A is 33. B is 34. and so forth,

(for "READY": 50.37.33.36,57). Other
characters, such as commas or asterisks,

have their own numbers.
Somewhere in memory we put a com-

plete table of character shapes, eight

bytes per character, just as we did before.

Given a number— for instance. 33— the
Atari can determine its shape from this

table ("A"). From this shape it can then
display the letter.

Now our 40 x 24 chessboard has just

numbers on it. In the upper left hand cor-
ner, the first five numbers are: 50.37.33.

36,57. (See Figure 8.) The Atari knows
these numbers to be "READY," via its

shape-table, and can through them gener-
ate the display. Let's calculate the mem-
ory we've used now: 1 byte per character.
40 x 24 screen = 960 characters or 960
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FROM ENGLISH TO APPLESOFT
IN MINUTES WITH C.O.R.P.

"

THE FIRST PROGRAM GENERATOR

°^M>,

Just imagine the possibilities you have with a

software package that writes other software

packages That s what CO R P can do lor you It's so

adaptable that the different applications you can

create are virtually limitless C.O.R.P. is the first

Combined Operating Re entrant Programming Data

Base Management System (We call it C O R P DBMS
for short

i That compiles information supplied by the

user in english into a separate Applesoft Program

automatically C.O.R.P. allows the user to create

data-entry application programs, sort, update, copy
data, create print application programs and check

system functions through a complete diagnostic pack-

age routine supplied with the system without writing

one line of applesott or having any programming
knowledge The COR P. System will also allow the

experienced programmer to modify the generated

source code to meet a specific application

DATA ENTRY GENERATOR

The Data Entry Generator writes a complete

Applesoft program

FEATURES

• Keyed random access tiles

• Access any record in 7 seconds

• Supports record modification/deletion and

addition

• Verification of field types

(Alpha/Numeric etc I

• Status line continuously displays available file

space, number used and % full.

• Allows backspacing for editing through characters

and fields within current record

• Will accomodate up to 9.999 records per file

• Multiple data-bases can be concentrated tor

reporting

• Record retrieval/modification and deletion by any

field in file.

• Automatic maintenance of all pointers: no separate

utility required to resolve or maintain pointers

• Space compression allows for more storage space

than standard sequential tiles

• Both random and sequential search capabilities

supported.

• File space can be reserved in advance or allocated

as needed
• Dynamic allocation/compression provides auto-

matic re-use of deleted space

• Direct access to all data-records via master

directory

• Simple easy to use menu driven system prompts

you for all necessary information.

• Field underlining for visual verification of field

sizes

• Creates a screen file tor later modification

• Number of fields limited only to screen size of 1

9

lines by 38 characters

SORT SUBSYSTEM

FEATURES:

• Sort by any field

• Ascending or descending
• File size unlimited

• Uses Shell - Metzner Algorithm for sorting.

• Sort procedure can rebuild master directory

linkage

• Supports total and relative ordered files

• Alpha or numbenc sorts supported

• Uses a single disk, requires no work tile

UPDATE SUBSYSTEM

The update subsystem is designed to update

any or all information within the data file by user

defined mathematial functions The update subsystem

allows the user to define the field, range and type of

update to be performed

FEATURES:

• Search by any field

• Update by any field

• Include or omit any data based on search para-

meters.

• Add. subtract, multipy and divide any constant or

percentage to any field.

• Round from zero to five places of accuracy.

• Fifteen significant digits.

• Update by keyed random access

• Update by Alpha/Numerical strings

PRINT PROGRAM GENERATOR

The Print Program Generator writes a complete

applesott program

FEATURES

• Allows for date, page numbers and heading, with

or without expanded p'int and underlining

• Program can be written to accomodate any lorm

size

• Cross-reference up to four tiles simultaneously to

maximize file capacity.

• Print-program data may reside on multiple disks.

• Automatic random to sequential file conversion.

• Transaction tile allows tor modification of user

defined variables

• Can accommodate any mathematicalcomputation
• Allows you to print and update or just update the

transaction file

•Employs high-speed sorting and printing algorithms

• Program can be written to accommodate any

printer type

• Allows computer formatting or user absolute tor-

matting, (checks, invoices, statements)

DIAGNOSTICS

The C.O.R.P. System comes with its own
diagnostic package This extra feature wasdesigned
to add to the effectiveness of the system The
diagnostic routines give you the capability of check-

ing the operating condition of the hardware and
software

FEATURES

• Available memory
• Changing the system functions

• Disk test

• Printer test

• Master directory editor

• File logical record length expansion

• Dumping a data Mr
• And more

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

• Apple* || plus with ai'tc start ROM
• 46K of memory.
• Two 5'V Disk Drives

• DOS 3 3
• Video Monitor

• Printer (optional!

DOCUMENTATION:

The final word is Documentation We at Maromaty
& Scotto know that even the most brilliantly conceived

program is useless if you can't understand it That's

why eas/ to understand material is the distinction

between what is merely a good package and a truly

excellent one.

The CORP System user's manual contains

over 90 pages of examples and explanations of the

system, and how to use it for maximum efficiency.

Starting with a hands on step by step process. A
glossary and program subroutine cross reference

have been provided to simplify the learning process

* CopyriflM ld« l Ma'omatv S Scotto Software Corp

• Allows user defined incius ons and ommissions -Appie a reo..»te'<

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE

C.O.R.P * System (Complete) S 189.95

C.O.R.P. " Manual Only $ 5.00

(S5.00 credit towards system when ordering manual on

Send To: Maromaty A Scotto Software Corp., P.O. Box 610. Floral Pa

SUBTOTAL

rk.N.Y. 11001

Handling and Shipping - Add per order S 300

S2.50 charge on all COD'S
N.Y. State residents add 8% sales tax

Payment Enclosed D C.O.D. TOTAL

$2 50 savings on all pre-paid orders

AxMrtai
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Atari Graphics, continued..

bytes. This is one eighth of what we were
using before, und this is the technique the

Atari uses to store characters. The first 40
bytes of display memory are used to store

the first row. the second 40 the second
row. and so forth. I should also make clear

the point that display memory is a section

of regular memory, located anywhere,
and is physically the same as regular mem-
ory; its function is all that makes it display

memory, just as the memory assigned to

storing Basic programs is program mem-
ory. It's all in the same chips, and what
physical memory is asigned to what func-

tion varies a lot.

In summary, let's go through the whole
process of displaying a "READY." The
Atari determines that it's time for a screen

refresh. It starts with the uppermost slice

of the first character on the upper left-

hand corner. It looks to the display mem-
ory chessboard, and finds a 50 there. It

says "50." to itself. It looks up a 50 in its

collection of character shapes, and finds

the shape "R." It outputs to the TV the top

segment of "R." composed of eight on-off

dots from the top slice of the "R" shape
(first byte). The TV gets this information,

composed of a group of color/lum infor-

mation, when it is displaying the first eight

scan line. It repeats this process eight

times, at which point the display of the

first row of 40 characters, which are eight

scan line high, is finished. It repeats this

The Atariuses its display
memory in two different

ways: either
"character addressing,

"

where we reserve one
byte per character,
or "bit mapping,"

where we reserve one
bit per each screen dot.

process 24 times for the entire screen.

This whole process is completed 60 times
a second (See Figure 9.)

Next, let's find out how the Atari han-

dles lines.

Display Memory translated to characters

50 1 37 1 33 | 36 1 57 |00 |00 |0g |00 | (blanks)
'

-e* "R" *

-»-"E" ^ To
-e* "ft"

"Y
-TV

-* " (blank) "

(inure l
».

dots, and displays them. The Atari then
gets the 37. which it outputs as an "E" ( top
slice only), and so forth for the first scan
line. Next, it sets the second byte of the
"R." sends that slice, then of the "E." "A."
"D." and "Y." with the remainder of the

Lines

Surprise! You already know how lines

work. Remember our discussion of "bit

mapped" memory? That's how lines are
done on the Atari. We have one bit for

each dot onscreen, and if that bit is on, the

Atari has the corresponding TV dot
switched on each pass. Yes, this uses a
great deal of memory. Look in the back
cover of your Atari Basic manual. There it

notes the amount of memory ("Random
Access Memory," or RAM) required for

each Graphics mode. Under Graphics 8
mode, it says 7900 bytes. This compares
with our calculated figure of 7.680 bytes.

(The differences we can attribute to var-

ious tables and other data the Atari keeps
around in this mode.)

Also examine the number of display-

able dots in the X and Y directions for

Graphics 8: 320x192. Now 320 is 40 (char-

acters) x 8 (bits per character shape hori-

zontally), and 192 is 24 (rows) x 8 (scan
lines per character). See? You now have a
pretty clear picture of what's going on
inside the machine. Just eliminate the

character squares on our chessboard, and
we'll have 340 x 192 dots, each one repre-

sented by one bit inside the Atari (the bits

happen to be part of bytes), and you have
a representation of how the Atari handles
Graphics. In this mode, the first 320 bits of
display memory (40 bytes) are the first

scan line, the second 40 bytes the second
scan line, and so on.

How does the Atari display a line? By
turning on the dots onscreen that the line

"passes over." Run Program 3. and you'll

be able to see the individual dots lit up, as
well as how the dots shift over a discrete

horizontal amount when they're diagonal.

5 REM F-FiCGRhM 3

18 GRAPHICS 8+16
it) SETC0L0R 2.(3.0

* SfcTCGLOF 1,9/14
« COLOR 1

bfe« PLOT 1 ,

1

68 DRAUTO 319,

1

78 DF'rtUTO 1,191

ae DRAWT0 1,1

98 GOTO 98

Lisiini! 3.

The Atari uses its display memory in

two different ways: either "character
address," where we reserve one byte per
character, or "bit mapping." where we
reserve one bit per each screen dot. The
statistics as listed for character address-
ing, also known as Graphics 0, are 40 x 24
characters. 993 bytes used (we calculated
960; again, table space adds to the space
needs), and for Graphics 8. 320 x 192, with
7900 bytes used. Now rather than just limit

the user to two Graphics modes, the Atari
people gave Basic programmers nine,

numbered to 8.

Look in the back of your manual again.
The Atari has nine Graphics modes which
you may access through the BASIC
GRAPHICS statement. Graphics is reg-

ular character mode. One and 2 are like 0.

but the characters are displayed in
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expanded form, i.e., stretched horizon-
tally and/or vertically. This results in

fewer characters per line, and since we're
still character addressing, various combi-
nations of the number of usable X,Y
points and the number of colors they can
be displayed in (remembering what color
a given point is takes more memory; the
more colors, the more memory is

required). In Graphics 3-7. memory repre-

sents not a single dot but a whole group of
dots. In other words, every screen dot in

that group will have the same color and
lum, but the whole group is represented

by one memory location. The higher the

Graphics mode, the smaller the number of
screen dots per group, and the finer the

resolution and quality displays possible.

Finally in Graphics 8, we have one screen
dot per memory bit. and only one color. It

takes a lot of memory, as the table shows.
The Atari manual states that only one

graphics mode can be used at a time—
sometimes with a Graphics "window" at

the bottom of the screen. When you con-
sider how display memory is organized,

this is very reasonable. If we have a char-

acter display going, and suddenly decide
to switch to Graphics 8, the Atari will start

to display the numbers we saved for

Graphics as Graphics 8 bit-dot patterns.

For example, if we look at the top left

hand corner of the screen (where the "R"
is on startup), we would find the first loca-

tion has a 50 in it. This is our "R." In

Graphics mode 0, this is displayed as an
"R" eight scan lines high. But, in Graphics
8, this data would be represented by a bit

pattern of 0,0,1,1,0,0.1,0. A dot would be
lit for each I , and there would be a dark
pattern for each 0. We'd have a random
dot pattern on the screen where the "R"
used to be, and it would be only one scan
line high. Remember, when we use the

data in display memory differently, for the

different Graphics types, we have to be
consistent. There's one other problem. If

we switch from Graphics to Graphics 8,

our display memory needs are going to go
from 993 to 7900. That memory must
come from the top of the regular display

memory. Unless this memory is zeroes,

we'll get dots all over the screen as the bit

patterns are represented as Graphics 8

dots.

You can begin to see all these graphics

modes can bring problems. The Atari

people adopted the sensible strategy of

not having people call in to complain
about incomprehensible manuals and ran-

dom dots all over their screens when their

programs didn't work right, and told their

customers nothing besides the fairly fool-

proof Basic graphics statements. The
really good graphics capabilities they left

to their engineers, and that's what we're

going to explore next month in the second
part of this article.

N
DISKETTES?

BASF
MEMOREX
WkDysan

Visa. Mastercharge accepted. Call

free (800)235-4 1 37 for prices and
information All orders sent postage

paid
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Apple
Picture PacKer

David Lubar
An Apple disk has a lot of space avail-

able, until you start saving hi-res pictures.

Suddenly, 100K becomes very small. At

best, you can store 12 pictures, along with

a short program to display them. DOS 3.3

provides a bit more space, but still limits

picture storage. Rather than look (or

more storage room, it seemed logical to

try cramming the picture data into a

smaller package.

While I had heard rumors that the

Wizard of Cupertino knew how to fit

more pictures on a disk. I'd never come
across a program for doing this. I decided

togiveitatry.The task turned into some-

thing between an addiction and an obses-

sion. I was never satisfied; each time I

managed to reduce storage. I needed

another sector—just one more, then I'd

quit. And so it went for three weekends. I

produced one revision after another, end-

ing with Picture Packer 3.0. While there is

still room for improvement. I believe the

existing version is useful and worth shar-

ing with the Apple community.
The program could have been written

in Basic, but it would have been way too

slow for any real-time application. Enter

machine language— a bit tougher to write

and debug, but a lot faster. My goal was to

make a table that would contain 8K of hi-

res data in less than 8K of space. Most
pictures contain a fair amount of repeti-

tion. A look at screen memory (from

$2000 to S3FFF for page one of hi-res

graphics) will reveal that pictures tend to

contain long strings of identical bytes.

Rather than store a series such as (X) 00
00 00 44 77 00 00 00. it seemed reasonable

to expect a saving of space by storing a

table which said. "There are four zeroes.

a 44, a 77. then three more zeroes." Using
this approach. Picture Packer 1.0 was
born. It made a table from screen

memory. The table was composed of

pairs of bytes; the first byte told how
many times in a row the second byte
appeared on the screen. In essence, the

first byte gave the frequency of the

second. For example, starting with a

series of screen bytes such as 00 00 00 00
AA AA AA FF 00 00, the table would
contain 04 00 03 AA 01 FF 02 00.

A test version was written to pack the

lo-res screen. If it worked, the change for

hi-res would be simple. The program
packed a lo-res picture of IK into a total

of less than 3/4K. Feeling confident, I

changed the pointers and tried packing

The pictures to the left were all

scrunched with Picture Packer. The
space scgnt required 14 sectors. "Adven-
ture" look a mere I <) sectors, and "Hail to

the Chief" required I '> sectors.
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>4pple II

sensational
software

creative
computing
software

Haunted House
Cassette CS-4005

$11 95
Requires 1SK Super Invasion

Cassette CS-40O6 J 1 9 95
Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

This original invasion game features superb high res-
olution graphics, nail biting tension and hilarious antics
by the moon creatures Fifty-live aliens whiz across the
screen quickening their descent challenging you to
come out from behind your blockades and pick them off

with your lasers A self-running attract mode makes it

easy to learn and demonstrate the game Game paddles
are required

It's 6:00 pm and you have until midnight to find the secret

passageway out of a large rambling HAUNTED HOUSE. During
your search you'll encounter skeleton keys, charms, friendly

ghosts, and evil spirits. Sound effects add to the eerieness. The
layout changes in every game.

Outdoor Games
Cassette CS-4010 $14 95 4 Programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Space War
Take command in Space War. Select from

live game modes, including reverse gravity

and the battle begins Challenge your op-

ponent with missle tire, force him to collide

with the sun or to explode upon re-entry

from hyperspace Be wary. He may circle

out ol sight and re-appear on the opposite

side of the galaxy. (This is the classic MIT
game redisgned especially for the Apple

Cassette CS-4009 $14 95
Requires 16K

Apple II or Apple II Plus

Forest Fire Use chemical retardants and
backfires to control raging forest fires

Treasure Island I. Your map shows buried
treasure but unfortunately you don t know
where you are; Try to find the treasure

while moving about and observing your
surroundings You have a 3-day supply of

food and water You may find useful objects

(compass, weapons, a horse) but watch out
for hazards (robot guards, pirates, caves,
crocodiles, mountain lions and more).

Treasure Wand II. Same game except you
have to use a metal detector to find the
treasure

Fishing Trip. Try to catch flounder end
salmon while avoiding logs, sharks, bad
weather and running out of fuel

Outdoor Games and
Haunted House

Disk 4504. $24 95
Requires 32K Apple II or Apple II Plus

This disk contains all five programs from

cassettes CS-4005 and CS-4010

Super Invasion

Space War
DiskCS 4508 $29 95

Requires 48K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E » press orders may be called

in toll-free

Order today at no risk If you are not

completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 8O0«31 8112
InNJ 201-540-0445

creative computing software



Picture Packer, continued...

the hi-res screen. The first picture I tested

was reduced from 32 sectors (8K requires

32 disk sectors—each disk sector con-

tains 1/4K) down to 22 sectors. I was
beginning to feel the thrill of victory when
Murphy's law took effect. The next

picture went from 32 sectors to 48— not

exactly an economical conversion. Look-

ing through the table and the hi-res

screen. I noticed a lot of single bytes that

didn*t have the decency to repeat them-

selves and make life simple for me. The
table saved space whenever there were
strings of repeated bytes, but each unique

byte required two bytes in the table. For
example, the series 00 FF AA 38 would be

packed (?) into a table as 01 00 01 FF 01

AA 01 38. Obviously, a slight change in

strategy was required.

Looking at screen memory again. I

noticed that there were patterns in most
pictures. Some had long strings of identi-

cal bytes, others contained pairs of bytes

such as AA 55 AA 55. while others had
groups of four such as 38 FF AA 72 38 FF
aa 72. 1 converted the program, making it

go through the screen twice. On the first

pass, it packed bytes 1.3.5 ...; on the sec-

ond pass, it took care of 2.4.6 .... A series

such as AA 55 AA 55 AA 55 would be
represented by a table that started with 03
AA. followed by the rest of the first pass.

The second pass would start with 03 55.

This method succeeded in crunching pic-

tures containing a large number of dupli-

cate pairs.

I was faced with the unpleasant pro-

spect of using different programs for dif-

ferent pictures. But there was a way
around this non-utile aspect of the utility.

Picture Packer 2.0 made three test pack-
ings of the screen. First, it constructed a
table made by taking the bytes in order.

After saving the length of this table, it did

the packing in two passes, taking every

second byte, then in four passes, taking

every fourth byte. It compared the three

table lengths and selected the method
which produced the shortest table. This
shortest version was repeated, and a byte

was placed at the beginning of the table,

telling how many passes were made. The
unpacking program could use this first

byte to tell what kind of table it was work-
ing with. The identification byte also

served as the offset when stepping

through the screen.

This version of the program produced a
substantial improvement over the first

version. Unfortunately, while some pic-

tures were now being scrunched into as

few as 16 sectors, others were still taking

up more than 32 sectors. Looking through
the table, I found the culprits were the

single bytes. Each unique byte required
two bytes in the table, and a series of

unique bytes really killed any attempts at

economy. It was time for a major change
in strategy.

There had to be a way to reduce the

space taken when storing a long series of

unique bytes. Somehow, I had to put even

more information in the table while using

less space. I decided that instead of repre-

senting a series such as AA FF 35 7F as 01

AA 01 FF 01 35 01 7F. I could strip out all

the 01's by using a signal byte such as FF.

where FF NN would mean that the next

NN bytes were unique. Had hindsight

been working properly at the time. I

would have seen the problem with this

approach. However, logic tends to get a

bit loose late at night, and I gave the

method a try. The results were dismal. At
times, I was using three bytes to represent

a unique byte. It was rethink time again.

Suddenly, certain
pictures were turning

into garbage when they
were unpacked.

There were two possibilities that

needed to be distinguished in the table;

either a screen byte was repeated or it was
unique. This information didn't require a

whole byte— it could be contained in a

single bit. At the moment, each frequency
byte was in a range from 1 to 256 ($00 to

$FF with $00 representing 256 decimal).

By reducing the range to a maximum of

128. the high bit would be free. I decided
to use the following convention: if the

high bit was 0. the rest of the number told

how many times the next byte was
repeated on the screen. If the high bit was
1. then the rest of the number told how
many unique bytes followed in the table.

Only one more slight change was
required. Since the frequency byte had to

be less than $80 (the high bit of a byte

has a hex value of 80 and a decimal value

of 128). the allowable range had to be
from $00 to $7F. To simplify testing in

the program, and to allow full use of the

range, the frequency was changed to

represent one less than the actual count.
Where does this leave us? A series of

repeated bytes would still be represented

as before, though the frequency byte
would be one less than its actual value. So
AA AA AA AA would be represented in

the table as 03 AA. A series of unique
bytes such as 07 FF 35 42 would be stored

as 83 07 FF 35 42. This strategy resulted in

only minor changes in the original pro-

gram, followed by another program which
produced the final table. Since this

stripped-down table would be shorter
than the original version, it could be
stored in the same place without over-
writing any information.

Basically, any entries in the original

table representing repeated bytes would

be left unchanged: any series of unique

bytes would be shortened considerably by

the removal of all those 01 's. Picture

Packer 3.0 functions fairly well. Pictures

with a lot of background can be packed

into as few as 1 1 sectors, while most pic-

tures require around 24 sectors. I man-

aged to cram 21 pictures on one disk

under DOS 3.2.1. with lengths ranging

from 1 1 to 29 sectors. Admittedly, some
pictures don't pack too well, but in most

cases the program does a good job of

decreasing storage requirements.

The hidden bug (there's always a hid-

den bug) didn't appear until after a month

of trouble-free use. Suddenly, certain pic-

tures were turning into garbage when they

were unpacked. Checking through the

program. I discovered that it got confused

when doing more than one pass on a pic-

ture that had unique bytes at both the start

and end of screen memory. The repack-

ing of the table just counted the number of

unique bytes, it didn't notice that they

belonged to different passes. The prob-

lem only appeared on certain Apples. The
last eight bytes of screen memory are

unused. Normally, this area will contain

all 00's or all FF's, depending on the brand

of RAM being used. In some Apples, this

area will contain FF FF 00 00 FF FF 00 00.

In such cases, the final table will be

messed up. The fix was simple. At the start

of the program, these last eight bytes are

set to zero.

Using Picture Packer 3.0

The program contains only relative

branches, so it can be placed anywhere in

free memory. I usually load it into $1000.

With the program in memory and a pic-

ture on hi-res page 1 ($2000). you simply

give the command lOOOG from the moni-

tor (assuming the program is located at

$1000). or use CALL 4096 from Basic. In

about five seconds, the table is ready. The
end of the table is stored in the first two
bytes of memory ($00.$01). To save the

table on disk you need to know the length.

Just subtract $40 from the value in loca-

tion $01 . and use that for the hi byte of the

length. (Since the table always starts at

$4000. the hi byte of the length will be $40
less than the ending address shown in

location $01.) To get the full length,

append the lo byte value from location

$00. For instance, if the first two locations

in memory have the values $A2. $4C. the

length of the table is $0CA2. (The length

is actually $0CA3, but Apple DOS always
stores one more byte than requested.) To
put the above example on disk, use

BSAVE TITLE, A$4000, L$CA2. From
Basic, the command would be PRINT D$;
"BSAVE TITLE, A$4000, L"; PEEK (0)

+ 256*(PEEK(l)-64).

Once pictures have been packed, the

disk displaying them need only contain
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New Data Factory compatible business program.

NEW FOR THE APPLE

Do more than invoices

It isn't just an invoice program. The
Invoice Factory generates an aged re-

ceivable report, a product or customer
report, even a yearly bar graph analysis,

and much more. You can calculate your

yearly, semi-annual, and quarterly busi-

ness in minutes.

...it's easy

And it's easy to operate. After only a
few minutes with the Manual, anyone
can enter orders and generate invoices.

Your statements are ready automatically

with 30, 60, or 90 day analyses. With The
Invoice Factory your accounts will stay

current and you will know exactly where
the money isn't.

. . . it's ready when you are

We needed this system too! Our bills

were going out later and later every

month. With today's economy, and
money tight, no one can afford to forget

those receivables. As billing became
more complex with service and handling

charges, we found that we had to have a

system to relieve our weary office staff.

We had computers that didn't ask for

raises or vacations, and didn't get the

tlu, or come in late; we therefore cre-

ated another system that works.' We
developed it to work in conjunction with

The Data Factory, our data base manage-
ment system, but it can also stand alone.

. . . it's automatic

The data disks that are generated by

The Invoice Factory are fully compatible

with The Data and Mini Factory. You
just enter an account number and The
Invoice Factory goes to work. It retrieves

all the account information instantly.

Terms of payment, method of shipping,

special handling procedures, and even

your own seasonal comments are noted.

About three hundred accounts can be

handled on one data disk. One hundred

different products can be listed then

tabulated automatically. UPS zones and
fees are entered to compute charges

quickly and correctly. Taxes can be

added if desired. You have to see it op-

erate to appreciate the speed and effi-

ciency of the system.

. . . it's an investment

With this system, like our others, you
can be sure that Micro Lab will add new
features to make it even more powerful.

By purchasing The Invoice Factory now,

you will be able to have your input count.

And the next version of the product will

include many of the routines that per-

haps you, yourself have suggested.

. . . it's always there

Again, we offer two identical program
disks with each package. You are never

without a back up should anything go
wrong with the original copy. If you have
an Extended Warranty just send the

blown disk back to us for a renewal at

no additional cost. And when new ver-

sions of the system are released, your
extended warranty covers that as well.

The annual Extended Warranty rate is

$20. Without the Extended Warranty
there is a $10 per disk fee for renewals.

You will always have the current version

of The Invoice Factory. When we add
new features to the program your in-

vestment will become more valuable.

...it's available now
Micro Lab has a reputation for quality

products. The Invoice Factory is a sure

winner. Those that have seen it have
been truly impressed with the simplic-

ity yet power of the system. The Invoice

Factory is offered at the introductory

price of $100.00. It requires a 48k Apple
II computer with Applesoft and two
disk drives. Orders must be arranged

through your local dealer.

micro lab
systems that work

3218 Skokie Valley Road • Highland Park, IL60035 • 312-433-7550
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Picture Packer, continued...

the unpacking program. Again, it can
reside almost anywhere in memory, as

long as it doesn't conflict with program
storage, screen memory, or table storage.

The convenience of relocatability more
than makes up for slight inefficiencies

that sometimes occur in this type of code.

Since the unpacker is only about $90 bytes

long, it can be placed at the start of page 3

(768 decimal) without crashing any DOS
hooks. To use it, just BLOAD the table

and call the unpacking routine. The pic-

ture will be placed back into screen mem-
ory in several seconds. A sample program
that displays a disk full of pictures is listed

below.

10 [•*='•": REM CONTROL D
20 PRINT D*; "BLOAD UNCRAM, A*1O00"

30 GR : POKE -16297,0: POKE -16302
,0

40 FOR 1=1 TO 21
50 PRINT D*; "BLOAD PICTURE";

I

6© CALL 4096
70 NEXT I

80 END

A short protinim for displaying packed pictures.

How it Works
The program first sets bytes S3FF8-

S3FFF to zero, then defines pointers for

the start of screen memory and the start of

the table. A flag is used to determine

whether this is a test packing or the final

run. Two other important variables are

used. COUNT keeps track of the number
of passes made during any individual

packing. OFF is the offset used to get the

sequence of screen bytes. This method
allows the same program to be used for

packing with one, two, or four passes. The
main loop of the program starts by taking

a byte from screen memory. Then the

offset is added to the screen pointer and
the next screen byte is compared with the

previous byte. If they are the same, the Y
register is incremented. When a different

byte is found, it's time to make an entry in

the table. The Y register is decremented,
leaving it in a range of $00-$7F, then sent

to the table, followed by the screen byte.

This process is repeated until the end of

the screen is reached.

Now the program has to check to see

whether another pass is required for this

particular packing attempt. COUNT is

incremented and compared to OFF. If

COUNT equals OFF. the table is done; if

not. another pass is required for this pack-

ing. Once all passes have been made, the

hi byte of the table length is stored. Next.

OFF is doubled. This gives offsets of one,

two. and four. Finally, after all versions

have been tried , the table lengths are com-
pared. The offset from the shortest table

is used, and the flag is set so the program
will stop after making this table. (A sec-

ond might be saved here by changing the

program so the four-pass pack, if the

shortest, isn't repeated since the four-pass

table is already in memory.) This com-
pletes the first portion of the packing. An
SFF is tacked to the table, signaling the

end.

Now we have a table that contains pairs

of bytes. The first byte of each pair is one
less than the number of times the second
byte appears on the screen. Next, the

table has to be stripped down. The
REPACK section first takes a frequency
byte from the table. If it is not $00 or SFF,
then the next screen byte is not unique. In

this case, the frequency byte and screen

byte are just stored in the table. If the

frequency is $00, the next byte is unique.

In this case, the program branches to SIN-

GLE. Here, unique bytes are stored until a

frequency other than $00 is found. Y is

Rather than look for

more storage room,
it seemed logical to try

cramming the picture
data into a

smaller package.

used to count the number of unique bytes.

When a frequency other than $00 is

found, it's time to put the information in

the table. Y is decremented by one, then
EORed (Exclusive OR) with $80, setting

the hi bit. After Y is placed in the table,

the unique bytes are stored. This whole
process is repeated until the table end
(marked by $FF) is found. We now have a

packed table representing screen
memory.

Unpacker 3.0 reverses the process,

turning the table into screen data. After

the pointers are set up, a byte is taken
from the table. If it is $80 or greater, then

the next series of bytes are unique. In this

case, the program branches to SING.
Here, the hi bit is stripped and Y is incre-

mented by one so it will represent the

actual number of unique bytes following it

in the table (remember, Y was decre-

mented by one during the packing phase).

The next Y bytes are sent to the screen.

Again, the offset is used to increase the

screen address, allowing the program to

unpack tables made with any number of

passes.

In the case of repeated bytes (marked
by a frequency byte that is less than $80)

the next byte is sent to the screen Y times

(after Y is incremented by one). When the

end of screen memory is reached, a check
is made to see if another pass is required.

If not. the unpacking is finished.

Final Notes

As I said, the program is not perfect.

I've encountered several pictures that

couldn't be reduced. The packing pro-

vided no saving of space. But, in most

cases, picture storage can be significantly

reduced. Those of you who like to experi-

ment might want to rewrite the program

so it steps through screen memory not in

ascending order, but in the same order

used by the memory mapping. You could

also try stepping past the unused bytes in

screen memory which occur at $XX78-
$XX7F and $XXF8-$XXFF.
The program puts the picture on the

screen rather quickly, with visual effects

that vary depending on the number of

passes used. Beyond being used to store a

series of pictures, the program could be

handy if you have a large program or set of

programs on a disk and want to add a title

picture. It's no longer necessary to set

aside 33 sectors for this. Also, Unpacker
3.0 is handy when you are making changes
to a picture. By keeping the table in mem-
ory, a damaged picture can be quickly

restored by unpacking it back to the

screen.

The same approach could probably be

used on the Atari. The packing would
probably be even greater since Atari

doesn't use the same strange odd-even hi

bit technique that adds complications to

Apple pictures. Any memory mapped
screen could be packed this way. includ-

ing the lo-res PET or TRS-80 screen (of

course, a TRS-80 version would have to

be rewritten in Z80 code).

I'll probably get hooked again some
time and try to knock a few more sectors

off the pictures. Perhaps this program can
be improved. Perhaps another approach
is needed. Whatever, I hope Picture

Packcr3.0and Unpacker 3.0 prove useful.

<=0

I UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE

©Creativr Computing

"So I said to my boss, 'Look, meathead, I've

forgotten more about computers than you'll ever

know!'
"
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Gambiet "80 is rapidly gaining the respect

of chess enthusiasts worldwide.

Designed for the TRS80, Level II with I (X
of RAM.

Gambiet '80 offers six levels of play,

graphic board display, chess clock, "take-

back" facility and many other
features.

i

Gambiet IJO is available at a very con-
servative price, $39.95.

Please send copies of Gambiet '80 fl $39.95 ea.

Name

| Address

! Gity State 7ip

Phone ( )

Gheck Mastercard Visa

Pnrd (f Fxpir Date

Signature

! MIGROTREND, U.S.A.
! 1900 Plantside Drive

Louisville, KY '»0299

1-800-626-6268 CRC

3CDE 3GJE
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Challenging new adventure...

It's Clever & Witty

You are invited into the minds of Dale and Christine

Johnson. This challenging and intriguing adventure

game demands all of your resources to solve its

puzzles.

Mad Venture provides whimsical puzzles, mind

bending riddles, and a refreshing sense of humor.

Cleverly written clues occur in new and unusual ways.

This is a game in which a group can participate-all

offering ideas and suggestions to outwit the creative

genius of the authors.

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

Prize Offered

Only the very skillful will get every treasure to

achieve a perfect score. And only the extraordinary

can negotiate this difficult task to within 2 moves of

perfection. For the first truly unique peison to

accomplish this feat, Micro Lab will award one copy

of any program we produce.

First of a Series

We are certain that you will lose many hours of

sleep and miss your favorite TV shows trying to work

out the intricate passages and logical solutions. But

never fear-there is a game saving feature which

allows you to continue later in the same place where

you ended. Mad Venture, the first in a series of

intriguing adventure games by the Johnsons, will bring

a new level of difficulty to computer adventure.

Available Now
This game will be a classic of its type. It is

available for the Apple computer with 48K for

$24.95. See it at your local Apple dealer.

micro lab
^__^^^^~ systems that work _

3218 Skokie Valley Road . Highland Park. IL 60035 . 312-433 7550

1981. Micro Lab. Inc.
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TAKE
YOU

BEYOND
THE
BASICS

If you're serious about

expanding the horizons of your
TRS-80* then our professional

quality software programs are

for you:

DISK EDITOR/ASSEMBLER: lull screen
editing, modular source and object

relocation: link editing: symbol table with
XREF. 8 character symbols
Mod 1 32k disk #1050-10 SU9.00
Mod 3 32k disk 01250-10 S 149 00

TAPE EDITOR/ASSEMBLER: available

8/81: supports relocatable object

Symbol table with XREF
Mod 3 #1250-20-S*9.95

FULL SCREEN PROGRAM TEXT
EDITORS: lull cursor and scrolling

control: block move/copy/delete: global
tind and change:
For tape and disk BASIC
Mod 1 »1010 20-S24.95
Mod 3 #1210-20-S29.95
For EDTASM source tiles:

Mod 1 »1010 31-S34.95

XBUG: Sell-Relocating Debug Tool and
Monitor with multi-speed single step
leature

Mod 1 #1020-10—519.95
Mod 3 #1220-10— S19.95

Note: these products are no! available lor

level 1

When ordering specify Model. RAM size.

» ol disks

Send check money order, or MC/VISA
numbers and expiration date to

Computer Applications Unlimited
P Box 214 Dept 600 r --, _
Rye. New York 10580 FT*! mS^
N Y State residents add applicable sales
tax Allow 4-6 weeks tor delivery

Dealer Inquiries Invited

COMPUTER
fJ/J APPLICATIONS

'•., UNLIMITED ,m

Quality Reliability Service

"TPS-80 is o TM ol Tandy Corp

SL

Picture Packer, continued.

(ASM
1 PICTURE PACKER 5.8
2 ORG *1088
-• SCLO ECU
4 SCHI EQU 1

c TABLO ECU
i, ThEMI ECU 3
7 OFF ECU 4

8 COUNT EQU c

9 FLAG ECU 6

18 FLAG1 ECU -7

1O00: A9 00 11 FIX LCh t*0
1002: A2 08 12 LDK 0*88
1 004

:

90 F8 3F 13 fixi STh *3FF3.
1007: Cm 14 c e: ,

1008: 10 FA 15 3FL FIX1
IOOA: A9 00 16 SET LDA #*0
1 0OC

:

85 06 17 3TA FLAG
100E: A9 01 18 LDA »«1
1016: 35 04 19 :

_
Th OFF

1012: A9 01 20 SET1 LDA #*1
1014: 85 02 21 STh TABLO
1016: A9 40 22 LOA »*48
1013: 85 03 27 :'Tm ThBHI
101m: A9 00 24 LCh HO
ieici 85 05 25 STh COUNT
101E: A9 20 26 JET 2 LOA #*20
1020: 85 01 27 STh SCHI
18221 A5 05 28 LOA COUNT
! 024

:

85 00 29 3TA SCLO
1026: A9 00 30 LDA tt*8
102?: Ah 31 tax
1029: A3 52 TAY
102A: Hi 00 33 START LDA 'SCLO,
102C: 48 34 LOOP PHA
I82C: AS 00 35 LC'h SCLO
102F: 18 36 CLC
1030: 65 04 37 ADC OFF
1032: 35 00 38 STfi SCLO
1 034

:

90 0S 39 BCC CONT
1036: E6 01 40 INC SCHI
103?: AS 01 41 LC'H SCHI
tesAi C9 40 42 CMF #J40
103C: F0 28 43 BEG DONE
103E: 68 44 CONT FLA
103F: C8 45 INY
1040: 30 04 46 BMI FACE
1042: CI 00 47 CMF ' SCLO.

1044: F0 E6 43 BEG LOOP
1 046

:

43 49 PAGE PHh
1047: 88 50 C€Y
1048: 98 51 TVA
1049: 81 02 52 4 STA TABLO
10461 E6 02 53 INC TABLO
1040: [0 02 54 BNE : out i

104F: E6 03 55 INC TAEHI
1051: 68 56 CONT1 FLA
1052: 31 02 57 -.j^ TABLO
1 054

:

E6 02 58 INC TABLO
1056: 00 02 59 BMF :ONT2
105:5: E6 03 60 INC TABHI
I85HI H0 00 61 CONT2 LOV t*0
iesc j F0 CC 62 BEG START
tesEi 98 63 DONE TVh
lOSPJ 31 02 64 =Tfl 'TABLO
106l: E6 02 65 IMC TABLO
1063: 00 02 66 BNE CONTS
1065: E6 03 67 INC tabh:
1067: 63 66 CONTS FLA
16681 31 02 69 iTh TABLO
1866! E6 02 70 I tie ThBLO
186CI 08 82 71 BNE C0NT6
106E: Et 03 7^ INC ThBHI
1070: E6 05 7? C0NT6 INC COUNT
1072: AS 05 74 LOA COUNT
1 074

:

C5 84 ~c OFF
1076. CO h6 76 BNE SET 2

h5 86
-*~

LC'A FLAG
187AJ D8 2C

~

-

BNE :ut
: 07 :

:

h5 83 ---
he- :t LCh TABHI

107E: St 04 88 :ff
1880: 55 06 81 jta FLAG.X
18S2J A5 04 82

(POINTERS TO SCREEN MEMORY

I POINTERS TO TABLE

: OFFSET FOR STEPPING
THROUGH SCREEN

: COUNTER FOR PASSES
(INDICATES TEST PASS OR

FINAL PASS

(TAKES CARE OF h SMhLL
:BUT deadly bub by

X (ZEROING THE LAST
(EI6HT BYTES OF SCREEN MEMORY

I INDICATE TEST PASS
: START WITH SINGLE PASS
: I.I ITH OFFSET OF ONE
(SET TABLE POINTERS

(SET UP COUNTER TO KEEP
(TRACK OF PASSES
:SET SCREEN POINTERS

I VALUE IN COUNTER GIVES
(LO BYTE OF SCREEN START
tZERO X AND Y

I GET A BYTE FROM THE
: SCREEN AND SAVE IT
(GET NEXT ADDRESS BY

I ADDING OFFSET TO SCREEN
: POINTER

: CHECK FOP END OF SCREEN

J RECOVER SCREEN BYTE
ICOUNT THE FREQUENCY OR REPEATS

: MAXIMUM IS *30
X) (LOOK FOR A DUPLICATE

SCREEN BYTE
: FOUND ONE

(SAVE SCREEN BYTE
(ADJUST TO S88-*7F RANGE

I PUT FREQUENCY IN TABLE
: INCREASE TABLE POINTER

RECOVER SCREEN BYTE
• (SEND IT TO THE TABLE

: INCREASE POINTER AGAIN

I PUT FREQUENCY BACK TO
I ALWAYS ThI EN

(SEND FINAL FREQUENCY OF
:: I PASS TO THE TABLE

(RECOVER FINAL SCREEN BYTE
::• (AND SEND TO TABLE

: INCREASE COUNTER
: IF COUNT-OFF. THEN ALL
(PASSES ARE ['ONE FOR THIS TRY
(IF NOT DONE. GO BACI
(TEST FA:

(NO. GET OUT
. STORE HI BYTE OF

:T-ELE LENGTH FOR COMPARISON
: AFTER hLL TRIES ARE CONE
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DISCOVER THE 6809 IN YOUR COLOR COMPUTER
Now you can explore the Radio Shack Color Computer's impressive potentials—as an inexpensive

development system, a color peripheral, a process controller—ad infinitum. The Micro Works introduces

these powerful software tools for utilizing the color computer at the assembly language level.

MONITOR TAPE: A cassette tape which

allows you to:

• Examine or change memory using a

formatted hex display

• Save areas of memory to cassette in

binary (a "CSAVEM")
• Download/upload data or programs to

a host system
• Move the video display page

throughout RAM
• Send or receive RS-232 at up to 9600

baud
• Investigate and activate features of

your computer, such as hi-res graphics

or machine-language music
• Use your color computer as an intel-

ligent peripheral for another computer,

a color display or a 6809 program

development tool

The monitor has 19 commands in all, and is

relocatable and re-entrant.

SOC Monitor Tape Price: $29.95

MONITOR ROM: The
same program as the

monitor tape, supplied

on ROM. This allows

BASIC to use the entire

RAM space. And you

don't need to re-load the

monitor each time you

use it. The ROM plugs

into the Extended Basic

ROM Socket or a modi-

fied ROMPACK.
800 Monitor ROM
Price: $39.95

THEZ&D©IS©

INSIDE THE COLOR COMPUTER: This

package is a disassembler which runs

on the color computer and enables

you to generate your own source

listing of the BASIC interpreter ROM.
Also included is a documentation

package which gives useful ROM
entry points, complete memory map,

I/O hardware details and more. Dis-

assembler features include cross-

referencing of variables and labels;

output code which can be re-

assembled; output to an 80-column

printer, small printer or screen; and a

data table area specification which

defaults to the table boundaries in the

interpreter ROM. A 16K system is

required for the use of this cassette.

80C Disassembler Price: $49.95

Mastercharge and BankAmericard

P.O. BOX 1 1 1 DEL MAR, CA 92014 714-942-2400
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ncuiARTPonm.

micpo lab presents

PAINTER POWER
Be an Artist

No longer do you need art skills to

create bold abstracts or impressionistic

landscapes. Using "Painter Power," you
are able to achieve new effects that can-

not be duplicated on canvas. Eric

Poeditz has produced a fascinating new
art form which can be mastered by any-

one. Using his skills as an artist and pro-

grammer, he has been developing this

extraordinary graphics program for over

a year, showing it to both children and
adults in an art mobile and a museum.
The technique is now perfected. Take
control of the power and speed of the

computer and free your artistic imagina-

tion and creativity. Micro Lab is offer-

ing you the opportunity to create works
of art in a new and exciting medium.

Endless Possibilities

First, with the keyboard, paddles or

BY ERIC PODIETZ

a joy stick for your paintbrush, you
draw a line pattern. Use any or all of six

high resolution colors to produce many
more multi-colored images. Choose the

speed level to determine the repetition

time. Then watch as the program takes

over to expand it into new dimensions,
repeating your design with artistic spon-
taneity. Change colors or include a new
shape at any point. You will be ab-

sorbed for hours manipulating your de-

sign into new arrangements of color and
form. Add the finishing touches along
with your name or a title to the picture.

Then frame it and save it on a disk.

Thus you have an original piece of com-
puter art. Arrange a special showing of

your unique creations.

There are two modes—one for the be-

ginner and another for the more ad-

vanced user. The latter mode allows you
to control the paint brush to change the

CIRCLE 152 ON READER SERVICE CARD

size of your strokes. You may also re-

peat your patterns in different ways for

new textures. Although you work with

one brush at a time, up to eight are

available, each having a separate design

you selected. You may choose specific

shapes within the program as a pattern,

i.e., circles and elipses, then use your
computer to scale them to the size you
wish. The beginner version, with a sim-

pler operation, is especially suited for

children.

Enter our Art Fair

Micro Lab is sponsoring a computer
art fair of your creations. The winning
entry will be featured in a leading com-
puter magazine. All entries received by
September 30th will be considered for

this showing. Proof of purchase of the

program is required to enter.

"Painter Power" will create a gallery

of computer art on an Apple with 48K
and a disk drive. You will also need
Applesoft in ROM or a language card.

The program sells for only $29.95. See a

demo at your dealer.

/-micpc Isb—

\

' ^^- systems that work '

3218 Skokie Valley Road

Highland Park. IL 60035 • 312-433-7550
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Picture Packing, continued...
lt>:

: 4: Oh 83 BLE OFFSET

/ STRICTLY 1085:
13871

as 04
C9 08

84
35 ;mf

OFF
•*6 lHAME 1 • 1, hHD 4

PASSES BEEN TRIED'?

m IflDDlf' 10891 DO 87 zi- WAY BHE JET1 :rlO. SO BACKKVI|^|^l\£i 10881 hC 01 C i te;t LOY »*1 !YES, CHECI STORED TABLE

M W 1 88P

I

h5 07 *7 ILEN6TH8 TO FIND SHORTEST
108FJ CS 08 69 CMF ti IMETHOI OF PACI IN6

APPLE II PLUS: YOU SAVE 109U ?0 04 90 BCC TESTl

16K $1049 22%
48K $1099 29%

t053i
1095s
1097I

H0 02
h5 OS
CE Oh

91

93 TESTl
LDh

64K $1269 27% ; 39 a

:

?0 02 ?4 BCC TEir:
109BS hi") 04 ?5 .[••. »S4

Apple III Call 1090: 84 04 96 TE5T2 STY 1 SAVE OFFSET OF BEST
109F1 8C 00 40 ,57 - 7'.' M080 1 METHOD HMD PUT INTO TABLE

All are 1981 model with Apple RAM.
1 Oh2

:

H? 01 H LDA #1 :SET FLAG TO INDICATE
64K unit is 48K unit with Microsoft

1 Oh4

:

85 06 99 iTri FLAG I THIS IS HOT A TEST PASS
16K RAM board.

i 0A6 : DO El 1 00 ONE UAY 180 BACI FOP FINAL PACK

IMPORTANT NOTE: We are an I0A8I -9 FF 101 CUT LDh #*FF IliARK END OF TABLE

authorized dealer and repair center lOAAi SI 02 : 02 STh ,ThEl

and will repair all Apple equipment
regardless of where you purchased it.

1 Oal :

10aE:
H? 01
3S 02

107.

104
105

KSECONO
REPACK

FHhSE
LDh
3TA

BEGINS HERE
#1 J SET POINTERS USING
ThBLO ITABLO AND TABHI FOR ORIGINAL

SAVE 1060: 35 06 106 :Th : TABLE. SCLO AND SCHI ARE
Disk II & 3.3 Controller $499 23% 10B2I *9 40 107 LDh 0*40 I USED FOR NEW TABLE
Disk II $439 16% 10B4: 35 03 108 f

TH TA8HI
Micro Sci A70 lor Apple II 1086f 35 01 109 STh SCHI

286K 5* Drive $ 499 16% tOB8i A2 00 tie L05 #0
3 3/ Pascal Controller $79 20% 1 066

:

Hi 02 in LOOP 5 LDh (ThBLO. X) I8ET FREQUENCY
Monitors. Sanyo 9" B&W $ 169 30% lOBCi FO 23 112 BEG SINGLE 10 SIGNIFIES UNIQUE BYTE FOLLOWS

12* B&W $249 21% 106£i 70 20 113 BM1 D0NE2 IEND OF OLD TABLE MARKED BY *FF
12" Green $299 21% tOCO: 81 00 114 STfS .SCLO.:!' IFOR* FREQUENCIES FROM 1

13" Color $449 20% 10C2I E6 02 115 INC ThBLO ITO *FF- FREQUENCY AND
RF Modulator, M&R $ 25 36% 10C 4: DO 02 116 BHE CNT1 5 SCREEN BYTE ARE SENT
Serial Interface Card $129 35% 10C6I E6 03 117 INC TABHI ! RIGHT TO THE TABLE
Apple Writer program $ 59 21% IOCS: E6 OO 118 CHT1 INC SCLO
Visicalc $119 21% lOCAi DO 02 119 Bt'E cut;
80 Column Video:
Apple Smarterm $299 17%
Videx, Videoterm $249 18%
M&R. SupeRterm $319 14%

Language/ Pascal Sys. $379 24%
Microsoft:

10CC:
10CE:
10001
10021
10C 4:

E6 01
Hi 02
81 00
Eri. 02
00 02

120
121
122
123
124

CNT2
INC
LDh
STh
INC
BHE

SCHI
ThBLO. X

: SOL'

TABL0
CNT3

Z80 Softcard $ 250 28% 10061 E6 03 125 INC TABHI
16K RAM Card $ 169 16% 10081 E6 00 126 CNT3 INC SCLO

Silentype printer w/ IF $499 22% lODAl DO DE 127 Br JF L00P3
Centronics 737 $ 759 26% 10DC: E6 01 128 INC SCHI
Interface & cable $ 149 23% lOOEl D0 Dm 129 BHE L00P3 1 ALWAYS TAKEN fj
Epson MX 80 $ 475 27% lOEOi 60 130 00NE2 RTS IEXIT POINT FROM ROUTINE
• Interface & cable $ 95 15% 1 OE 1

:

AS 131 SINGLE TAY : UNIQUE BYTES ARE HANDLED HERE
DC Hayes Micromodem $ 299 23% 10E2I 85 06 132 STh FLAG (SET POINTERS FOR TEMPORARY
10 Memorex 5" disks $ 25 45% 10E4: A9 03 133 LDh #3 1 STORAGE IN PAGE 3
10 Maxell 5" disks $ 39 33% lOEfc.: 85 07 134 ITh FLAG1

Accounting Software 10E8:
10EA:

E6 02
DO 02

135
136

L00F4 INC
BHE

TABU)
CNT4

"Insoft Accountant" $365 66% 10EC: E6 03 137 INC ThBHI

A lull prolessional quality intergrated GL. A/ft. A/P.
Payroll package mth hotline support Sena lor tree

10EE:
10F0:

Hi 02
91 06

138
139

CNT4 LDh
rTH

• ThBLO.:; I8ET SCREEN BYTE FROM
FLA6>.Y : TABLE AND STORE IN PAGE 3

sample printouts. 10F2: E6 02 140 INC TABLO
Above prion tor mail orders only Our store 10F4: DO 02 141 BHE cnts
showroom is at 126 NE F si Grants Pass. OR Store 10F6: E6 03 142 I nr tabh :
prices include service and will differ No mail order
sales at Store CALL ORDER DESK 10F8: 143 CNT5 INY : INCREASE COUNT OF UNIQUE BYTES

I OF?: 30 04 144 BMI PA8E2 (VALUE CAN'T BE ABOVE *80

(800)547-1289 IOFBi
lOFDi

h1 02
FO E9

145
14ri

LDh
BEG

(TABLO.X) (GET NEXT FREQUENCY BYTE
L00P4 IF ANOTHER SINGLE, THEN GO BALI

TECHNICAL & OREGON:
(503) 899-7297

10FF:
1100:
1101

1

88
98
09 80

147
143
149

PA8E2 OEV
T7A
OPh

1 ADJUST FOR S00-S7F RAN8E

8*88 ISET HI BITORDERING INFORMATION: Minimum order $100
Money Orders. Cashier Checks or Bank Wire 11031 81 00 150 STft cSCLO.X) (SEND IT TO NEM TABLE
Welcomed Vise end MC orders add 3% Personal 1105: E6 00 151 INC SCLO
checks accepted (allow up to 20 days to dear) Add 1107: DO 02 152 SUE CNT63°» for shipping, handling and insurance UPS
ground is standard Add 4% total tor UPS Blue or 11091 E6 01 153 INC SCHI
10% total for US Parcel Poet include your telephone HOB: C8 154 CNT6 It-', : RESTORE TO ORIGINAL VALUE
number No COD ' s Prices subject to change
without notice Order desk hours are 9 to 6 PST

1 1 OC

:

Hi 06 155 LOOPS LDh (FLAQ.X) IAND USE AS COUNTER
10 10 3 Saturdays 1 IOEi 81 00 156 STh 3CL0.X) .WHILE SENDIN6 UNIQUE

Computer
11101
11121
1114:

E6 06
E6 OO
DO 02

157
156
15?

INC
INC
bue

FLAG (BYTES TO THE TAELE
SCLO
CNT7

pa 1116: E€ 01 160 INC SCHI

Exttiefincff* 1113i 161 CNT7 OEY (DONE i.i I TH DATE IN PAGE 3?kafWIIUII^f^
PO BOX 1380 ^ U19i D0 Ft 162 BHE LOOPS INC. KEEP GOING

11 IB: FO ?D 163 BEG LOOPS IYES. GET NEXT FREQUENCY
Jacksonville, OR 97530 END ASSEMBLY ---

TOTAL ERRORS!

CIRCLE 141 ON READER SERVICE CARD 286 BYTES GENERATED THIS ASSEMBLY
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The Sinclair ZX80 is innovative and powerful.
Now there's a magazine to help you get
the most out of it.

Get in
sync

SYNC magazine is different from other

personal computing magazines Not just

different because it is about a unique

computer, the Sinclair ZX80 (and kit ver-

sion, the MicroAce) But different be-

cause of the creative and innovative phi-

losophy of the editors

A Fascinating Computer

The ZX80 doesn t have memory map-

ped video. Thus the screen goes blank

when a key is pressed To some review-

ers this is a disadvantage To our editors

this is a challenge One suggested that

games could be written to take advan-

tage of the screen blanking. For exam-
ple, how about a game where characters

and graphic symbols move around the

screen while it is blanked9 The object

would be to crack the secret code gov-

erning the movements. Voila! A new
game like Mastermind or Black Box
uniquely for the ZX80
We made some interesting discoveries

soon after setting up the machine. For

instance, the CHR$ function is not limit-

ed to a value between and 255. but

cycles repeatedly through the code.

CHR$ (9) and CHRS (265) will produce

identical values. In other words. CHRS
operates in a MOO 256 fashion We
found that the

'

'
= " sign can be used se-

veral times on a single line, allowing the

logical evaluation of variables. In the

Sinclair. LET X=Y=Z=W is a valid ex-

pression

Or consider the TL$ function which

strips a string of its initial character At

first, we wondered what practical value it

had. Then someone suggested it would

be perfect for removing the dollar sign

from numerical inputs.

Breakthroughs? Hardly But indicative

of the hints and kinds you II find in every

issue of SYNC We intend to take the

Sinclair to its limits and then push be-

yond, finding new tricks and tips, new
applications, new ways to do what

couldn t be done before SYNC functions

on many levels, with tutorials for the be-

ginner and concepts that will keep the

pros coming back for more We II show

you how to duplicate commands avail-

able in other Basics And. perhaps, how

to do things that can't be done on other

machines
Many computer applications require

that data be sorted But did you realize

there are over ten fundamentally differ-

ent sorting algorithms? Many people

settle for a simple bubble sort perhaps

because it's described in so many pro-

gramming manuals or because they've

seen it in another program However,

sort routines such as heapsort or Shell-

Metzner are over 100 times as fast as a

bubble sort and may actually use less

memory. Sure. 1K of memory isn't a lot

to work with, but it can be stretched

much further by using innovative, clever

coding. You'll find this type of help in

SYNC

Lots of Games and Applications

Applications and software are the meat
of SYNC We recognize that along with

useful, pragmatic applications, like finan-

cial analysis and graphing, you II want

games that are fun and challenging. In

the charter issue of SYNC you'll find se-

veral games. Acey Oucey is a card game
in which the dealer (the computer) deals

two cards face up. You then have an op-

tion to bet depending upon whether you
feel the next card dealt will have a value

between the first two.

In Hurkle, another game in the charter

issue, you have to find a happy little

Hurkle who is hiding on a 10 X 10 grid. In

response to your guesses, the Hurkle

sends our a clue telling you in which
direction to look next.

One of the most ancient forms of arith-

metical puzzle is called a boomerang.

"

The oldest recorded example is that set

down by Nicomachus in his Arithmetics

around 100 AD You II find a computer
version of this puzzle in SYNC

Hard-Hitting, Objective Evaluations

By selecting the ZX80 or MicroAce as

your personal computer you've shown
that you are an astute buyer looking for

good performance, an innovative design

and economical price However, select-

ing software will not be easy That s

where SYNC comes in SYNC evaluates

software packages and other peripherals

and doesn t just publish manufacturer

descriptions. We put each package
through its paces and give you an in-

depth, objective report of its strengths

and weaknesses.

SYNC is a Creative Computing pub-

lication Creative Computing is the num-
ber 1 magazine of software and applica-

tions with nearly 100.000 circulation

The two most popular computer games
books in the world. Basic Computer
Games and More Basic Computer
Games (combined sales over 500.000)
are published by Creative Computing
Creative Computing Software manufac-
tures over 1 50 software packages for six

different personal computers.

Creative Computing, founded in 1974
by David Ahl. is a well-established firm

committed to the future of personal com-
puting. We expect the Sinclair ZX80 to

be a highly successful computer and
correspondingly. SYNC to be a respect-

ed and successful magazine.

Order SYNC Today

To order your subscription to SYNC, in

the USA send $10 for one year (6

issues). $18 for two years (12 issues) or

$24 for three years (18 issues). Send
order and payment to the address below
or call MasterCard. Visa or American Ex-

press orders to our toll-free number.
Subscriptions in the UK are mailed by

air and cost £ 10 for one year, £ 18 for

two years or £ 25 for three years. Send
order and payment to the UK address
below.

Canadian and other foreign surface

subscriptions cost $15 per year or $27
for two years and should be sent to the

USA address.

We guarantee your satisfaction or we
will refund your entire subscription price.

Needless to say. we can t fill up all the

pages without your help So send in your
programs, articles, hints and tips

Remember, illustrations and screen

photos make a piece much more inter-

esting. Send in your reviews of peripher-

als and software too— but be warned: re-

views must be in-depth and objective.

We want you to respect what you read on
the pages of SYNC so be honest and
forthright in the material you send us Of
course we pay for contributions— just

don't expect to retire on it.

The exploration has begun Join us

i_|n
39 East Hanover Avenue

Morris Plains. NJ 07950. USA
Toll free 800-631-81 12

(InNJ 201-540-0445)

27 Andrew Close. Stoke Golding
Nuneaton CV13 6EL. England
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P7 hi|fh-quaht> programs
for TRS-80, only $10 95

NewDOS-80—New Low Price!
Successor to NrwDOS + , same package for which
rou par SI 4* alstvkar*. at CIE (aSt... $99.95

SuperPIMS—People's Database
PIMS has been greatly speeded up and simplified,
with machine- language .sorts, key debounre.
optional automatic lowercase (no keying, no
hardware mod) on labels or reports l'p to 20
fields, limited by 240 character maximum per
record. Easy to revise, add records, split or
merge files, sum or average any fields

Customized for tape, tape 4 disk. Zoom, TCt Poor
Man's Floppy, B17, Stringy Floppy— all on one
tape' As mailing labels program, easily manages
20.000 list CIE does! Advanced labels module to

come, $24 95, making system most powerful
mailer available?
program (CIE) $19.95 ($21 . 1$ CA)
book, details uses (CIE) $11 95 ($12 6? CA)

PASPATCH
PasPatch, Tape 6P, makes Tandy tiny

Pascal a powerful disk system!
Modular Software Assoc $15 95

Level II Tapes
'Tiny' Pascal runs on any 16K Level II system, in-

cludes the programming structuring capabilities
of full Pascal, but not data structuring

Able to compile Z 80 machine code, programs run
about 5X faster than Level II Basic—graphics run
eight times faster' Requires use of T- Bug (or Tape
7) and ETASM
Tape 3. People's Pascal $19 95

Tape 1, 34 buis . edu . game progs $10 95

Tape 2, 77 programs from Osborne book Some
Common Basic Programs $10.95

Tape 5, 24 buls . edu . game progs. $10 95

Tape 7, 31 buls , edu ,
game progs $10.95

Tape I, 40, Inc. 4X tape speedup $10 95
Tape 9, 25 buls , edu , game progs $10.95
Tape 10, Income tax. checkg net $10.95
People's Taxman, fills out all forms $10 95

TAPE 9: 25 programs!
People's Software Tape 9, )ust out, contain* S3
programs. Including:

Convert, by SuperPIMx author Chuck House. It

changes number bases from hexadecimal,
decimal, octal, binary— from any one to any
other! House also contributed his disassembler,
which Is winner of the Rlchcraft Engineering
(Disassembled Handbook for TRS-M) Fastest
Footrace contest.

Disassembled Handbook author Robert M.
Richardson contributed three Basic programs
which allow transmitting and receiving Morse
code at speeds to 40 words -per-mlnute, without
clock speedup. Morse appeared In Disassembled
vo II and III.

Basic Page Lister was adapted by House, and
prints beautifully formatted program listings.

Allen R. Greenburg contributed s professional-
quality amortisation-schedule preparation
program, and a Multiplication Tables Tutor.
Also on Tape 9 Loan Payback by Dan Connors,

Resonant Frequency by Steve Slmclc, and
Feedback System Stability Analysis by Phil Dunn.
Gary Peteraen contributed Distance Formula

for X Y ails, and Bruno M. Laraen submitted a
mailing list and salea-record-keeping program.
Carey Tyler Schug contributed a pnraer routine.
Games Include Solitaire, Boggle, an extremely

fine Hangman, and a four-part quls on Amerlcnn
History, Inventions, American wars and U.S.
territories. The quls Is by Ronald H. Goulden, and
Is followed by one on presidents nnd states, which
Is so difficult the challenge la to answer at least
half the questions correctly.
Plet A Jon Splessens (Splesoft) of Aartaelaar

.

Belgium submitted Sherlock detective game and
Word Search (guess opponent's word).
Also on Tape 9 la Motorcycle Jump by Ruaaell

Starkey and Robot by Wm J Scuuler (original by
w Lappen), who alao submitted Sea Search.

$10.95
All orders charge card, check or mo

Calif resident* add 6 pet tax Dealer inq invited
Overseas, add $1.30 per taoe oostaa-e

COMPl'TER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Box 159

San Luis Rey CA 92068

1

1 NJNPACI ef 3. e
a- J900
-' SCL0 EQU
4 SCHI EQU 1

g ThBLO EQU 2
€ TABHI EQU 3
7* OFF EQU 4
9 COUNT ECU 5

O9O0: HO 00 40 9 SETUP L0h *40OO
09O3

:

35 04 10 STh OFF
0906

:

A9 01 11 LCh #1
09071 85 02 12 STh TABLO
09O=i

:

A9 40 13 LDa #J40
090BI 85 03 14 STh ThPHI
09001 h9 00 15 LDh #0
090T

:

MH 16 TAX
09101 85 05 17 STh COUNT
0912: A9 20 13 SET2 LDh »*20
0914: 85 01 1? STh SCHI
09161 AS 05 20 LDh COUNT
0918: 85 00 21 STh SCLQ
091A: Hi 02 22 START1 LDa TABL0
091 C: 30 3A 23 BMI SIN6

091E: E6 02 24 INC ThBLO
09201 00 02 ^•c BtlE com
0922: E6 03 26 INC TABHI
0924: 08 27 com ThY :

0925: cs 28 INY :

09261 Hi 02 29 LDh ThBLO-
09281 81 00 30 L00P1 STh ' SCLO.)
092AI 48 31 PHh :

092BI h5 00 32 Li h SCLO
09201 18 33 CLC
092E: 65 04 34 hCC OFF
0930: 35 00 35 STh SCLO
0932: 98 08 36 BCC C0N3
09341 E6 01 37 INC SCHI
0936: h5 01 33 LDh SCHI
0938: C9 40 39 CMF #S40
093h: F0 0C 40 BEO 0UT1
093C: 68 41 C0N3 FLH :

0930: 38 42 0EY ;

093E: 00 E8 43 8NE L00P1

0940: E6 02 44 INC THBLO
0942: D0 06 45 BNE SThFTI
0944: E6 03 46 INC TABHI
0946: 00 02 47 BNE SThFTI
0948: 68 43 0UT1 PLh :

09491 E6 02 49 0UT2 INC TABLO
094B: D0 02 50 BNE :on9
094C'

:

E6 03 51 INC ThBHI
094F: E6 05 52 C0N9 ItC COUNT
095i: h5 05 53 lOh COUNT
0953: C5 04 54 CMP OFF
0955: DO BE: 55 BNE set;
0957: 60 56 RTS :

0953: 49 00 57 SING E0R **80
095m : h3 58 ThY FUT
09SBI C8 59 INY -4I[

095C: E6 02 60 INC ThBLO
095E: 00 02 61 BNE LOOPS
0960

:

E6 03 62 INC ThBHI
09621 Hi 02 63 LOOPS LOh < ThBLO.
0964: 81 00 64 STh
0966: E6 02 65 INC TaELO
09681 00 02 66 6NE C0N6
096*5

1

E6 03 67 IMC ThBHI
096C

:

AS 00 68 C0N6 LOH SCLO
096Ei 18 69 CLC
096F

:

65 04 70 HOC OFF
0971: 85 00 71 STh SCLO
0973: 90 08 72 BCC C0N7
09751 E6 01 73 INC SCHI
09771 H5 01 74 LOh SCHI
09791 C9 40 75 CMF «*40
097B: F8 02 76 BEO C0N9
09701 88 77 C0H 7 DEY
097E: 00 E2 76 BNE L00F5
0980: F0 98 79 BEQ START]

Unpacker Listing

;get number of passes
:fr0n table and use f0f offset
:set up p0intefs to table

(START COUNT AT
;SET SCREEN POINTERS

:USE COUNT FOP L0 BYTE
!0F SCREEN START

: GET FREQUENCY BYTE
:IF HI BIT IS SET.

UNIQUE BYTES FOLLOW
I MOVE THROUGH TABLE TO GET
; SCREEN BYTE

PUT FREQUENCY IN Y
AND RESTORE TO ACTUAL VALUE

: GET SCREEN BYTE
:) I SEND IT TO THE SCREEN
SAVE IT
:A00 OFFSET TO SCREEN POINTER

I END OF SCREEN'
: YES
NO, GET SCREEN BYTE BhO
DECREASE FREQUENCY
NOT DONE, KEEP SENDING

SAME BYTE TO SC
:GET READY FOR NEXT ENTRY
I AM) 80 BACK

(ALWAYS TAKEN
RESTORE STACK

! INCREASE COUNT AND
(CHECK WHETHER ANOTHER
:PASS IS NEEDED
(YES, GO BACt
NO. ALL DONE
(REMOVE HI BIT
FREQUENCY OF UNIQUE BYTES IN Y
FES TORE TO ACTUAL VALUE
:GET NEXT SCREEN BYTE FROM TABLE

X>
." (SEND IT TO THE SCREEN

(POINT TO NEXT SCREEN LOCATION

(END OF SCREEN?
: YES

(NO. DECREASE FREQUENCY
GO BACK FOR MORE UNIQUE BYTES
DONE WITH THIS SERIES

CIRCLE 124 ON I

END ASSEMBLY —
TOTAL ERRORS:

130 BYTES GENERATED THIS ASSEMBLY
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16K MEMORY—$22.00
FOR APPLE - TRS-80 - EXIDY - S100

NEC-MOSTEK—NATIONAL—FUJITSU

4116 EQUIVALENT 2114300ns
4116 200NS DYNAMIC RAM 8 for $22.00 2114 300NS STATIC RAM 8 for $26.00
4116 150NS DYNAMIC RAM 8 for $28.00

f^lMSAI COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS^
1-8080 S-1 00
ENCLOSURE
Sheet Metal

Kit

PS-28D
Power Supply
Part* Kit

PI0 4-4

SIO 2-2

VIO-F

I-8080

SYSTEM

1-8015

Complete
System
w/MPU-B

I-802S

Complete
System

Just like THE ORIGINAL IMSAI: Mainframe
with blue cover, cardguides and hardware
spaced for PS-28D Power Supply, up to 22 slot

motherboard
Kit of all metal parts and hardware with

documentation $115.00

Thinker Toys WunderBuss 20 for above w/o
conn $ 79.50

S-100 Connectors—each $ 3.50

8075 Blank jump-start panel w/3 switches

$ 32.50

8035 Jump start panel for 2 SA-400
$ 78.50

Mounts in the I-8080 enclosure, supplies + 8V

@ 28A. +/- 16V @ 3A. kit includes board,

transformer, documentation, and all compo-
nents. Improved from original.

Kit $ 95.50

4 parallel inputs and outputs (8212)

$160.00

2 serial I/O ports, good to 9600 baud ... $175.00

Improved memory mapped video I/O board,

includes keyboard port, 256 character

EPROM's, firmware, monitor

Assembled & Tested $275.00

DIO-C/D 2 board disk controller for 8" or 514" . . . $350.00
CPM • 2.2 For DIO including documentation $175.00
CPA Improved Imsai style front panel works with Z80,

etc $225.00
MPU-A 8080 processor board— requires CPA .. $100.00
MPU-B 8085 3MHz processor SBC w/serial plus parallel

port, monitor $250.00

RAM III 64K 64K byte dynamic RAM board— Utilizes the Intel

MEMORY 3242 refresh controller and a single delay line for

totally internal refresh. Uses time proven 4116
RAMS. Memory mapped I/O boards are allowed
to coexist by the use of phantom. Board select via

A16 thru A20 extended address lines.

Assembled & Tested $350.00
Bare Board w/docs $ 40.00

Intelligent keyboard uses 8035 $149.50
Dual SA400 drive enclosure $ 75.00
Dual 800R/801R horizontal style enclosure
w/power supply and fan $240.00

Case Only $100.00
New port mapped video I/O board w/8085 pro-

cessor, 8275 CRT controller, keyboard port, firm-

ware. Assembled & Tested $295.00
IEEE 488 • 3P New IEEE-488 I/O interface with 3 parallel ports.

Assembled & Tested $450.00

IKB-1

MDX
DE8

VIO-X

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
The basic 8080 based S-100 system. Includes

CPA front panel, 20 slot 10 MHz motherboard
(with all 20 connectors). MPU-A 8080 CPU
board, PS-28D power supply (+ 8V @ 28A,

+/- 16V @ 3A), and chassis COMPLETELY
ASSEMBLED & TESTED.

With MPU-A $ 680.00

Without MPU-A $630.00

The complete 8085 system, includes MPU-B,
RAM III, 10 slot terminated motherboard,

PS-28D, and jump start front panel. A complete

64K system!
Assembled & Tested $1250.00

Includes 1-8015 system and DS-8 Disk system

w/CPM 2.2 and disk controller board set.

Assembled & Tested $2700.00

Ask about documentation, repair service,

1-8035 The complete 8085 system w/2 each TANDON
TM-100 5'/<" disk drives, DIO-D, MPU-B. RAM III,

chassis, 10 slot motherboard and power supply.

Includes CPM» 2.2.

Assembled & Tested $2295.00

VDP-40 Desk-top 8085 micro-computer system with key-

board, 9" CRT display. 10 slot S-100 board, disk

controller. 64K dynamic RAM, 2 each TANDON
5'/<" disk drives, 28 amp power supply.

Assembled & Tested $2895.00

DS-8 Dual 801 R horizontal style 8" disk enclosure

w/power supply, fan, and 2 Shugart 801

R

drives.

Assembled & Tested $1100.00

Above wIDIO-C & CPM 2.2 $1500.00

DS-5 Dual 5'/." disk enclosure w/power supply, fan, and
room for 2 drives $ 195.00

firmware and software lor your system.

component supply, inc.

1771 Junction Avenue

San Jose, California 951 12

(408) 295-7171

TERMS (1) PREPAID S«nd check or MO for merchandise amount only we pay the shipping within US only

(2) UPS COD or Bankcard orders by phone or mail shipping charges added
California Residents add 6.5% Sales Tax.
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Higher Graphics— Easier Shapes

Dale Archibald

Figure 2.
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I am a fledgling programmer, trying to

learn as I thumb through books, and
through periodicals such as Creative

Computing.
My main purpose in getting an Apple in

the first place was to simplify writing

newspaper and magazine articles. Sec-

ond, of course, to playing games. Graph-
ics? No way. I wasn't interested.

Then I bought an MPI 88G printer. It

was equipped with a program to print

graphics, but I still wasn't willing to go out

and buy anything for graphics: I simply

didn't know or care enough.

Then Robert C. Clardy shipped me
some game programs from Synergistic

Software (5221 120th Ave. S.E., Bellevue.

WA 98006) for review. He must have

included Higher Graphics II by accident.

Since it would operate on either a 48K
Apple II or Apple II Plus with a single disk

drive, I decided to test it.

«?£••',

77

Fiuure .1.

FiKure I.

I tried drawing a character and some
objects in hi-res graphics as in Figure 1.

Then I drew a few more. Next I worked on
a room for the characters and objects,

shown in Figure 2. To make a long story

short, thanks to Higher Graphics II. I've

become fascinated with the extra dimen-
sion that can be added by these tiny little

dots.

Description

There are three basic sections to

Higher Graphics II. First is a section on
composing individual shapes, then one on

Dak- Archibald, ISI7 Third Av. N.. Minneapolis,
MN 55405.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



r
New From SYNERGISTIC SOFrWARF
HIGHER GRAPHICS II

Hi.*, r t
H,

M
H ReS°Iution GraPhics Uti«tv Package for the Apple II

Tl.r versatile capahi.itie, of Apple IT. high re^.uti™ £$£'££"'£
'

UX '

h
"** *° "! "' *™" **"* — ™'>

cumbersome procedures once tequired.
B«pnicf can now be utilized by anyone without having to master the

£1^!^"*' ** *PaCeW"- *-*»«+. animation effects, etcKUMNFSS- Graph, bar charts, etc.

f.K«rv
TI°N

"
M*th ,y,nbo"• *c!enUfic nouUon

-
m,p*- ctc "

Ur.NIGN - Electrical components, architectural symbols, etc.

ANY PROGRAM- Highrcsolulion logo,, etc.

creaV^tif^hS^LluLt'^et "Z^^TJ^Z^.T """l 2 *^ »"«' "« «""* - ~"

»

., an, color, angle, and scale, s"^r^^^^T^ '"" °' """ " * "U"d ""~h"' ~ *« ~«
The package include, extensive shape table, and detailed instructive tex, on high resolution graphic.

A UTILITY WHICH MEETS A WORLD OF NFFDSRequires 48K, Disk, Integer or Applesoft, $35.00.

Business (James
Available at your local dealer or send check or inauirv to

ECHO SERIES™ speech synthesizers
COMPUTERS ARE SPEAKING OUT!

Now you can add intelligible speech to your computer
without using vast amounts of memory! The ECHO ] I™
speech synthesizer for the Apple* is the first of a
series of synthesizers based on the same technology
that made the Speak & Spell * * a success.

The initial operating system allows the creation of
your own vocabulary with phonemes (word sounds)
while using very little RAM memory (approx. 800 bytes
+ 20 bytes/word). Enhanced operating systems and
vocabulary ROMs will be offered as they become
available.

The ECHO H™ comes complete with speaker, instruc-
tion manual, and a disk containing a speech editor,
sample programs, and a sample vocabulary. Sug-
gested list price is $225.

See your dealer or contact:

IsEcl STREET ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
Trademark of Apple Computer

3152 E. La Palma Ave., Suite C
Anaheim, CA 92806 (714) 632-9950

* Trademark of Texas Instruments
CIRCLE 268 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Higher Graphics, continue

shuffling the shapes around, and finally a

screen creator to make backgrounds for

the shapes. Nearly every command is

given by touching one key.

When you're ready to draw a shape with

the Shape Maker, you're put into the

Command Mode. This allows you to load

an existing shape table as a reference if

you wish. As you work, you may choose to

View the shapes in the current table.

Delete a shape. Save the current table to

disk: or give other minor commands. All

are given from the Command Mode.

A second mode in the Shape Maker is

Add Shape. This allows you to draw the

shape dot-by-dot in a variety of colors,

angles, and scales. (These, by the way. are

only shown during the creation of the

shape. It's necessary to specify them in the

program when using the shape.) The com-

mand Plot turns the dot on or off. Coordi-

nates of the dot are shown, as are the

number of bytes used, memory location,

and shape number.

If you should make a mistake, hitting E

erases the last two or three poms. Control

E wipes the shape completely off the

screen and out of memory. Using Z allows

you to bring any shape out of memory to

use as a reference.

Once you have several shapes saved, in

addition to the 60 that are included with

Higher Graphics II. you may want to com-

pile new tables. The Shape Shuffler allows

you to do this. Let's assume you have a

boy and an English sheepdog in one table,

a mongrel in another. You want to put the

boy and the mutt together.

Shape Shuffler first asks how many

shapes will be in the new table. Let's

assume there will be two. Load the mutt

into the Shuffler Table 2. the boy and the

purebred into Table I. Display shape 1.

the boy. from Table 1. Hit T to Transfer

the boy to Table 2. then Save Table 2

under the file name you want: BOY AND
HIS MUTT, for example. Both Tables 1

and 2 are left in memory for further

adjustments.

If you're a purist, you might want to

Insert the sheepdog in place of the mutt

into a table. This is handy when you have

a large number of shapes to deal with.

Depending upon your programming

needs, you can collect shape after shape

from various shape tables to form a com-

pletely new one. You can Display any

shape in either table at any time, or

change angle, scale, or color. You can

even display all shapes in either table. 50

at a time.

Now you have the BOY AND HIS

MUTT. Where are they going to gambol?

That's where the Screen Creator portion

of the program comes into play. The

Screens, referred to as hi-res Screen 1

(Main) and Screen 2 (Secondary) in

Higher Graphics II. are actually pages 1

and 2 of the hi-res graphics.

Figure 4.
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Figure f>.

This lets you form shapes and manipu-

late shape tables to make hires displays

such as charts, game boards, rooms,

fields, etc. It is even possible to print these

out. as discussed later.

Figure 3 illustrates how the Screen Cre-

ator works. The numbers and letters are

shapes from the ASCII set that comes as a

table with Higher Graphics II. The witch,

lightning bolts, and ball of fire(?) are my

designs, as is the chart on which they are

stationed.

In the command mode, you can Type

letters in the angle, scale, and color you

select. You specify where to begin on the

screen using the game paddles. You can

erase by backspacing.

You can also: use Lines or Points: load

various shape tables; show the Secondary

hi-res screen as a reference or to sample

the various shapes in the shape table; load

a saved screen in either the Main or Sec-

ondary screen to use as a reference or to

add some more touches to it: save a

screen to work on later; erase the working

screen; or move the screen up. down. left,

or right, full-screen or with four lines of

text at the bottom.

If you select Draw Shape while in the

Command Mode, you can pick shapes

from various tables. You can then manip-

ulate them into place, whether up. down,

right, or left; use the game paddles to

move them; put them at a certain X.Y

coordinate; show them in color: change

scale or angle: Erase a working shape;

Type letters; and more.

Using the Program

In Figure 4. 1 used the paddles to draw

the picture of the room. Note the bars in

the window are different sizes, and there

is no door or "color" on the walls.

I used two squares to put the door in

Figure 5 in place. The door frame is based

on one large square. I selected it from the

shape table, and fixed it into place on the

screen with the aid of the game paddles. I

returned to the table, took the same

shape, and maneuvered it into place as the

top half. Next. I took a small square from

the shape table and used the paddles to

put it in the upper top left of my new door.

I went back, took the shape again and put

it in the upper right of the door. I did this

twice more. Thus. I "assembled" the door

from shapes in the shape table.

Then I decided to see if I could "paint"

the room. Higher Graphics 11 informed

me that pressing V, G, B, O. W. or K
would turn the working shape (i.e.. the

shape being manipulated) violet, green,

blue, orange, white, or black. The shape

acts as a paint brush, leaving an area of

color behind it.

The area that begins in left center of

Figure 6 and goes straight right was

orange; the thick line that goes up. in the
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middle of the room, was black; the right

far corner of the room at the bottom, next
to the floor, was black, but I "erased" that

with white.

You'll notice I also touched up the two
left bars in the window and the bar on the

far right. The crookedness of the lines,

by the way. is due to the printer: I used it

on sprocket feed, rather than pinch feed.

So you can erase errors on the screens

just by touching them up with dots of the

correct color. Once you've saved them
onto disk, the basic screens can be used
again and again, filled with any shapes you
desire.

All commands that would erase a draw-
ing, table, or screen give you an opportun-
ity to abort. Even FILE NOT FOUND
errors, or I/O ERRORs. can be retrieved

intact. Hit RESET? No problem. Pro-

grams can be reentered with everything

intact just by typing GOTO 10000. It's

practically a foolproof program, but of

course that never stops me.

I've had two drawings in the Shape

Maker just disappear in the middle of

working on them. One had over 300 bytes

devoted to it; perhaps the other did. also.

The crosshairs that show where the

point will appear in the Add Shape mode
are too large, and too far apart, you can
erase or use them, as desired.

Drawing straight lines with the Screen

Creator using the game paddles is diffi-

cult: the paddles are just too sensitive, and
one dot awry on a thin straight line looks

terrible. It would probably be possible to

correct these in the Draw Shape mode,
however.

Documentatioi
I have mixed feelings about the instruc-

tion manual. In some ways it is very good.

It describes almost everything you'd need
to know about the program, but 1 feel it

assumes too much knowledge on the part

of the user. Six of the 24 pages are given

over to discussing hi-res. but only in Inte-

ger.

To print a hard copy of any shape in any

shape table, simply run the Screen Crea-

tor and put the chosen table in memory.
Place your choices on the screen in Draw
Shape mode, from as many tables as you
wish, and Save. Later, you can reload the

picture and print it out. assuming your
printer has graphics capabilities. If your

graphics printer program is like mine,

you'll get a handy hard copy. Maps,
graphs, charts, whatever, which can be

updated in a trice.

Summary
With my limited experience, I'd have to

say Higher Graphics II is great. Adding

graphics to something you've written

yourself gives it much more excitement

and life. I highly recommend trying it.

Higher Graphics II isa good way to begin.

I couldn't get the program listed in the

manual to work for me. All it does is make
a little tank. SHAPE=37, move from left

to right across the screen. I came up with
the simple animation in Listing 1.

s Lontn: it.vi4
;w SCALE= i:SHAP£ = iV. fiOT= o:

POKE
•j: POKE Hi. 12: D» = CHH»

141! HEM CONTR
0L I

20 PfclUT D»: -BLOAD HIKES'
30 fklHT D»l "BLOAD SHAPES. A3072

40 Huk
3U X.0 = 10: fO = 1001 XDRAU SHAPE AT

u, ro
60 FOS I > 1 10 10: NEXT I

!0 A * PEEK. ( - 163.361: XDRAK SH
A*>E AT X0.Y0:A * PEEK ( - 1

6oji6>:X0 * <X0 I)! A = PEEK
I - 16336): XDRAU ShAPE AT X
0, iOl IF XO < 279 THEN 60

Listinx I-

The LOMEM sets the variable table

above any possible graphics design.

Line 10 sets up the requirements for the

tank, except color. The color will be white

(complementary of black) when using

XDRAW or a black background.
Line 20 isn't necessary in Applesoft.

Line 30 loads the binary shapes begin-

ning at 3072.

Line 50 XDRAWs the tank at the given

X.Y coordinates.

Line 60 slows it down enough to see.

Line 70 makes the noise and XDRAWs
the tank out. changes position. XDRAWs
it in. XDRAWs it out. and goes back to

line 60 until it reaches the end.

Clardy suggests adding paddle com-
mands, and making a game out of it. Not a

bad idea. D

"Why do you always introduce us as Mainframe
and Micro?"

THE NEW
NEVADA
COBOL!
At $149.95 you can't buy
a better COBOL or one
residing in less memory.

Now with the new Nevada COBOL, you can
use the programs developed by professional

business programmers over the past twenty

years to run the big IBM machines And you can

develop and tailor programs on your micro and
run them on your micro Of recompile and run

them on any mainframe computer What's more
you can do it for about one-fifth the cost of

comparable COBOL compiler systems

Almost all the popular microcomputers

work with the CP/M operating system we use

including Apple. TRS-80. North Star. Superbram.

Cromemco and so on

Check the features;

you'll go Nevada COBOL
A powerful subset of ANSI- 74. Nevada COBOL

reguires a scant I6K of RAM It's available on 8"

CP/M standard single density or 5-1/4" diskettes

Price includes diskette and manual Price for

manual only. S24.95

Four COBOL applications packages
available too.

Four COBOL applications packages are cur-

rently available Each is priced at S24 95 for the

diskette The 73 page manual covering all four

applications costs an additional S2495 The

manual carries complete COBOL source code
listings and superior documentation

Package # I is the Budget Plan Report

Generator Here's an extraordinary time saver

and planning aid for both start-up and well

established businesses.

Package #2 is the Personal Financial Planner

to give you some eye opening insights into your

own personal spending habits

Package # 3 is Labels so you can print name
and address labels

Package #4 is Pre COBOL for use as a

preprocessor of COBOL source programs. A great

programming aid

Order today or write for complete details.

Phone |4I5| 751-1522 or address Ellis

Computing. 600 41st Ave. San Francisco. CA 94121

Nevada Cobol is also available at Lifeboat

Associates. Discount Software, westico. Business

Micro Products. Computer Information Exchange
and other guality computer stores Mastercard.

Visa. C.O.D.s. or checks accepted California orders

please include sales tax

o
ELLIS COMPUTING
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
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CQMPUTRQNICS
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80

TRS-SO Is a trademark of thr Radio shack Division of Tandy Corporation

* All Orders processed within 24-Hours
* 30-Day Money Back Guarantee on all Software (less a $3 penalty for handling)

* 10-Day Money Back Guarantee on Disk Drives and Printers PLUS 120-Days Free Service

• LEARNING LEVEL II By David Lien

The Original Author Of The Level Manual
A Step By Step approach to Learning Level II

especially geared to new TRS-80" Owners
$1S

• TRS-M DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES
Over tOO pages of indespensible information for

disk owners. Learn to recover information from
bad disks, how to make Basic programs unhstable
and 12 more chapters of never published tips and
information Written by H C Pennington
(For all Disk Owners) $22

NEW SBSG BUSINESS SYSTEM FOR MODEL I

OR MODEL II - IN STOCK
- General Ledger
- Accounts Receivable
- Accounts Payable
- Payroll
- Inventory Control with Invoicing

• Each module can be operated individually or as a
coordinated SYSTEM. Turn-Key error catching
operation for beginners

i Complete manual and documentation
accompany each program

1 Minimum System requirements 2-Disk Drives
for Model I 1-Disk Drive for Model II

• Each module can be formatted to span data
on up to 4-Disk Drives
Free 30-Day telephone consultation
Call for complete specifications
Model I Version $125 00 Per Module

$495.00 Per System
Model II Version $225.00 Per Module

$995.00 Per System

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
- DMS replace index cards or any data requiring
long lists of information

• TBS In-Memory Information System
(For Cassette Systems) $39.95

• TBS Disk Data Manager (Requires 1 or more disk
drives) Set up fast random access, files in

minutes Stores up to 320K of information on 4
Drives Up to 10 fields and 255 characters per
record Supports upper and lower case RS-232or
TRS-232 Features complete editing $49.50

• Personal Software CCA Data Management
System Completely user oriented, menu drive.

130 page Step By Step Manual Capable of
inventory control, sorting data, reporting data in

nearly any form (tor reports and mailing labels)

Sorts data by up to 10 fields for zip code, balance
due. geographic location or whatever Prints

reports with subtotals and totals automatically
calculated Fast random access $75.00

~A

FROM RACET COMPUTES
REMOOEL-PROLOAD - Renumbers program
lines, combines programs. The only renumber
program that will renumber the middle of a
program Specify 16K. 32K or 48K Works with

Cassette or Disk $34.95
GSF • Use in your Basic Programs for Instant

Sorting (will sort 1000 items in 9 seconds). Other
commands include Compress and Uncompress
Data. Duplicate Memory. Display Screen Controls
and Fast Graphic Controls $24.95
(For Cassette or Disk, specify 16K. 32K or 48K)
DOSORT - All G S F commands plus special
Multiple Disk Sorting Routines $34.95
(Specify 32K or 48K)
INFINITE BASIC - Adds 70 commands to your
TRS-80" including Instant Sort. Matrix

Commands. String Commands. Left and Right
Justification. String Centering. Simultaneous
Equations. Upper and Lower Case Reverse and
more (For Cassette or Disk) $49.95
INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite Basic)
Eliminate Round-off error. 127-Digit Calculation
Accuracy. Insert New Elements in Sorted Arrays.
Automatic Page Headings. Footings and
Pagination. Multiple Precision Arithmetic and
more (For Cassette or Disk) $29.95
COPSYS • Copy Machine Language Programs
(For Cassette Only) $14.95
DSM (Disk Sort Merge) $75.00

FROM SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE
RSM-2 Machine Language Monitor $26.95
RSM-20 Disk Version of RSM-2 $29.95
OCV-1 Converts Machine Language Programs
from tape to disk $9.95
AIR RAID - The ultimate TRS-80" game converts

your TRS-80" into a real time shooting gallery

$14.95

BARRICADE - A last pong style game $14.95
CPM - (For Disk Only) $150.00
TRS-232 INTERFACE • Interface with Software
driver RS-232 printers to your TRS-80" $49.95
TRS-232 FORMATTER - Additional (optional)

Software for TRS-232 owners Adds many printer

commands lo your TRS-80" $14.95
(With purchase of TRS-232) $9.95
PENMOD - Use the Electric Pencil with RS's lower
case modification $19.95

FROM GALACTIC SOFTWARE
MAIL PAC - For Model I Disk Systems
only $99.95
Quick-sorting full user control Over mailing list

from Galactic Software.

STOCK MARKET PAC $99.95

iCQMPLJTHOMCS;
#nm*0TC*+. aa#etX£ATOSaft MMV*Cf^*

SO N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

HOURS: 9-5

Monday thru Saturday

M~ HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

48-Page Catalog $2 FREE With Any Order
Order By Phone Or Mail

Add $1 Per Order For Shipping Within UPS Areas
Add $3 For C.O.D.

Add $3 For All Foreign And Non-UPS Shipments
Add $3 For UPS Blue Label

(914) 425-1535

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

»»»»»%%»»%»
FROM APPARAT NEW DOS • $99.95

35. 40 and 77 Track Versions available

• NEW DOS/80 (With variable record length files.

chainings and many other features $149.95

FROM THE BOTTOM SHELF
• CHECKBOOK II (For Cassette or Disk) $39.95
• SYSTEM DOCTOR (A complete diagnosis of your

TRS-80" Checks memory, video, cassette, disk.

ROM. and all other parts of your system)

For Cassette or Disk $28.50
• CHECKBOOK REGISTER ACCOUNTING

SYSTEM (Requires 2 disk drives) $75.00
• LIBRARY 100 • 100 established business, game
and educational programs plus FREE Tiny Pilot

all for $49.50
• BASIC TOOL KIT • Lists all variables. GOTO s

and GOSUB's in your program $19.80

• SOUNDWARE - Adds sound to your TRS-80"
Just plus it in $29.95
Sample programs included

• TING TONG - Can be used with Soundware for a

Sound version of pong $9.95

• VIC - The Carta Visual Instructional

Computer Program $19.95
The Level II 16K Cassette is designed to teach
beginners the Basics of Machine Language and
Assembly Language Programming See every
Machine Language Instruction Display on your
video VIC includes Step By Step 55 page manual

VISTA VM DISK ORIVE -

11 OK of Slorage $395.00
Add $29 95 for Cable (Free with purchase of

2- Disk Drives) 10 day money back guarantee

FROM HOWE SOFTWARE
• MON-3 - Machine Language Programming for

beginners MON-3 is a complete System Monitor
with Users Manual $39.95

• MON-4 - Oisk Version ol MON-3 $49.95

FROM MICROSOFT
• LEVEL III BASIC $49.95
Now Cassette owners can add Disk Commands
to their TRS-80" without owning a Disk Drive

• MICROSOFT DISK ADVENTURE $29.95
• TRSDOS BASIC COMPILER $195.00
Run Basic Programs up to 15 times faster

• NEC BUSINESS QUALITY PRINTERS
(For MOD-I or MOD-II) $2,995.00

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL
Cassette
Oisk
MOD-II Version

$99.95
$150.00
$325.00

• HORSE SELECTOR II By Or Hal Davis
The TRS-80" version updated for the TRS-80"
and originally reviewed in Systems and
Methods $50.00

FOR MOD-II OWNERS
.*•—

NEW MOD-II NEWSLETTER
MOD-II Catalog Free w/subscription $12/y*tW

MAIL PAC $199.95

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER
$395.00

MICROSOFT BASIC $325.00

GSF SORT ROUTINE $50.00

CP/M $170.00

PEACHTREE BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

WORD STAR
Call

$495.00
',

""S*"w"«*"Wie<^i^
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cQiyipiJTHQwicsi EVERYTHING
SO N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977
« APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF THE APPLE CORP

FROM COMPUMAX BUSINESS SYSTEMS

The COMPUMAX business applications programs are written with the novice

computer user in mind They are easy to use. yet powerful in their capabilities Further.

COMPUMAX supplies the BASIC source code Thus the programs are easy to modify

MICROLEOGER
This General Ledger system performs the essential functions of dual entry bookkeeping

and matches revenues and expenses:
MICROLEDGER includes the lollowing programs

LEDGER 1 - builds and maintains the CHART OF ACCOUNTS file This (He contains

both current and accumulated totals lor each account

LEDGER 2 - builds and updates the JOURNAL TRANSACTION tile

EOGER 3 - lists both the the JOURNAL tile and the CHART OF ACCOUNTS
"EDGER 4 - computes the TRIAL BALANCE and executes POSTING ol |Ournal trans-

actions into the CHART OF ACCOUNTS An AUDIT TRIAL ol all transaction is output

LEDGER 5 - produces the PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
LEDGER 6- produces the BALANCE SHEET Assets, liabilities and owners •a"«'»»"«

shown by account and by totals $140.00

MICROPAV
An Accounts Payable system. MICROPAY includes the lollowing program & lunctions

PAY 1 - initializes both Transaction and Master tiles, then begins the Accounts Payable

process by inputting and adding records in the Transaction file

PAY 2 - allows tor changes and deletions ol Transaction and Master records

PAY 3 - reports outstanding Accounts Payables in tour categories, under 30 days. 31-60

days. 61-90 days, and over 90 days
PAY 4 - reports all outstanding Accounts Payables tor a single customer or lor all custo-

mers, and computes Cash Requirements
PAY 5 - reports all outstanding Accounts Payables lor a single date or lor a range ot

dates and computes the Cash Requirements
PAY 6 - lists both the Transactions and Master lues

PAY 7 - prints checks and accumulates and journalizes Accounts Payables This pro-

gram simultaneously creates entries lor the MICROLEDGER file $140.00

MICROREC
An Accounts Receivable system. MICROREC includes the lollowing programs and

U
REC 1 - initializes Accounts Receivable files, adds A/R record and prints invoices

REC 2 - accepts receipt ol customer payments and changes or deletions ol A/R Trans-

action or Master tile records , „ .

REC 3 - reports outstanding Accounts Receivables in four categories; under 30 days.

31-60 days. 61-90days. and over 90 days
REC 4 - reports all outstanding Accounts Receivables lor a single customer, or lor all

customers and computes Cash Protections

REC 5 - produces reports lor all outsiandmg Accounts Receivables lor a single date or

lor a range ol dates and computes Cash projections

REC 6 - lists Transaction and Master liles and accumulates and lournalizes Accounts

Receivables creating JOURNAL entries which communicate with the MICROLEDGER
JOURNAL file

$140.00

MICROINV

This Inventory Control system presents a general method ol Inventory Control and pro-

duces several important reports Its program includes

INV 1 - initializes Transaction and Master liles and adds and updates Transaction and

Master records . _,_-

INV 2 - handles inventory issued or received, creating inventory records This program

also accumulates and lournalizes transactions, producing JOURNAL entries which

communicate with the MICROLEDGER tile

INV 3 - lists both Transaction and Master liles

INV 4 - produces the STOCK STATUS REPORT, showing thestandard inventory stock

data and stock valuation, and the ABC ANALYSIS breaking down the inventory into

groups by frequency ol usage
INV 5 - gives a JOB COST REPORT/MATERIALS, showing allocation ol materials used

year-to-date by each |ob or work code (This is complemented by the Job Cost Report/

Personnel in the MICROPERS program ) «_^_ ... «uaaa
INV 6 - computes and provides the E O.O. (Economic Order Quantities) $140.00

MICROPERS
This is a Payroll/Personnel program whose lunctions include:

PERS 1 - initializes the Master file and allows lor entry and updates ol Master records

PERS 2 - initializes the Payroll file and allows lor entry and updates ol payroll records

PERS 3 - lists an Employee Master Record or the entire Employee Master lile. lists a

single Payroll Record or the entire Payroll tile __.,__ „ . .,„.„.««
PERS 4 - computes Payroll and prints the PAYROLL REGISTER Prints PAYCHECKS

and creates JOURNAL entries to be led into the MICROLEDGER JOURNAL lihy

PERS 5 - produces the JOB COST REPORT/PERSONNEL, computes the du«rt;'|

yf£!
bank deposit, and the Annual W-2 run $140.00

All COMPUMAX programs available in machine readable format (diskette lorm) lor the

loHowing machines _....
TRS-80™ Model I Micropolis 1053/1

1

APPLE II Microsoft under CP/M
PET CBASIC under CP/M

Cromemco

FROM ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL (By Scott Adams)

1 1 ADVENTURELAND - You wander through an enchanted world trying to recover

the 13 lost treasures You'll encounter wild animals, magical beings, and many
other perils and puzzles Can you rescue the Blue Ox Irom the quicksand? Or find

your way out ol the maze of pits? Happy Adventuring

t 2 PIRATE'S ADVENTURE "Yo ho ho and a bottle ol rum'' You'll meet up with the

pirate and his dally bird along with many strange sights aa you attempt to go from

your London Hat to Treasure Island Can you recover Long John Silver's lost

treasures? Happy Sailing, matey

3 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE - Good morning, your mission is to and so
it starts Will you be able to complete your mission in time? Or is the world's first

automated nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well named It's hard, there ia no

magic, but plenty of suspense. Good luck

4 VOODOO CASTLE - Count Cnsto has had a fiendish curse put on him by his

enemies There he lies, with you his onty hope Will you be able to rescue him or is

he forever doomed? Beware the Voodoo Man

* AH orders processed"

within 24-Hours

* 30-Day money back guarantee

on all Software (less a $3

penalty for handling)

5 THE COUNT - You wake up in a large brass bed in a castle somewhere in Trsn-

sylvani Who are you. what are you doing here, and WHY did the postman deliver

a bottle ol blood? You'll love this Adventure, in lact. you might say it's Love at First

Byte

6 STRANGE ODYSSEY - Marooned at the edge of the galaxy, you've stumbled on

the ruins of an ancient alien civilization complete with fabulous treasures and

unearthly technologies Can you collect the treasures and return or will you end

up marooned forever?

7 MYSTERY FUN HOUSE - Can you lind your way completely through the strangest

Fun House in existence, or will you always be kicked out when the park closes?

8 PYRAMID OF DOOM - An Egyptian Treasure Hunt leads you into the dark re-

cesses ol a recently uncovered Pyramid Will you recover all the treasures or more

likely will you join its denizens lor that long eternal sleep?

9 GHOST TOWN - Explore a deserted western mining town in search ol 1 3 treasures

From rattlesnakes to runaway horses, this Adventure's got them all 1 Just remem-

ber. Pardner. they don't call them Ghost Towns lor nothin' (Also includes new
bonus scoring system 1

)
$14.9$ Per Adventure

* Hole: Apple requires 24K and has no lower case

t Recommended lor the novice adventurer, with many built-in HELPS 1

FROM PERSONAL SOFTWARE INC.

VISICALC $150.00

Take virtually any problem you would explore using calculator, pen. and paper,

working in rows and columns Apply VisiCalc and you'll see why every reviewer ol this

product has said the same thing VisiCalc is the most useful, most important program yet

developed for personal computing
With VisiCalc. you work with an electronic worksheet ol up to 63 columns and 254

rows At the juncture ot any column and row you can type in words and numbers VisiCalc

automatically performs all arithmetic lunctions. net present value, and transcendental

functions - instantly"

CCA DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM I74.9S

DMS Features:
File Creaton and Maintenance

• Fields may be alphanumeric, numeric, integer. Iloating point, or lixed decimal with

commas
• Fields may be COMPUTED FIELDS DMS will compute any field within a record,

using constants or other fields in the same record Functions include add. subtract.

multiply, divide, and raise exponential powers
• Records are easily located, using the SCAN feature SCAN lor records with a field

over below, or between a range ol values
• Records are easily added and updated DMS prompts" you with questions

• Multi-diskette capabilities (or larger liles - up to 85.000 characters per file!

• Sort the records into almost any order, using up to 10 fields as "keys" So you can

sort tor customer numbers, within zip code, lor instance
• Delete records, "compact" liles. and backup tiles on data diskettes easily

Report Feetures:
• Print reports with records in any order,

• Select fields to be printed
• Print mailing labels
• Numeric totals and subtotals can be specified when a value in an unrelated held in

the same record changes For example, sort, subtotal, and print according to depart-

ment, or month, or customer number, or model number

OAR^TEEOP«OF.-r ^ „»>
PLACES
SHOWS

32%
AVERAGE PROFIT
AT ALL TRACKS-197$

THE HORSE SELECTOR II (FLATS) (By Dr Hal Davis) $50.00

New simplified version of the original Horse Selector The first Horse Selection System

to actually calculate the estimated odds ot each horse

HIGHER PROFITS (OVER 100%) POSSIBLE THROUGH SELECTIVE BETTING ON
• Rates each horse in 10 seconds.
• Easy to follow rules
• Can be used with any Apple II Computer
• 100% money back guarantee (returned for any reason).

• Uses 4 factors (speed rating, track variant, distance of the present race, distance of

the last race) _„
• Using the above factors, the Horse Selector calculates the estimated odds BET on
horses whose actual payoff (from the Tote Board or Morning Lines) is higher than

payoff based on estimated odds
• Using the above factors, the Horse Selector calculates the estimated odds BET on

any selected horse with an estimated payoff (based on Tote Board or Morning Lines)

higher than calculated payoff (based on Horse Selector II)

• Source listing for the fRS-80™. TI-59. HP-67. HP-41. Apple and BASIC Computers
• No computer or calculator necessary (although a calculator would be helpful for

the simple division used to calculate estimated odds)

FREE Dutchlng Tables allows betting on 2 or more horses with a guaranteed profit

(914) 425-1535
ADD »2 00 FOB. SHIPPING UPS AREAS
ADD $3 00 FOB. COO OR NON-UPS AREAS
AOD $4 00 OUTSIOE USA. CANADA t MEXICO

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.V. STATE)

(800) 431-2818
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Dan Rollins

There is a certain fascination in the way
a computer can create and solve a maze.
This article explains the algorithms I used

in Beemaze. a program which generates

and finds the shortest path through a maze
of hexagonal cells.

The program is written in TRS-80 Level

2 Basic, and parts of it use the TRS-80
graphics. However, all the routines used

in creating the printout are compatible
with similar Basics.

For TRS-80 users, the program pro-
vides a special treat. The maze is created
graphically on the screen. When the maze
is completed, you'll watch as the bee
searches for the shortest route. Then man
is pitted against insect in a race through
the maze. If you choose the print output
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Fxample la. Prinlciul without solution.

option, a much larger maze may be
created. A 16K machine will handle a

maze with 2700 elements. My 48K disk

system turned out a maze with 6500
elements— a printout over ten feet long!

There are two options for the printer

output. You may make copies of the maze
with or without the solution. Distribute

the unsolved versions among your friends,

and when they claim that the monster is

unsolvable. give them a brief peek at the

answer.

Generating the Maze
The maze is represented in computer

memory as a two-dimensional integer

array. Each array element (or cell) is

defined by a numerical value of to 63 in

the following manner. Every SIDE of a
cell has been assigned a number (see

Figure la). The overall value of a cell is

determined by the sum of the values for all

sides of the cell which have a door. For
example, a cell with no doors is a zero cell.

A cell with doors valued 1 and 16 will be
given a value of 17. If a cell has three
doors, e.g. 1,4. and 16, it is valued at 21.

These numbers correspond to bit posi-

/ \ 32
>—

S 16

S 8 X
h'itturc la. Values representing the ih>ors of each
cell. Cells with two or more doors will he the sum
of the respective doors.

Dan Rollins. .V70 N.Ccrritos. Apl. ISA. Azusa.CA 91702.
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Amazed, continued.

tions in a byte of memory. (More on that
in a minute.) The variables X and Y are
pointers to a vertical column and hori-
zontal row respectively. Initialized ran-
domly, these pointers are manipulated
within the array . moving from cell to cell.

Note a peculiar property of this hexa-
gonal array representation. In a normal
array of "square" cells, pointers are
manipulated north or south by simply
adjusting the Y variable. East and west
motion is performed by bumping the X
pointer. But each cell of this array
neighbors six other cells and motion is

possible in as many directions (N.S.NE,
NW.SE.SW). Examine Figure 2. Motion

»»» »»» X •
s X s x / X

< o.o >--•: l.o 3 -'- 2 .o >-<
V • X / X / X

<>. 1 >-< 1

.

1 -•- 2.1 >
/ x • X • x /

< 0.2 >-< 1.2 >
X f x s X S X

o. 3 >-< li .1 .-. •.

/• X s X / X •
< o«* >- : l .« -< 2 «
X • x • X S Xa—< o. 3 >-< 1, 5 >-

x S X / X /
• X ••• *»*

PiKure 2. r ow the eel s are numbered
in the tuo-dimensiona integer army.

north is accomplished by subtracting 2
from Y. Likewise. 2 is added to Y for

motion south. However, to adjust the
pointers in a diagonal motion (NE.NW.
SE.SW), special attention must be paid to
the current Y coordinate. For example,
when Y is an even number (evenly divis-

ible by 2), then moving SE requires that Y
be incremented and X be left alone. If Y is

an odd number, the same motion requires
that both X and Y be incremented.

N
\ O /NU ..5- <."" NE

1 / \ 5
—<^ -..

2 \ / ASU ->.
<^ SF/ 3

S
V

Figure 1 h. Possible directions for the bee to turn in
the maze solution algorithm.

The variable Z is used to account for
this variation. Several lines in the program
evaluate Z as -«Y AND l)=l). TRS-80
Basic will return Z=0 when Y is even and
Z=l when Y is odd. Your Basic may
require something like:

IFY/2=INT(Y/2>THENZ=OELSEZ=l

The direction of motion is determined
in lines 120-200. Six neighboring cells are

checked for a zero (doorless) condition. A
short list, held in T(Q). is compiled from
the possible directions of travel (see

Figure lb). One of these directions is

chosen randomly, and the ON..GOTO
command sends control to the line for the

correct action. Here, the current cell is

updated with a value indicating a door in

that direction and the X.Y variables are

adjusted to point to the new cell. That cell

is then given the value for its new door
and. if the game option was chosen, the

screen is updated.

A single walk-through
will determine the

best route.

When the program finds itself trapped,
e.g. when none of the neighboring cells is

still zero, the pointers are moved down
and across the array until a doorless cell is

located which is adjacent to a cell with at

k-ast one door. Thus all branches arc-

linked— there are no "islands" of uncon-
nected cells in the completed maze. Any
individual cell may be reached from any
other. Indeed, though I chose to place
them at opposite corners, the entrace and
exit may be randomly created after the
entire maze is completed. Another
advantage is that the solution, the direct
path from entrance to exit, will be unique.

Solving the Maze
When the IEEE (Institute of Electrical

and Electronic Engineers) holds its Micro-
mouse Maze contest, tiny mechanical
robots compete in finding their way
through a maze. They are given three tries

to obtain the best possible time. The maze
they run may have many solutions, only
one of which is the fastest. One method of
finding this path is called the "leftmost/
rightmost" algorithm. On the first tra-

versal, whenever an opening to the left is

sensed, the "mouse" rotates and follows
that path. On the second run. doors to the
right are taken. Coordinates of each posi-
tion are saved in on-board memory. After
the two runs, the paths are compared for
common intersections. Superfluous loops
are eliminated and the shortest path is

computed from the stored data. Some
other factors are considered such as
rotating speed— a longer, straighter path
may be quicker than a path shorter in

distance but having many turns. Finally,

the optimized third run is made.
The "bee" in this program uses a similar

system. The algorithm is simplifed by the
fact that a single walk-through will deter-

mine the best route. It must be extended,

however, to allow for the six possible exits

from each cell. In this "clockwise"

algorithm, the correct cell exit will be the

first door clockwise of the door used as

the entrance.

Consider the course of action as the bee
traverses the maze. It enters a cell,

records the coordinates, and begins

rotating in clockwise direction. The first

opening it sees determines the direction

of travel and it moves in that direction

into the adjacent cell. The bee moves
from cell to cell until it reaches a cul-de-

sac (dead end). In that case, rotation

brings it back to the door thouh which it

entered. The next cell it enters is the one it

just vacated. Now the bee is facing in a

direction different from it previous visit.

Rotation brings it to another exit, possibly

the one by which it originally entered the

cell, but never back into the cul-de-sac.

The bee searches through its memory and
notes that it has been there before. It then
deletes the cul-de-sac from its best-path

list and continues until the exit is reached.

Think of the X.Y pointers in the pro-

gram as the bee. Its current direction is

kept in the variable D. As the bee enters a
cell, the last door it should check is the

one directly behind it. If it entered by
going south then that door is now to its

north. The program reinitializes the direc-

tion by subtracting 3 from D, then
adjusting for underflow (adding 6 if the

result is less than zero). The actual rota-

tion is performed by repeatedly decre-
menting D (again adjusting for under-
flow). At every turn, the cell is tested for a
door in the current direction.

Refering back to Figures la and lb.

notice the relationship between the values
of a direction and a door in that direction.

Each door corresponds to the power of 2
defined by the direction. This system is set

up to use the powerful bit-manipulation of
the AND command. When two numbers
are ANDed they are compared on a bit by
bit basis. The result, shown in Figure 3, is a

value composed of only the ON bits com-
mon to both.

decimal binary doors

19 = 0001001 l=xxxSExxNWN

AND16 = 000I0000 = xxxSExx x x

result 16=00010000

Figure 3.

SE

ANDing two numbers which have no
ON bits in common will return a zero as
the result. The program lines asking ....IF

varl AND var2 THEN...are checking for
common bits. The IF fails and excution
falls through when the logical AND results
in a non-zero value.
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Amazed, continued.

When the maze was created, certain

bits of each cell were turned ON. defining

the doors. Now, by testing the state of a
given bit. the maze runner can sense the

presence of a door. The program com-
putes 2 t D. then ANDs this value with the

value of the cell. A non-zero result indi-

cates that there is indeed a door so the

bee. taking that direction, enters the new
cell.

The real value of this sytem is not only
the ease with which the maze data is

handled, but in the compactness of that

data. A single integer defines both the

number of doors and their locations. Also,
a cell may take on additional aspects just

by turning on new bits. After the best

route has been determined, the cells along
that path are increased by 64. The printer

routine senses this for marking the solu-

tion. By adding 1 28. a new factor could be
introduced to certain cells. Perhaps a

queen bee or some honey might be found
there.

The maze runner algorithm always
yields a list of the coordinates which make
up the shortest route from the start of the
maze to the end. But as described, it's too
slow. For example, a cul-de-sac would
require six complete turns to locate the
exit. There are a couple of shortcuts I

used to speed the bee along.

First, that cul-de-sac may be deduced
by the fact that the value of the cell is

exactly equal to that of the door by which

it entered. No sense in rotating here, so
the bee simply reverses direction and
exits.

Secondly, a test is made for a two-
doored cell. The door is subtracted from
the cell. If the difference is exactly a
power of 2 then there is only one other
exit and it is determined as in line 670.

Only when there are more than two
doors (the least likely occurrence) is the

clockwise algorithm invoked.

The bee's advantage is

offset by the fact that
it must perform a little

dance in each cell.

All three possibilities return a new
direction in the variable D. This value is

used in the ON...GOTO sequence to

adjust the X.Y array pointers to the next

cell. Execution resumes by saving the new
position and repeating the action of find-

ing the maze exit.

The multiple-door cells also triggers the

routine which updates the best-route list.

It is here that the selective "forgetting" of

deadend paths is performed. A FOR...
NEXT loop checks backwards through
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I x.iniple lb. Printout with solution.

the best-route list comparing each saved

coordinate against the current one. If a

match is found then the best-path list

counter, PTR, is set to the loop counter
and the loop is exited. Coordinates of the

next cells visited will be written over the

superfluous steps, in effect erasing them
from memory.

The Printout

The printer output routine is designed

for printer portability. Lines 830-900

define the character strings which corre-

spond to the walls and doors of the maze. I

used FSS and BS$ in lines 880-890 because
my TRS-80 has no key for the backslash

character. If your printer has graphics
capabilities, it will be easy to experiment
with different combinations, as they need
be typed at only one place.

Lines 940-950 print the top output line.

Lines 960-1060 examine the body of the

array, printing four lines for two vertical

coordinates. The last three lines (the

bottom cell) are printed in lines 1070-

1130.

The examples I've included were
printed on an IDS 440 Paper Tiger set at

132 characters per line and 8 lines per
inch. These settings allow a horizontal

dimension of 16 with a height of 40 to be
fit on a single page.

The best-route is represented by cells

containing "•*." These characters will

never be printed until the routine at lines

770-810 has been called. Once this is done,
all further printouts will have the solution.

The Race
Game players of all ages will enjoy the

challenge of racing the bee through the

maze. Once the maze is generated, the

screen is saved in a string array. Note that

four bytes of the 1024 in the TRS-80
screen memory are ignored as a string can
only be 255 bytes long. When the screen is

redrawn (line 2480) one space is inserted

between each string to account for this.

After a short countdown, the screen is

restored and the race begins. The bee
starts in the top right corner and you are at

the bottom left corner. Line 1330 reads

the byte of memory at address 14400. This
returns a value for the arrow and control

keys. Lines 1340-1380 decode this into an
adjustment to your present position. This
routine is superior to an INKEYS function

as the keybord is constantly being
strobed. As long as a key is depressed (and
the action doesn't result in crossing a wall)

the dot continues moving. Pressing hori-

zontal and vertical keys simultaneously

results in diagonal motion.

While the bee makes moves directly

from cell to cell, you must work your way
one step at a time. The bee's advantage is

offset by the fact that it must perform a

little dance in each cell. You get five

moves for each one made by the bee. This
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Amazed, continued.

Example 2. Completed game man. The bee will find the only direct path from

entrance to exit

ratio makes the race very close. You prob-

ably won't win unless you make every

move count— including diagonal motion
where possible. Since the mazes are

created randomly, some will be more diffi-

cult than others. If you find that you
always lose (or win!) try changing Line

1420 to increase or decrease the number
of dance steps per cell. Also the size of the

maze may be decreased by changing H
and V in line 21 (X).

Regardless of whether you win or lose,

you have the option of running the same
maze again.

Beemaze has been optimized for speed.

"Dummy" FOR...NEXT loops are used to

avoid "backward GOTOs." An example
is in the K-loop of lines 530-570. This vari-

able is never meant to reach MAX and the

value of the loop counter is never used.

The advantage is that when NEXT is

reached, the correct line number is simply

POPped off the stack. A GOTO directive

requires that the ENTIRE program be

searched for a match with (Line #). The

end result is that Basic has much less work

to do to find its new position and the

program executes faster.

All REMarks are expendable and

should be removed. 1 have indented the

loops and added liberal spaces to make

the listing more readable. They also slow

the program down and take extra bytes.

You may omit these when you key the

program.
If you don't have a TRS-80 or don't

intend to play the game, the lines contain-

ing the variable SI are unnecessary as are

lines 1 150-1450 and 1280-2590.

It took less lhan seven minutes to

generate, solve and print the mazes in

example 1 and 2. My ten-foot monster

required a total of 2 hours and 23 minutes

to complete. The average time for

creating and solving the game maze on the

screen (9 by 13) is about three minutes.

Mazes are more than fun and games.

The algorithms presented here might be

extended to control and guard robot or an

automated floor-sweeper. If nothing else,

just learning these techniques of array

manipulation and bit-tesling can be very

worth your while. D
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DEEHAZE
DAN ROLLINS
1/20/80

THIS PROGRAM CREATES AND SOLVES A HAZE OF HEXAGONAL CELLS.
IT INCLUDES OPTIONS FOR LINEPRINTER OR SCREEN OUTPUT.

THE MAZE WITH OR L'lTHOUT THE SOLUTION.
T HE SCREEN OUTPUT INCLUDES A RACE THROUGH THE MAZE.

3C r i
- Erii.T rw

N
- T GENERATION ROUTINE >»»

H.V>rl((H+l)»(Vtl>) '» MAZE ARRAY i. REST-ROUTE LIST
' • '.HI) !X=C iYHWrXV) !MAX=32745

: to c-i

1J£ FCF K«0 TO MAX
> AND 1 >= 1 ) !ZX=X47

IF Yl IF M(X»Y-2>=0 THEN C=QH ITIQI'C ' »N

TF ie IF ZX IF H(ZX-1.Y-1)=0 THEN Q=0fl !T<Q)M ' »NW
TF Y V if ZX>« IF H(ZX-1.Y + 1>=0 THEN 0=0fl ITfQK' ' »SW

1 -1 IF r!X,Y+2)=C THEN G=QH :T!0)=3 ' tS

WO IF Y V IF ZX HH IF M<ZX.YH>=0 THEN Q=0H :T(Q>M ' »SE
TF Y C IF ZX HH IF M(ZX.Y-1)=0 THEN G=QH :T(Q)=5 ' *NE
TF THEN K'HAX IGCTC 270

t > CO MO'.'F SO SCAU FCR OPEN CELL »«

FCR '.

y=yh :if yv the;; y=o :x=xti :if xh then x«o
2» IF H<X.Y)XJ THE!. L=MA<

360 '
I

270 I

!

28C IF SI THEN Xl=Xt IZ+7*4t3 !Y1=Y»342
POINTERS. UPDATE ARRAY AND SCREEN »»

350 U>m GCTC 310,340.370,400.430.440
310 2 :M<X.Y)=K<X.YH3

IF SI THEJ. F:FSET(XH2.Y1-1> :RESET( XH3.Y1-1 )

3X tan
WC 1 :y*Y-1 !M(X.Y>=M<X.Y>H4

IF SI THE!; RESET(Xt.Yl) .'RESET< Xl-1 . Y1H >m J [RETURN

'» NU

39C

JK

tie

QC

<w

130

5M

340

S50

M0

i3©

m
-:c

•20

if

NEXT

EXT

3:

-l :t=YH :m<x.y>^m<x.yh32 '» sw
ESETtXltYlM) :RESET(XI-l.Yl+3)

:y=y*2 :m<x.y;=k<x.y>h '» s

THEN RESET' XH2.Y145) :RESET(X143iYH5)
irc-urn

'ha :>-zx :v=yh :m<x.y>=k<x.yh2 '» se
.YH4) :RESET(XH6.YH3)

fW32 :x=zx :y=y-i :M<x.Y>*mx.r>t4 '» ne
THE.'; RESET' Xl+5iYl> :RESET(XH4.Y1H >

[RETURN

• :;Z7 THE MAZE FCR SOLUTION M»
:tt-STRIi;G*(2fl38)

I !PTR=0 !B<C)-20»Y :A=L0G(2
IF r AM: ; THEN 1-1 ELSE IF AND 1 THEN

•i4tX»S+Z»3f46 SPRINT?
INEXT IPRINT8 PiI*I
[NEXT IPRINTP Pi

i =max :goto 750
i. 590. 600.410.420. 430

IGOTO 440
:goto 640

ICOTO 640

<« :y=y+i :goto 440
/ :y*y-i

'.WPTR I-Y4204X
' THEN D=D-4

l»2tl THEN NEXT K

• o-2ti. :aa=log<Q)/a
:ir AA^INT'AA) THEN D=AA INEXT K

FOI
I !IF D'O THEN D=5

IF HXX.Y) AND (2ID) THEN J»4
Nl XT J

=PTR-1 TO STEP -1

IF B(J)=SiPTR) THEN PTR=J 1J=-1

) !0=H(XfY>

D=0 ELSE D=5

P.Ati

'»8L INKER

'»C0 IF FINISHED

'• N
'» NU
'» SU
'» S
'» SE
'» NE

'tIF CUL-DE-SAC

'*IF ONLY 2 DOORS
'»MULTIPLE DOORS
'»TURN CL0CKUISE
'» UNTIL EXIT
• IS FOUND.
•ALSO UPDATE
'» rEST -ROUTE
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INTERFACES IEEE $55 TRS»80 135.

APPLE INTERFACE • CABLE $90.

RS»232$70 Call lot Prix-

/

ATARI 800

$759

DIABLO 630!
$1995
Tractor option $200

"

STARWRITER 25^ $1595

Q
NEC MONITOR
$219

OKIDATA MICROLINE-83
OKIDATA MICROLINE-80
APPLE II PLUS48K
APPLE DISK w/ 3.3 DOS Controller

APPLE DISK w/o Controller

BASE II PRINTER
HAZELTINE 1420

NORTHSTAR HORIZON II 32K QD
ATARI 400 8K
ATARI 400 16K
RADIO SHACK 16K Level II Model 3

RADIO SHACK 64K Model 2

ANADEX DP-9500

TELEVIDE0 912C
TELEVIDEO 920C
TELEVIDEO 950

ATARI 825 PRINTER
ATARI 850 INTERFACE
ATARI 810 DISK
(Call for price list of ATARI Software)

$949

$469

$1150

$545

$435

$649

$799

$2975

$399

$499

$875

$3449

$1249

$669

$729

$1049

$729

$169

$449

11m

• NO SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARDS
• WE ACCEPT C.O.D.S
• ALL EQUIPMENT FACTORY FRESH WlMANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY
• STOCK SHIPMENTS USUALLY SAME DAY OR NEXT DAY
• NO HIDDEN CHARGES - WE LIVE BY OUR PUBLISHED PRICES

3 EAST COAST / WEST COAST $£>

EGA SALES COMPANY
CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Amazed, continue

760

7B0

NO

320

'» LIST.M >T J

NEXT I '.RETURN

i»> ROUTINE HARKS BEST ROUTE FOR PRINTOUT »t»

!TR TO STEP -1

NT( B< J >/20 ) JX-bl J >-Y»20

K(X.T)«mX.Y»44 ' K»*KER "H CELL

IF X=0 IF Y=V THEN J=-l '* EXIT LOOP

NEXT J iRETURN

... SEMI- COHPLETEB MAZE TO THE PRINTER *»*

AM'
I

PK2fi>>
p*<3.1)=

PH0.2>=
P»!2.2>=

:fs*= ," !BS*=chp«<?2)
:p«<2.3>=p*<o.i > :pe«u>=

• IP*(3.3>=P*<1.1> :pe*<2>=
" :P«(0i3)=P«' 2.1 * :

C'E*(3)=

»* :p«<i.3>=p«(3.i> :pe»(4)=

tFSU" ' :PV2.4)=P4(0,2)

+BS*4" ' '.P*<0.4)=P*(2.2>

P»'l,2)=A» :PV3,2)=h« :P«'1.4i=A* :P«(3.4)»A«

RESTORE IFOR J»l TO 8 IREAL T(.J) INEXT

LATA ll 2. 64. *• 64. 3:. If 14

»» BS« IS BACKSLASH

FS*

IBS*

• »>> •.NEXT

SB

34C

37C

380

3*0W
»(
720

?» '

940 FOP i:=o TO H-l SLPI

750 LPRINT P*<2.2HP»'
%0 EC* 1=0 tO V STFP 2

770 FOP L=l TO 4

990 IF J'O AND L=l THEN L=2

9K IF t I ELSE IF L=3 THEN R=l ELSE R=0

WOO FOF t>"2

Uin ;f IKK.4) ANS T(L) THEN A=l

ICO IF K'K.!»R> ANti TIL+4) THEN

1C3T I PRINT P*<A.LW P»iB.l )i

1|4( NEXT K !IF 1=0 AND L=2 LPRINT"

ICO NEXT 1

10&O KEXT )

FOR K»0 TO H

IF C't.V ANA 44 THEN B=3 ELSE B-2

IC70 I PR]

sxi 1. :i print print a*(

FOR G'C TO HI !' "TINT P*<2.2)» P*(0.2)i INEXT

.) '.LPRINT A»! P*(0.2)S P»(2.2>i

, T- »>»• "> INEXT 1LPRINT"

KTUMi

B=3

ELSE LPRINT PE*< L >

114

•CYCOTQ Of SCREEN »»»

U*»»0*»< 2? HCHR*< 24 ) 1A»=CHR»( 143)
:•

: I«CHI I 1401 :a?*=chr«<188)
? -.PRIM U*U»A»A»U*U*i INEXT SPRINT U«W*U*I>F<*

i

11*0 FC! IPRif.T U$i

t 1 THEN PRINT W»Al*Al»i
TO 9

PRINTCHIi! 14!)' 'CKR»< 142)Al*At«i INEXT

: THEN PRINT CHR*(8)CHR*<8)U«t ELSE PRINT W«U««

iFtUNTOUtWI
. IC ? IPRiNT MU*A2»A2«W«U*S INEXT -.PRINTDB*!

::• FCf I = «? TC 127 STEP 4

? K.F,SA»S IPRINT* Kt64*V-3.A2»A2«.

-C ROUTINE. PLAYER RACES BEE THROUGH HAZE »•»

!Y'V»344 :c=ptrfi :u=o iar=14400 ij=o ipx»h :py=o
• :t4(l)-A« IB*<2>=CHR«<175)tCHR*<172>

= CHR»(142HCHP»<1°0> !6*(4>=B«

Mt) ixi-o :yi=o

ET<X»Y) IR£SET<Xtl.T+l> IRESEKX.Ytl > IRESETI X41.Y)

IF I AMD B THEN Yl—

1

TF K AND 1A THEN Yl=l

IF t, AND 32 THEN X1--2
IF t. AND A4 THEN Xl=2

THEN «- -1 '.RETURN

1«C0

ICO

144

two

'» UP ARROW
•» Dm ARROU
> LEFT ARROU
'4 RIGHT ARROU
'»< CLEAR'. TO RESIGN

x?=xm :y2^yiyi :if point(X2.y2) or point <x2H.Y2>
(IR POINT! X2tl.Y2tl> OR POINT< X:.Y?H ) THEN 1410

x=x2 :y=y2
C-ET(X.Y) ISET(Xtl.Ytl) !SET(X.Y + 1) '.SET(Xll.Y)

I»4-l !IF JO THEN J=4 ic=c-i

'.IF PX^O AND PY=V THEN K=l IRETURN

ELSE PY = INT(B(C)/20) !PX=Bi r )-PY»20

:P=PY»i44PX»6f44 -<<PY AND 1 >=1 )*3

PRINT? P.t«<J>*
IF X' 120 IF Y<4 THEN RETURN '4PLAYER MINS

GOTO 1330

'» HOVE THE BEE

»> PRINT INSTRUCTIONS Afvfj SET UP HAZE BIHENSIONS »»

200O CLC

PRINTI 72. "BEE AHA^'EI - PROGRAHHED BY BAN ROLLINS'

3B0 PRINT IPRINT'THIS PROGRAM CREATES A HAZE UH1CH IS"

RINT'COC.PRISEB OF HEXAGONAL CELLS. SIHILAR TO A HONEYCOHB.

yHO Mlir.'T'YOU MY SENS THE HAZE HRECTLY TO YOUR PRINTER"

J»0

"OTC

215 r>

1

PRIMTV SOLUTION OPTIONAL)" IPRINT" OR"

PRINT'UATCH A? THE r.AZE IS CREATE! ANB SOLVES ON YOUR"

PRIM'SCREEN. THEK ^ArE THE B5E THROUGH THE HAZE."

PRINT : INPUT' PRINT THE HAZE OR RACE THE BEE (P/Rl'JGU

IF 01I="F:' THE* S'. 1 ELSE IF 01* "P' THEN 2080

;
' 9 iGOTS 2280

•»» GET INPUT FCP PRINTER OPTION ««

aS '.PRINT '.TKFUT-HEIGHT OF HAZE "!V tV=INT( V/2 )*2-l

PRINT ilNFDT'WBTH OF THE HAZE 'iH

PRINT-CREATING THE HAZE PLEASE BE PATIENT."

GCr: 1? '» CREATE HAZE

FRINT'SOLVING THE HAZE' '.GOSUB !~.00

00 CAY PRINT THE HAZE AS KANY TIHES AS BESIRED"

• FTIR ONE PRINTOUT UITH THE SOLUTION. ALL "

[NG PRINTOUTS WILL BE SOLVED." '.PRINT

PRHTER HIT ..ENTER "i02« 1PRINT

: THE SOLUTION ON THIS PRINTOUT (Y/N)"!02*

t LOSUB 770 ELSE IF BMO'N' THEN 2210
'» LINl PRINT ROUTINE

AKE OR BIFFERENT HAZE (S/D) " i03«

IF D3I SUN ELSE IF 03* •
' S" THEN 2240

::io
•> INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE RACE »»

INT IPRUtT' RELAX A«I. WAICH AS A UNIQUE HAZE"

PRIM-DEVEIOPES ON YOUR SCREEN. UHEN THE FLASHING 'BEE'"

N NAZE IS COMPLETE AND THE SHORTEST"

PRIM'SOUTE tS IEINC BETERHINEI. USE THIS TIHE TO PLAN"

PATH.' SPRINT

rOU IflLI BEGIN IN THE LOUER-LEFT CORNER. UORK YOUR'

PSIIT'lAY UP AND RIGHT TC THE EXIT BY PRESSING ONE OR "

•-.ORE OF THE ARROU KEYS.'

fESIGN A HOPELESS GAME."

:INFDT"HIT ENTER: TO BEGIN-iOl*

HR*(1J1 )iSTRING«( 4.131))

\i *i;9,STPING*(5tl76)CHR*(184)(
.. F« NE SAVES THE SCREEN IN S*( ) ARRAY »*

1 I [POKE K.255 JPONE K41.0
:POt.E Nt2.60K" :S«C!)=S* INEXT

.• > -.'RINT IPRINT

[PRINT J IFOR K=l TO 1500 INEXT INEXT

.» THIS LINE RESTORES SAVEB SCREEN »*

m: 1 ?«::') *s*(3);
» RACE THROUGH THE HAZE

tti SPRINT CUR*'. 2.5) tPRINTI eOO.'BZZZZZZZZ"
IF L'=l THEN

lEti PRINT'VOU RESIGNEIC 1GOT0 2550

PRII TIPRINT' am HON'" ""'
IPRINT'YOU AFT NOU AN HOiiORAPY'

LE 1EE'" :CPi.) 2550
IKE ! STW.G YOU GOOD II"

"PLAY AGAIN • Y/N)' SQ4*

NI ELSE IF 04«< -Y' THEN 2550

'.NT MAZE <S/B )"i05*
05*. ;"S' THEN 2570

..'.(
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Lynn Busby, president of the Computer Station, as seen by the Dithertizer II.

Dithering Developed at Bell Labs and
MIT. dithering was originally an approach
to picture transmission Compared to other

methods, dithering is fast and accurate.

The Dithertizer II was designed for the

Apple computer by David K Hudson, a
researcher at MIT. Design goals were high

accuracy, fast scanning, maximum reliability

and an economical price

High Quality Images

The resolution is of the Dithertizer is the

maximum the Apple can handle in the high-

resolution mode, I.e.. 280 x 192 (53.760)
pixels

To produce an image, a video camera is

focused on the subject Peripherals Plus

furnishes a Sanyo VC1610X camera, a
laboratory/industrial unit with an f 1 .6 lens.

This camera has a focus range of 18 (for

extreme close ups) to infinity (for distant

subjects).

The camera scans an entire frame in 1/60th

of a second Two frames are scanned, of

course, in 1 /30th of a second By adjusting

the blackness control (with Paddle 0) to any
one of 255 levels you can determine the

threshold of gray between the two frames
A 1 30th second, two-frame scan has two

levels of gray and produces a high-contrast

but quite recognizable image

Pictures or Contours

Using the Contour software routines and
contrast control (Paddle 1 ). it is possible to

subtract one image from another If the

blackness thresholds of the two images are

close, say 1 25 and 1 27. the resulting image
will show just the outlines or highlights of

an object
Another possibility is to reduce the contrast

to zero which results in a nearly blank screen

except for movement in the area scanned

This type of movement detector is much
faster (V30th second) and more precise
than other much more expensve systems
It iscurrently being used to detect and record
movement of laboratory animals. It is also
used in security installations

The Dithering " software routines use the
contrast control to divide an image into gray
tones. As mentioned above, two levels
(usually white and black) result in a high
contrast image Four gray levels provide
additional definition while sixteen levels
produce a highly detailed image in just over
1 4th of a second. Extremely high detail is

possible using the highest 64-gray level

setting. At this level, an image is produced
in 64/60ths of a second or just over one
second . The quality of this image is close to

that of a halftone photograph found in a
newspaper or magazine.

Using Dithered Images

What can one do with a dithered image?
Upon completion it can be stored automatic-

ally in either page 1 or 2 of the high-resolution

graphicsarea of the Apple Hence, itcan be
printed out on practically any printer. To
print it on an Apple Silentype printer or

equivalent requires no additional software
To take advantage of the automatic print

routines in the Dithertizer itself does require

additional software tailored to a specific

printer Software packages are available at

$44 95 each for the following printers: IDS
440. 445. 460. and 560; IP225; Anadex
DP9500 and DP9501 ; Spinwriter 55 1 and
5520

Individual images or series of images may
also be incorporated in other programs in

the same way that other hi-res graphics are
used. Using VersaWriter software, for exam-
ple, text may be added to images. An image
may be shown on the screen while a disk is

You and your Apple can have
a new view of the world.

Dithertizer!

loading or while the computer is completing
a time-consuming calculation in another
program
With the proper software, the Dithertizer

can be used to perform image enhancement,
to identify features, detect motion, track a
moving target or create a detailed picture
for display The possibilities are limited only
by your imagination

Quality Construction

The dithertizer is manufactured to exacting

specifications by Computer Station It consists

of the Dithertizer II board which plugs into

Slot 7 in the Apple II. a cable which connects
between the Dithertizer and motherboard
and a 10 foot cable to the camera The
system requires a 48K Apple disk system
The software package consists of three

routines on disk Dither to build a gray
scale picture. Contour to produce an edge
scan using image subtraction, and Dscan
to store a binary image in either page 1 or 2
of the high-resolution graphics area

Peripherals Plus also includes a Sanyo
VC 1 6 1 0X video camera with external hori-

zontal and vertical sync input.

The components of the packge— hardware,
software and camera -are warranteed by
the manufacturers against defects in material

and workmanship for 90 days In addition.

Peripherals Plus guarantees that if you are
not completely satisfied you may return the
system for a prompt and courteous refund

Order Today

The entire Dithertizer system consisting
of the Dithertizer board. Sanyo camera,
cables and software costs only $650 plus
$6 shipping and handling in the continental
United States Customers in other loctions

should write for shipping rates Price for

the board and software alone is $300 while
the camera alone is $410 To order your
system, send payment or Visa. MasterCard
or American Express card number and
expiration date to the adress below Credit
card customers may also call orders to our
toll-free number.
Don t put it off Remember, your system

is backed by both manufacturer warranties
and a complete moneyback guarantee of

satisfaction from Peripherals Plus
Give your Apple a new view of the world

with a Dithertizer Order today.

39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(InNJ 201-540-0445)
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Kerry Lourash

Here's a machine language routine

that enables the OSI CIP and C2P to

use the graphic mode of the Paper
Tiger printer. A "reverse print"option

and capability for user-definable char-

acters are included.

When 1 saw Bob Stuckmeyer's article

{Creative Computing January 1981) on
implementing the Paper Tiger graphic

mode for the Sorcerer. I immediately

thought of my friend. George, who has an
OSI Super II and a Tiger. Although he

had the graphic option, it was unused
because there was no graphic program
available for OSI. Unfortunately. Stuck-

meyer's program was not much help, since

it was written for the Z-80. 1 would like to

thank him for the concept of making four

passes to print three screen lines, how-
ever.

The OSI Tiger (Listing 1 ) is set up as a

subroutine, so it can be called by a USR
command. Output is routed to the ACIA
for serial output. If you use parallel inter-

facing, change the OUTPUT label to your
own output routine.

Kerry Lourash. 1220 North Dennis. Decatur, 1L

62522.

| 10 0000 SCN= M0 ADDRESS OF CHAR. CONVERTED
F20 0000 8CN2 =*42 ADDR. OF CHAR ABOVE CURRENT CHAR
30 0000 INDEX=»44 OFFSET ADDED TO TABLE
40 0000 CHAR = 146 WORK AREA TO CONVERT ELEHENTS
SO 0000 PASS =148 PASS COUNTER) 1-4)
60 0000 LINE =49 LINE* PRINTER (COUNTER
70 0000 BYTE -«4A ELEHENT COUNTER* 1-8)
80 0000 C0L = I4B COLUMN COUNTER
90 0000 INV- I4C INVERSE PRINT FLAG

100 0000 0UTPUT=$BF15 JACIA OUTPUT SUB< C2P >

110 34E9 M»36E9
120 36E9 A980 LBA 4180 (SET SCREEN COUNTERS
130 36EB 8540 STA SCN
140 36ED A9D0 IDA »tno
ISO 36EF 8541 STA SCN+l
160 36F1 A940 LDA «»40
170 36F3 8542 STA SCN2
175 36F5 A9D0 LDA #1D0
180 36F7 8543 STA SCN2+1
170 36F9 A903 LDA •3 (ENTER GRAPHIC H0DE
200 36FB 2015Bf JSR OUTPUT
210 36FE 2015BF JSR OUTPUT (SET CHAR WIDTH
220 3701 A91E LDA ••IE
230 3703 2015BF JSR OUTPUT
240 3706 20F337 JSR VTAB (VERTICAL TAB
250 3709 A928 LDA •(28 iSET LINE CNTR.
260 370B 8549 STA LINE
270 370D A901 SO LDA • 1 SSET PASS CNTR.
280 370f 8548 STA PASS
290 3711 A940 SI LDA 140 -SET C0LUHN CNTR.
300 3713 8S4B STA COL
310 371S A900 S2 LDA •0 •ZERO ELEMENT CNTR.
320 3717 954A STA BYTE
330 3719 206437 S3 JSR CNVT (CONVERT 1 ELEMENT ( PRINT
340 371C E64A INC BYTE .INCREMENT ELEHENT CNTR.
350 371E AS4A LDA BYTE
360 3720 C908 CHP •8 MS IT/'
370 3722 30F5 BHI S3 !N0. FIND «. PRINT NEXT ELEHENT
380 3724 E640 INC SCN (YES. INCREMENT SCREEN CNTRS
390 3726 0002 BNE S4
400 3728 E641 INC SCN 41
410 372A E642 S4 INC SCN2
420 372C D002 BNE S3
430 372E E643 INC SCN2+1
440 3730 C64B S5 DEC COL DECREMENT COLUMN CNTR
450 3732 0OE1 BNE S2 IF LINE NOT DONE. TO S2
460 3734 20F337 JSR VTAB (PRINT HEAD TO START OF LINE
470 3737 C649 DEC LINE (NEXT LINE
480 3739 F01F BEQ EXIT (IF LINES DOME. EXIT
490 373B E648 INC PASS (INCREMENT PASS COUNTER
500 373D A448 LDT PASS
510 373F C004 CPT •4

520 3741 F004 BEO HO (IF PASSM.TC M0
530 3743 10C8 BPL SO IF PASS 4.TC SO
540 3745 30CA BHI SI IF PASS-4.T0 SI
550 3747 A202 HO LDX 2
560 3749 38 HI SEC SUBTRACT 1 LINE FROM SCREEN C
570 374A 1540 LDA SCN.X
580 374C E940 SIC 140
590 374E 9540 STA SCN.X 1 l«ting 1.

A picture created Tor one of Geonte't kkii toy George).
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SOFTWARE FOR OSI
A JOURNAL FOR OSI USERS!!

The Aardvark Journal is a bimonthly tutorial for OSI

users. It features programs customized for OSI and

has run articles like these:

1) Using String Variables.

2) High Speed Basic On An OSI.

3) Hooking a Cheap Printer To An OSI.

4) An OSI Disk Primer.

5) A Word Processor For Disk Or Tape Machines.

6) Moving The Diik Directory Off Track 12.

First year issues already available

59 .00 per year (6 issues)

ADVENTURES
Adventures are interactive fantasies where you give the

computer plain English commends (i.e. take the sword,

look at the control panel.) as you explore alien cities,

space ships, ancient pyramids and sunken subs. Average

playing time is 30 to 40 hours in several sessions.

There is literally nothing else like them - except

being there yourself. We have six adventures available.

ESCAPE FROM MARS Explore an ancient

Martian city while you prepare for your escape.

NUCLEAR SUBMARINE - Fast moving

excitement at the bottom of the sea.

PYRAMID Our most advanced and most

challenging adventure. Takes place in our

own special ancient pyramid.

VAMPIRE CASTLE A day in old Drac's

castle. But it's getting dark outside.

DEATH SHIP It's a cruise ship but it ain't

the Love Boat and survival is far from certain.

TREK ADVENTURE Takes place on a

familiar starship. Almost as

good as being there.

NEW SUPPORT ROMS FOR BASIC
IN ROM MACHINES

C1S foi the CtP omIv. this ROM adds lull

ii edit functions (insert, delete, change
characters in I basic line). Sottwave selectable

scroll windows, two instant screen clears (scroll

window only and full screen), software chose of

OSI or standard keyboard format. Bell support,
600 Baud cassette support, and a few other
features It plugs in in place of the OSI ROM.
NOTE this ROM also supports video conversions
lor 24, 32, 48 or 64 characters per line. Reolaces
video sw.ip t.i|>e on C1P model 2. All that and it

sells lot .i nii'iisly $39.95.
C1E/C2E lor C1/C2/C4/C8 Basic in ROM ma
chines. This ROM adds iull screen editing, soft-

wart selectable scroll windows, keyboard correc
Hon (software selectable), and contains an ex
tended machine code monitor. It has breakpoint
utilities, machini md save, block
memory move and hex dump utilities. A must for

the machine code programmei replaces OSI sup
port ROM Requires installation of additional
chip when Installed maC2orC4.C1 installation

requires only iumpei move. Specify system
$5995.

DISK UTILITIES

SUPER COPY S "i • D isk (

copy progi am mal pie copies,

et f.*A zero, end i
the tracks

that yow can hold at one tin •

up :o 12 HI as 'ast

,i> du.n disk copy rig S'5 95

MAXIPROSS (WORD PROCESSOR) 650
polled Keyboard only • has global and lii.e edit,

right and left margin justification, imbedded

margin co hoice of single, double or

triple spacing, file access capabilities and all the

features of a major word processor - and it's

only S39.95.

PC. BOARDS
MEMORY BOARDS!! <o- the OP and they

contain parallel ports'

Aardvarks new memory board supports 8K
of 21 14' s and has provision for a PIA to q.ve a

parallel ports' It sells as a bare board for $29.95
When assembled, the board plugs into the expan-
sion connector on the 600 board. Available now!

PROM BURNER FOR THE C1P - Burns single

supply 2716's Bare board - $24.95.

MOTHER BOARD - Expand your expansion
connector from one to five connectors or use it

to adapt our C1P boards to your C4/8P. - $14.95.

ARCADE AND VIDEO GAMES

GALAXIA one of the fastest and finest arcade
games ever written for the OSI, this one leatures

rows of evasive, hardhitting, dogfighting aliens

thirsty for your blood. For those who loved (and
tired of) Alien Invaders. - PS. The price is a
giveaway. SPECIF Y SYSTEM!
Cassette $9.95 Disk $12.95

TIME TREK I8KI n-a time Startrek action.
Si'f you- torpedoes move across the screen! Real

•>o more scrolima disoiavs $9.95
INTERCEPTOR C1P ONLY! An all machine
code program as f£St and smooth as the arc*

You use your interceptor to protect your cities

from hordes of enemy invaders. A pair ol auto-

matic cannons help out. but the action speeds up
with each wave of incoming ships The fastest

and most exciting C IP game yet

C1P Cassette $19.95
MINOS A game with amazing 3D graphics.

You see a maze from the top, the screen blanks,

and then you are in the maze at ground level,

finding your way through on foot. Realistic

enough to cause claustrophobia. — S12.95

SINGLE STEPPER /MONITOR
This is probably the finest debugging tool for
machine code ever offered for OSI systems. Its'

trace function allows you to single step through
a machine code program while it continuously
displays the A. X. Y and status registers and the
program'and stack pointers. You can change any
of the registers or pointers or any memory loca-

at any time under program control. It takes well
under Ik and can be relocated anywhere in free

memory. It is a fine tool for all systems and
the best news of all is the extremely low price we
put on it. Tape $19.95 Disk $24 95

FOR DISK SYSTEMS I65D, polled key

board and standard video only.)

SUPERDISK. Contains a basic text editor with

functions similar to the above programs and also

contains a renumberer, variable table maker,
search and new BEXEC* programs The BEXEO
provides a directory, create, delete, and change
utilities on one track and is worth having by
itself S24 95 on 5" disk $26 95 on 8"

AARDVARK IS NOW AN OSI DEALER!

Now you can buy from people who can support
your machinr*.

THIS MONTHS SPECIALS

Suoerboard II $279
C IP Model II 429
C4P 749
8K610boardlorC1P 269
Epson MX -80 printer with RS232 .nstalled 595

and we'll include a free Text Editor T,ip.

with each machine!

True 32X32 Video Mod Plans for C IP
14 Chips $3 .00 Crystal Required)

$7 95

This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We now offer over 100 programs, data sheets. ROMS, and boards

for OSI systems Our S 1 00 catalog lists it all and contains free program listings and programming hints to boot. m
JUNE 1981

Aardvark Technical Services • 1690 Bolton • Walled Lake. Ml 48088 nC|
(313)669-3110 LJCDI
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Tiger, continued...

600 3750 B002 BCS N2 1090 37AF 293F OUTl AND M3F (ZERO BIT 647 OF ELEHENT

610 3752 DA41 DEC SCNtl.X 1100 37B1 C903 CHP »3 (IF ELEHENT=3. OUTPUT TUICE

620 3754 CA H2 DEX 1110 37B3 D003 BNE OUT 2

630 3755 CA DEX 1120 37BS 2015BF JSR OUTPUT

640 3756 FOFl BEO HI 1130 37B8 4C15BF 0UT2 JHP OUTPUT (PRINT ELEHENT 4 RETURN
650 3758 D0B7 BNE SI 1140 37BB AOOO FIND LDY tO (FIND ELEHENT IN TABLE

660 375A A903 EXIT LDA «3 (EXIT GRAPHIC 10DE 1150 37BD B140 LDA (SCN).Y (GEI SCREEN CHAR.
670 375C 2015BF JSR OUTPUT 1160 37BF 8445 Fl STY INDEXH
680 375F A902 LDA *2 1170 37C1 8544 STA INDEX
690 3761 4C13BF JHP OUTPUT iEXIT ROUTINE 1180 37C3 A003 LDY #3 (HULTIPLY BY 8
700 3764 A540 CNVT LDA SCN (END OF *0U? 1190 37C5 0644 F2 ASL INDEX
710 3766 2V3F AND t»3F 1200 37C7 2645 ROL INDEXtl
720 3768 38 SEC 1210 37C9 88 DEY
730 3769 E902 SBC 12 1220 37CA B0F9 BNE F2
740 376B C540 CNP SCN 1230 37CC 18 CLC (ADD INDEX TO TABLE
750 376D 1001 BPL CO 1240 37CD A544 LDA INDEX
760 376F 60 RTS ITESi TO HA IN ROUTINE 1250 37CF 69FE ADC «TABL*256/2S6
770 3770 20BB37 CO JSR FIND iFIND ELEHENT IN TABLE 1260 37D1 8544 STA INDEX
780 3773 8546 P4 STA CHAR iPUT ELEHENT IN WORKSPACE 1270 37D3 A545 LDA INDEXtl
790 3775 A204 LDX »4 1280 37D5 6937 ADC (TABL/256
800 3777 E448 CPX PASS (PASS 4? 1290 37D7 8545 STA INDEXtl
810 3779 D005 BNE P3 iNOf TRY PASS J 1300 37D9 18 CLC (ADD ELEHENT No. TO TABLE
820 377B 4A LSR A 1310 37DA A544 LDA INDEX
830 377C 4A LSR A 1320 37DC 654A ADC BYTE
840 377D 4CA937 JHP OUT 1330 37DE 8544 STA INDEX
850 3780 CA P3 DEX 1340 37E0 9002 BCC F3
860 3781 E448 CPX PASS (PASS 3* 1350 37E2 E645 INC INDEXtl
870 3783 DO 11 BNE P2 ; NO .TRY PASS 2 1360 37E4 AOOO F3 LDY tO
880 3785 20EV37 JSR ABOVE 1370 37E6 B144 LDA ( INDEX ).Y (GET ELEHENT
890 3788 A004 LOT »4 1380 37E8 60 RTS
900 37BA 6646 CI ROR CHAR 1390 37E9 AOOO ABOVE LDY IAR.
910 378C 6647 ROR CHARtl 1400 37EB B142 LDA (SCN2).Y (1 LINE ABOVE LHAK.
920 378E 88 DEY 1410 37ED 20BF37 JSR Fl
930 378F D0F9 BNE CI 1420 37F0 8547 STA CHAktl
940 3791 A547 LDA CHARtl 1430 37F2 60 RTS
950 3793 4CA937 JHP OUT 1440 37F3 A903 VTAB LHA
960 3796 CA P2 I'EX 1450 37F5 2015BF JSR OUTPUT
970 3797 E448 CPX PASS .PASS 2* 1460 37F8 A90B LDA Itfc
980 3799 DOOE BNE OUT iNO.TO PASS 1 & OUTPUT 1470 37FA 2015BF JSR OUTPUT
990 379B 20E937 JSR ABOVE 1480 37FD 60 RTS
1000 379E A002 LDY *2 1490 37FE (DATA FOR CHAR. 80
1010 37A0 0647 C2 ASL CHARtl 1500 37FE 00 TABL .BY 0.$E'.«42.*FF.»FF.»42.«E7,.:
1020 37A2 2646 ROL CHAR 1500 37FF E7
1030 37A4 88 DEY 1500 3800 42
1040 37A5 D0F9 BNE C2 1500 3801 FF
1050 37A7 A546 LDA CHAR 1500 3802 FF

1060 37A9 A64C OUT LDX *4C (CHECK INVERSE FLAG 1500 3803 42
1070 37AB D002 BNE 0UT1 1500 3804 E7
1080 37AD 493F EOR #»3F (INVERT ELEHENT 1500 3805 00

Table 1.

EF012J456789ABC D EF0123436789ABCDEF01234567B9ABCD 3*9E 00 01 01 7F 01 01 00 00 00 3F 40 40 40 3F 00 00 J84E FO FO FO FO Of OF Of OF 00 00 FO FO FO FO 00 00
J7FE 00 E7 42 FF FF 42 E7 00 00 E7 42 7E 7E 42 E7 00

JAAE 00 IF 20 40 20 IF 00 00 00 7F 20 18 20 .F CO 00 3D5E 00 00 Of Of Of Of 00 00 00 00 00 00 3C 3C 3C 3C
380E 91 42 JC 00 00 JC 42 8! 91 42 24 24 24 24 42 81

MM 00 63 14 08 14 63 00 00 00 03 04 78 04 03 00 00 3D4E JC JC 3C 3C 00 00 00 00 FF 7F 3F IF OF 07 03 01
381E 50 60 48 70 70 48 60 50 00 40 EO Et EO EO F8 F?

3ACE 00 61 51 49 45 43 00 00 00 7F 7F 41 41 41 CO 00 JD7E 80 CO EO FO F8 FC FE FF 01 OJ 07 Of IF JF 7f FF
382E FF F8 FO EO EO EO FO 70 70 FO EO EO EO FO F8 FF UK 00 02 04 08 10 20 00 00 00 41 41 41 1 00 3D8E FF FE FC F8 FO EO CO 80 EO E8 FO FO EO fO F8 FC
381E F? FB EO EO EO EO 40 00 00 04 04 24 24 7C 64 64 MO 00 10 08 04 08 10 00 00 00 40 40 40 40 40 CO 00 J»9E FC Ff fC EO FO FO 68 20 20 68 FO FO EO FC FF FC
384E 70 78 78 6C 6C 08 08 08 08 08 08 6C 6C 78 78 70

JAFE 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 38 44 44 28 /C 00 00 JIAE FC FB FO £8 FO FO £8 EO 05 0« 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA
J85E 64 64 7C 24 24 04 04 00 00 1C X 3F FF 3E 1C 08 at 00 7F 28 44 44 38 00 00 00 38 44 44 44 44 vO JIBE 50 AO SO AO 50 AO 50 AO 35 AA 55 M 00 00 00 00
JB6E 00 FO 38 FC K FB FO 00 F8 2C FE Af FF FE AC FE

301E 00 38 44 44 28 7F 00 00 00 38 54 54 54 18 :» 00 JBCE 00 00 00 00 55 AA 55 AA 55 AA 55 AA 55 AA 55 AA
387E 00 04 82 FF FF 82 04 00 10 20 70 88 ID OF 07 OF

312E 00 00 08 7E 09 00 00 00 00 IC A2 02 94 71 M 00 JDDE 81 42 24 18 18 24 42 Bl 80 40 20 10 08 04 02 01
388E 3C 18 18 18 18 5A JC 18 08 04 Of 10 88 FO EO FO MX 00 7F 04 04 04 78 00 00 00 00 48 7« 40 00 CO 00 JOCE 01 02 04 08 10 20 40 90 01 02 04 08 08 04 02 01
J89E 00 20 41 FF FF 41 20 00 FO £0 FO 18 ID OE 04 08 M4E 00 00 80 80 78 00 00 00 00 7F 10 18 24 42 :0 JO JDfE 00 00 00 00 18 24 42 81 90 40 20 10 10 20 40 80
JBAE 18 3C 5A 18 18 18 18 K OF 07 OF ID 88 70 20 10

MM 00 00 41 7F 40 00 00 00 00 7C 04 78 04 ' 00 JEOE 81 42 24 18 00 00 00 00 08 08 04 04 02 02 01 01
J8RE 00 04 OA OA 7E 0» 7E 00 00 30 10 10 10 10 18 00 MM 00 7C 04 04 04 78 00 00 00 38 44 44 44 38 00 00 JE1E 80 80 40 40 20 20 10 10 01 01 02 02 04 04 08 08
38CE 00 10 7E 52 7E 10 00 00 00 00 7E 42 7E 00 00 00 387E 00 FE 14 22 22 IC 00 00 00 IC 22 22 14 FE 00 00 3E2E 10 14 20 20 40 40 90 90 00 00 00 00 03 OC JO CC
38116 00 22 72 FA 02 02 JE 00 88 44 22 11 11 22 44 88 MM 00 7C 08 04 04 00 00 00 00 48 54 54 54 24 00 00 3E3E 03 OC 30 CO 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 CO 30 OC 03
38EE 00 06 0* F2 F2 0« 06 00 11 22 44 88 88 44 22 11 389E 00 04 04 7E 04 04 00 00 00 3C 40 40 40 7C 00 00 JE4E CO 30 OC 03 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 OF 08 OS 09
38FE 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 5F 00 00 00 00 MAE 00 OC 30 40 30 OC 00 00 00 3C 40 20 40 3C 00 00 JE5E 00 00 00 00 FO 10 10 10 10 10 10 FO 00 00
390E 00 00 07 00 07 00 00 00 00 14 7F 14 7F 14 00 00 MM 00 44 28 10 28 44 00 00 00 00 DC AO AO 7C 00 00 3E6E 08 08 08 OF 00 00 00 00 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 FF
391E 00 24 2* 7F 2» 12 00 00 00 23 13 08 64 42 00 00 nee 00 44 64 54 4C 44 00 00 00 00 08 36 41 41 00 00 JE7E 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 FF FF 80 80 90 90 SO 80 JO
392E 00 36 49 56 20 50 00 00 00 00 00 07 00 00 00 00 MM 08 41 41 36 08 00 00 00 00 00 00 77 00 00 00 40 3E8S FF 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 JE 2F 2£ 31 38 3a 33 3t
393E 00 1C 22 41 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 41 22 1C 00 00 3KE 04) 08 08 2» 08 08 00 00 00 10 08 08 08 04 00 00 J£»E 2E 2E 2£ 2C 38 38 38 FE FE 38 JS 3a 2C 2E 2E 21
394E 00 22 14 7F 14 22 00 00 00 08 08 3E 08 u8 00 00 ft 88 80 80 80 80 80 90 80 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 JEA£ 3C 38 38 38 JC 2E 2F JE 18 18 IS IF IF 18 18 18
395E 00 00 40 30 00 00 00 00 00 08 08 OS OB 08 00 00 3C0€ 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 JEBE 00 00 00 FF FF IB 18 18 18 18 18 F8 FS 18 18 18
J94E 00 00 00 40 00 00 00 00 00 20 10 08 04 02 00 00 MM 08 08 08 08 08 08 08 08 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 JECE 18 18 18 FF FF 00 00 00 18 18 18 FF FF IS IS IS
397E 00 3E 51 49 45 3E 00 00 00 00 42 7F 40 00 00 00 MM 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 JEDE 00 00 00 00 03 04 08 08 .0 00 00 J

.

39BE 00 62 51 49 49 46 00 00 00 21 41 49 4D 33 00 00 KM FF M 08 00 00 00 00 00 00 FF 00 00 00 00 00 00 JEEE 10 10 20 CO 00 00 00 00 08 08 04 03 00 00 00 00
399E 00 IB 14 12 7F 10 00 00 00 27 45 45 45 39 00 00 3C4C 08 08 FF 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 FF 00 00 00 00 JEFE 00 00 00 00 3C 42 81 81 81 81 42 3C 00
J9AE 00 3C 4A 49 49 31 00 00 00 01 71 09 05 03 00 00 KM 08 00 00 00 FF 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 FF 00 CO JFOE JC 42 81 81 81 81 42 JC JC JC 42 42 91 II
39BE 00 36 49 49 49 36 00 00 00 46 49 49 29 IE 00 00 KM 40 08 00 00 00 00 FF 00 00 00 00 00 00 30 03 FF JF1E 91 81 81 81 42 42 JC JC OE If 3F FE Ft 3F IF Of.

39CE 00 00 00 14 00 00 00 00 00 00 40 34 00 00 00 00 KM C* CO CO CO CO CO CO CO 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 3T2E JO JB DJ C7 C7 83 JB JO 18 JC 9E Ff FF 9E JC IS
39DE 00 08 14 22 41 00 00 00 00 14 14 14 14 14 00 OC KM FF FF 00 08 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 FF FF 3FJE 18 3C 7E FF FF 7E JC 18 E7 C3 81 00 00 II
39EE 00 00 41 22 14 08 00 00 00 02 01 59 03 02 00 00 KM 18 IB 18 IB 18 18 18 18 00 00 00 FF FF 00 00 00 JF4E 18 18 3C 3C 7t 7E FF FF FF FF 71 7E JC JC 18 :i39FE 00 JE 41 50 59 4E 00 00 00 'C 12 11 12 ,'C 00 00 KM CO EO EO E8 EO EO EO EO 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 3F3E 30 38 9C FF Ff »C 38 JO JC 18 PD FF 7E JC 18 la

JF6E OC IC 39 FF FF 39 IC OC 18 18 JC 7E IF OS IS 3C
3F7E 00 20 90 78 90 20 00 00 00 2C 90 78 10 i

JAOE 00 7F 49 49 49 36 00 00 00 3E 41 41 41 22 00 00 KM FF FF FF 08 00 00 00 08 00 00 00 00 00 FF FF FF
JMl 00 7F 41 41 41 3E 00 00 00 7F 49 49 49 41 00 00 3CCE FO FO FO FO FO FO FO FO OF OF OF Of OF OF OF OF
JA2E 00 7F 09 09 09 01 00 00 00 3E 41 41 51 71 00 00 3CDC FF FF FF FF 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 FF FF FF FF JF8E 00 00 00 CO FF 10 (0 F8 00 02 04 C6 FO FJ F8 F8

3F9E 10 10 10 DO fO fO F8 F8 F8 FO FO FF Co
3FAE F8 F8 FO FO C8 04 02 00 F8 F8 FO FO DO 10
JFI* 00 00 F8 .'0 7E "i F8 00 00 1
JFCE 22 JE JE JE 2A 08 08 00 CO 04 CC IF 3E IC ^S 40
JFDt 00 00 If OC 'E OE IF 00 00 40 .8 ;C Jt 1

3FEE 00 08 08 2A JE JE JE

1*J£ 00 7F 08 08 08 7F 00 00 00 00 41 7F 41 00 00 00 KB FB F8 F8 FS F8 F8 F8 F8 FC FC FC FC FC FC FC FC
JA4E 00 20 40 40 40 JF 00 00 00 7F 08 14 22 41 00 00 JCFE FE FE FE FE FE FE FE FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
J*5E 00 7F 40 40 40 40 00 00 00 7F 02 OC 02 7F 00 00 MM IF IF IF IF IF IF IF IF IF 3F 3F 3F 3F 3F 3F 3F
3*6E 00 7F 04 08 10 7F 00 00 00 3E 41 41 41 3E 00 00 Mil 7F 7F 7F 7F 7F 7F 7F 7F 00 00 00 00 FO FO FO FO
JA7E 00 7F 09 09 09 06 00 00 00 3E 41 51 21 5E 00 00 302E 00 00 00 00 Of OF OF Of F» FO FO FO 00 00 00 00
JA8E 00 7F 09 19 29 46 00 00 00 26 49 49 49 32 00 00 KM Of OF OF OF 00 00 00 00 OF OF Of Of FO FO FO FO
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Microsystems —
the CP/M and S-lOO

User's Journal

CP/M is the software bus!
S-100 is the hardware bus
for sophisticated microcomputer users!

If you are a CP/M user, on any system— 3-

100. Apple. TRS-80. Heath. Ohio Scientific.

Onyx, Durango. Intel MDS. Mostek MDX.
etc-after all CP/M is the Disk Operating
System that has been implemented on more
computer systems than any other DOS—then
Microsystems magazine is the "only' maga-
zine published specifically for you!

Or, if you use an S-100/IEEE-696 based
computer—and the most sophisticated
microcomputer systems available use the
S-100/IEEE-696 hardware bus-then Micro-
systems magazine is the "only" magazine
published specifically for you!
We started publishing Microsystems almost

two yearsago to fill the void in the microcom-
puter field. There were magazines catering
exclusively to the TRS-80. Apple. Pet, Heath,
etc. system users. There were also broad
based publications that cover the entire field

but no one system in depth. But no magazine
existed for CP/M users— nor did one exist

for S-100 users

The why and what of a software bus

First of all what is a "bus?" And why do we
call CP/M the software bus?
A "bus" is a technique used to interface

many different modules. Examples are the

S-100/IEEE-696Bus and the IEEE-488
Bus." These are hardware buses that permit

a user to plug a bus-compatible device into

the bus without having to make any other
hardware modifications and expect the
device to operate with tittle or no monifica-

tion

CP/M isa Disk Operating System (DOS)
It was first introduced in 1974 and is now
the oldest and most mature DOS for micro-

computer systems CP/M has now been
implemented on over 250 different computer
systems. It has been implemented on hard
disk systems as well as floppy disk systems.
It is supported by two user groups (CP/M-
UG and SIG/M-UG) that have released over
sixty volumes containing over 1 .600 public

domain programs that can be loaded and
run on systems using the CP/M DOS. Add
tothisanother 1.500 commercially available

CP/M software packages and you have the
largest applications software base in exis-
tence.
CP/M is the only DOS for micros that has

stood the test of time (seven years) with
the highest level of compatibility from version
to version. And over the years this compati-
bility has been maintained as new features
have been added.

This is why we say CP/M is the software
bus" and why Microsystems magazine is

vital to providing CP/M users with technical
information on using CP/M. interfacing to
CP/M. new CP/M compatible products and
for CP/M users to exchange ideas.

Why support the S-100 bus?

S-100 is currently the most widely used
microcomputer hardware bus. It offers
advantages not available with any other
microcomputer system. Here are a few of
the advantages:

S-100 is processor independent. There
are already thirty different S- 1 00 CPU cards
that can be plugged into an S-100 bus
computer. Nine 8-bit microprocessors are
available: 6502. 6800, 6802, 6809. 2650.
F8. 8080. 8085 and Z80. Eight 16-bit micro-
processors are available: 8086, 8088. 9900,
Z8000. 68000. Pascal Microengine, Alpha
Micro (similar to LSI-1 1 ) and even the
AMD2901 bit slice processor. Take your
pick from the incredible offerings.

S- 1 00 has the greatest microcomputer
power. What other microcomputer system
has direct addressing of up to 16 megabytes
of memory, up to 65.536 I/O ports, up to 1

vectored interrupts, up to 16 masters on
the bus (with priority ) and up to 1 Mhz data
transfer rate? You will have to go a long way
to use up that computing power.

S-100 is standardized The S-100 bus
has been standardized by the IEEE (Institute

of Electrical and Electronic Engineers)
assuring the highest degree of compatibility
among plug-in boards from different manu-
facturers. And. Microsystems has published
the complete IEEE S-1 00/696 standard (all

26 pages)

S-1 00 has the greatesthardware support
There are now over sixty different manufac-
turers of about 400 different plug-in S-100
boards. Far greater than any other microcom-
puter system.
With all these advantages is it any wonder

that S-100 systems are so popular with
microcomputer users who want to do more
than just play games?

F or the serious computer user.

Each issue of Microsystems brings you
the latest in the CP/M and S-100 world
Articles on applications, tutorials, software
development, product reviews, and lots more,
to keep you on top of the ever changing
microcomputer scene.
And if you are an S-1 00 system user using

other operating systems (eg North Star)
Microsystems also supports you.

Get your copy today

Order your subscription to Microsystems

.

Send $10 for one year (6 issues), $18 for

two years ( 1 2 issues) or $24 for three years
(18 issues). If you prefer, call our toll-free

number. 800-631 -811 2 (in NJ 201-540-0445)
to put your subscription on your MasterCard.
Visa or American Express card. Canadian/
Mexican and other foreign surface subscrip-
tions are $15 and $25. respectively, per
year and must be prepaid We guarantee
that you will be completely satisfied or we
will refund your subscription

Join thousands of Microsystems subscrib-
ers like Jim Johnstone of Los Altos CA, who
said "Microsystems has lived up to your
promises and my expectations. Congratula-
tions.'

IImCP'M' and S-100 umt's journ.l

a Creative Computing publication

39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. USA

Toll-free 800-631-81 12
(InNJ. 201-540-0445)
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CHOOSE...
Choose an Apple Desk

Ideal for an Apple computer system, our

bi level desk has a micro shelf to hold two
Apple disk drives. Top level holds monitor,

TV, or manuals. 42"w x 29Vd x 35"h.

Choose a Micro Desk

Our Designer Series desk with micro shelf

is suitable for the North Star, Dynabyte,
Vector Graphics, and Altos computers. A
variety of sizes and colors available.

Choose a Mini Rack

Mini racks and mini micro racks have ad-

justable Retma rails, standard venting,

and cable cut outs. Choose a stand alone

bay or desk model. A custom rack is

available for the Cromemco.

Choose a Printer Stand

The Universal printer stand fits:

Centronics 700's Diablo 1600's & 2300's
Dec LA 34 T.I. 810 & 820
NEC Spinwriter Okidata Slimline

Lear Siegler 300 Anadex 9500's

Delivery in days. 200 styles and colors in

stock. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
FURNTTURE
COrviR^NS*

17129 S. Kingsview Avenue
Carson, California 90746
Telephone: (213)538 9601

CIRCLE 218 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tiger, continued...
Listing 2. OSI Tiger data conversion.

ADDRESS CODE MNEMONICS

1000 AWX) LDA »<)

2 8530 STA $30

4 A(X)8 LDY38
ft A207 LDX*7
8 MX XXX LSR OR1GIN.X: data start add. (resei alter every use!

B 2EYYYY ROL TABLE: table start add. (reset after use)

E CA DEX
F 10F7 BPLS1008

1011 EEOC10 INC TABLE
4 IXX)3 BNE $1019

ft EEODI0 INCTABLE+1
9 88 DEY
A DOEA BNE$HX)ft
C 18 CLC
D ADO9I0 LDA ORIGIN

1020 ft908 ADC #8
2 8DO9I0 STA ORIGIN
5 400.1 BCC S102A
7 EEOA10 INCORIGIN+I
A Cft30 DEC $30
C DODft BNE $1004

102E 4COOFE JMP $FEO0: exit to monitor

Basically, the OSI Tiger gets a charac-

ter from the video memory, multiplies its

value by eight, and uses this value to find

the correct byte in a look-up table. This

table (see Table 1 1 consists of groups of

eight bytes. Each group defines one OSI
character. Since there are 25ft characters,

the (able occupies 2K bytes of memory.
After the byte is found, it is converted to

the correct form and output to the printer.

Passes two and three use the character

directly above the current character to

produce printer data. To make things sim-

ple. I use two screen position counters.

SCN and SCN2. The zero-page addresses

used are located in the input buffer area

($I3-$5A). Basic won't be using these

addresses while the routine is running.

Location $4C(dec 7ft) controls the

"inverse print" mode. If $4C contains a

zero, the Tiger prints a reverse image.

Line 220 sets the print size < »$ 1 E I at 12

characters per inch. Even at this small

print size, the Tiger prints only 62 of the

ft4 characters in the C2P video line. At ten

c.p.i.(*$lD). the Tiger will print 52 char-

acters per line. To use this print size, you
must also change line 730 to SBC «$C. At
8.3 c. p. i.. the Tiger will print 43 characters

per line. Change line 730 to SBC #$15. If

you wish to use the 32 characters per line

option of the C2P. change line 220 to LDA
»$1C and line 730 to SBC «$20.

To convert the routine to C1P opera-

tion:

Change line 100 toOUTPUT= $FCB1
Change line 120 to LDA »$40
Change line 140 to LDA «$20
Change line 220 to LDA #$1C
Change line 290 to LDA »$20
Change line 580 to SBC #$20
Delete lines 700 to 760 or:

Change line 710 to AND *$1F
Change line 730 to SBC *0

To make the number of passes come
out even, only the bottom .V) lines of the

video display are printed. If you want to

print the whole screen, a reasonable

approximation can be had by setting SCN
to $D(XX) and SCN2 to $EFE0 or $EFC0.
Also, change line 250 to LDA *$2A or

LDA a$2B.

The printer must be carefully adjusted

to minimize distortion of the picture. See

the user"s manual for directions. I*ve also

read that using heavy weight paper lessens

distortion.

There's one big problem in implement-

ing the OSI Tiger: generating the data

table. The data in the character generator

ROM can't be addressed as memory, so a

data table in RAM must be created. To do
this. George breadboarded a circuit to

read the character generator chip as a

section of memory at $E000. 1 provided a

character generator chip from my CI P.

Using the OSI Extended Monitor, we
transferred the data from the ROM to a

section of RAM. Now we had one more
problem. The data bytes were intended

for use with the CRT. which scans one
horizontal row of each character at a

time, as opposed to the printer, which
prints one vertical column at a time. I

designed a routine to convert the ROM
data to printer formatted data isee Listing

2).

With the character data in RAM. you
can change any character, although you
won't be able to see the character on-

screen. If you have access to an EPROM
burner, you can change the data in the

ROM and then convert it to printer data

with Listing 2. For a dump of the complete
table or the ROM data (please specify),

send a cassette and return postage to me
at the address listed at the beginning of

this article.
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Creative Computing-- Albert Einstein in

black on a red denim-look shirt with red

neckband and cuffs.

Creative's own outrageous Bionlc Toad
in dark blue on a light blue shirt for

kids and adults.

Plotter display of PI to 625 Places in

dark brown on a tan shirt.

I'd rather be playing spacewar - black

with white spaceships and lettering.

Give your
tie a rest!

All T-shirts are available in adult sizes

S.M.L.XL. Bionic Toad. Program Bug and
Spacewar also available in children s sizes

S(6-8).M(10-12)andU14-16). Made in USA
$6.00 each plus 75 C shipping.

Specify design and size and send payment
to Creative Computing, 39 E. Hanover Ave..

Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Orders for two or

more shirts may be charged to Visa. Master-
Card or American Express. Save time and
call toll-free 800-631 -81 12 (in NJ 201-540-

0445).
Crash Cursor and Sync from the comic strip

in SYNC magazine emblazoned in white on
this black shirt

Computer Bum- black design by car-

toonist Monte Wolverton on gray
denim-look shirt with black neckband
and cuffs.

The Program Bug that terrorized Cyber-

nia in Katie and the Computer is back
on this beige t-shirt with purple design.

You can share the little monster with

your favorite kid.

Roll down the block with this little

black Robot Rabbit (on a bright orange
t-shirt) on your back and you can
intimidate every carrot, radish or cuke
in your way.
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£ RACET SORTS — RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET SORTS — RACET UTILITIES — RACE! computes —

o
1

HARD DISK MULTIPLEXOR WITH 10 MEG HARD DISK
FORTHETRS-80* Mod II

NOW YOU CAN HAVE THAT LARGE COMMON DATA BASED
• Allows up to 4 Mod II '1 to connect to a single controller — up to 4 hard disk

drives per controller. Users may access the same file simultaneously (first-come
first-served).

• Uses Cameo controller and standard 10-megabyte cartridge (hard) disk drives
along with RACET Hard/Soft Disk System (HSD) software.

• Access times 3 to 8 times faster than floppy. Mixed floppy/hard disk operation
supported.

• Compatible with your existing TRSDOS programs! All BASIC statements
are identical.

• A single file may be as large as one disk. Alternate mode allows 24-million

byte record range. Directory expandable to handle thousands of files.

• Includes special utilities — backup and copies. HPURGE for multiple deletions.

HDCS directory catalog system, and Hard Disk Superzap FORMAT utility

includes options for specifying sectors/gran, platters/drive, logical disk
size. etc.

HARD DISK DRIVES CONTROLLER $5995 RACET HSD Software $400
Call for multiuser pricing. Dealers call for OEM pricing.

INFINITE BASIC (Mod I & III Tape or Disk) Mod I $50.00, Mod III $60.00

Extends Level II BASIC with complete MATRIX functions and 50 more string

functions. Includes RACET machine language sorts! Sort 1000 elements in 9
seconds! ! Select only functions you want to optimize memory usage.

INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) Mod I & III $30.00
Complete printer pagination controls — auto headers, footers, page numbers.
Packed decimal arithmetic — 127 digit accuracy +, -, *, /. Binary search
of sorted and unsorted arrays. Hash codes.

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY (Mod II 64K) $50.00
SEEK and FIND functions for Variables. Line Numbers, Strings. Keywords. 'All'

options available for line numbers and variables. Load from BASIC — Call with
'CTRL'R. Output to screen or printer!

DSM Mod I $75.00. Mod II $150.00. Mod III $90.00
Disk Sort/Merge for RANDOM files. All machine language stand-alone package for

sorting speed Establish sort specification in simple BASIC command File. Execute
from DOS. Only operator action to sort is to change diskettes when requested!
Handles multiple diskette files! Super fast sort times — improved disk I/O times

make this the fastest Disk Sort/Merge available on your TRS.
(Mod I Min 32K 2-drive system. Mod II 64K 1 -drive. Mod III 32K 1 -drive)

**NEW** DISCAT(32K1 -drive Min) Mod I, III $50.00

This comprehensive Diskette Cataloguing/Indexing utility allows the user to keep

track of thousands of programs in a categorized library. Machine language program

works with all TRSDOS and NEWDOS versions. Files include program names and
extensions, program length, diskette numbers, front and back, and diskette free space.

it * NEW * it

KFS-80 (1 -drive 32K Min — Mod II 64K) Mod I, III $100.00; Mod II $175.00
The keyed file system provides keyed and sequential access to multiple files. Provides

the programmer with a powerful disk handling facility for development of data base

applications. Binary tree index system provides rapid access to file records.

it it NEW * *
MAILLIST (1 -drive 32K Min - Mod II 64K) Mod I, III $75.00; Mod II $150.00

This ISAM-based maillist minimizes disk access times. Four keys — no separate

sorting. Supports 9-digit zip code and 3-digit state code. Up to 30 attributes. Mask
and query selection. Record access times under 4 seconds!!

* * NEW * * LPSPOOL (32K 1 -drive Min) Mod I $75.00
LPSPOOL — Add multi-tasking to permit concurrent printing while running your

application program. The spooler and despooler obtain print jobs from queues
maintained by the system as print files are generated. LPSPOOL supports both

parallel and serial printers

UTILITY PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $150.00
Important enhancements to the Mod II. The file recovery capabilities alone will pay
for the package in even one application! Fully documented in 124 page manual!

XHIT, XGAT, XCOPY and SUPERZAP are used to reconstruct or recover date from

bad diskettes! XCOPY provides multi-file copies. Wild-card' mask select, absolute

sector mode and other features. SUPERZAP allows examine/change any sector on

diskette include track-0. and absolute disk backup/copy with I/O recovery. DCS
builds consolidated directories from multiple diskettes into a single display or

listing sorted by disk name or file name plus more. Change Disk ID with DISKID.

XCREATE preallocates files and sets LOF' to end to speed disk accesses. DEBUGII
adds single step, trace, subroutine calling, program looping, dynamic disassembly
and more!!

DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $125.00
Includes RACET machine language SUPERZAP, Apparat Disassembler, and Model
II interface to the Mxiosoft Editor Assembler Plus' software package including

uploading services and patches for Disk I/O
CHECK. VISA. M/C. COD. PURCHASE ORDER

TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTEO 17141 637-5016

•TRS 80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
OF TANDY CORPORATION

Ir* RACET computes -3

1330 N.GIassel. Suite M'

Orange, CA 92665
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Colorful Graphics Programs for Apple II, Atari, T I 99/4

LAND WAR : A unique computer war game.
ar to board war games, but the playing

field is drawn on the screen in hi-resolution
color. The players must maneuver infantry and
armored units over terrain that includes rivers,
forests and cities. To win, a player must occupy
his opponent's city, and destroy his opponent's
armies. Two players can oppose each other, or
one player fight a computer general.

All this for only $20.00

Apple II with 24K HAM; Atari with 24K RAM.
Not available for TI 99/4.

COLOR SOFTWARE, PO Box 24214, Indpls, IN 46224

Name

:

Street

i

Cityt

State: Zipi

Computer
Apple II
Atari
TI 99/4

Programs desired

i

Send for illustrated catalog
with these and other programs
which all make full use of
the graphics capabilities
of these computers.

Land War
Startrek
Dry Well
Baseball

($20)

$15)
$15)
($25)

Add one dollar for
first class postage.

Total
enclosed.

«J~D 5TARTKEK : Play the popular computer
game in three dimensions instead of two. Hi-res-
olution display shows stars and Klingons scaled
according to distance from the Enterprise.
Discover new planets, destroy Klingons, and save
the Federation.

$15.00
Apple II.32K RAMi Atari, 16K RAM; and TI 99/4.

DRY WELL* Entertaining strategy game of
oil exploration. Discover the pattern of the oil
deposits and maximize the profits of your oil-
drilling company. Pattern of deposits is differ-
ent every game.

$15.00
Apple II.24K RAM, ROM Applesoft; Atari, 16K RAMi
TI 99/4

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL:
Strategy game based on 1980 Major League teams.
You manage your favorite team and make all the
decisions. Includes 26 teams with 25 players per
team. Also includes utilities to make and modify
your own teams.

$25.00 (on disk)
for Apple II only. Requires 48K RAM, ROM Apple-
soft, and one disk.
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SO REM ...LUCK-PRINT ( ADPD FM CREAT.COMP.APR 80. V6M.P18. APR-FOOL -SIDE ) BY U.HENLEY

Another
60 PRINT "YOUR MESSAGE. PLEASE (IN 40 LETTERS OR"
65 INPUT 'LESS): 'IMtL LEN (At)
70 DIN T*(120): FOR I = 1 TO 5: PRINT ! NEXT I

100 FOR J = TO INT (60 / L>

Hallmark
110 FOR I = 1 TO L

120 T«(J * L t I) = HID* (A».I,1>
130 NEXT II NEXT J

I

in
140 C =

ISO PRI 1

200 Al UP • ItC C It IF C 37 THEN 999
205 PRINT
210 READ AiAl « Al + A! IF P = 1 THEN 300

~w 240 FOR I = 1 TO A! PRINT Ml NEXT MP II GOTO 400

1 1 UKI€» II III !£ 300 FOR I = Al - A TO Al - 1! HTAB 18! PRINT T«(I>»: NEXT IIP *
^* ** 400 IF Al > 60 THEN 200

410 GOTO 210
600 DATA 60. 1. 12. 18. 12. 5.10, 2. 3. 8f22. 8.9. 6.

4

610 DATA 4.6.24.6.11,4,5,4,6,24,6.11.4.5
620 DATA 4.6.24.6.11. 4.5.4. 6, 24. 6. 11. 4.

5

630 DATA 4.6.24.6. 11.4, 5. 4.6.24. 6. 11.4,

5

640 DATA 4. 6. 24.6.11.4, 5. 4. 6.24. 6.11. 4.

5

6S0 DATA 4, 6.19. 1.4. 6. 11. 4.5, 4. 6. 19. 1.4. 7. 9. 5.5
660 DATA 4.6.18.2.4.7.9.5.5.4.6.17.3.5.19.6
670 DATA 3.8. 14. 5. 5.19. 6.1.29.6. 17, 7. 1.29.13.5.12
680 DATA 4. 25.3.11.5. 11. 1.2.28.3. 8.7.8.4

Wes W. Henley Jr. 690 DATA 1.30,2.7.6.7.7.1.5.22.3.2.7,3.7.10
700 DATA 1.5.23.2.2.7.1.7.12.1.5.24.1.2.12.15
710 DATA 1.5.27.12.15.1.5.27.14.13
720 DATA 1.5. 27. 7.1. 8. 11. 1.5. 27, 7, 3. 7.10

730 DATA 1.5.27.7.5.7.8.1.5.24.1,2.7.7.7.6
740 DATA 1.5, 23.2.2.7.9.7. 4. 1.30. 2.7. 10. 7.

3

750 DATA 2.28.3.7.10.7.3.3.26.3.9,7.10.2
760 DATA 4.24.2.14.2.13.1.60
770 DATA 5000
999 FOR I « 1 TO 5! PRINT 1 NEXT II PR« 01 END

First there was LOVE, then

LUST. Now. in a third (andfinal) v

came J
ersion

of greeting-card graphics, we get a
LUCK.

bit of

Free. Fast. And 1
Wes W. H
MT 59102. h^^ a phone call

fe ^r^away- 1C0NGRATULATIONSFRIENDANDBESTHISHES0NYOURNINETEEN81GRADUATION
C NSFRIENDANDBESTUIS ETEEN ON ^ei*3S^SoS5*»w-
CON IONSFRIENDANDBESTUISHE INETEEN81 TION ^^llCONG T I0N3FR I ENDANDBESTUISHES NINETEEN81G ATION
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CON
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UATION
UATION INMAC INTRODUCES

C
c

SHESON DUATION
SHESONYOURNIN 81GRADUATI0N THE SOLUTION TO YOUR MICRO SUPPLY

CONG ISH ETEEN N AND ACCESSORY NEEDS.
CO SHE INETEEN TION

C HE NINETE DUATION • One-Stop Shopping. This new catalog offers over 1.000

c TULATIONSFRIENDANDBEST HE NIN GRADUATION products specifically for Micro Computers. Compatible with
C TULATIONSFRIENDANDBESTU HE N 81CRADUATI0N Apple. Atari. Northstar. TRS-80s and many others.

C TULATIONSFRIENDANDBESTUI HE EEN81GRADUATI0N • Convenient Ordering. By mail or phone, ordering supplies
C TULAT IONSFRIENDANDBESTUISHE EEN81GRADUATI0N and accessories from this catalog will be quick and easy.
C
c

TULAT IONSFRIENDANDBESTUISHE
TULAT IONSFRIENDANDBESTUISHE

N81 GRADUATION
N 1GRADUATI0N

• Fast Delivery. We'll ship your order within 24 hours from our

c TULATIONSFRIENDANDBESTUISHE NIN GRADUATHlN distribution centers in New Jersey. California. Illinois and Texas.

c TULAT IONSFRIENDANDBESTUISHE NINET ADUAT10N Overnight delivery available.

c TULATIONSFRIENDANDBESTUI HE NINETEE UATION • Top Quality Products. Virtually all our products are
c

c

CO

CON
CONG

TULATIONSFRIENDANDBESTU HE

HE
SHE
ISH

UI

NINETEEN8 TION
NINETEEN81 ION

NINETEEN81 ION
INETEEN ON

TE N

guaranteed for at least one year. Risk-free trial of any product
for 45 days. _
Send for your FREE /T* MWBWWD^WM~m

Inmac Catalog or call ^ «kTffmmmJW—
(408) 727- ! 970. Dept. Micro. 2465 Augustine Drive.C0NGRATULATI0NSFRIENDANDBESTUISHES0NY0URNINETEEN81CRADUATI0N

^
, _J Available June 1. 1981. Santa Clara. CA 95051
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cw . . .dateline :tomcwcw. . . 6sti

MORE MAKERS RET ON "TNI -WINCHESTERS David H. Ahl

Two more makers have entered the mini-Winchesster drive fray. Rotating

Memory Systems (RMS), a new Sunnyvale firm announced three 5-1/4" drives with

one, two and four platters. Each drive stores 3.18 Mbytes unformatted. For the

most part the drives seem similar to Shugart's entries and, indeed, can use a

Shugart interface and controller.
International Memories, Inc. of Cupertino announced a drive with 6.91

Mbyte capacity presumably using two platters.
Prices are in the $450 range (OEM) for two platter drives which means

after adding a housing, interface electronics, and markup, consumers will wind

up paying $3000 plus for about 6 Mbytes of storage. That's one third to one

half the price of comparable storage on floppy disks.

IS THE PURBLF BURSTING

While plug-in bubble memory looked like it held more promise than
Winchester drives, some of the bubbles are bursting. Rockwell, one of the
earliest entrants in the bubble-memory market, announced it has dropped its

program. Rockwell had introduced a 256K bubble with Motorola as second source,
but this, along with the 1 K-bit project, has been dropped.

Keeping hubbies afloat, Motorola is continuing with its own 1 M-bit
development and a product announcement is promised for later this year. TI,
also, is continuing to move ahead on bubble memory development.

HOW ABOUT A GIGABYTE OF MEMORY'

area

Winchester disks or bubble memories not your cup of tea?
optical laser video disk? On these same pages back in March 1976
video disks would be the mass storage device of the future. Well,
announce a read/write video disk "soon." The working
byte sectors (good grief!) and the entire disk has 10
or less) available. Price is said to be under $2500.
that's about 1 /100th the cost of the cheapest storage
Availability in 1982--maybe.

How about an

(!) we said
Xerox wi 1

1

is acccessed in 10

gigabytes (10*° bits more
On a price per bit basis,
available today.

DYNAROOK/SMALI.TALK STILL UNDER WRAPS?

More immediately, Xerox will announce a highend personal/professional
system in June for around $20K. Sounds like a beefed up HP-85 or IBM 5120
although we're hoping for something more like the Dynabook/Smalltalk system from
Xerox PARC (see Oct. and Nov. 1980 issues). We'll see at NCC.

POVFRRJL 32-BIT MICROCOMPUTER

At the February Int'l Solid State Circuits Conf . , Intel introduced a

"micromainframe, " the iAPX 432. This designed-from-scratch, very-large-scale
integration (VLSI) system packs the power of a mid-range IBM 370 on just three
chips.

The 432 is designed to support very-high-level programming languages
such as Ada, a "superset" of Pascal; hardware operating system; and laroe memory
addressing.

Evaluation kits of the 432 sell for $3900 but this price should drop to
the hundreds ranqe as production volumes are reached.
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Don't buyApple Software

until you read this book
First check The Book— the one complete critical analysis ot most Apple

Software available. Games. Educational. Business. Utility programs and

more. Each comprehensively rated on 11 separate points. Each reviewed by

an expert in its tield. Just $19.95.

Now you can compare and get more lor your software dollar. Does the

program you need exist? How good is it? Which software vendors offer the

best support? Find out all this and much more.

MasterCard & Visa accepted. Fill out and mail today or call for shipment.

Calif residents add 6% 16720 HAWTHORNE BLVD. LAWNDALE. CA 90260. (213)371-4012

ADDRESS

CITY

CARD NUMBER

STATE . -ZIP-

EXP

TheBookCompany
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I

I

AUTHORS WANTED
APPLE / ATARI

Do you have what it takes to develop software for ON-LINE SYSTEMS? We require knowledge
of 6502 Assembler, and the dedication to develop products other companies Only dream about!
If you can meet the challenge, here's what we can do for you:

• Highest royalties in the industry!

• Monthly royalty payments - based on sales during the month, no waiting for payment!

• We have a full-time person on the staff dedicated to copy protecting your products!

• We have a large collection of software development tools and graphics routines to aid you in your development!

• We have many ideas to get you started . . .

• We can supply any hardware you think you might need!

• I (Ken) will personally be available at any time for technical discussions, helping to debug, brainstorming, etc.

• We do all packaging, artwork & distribution for you!

• The chance for financial independence! No need to ever work anyone else's hours again!

For more information, contact Ken Williams

QY-If ^systems

36575 Mudge Ranch Rd. • Coarsegold, CA 93614 • 209-683-6858
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CAESAR'S
-WATCH-

The discovery recently at the Gelati

digs—where an ancient pizzaria was
uncovered by horologists at the Univer-

sity of Nevada in cooperation with the

State Historical Society and Wine Tasting

Association of Manjare, Italy— is the

source of the reference material on this

wonderful program.
Evidence gathered by examining bits of

chard and thyme and verifying that mater-
ial with the carbon-zinc dating equipment
by Ray-O-Vac proves within a shadow of a

doubt that the materials were those of

either Julius or Augustus Caesar or some
other famous Roman.

While some artistic license was taken to

translate the ancient documents— many
of them written in a foreign language
which made them hard to understand—
the recreation of what the author honestly

believes is either the pocket watch of Jul-

ius Caesar, or the floor plan of a barbaric

hovel in Rome, has been attempted.
Encouraged by his research, the author
proceeded on the basis that it was indeed
a pocket watch, and comparisons
between the resultant diagrams and
Roman water clocks show a faint resem-

blance.

Unfortunately, because of limited

Paul Raymer

financial resources and the refusal of the

Rand Corporation to provide a grant, the

author was unable to get final copyright

releases from the Caesar family and hopes
the heirs (in Las Vegas, Lake Tahoe and
Atlantic City ) will understand and provide
their tacit approval by not taking any legal

action. Because all of the original docu-
ments were carefully studied, the author
believes the resultant program is as

authentic and accurate as any of his other
programs.

In accordance with tradition, the pro-

gram has been translated to run on an
Apple Computer to take full advantage of

the low resolution graphics of that compu-
ter. Although it is surprisingly accurate
for a water clock, provisions have been
made for moderate time adjustments.
This was, of course, not included in the

original plans by Mr. Caesar since it

wasn't really critical whether a battle

started at 6:00 or 6: 10. Of even less import
was whether the lions were admitted to

the arena at 8:00 or 8:15— certainly of

interest neither to the Christians nor the

lions.

The clock, of course, is based on a 12-

hour cycle and resets itself automatically.

This, according to historical data, is

because of the marvelous system of via-

ducts originated by the Romans so long

ago, in the olden days.

Because the plans upon which this

clock are built were prior to Pope Greg-

ory's fooling around with the calendar,

the alert computerist will note a gap of 1

1

days. However, with inflation and the

state of the economy, it may not be that

bad after all.

How the Program Works
Lines 100-250 are the introduction to

the program—a reversed image title. This

is a lazy way of having the info ordinarily

used as REM statements become your
title.

Lines 260-300 clear the screen and read

data which will later be used to translate

arabic numbers to Roman numerals.

Values are established for variables LL. T
and TT to be defined later.

Lines 300-420. in effect, explain how the

time adjustment variables may be

changed, if necessary. Please note that

only the first two letters of the variables

are actually used. Full use of Roman
names is because of the author's involve-

ment in Latin as a student many (many,

many) years ago.

—-^

Puul Raymer. P.O. Box 42831. Las Ve«as. NV 89104.
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~ CALIFORNIA

-Advance Data Concepts—2280 Dia-
mond Blvd., Concord, 94520; (415) 671-
9016. 9-5 Mon-Fri. Vector-Craphic,
CP/M Software Headquarters-User's
Croup.

D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply-8315
Firestone, Downey 90241. (213) 923-
9361 7 days. Commodore PET spe-
cialists. Hardware Software, Books,
Mags, Supplies, In House Maintenance.'

CONNECTICUT

Computerworkt—1439 Post Rd., East
Westport 06880; (203) 255-9096. 12-6
Tues-Fri, 12-9 Thu, 10-5 Sat.

FLORIDA

AMF Electronics -11158 N. 30th St,

Tampa 33612; (813) 971-4072. 10-6
Mon-Sat. Apple Computer Sales &
Service; TRS-80, Apple Software &
Peripherals; S-100 boards, computer
parts & books.

CEORCIA

Atlanta Computer Mart-5091 Buford
Hwy, Atlanta 30340; (404) 455-0647
10-6 Mon-Sat

ILLINOIS

ComputerLand/Downers Grove— 136
Ogden Ave, Downers Plaza 60515;
(312) 964-7762. 10-6 Mon-Sat, 10-8
Tue, Thu.

Data Domain of Schaumburg— 1612 E.

Algonquin Rd., Schaumburg 60195
(312) 897-8700 12-9 Tues-Fri, 11-5 Sat.
Apple, Alpha Micro, Hewlett-Packard
Calculators. Largest book and magazine
selection.

Farnsworth Computer Center— 1891 N.
Farnsworth Ave., Aurora, IL 60505
(312)851-3888. 10-8 Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat.
Apple, Hewlett-Packard series 80
systems, HP Calculators, IDS Printers.

To include your store in Creative Computing's
Retail Roster, call the Advertising Department at
1201) 540-9168

JUNE 1981

^ Lillipute Computer Mart, Inc.—4446
Oakton, Skokie 60076; (312) 674-1383.

!*>-M-F 10:30-8 pm. Sat 10-6. We seli
-" - Cromemco, Cimix, Bell & Howell,
.
J NorthStar and others. Starting our fifth

year in business.

Video Etc -465 Lake Cook Plaza
Deerfield 60015; (312) 498-9669; Open
Everyday. Strong software support for
Apple, Atari.

MASSACHUSETTS

Neeco-679 Highland Ave, Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760 9-5:30 Mon-Fri
Commodore, Apple, Superbrain,
Tl 99/4.

Science Fantasy Bookstore— 18 Eliot
St., Harvard Sq., Cambridge 02138
(617)547-5917. 11-5 Mon-Sat, 11-8 Thur'
Apple & TRS-80 games; Epyx, Microsoft,
Creative Computing.

MICHIGAN

Upstate Computer Shop—629 French
Rd

, Campus Plaza, New Hartford
13413; (315) 733-9139; Mon-Fri 10-6,
Sat 11 — 5. Apple—Commodore— Data
General.

Computer Center—Carden City; (313)
425-2470 & West Bloomfield; (313)855-
4220; Books, Magazines, Hardware and
Software for Apple, Northstar, TRS-80 &
PET.

NEVADA

Home Computers— 1775 E. Tropicana
#6. Las Vegas 89109 (702) 798-1022. 10-7
Mon-Sat. Apple, Commodore, Atari
AIM 65. (Books) Sales & Service

NEW JERSEY

Computernook-Rt 46, Pine Brook
Plaza, Pine Brook 07058; (201) 575-
9468 106:30 MTWS, 10* Thurs , Fri.

Apple/Commodore Authorized dealer.

Silent Partner — 2050 Center Ave., Fort
Lee 07024; (201) 947-9400; Mon-Sat
10-6. Apple/Atari/Commodore/Vec-
tor/Malibu.

167

Stonehenge Computer Shop—89 Sum-
mit Avenue, Summit 07901 (201)
277-1020 10 am -6:30 pm Mon-Sat
Apple/Bell & Howell/Commodore
Authorized Dealer, Sales and Service

Software City- 111 Crand Ave., River
Edge 07661; (201) 342-8788. Bus/Rec/
Utility Home programs for TRS-80
Atari, Apple and PET. 10-25% off list.

NEW YORK

Programs Unlimited— 20 Jericho Turn-
pike, Jericho, NY 11753; (516)333-2266.
10-8 Mon-Sat. The largest microcom-
puter software selection available.

The Computer Center— 31 East 31st St.,

New York 10016; (212)889-8130. 10-7
Mon-Fri, 11-6 Sat, 10-8 Thur.

Upstate Computer Shop—629 French
Rd., Campus Plaza, New Hartford
13413; (315)733-9139. 106 Mon-Fri,
11-5 Sat. Apple—Commodore— Data
General.

OHIO

Abacus 11-1417 Bernath Pkwy , Toledo
43615; (419) 865-1009.

Micro Mini Computer World—74 Rob-
inwood Ave., Columbus 43213; (614)
235-5813/6058. 11-7 Tues-Sat. Author-
ized Apple/Commodore dealer. Sales,
Service, Business Software.

North Coast Computers— 626 Dover
Center, Bay Village 44140; (216)835-
4345. 10-6 Mon-Sat, 10-8 Tue, Thur
Apple/Atari/Vector Graphic/Data
General.

WISCONSIN

Petted-4265 W. Loom's Rd. (l-894-Hwy
36, Milwaukee 53221; (414)282-4181
12-8 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat. Authorized
Commodore PET, CBM, VIC dealer.
Books, Magazines, Chips, etc.



Watch, continued...

Lines 430460 accept your input to start

clock on time, and begin graphics mode.

Lines 470-590 start graphics to build

water spigot and containers to receive

water drops.

Lines 600-630 start clock to match input

of hours. This input will be corrected at

the "minute" routine and then again when

the "hour" change takes place. This

enables you to correlate the program with

real time.

Lines 640-1080 start "water dripping

routine which will fill up the "seconds"

vessel. When 60 drops have fallen, the

cycle will shift to emptying the vessel.

Lines 1990-2430 empty the "seconds"

vessel and start to fill the "minutes" con-

tainer. The contents are emptied from the

bottom of the "seconds" container to fill

the "minutes." Ports which are opened

during the transfer of water are then

closed upon completion of this exchange.

The time is printed, after having been

converted from Arabic to Roman with the

use of the R$(H) and R$(M). Both use the

same data since the figures are actually

the same, for this reason the Dim was set

originally at R$(60) to provide for this

contingency.

Lines 3000-3070 start the "hour-

making" subroutine. These lines remove

all image from the "minutes" vessel.

Lines 3080-3120 provide the graphics to

begin the "hour" bottle.

Lines 3130-3310 add one hour to the

hour bottle for each hour indicated in

program. Gingerbread allows for a bar to

cross over the screen to apparently "fill"

the bottle. A time delay is established at

this point to enable the action to be seen.

Lines 332O4120 adjust the hour. When
time exceeds 12 (limit of the program) all

variables are returned to zero to start new

cycle. This enables the program to run

continuously, with a fair degree of accur-

acy.

5000-5050 are the data statements

which are used to translate the Arabic

(decimal, we call them) to Roman numer-

als .. . the easy way.

100 TEXT : HCM I : Ci.EAR

110 INVERSE
12G PRINT '

130 PRINT ' XXXX*XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX '

140 PRINT " X X '

150 PRINT X CAESAR'S WATCH X

160 PRINT " X X

170 PRINT ' X THE BARGAIN BOX X

180 PRINT * X PO BOX 42331 X

190 PRINT ' X LAS VEGAS NEVADA X

ZOO PRINT ' X 89104 X

210 PRINT ' X X

220 PRINT * xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
230 PRINT '

240 REM
250 FOR W 1 TO 300 1 NEXT Ht NOI

260 HOME
270 DIM R*<60 3

280 FOR X 1 TO 60: REA0 R*(X) NEXT X

290 LL = s:t = - i:tt = - i

300 REM
310 REM
320 REM
330 REM
340 REM
350 REM
360 JULIUS
370 REM

TIME ADJUST
JULIUS=SECOND EMPTY
AUGUSTUS=FILLING
0CTAVIUS=H0UR ADJUST

9 '.AUGUSTUS = lOtOCTAVIUS =100

380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

ROMAN WATER CLOCK
ORIGINAL CONCEPT BY

PAUL RAYMER
VIII/IX/MCMLXXX

INPUT 'HOW MANY MINUTES PAST THE HOUR? *.M

INPUT "WHAT IS THE HOUR? "5H

HOME
CR

FOR X = TO 39: HLIN 0,4 AT X*. NEXT X

HLIN Of 8 AT 38t HLIN 0,8 AT 39

VLIN 18t39 AT 8

FOR X = 10 TO 15: HLIN 5fl7 AT X: NEXT X

FOR X = 16 TO 21 t HLIN 13,17 AT X: NEXT X

C0L0R= 1 ^_ „_
HLIN 12,13 AT 35: HLIN 12.13 AT 34

HLIN 30f32 AT 35*. HLIN 30,32 AT 34

VLIN 34,39 AT 14*. VLIN 34,39 AT 30

HLIN 14,30 AT 38: HLIN 14,30 AT 39

C0L0R= 7

REM
REM START CLOCK
REM
GOSUB 3000
GOSUB 2390

R = 37 :D = 22
PLOT 15,

D

FOR W 1 TO AUGUSTUS*. NEXT M
= R + 1 THEN
GOSUB 20

GOSUS 10 00

P.F.

THEN R ~- R i:p -

X,39: NEXT X

D = D + i: IF D

IF R = 33 THEN
COLOR*
PLOT 15, D - 1

COLOR= 7
GOTO 650
REM
REM SECOND MAKER
REM

p = p + 1

PLCT 14
IF P = 1!

C0L0R= 7

D = 22
RETURN
REM
REM MINUTE MAKER
COLORE 15
FOR X = 8 TO 13: PLC
COLOR-

_040 R R + 1

2050 PP = 15
2060 FOR X - 1 TC 60

2070 PP = PP - 1

2080 PLOT 15 + PPtR
IF PP THEN R

COLOR- 7

PLOT 14,37: FOR W

COLOR- 0: PLOT 14,37
COLORE 7

, ,._„_ .

PLOT 13,37: FOK W - 1 TO JULIUS :
NtXT W

COLOR- 0: PLOT 13,37
COLORE 7 . .

PLOT 13,38: FOR W - 1 TO JULIUS'. NEXT w

COLOR= 0: PLOT 13,38
COLORE 7

FOR V 11 TO 5 STEP - 1

COLOR= 7*. PLOT V.33
FOR W =• 1 TO JULIUS: NEXT W

COLOR= 0: PLOT V,38

209C
210C
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
22C0
2210
2220
2230

R + 1»PP - 15

- 1 TC JULIUS". NEXT In



2210 NEXT V
2230 NEXT X
2260 T = T 1

2270 COLORE 7: PLOT LL.37 - LILL - LL + 1
2280 IF LL - 8 THEN LL - StL - L 1
2290 IF L - 21 THEJ. LL 5 : L
2300 IF H > T THEN 2260
2310 R = R - 1

2320 COLOR- 1! PLOT 14.37
2330 COLOR- 15: FLOT 8.38
2310 HLIN 0.8 AT 33
2350 COLOf:-
2360 FOR X - 9 TO 13: PLOT X.39: NEXT X
2370 M = M + It IF M - 60 ThEN H-H+i:M^0
2380 IF H - 13 THEM C03UE: 4C00; &OSJB 3000
23?0 HOME : PRINT TAtU 2: 'MINUTES'; TAS< 20)

TA&< 35! 'HOURS'
2400 PRINT
2410 PRINT TAB< 13>"TErtFuS EST ';R*(H); CHF:t
2420 COLOR- 3
2430 RETURN
3000 REM
3010 REM HOL-k rtA,<ER

3020 REM
3030 COLOR-
3040 FOR X ^ 17 TO 33
3050 HLIN 5.7 AT X
3060 FOR M =- 1 TC AUGJSTUS: NEXT U
3070 HZXJ X
30G0 COLOR- 15
3090 VLIN 14.39 AT io! Vi.iN 14.J9 AT 39
3100 HLIN 36.39 hi i-i

3110 PLOT 34.28
3120 HLIN 34.35 AT 2?
3130 REM
3140 REM AOD AN KCUR
3150 REM
3160 COLOR-
3170 VLIN 18.27 AT 8
3180 COLOR- 15
3190 Hl.IN 8.33 AT 27
3200 FOR W - 1 TO 50: NEXT U

COSufc 3C0

3210
3220
3230
3240
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3355
3360

•seconds': , ooc
4010
4020(32::r»(M),
030

4040
4050
4060
4070
4080
4090
4100
4110
4120
5000
5010
5020
5030

5040

5050

5060

TT =- TT * 1

IF TT - 13 THEN 3360
COLOR- TT + 1

PLOT 37.39 - (2 » TT;
PLOT 38.39 - (2 « TTI
COLOR- 15
HLIN 36.39 AT 39
COLOR- 0: HLIN 6.34 AT 27
COLOR- 15: VLIN 10. 2E AT 8
IF H :: TT THEM 3140

T - T - 1

REM
REM ADJUST HOUrt
FOR W - 1 TO OCTAVIUS1 NEXT W
REM

ll --- s:l
RETURN
REM
REM CLEAR TO ONE AFTER 12
REM
COLOR-
FOR X - 15 TO 38
HLIN 37.33 AT X
for w - i to Augustus: next u
NEXT X

TT -

H = 1

R = 37
LL - s:l =

RETURN
REM
REM ARAlIC TO ROMAN
REM
DATA I. II. III. IV. V, VI. VII, VIII, IX, X. XI, XII. XIII
XIV. XV, XVI, XVII, XVI II, XIX, XX
DATA XXI, XXII, XXIII, XXIV, XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII,
XXIX, XXX, XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV, XXXI. I,
XXXVII, XXXVIII, XXXIX, XL
DATA XLI.XLIl.XLIII.XLIV.XLV.XLVl.XLVII.XLVIII,
XLIX.L.LI.LII.LIII.L IV.LV.LVI .LVII .LVIII .LIX.LX
FINIS

liny-c is a structured programming language designed to

allow you to focus attention on the problems you want to

solve — rather than the language you're using to solve it. With

tiny-c you can expand your horizons far beyond the limits of

BASIC tiny-c ONE (interpreter). $100 - includes Owners Manual

plus wide choice of media, source code. It's still the best struc-

tured programming trainer. Tiny-c TWO (compiler). $250 -

includes Owner's Manual. CP/M- disk, source code. This

version puts UNIX" pleasure into your CP/M.

tiny c associates. P.O. Box 269. Holmdel. NJ 07733

(201) 671-2296

^ m You'll quickly discover tiny-c is

B I'^L naturally right for your language

C/
needs.

New Jersey residents include 5\ sales lax Visa or Master
Charge accepted Include charge plate number with order

9CP/M is a trademark ol Digital Research Inc

• UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs Inc

<& liny-c is a trademark of tiny c associates
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Fantastic Low Prices On:

Printers. Disc Drives. Computers, Diskettes. Video

Monitors. Expansion Interlaces, Speed-up Mods,

Color Graphic Boards. Speech Synthesizers and

much more.

Don't wait! Call or write for your free giant catalog

today.

Write:

TM

4877 E. Speedway Blvd.

Tucson. AZ 85712
(602) 323-9391

Name
Address

City

Slate _ Zip

Or Call Toll Free 800-528-1149

CIRCLE 258 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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...new products ...new

COMPUTERS

Z-80 BUSINESS COMPUTER
IBC Integrated Business Computers

has introduced the Ensign computer.
Features of the Z-80 based Ensign

include 64K to 768K byte memory. 14.

42. 70. and 130MB Winchester disk

drives. 17MB tape cartridge and 9 track

reel-to-reel tape drive, slave twin Z-80s to

handle all serial I/O with 2K byte buffer/

serial I/O port l32K byte total), and a

third slave Z-80 to handle all disk tape

I/O and an advanced DMA controller

that allows data transfer to any memory
whether selected by main CPU or not.

Software supported by the IBC Ensign

includes MP/M. CP/M. Oasis, and MVT-
FAMOS. Prices range from $7,000 to

$33,000.

IBC Integrated Business Computers.
22010 S. Wilmington Ave.. Carson. CA
90745.
CIRCLE 307 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTER
The iBEX Small Business Computer

will handle word processing, general

accounting and data processing for man-
ufacturers, distributors, doctors, dentists,

accountants, and retail or service organi-

zations.

An entry level iBEX Model 2100 com-
puter contains 64K of RAM. one 5 1/4"

floppy disk with 80KB of disk storage.

typewriter/numeric keyboard and a 9"

display screen with 24 lines of 80 char-

acters per line readout in upper/lower

case. High speed printers or a slower

letter-quality printer can be interfaced

with any iBEX model, and all iBEX
models can be expanded by increasing

the size of the memory and disk storage.

The iBEX Model 2100 retails for

$4,878 and the top of the line Model 7101

retails for $8,550.

Norango Computer Systems. Inc.. 801

York Mills Rd.. Don Mills. Ontario M3B
1X7. Canada (4161 449-2761.
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WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM

Dubbed ADLex Executive Word Pro-

cessing the turnkey system is based on
the Altos ACS-8000 microcomputer,
offering the customer the choice of

floppy or hard disk storage up to 59 mil-

lion characters.

A minimum ADLex configuration con-
sists of the Altos CPU. a Televideo or
comparable CRT. a Xerox 1700 Series

Printer, and the ADLex Word processing

program package.

ADL Enterprises. Richard Mine Rd..

Wharton. NJ 07855. (201)328-1300
CIRCLE 309 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TERMINALS & I/O

TRS-80 LINE PRINTER V

A fully integrated word processing and
mail list system starting under $9,000 has
been announced by ADL Enterprises.

Radio Shack is now offering the TRS-
80 Line Printer V. said to be especially

suited to heavy business use.

The printer has a bidirectional, logic-

seeking dot-matrix head that prints high-

quality 7x9 upper and lower case char-

acters (with descenders) 132 columns
wide. It features software selectable 5.

7.5. 10 or 15 character per inch. 26
European characters and 30 graphics
patterns. Print speed is given as 160 char-

acters per second. 60 lines per minute.
$1860.

The Line Printer V is available exclu-

sively from participating Radio Shack
stores and dealers, and Radio Shack
Computer Centers.
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META TECHNOLOGIES
26111 Brush Avenue, Euclid Ohio 44132

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321-3552 TO ORDER
IN OHIO, call (216) 289-7500 (COLLECT)

FILE BOX
DISKETTE STORAGE SYSTEM

$24
$29.95

95
for 5 lA" disks

. for 8" disks

MTC brings you the ULTIMATE diskette
storage system, at an affordable price. Stor-
ing 50 to 60 diskettes, this durable, smoke-
colored acrylic unit provides easy access
through the use of index dividers and ad-
justable tabs. Unique lid design provides
dust-free protection and doubles as a carry-

ing handle.

MICROPARAPHERNALIA
DISKETTES (box of ten)

5'/." PLAIN JANETM $21.95
5'/T PLAIN JANETM %,,/j $25.95

5*4" DATALIFE*" MD 525-01 . . $26.95
8" DATALIFE™ FD34 8000 .... $43.95

NEWDOS by APPARAT
NEWDOS/aObyApparat $149.95

NEWDOS + to

NEWDOS 80 UPGRADE CALL
NEWDOS + with ALL UTILITIES

35 track $69.95

40-track $79.95

BOOKS
TRS-80TM DISK

AND OTHER MYSTERIES . . $ 19.95

MICROSOFT™ BASIC DECODED $29.95

1001 THINGS TO DO WITH YOUR
PERSONAL COMPUTER... $ 7.95

'RINGS' &
THINGS

Help prevent data loss and media damage
due to improper diskette centering and
rotation with the FLOPPY SAVER™ rein
forcing hub ring kit. 7 mil mylar rings in-

stall in seconds. Kit is complete with
centering tool, pressure ring, 25 adhesive
backed hub rings and instructions.

HUB RING KIT for SV." disks $10.95
HUB RING KIT for 8" disks $12.95
REFILLS (50 Hub Rings) $ 5.95

Protect your expensive disk drives and
your valuable diskettes with our diskette
drive head cleaning kit. The kit, consisting
of a pair of special "diskettes", cleaning
solution and instructions, can be used for

52 cleanings. Removes contamination
from recording surfaces in seconds
without harming drives.

CLEANING KIT for 5'. "drives $24 95

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES
(not shown)

An economical form of storage for 10 to 15
diskettes, and is suitable for your bookshelf!
Case opens into a vertical holder for easy ac-
cess.

5
' vinch diskette case $3.50

8-inch diskette case $3.95

Let Your TRS-80™ Test Itself With

THE FLOPPY DOCTORS,
MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC

by THE MICRO CLINIC

A complete checkup for your Model I. THE
FLOPPY DOCTOR completely checks every sec-
tor of 35- or 40 track disk drives. Tests motor
speed, head positioning, controller functions,
status bits and provides complete error logging
THE MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC checks lor proper
write/read, refresh, eiecutability and exclusivity
of all address locations. Includes both
diagnostics and complete instruction manual.

SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS $19.95

An improved version of the SYSTEM
DIAGNOSTICS above. Designed for single

or double density, 35-, 40-, 77-, or 80
track disk drives. Includes new and
modified tests. Features THE FLOPPY
DOCTOR. Version 3.0.

SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS-V3. . $24.95

Single Sided, Soft-Sectored 5'/. inch,

(for TRS-80TM) Mini-floppy

DISKETTES
$21 95

box of 10
These are factory fresh, absolutely first

quality (no seconds!) mini-floppies. They are
complete with envelopes, labels and write
protect tabs in a shrink-wrapped box.

PLAIN JANE

™

DISKETTES
The Beautiful Floppy

with the Magnetic Personality™

Thousands of people have switched to this
low-cost alternative. These quality diskettes
are packaged in a plain white box ... no fan-

cy printing, fancy names or fancy labels, not
even our own (labels cost money). Trust us.

PLAIN JANETM Diskettes $21.95
lOboxesotlO (each box)$2 1.50

PLAINJANE™ <8o6/
Introducing MTC s premium generic
diskette. Single Sided, Soft Sectored,
DOUBLE-DENSITY. 5'/«-inch diskettes with
reinforcing HUB-RINGS. Individually 100%
ERROR-FREE certified. Invest in GOLD!
PLAIN JANE™ %..M $25.95

VERBATIM'S PREMIUM DISKETTES AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES

DATALIFE™
Seven data-shielding improvements mean
freater durability and longer data life,

hese individually, 100% error-free cer-
tified diskettes feature thicker oxide
coating, longer-lasting lubricant, improved
liner, superior polishing and more! Meets
or exceeds IBM, Shugart. ANSI, ECMA
and ISO standards. Reinforcing HUB
RINGS help prevent data loss and media
damage, reducing errors.

Buy the best . . . buy DATALIFETM

VERBATIM DATALIFETM DISKETTES
5' < inch (box of 10)

MD525-01 $26.95
10 boxes of 10 (each box)$25.95

8-inch FLOPPIES
Double-Density. FD34-8000 . $43.95

CALL FOR INFORMATION ON
OTHER PRODUCTS

TRS-80 is a trademark ol the

Radio Shack Division ol Tandy
Corporation DATALIFE is a

trademark ol VERBATIM PLAIN
JANE. AIDS I. AIDS III CALCS III

CALCS IV. MERGE III are
trademarks ol MTC.

1981 by Metatechnolofies
Corporation. Inc.

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY

Products damaged in

transit will be exchanged.

PRICES IN EFFECT
June 1. 1981 THRU

June 30. 1981.

Prices. Specifications.

and Offerings subject to

change without notice.

8106

WE ACCEPT
• VISA
• MASTER CHARGE
• CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
• COD

•Add S3 00 lor shipping
ft handling

•S3 00 EXTRA lor COD
•Ohio residents add 6'/.%

(tax.
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IMPACT PRINTER
WITH SINGLE PRINT HAMMER

A new impact printer which uses a

single print hammer is now available

from the Axiom Corp.

The GP-80M prints both graphics and

alphanumerics. and employs a rotating

platen with protruding splines positioned

behind the paper. The character or

graphics image is created by multiple

hammer strikes in rapid succession as the

print head advances across the paper in

front of the rotating platen.

Standard features of the GP-80M
include ASCII upper and lower case

character sets, up to 80 columns with 12

characters per inch, adjustable tractor

feed, three copy reproduction. 12-watt

power consumption, and Centronics

parallel interface. Optional interfaces

include RS-232C. serial TTL. 20mA cur-

rent loop. IEEE 488. plus interfaces for

most popular small computers, including

Apple. TRS-80. PET. HP85 and Sharp.

In addition, the standard GP-80M has

full graphics capability with a resolution

of better than 60 dots per inch on both

horizontal and vertical axes. Dot

graphics, normal characters and double

width characters can be intermixed on a

single line under software control. $399.

Axiom Corporation. 1014 Griswold

Ave.. San Fernando. CA 91340. (213)

3654521.
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COLOR MATRIX PRINTER

A new color matrix printer from

Britain, the Integrex CX 80. is said to be a

highly cost-effective solution for color

printout. The machine can print text,

graphs, histograms and color VDU
dumps in seven different colors, with no
restriction on mixing characters, dot-

addressed areas and color changes on the

same line.

Colors are selected by one of seven

color control codes. Strips from the tri-

color ribbon are selected to produce the

required colors, which simplifies the host

program requirements.

The printer is compatible with most

processors. The standard interface is

Centronics; RS232/V24 and IEEE 488

are optional.

Integrex Inc.. 233 North Juniper St..

Philadelphia. PA 19107. (2151 627-0966.
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DESKTOP TELEPRINTERS

A new line of desktop teleprinters-

designed to move message communica-
tions out of the TWX/Telex room and

onto an executive desk— is available

from Trendcom. Using existing tele-

phone lines, a teleprinter can communi-

computerbU
products, inc.

NEW LOCATION
1198 E. Willow Street

Signal Hill, CA 90806
Toll Free (800) 421-7701 Outside C.lil.

(213) 595-6431 inside caw

S.D. SYSTEMS

EXPANDORAMI 16K $240.00
2MHz DYNAMIC 32K $260.00

RAM BOARD 48K $280.00
KITS 64K $300.00

EXPANDORAMII 16K $250.00
4MHz DYNAMIC 32K $270.00
RAM BOARD 48K $290.00
KITS 64K $310.00

TELEVIDEO
CRT/TERMINALS

MODEL* PRICE
TVI912B $ 749.00
TVI912C $ 769.00
TVI920B $ 825.00
TVI920C $ 825.00
TVI950C $1025.00

IN STOCK
90 DAY WARRANTY

AMPEX
DIALOGUE 80

CRT VIDEO TERMINAL

Reg. Price

$995.00

Console nas non-glare 1 2 inch

diagonal display screen Bright-

ness control enhances clarity

Detached typewriter-style key-

board designed tor optimum
operator comfort and usability

OUR LOW ASAP
DISCOUNT PRICE

$945. 00

ORDERING INFO

Name, address, phone
Ship by UPS or Mall

Shipping Chrg. Add $2.50 up to

1 lb. Call for larger shipments
Freight. U.S. Mail Add $1.50

U.S. Only up to 2 lb*.

TERMS
We Accept Cash. Check. Money
Orderi. Visa « Master Charge

(U.S. Funds Only)
Tax: 6% Calif. Res.

COD'S A Terms Available on
Approval (School PO's Accepted)

($25.00 Minimum Order)

MICROBYTE 32K STATIC RAM BOARD

•Uses Intel low power 2-411-4 4Kx1 Sialic RAM
•2 MHz or 4 MHz operation

•Each 4K bank addressable to any 4K slot within a 64K boundary

•4K hardware or software selectable

•Will operate with or without iron! panel

•Low power consumption 800mA
•Fully warranted lor 120 days Irom date ol shipment

SOFTWARE for the
APPLE. PET, TRS-80 SYSTEMS

DISKETTES (MEDIA)
BOX OF 10

VERBATIM MD525-01 $26.50
5%" SOFT SECTOR
MEMOREX 3401 $24.00

5V«" SOFT SECTOR
MAXELL FD-2D $55.00

DS-DD SOFT SECTOR

ITEM
VISICALC
VISICALC
VISICALC
DESK TOP PLAN
CCA DATA MGMT.
CCA DATA MGMT
MICROCHESS 1.5

NEW 16K
RAM Module
for Atari 800
OUMrUlfcH OTbl.

$89.95

mfg. by asap

SYSTEM
APPLE
PET
ATARI
APPLE
APPLE
TRS-80
TRS-80

PRICE
$120.00
$159.00
$159.00
$ 85.00
$ 85.00
$ 59.00

$ 17.95

HITACHI
(MONITORS)

MODEL*
VM910
VM906
VM129
VM17
CM13L

SIZE PRICE
9" B&W $210.00
9" B&W $265.00
12" B&W $340.00
17" B&W $360.00
13" Color $399.00

4116's
(200 NS.)

Apple. TRS 80
Heath, etc.

8 for $20.00
16-49 $2.35
50-99 $2.25
100 Up $2.15

2708's
IKxeEPROM

450 ns

$4.75 ea.
OR

8/S36.00

2716's
2K x 8 EPROM
5 VOLT/450 ns

$6.95 ea.
MAJOR MFG.

2114L-2

SHUGART
SA801R
8" SGL/SIDED

SGL/DBL DENSITY
FLOPPY

DISK DRIVE

CALL FOR PRICE
& DELIVERY

QUME DT 8 DISK DRIVE

•Double-Sided/Single-Double
Density

•IBM-compatible/1.2 Mbytes
per Disk
•Fast— 3 ms. Track to Track
• 154 Tracks/Daisy Chain 4
Drives

•ISO Standard Write Protect
•Programmable Door Lock

CALL FOR PRICE » DELIVERY

100 PIN IMSAI
GOLD / S-100

SOLDERTAIL
CONNECTORS

$2.40 each
OR

10/S2.25 each

(200 ns) Low-Power
STATIC RAM
1-16 $3.05

17-49 $2.95

50-99 $2.85

100 Up $2.70

PART* PRICE

S080A $ 2 50

Z80A S 8 96

Z80ACTC I 7 95
Z80A DART J13 95

Z80ASIO $2495
8255 ACS $ 595
8257 AC5 $ 8.95
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cate with TWX and Telex world-wide, as

well as direct-dial terminals and com-
puter systems.

The teleprinters are offered in two
models, with 40 and 80 characters per
line respectively. Messages can be trans-

mitted as they are typed, or they can be
prepared off-line and transmitted with

one push of a button.

Single unit prices are $595 and $695 for

the receive-only Trendcom 400 and 800
Teleprinters. Plugging in a Trendcom
600 Intelligent Keyboard ($295) converts

either teleprinter into an automatic send/
receive (ASR) communications terminal.

Trendcom. 480 Oakmead Pkwy.. Sun-
nyvale. CA 94086. 1408) 737-0747

CIRCLE 3130N READER SERVICE CARD

CORRESPONDENCE-
PRINTER

QUALITY

A full-width 132-column printer which
can produce correspondence-quality
overlapping dot-matrix characters at high
speed has been introduced by Integral

Data Systems. Inc.

The Model 560 is intended for data and
text processing applications and prints

bidirectionally at speeds up to 150 char-

acters per second.

In addition to standard features,

including proportional character spacing,

automatic text justification, variable

character sizes and advanced forms con-
trol functions, the Model 560 offers a
raster graphics printing option. $1695.

Integral Data Systems. Milford. NH
03055. (603) 673-9100
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Think

a lot

of

courseware stinks?

Well, maybe some does, but

there's also a lot of good material.

Find out which is which in

School
Microware
Reviews

• User evaluations of software for

APPLE/ATARI/PET/TRS-80
• Over 100 products each edition
• Index to evaluations in other

publications
• First edition July, 1981
• Price $30, $25 before July 15

(reduced price or free to

contributors-write for details.

)

Dresden Associates

P.O. Box 246 Dept. CC-3
Dresden, ME 04342 207-737-4466

SOFTWARE STREET
PRESENTS

rAiWRi
PERSONAL FINANCE AND RECORD KEEPING

Mail list 1695

Hot^t and luii 1271

8o«d Aulysis ... 2121

Slock Analysis 2121

Stock Oarting 2121

PERSONAL INTEREST AND DEVELOPMENT
knitim to FtogtMMWNj 1696

Iwyllw 1271

Toydi lypinq, 12 laptsi 2121

CoHnsalnMal Stuns* 5096

Mac Coups* 5096

Ptotesswal *J0*ulit»: 1696

Giac* It I? lapel 1696

Cak.lal« 2546

AssOTNe/EiMoi 5096

1* art tack at 1« ... 2546

EDUCATIONAL CASSETTES
. .. 1271

1271

1271

1271

1271

Stack lack ... .

Space kwados

State and Capitols

hropoao Cowtue aid Capitols

Encroy Qtar . .

.

COMMUNICATION

M •

GAMES
... 1271

1696

.3396

Vidro Easel . . 3396

Sopci keaktxt 3396

Compntei 0ms 3396

3D Tc Tax lot .3396

Scl .'"' 5096

NON ATARI PROGRAMS QUALITY SOFTWARE
OS Fart* 67960m
QS Assemble 2121 Cassette

OS Disassemble 12 71 (Oi 10 16 Cassette

OS Fast EMom l696Cassette

OS tail Irak 1271 (Ot 1016 Cassttn

OS lank Trap 1271 10| 10 16 Cassette

MtEO SOFTWARE OF AMERICA

30 Sapn bapkics 3396

PERSOMl SOFTWARE

Visicali 16995

WE ALSO CARRV ATARI NOME VIDEO GAMES!

ATAM SOI 16K

• basic ofccaMMl can 1 V suite* ton

ATARI 400 16K

•.'tax TV sKildi boi manuals

ATARI »X EK

•'base T V s«itck tni manuals . .

.

AlARl 410 Recmcei

ATARI 610 Oiscftivt

FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE

2121

HARDWARE
ATARI

ATAM

80000 ATARI

ATARI

47500 ATAM

36000

6500

48000

820

82?

IBS

830 Modem 17500

850 Menace Module 17500

8>. RAM Module 800 only 10000

16K RAM ModnK 800 only 17500

Paddle 17(0

loysticks 1800

Phone 714-597-6959
SOFTWARE STREET. 3392 Clipper Dr.. Chlno. CA 91710
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DIGITAL
COMPUTER CASSETTES
• Ideal for Apple, Pet or TR-S80 Users.
• Eight 50 Foot Cassettes.
• Unique Storage Album.

$9." each or 3 for $26.°°
EXTRA ALBUMS $4.95 LEADERLESS ADO .80 PER SET.

No Sales Tax For Out Of State Customers
Price Includes Free Shipping In Continental U.S.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
c , - Call Collect

S°«
n
-
C^eptS

for Master Card
P.O. Box 299 or Visa Orders
Provo, Utah 84601 801 .375.7333
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Special editions for Apple,

Atari and TRS-80 Computers.

>i r

Hey kids, are the folks out of the room''

Good, cause Ive got a secret to tell you.
You know that computer they fuss over''

Well. kid. between you and me, this whole
programming thing is a lot simpler than
they realize

What s that? Sure, you can learn Just
get a copy of Computers For Kids. It's a
super book, and it tells you everything you
need to know Huh' You have an Apple?
No problem There's a version just for the
Apple One for the TRS-80 and one for the
Atari too. with complete instructions for

operating and programming
The book will take you through every-

thing programmers learn Its easy to

understand and the large type makes it

easy to read You II find out how to put
together a flowchart, and how to get your
computer to do what you want it to do
There s a lot to learn, but Computers For
Kids has 12 chapters full of information
You II even learn how to write your own
games and draw pictures that move

Just so the folks and your teachers won t

feel left out. there s a special section for

them It gives detailed lesson ideas and
tells them how to fix a lot of the small
problems that might pop up Hey. this

oook is just right for you But you don t

have to take my word on that Just listen to

what these top educators have to say
about it:

Donald T. Piele. Professor of Mathe-
matics at the University of Wisconsin-
Parkside says. Computers For Kids is the
best material available for introducing stu-

dents to their new computer It is a perfect
tool for teachers who are learning about
computers and programming with their

students. Highly recommended ."

Robert Taylor. Director of the Program
in Computing and Education at Teachers
College. Columbia University states, "it's a
good idea to have a book tor chidren."
Not bad. huh? Okay, you can let the

adults back in the room. Don't forget to tell

them Computers For Kids by Sally

Greenwood Larsen cost only S3 95 And
tell them you might share it with them if

they re good Specify edition on your
order: TRS-80 (12H); Apple (12G); Atari

(12J)

Your local computer shop should carry

Computers For Kids If they don t ask
them to get it or order by mail Send $3.95
payment plus $2 00 for one. $3 00 for two
or more for shipping and handling to

Creative Computing Press. P O Box 789-

M. Morristown. NJ 07960

creative computing press
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PERIPHERALS

EXTENDS TRS-80 COLOR
COMPUTER BUS

Percom Data Company has introduced

the Color Connection, a device which

permits extending the TRS-80 Color
Computer system bus as a System-50 bus

(SS-50busl.

Three expansion possibilities include:

adding a mini-disk storage system, adding

a word-processing quality video display

system and expanding the Color Com-
puter memory beyond the internal 16K

limit. $99.95.

Percom Data Company. 211 N. Kirby.

Garland, TX 75042. (214) 272-3421 or
(K(X)t 527-1592.
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COMPUTER-VIDEO DISK
INTERFACE

SSM Microcomputer Products has

unveiled an intelligent interface unit that

allows read-only video disks to be con-

trolled from a computer keyboard. The
interface unit is 6K02-based.

SSM*s UEI (Universal Extended Inter-

lace i will be available in two versions for

either serial RS-232 use or IEEE 488 bus-

bawd systems. A typical implementation

would include, besides the UEI. a micro-

computer with keyboard and video

terminal, the DiscoVision player, and a

TV monitor.

SSM Microcomputer Products. 2190
Paragon Dr.. San Jose. CA 95131. (408)

946-7400
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GRAPHIC TABLET FOR PET

Kurta Corporation has announced thai

its Kurta Graphic Tablet is now directly

compatible with PET computers. A spe-

cial feature of the Kurta Graphic Tablet
is that hard copy verification is simplified

because a standard 8 1/2" x II" pad of

paper fits exactly onto the surface of the

tablet.

Resolution is 100/200 points per inch

and the conversion rate is 100 coordinate

pairs per second.

Kurta Corporation. 206 S. River Dr..

Tempe. AZ 85281. (602)968-8709.
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TRS-80 DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

The Developmate 81 adds both Z-80
in-circuil-cmulation and EPROM/
EEPROM programming capability to the

TRS-80.
The Developmate comes complete

with EPROM and EEPROM program-
ming software, power supply, emulation

cable. TRS-80 cable, and a "universal"

personality module. It will work with any
size Model I TRS-80. with or without
expansion interface. $329.

Orion Instruments. 172 Otis Ave..

Woodside. CA. (415)851-1 172.
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DIGITAL SPEECH PROCESSOR
The Mimic Speech Processor converts

speech signals to a digital bit stream for

computer storage or Automatic Speech
Recognition purposes. It also recon-
structs the digital speech representation

to analog form for reproduction through
an available speaker.

Since both the speech encoder (input)

and decoder (output) functions are
located in a single unit, the system can
also be used for speech communications
applications without a computer. Prices
range from $79 to $169.

Mimic Electronics Co.. P.O. Box 921.
Acton. MA 01720.
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t-v MenoJdOfeOfl

Putyourself in control ofa nuclear reactor!

"Ihe a ids you have in operating the plant

or* excellent. They include four graphical

view* of portions of the plant, an Instrument

panel, a financial summary and an equip-

ment status and torture log >

"As a simulation Three Mile Island is excel

lent. As agame ft Is fascinating to me

"

Victor Fricke Nuctear engineer in the March
1980 issue of Creative Computing

"fhls program will be a classic.''

'No school should be without Three Mile

Island If parents are buying a computer for

the personal development and education of

their children they must buy this program.''

Robert Elliot Purser, publisher of Purser's

Mogcume. A Software Directory

$39.95
for the Apple H and Apple u Plus (48K)

MUSE SOFTWARE-

330 N CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE. MD 21201
(301)659-7212

C»a«*• tot a Hjff caKtaqa
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DISK CONTROLLER FOR APPLE

Lobo Drives International, announces
the Lobo LCA-22. a disk controller board

for the Apple. The LCA-22 is software

compatible with Apple DOS and contains

256 bytes of onboard Boot ROM. It will

control up to four 8" single- or double-

sided, single- or double-density disk drives

with a total storage capacity of 4.4 Mega-
bytes. $699.

Lobo Drives International.. 354 South
Fairview Ave.. Goleta. CA 93117. (805)

863-1576.
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MAGAZINES,
NEWSLETTERS

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION

Business people, industrial and institu-

tional executives and professionals inter-

ested in learning about the new science

of information management may find.

"An Introduction to Information Man-
agement." a useful brochure.

Single copies of the brochure are avail-

able without charge upon request, on let-

terhead, to Clapp & Poliak. Inc.. 245

Park Ave.. New York. NY 10167.

PERIODICAL INDEX
The Microcomputer Index indexes 18

microcomputer publications. Issued

quarterly, it covers three months of pub-
lished material in each edition.

Articles are indexed in an alphabetical

subject list, and abstracts are provided
for all articles in each issue of each maga-
zine or newsletter.

Microcomputer Information Services.

3070 Adams Way. Santa Clara. CA
95051.
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
Educational Electronics is a monthly

newsletter which covers all aspects of

electronics as it pertains to education.

The subscription price for 12 issues is

$25 until September 1 and $30 thereafter.

Educational Electronics. One Lincoln

Plaza. New York. NY 10023.

TRS-80 SOFTWARE REVIEWS

The Software Critic is a bi-monthly

publication devoted to reviewing compu-
ter programs written for TRS-80 Models I

and III. It carries no advertising, sells no
software, and has no affiliation with any
commercial software interest.

Types of software reviewed include:

utilities; operating system; word and text

processors; statistical systems; payroll;

A/R. A/P. and G/L systems; languages;

mailing lists: graphics: market analysis:

mathematical applications; education:

engineering; terminal programs: inven-

tory; data base systems; real estate;

income tax; security; and games.
The Software Critic costs $15 per year

and is available from the Software Critic.

Box 3CH. University Park. NM 88003.

The time has come for computers
to talk and listen

COGNIVOX series VIO,
the affordable voice I/O peripherals

PET — TRS-80 — SORCERER
Recognition and Voice Response need no longer mean esoteric

concepts and expensive hardware COGNIVOX series VIO is a tamily ot

voice input and output peripherals lor personal computers that are easy to

use and have excellent software support COGNIVOX can be trained to

recognize words or short phrases trom a vocabulary ot up to 32 words ot

your choice with an accuracy ot up to 98% and it will talk back with up to 32

ditterent words It can also play music and create sound ettects

COGNIVOX requires at least 16K ot RAM in your computer II your

computer has less memory or it you are only interested in recognition, ask

us about our SR- 100 series ot voice input peripherals COGNIVOX series

VIO comes complete with microphone amplifier and speaker, cassette

with software and extensive manual It costs only $149 ladd $5 tor shipp

and handl m US 10% ot order overseas CA res add 6% tax) Has
immediate delivery and 120 day limited warranty Write tor more
information giving us the make and model ot your computer

VOICETEK I
805

)
°85-' 854

Dept C, P.O. Box 388, Goleta, CA 93116
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COLOR VIDEO
MONITOR/RECEIVER

$399.00
plus shipping

VIDECOM MODEL TC 7QO

Immediate delivery - Regular Price $520
Special Offer — Limited Time

Combination Video monitor and color TV receiver. 13"

diagonal screen.
Standard composite video input.

Video input electrically isolated from chassis and AC line.

opto-isolators provide 3000 VDC isolation for protection of
equipment and personnel.

100% solid state circuitry, latest technology
Resolution: 300 lines horizontal. 350 vertical

Input impendance: 75 ohms or High impendance
Power requirements: 1 1 7 VAC 50/60 Hz

RGB Video Monitors
OEM-type, 13" and 19", immediate delivery.

Prices and specifications upon request.

1/ideo Wlazketing, 9nc.

Box 339, Warrington, PA 18976
Tel. (215) 343-3000

Dealt
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% seiisatioRal
Apple II software

creative
computing
software

Air Traffic Controller

511 95
. 16K

•1008

'

Apple II or
Apple II Plus

Milestones
Cassette CS 4015 $U 95 Requires 48K Applesoft or Apple n Plus

The obiect of Milestones is to complete a

700 mile auto trip before your opponent
the computer You must deal with hazards
of the roads stop lights flat tires speed
limits accidents and gas shortages Spec
tacular high resolution color graphics

Action Games
Cassette CS-401 7 $11 95 3 Games

Cycle Jump Try to jump over rows of

cars, buses and trucks
Mine Rover Use your rover to cross a
mine field with moving mines

1 1

r>—<i

Road Machine Drive over a curving
mountain road as fast as possible Eight
skill levels

Bumping Games
Cassette CS-4020 SI t 95 3 Programs

Obstacle Course. This multi level course Hustle. The score keeps bjilding but the

includes hurdles ladders tires and escape routes dwindle Can you reach the
penalty areas Different every time blocks betore they disappear

'

Action & Bumping Games
DiSkCS-4516 S24 95

Requires 32K Applesoft or Apple II Plus

This disk contains an six games trom cassettes

CS-401 7 and CS-4020

Milestones
Disk CS 4515 $19 95
Requires 48K Apple II or Apple II Plus

in addition to the game itself this disk contains

the complete playing instructions

Advanced
Air Traffic Controller

DiskCS-4517 $19 95
Requires 16K Apple or Apple II Plus

This price is an advanced version of Air

Traffic Controller i Cassette CS-4008 1 offering

additional features and challenge

Bumper Blocks. An absorbing game of

evasion and collision Five skill levels

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus S2 0C postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Moms Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American Express orders may be caned
in ton-free

Order today at no risk It you are not

completely satisfied your money wii be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative C'

800631 8112
N

creative computing software
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BOOKS AND
BOOKLETS

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
SELECTION KIT

Intended as a reference resource for

small businesses, Inotec's Business Soft-

ware Selection Kit assists in the search

for professional business applications

packages.

The BSSK contains several pages of

data on each package, including such
information as functional summaries,
sample printouts, input requirements.

output formats, minimum system require-

ments, and cost. $39.95.

Inotec. Inc.. P.O. Box 1587. Mail Stop

106, Clemson. SC 29631.
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SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE

LANGUAGES
The Micro Works offers a software

package for exploring the potential of the
TRS-80 Color Computer at the assembly
language level. CBug Monitor Tape has

19 commands and is relocatable and re-

entrant. $29.95. CBug Monitor ROM is

the same program supplied in ROM
139.95. Also available is a disassembler
for the Color Computer. S49.95. The
Micro Works. P.O. Box 1 1 10 Del Mar.
CA 92014. 17 14t942-24(X).
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DATABS. a data abstraction language,

runs under CP/M and is suitable for con-
trol and systems programming. The built-

in types of DATABS are Boolean, char-

acter, single-byte integer, double-byte

integer and string. $49.50. Softronics. 36
Homstead Lane. Roosevelt, NJ 08555.
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Focal-65, DEC's high-level language
adapted for the 6502 is available on 5 1/4"

disk for OSI systems. $49.50. The 6502
Program Exchange. 2920 West Moana.
Reno. NV 89509.
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The Reformatler disk conversion soft-

ware allows CP/M users to exchange
data files with DEC computers. It runs

under CP/M and reads and writes floppy
disks in the DEC RT-11 formal. $195.

MicroTech Exports. 467 Hamilton Ave..
Palo Alto. CA 94301. 1415)324-91 14.
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KBE is a keyboard editor which incor-

porates full-screen editing with program-
mable keys that can be stored on disk. It

includes a driver that eliminates key-

board bounce and provides lower case.

KBE requires a 32K disk system. $39.95.

The Alternate Source. 1806 Ada St..

Lansing. Ml 48910. (517)487-3358.
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North Star CP/M 2.2 provides Horizon
users with a fully compatible version of

CP/M for both floppy and hard disk

systems. S230. North Star Computers.
Inc.. 1440 Fourth St.. Berkeley. CA
94710.(415)527-6950.
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Friends Software announces Access/
80. a report generation and file main-
tenance system and language designed to

run on Z-80 and 8080 microprocessors

under CP/M. $795. Friends Software.

Tioga Bldg.. Suite 440. 2020 Milvia St..

P.O. Box 527. Berkeley. CA 94701.
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Database System from Tarbell Elec-

tronics runs under CP/M. It features

variable length fields with field names
that may be of any length and may
include spaces, and requires CBasic. $50.

Tarbell Electronics, 950 Dovlen PI.. Suite

B. Carson. CA 90746. (213)538-4251.
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THE SAGA CONTINUES
IV TAWfllfl'S LAST R6DOUBT
The cruel Emperor Tawala has been forced from
his throne on the world of Galaclica and has fled

for his life to the planet of Farside. where he and
a small Dank of adherents prepare to make their
last stand. Extreme solar conditions have
isolated Farside from the rest of the galaxy, and
so it remains to Benthi. leader of the local insur-
rectionists, to press the final assault on Tawala
and his minions.

TAWALA'S LAST REDOUBT puts you In the
position of rebel leader You must intercept and
decipher Tawala's secret messages to his sup-
porters, form alliances with local chiefs, detect
Tawala's spies in your midst, separate hard intel-

ligence from enemy disinformation, avoid Ta-
wala's military forays against you and, finally,

lead the assault against the Prince's stronghold.

Minimum Configuration:

TRS-80 Cassette. 16K. Level II. $19.95
TRS-80 Disk, 32K. $24.95
APPLE Disk, 48K with APPLESOFT, $29 95

m™
Apple Galaxian — In brilliantly colored array, the
Galaxians swoop down from all sides in

daulingly swift attacks to do battle upon the
lone defender. This faithful rendition of that most
popular of all bar games may drive you around
the bend, but think ol all the quarters you'll be
saving! Apple II Integer or Plus. 48K disk. $24 95

How to order: Ask your dealer or send check or
money order for the exact retail price to:

kJ kl
kl

Brtfderbund Software
Box 3266. Eugene. Oregon 97403

Call (503) 343-9024 to order NO CHARGE
FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING!
Visa and Mastercard accepted.

We've got morel Send for our free catalog!

In this completely revised edition of his

best-selling guide to the computer for the
layperson—the very best, most concise
and lucid account of the subject yet writ-

ten—Dr. Bernstein tells the history of the
computer from its surprisingly sophisti-

cated origins in the 19th century through
the modern era of transistors, silicon

chips, bubble storage units, and semi-
conductors. In addition to a clear and
detailed explanation of how computers
work, The Analytical Engine offers an
informed view of the future of the com-
puter in the 80s and /

—

beyond. "Truly
remarkable."
—Arthur C. Clarke
"Clear, lively,

and literate."—Scientific

American

At your bookstore.

or mail this coupon
WILLIAM MORROW
Dept PAL CC
105 Madison Avenue. New York. NY 10016

Please send me copy(ies) ol THE
ANALYTICAL ENGINE «• $8 95 (hardcover).

$4 95 (paperback) I enclose check
money order in the amount ot S

(Add $1 00 per copy tor postage and handling plus

sales tax where applicable )

Name_

Address.

City -State. .Zip.

Apple and Applesoft are trademarks of Apple Computer Co
TRS-dO is a trademark of Radio Shack
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for

TRS-80 Models I & III

SuperSoft LISP allows the TRS-80 to become
a complete Artificial Intelligence laboratory! It

is the tool that takes you to the frontier of Com-
puter Science.
The SuperSoft LISP is a complete and full im-

plementation. (It is NOT a subset!) It contains

an efficient garbage collector which optimizes

the usage of user RAM, and supports the

TRS-80 graphics. Below are some features:

• Runs in 16k level II (with only 6K overhead)
• Fully implements atom property list structure.

• PROG is supported.
• FUNARG device is implemented.
• Efficient garbage collection.

• Complete with LISP editor and trace.

• Allows complete range of single precision

numeric data.
• Works with old as well as new ROMs.
• Contains 97 functions.

• Sample Programs.

The LISP package is supplied on tape or

discette and with a complete user manual.

cassette version:

(requires 16K level II)

Disk version:

(requires 16K disk)

(manual only: $15.00)

$75.00

$100.00

All Orders and General Information:

SUPERSOFT ASSOCIATES
P.O. BOX 1628
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217)359-2112
Technical Hot Line: (217) 359-2691

(answered only when technician is available)
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SuperSoft
First in SoftwareTechnology

TRS-80 TRADEMARK TANDY CORP

TERMINALS FROM TRANSNET
PURCHASE PLAN • 12-24 MONTH FULL OWNERSHIP PLAN • 36 MONTH LEASE PLAN

PVftCIUSf FtA M0MTM
Of1CMTTIM HKf If MOS fl MOI M HOI

LA36DECwnler II $1095 $105 $58 $40
LA34 DECwriter IV 995 95 S3 36
LA34 OECwrllcr IV Forma Ctrl.. 1.09S 105 58 40
LA120 DECwnler III KSR 2.295 220 122 03
LA120 DECwriter III flO 2.095 200 112 75
VT100 CRT DECscope 1.595 1S3 05 50
VT132 CRT DECscope 1.995 190 100 72

TI745 Portable Terminal 1.5*5 153 OS SO
TI765 Bubble Memory Terminal 2.595 249 130 93
TI783 Portable KSR 120 CPS 1.745 107 93 S3
TI7B5 Portable KSR. 120 CPS 2.395 230 120 06
TI707 Portable KSR. 120 CPS 2.(45 273 152 102
TI810 R0 Printer 1.095 102 102 69
TI020 KSR Printer 2.195 211 117 (0

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

DATAMEDIA

LEARSIEGLER

HAZELTINE

TELEVIDEO

NEC SPINWRITER

CENTRONICS

DT80 1 CRT Terminal 1.095
DT80 5 APL CRT 2.095
DT80 51 AP1 15 CRT 2.2(5

ADM3A CRT Terminal 875
ADM31 CRT Terminal 1.450
A0M42 CRT Terminal 2.1(5

1420 CRT Terminal 945
1500 CRT Terminal 1.0(5
1552 CRT Terminal 1.295

920 CRT Terminal 0(5
(50 CRT Terminal 1.075

Letter Quality. 55 15 R0 2.095
Letter Quality 55 25 KSR 3 295

Letter Quality KSR. 55 CPS 3.395
Letter Quality RO. 55 CPS .... 2.0(5

2021 A CRT Terminal 1.595

2S21P CRT Terminal 2.750

730 Desk Top Printer 715
737 W P Desk Top Printer .... 0(5

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS • 10°. PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 38 MONTHS

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS < MODEMS < THERMAL PAPf R . RiafKMS INTERFACE MODULES > FLOPPY DISK UNITS

OTHER POPULAR TERMINALS. COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND COMPUTERS AVAILABLE

r RASSl\ET CORPORATION
1945 ROUTE 22 • UNION. N J 07083 • (201) 688-7800
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Sorcerer Support
WORD PAC PLUS adds several features tn the Exidy
Word Processor Pac. Includes column math, odd /even
n»oe heirten, centerlnn, decimal tabulation, interface tn

the Trlanqle Systems TIME CARD, serial nrinter
software, and true rlnht justified proportional prlntinn
on Centronics 737 and daisywheel printers. Requires 32K
cassette or disk word process, nn system. $A9.9S

MICROTOME Improves tvpinn speed and accuracy hy
providinq audih le keyboard feedback each time a

character is accented by the Sorcerer. Works with the
repeat key and RASIC. MICROTOME pluqs into any
Sorcerer. $29.95

EXIT CARLE neatly connects parallel and serial
printers to your Sorcerer. Handshakinq added to the
Sorcerer RS232 port and complete serial port software
lets you use almost any serial device. A Centronics
compatible printer socket and removable dual cassette
cables with swl tenable notor control for rewind) no are
also included. Use with all Exidy systems. $79.9$

Trlanqle Systems products include tutorial manuals,
available separately for $$.00 (nonrefundable, postane
paid). Software on 1200 baud cassettes (transferable to

disk) or Exidy disks. Hardware is quaranteed 90 days.

To Ordor : Specify software format (add $2.$0 for
disk), add $3.00 domestic, $8.00 overseas for shipplnq
and handllnq. Ohio residents add $.$% sales tax. Send
payment in U.S. funds to:

A?7 Triangle Systems
PO Bom *«*1* Colunbu.. Ohio 012O4
T.IwEioik In So. EST (•!«) 172-I2*!
Snrcer.r trademark of ExirJv Syit.pt., Inc.
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APPLICATIONS
SOFTWARE

GAMES & RECREATIONAL

Gin Rummy 3.0 is now available for

Atari «(K) computers with 32K of

memory. It includes color graphics and
sound. S19.95. Casino *

Blackjack/

Counter for TRS-XO Models I and II

enables the player to practice card count-

ing as well as play the game. Cassette.

$14.95; disk S19.95. Manhattan Software.

P.O. Box 35, Pacific Palisades. CA 90272.

(213)4548290.
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Tuesday Morning Quarterback puts

the player in the roles of quarterback.

coach and fan in a real-time action game
against his Apple. It is available on disk

for the 4KK Apple with Applesoft in

ROM. 129.95. Automated Simulations.

P.O. Box 4247. Mountain View. CA
l)404().
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Strategic Simulations has introduced

three games for 4KK Apples with Apple-

soft in ROM and one disk drive. Cartels

& Cutthroats simulates the operation of a

group of manufacturing firms in the U.S.

economy. Up to six people can play.

S39.95. Torpedo Fire simulates anti-

submarine warfare during World War II

and Operation Apocalypse is a World
War II ground simulation. Both games

can be played with two players or

solitaire. Each is S59.95. Strategic Simu-

lations Inc.. 465 Ka ire hi III Dr.. Suite 108.

Mountain View. CA 94043. 14151 964-

1353.
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Personal Software has added Zork. the

(Ireat Underground Empire, to its

strategy game series. Zork has a working
vocabulary of over 600 words. It is avail-

able on 5 1/4" disk for Apple and TRS-80
computers with 32K of memory. S39.9.S.

Also available are MicroChess and
Checker King for the Atari 400 and K00.

MicroChess features eight levels of play,

and Checker King allows single, double

and triple jumps, forces jumps and plays

according to the tournament rules of

SAVE MORE THAN 20%l
NORTH STAR INTERTUBE MICROTEK

ZENITH RCA-COSMAC ITHACA
THINKER TOYS OOOBOUT SUPERBRAIN

THE SMARTEST COMPUTERS AT THE SMARTEST PPJCE
HOHZONE-1-32K-0OU8LE DEN ASSMt TESTED 11960
HORUON-2-32K-D0UBLE DEN ASSM 5 TESTED 2294

SALE 30% OFF HRZ RAM KITS 32K4eB00.16K314.00
HRZ DRIVES DO s.ns
INFOMANAGER 369
HRZ-64Q HAROOSK 7199
NS HARD DISK 18M 3929
NORTH STAR BASIC FREE
ITHACA COMPUTER 2496
8086 CPU 16 BIT 566
MEAS64KRAMASM. 599
OOOBOUT 16K STAT 286
DISCUS/20 CP/M 975
ZDADO DRIVE 660
TARBELL CONTROLER 296
INTERTUBE II 725
SUPERBRAIN 2396
ZENITH Z-19AIT 725
HEATH Z-8B48K 2496
ANADEX 9500-1 1.149

NEC PRINTER 25B9
TEXTWMTERIII 112

EZ-80 Z-80 TUTOR 25
ECOSOFT ACCOUNTING 315
BOX OF DISKETTES 29

MAILMANAGER
GENERALEDGER
HRZ-2-32K-OASM
NS PASCAL ON DISK
COLORM
ITHACA RAM 64K
SSMZ80CFUKIT
SSM VIDEO BRDVB3
SUPERRAM32K
SUPERRAM16K
2 2ADDDHVE
DISCUS/2 2
HARD DISK 26 Mb
SUPERBRAIN QUAD
ZENITH H-11

MK3WTEK PRINTER
ANADEX80O0
SECRETARYWORO PRO
GOFASTSPEEOBASIC
NS BASIC COMPILER
EZ-COOE IN ENGLISH
WORDSTAR
BASIC DEBUGGER

239
799

2899
190

PHONE
845
221

412
980
290
975
1259

3996
2995

99
71

7?
71

325
99

l,Compot«ra«teBEST?BROCHURE FREE
ORDER 2 or more COMPUTER BIGGER DISCOUNTS

WE WILL BEAT OUR COMPETITIONS PRICE
FACTORY ASSEMBLED 6 FACTORY WARRANTY

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
KIVETT OR • JAMESTOWN. NC 27282 • 91M6»«77

CPM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH
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RAM
For ATARI

Get the most from your ATARI 400.

Memory expansion to a full 48K is now
possible with our 4HK Board. Expand

your ATARI H00 with our 32K Board.

48K Board $299
32K Board $199

IJVTEC
Suite * 111

3387 Del Rosa Ave. North
San Bernardino, CA 92404

(714) 864-5269
CA residents add 6 percent tax

ATARI is trademark of ATARI. Inc
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EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS

for Commodore's PET, VIC,
and M.A.L.A.

Software programs on cassette-
elementary levels 32 programs—

4

per month all PETS—$48.00

Also a PET educational software
catalog 300 programs $2.50

COM NT DATA SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 325

MILFORD, Ml 48042
(313)685-0113

Michigan residents add tax
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WHY SPEND $150 OR MORE
FOR AN INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL PROGRAM?

Island Cybernetics has a program which may do
your job for just $37.50. Over 300 users are put-
ling mis program to work, with data bases for
scientific bibliographies, magazine article ab-
stracts, slide collections, recipes, correspon-
dence, and dozens of other applications.
Our system is optimized for retrieval of

free-format text based on combinations of key-
words. Read the review in the Nov/Dec '80 issue
of S-100 Microsystems, p 14-16, or request our
free application notes.
Hardware Requirements: runs on 8080 or Z-80
microcomputers using a CP/M* compatible
operating system and having at least 32K of
memory with two disk drives. Comes ready to run
with users manual and demonstration data base
on 8" single density and many 5" format disks.

S37 50 pottage paid-

ISLAND CYBERNETICS
P.O. Box 208, Port Aransas,
TX, 78373 (512)749-5843

•CP/M is a registered trademark of

Digital Research
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EDVOATIOAAL
COVRSeUHIRE

3 Nappe Lane Wettport CT 0UM

APPLE DISKS
Each Containing Multiple Programs

BASIC TUTOR SCRIES - V 101-107
A mom Of seven disks with 67 slud.es designed for novice

programmer* Teaches how lo program your APPLE.
in apple sort bmc
110 Doc and DemoDrafc. or It9a Series and Doc
Tutor t — Intro to programming command* 13?
Tutor H - QrapMc command* • M»-r*» * Lo-res 32
Tutor IN — Studres in kwl Mm and word processing 32
Tutor IV — How to create rtwjeJc programs 32
Tutor V — Novicp program urn pie studies 32
Tutor VI — Programming technique* 32
Tutor VII - UsWttee for study and use 32

Q'AlerfeeV 120-140
Subject matter *tud*e« Each disk ha* 6- pgm* wi1h<n me

subteel AN use OuPtfton/

A

nswer formal Great
for PTecu.etBns $10 Doc and Demo or $12 Du* and Doc
OVA — American History: Presidents War*, pie

Q/A — Human Bkriogr Bones, Organ*. D—t. etc

O/A — Inorganic Chemistry: Element*. Ion*, etc
O/A — Elementary Asaronemy: Stars Constellations etc

O/A — WprW History European, Ancient, As.an etc

O/A — General etiology: Plant*. Animal*, etc

Basic AM — V 108
Useful routines and utilities to a*J the novice programmer

Increases Speed and efficiency when you transplant the**
routine* into your program* S 10/Doc - 139/ Disk and Doc
Astronomy I - 132 Ph isles • 132 Teetform - 139 Pot-

pourri $24 EalDemp 124 Population* -124 - Others .n

Catalog Iwiarrtpry -150 Accounts $w -HO Doc each
All orders pre-paid or P O S Send for free catalog
Add 12 00 man each order - Guaranteed dish run*
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MAXI MICRO

Rynbrie up to

8 Heech/Zsnfth 89 Computers
uamg MagrriM CP/M'" 2 2
vwth Lp to 80 M Bytes of

MAGNOLIAfl
MICROSYSTEMS
2812 Thomdyke W. • Seattle, WA 98199
1206)285-7266 (800)426-2841

CP/M iso trademark erf Oqttl nm—fLh
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Ad#14 SOFTWARE
CP/M users soecify disk systems and formats Most formats available

PEACHTREE
General Ledger S399/S40
Acct Receivable J399/J40
Acct Payable $399/»40
Payroll S399/S40
Inventory *399/$40
Property Mgt S799/S40
CPA Client Write-up $799 $40
Mailing Address S349/M0
SOFTWARE WORKS
Adapt * 69/tna
Rattor $ 86/Sna

SOHO GROUP
MatchMaker t 97/S20
WorkSbeet $177/$20

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
GL or AR or AP or Pay *S99/*40
Inventory Control *449/*40
Analyst $199/$25
OSort * 89 J 20

SUPERSOFT
Forth (8080 or Z80)
Diagnostic II

Other

• (New items or new prices) ^ , fc

CP/M
ARTIFICIAL iW4INTELLIGENCE

• Medical $849/(40
.-» Dental $849/140

COMPLETE BUS. SYSTEM
Creator $269 $25
Reporter $169/$20

$399/$45

COMPUTER CONTROL
Fabs $159/$20
UltraSort II $159/$ 25

COMPUTER PATHWAYS
Pearl (level 1) $ 99 $25
Pearl (level 2) $299/*40
Pearl (level 3) $549 $65

DIGITAL RESEARCH
CP/M 2 2
NorthStar $149/$25
TRS-80 Model II (P&T) S

Micropolis $169/$2S
Cromemco $189/$25

PL/l-80 $459 $35
BT-80 $179, $25
Mac $ 85/$ 15

Sid * 65/$ 15
Z-Sid $ 95 $15

$ 70/$ 15
DeSpool $ 50/$ 10

DYNAMIC MICRO-
PROCESSOR ASSOC.
Ascom $109/$15
CBS $369/$45
DMA-DOS $179 $35

GRAHAM-DORIAN
General Ledger $729/$40
Acct Receivable $729/$40
Acct Payable $729/$40
Job Costing $729 $40
Payroll $493/$40
Inventory $493/$40
Cash Register $493/$40
Apartment Mgt $493 $40

KEY BITS
String/80 $ 84/J20
Stnng/80 (source) $279/$na
WordSearch $179/$25

TCS
GL or AR or AP or Pay
All 4

WHITESMITHS
C Compiler
Pascal (incl C )

DATA BASE
FMS-80
dBASE II

Condor
Tl M

$149 '$25

$ 84520
less 10%

$ 79 $25
$269 $99

$600/$30
$850 $45

$649 $45
$629/550
$599/$30
$329/$35

MICRO-AP
S-Basic
Selector III

Selector IV

MICRO DATA BASE
SYSTEMS
HDBS
MDBS
DRS or ORS or RTL
MDBS PKG

$269/$25
$269/$25
$469 $35

$269'$35
$795/$40
$269/$35

$1295/$60

MICROPRO
WordStar $324 $60
Customization Notes $ 89 $na
Mail-Merge $114/$25
WordStar Mail-Merge $434 $85
DataStar $249 $60
WordMaster $119;$40
SuperSortl $199/$40

MICROSOFT
Basic-80 $294 $30
Basic Compiler $329/$30
Fortran-80 $349/$30
Cobol-80 $574/$30

^M-Sort * 125/520
Macro-80 $144/$20
Edit-80 $ 84/$20
MuSimp/MuMath 5224/525
MuLlSP-80 $174/$20

ORGANIC SOFTWARE

PASCAL
Pascal/MT+ 5429/530
Pascal Z $349/$30
Pascal/UCSD $299/$30

• Pascal/M 5189/520

WORD PROCESSING
SpellGuard $249/$25
Spell Binder $349/$45
Magic Wand $289/$45
VTS/80 $489/$65

OTHER GOODIES
Tiny C $ 89/$50
Tiny C Compiler $229/$50

^CBASIC-2 $ 98/$20
Nevada Cobol $129/$25
MicroStat $224/$ 15

Vedit $ 99/$ 15
Prof Time Bill (Asyst) 5549/540
ESQ-1 $1349/$50
MiniModel $449/550
StatPak 5449/540
Micro B+ $229/$40

• BSTAM $149/$10

APPLE II

MICROSOFT
Softcard $292
Fortran $ 1 79
Cobol $574

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
$ 99
$ 84
$159
$149
$229
$159
$129
$ 34

$224 $40
$224/$40
$224/$40

** Visicalc

CCA Data Mgr
• Desktop/Plan II

• Visiplol
** Visitrend/Visiplot
•^ Visidex
• Visiterm

Zork

PEACHTREE
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable

TextWnter III

DateBook
•s Milestone

OSBORNE
General Ledger
Acct Rec/Acct Pay
Payroll w/Cost
All 3
All 3 • CBASIC-2

*1 11/S20
$269 $25
$269/$25

$ 59/S20
$ 59 $20
$ 59 $20
$129/$57
5199/571

Payroll 5224/540
Inventory $224/$40

OTHER GOODIES
Super-Text II $127
Data Factory $129
0B Master $159
Ledger Plus $549
Charles Mann less 1 5%
STC less 15%

• iuS less 15%

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA- MASTERCHARGE
1-800-854 2003 ext 823 • Calil 1-800-522-1500 ext 823

Overseas- add $10 plus additional postage • Add $2 50 postage and handling

per each item • California residents add 6% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks

COD ok • Prices subiect to change without notice All items subiect

to availability • « — Mfgs Trademark

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Avenue. #309 • Los Angeles. CA 90028 • (213) 666-7677

Have you seen the best too/kit in existence for any

micro computer? Did you know it was written for the

EXIDY SORCERER?
System 3 is the ultimate program development toolkit and is guaranteed to

cut your Basic programming and debugging time by AT LEAST HALF 1

Once loaded, this program gives Sorcerer ROM PAC Basic more than 15 extra program

development commands, some of which you would not have thought possible. If you

purchase this piece of software and are not 100% satisfied that it is all we say it is. we will

gladly refund your money m full'

Thm foMowktg commands arm Just m sampta:

Tim ado*. »*, <s •*' ,ou- pro*a* f%\ a\ * »m man nmo. tha

Wofdaracesoo. rx Uiki uw mmatK iirM tommim ate

matt TNMiMihM tarn mamam bntt mm SDO ckvKim

AUTOL.
mam Man oe<n rw* *» <*»*•< aj itprt to-

you' Al tl« EDIT (mmmb ma a,a*ama m Am ma*. m***!*

g> HlKj l#M«. p«or•" «"<«l
MMMHcUa
Tm mm nmrnam at m a taction ot rm« mmgam wtA Mt

l«T |»L!n'

Ittl «a mamma knot I'M* i

Kl toiUnl

Erase e» aaaCM m tew area/an* aicoai"*, *•» «

mart, end m MM lUMwati

Kkmm i wti aroo/am jlttf Mft ClOAD a* RiSf r

Vmi. a mamim on last .whom KM pciimw , of toolaMMjiMf

mwi m m cam at a TAPE EMM

Wfw A* *cammmm BASK mamm* ifl rap* n Ae end •( the

fa
How mom tow haw .m got a S*t EMWR « LMf <> ewtaast

mi cmM mm wa the a*tor* Th* caMtal ami. rkt mam
m I CUT fwk and placn tkt couo. mm «*tt SyttaM 3 ri

MM an*' Trtt C

f nd and bit • wovem mm tente**! enytMne/

wMtterd clwett* ma, a* included

SrtiaM 3 haa «art> at oUajf taw*

that can at actattMl Mrtk cmItm PiimIm aawnt • wmi el

avea m At Slandard law Ho* Pat n mmH writ* a IMMm 10G

tmmmM awl MlacaW rt»e« to ttw to* at MM Evm o*J

•MMMff CMMMwatMM OTO aMaMM VM MM >Md SvlltM 3 MMfM.

am tat! alltMat and M*aUt n cmmh an tauatla al bath
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Time for Sorcerers
m

Time Card

Clock

• hours, minutes, seconds
• day, date, month, year
• 4 interval Interrupts

• % year backup battery

TIME CARD interfaces with BASIC INP and OUT
statements or simple machine lanquaqe routines, which
arm included. TIME CARD pluqs Into the "ICRO BOX or,

with the bus cable, directly into the Sorcerer expansion
port. Bus cable includes a mini enclosure, expansion
bus cable, and s volt adapter cable to the Sorcerer

,

TI»«E CARD $1M.«, bus cable $39. 9S

Micro Box
Expansion

• S expansion bus slots

• S volt power supply
• daisy chain with disks
• compact- only 7 x S x I"

MICRO BOX is the foundation for future Triannle
Systems products. Now In development ara memory
boards, an EPROM programmer, serial and parallel IO,

and an AMD <>sn math card. MICRO BOX pluns into th*

Sorcerer expansion port and Is fully buffered. $199.95

Trlanojle Systems products include tutorial manuals,
available separately for SS .00 (nonrefundable, postaoe
paid). Software on 1200 baud cassettes (transferable to

disk) or Exidy disks. Hardware is nuaranteed 90 days.

To Order: Specify software format (add $2. SO for
disk), add $3.00 domestic, $8.00 overseas for shlppinn
and handllnn. Ohio residents add $.S% sales tax. Send
payment In U.S. funds to:

<5Z^ Triangle Systems
PO Box «»02* Colunhus. Ohio U1M
Talaphon* twa-Spn EST If 1«) 112 1201
Sorcer.r trademark of Exidy ^yttent. Inc.
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checkers. Both arc available on cassette

and require 8K of memory. Personal
Software Inc.. 1330 Bordeaux Dr.. Sunny-
vale. CA 94086.
CIRCLE 337 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EDUCATIONAL
Prescriptive Main Drill is a computer-

managed drill and practice program cov-

ering basic arithmetic skills. The student

is automatically moved to the next higher

level upon satisfactory completion of 20

problems at his current level. $79.95.

Also available is Wordsearch. a program
which allows a teacher to enter a series of

words with which the computer creates a

wordsearch puzzle. $14.95. Both pro-

grams are for the Apple. Hartley Soft-

ware. 3268 Coach Lane. #2A. Kentwood.
MI 49508. 1616)942-8987.
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The Individual Study Center is an
educational course designed to enable a

person to teach himself any subjects he
wants to learn. There are over 50 pre-

pared subject data files available for

grades 1-9. high school and adult on disk
for the 48K Apple. $54.95. TYC Soft-

ware. 40 Stuyvesant Manor. Geneseo.
NY 14454.
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Algebra I is designed to teach the

fundamental tools and concepts of begin-

ning algebra. Features include color hi-

res graphics, upper and lower case text

and flow charted "information maps"
which mark the learner's progress. The
program requires DOS 3.3 and 48K
Applesoft. $39.95. Edu-Ware Services.

Inc.. 22222 Sherman Way. Suite 102.

Canoga Park. CA 91303.
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BUSINESS

Commercial Mailer, written in Apple-
soft for a 48K Apple/Corvus system with
80- or 132-column printer, can handle an
unlimited number of mailing lists, each
with a 30.000-name capacity. It is menu-
driven with alphabetical order, find entry,

browse, change, add. delete, and search.

$250. Stonehenge Computer Company.
89 Summit Ave.. Summit. NJ 07901. (201)

277-1020. 5
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A General Business Book-
keeping System for Ohio Scientific com-
puters includes programs for payroll,

inventory, accounts payable and receiv-

able, job costing, purchase orders and
general ledger with reports. The system is

Level 3. Network and multi-dimensional

compatible. Data Access Managemet Ser-

vice. 3320 Rivers Ave.. Charleston. SC
29405. (803)554-7005.
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Computer Consultants introduces

TRS-POS. which allows a 16K TRS-80
Level II to function as a point of sale

terminal. Features of the program
include. English operator prompting and
error messages, electronic memo pad and
ability to track sales commissions and
inventory. Prices start at $100. Computer
Consultants. 310-312 Hoyt St.. Dunkirk.
NY 14048.
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Version 5 of the TCS Business
Accounting software for the Apple
includes general ledger, accounts pay-

able, accounts receivable and payroll.

Enhancements include new W-2 forms
and improved menu processing. The sys-

tem requires 48K of memory. Microsoft

RAMcard or language card. Microsoft

Softcard. CP/M and an 80-column card
or external CRT terminal. TCS Corpora-
tion. P.O. Box 47550. Atlanta. GA 30362.
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CRIC Software Systems announces a
Cash Register Inventory Control system
for the Apple II Plus with 48K memory.
Pascal language card, and disk drives.

New 248-page book Include* all the former TIS workbook*
except "PET Graphic*.'' Provide* Information for both ROM* and
a comprchenthr* Index. Only $14.95.

Alio Irani Tit

WB-3 PET Graphics »4»5

Software products on cassette or floppy disk with complete instruction
manual Each $24 95 (cassefta). S29.es (diskette)

SW-1 MAIL B mailing list system
SW-2 CHECKBOOK record
SW-3 ACCOUNTS keep track ol who owes you how much
SW-4 MEOIT create and maintain data files

SW-5 CALENDAR appointments, meetings at-a-glance

TIS
P.O. Box 921, Dept. CC
Los Alamo*. NM 87S44

Add S2 (ts foreign order*)

pET end CBM ere trademarks of Commodore Business Mechinee
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NEW TARBELL
S-100 CPCI/IO BOARD

• Z-80 " will run at 2 or 4 Mhz
• 2 RS-232 Serial I/O ports

• Powerful Memory Management
• Programmable Timer
• Full masKed priority interrupts

• Has everything needed for MP/M'
• 6 month full warranty

Z-80 is a trademark of Zilog Inc.

MP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

TOcfroriics

950 Oovlen Place. Suite B
Carson, CA 90746
Phone (213) 538-4251
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The system allows a small retailer to han-

dle charge accounts and up to K).(XX)

inventory items. Sl
>
lW.95>. CR1C Software

Systems 012, 15132 Stony Plain Rd..

Edmonton, Alberta. Canada. (403)483-

5999.
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Postman is a mailing list management
program designed for use with the Oasis

operating system. Sequential files

accessible from word processors such as

( hisis Script or Magic Wand may be pro-

duced for mass individualized letter mail-

ings, and simple numerical analyses may
also be prepared. Marot Software Sys-

tems. 310 Madison Ave.. Suite 408. New
York. NY 10017. 1 212166 1-H5.S0.
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Desktop Plan II is a professional finan-

cial planning software package for the

Apple which enables users to prepare

financial statements, budgets, forecasts,

projections atul analyses. New features

include hi-res graphics plotting, the abil-

ity to receive data with VisiCalc. and a

moving cursor. Applesoft Basic, one disk

drive and 32K of memory are required.

S1WA5. Personal Software. 1330 Bor-

deaux Ave.. Sunnyvale, CA 940N6.
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A-T Enterprises announces a software

package designed for the management

and control of mini-warehouse or self-

service storage facilities. The package
requires a Z-K0. K0K0 or 8083 baaed
microcomputer and 48K of memory, dual

disk drives, an 80 x 24 video terminal, and
an K()-colunin printer. $650. A-T Enter-

prises. 221 N. Lois. La Habra. CA 90631.

(213)947-2762.
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WORD PROCESSING
Hcxspell is a spelling checker which is

compatible with most word processing

systems available for the TRS-80. The
program reads through documents,
checking words against its 29.(XX)-word

list while displaying the text for manual
proofreading. A 48K TRS-80 Model 1

with two disk drives is required. S69. Hex-

agon Systems. P.O. Box 397 Stn. A. Van-

couver. BC. Canada V6C 2N2. (604)682-

7646.
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The Docuwriter Text Processor for

Apple computers features its own docu-

ment writer, universal editor, custom
printing element, mailing list, automatic

text linker, draft writer and form letter

element. SI 49.95. Charles Mann & Asso-

ciates. Micro Software Division. 7594 San
Remo Trail. Yucca Valley. CA 92284.

(714)365-9718.
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CENTRONICS 101 A PRINTERS. 9X7 matrix, 165
CPS, 132 col., normal tractor teed paper, up to 5
copies, width variable from 4"-5", 6 lines/Inch,
10 CPI, parallel data input, full 90 day warranty
(Wt. 118 lbs.) $650.00
IBM. SELECTRIC KEYBOARD PRINTERS
(Model 72) with GTE interface electronics to stan-
dard RS-232 Serial 25 pin connection. 15 CPS, 15
inch carriage, 10 pitch interchangeable elements.
90 day warranty (Wt. 50 lbs.) $650 00
(PA residents add 6% sales tax to orders) Make
checks or money orders payable to : AMERICAN
CUSTOM ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, Box 157A,
Groveland Rd., Pipersville, PA 18947. (Add .50
per pound shipping/handling lee)
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FREE

business software
directory

• Radio Shack's Model-I, II, III.

• Heath's MBASIC and HDOS.
• CPM

Data base manager, integrated

accounting package, inventory,

word processing, and advanced

mailing list.

fc*
Micro Architect Inc.

96 Dothan St.

Arlington, MA 02174
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EPSON PRINTERS

OKIDATA PRINTERS

OKIOATA
Mcroline 80 *5S9 00

Microline 80 Tractor Fern) 114 00

Microline 80 Sand Interface 120 00
Microline 80 TRS-80'
Expansion Interface Cable 29 95

EPSON
MX-flO £_..

MX-80 Apple" Interface ~
MX-80 Apple' Interface Cable °'

MX-80 TRS-80' Circle

Expansion Interface Cable Number
MX-80 Serial interface (or

MX-80 IEE-488 Interface

MX-80 IEE-488 (Pet*) Cable

VISTA TRS-80- DISK DRIVES
v-80 40 Track Model 1 Drives $339 00

Model 1 two Drive Cable 27 95
Model 1 four Drive Cable 27 95
Model 2 Disk Drives CALL

CASSETTE TAPES
(Quality screw type with labMe on sheets for typewriter)

C-10 1-49 » 75Plaatic

C-10 50-up t 86 Boxes
C-20 1-49 t 90 Included

C-20 50-up $ 78

Circle number for complete price list

TRS-80. Apple, and Pet are trademarks of Radio

Shack. Apple Computer, and Commodore.

TERMS: Money order, personal check (5 working

days to clear), certified check. COD (Money order

or certified check on delivery) California residents

add sales tax

PROCESS CONTROL
TECHNOLOGY

P O BOX 8825

STOCKTON, CA 95208

(209) 952-6576
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Professional

Real Estate Programs
For Apple II or TRS-80

Property Management System
I32K, l Disk SytMstJl

Features

:

• Tenant Information
• Lite Rent Reports
• YTD & Monthly Income
• Handles -

Partial Payments
Returned Checks
Advance Payments

• 5 Digit Expense Accounts
• Building Expense Report
• Vendor Expense Report
• Income Tax Report
• All Reports Can Be Printed
• Complete Documentation
• Easy Data Entry & Edit
• 200 Units per File

Price 8225.00

Real Estate Analysis Module:
i( jsm-iii' or Disk I

1) Home Purchase Analysis
2) Tax Deferred Exchange
3) Construction Cost/Profit
4) Income Property Cashflow
5) APR Loan Analysis
6) Property Sales Analysis

7) Loan Amortization

$35.00 Per Module
ii,-r St..ii-v I vrrywhef*

in Hi, I, I no Direct
( .il Rcskfcnus Add f-' s.,1,-* I ssi

1116 8th St., Manhattan Beach, CA 90266,

Suite F, Dept. C
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OHIO SCIENTIFIC

S-FORTH — a full implemen-
tation of Fig-FORTH including

editor, virtual disk sub-sys-

tem, and compatibility with

OS65D-3 on 5Va" or 8" disk.

$34.95.

Source listing $24.95.

Both for $49.95.

TOUCH TYPING MADE EASY
— 15 lesson set teaches you
to "touch type". Now also

available for the C1P. 8K.
$19.95.

TITANIC QUEST — a real time
search where you risk your re-

maining supplies to find the

Titanic. 8K. $6.95.

TEXT EDITOR — the best
screen text editor available for

OSI C4P, C8P disk systems.
$19.95.

Send for our FREE 14 page
software and hardware cata-

log. Includes photos and com-
plete descriptions of all game,
utility, and business software.

Aurora Software Associates
P.O. Box 99553 -g*

Cleveland, Ohio 44199w
(216) 221-6981 «_«i
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Muse announces the Form Letter Mod-
ule for use with the Super-Text Word
Processor and Address Book Muling List

in printing personalized form letters. The
program requires an Apple computer
with 4KK and disk drive. SIM. Muse Soft-

ware. 330 North Charles St.. Baltimore.

Ml) 21201.
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Write-On! II allows the user to create

and maintain data files, such as mailing
lists, and then merge them into textfiles.

such as letters or mailing labels. The pro-

gram is designed for the 48K Apple with
disk and Applesoft in ROM. SI 50. Rain-
bow Computing, Inc.. 9719 Reseda Blvd..

Northridge. CA 9 1.124. (213)349-0300.
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MUSIC & GRAPHICS

Rainbow Writer is a graphics, text.

music and animation program develop-

ment aid for the Apple. It can be used to

create special effects featuring color, ani-

mation, letters, shapes and sounds.

S39.95. Personal Software. Inc.. 1330
Bordeaux Dr.. Sunnyvale. CA 940K6.
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Plot-80 is a plotting software package
for both dot matrix and daisy wheel

printers which is available for use on the

TRS-K0 Model 1 with 48K RAM. one disk

drive and a graphics printer. It is

designed to plot graphs and histograms of

various types, with numbered and labeled

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
TRS-80. COLOR COMPUTER. PET

& APPLE II

ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE
GEOGRAPHY
ECONOMICS
FOREIGN LANG.
GRAMMAR

MATH
BIOLOGY
HISTORY

ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS ED.

FARM RECORDS
COIN INVENTORY

Write for FREE Catalogue:
MICRO LEARNINGWARE. Box
2134, N Mankato, MN 56001

(507) 625-2205
VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

We pay 15% royalty for Educational
Programs listed with us.

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of
TANDY CORP.
PET is a trademark of COMMO-
DORE BUS MACHINES.
APPLE is a trademark of APPLE
COMPUTER CO.
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TRS-80 Computers

For the best deals on TRS-80 Com-
puters we have special discounts,
FREE Shipping and a TOLL FREE
ORDER NUMBER.

Pan American
Electronics

Incorporated
a

Radio /ftaek
AUTHONIZSO BALKS CSNTCII

Depl CC 11 17 Conway. Mission. Texas 78572

Telex Number 767339
Toll Free Order Number 80075317466

Texas & Principal Number 512/581-2765

Education

with Pleasure

25 PSYCHEDELIC GRAPHICS PRnCKAHS
CHAINED TO GIVE A DAZZLING SHOW!
AS FEATURED ON LOCAL TV FOR YOUR
APPLE IN COLOR. AS DEVELOPED
FOR OUR TRAINING COURSES HERE IN
THE CHANNEL ISLANDS. SEND J20
NOW FOR DISC OR TAPE PLUS A FREE
ENTRY TO OUR NEXT COMPtTITION I I

.'

(State Scries I or II, 135/tvo!

)

microsystems Lid.
It FOUION. SI ft It R PORT. TMi^nont
GUf RNSEY. CHANNEL ISLANDS (04811 77181
lUdOPl - GS Teles 4I8IIJ0
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ELLGUARD $i».

THE BEST, most useful, spelling --
proofreading package available. Independent
reviews prove it - write (or copies. Requires 32K
CP/M«, MP/M«, CDOS*, or CROMIX*. Works with
any console device. Compatible with Mogic Wand*,
WordStar', Electric Pencil*, WordMaster* ond ED.
Fully tested. Pro(essional, first class software.
Delivered ready to run - no user reconfiguration
required. Excellent documentation ond 8" SD
soft-sectored, or 5 I /<" disk: DD or OD for
NorthStar* or SuperBroin-; Mir ropol is- 1; DO
Micropolis II; Apple- II w/Microsoft Z80, specify 13
or 16 sector disk $199.

SPELLCUARD* and Mogic Wand-(l.l) $*99.

We rigorously select, use and support then software we sell. Orders
promptly acknowledged and
shipped. Checks must clear
before shipment. Our low
prices reflect full cash

^discount while maintaining
Iquolity customer service. Visa
|* MasterCharge odd 3%.
Shipping $3. per order. Phone
& export orders welcome.

* = trademark.

«» Pelican Court, Syosset, NY 1 1791
(SIC) 921 - 30»3 Write for catalog!
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axes. $99.95. Microcomputer Specialists.

P.O. Box 1 1295. Elkins park. PA 191 17.

(215IH49-2766.
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Muse has introduced the Data Plot

Graphing Program for the 4HK Apple
with Applesoft in ROM. Its displays

range from single line or bar charts to

multiple line, additive bars as well as

mixed line and bar formats. S59.95. Muse
Software. 330 N. Charles St.. Baltimore.

Ml) 21201.
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PERSONAL
E.B.Ci. & Associates has announced

two software packages for the TRS-80
Model I. Program of Lists allows the user

to store up to 20 different lists of things to

remember. S19.95. Pentad Disk Library

maintains a library file of up to iOO

diskettes which may be searched for any
file name or partial file name. SI 9.95.

E.B.G. & Associates. 203 N. Wabash.
Suite 1510. Chicago, IL 60601. (312)782-

9750.
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UTILITIES & MISCELLANEOUS
UPROC1 contains procedures and

functions to read and write device

EAST COAST COMPUTERS
P O BOX 295 WHITEHOUSE STA NJ 08M9

VERBATIMS DISKETTES 2200 CAIMOOEM 14400

MEMOREX 5 DISKETTES 2100 ATARI 400 47900

PLASTIC BOX 300 Mx8° «900
(FEDEX MONITOR 10700 TRS BO 16K MODE! HI 85900

16K MEMORY Kll 3500 'RS »0 is a registered trademark of

Tandy Corp
TERMS MASTERCHARGE VISA CHECK MONEY ORDER

US FUNDS ONLY NJ RESIDENTS ADO SALES IAX

ADD 5"fc FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING
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ATAR I <Sd> aorTUARE 'IMIEE'S COMPUTIMM
436 Qr.nl te Av., Monrovia, CA •10161

WltmiMt MIMICS MOMtlMlM
rw to vise rejects fret MY locitie
U tMct.12 rrtersss' 4 ss csssettt.k
Its rest Is tstJ2 sest "«esll '«(-

ssks.12 FTersss' t m citsrttt.i

rest ts tie 32 mm sesssl'
"

its Is ttsltMS tt W tettrlsl
UM-llnf el trasHici Is ITMI MflC"
iKlessi iHtrKtitss m trttlM fin
[tlsri i* U its M-eJI ss*t! ill tie ...
fUst lM. sr. fl-jf " ew.epuir.^,**

]-• Kl MM MVIMT/n.T.llr»UIM!
sef esr test mIIIm tests' ill e)
tkt viellii ert sswli W-m aHI
Mtr-tlJia'' staM Hints' frssMc
nilsslsss, le»e»,«.TI«TE«,i rw"
icerstesri 1 Frttts vert fret I cjcl
rer ssceal ti 2.29 nr stcirMTU
^"wirstii.BT ni,n>r

, I Tie TreW! rattler lest wile'
! srssress,! nrslses.KI-KI •/ssltl-
csltrs,! Ie> KI.Fist Ktm Iriellci
HllssleM, setts effects, eslsstlss!
Is MT tie sest ss .trust saslleSse
!• UFlllstit.i.ifcO m issis* trssrM
set. ittv sstitst est iIivIm km
iKlM^bJjr.»>.>ft|t,TV,?4Wt
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TW8-B0 POCKET COMPUTER
IPM MVESTIM! Pis* mt <m<

Bff.wiri.iiiairieTir-,,
p>»>»»»Xeiti (tr i (res csTiTst
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Cunard Hotel London 10-12 September 1981

The Show which brings your market direct to you
The Personal Computer World Show is the UK exhibition exclusively for the small

5£* 4IT
^'

u
Y
?,

Ur °PP°rtrity to meet
'
face-to-face

( potential buyers who

your foducS
Spe°lflCally t0 See demonstrations and discuss the application of

This is the Show where buyers come to buy ... not just look.
lit llit.'llll h.ii. lk.> 111. 1> .— ..I t • • . —

.

JUNE 1981

To d.scuss how , h, 4,h Persona, Computer World Show could form the focus of your .961 promotional calendar contact
Timothy C olhns on 01-486 1951 or write to him at Montbuild Ltd. 1 1 Manchester Square. London V\ I. ENGLAND
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PROOFREADER"
For The TRS-SO ~

let vmir I RS-*> proofread VOW Vnp*".

Pencil or other iotumcim Proofreader

cbeclu every won! of vour document in it*

W.l««l mad dfctuaary in under S minim*

Unknown wordi linedo»«r«e»or•file.

Require* ModcW, WK. 1 .li*k *«•<»

•A**********************

RATFOR
Rational Fortran preproceaioi allowi

*rru*rurcd primr-tnimin^ u*inn Fortran An

excellent, flit implementation with

extension* jnd nuniul.

Require>MoJel-l.4«K.2dick> WOO

PPRATFOR- Antomatically prettv print*

and indent* R^tt.ir Require* Ratfor.

SW.00 Alone / $74.00 For Both

V Ul • I l * 'I * '" [l.'lr^i.'njl .ju

Order Po*tpuid SOFT-TCX>LS
Mill I1..X 14
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PET CBM
PERIPHERALS

USI VOUR COMMODORt PIT CBM
ASATERMINAl AISO CONNECT
TO PRINTERS PLOTTERS TERMINALS.

|

MODEMS. AND TELEPHONE LINES.

RS-232 OUTPUT ONLY $129

RS-232 INPUT/OUTPUT $229

RS-232 DUAL CHANNEL $369

TELEPHONE MODEM $389

.AND SOFTWARE TOO!

!

•••
FROM TNW CORPORATION

MS1 Hancock SI • Sao Oiaoo C» 92110

714U2S 1040 • TWX »10 33S 1 1M • Sourca TCB1M

Full One Vaar Warranty • Viaa'Maatercharga
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APPLE SOFTWARE TnS-80 SOFTWARE PET SOFTWARE

NEW - FROM PERSONAL SOFTWARE

WsrVt-rwClurtswiuripItt SI 65.95

VisiDei - For Cre*s Relerenced Rlmg S179.95

ViaTerm-Nerniirk/ConfyttfComnwiiicJlof SI45 95

VWTri»v̂ m-A»jryiisAi.6npki $225.95

16 Sector EnkMCtd VtsC* SI 79.95

STONEWARE S "OB MASTER VERSION 3
0' $209.95

MUSE SOFTWARE SUPER TEXT II $1 34.95

Form Letter Module $89.95 Address Book $ 44.95

DAKIN5SYSTEM-PreirOTrr»ngAids3 3' $82.95

SWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS "APPLE-DOC
-

$ 31 .95

3M "SCOTCH' Disk Held Cleaning Kit-Special $ 24 00

ASK FOR FREE PROGRAMMA INTL 48 PAGE CATALOG

DISCOUNT COMPUTER SUPPLY CATALOG - $2.00 Postpaid

RelundaWe Witt Your FkH $10.00 Order

WE ALSO FEATURE SOFTWARE FROM
CHARLES MANN & ASSOCIATES EDU-WARE SERVICES

HOWARD SOFTWARE SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE^^^

jj^cTNl All PRICES INCLUDE DOMESTIC SHIPPING [HP
F3?*5JCALIF0RNIA RESIDENTS ADO 6% SALES TAX|

SEND FOR FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG

JEANNE ST. AUBER

registers on various interface boards,

provide reboot capabilities from any

Pascal program to any Apple operating

system; supply a calibrated program

delay for a variable number of milli-

seconds; support several types of char-

acter conversion: open new and exisitng

files with standard reporting of UCSD
Pascal I/O error messages: and allow

flexible, user-defined tokeni/.ing of

strings. Analytic Solutions Incorporated.

P.O.' Box 13091, Research Triangle Park.

NC 27709.
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A Master Catalog system to keep track

of all files on all disks in use is available

on single-density 8" and 5 1/4" discs for

CP/M users. $10. Elliam Associates.

24000 Bessemer St.. Woodland Hills. CA
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Faster for the TRS-80 Model I is a

speedup facility for disk Basic programs.

It analyzes executing programs and dis-

plays tir prints information that enables

the user to make appropriate changes.

Prosoft. Box 839. N. Hollywood. CA
91603.(213)764-3131.
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Mint Software announces three pro-

grams on cassette for the 16K TRS-SO

Color Computer. Renumber provides the

ability to load a program, renumber it

and then save it: Squeeze will compress

FREE!
1981

DISCOUNT
ELECTRONICS
CATALOG

JOIN THE PAK!

Send for our Free catalog and become a

member ol our exclusive Pak Our „ ^ .

members receive Poly Paks'

exciting catalog several

times a year. We otter:

Penny Sales. Free

Premiums and Low,

low Prices on a wide variety of

Electronic Products such as Computer Periph-

erals. Integrated Circuits, Speakers, Audio

Equipmenl. Rechargeable Batteries. Solar Prod

ucts. Semiconductors, and much, much more!

Take advantage of our 25 years as America's

foremost Supplier ol discount electronics.

P0 BOX 1S2C ENCINO ( :

RUSH ME YOUR FREEDISCOUNTCATALOGI

NAME:

ADDRESS: —

—

CITY:

STATE: ZIP.
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CLIP AND MAIL COUPON TODAY TO:

POLY PAKS, INC.
P.O. BOX 848.
S. LVNNFIELO, MA. 01940CC6 C17I 24S- 3121

CIRCLE 222 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Basic code; and Merge allows two

separate programs on cassette to be con-

catenated in memory and then saved.

$1995 Mint Software. 6422 Peggy St..

Baton Rouge. LA 70808. (504.766-2318.
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Microstat is a file-oriented advanced

statistics package which includes a data

management subsystem which allows tin-

user to list. edit, destroy, delete cases,

augment, sort, rank order, lag. move.

merge and transform existing data into

new' data. The program requires 48K.

one 8" disk drive. CP/M and Basie-80. It

is also available for North Star DOS and

Basic. $250. l.cosoft. P.O. Box 68602.

Indianapolis. IN 46268. (317)283-8883.
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Dirindex is a disk utility program

which produces an index of individual

listings which identifies the file by name

extension, indicates the size of the file in

grans and specifies a disk number and

name. It requires a TRS-80 Model 1 disk

system with 32 or 48K. $19.45. Programs

Unlimited. Inc.. 125 South Service Rd..

Jericho. NY 11753. (8<X)>645-6038.
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ComputerMat has released a series of

software on disk for the Apple called

Apple Sack. Each Apple Sack has from 8

to 40 programs and retails for $24.95.

Programs in the series include business

and" home applications, utilities, games,

and simulations. ComputerMat. Box

1664b. Lake Havasu City. AZ 86403.

(602)855-3357.
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ESP Computer Resources announces

three software products for the Apple:

dataKEYper is an interactive, data man-

agement system packaged with intel-

ligent information management features

($99); hookKEYper is a basic business

accounting system ($449); and Personal

hudgetKEYper includes software for

checkbook management, personal bills

and payables as well as expense state-

ment and summary reporting (S195). The

programs are available on 5 1
4" and 8

floppy disks and require a 48K Apple

with two disk drives and Applesoft. DOS
3.3 or the language system. They are also

available for Corvus 10 Mb disks. ESP

Computer Resources. 9 Ash St.. Hollis.

NH 03049. 16031465-7264.
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Macrotronics has announced a disk-

based Mailbox RTTY system for the

TRS-80 Models I and III with 32K RAM
and one disk drive. The program is said

to turn the TRS-80 disk system into a

sophisticated RTTY communications

terminal. S150. Macrotronics. Inc.. 1125

N. Golden State Blvd.. Turlock. CA
95380.(209)667-2888.
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Wedareyou.
> We dare you to ship out on our tall ships to the Caribbean.

We dareyou to take the helm of our 258' Polynesia or our 198'Yankee Clipper

Sleek sailing ships out of another age once owned by Onassis.

v v v Vcmderbffi.crnd the L^e of Westminster.

We dare you to set foot on small, far away islands like Saba. Carriacou.

Anegada.And we dare you to walk the footsteps of Captain Bligh.

Columbus and Nelson on uninhabited tropic beaches.

We dare you to get down to your bikini and shorts and have
a love affairwith the sun. lb take each day as it comes,

sip Bloody Marys in the morning and take your ration o'grog
when the sun slips down the mast.

We dare you to step out with the moon. Feel the throbbing of

the steel drums.We dare you to Umbo, calypso and goombay.
Andwe dare you to fall asleep under a star-filled sky.

We dare you to snorkel amidst a rainbow
'V of tropical Ash, and to swim in waters so clear

\ you can see 20 feet down.

\^, We dare you to ship out with an
^Hi ••^ adventurous group of guys and gals

lor 6 or 14 days.

Ifour share from $400.

We dare you to set sail

to another time, another land,

lb do all the things

you have always wanted to do.

Thenwe dare you to tell us

that Wind)ammin' was
something besides the

greatest vacation
in your life.

§ Windiommc/ Barefoot Guise/
la 3313'-

Capn Mike
Windiammer Barefoot Cruises

PO Boxl20.Dept 199. Miami Beach Florida 33139

For Reservations Call TOLL FREE 1-800-327-2600

Might lake your dare . . .

Send my tree tull color Great Adventure Booklet on the 6 and 14 day cruises to the Caribbean and West Indies

CtTy Slaw Zip
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Correspondence is welcome.
Letters with interesting quest-
ions and ideas will be used in the
column along with a response.
No personal replies can be
made. Send to: David Levy, 104
Hamilton Terrace, London NW8
9UP, England

This month we are going to take a look

at the game of Reversi (which has recently

become known as "Othello"). In my
opinion this is one of the best games ever

invented, simply because the rules can be
learned in no more than one minute, yet

the game can take years to master. It is

more complex than checkers but far less

so than chess. And it is great fun to play.

Reversi was invented in England during

the early 1880s, so it should now be cele-

brating its centenary. The game is played

on an 8 x 8 board with discs which are

black on one side and white on the other.

The players move alternately until the

board is full or until neither side may
make a move, at which point the player

with the most discs on the board is the

winner. If a player reaches a position in

which he has no moves at his disposal, he
must pass, and the right to move is

returned to his opponent.
In order to make a legal move a player

must put down a disc with his own color

uppermost, so that the disc being put

down and another of his discs which is

already on the board, contain between
them an unbroken line (horizontal, verti-

cal or diagonal) of his opponent's pieces.

These pieces showing the opponent's
color are then flipped over and now
belong to the player who has just moved,
but they may be flipped back later by a

move made by the opponent. If the disc

being put down forms more than one
"sandwich." all the sandwiched discs are

flipped.

The first four moves must all be made in

the four central squares of the board, d4,

e4. d5 and e5, and herein lies the one and
only difference between Reversi and
"Othello." In Reversi, the two players may
choose where they play within these four

central squares. Thus, the player who
moves second may either (a) force his

opponent to have the first two moves in a

horizontal or vertical line; or (b) offer his

opponent the choice between (a) and a

diagonal line. Black moves first and if he
decides to put a disc on d4, white could
force him to play in a horizontal or verti-

cal line by himself playing on the only

diagonal spot, e5. Or white could leave

the choice open by playing on e4 or d5.

In Othello, which was "invented" in

Japan during the early 1970s, black starts

the game with discs on d4 and e5, white
with discs on e4 and d5. If this really is a

new game then I have just invented a

wonderful game called David Chess, in

which the rules are exactly the same as in

normal chess except that white must
make his first move on the king's side.

(Incidentally, Kevin O'Connell has

invented another game called Kevin
Chess, in which white must make his first

move on the queen's side. We are both
going to patent ourgames and try to make
as much money out of the licensing fees

as did the man who "invented" Othello.)

abcdefgh
Diagram I.

Since the principles of playing Reversi

and Othello are identical, we shall now
refer to the games under the combined
name of Reversi/Othello.

How to Play a Good Game
Having explained the rules of the game,

we should now examine some of the more
important principles or heuristics of good

w B

B W

play. Diagram 1 shows the initial position

of Othello, in which black may play on d6.

c5, e3, or f4. All of these moves are

nothing more than reflections of each
other, so the decision as to where black
should place his next disc is completely
immaterial. I would suggest that your pro-

gram choose between the four squares at

random, so that the human player will be
faced with a visually different board posi-

tion more often.

The first principle of the game is that it

is the end result that counts, not who has

most discs on the board during the earlier

parts of the game. In fact it is very often

the case, particularly in games between a

beginner and an expert that the beginner

has the vast majority of discs until near the

end of the game, and he finally loses by an

absolutely enormous score. One reason

for this is that until the very final stages of

the game, material (i.e., the relative num-
ber of white and black discs on the board)

is much less important than structure

(where your discs are situated) and mobil-

ity (how many moves you have at your

disposal ). If you have a lot more discs than

your opponent, he will tend to have the

greater mobility, so it is usually the case

that a strong player will try to minimize

the number of discs that he turns during

the first part of the game. Of course this

strategy can be taken too far. One Othello

program which is commercially available,

recently lost two games in a tournament
when it turned so few discs that its

opponent scored a clean sweep during the

first 20 moves. Such accidents are rare,

but your program should prevent them.
Material and mobility are easy to mea-

sure, but structure is much more complex.
Certain aspects of structure are obvious,

and these help us to formulate a sensible

strategy. For example a disc on a corner

square can never be captured, so it can
form an ever growing base from which its

owner can expand outward unmolested.
For this reason the player who first cap-

tures a corner very often wins the game.
Since a corner square is so desirable, it is
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SWORD
IHRUST

Master Disk
"Kings' Testing Ground"

The Vampyre Caves"

"The
Kidnappers
Cove"

CE Software
3711 Douglas
Des Moines. IA 50310
(515) 279-8861

SwordThrust"1

, by Donald Brown, is the first real

role playing adventure game. Each character gains

new skills, power and experience as he journeys

from disk to disk.

Complex and entertaining, SwordThrust is the

overall title to a series of adventure games begin-

ning with "The Kings' Testing Ground", where you
create your character and prepare him for "The

Vampyre Caves", "The Kidnappers Cove" and more.

SwordThrust will confound, perplex, and anger you,

but most of all it will entertain you.

Master Disk, "The Kings' Testing Ground": $29.95

All other SwordThrust Disks: $24.95

SwordThrust is available now at your local com-
puter store, or order direct from: CE" Software,

3711 Douglas, Des Moines, Iowa 50310. Phone:

(515) 279-8861. (Orders may be VISA, MasterCard.

COD. or check.)

Requires 48K Apple II with Applesoft in ROM or Apple III and one

DOS 3 3 drive (Apple II. Apple III and Applesoft are trademarks

of Apple Computer Inc
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data abstractions.
a step beyond structured programming.
prcx;rams easier to design, understand, modify.

SOFTRONICSWM
A data abstraction language for CP/M systems.

Suitable far control and systems programming.

Inspired by the CLU language developed at M.I.T.

• Built-in types arc boolean, character,

integer, and string Data abstractions

allow the implementation of new types

using the dyaamk storage area mechanism.

• Supports UNIX +
-st>lc command arguments and

I/O redirection with and

• Stream .ibstraction allows terminal and disk I/O.

• Requires ,ii least a 40k s>stcm

INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $49.50

Includes an 8-Inch CP/M disk containing the compiler,

built-in run-time support library, stream abstraction, and

command line processor, /tins a 73-page USER'S MANUAL.

SOFTRONICS
i .1 Rc**mh
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36 Homestead Lane Roosevelt. NJ 08555
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with DYNATYPER typewriter interface —
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Includes: • DYNATYPER" typewriter actuator (no modification to

typewriter necessary.)
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* Create your own word processing system with your typewriter —
(DYNASTAR" and DYNATYPER") — $699.00
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F.O.B. Rochester, Domestic. VISA and Master Charge accepted.
Call Ken Yanicky at 716-244-7804
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Games, continued...

very disadvantageous to place a disc on
any of the squares b2, g2, b7 or g7, since

this always leads to the loss of the adjacent

comer, when the opponent gets one of his

own men on the long diagonal for just long

enough to make a sandwich that includes

the b2/g2/b7/g7 square. Similarly, the

squares b 1 , a2, g 1 , h2, b8, a7, g8 and h7 are

undesirable, as they allow an opponent to

creep along the edge and finally capture

the adjacent corner. On the other hand,

since al is such a good square and bl, b2
and a2 are so bad, it is obviously desirable

to have discs on c 1 , c3 and a3, so that one
day the opponent will be forced to cap-

ture these discs, putting his own disc on
b 1 , b2 or a2, and you will be able to recap-

ture, putting your disc on al.

This analysis of structure can be con-

tinued, by placing greater value on the

squares d3 and e3 than on c2, d2, e2 and
f2, on the grounds that if a player occupies

the 3rd rank, when his opponent occupies

the 2nd rank, he will be able to make a

capture on the edge of the board, and
edge squares are worth having. In fact the

value of edge squares is an extremely
complex subject, well beyond the scope of

this article. Suffice it to say that a lot of

erroneous ideas have been expressed

about edge squares. Certainly bl and a2
are bad squares to occupy from the struc-

tural point of view, but in fact it is edge
formations that are really important, and
not individual edge squares.

How the Game Changes
The nature of the game changes as

more and more discs are added to the

board. In the early stages (the opening)

and the middle-game, structure and
mobility are all important, but in the final

analysis it is the player with the most discs

on the board who wins the game. It is

therefore clear that up until a certain

point in the game, structure and mobility

should be the most heavily weighted fea-

tures in the evaluation function, while

during the last few moves the evaluation

should become more and more oriented

toward the number of black and white

discs actually on the board. One way in

which this might be accomplished is to

have an evaluation function of the form:
W, x (Mobility + k x Structure I + Wj x

Material

where W,=e—" and W
3
=l 1—3—ml

n=number of discs on the board

k and / are constants

When the number of discs on the board
was low, i.e. during the early stages of the

game, W, might be just below 1, while

near the end of the game, when n

approached 64, W , approached O.

Quantifying the Features

Mobility is easy to measure, being

merely the number of moves available.

but in a tree searching program the matter

is not so simple. The reason for this is that

after a white move, it is possible that white

has a very low mobility because he has just

made a number of captures (i.e. flipped a

number of black discs), whereas after

black's reply move white might have a

much higher mobility because black has

flipped a number of discs back. It is there-

fore rather meaningless to compare
mobility evaluations at odd and even ply,

so the tree should be searched to a uni-

form depth, or at least all terminal nodes

should be either at odd or even ply. In this

way the program can happily compare its

mobility in different positions, whereas

were it to compare the mobility after a

white move with the mobility after a black

move, the answer would be meaningless.

Material is also easy to measure, being

merely the count of how many white and
black discs are on the board. The most

difficult problem is how to measure the

structural aspects of the position. One
obvious method, which has gained wide

support, is to weight the squares of the

board in some way that reflects which

ones are desirable and which ones should

be avoided. A simple weighting map is

shown in Figure 2.

8 16 -4 4 2 2 4 -4 16

7 -4 -12 -2 -2 -2 -2 -12 -4

6 4 -2 4 2 2 4 -2 4

5 2 -2 2 2 -2 2

4 2 -2 1 2 -2 2

3 4 -2 4 2 2 4 -2 4

2 -4 -12 -2 -2 -2 -2 -12 -4

1 16 -4 4 2 2 4 -4 16

abede fgh
Diagram 2. Possible square weightings to reflect

good and bad squares.

All things being equal, which they never

are. the map in Figure 2 represents an

acceptable valuation of individual

squares, but the problem is made more
complex by the fact that occupation of

one square may well change the desirabil-

ity of occupying some other square and
this change might have an effect of fatal

proportions. A simple example is the

question of the b2 square. It is very bad to

occupy it, because occupation of b2 might
lead to the loss of a 1 , but if you already

occupy a 1 then b2 can do you no harm. A
map of square values must therefore

change dynamically as the game pro-

gresses, and your program should be able

to cater to these changes.

The Openings
Othello is not yet sufficiently well ana-

lyzed for us to be able to tabulate the best

and worst openings, but that is not to say

that we cannot make some definitive

remarks about opening play. Indeed, it is

quite possible for your program to build

up its own openings library, given one or

two elementary principles.

We have already discussed the subject

of mobility. Another aspect of opening

play, which is widely regarded as being

important, is the apparent undesirability

of being the first player to place a disc out-

side the central 1 6 squares. The reason for

this is rather obvious— if you are the first

to place a disc one rank or file away from
the edge, your opponent will probably be

the first player to place a disc on the edge
of the board, and edge squares are impor-

tant. Therefore, if your program could

analyze exhaustively the first 12 moves of

the game (remember that there are four

discs on the board at the start), it could

determine which side was ahead in mobil-

ity in every variation, and it could also

select the move or moves which gave the

best chance of being the first to place a

disc on the edge of the board. This

exhaustive 12-ply search might take a

great deal of time, but it would only need
to be done once, and the results could be
printed so that you would be able to con-

struct an openings book comprising opti-

mal play (at least, optimal in the context

of this strategy). Then, even though your
program might only be able to perform a

3-ply or 4-ply search during the game, it

could play the first few moves on the basis

of the exhaustive 12-ply search.

I should perhaps add that it is not yet

known the extent to which the "Sweet 16"

strategy is likely to be successful, but that

combined with a mobility feature should

enable your program to write a strong

openings book.

The Middle-Game
We have examined the form that a

Reversi Othello evaluation function

might take, and it only remains for the

reader to select his weightings, which he
can perhaps do on a learning basis. The
small number of independent parameters
(W, k and z) makes it relatively easy and
quick to play a large number of text games
in which one version of the program
employs one set of parameters while its

opponent uses another set. At the end of a
series of such games, the programmer can
select optimal weightings. (Once again, let

me remind you to ensure that in its quest
for high mobility your program does not
give away all of its discs.)

The Endgame
Since the total number of discs on the

board is the final and absolute criterion

for determining the winner, it is clear that

your program should, during the last few
moves, search the game tree to its very
end. and apply only material as its evalua-
tion feature. How far from the end of the

game an exhaustive search is possible will
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MICROSTAT
NOW AVAILABLE FOR CBASIC2*

MICROSTAT is the statistics package for microcomputers, and is

proving itself to users around the world, including:

Stanford. Harvard, Johnson & Johnson, Duke, University of Wash-

ington, UCLA. Lockheed. University of Pennsylvania, Oklahoma

State, US Geological Survey. Monsanto, University of Toronto.

Sweden's National Central Bureau ol Statistics. Utah State. Butler

University. SUNY. Van Camps, Texas ASM. University of Wisconsin

and a growing list of other organizations MICROSTAT s Data Man-

agement Subsystem (DMS) makes creating your own data files easy

and includes numerous editing and transformation capabilities. Files

produced by DMS can then be used to generate statistics in all com-

mon statistical areas (eg. descriptive statistics. ANOVA. correlation,

multiple regression, probability and hypothesis tests, nonparametrics

and others) plus some not so common ones Whether pure reserch or

industrial quality control. MICROSTAT is the statistics package for you

MICROSTAT sells for $250 00 and is supplied on 8" SD or 5'<"

(North Star) disks The user's manual sells for $ 1 8 00 and includes

sample data and printouts Please specify version when ordering

Foreign inquiries, please write directly to us

ECOSOFT
P.O. Box 68602

Indianapolis, IN 46268
(317) 283 8883

'CBASIC2 is a registered trademark of Software Systems
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Games, continued.

depend upon the speed of your processor
and the efficiency of your program. For
this reason, it is doubly important to have
an efficient move generation routine. The
advantages of being able to search the

whole of the game tree from zero or eight

moves prior to the end of the game, are

rather obvious.

How lo Write an Othello Program
This article contains all that you need

to know to be able to devise a suitable

evaluation system for the game. Your pro-

gram will be a traditional tree-searching

program, employing the alpha-beta algo-

rithm and all the tricks associated with it

(alpha-beta window: killer heuristic: itera-

tive deepening: move sorting; etc.) Some
of you may have missed my earlier articles

in which I went into great detail over these

essential elements of game playing pro-

gramming, and I would strongly urge you
to beg, borrow or even buy the back num-
bers of this magazine so that you will be
properly acquainted with all the princi-

ples of tree-searching, otherwise most of

my articles will be lost on you.

Just how strong are the best Othello
programs compared to the strongest

human players? Since the game is quite

complex in nature, and humans have
more difficulty envisaging board positions

after a number of discs have changed
color and changed back again (and again,

and again), the relative difference

between the best humans and the best

programs should be much smaller than is

the case in, for example, the game of

chess. And that is exactly how things are.

The world's strongest human players are

not demonstrably better than the best

Othello programs, and I would guess that

within a year or two there will be pro-

grams which will never lose a game to a
human.

In order to test the world's best human
players against good Othello programs,
Professor Peter Frey of Northwestern
University, Evanston, IL (home of the

famed CHESS 4.n programs), organized a

man vs. machine tournament on June 19,

1980 at the Northwestern campus. Six

Othello programs were pitted against the

two top ranking human players in the

world, Hiroshi Inoue of Japan ( the current

World Champion), and Jonathan Cerf of

the USA (runner up in the previous World
Championship but winner of the title in

October 1980). The result of the tourna-

ment was a win for Inoue. but he did lose

one game, to a program written in London
named The Moor. Cerf also lost a game,
to a program written by Dan and Kathe
Spracklen of Sargon fame. Since June the

programs have all been debugged to some
extent, and I imagine that if the tourna-

ment were to be replayed the humans
would have much more difficulty finishing

at the top.

To produce programs that can play this

well normally requires a substantial com-
mitment in man hours. But there is no
reason why the readers of this magazine
cannot write a program to play at or near
expert level. Mike Reeve, who pro-

grammed The Moor, did not even know
how the pieces moved when he began
working on the game, so although some
advice from a strong player is very useful,

you can achieve quite a lot with the infor-

mation I have given you.

The following games show The Moor in

action, and illustrate some of the finer

points of Othello/Reversi.

B B B B B B B

B B W W W B B B

B B W W B B B B

B B W B B B W B

B W B W B B B B

B B B B W B B B

B B B B B

B B B B W

Diagram 3.

First a position, taken from a game in

the 3rd Othello/Reversi tournament for

computers organized by the French Mag-
azine "L'Ordinateur Individuel," in May
1980. In thisgame The Moor, searching to

a depth of only 2-ply . had fallen afoul of a
program looking to 6-ply (The Moor was a

development version, written in Pascal).

Black, our opponent, has just made a mis-

take, and I give this position only to illus-

trate the point that having a large number
of discs on the board is not always a good
idea, even near the end of the game. Look
what happens now, from a position in

which black is "winning" by 46 discs to 1 1

,

with only seven squares left to play on. We
begin with white's play at move 58: (white

moves are W, black moves are B)

54Wbl
55 B PASS
56Wh8
57 B PASS
58Wh2
59 PASS
60Whl
61 B PASS
62Wb2
63Ba2

and now neither side may move again, so
the game ends, with white having 39 discs

to black's 24.

The previous example shows just how
easy it is to be deceived into thinking that

having a big material advantage is deci-

sive. In the next game, for which you will

need an Othello set if you wish to follow it

properly, black gets into serious trouble

from early on, and then makes a serious

mistake which costs him the first corner.

This game was played at the finals of the

1980 British Othello Championships in

London, immediately after Neil Cogle
won the Championship title. It illustrates

my argument that a computer program
can already play at the same level as top

human players.

Black: Neil Cogel (1980 British Othello

Champion— for humans!)

White: The Moor (4-ply look ahead)
I Bc5
2We6
3Bf5
4Wc4
5Bc3
6Wd3
7Bf4
8Wb3
9Bb4
10Wc6
II Bd6
12Wa4
So The Moor has gained the first disc

on the edge of the board, and to redress

the balance Black takes the dangerous

square a2.

13Ba2
14Wf6
15Be7
16Wf8
17Bb5
18We3
19Bf7
20Wa5
21 Ba6
Black was already in a bad way, with a

disc on a2 and a deficit in mobility, but this

move is a fatal mistake which puts his

position beyond repair. See if you can
spot The Moor's killing reply.

W

W B

B W W B B

W B W W W B

W W B W W B

B W W W

B

abcde f g h

Diagram 4.

22Wa3
Now you can see the danger of playing

on a 2. Black must lose the al comer.
23Bd8
24Wb6
25Bc7
26Wal
Now that The Moor has a corner, it uses

the corner as an impregnable base from
which to expand its control of the board.
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The ultimateAPPLE* copy program

COPY II PLUS

VERSATILE - Copy II Plus copies multiple
formats - DOS 3.2, 3.3, PASCAL,
FORTRAN and most "protected" diskettes!
FAST — Copy II Plus copies nearly any
diskette in less than one minute. That's faster
than most standard copy programs. Written
entirely in ultra fast assembly language.

€ HOTMAIL mmm
Software, Inc.

95

Search no more for that universal copy
program. Copy II Plus is the most advanced
copy program available for the Apple II

Computer. Compare capability, compare speed
compare price, then call or write to order Copy
II Plus. Requires Apple II with 48K and at least
one Disk Drive.

P.O. Box 3563
Central Point, OR 97502
(503) 773-1970

i

i
U or check

Deliveries from stock. No C.O.D.'s
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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OVER 8 MBytes
OF SOFTWARE
AT $8 PER
DISKETTE FULL
The exchange library of The CP/M"
Users Group has nearly 50 volumes of
software available. Everything from
editors, assemblers, languages, games,
tools and more-and almost everything
in full source code.
Send $6" for full library catalog.

THE CP/M
USERS GROUP
1651 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10028.
'Domestic price. Inquire for overseas price
"The complete catalog of CPMUG is available for $6
prepaid to the U.S. Canada and Mexico. $11 prepaid
to all other countries.
® CP/M is o registered trademark of Digital Research The CP/M

Users Group is not affiliated with Digital Research
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Prob-
lcm
The world is full

of intriguing problems

that never got into

a textbook.

Problems for Computer Solution

by Steve Rogowski

Ninety intriguing and fascinating prob-

lems, each thoroughly discussed and ref-

erenced, make an excellent source of

exercises in research and preliminary

investigation. Eleven types of problems
are provided in the following areas: arith-

metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry,

number theory, probability, statistics, cal-

culus and science Author Stephen
Rogowski of SUNY-Albany has included

several problems which have never been
solved. He feels that some research and
an attempt to solve these will sharpen

students insight and awareness.

Some of the problems are not new like

the one asking how much the $24 the

Indians were paid for Manhattan would be
worth today had it been deposited in a

bank. However, this problem was revised

to have a variable interest rate so it would

be a challenge to program. Of course,

many of the problems are new and have
never been in print before.

The student edition has 1 06 pages and
includes all 90 problems (with variations).

7 appendices and a complete bibliog-

raphy. Cost is $4.95.

The 182-page teacher edition contains

solutions to the problems, each with a

complete listing in Basic, sample runs, and
in-depth analyses explaining the

algorithms and theory involved. Cost is

$9.95
To get one or both books send payment

plus $2.00 shipping and handling per

order to Creative Computing. Credit card

orders may be called in toll-free to the

number below.
Order yours today. If you are not com-

pletely satisfied, return it for a full refund

plus your return postage

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(InNJ 201-540-0445)
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Games, continued...

27Bf3
28Wg3
29 B f2

30Wg4
31 B h5
32We2
33 Bel
34Wd2
35 B h4
36Wd7
37Bc8

White can afford to concede virtually

every edge square at this stage of the

game, in the knowledge that his corner

anchor on al will eventually allow a clean

sweep of the edges.

38Wgl
39Bdl
40Wg6
41 Bh6
42Wg5
43Bc2
44Wbl
45Bb2
Now that al is already occupied, put-

ting a disc on b2 is relatively unimportant.

46Wa7
47Bg2
There is no way that white can be kept

out of hi. If black plays on fl. white

replies on cl and then black is forced to

play on b7 and g2 within the next few

moves.
48Whl
49Bh2
50Wfl
51Bb7
52Wcl
53 B PASS
Black has no moves, and white con-

tinues its march around the edge of the

board.

54Wh3
55 B PASS
56Wh7
57 B PASS
58Wg8
59Bg7
Black's problems are aggravated by the

fact that by now The Moor is examining

the whole of the game tree exhaustively,

and is always making the very best move.

60Wh8
61 B PASS
62We8
63 B PASS
64Wb8
Neither side may move to a8, so the

game comes to an end with The Moor
winning by 61 discs to 2, which is rather

like being several queens up at the end of

a game of chess.

Finally. I shall give without comment
the game won by The Moor against World

Champion Hiroshi lnoue of Japan on June

19, 1980. The final score in this game was

36-28 in favor of the program, and not 34-

^30 as reported in the tournament bulletin.

Black: The Moor
White: Hiroshi lnoue

lBd6
2Wc6
3Bc5
4Wc4
5Bb3
6We6
7Bc7
8Wb5
9Ba6
10Wc3
11 Bc2
12Wb4
13Bf4
14Wf5
15Bf3
16We3
17Ba3
18Wd7
19Bd3
20Wg4
21Bf6
22Wa4
23Bd8
24Wb6
25Ba5
26We7
27Bh3
28We8
29Bf8
30Wf7

31 B c8

32 W g5
33 B h6
34Wh5
35Bh4
36Wg6
37 B h7
38Wcl
39 B d2
40Wb2
41 Bdl
42 Wei
43Be2
44Wfl
45Bf2
46Wbl
47Bg8
48Wgl
49Bb7
50Wa7
51Bg2
52Wg3
53Bhl
54Wh2
55Bal
56Wh8
57Bg7
58Wb8
59Ba8
60Wa2

Black wins by 36-28.

To the best of my knowledge, this is the

first time that a computer program has

ever defeated a human World Champion

in a game of pure skill.

Bibliography

Unfortunately there are. as yet. no good

books on Othello. 1 should perhaps warn

readers about a book translated from the

Japanese, with the collaboration of Max-

ine Brady (whose book on Monopoly is

excellent). This Othello book contains the

rather puzzling advice that it is a bad thing

to have too many discs more than your

opponent, and it is also a bad thing to have

too many discs fewer than your opponent.

It seems to me that if one is good, the

other ought to be bad!

"HelloT Yes, I'm watching TV I'm watching

mugwump then I'll watch WUMPUS II and

hello? hello ? "
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TRS-80 sensational
software

creative
computing
software

Air Traffic Controller

$11 95
Requires 16K
Cassette CS-3006

This fast-moving, real time pro-

gram puts you m the chair of an air traft

controller You control 27 prop planes and jets

as they land, takeoff and fly over your air space
You give orders to change altitude, turn maintain a

holding pattern, approach and land at two airports

Written by an air traffic controller, this realistic machir
anguage simulation includes navigational beacons and
'equires planes to take off and land into the wind With its

continuously variable skill level, you won't easily tire of this

absorbing and instructive simulation

Battle Games
Cassette CS-301 2 $ 1 1 95 4 Programs Requires 16K

GUNNER Destroy enemy aircraft with your

anti-aircraft gun
SUB HUNT Pursue and destroy a computer

controlled submarine

Z-Chess II
Cassette CS-301 7 $19 95 Requires 16K

This is one ot the most sophisticated computer chess playing

programs available today Seven different skill levels provide

practice tor the beginner as well as challenge the more experi-

enced players The speed ol Z-Cness will also surprise you

Even at the highest skill level it is one ol the lastest chess pro-

grams available

Deep Space Games
Cassette CS-30 1 3 $ 1 9 95 3 Programs Requires 16K

SPACE LIFEBOAT Can you find a suitable
planet lor the survivors ol a space
accident'

ASTEROID Escape from enemy space in

a small but powerful ship in mis machine
language game

TANK BATTLE Two players battle it out in GETACROSS Evade the enemy in this real-

this real-time graphic game time, sound game

Advanced
Air Traffic Controller

DiskCS-3519l16K)S19 95

This is an advanced version ol Air Traffic

Controller iCassette CS-3006I ottering

additional features and challenge Available

June 1981

Z-Chess on Disk
Disk CS-351 3 (32K) $24 95

This is a disk version ol cassette CS-301

7

GALAXY 1 Secure your solar system before
the enemy threat arrives

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus s? 00 postage and
handling per order lo Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard

and American E xpress orders may be called

in toll-tree

Order today at no risk If you are not

completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
InNJ 201-540-0445

creative computing software

fJop"*' Ol TjrvJi CO'P
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Stephen B. Gray

For column 30. let's take a closer look at

the TRS-80 Pocket Computer, check out
two Radio Shack programs for the PC.
consider three computing axioms, exam-
ine a graphics editor, and peek at a short

graphics program.

TRS-80 Pocket Computer
After a few introductory words about

the Pocket Computer (Nov. 1980. p. 184).

it's time to take a closer look at what we'll

call the PC for short.

In that November column I said Radio
Shack would probably sell more of the

PCs than the Model II and the Color Com-
puter. That was written before I knew the

Model I would be discontinued.

The market for the six-ounce $249 PC
(made for Radio Shack by Sharp Elec-

tronics Corp. in Japan) seems to be split

three ways. First, there is the gadgeteer—
the person who wants the PC because it's

such a clever little piece of engineering, or
who wants to be the first kid on his block
to have one.

Second is the man on the road whose
job requires a lot of travel, and who can't

pack along a Hewlett-Packard HP-85 or
some such table-top micro. The PC is just

the thing for a surveyor, real-estate sales-

man, insurance salesman, field engineer,
or anybody who needs a highly portable

and easily programmable computer.
Three of the first eight programs Radio
Shack offered for the PC are called Real
Estate. Civil Engineering, and Aviation.

Third is the science of engineering stu-

dent, who needs to make complex compu-
tations in chemistry, physics, engineering,

etc.

For these last two categories, the PC
has some competition from calculators
that can read in a program from an easily

inserted magnetic strip (such as the HP-
67). or from a single plug-in ROM (such as
the TI 58C). or both (such as the TI59).
Reading a program into the PC from tape

involves two additional pieces of equip-

ment: the cassette interface and a tape
recorder.

One big advantage the PC has over all

those HP and TI calculators mentioned
(except the TI 58C) is that it retains your
programs in memory even after you turn it

off. It also displays 24 characters, instead

of only half that many.

Taking these and other factors into

account, we won't know how well the PC
is selling until Radio Shack announces
that it has sold 100.000. or maybe 200.000

or them. They didn't reveal any figures on
the Model I until 200.000 had been sold.

The PC. by the way, uses two four-bit

CMOS microprocessors, one for arithme-

tic operations, the other for the Basic

interpreter and key-in. The UK of ROM
memory are split between 7K for the

Basic interpreter, and 4K for the monitor.
There's also about 1.9K bytes of non-
volatile CMOS RAM memory that auto-

matically abbreviates Basic words into

tokens, to make the most of memory.

PC Manual
Radio Shack has again done a freelance

writer a good turn by providing for the PC
the same kind of reference manual they

did for the Model I Level II TRS-80. At
least three or four writers are undoubt-
edly working on better versions of Radio
Shack's 124-page 26-3501 manual.

Perhaps I should say "working on sim-

pler versions." because the manual isgood
if you've already had some programming
experience with another TRS-80 or some
other computer. However, many begin-
ners will find the manual too compact,
starting right off with a five-page Table of

Functions and Statements that will mys-
tify most people who've never used a com-
puter.

In fact, page 31 even says "Since this

Manual is not intended to be a simple
learner's guide to Basic Programming, if

you feel we are moving along too fast, we
urge you to stop by your local Radio
Shack store and obtain a copy of either (or

both) of the following books." and then

lists the 60-2016 and 60-2015 books, both

of which are entirely about Model I Basic.

Even someone who's had TRS-80 experi-

ence might have trouble understanding
some of the all-too-short sections on
DEBUGging programs. PAUSE. BEEP.
MEM. etc.

There are some things the manual
doesn't tell you. For example, because the

PC searches for variables from the last (Z)

to the first (A), it accesses the variable X
faster than the variable A . and therefore if

you want to speed up programs that fre-

quently access a variable, use the letters at

the end of the alphabet. To assign A=l
takes 78 milliseconds; to assign Z=l, 62
milliseconds. (Thanks to Don Inman for

these figures.)

The manual doesn't tell you what to do
if the keyboard locks up (which hasn't

happened to me yet. and I don't know how
to make it lock up): you turn the PC over
and press a ballpoint pen into the hole
below the ALL RESET label. This wipes
out everything in memory— including all

your stored programs.

Something else the manual doesn't tell

you (although pages 47 and 50 hint at it) is

that the memory in the PC is used from
both ends: program steps from one end.
and data from the other. When they meet
in the middle, the memory is full.

So the memory can be thought of as a

continuous memory. 1.632 bytes long.

You can fill the entire 1.632 bytes with

data, although they would be useless with-

out a program. But if you're writing a long
program, you can't exceed the 1 ,424 bytes

of flexible memory, because the 208 bytes
of fixed memory are for data only, with 26

data memories for storing A to Z. or A$ to
ZS. or All) to A( 26). etc.

PC Functions and Statements
The Pocket Computer has three dozen

functions and statements you'll recognize
from Level II Basic, but it doesn't have
ON/GOTO. READ. DATA. RESTORE.
RND. AUTO. EDIT. POKE. PEEK.
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NEW! ASCII
for the TRS-80"

Every month you receive a certified ASCII C-20 cassette

containing: a cover page with a directory of programs

4 original programs

an information packed newsletter

and information on ASCII funded contests

Rates: 1 year [12 issues] $40.00

6 months (6 issues] $25.00

Sample issue $ 5.00

Write For Overseas Rates

To subscribe, write to: ASCII
P.O. Box 516, Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Or call: 516-791-4890

Level II16K Required

'TRS-80

Is a

AUTHORIZED TRS 80 DEALER #R491

$670.00 MODEL I

1 6K Level II with Keypad
26-1056

$3500.00 MODEL II

MODEL II, 64K
26 - 4002

$855.00
MODEL Ml

MODEL III 16K RAM,
MODEL III BASIC

26-1062

FULL FACTORY WARRANTY
ON ALL ITEMS SOLO

WE ACCEPT CHECK. MONEY ORDER. OR
PHONE ORDERS WITH VISA OR MASTER
CHARGE SHIPPING COSTS WILL BE ADDED
TOCHARGE ORDERS DISK DRIVES PRINT
ERS. PERIPHERALS. AND SOFTWARE -

YOU NAME. WE'VE GOT IT.

WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE
PRICE LIST

CSS ELECTRONICS. LTD. 32 EAST MAIN ST. MILAN. MICH. 48160
(313)439-1508 (313)439-1400

CAS ELECTRONICS MART IS AN AUTHORIZED TRS 80' SALES CENTER STORE •R4»l

CIRCLE 11SON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 11SON READER SERVICE CARD

Are you ready to tackle the biggest adventure of them all?

Enter the world of Z-80 assembly language! Explore the

innards of your TRS 80 with these Z-80 tools from MISOSYS.
Each program works on both Model I or Model III machines.

THE BOOKs must be a part of your tools. Volume I gives you access

to all math operations in your Level II ROM. A symbol table of the

entire machine noting over 500 addresses is included. Volume II tells

you everything you wanted to know about the Level II I/O printer,

ird. video, and cassette routines are fully explained. Each

volume has a fully commented listing of all the routines discussed.

THE BOOKs will save you hours of assembler programming

Each volume is priced at $14.95 or buy both for $24.95. Add $1.50

SbH per book.

What Z 80 tool kit is complete without a disassembler' DSMBLR I

provides SYMBOLS for 16 bit and 8 bit relative references. Cassette

output loads directly into EDTASM. Video display and paged

printei output are provided

TUTIL is ,i utility to rapidly examine, clear, initialize, move, and

modify data in memory TUTIL can be used to compare two blocks

mory or search for up to 24 byte character strings. You will be

able to punch, load, and verify SYSTEM tapes. Modify registers by

name. Includes MODIFY to alter your Mod I EDTASM for easier use.

TUTIL b DSMBLR are $15 each or both for $25. Add $1.50 S&H.

MasterCard

MISOSYS Dept C2
5904 Edgehill Drive

Alexandria, Virginia 22303

703 960 2998 MicroNET 70140,310

CIRCLE 224 ON READER SERVICE CARD

What is a

CLOCALPEEP?
Another name for

the CCB-II, which is:

e a clock

hour, minute, second

e a calendar

day, day of week,

month, year

e an audio alarm

All on one board for your

TRS-80 Model II

It includes a pacemaker battery which will

give over 8 years of continuous timekeeping.

From the folks who brought you the best

CP/M' for the Model II.

S175 plus shipping

Prepaid. COD, Mastercharge or Visa orders
accepted. California residents add 6%
sales tax.

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc.

fitoijf
PICKLES & TROUT

P.O. BOX 1206. GOLETA. CA 931 16. (805) 967-9563

Warning: Installation requires opening the Model II. which may void its

warranty We suggest that you wait until the warranty period has expired
before installing the CCB-II

ucaHBMBDi'aapw'
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TRS-80, continued...

I he I KS-KO Pockel Computer.

4 MANY SHOPfco"

string functions, or several that are mean-
ingless without a screen, including CLS.
TAB. SET. RESET. POINT and PRINT
@.
The PC does have a few statements not

found in Level II Basic including DMS
(degree/minute/second). DEC PAUSE.
BEEP. DEGREE. RADIAN. GRAD.
AREAD. and CHAIN.

Reservable Keys
One feature of the PC that none of the

bigger TRS-80s has is reservable keys,
which are the 18 keys on the lower half of
the keyboard. Any one of these keys can
be used to call up an entire program or an
often-used function.

To use a reservable key, you press the
MODE key to get into RESERVE mode.
Just press the yellow SHFT key and then
one of the 18 reservable keys, and any-
thing you key in before pressing ENTER
will be stored for later recall, using the
reservable key.

For example, you might assign

A*A+ B*B
to the S key. so that later, when you're

writing trig programs that use this sum of

squares, you need only press SHFT and S.

to call it up. and thus use only two key-

strokes instead of seven.

The reservable keys can also be used to

turn the PC into a $249 memo pad; you
can use them to store up to 18 phone
numbers and/or addresses, or formulas,

or whatever. The PC comes with two plas-

tic overlays that fit over the lower half of

the keyboard, so you can "identify the

functional operations assigned to the

reversable keys or defined programs
assigned to the definition keys." as the

manual puts it.

In defined mode, you assign each of the

programs you put into memory to one of

the 18 keys, and later you can execute
each program separately by pressing

SHFT and the key. while in the DEF
mode.

Unique
The Pocket Computer's Basic may be

the only one that allows you to omit the
multiplication asterisk in certain cases,
thus saving much space when you're
doing a lot of multiplying.

So. instead of using

2«A.3*rc. B*A(12)
you can leave out the * and use

2A.37T, BAU2)
but. of course, you can't use

35
instead of

3*5.

Editing

Editing with the PC is simple: you use
two keys to move the cursor left or right:

the same two keys in shift mode will let

you insert or delete characters. Up-arrow
and down-arrow keys let you examine any
program line, and the left-arrow and right-

arrow cursor-control keys let you look at

all of any program line longer than the

maximum of 24 characters that can be
displayed on the LCD panel.

Problems

In making the Pocket Computer so
small. Sharp had to sacrifice some of the

conveniences of a larger computer. The
keyboard is so small you can use only one
finger at a time, or two if you set the PC on
a non-slip surface. (Incidently. Sharp is

going to market the PC under the Sharp
label shortly, "at a competitive price." It'll

be interesting to see what kind of a man-
ual they produce to go with it.)

The PC tape format and baud rate

aren't the same as the Level II TRS-80's,

so you can't prepare a tape on the more
convenient Level II keyboard for loading
into the PC. Nor can you load into a Lever
II TRS-80. for processing, a PC tape of

mostly data you've made in the field or a
PC tape you want to LIST out. This is, of

course, aside from the problem of several

incompatible Basic statements and func-
tions.

However, these and other problems
aside, the TRS-80 Pocket Computer is a

natural for anybody who wants a maxi-
mum of computing power in a minimum
of space.

Incidently. there's one character not
indicated on the PC keyboard. Press
SHFT and Y. and you get what looks like

a Y overprinted with an equal sign. What
is it? The Japanese sign for yen. Used for

Japanese strings?

Real Estate Programs for PC
For $24.95. you can buy a Radio Shack

software package consisting of a manual
and two cassettes containing six programs
for the real-estate investor and agent. The
six programs are Savings and Loans. Inter-

est Calculations. Commission Tracking.

Loan Amortization. Cash Flow Analysis,

and Depreciation Analysis.

To use these programs with your PC.
you'll need the $49 cassette interface and
a cassette recorder. Although the $79.95

Minisette-9 is a neat little machine, you
can use the CTR-41 that came with the

first TRS-80s. or any similar recorder.

Loading the real-estate programs is

fairly easy. You plug the PC into the inter-

face, and plug the cables from the inter-

face into the recorder. Entering CLOAD
"RF.ALI" will load in the first program, in

about 2 3/4 minutes, in DEF mode.
There's no winking asterisk to let you

know you're at the proper volume level,

but you can hear the "bit stream" because
it's also routed to the piezoelectric beeper
that's activated by a BEEP statement, to

let you know a program is being read from
the tape.

Just as in the Level II TRS-80. you use a

CLOAD? to "verify that the program on
tape and the program in the PC are identi-

cal."

Press SHFT and A. and
ENTER U FOR UNKNOWN

is displayed briefly, followed by RATE
(%). ft PERIODS?. PAYMENT?. PRE-
PERIOD PMT? (Y/N). and FUTURE.
The Savings program calculates any

unknown factor if given the three known
factors. So if you enter 6.25/12 for the

monthly RATE. 1 2*5 for the total number
of payment PERIODS, 25 as the monthly
PAYMENT in dollars. Y for PRE-
PERIOD PMT because the payments are

made at the beginning of the period

(month), and U for FUTURE, you'll find

out how much you'd have after five years

of depositing $25 a month into an account
that's compounded monthly at an annual
rate of 6.25 percent.

After you've entered all the factors, the

PC display soon reads

FUTURE $ 1764.65

Press ENTER and the display changes to

TOTAL PMTS $ 1500.

Press ENTER once more, and the display

becomes
INTEREST $ 264.65

Press ENTER again, and you're back to

RATE(%)? for another round.

And so it goes, to compute interest rate,

number of interest periods, required
deposit, monthly loan payments, loan
value, balloon payments, and many more.
The small manual gives an example of

every computation for every way in which
each program can be used, explains the

meaning of all terms such as future and
balloon, tells how to make backup tapes,

and how to keep the PC in good shape.
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MODEL II

264002
64K 1 Drive

$3440.00

26-4160 1 Drive Exp $1034.00

26 4161 2 Drive Exp 1574.00

26 4162 3 Drive Exp 21 14.00

26-4530 Scripsit II 265 00
26-4512 Profile II 162.00

26-451 1 Visicolc II 265.00

26 4501 Gen Ledger 180 00

26 4506 Moil List 72.00

PRINTERS

CEriTRonics

BEST PRICES
Fast 100 CPS Centronics

730-1 A Printer $577.00

Text Quality Centronics

737-1 Printer $737.00

$ DISCOUNT $
MODEL III

DEALER A301TRS-80®
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

CALL US. .

.

SAVE MONEY
We carry the full line of TRS-80 Computers. All

other R.S. software, furniture, and accessories

at discount from catalog price. We stock most
items to assure you fast delivery and save you
money.

26-1 140 Expansion Interface $249.00

26-1141 16K Exp. Interface 359.00

261 142 32K Exp. INterfoce 469.00

261 145 RS232C Board 84.00

26-1160 1 Mini Disk Drive 419.00

26-1563 Scripsit Disk 79.00

26-1566 Visicolc 83.00

26 1061 4KI $629.00
26 1062 16K III 865.00

26 I063 32K III

W 2 Drives RS232 2225 00

COLOR

A\Vg£ggftft

26 3001 4K $353 00
26 3002 16K Ext Basic 533 00
26 3008 Joysticks 22.50

26 3010 Color Video 353.00

26-1206 Recorder 54.00

PRINTERS

26-1 155 Quick Printer 187.00

26-1 167 9' > Dot Matrix Printer 360.00

26 1 166 Line Printer VI 1080.00

26 1158 Daisy Wheel II 1799.00

26-1 165 Line Printer V 1710.00

Pocket Computer

Ia> INPUT

i- aaaaaDunoaJJJU iJiia,ujDOBaB
26 3501 1.9KP.C $221.00

26 3503 Cassette IF 45.00

14 812 Recorder 72.00

AUTHORIZED DEALER
CALL FOR PRICES

ALL POCKET AND COLOR
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SOLD AT DISCOUNT

WRITE US FOR A
FREE CATALOG

1-800-841-0860 Toll Free Order Entry

| MICRQ MANAGEMENT 5V5TECTS, JMc7
No Taxes on Out Of

State Shipments

Immediate Shipment

From Stock on Most Items

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
115 C. SECOND AVE. S.W.

CAIRO, GEORGIA 31728

(912) 377-7120 Ga. Phone No. & Export

TVS SO If a registered trademark of tho Tandy Corp.

R.S. 90 Day Limited Warranty

F-48 Form Provided

Largest Inventory

In The S.E. U.S.A.
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TRS-80, continued..

Aviation Program for PC
The $24.95 Radio Shack Aviation Pro-

gram is a collection of seven commonly
used aviation calculations and eight con-

versions. All 15 come in one cassette and

are stored in the PC at one time, and each

formula can be called by pressing SHFT
and one of 15 defined keys. The package

includes a plastic overlay that fits over the

lower two rows of keys and is printed to

show what each key controls.

The conversions are between centi-

grade and fahrenheit: statute miles and

nautical miles and kilometers; and U.S.

gallons and imperial gallons and liters.

The calculations are for true altitude, true

airspeed, mach number, off-course cor-

rection and drift angles, true headings and

ground speed with winds: and enroute

winds.

To get a conversion, simply enter the

number to be converted, then press SHFT
and the appropriate conversion key. The
calculation programs will request specific

information first.

The manual give examples of some con-

versions, with practice problems, and

examples of all calculations: it also tells

how to make a backup copy, how to take

care of the PC, and lists the functions,

abbreviations and variable assignments.

This last list is handy when you want to

recall an answer without having to recal-

culate it : all the results of calculations and
conversions are stored in the 26 variable

registers for later use. Of course, new
answers on calculations will automatically

replace the previously stored answers.

Computing Axioms
In looking over past issues of CLOAD.

the cassette magazine. I came across

"McElroy's Three Axioms of Compu-
ting." in the June 1980 issue. Ralph

McElroy used to be the publisher of

CLOAD. before he went back to Texas
and hardware. The axioms:

1. If a 3 x 5 card file works, use it. It*s

faster and more reliable.

2. All problems are always in the soft-

ware. All of them. Always. Always.

3. If you feel you're in danger of being

replaced by a computer, you're probably

overestimating the ability of computers,

and therefore your fears are probably

groundless. Corollary: If you can be

replaced by a computer, you should be.

Ralph calls these three "simple Truths

to guide you in your computering." I

quoted his first axiom recently to a pub-

lisher who'd asked me to look over a man-
uscript on the TRS-80 Pocket Computer.
The author presented a list of 31 ways to

use the PC. but two-thirds of them are

trivial and are more easily handled with

pencil and paper or file cards, such as

shopping lists, memo pads. 100 most mis-

spelled words, cueing for speeches, refer-

ence tables, etc. These all use the PC as a

memory aid. not as a computer.

Graffit 2.0

A fairly powerful graphics editor in

Basic for the TRS-80 16K Level II compu-

ter is available from Brunswick Computer
Software (8 Teesdale St.. Moncton. NB.

Canada E1A 5K5). for $15 ($17.95 Can-

ada) on disk, and $10.95 ($12.95 Canada)

on cassette.

You get a run version, a documented

version (jam-packed with REMs). a

source listing of the documented version,

a constant/variable cross-reference list-

ing, and a set of instructions.

As the instructions put it. Graffix 2.0 "is

a multipurpose program with applications

for programming, animation, and just

plain doodling. It is simple enough for a

child to enjoy and sophisticated enough

for advanced applications."

The primary operating mode is Doodle

Mode, which uses single keys to draw (or

erase) lines in the eight major compass

directions. Two other keys act as flip-flops

to control SET/RESET and continuous/

single-pixel.

For example, to draw a line from 0.0 to

1 27.0 you pressG for continuous drawing,

and H for the eastward vector. That's all:

the line is drawn for you.

To erase the line, you can enter PQ.

which erases the entire screen, or press E,

which flips the control to RESET, and

then F, which is the westward vector, and

the line is erased.

The speed of drawing and erasing can

be controlled by pressing any of the num-

ber keys during drawing, with providing

the fastest speed. 9 the slowest.

The complex subroutines are called by

two-letter codes beginning with P. Enter

PT. and you can create strings up to 255

characters long, any of which can be

accessed by a single key when you're in PS

leditor) mode. Any combination of

©CrMiivr Computing

"(intnl Morning! Are you ready tor my Mw name'.'

What two prime numbers divided by their aggre-

gate squares »»// result in the log <t. 002456767?
You might need a pencil tor this one.

"

ASCII, graphics and control characters

can be included in the strings.

Here's a simple graphics program

created with Graffit 2.0:

06(42+26+24)
D8( 191 + 26)+8( 191+26+2(24))

EC +D
F3(E+8<25)>

First, turn to page C/l in your Level II

manual, if you're not familiar with "Func-

tions 1-31."

String C. which you could just as easily

call string A or string Q. generates a verti-

cal row of 16 asterisks. The ASCII code

for an asterisk is 42; the function code for

a downward line feed is 26. and for a

backspace cursor is 24. Without the 24.

the row of asterisks wouldn't be vertical,

but would lean about 15 degrees to the

right, from top left to bottom right.

String D creates a large "greater than"

sign, using the solid, six-pixel graphics

character whose code is 191. First the

string laysdown eight of those solid blocks

in a line that slants toward the right

(remember, without the 24 code, the line

will slant), then eight more in a line that

slants back to the left (since the TRS-80
automatically spaces after displaying a

character on the screen, two backspaces

are required to put the next solid block

one space to the left of the block above it I

.

String E concatenates strings C and D.

adding them together to create a large

triangle. String F creates three triangles in

a row. eight spaces apart (code 25 advan-

ces the cursor one space to the right).

The Graffit 2.0 program includes error

codes to let you know if you've omitted a

parenthesis, or have entered too many
strings for the amount of memory you
have. etc.

The PU subroutine saves the contents

of the screen by putting it into a Basic-

program that will print out your graphics

creation.

The PW subroutine provides animation

by displaying the user-defined strings in

rapid succession in an infinitely-repeated

loop, until a key is pressed.

There are other subroutines, such as

PX. which creates a four-way symmetrical

figure with random graphics, PY. which

prints the graphics on a BASE 2 printer, if

you have one and several others.

The Basic programs that create your

graphics can be incorporated as subrou-

tines in other programs you write.

This is one of the best graphics editors

I've seen and is a great help in simplifying

the creation of graphics.

Short Program #18
Dan Rocha. a 16-year-old student at

DeKalb High School in Dekalb. IL. sent

this program, which has been rewritten to

standardize the line numbers to fit this

column width.
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fioo CLS
110 X=RND(64>: Y=RND(24)
120 «=RN0<5)
130 ON A GOTO 140.150.160.170 .170
140 X=X-1! Y=Y-i: GOTO 180
ISO X=X+i: Y=Y-i: GOTO 180
160 X=X-lt Y-Y+i: GOTO 180
170 X*X+i: Y-Y+i: GOTO 180
180 IF X<0 OR Y<0 OR X>127 OR

THEN 230
Y>47

190 IF POINT<X.Y)=-l THEN 300
ZOO SEKX.Y): SET(127-X.Y)
Z10 SET(127-X.47-Y>: SET(X.47 -Y)
220 GOTO 120
230 B-RND(5>
240 ON 8 GOTO 250.260.270.280 290
250 X=64: y=o: GOTO 120
260 x=o: Y=24: GOTO 120
270 X=64: Y«24t GOTO 120
2B0 x=o: y«o: goto 120
290 X=32i Y=12: GOTO 120
300 RESET(X.Y): RESETCX.47-Y)
310 RESET(127-X.47-Y)*. RESET

(127-X.Y)
320 GOTO 120
330 END

Dan wrote it originally for the Level I

TRS-80. To convert the above Level II

version to Level I. remove the minus sign

in line 190. and change line 180 to

180 IF <X<0)+(Y<0)+(X>I27)+
(Y>47) THEN 230
The program creates a constantly-

changing four-way-symmetrical pattern.

Line 110 randomly selects a starting

point for the upper left quadrant of the

pattern, which is continued diagonally in

random manner by lines 120-170. Lines

200-210 make it a four-way symmetrical

pattern.

If the pattern reaches the edge of the

graphics area, line 180 switches the pro-

gram to lines 230-290. which relocate the

moving X.Y point to one of five places on
the screen, selected randomly. The pro-

gram then jumps back to line 120 to con-

tinue the diagonal pattern.

If the moving X.Y point reaches a

graphics block that is already on. line 190

jumps to lines 300-310. which reset that

block as well as the three others that make
I up the four-way pattern.
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"Yeah, this machine nally don multiply!"
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TRS-80*

SAVE 6 BUNDLE

When you buy your

TRS-80™ equipment!

Use our loll free number lo

'$ check our price before you buy

a TRS-80™ . . . anHiere!

ful Radio3hock warranty

£®TJTJR®(S

PACKER: Automatically •dli* all or part of your Basic
program to aaaa aditing. run laatar, or aava memory. Has 5
•actions: UNPACK— unpacks multiple statement line* Into
single ststamanls malnta.ni rtg program logic, insarts spaoas
and ranumbars lines for easier adding SHORT — shortens
your program by editing out all REM statements, unnecee
sary words and spaces PACK-eiecutee UNPACK 4 SHORT
than packs lines Into multiple statamant lines; maintains
program logic RENUM— ranumbars program lines Including

all branches You specify Increment MOVE— moves any line

or block of Unas to any new location m the program and
ranumbars Unas. Written In machine language Supplied on

is (Of 16K, 32K. &48K
Disk Baste S29.96

tape in 3 versions for 16
For TRS-eOTeve) II

^189

SALES COMPANY
1412 WEST FAIRFIELD DR.

P O. BOX 8098 PENSACOLA Ft 32506

•04/4388607

natkwwvMa 1 800 874 1561
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FAST SORT ROUTINES: for um with Radio Shacks
Accounts Receivable, Inventory Control I. a Disk Mailing List

Systems tor Modal I Laval II Sorts In SECONDS' You'll be
amazed at the time they can aava. Supplied on data diskette

with complete instructions

FAST SORT lor Accounts Receivable $19*5
FAST SORT lor Inventory Control I $18 96
FAST SORT lor Disk Mailing List (specify data diskette or

tape for one drive system) $14 96
ALL THREE ROUTINES (44 95

SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR: Copy your system formal
tapes Includes verily routine

For any TRS-8(rtavel II $14.95

CASSETTE LABEL MAKER: A mini word processor to print

cassette labels on a line printer. Includes manual and 50
peel-end-stick labels on tractor teed paper.
For TRS-8tn.evel II » punier $15 95

4118 RAM CHIPS-Teatadll Guaranteed lor 1 year lo the

original purchaser 18K for (49.95

MANY MORE Items available Call or write for catalog VISA
t MASTERCHARGE accepted Dealer Inquiries Invited

Kansas reeidents add 3% selee Ian.

Foreign orders In US currency only.

On Una catalog on Wichita FORUM-80: 318-882-2113
Or call our 24 hour phone: 318-883-4811 or write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N HARDING

WICHITA. KS 87208

TRS-80*I» a trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Corp
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Tiredof
hearing
about
PASCAL?

We think you've
waited long enough

At last, there is an easy to under-
stand Pascal sampler to help you learn

Pascal programming. LinkSampler And
tor the Pascal programmer, two Pascal utility

programs to increase your programming
productivity. LinkVideo and LinkDisk.

Link Systems backs its commitment
to quality Pascal software with fifteen

years of mainframe and micro computer

without error, and the copy is readable
Good for Pascal and Basic.
(E)xamine.
Enables you to examine and change data
on mass storage, change data byte by
byte and alter any nibble of data.
(T)ranslate.

Translates DOS 3.3 text and Binary files

into Pascal.

LlnKVIO©0 saves valuable
input, output programming time, and pro-
vides terminal independence for essential
screen functions
• Erase to End of Line
• Erase to End of Screen • Clear Screen.
• Cursor moves (both input and output)
• Line and Screen Erasure.
• Filters, validates and prompts input for

Strings. Boolean, Social Security
Numbers, Telephone Numbers, Dates.
Integers. Pseudo-Reals.

programming experience.

nenter _.SYSTfmS
taining Pascal learning tool, supplied with ("^ p,^^^^ mQfe lnformatlon
easy-to-understand documentation,
including a full diskette of games, math
procedures and financial programs.

LinkSampler I

taining Pascal learning tool, suf "1
I Please send me more information, I am

a Dealer Dealer Sales (213) 871-1511.

It will help you put into practice
what you've only read.

LlMKLr/ISK compares, examines
and changes any byteonanApple Pascal
disk and translates DOS Basic into Pascal
(C)ompare.
Insurestha^adisl^cpywcsperformed

Name.

Address

City .Zip_

Telephone .
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Link Systems, 1655 26th Street.

|
Santa Monica, CA 90404 CCrrel
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Apple Cart
Chuck Carpenter

Correspondence is always welcome and a
response will be made to those accompanied
by a SASE. Send your letters to: Chuck
Carpenter, 2228 Montclair PI., Carrollton. TX
75006.

This month the column will feature a

review of the Videx Videoterm 80 column
display board. After looking over the

various boards on the market, my choice

was the Videx board. There is a lot more
to the board than the ads convey. A new
book about Apple Machine Language has

appeared on the market, and S-C Soft-

ware is publishing a machine language

newsletter called The Assembly Line.

There will be the usual input from readers

and answers to some of the questions you
have asked. There will be some old things

for the new owners and something for

everyone.

Videoterm
There are at least five 80-column video

boards on the market now. Each one has

good and bad features. My choice was
based on what I considered to be the best

balance of attributes. The character set.

ease of changing the character set. hard-

ware features, compatibility with other

Apple peripherals and languages, and
accessories all influenced my choice.

Here are my impressions.

What I Didn't Like

At first I didn't like the character set.

Since the character set is easy to change,
this didn't bother me. I've grown used to it

now so there is no longer any pressing

need to make it different. (Actually I

would have made it look like the standard

Apple II character set.) To use the board
with Integer or Applesoft Basic, you have
to make a call to the board to see 80
characters after you boot the system. An
accessory board is available to let you
switch between the two video outputs:

first Apple II then Videoterm. The board
appears to be designed more for use with

the Language System and with the Micro-

soft Z-80Softcard. These default immedi-
ately to the 80-column board at boot time.

Clearing the screen is another problem.
You are supposed to be able to clear the

screen with a control L. In Integer Basic,

there is no easy way to do a control L. You
can include one in a PRINT statement.

But. when you do this, and then list your

program, the first part of the listing dis-

appears from the screen. Typing a control

L at the keyboard does different things.

too. Integer accepts it; Applesoft gener-

ates a syntax error. The way to do a con-

trol L in Applesoft is to use CHR$(12).
This works as an immediate command
and in a program as a deferred execution

command. Note that you cannot use

HOME except with the Microsoft Basic

supplied with the Z-80 Softcard.

CHRSI12) does not work with the Z-80
Softcard version of Basic. Also, there are

several special features to control video

output and the character fonts that will

work with standard Apple languages but

not with the Z-80 Softcard. Many of the

items mentioned above are not problems:

they will be inconveniences only if you
switch frequently from one system to the

other.

Features And Functions

Videoterm is a single board designed to

be plugged into any expansion slot. The
preferred slot is «.V It is a Hazeltine

Equivalent Data Media system.

•Character Sets— There are two: a

standard set including true descenders
and an alternate set. Also, you can select

either a 7x9 or a 7x12 dot font. If you
select the 7x12 font with only a 7x9 char-

acter set in place you get an interesting

"space-and-a-hair effect with the Apple
Basics.

•Micromodem Compatibility— It's pos-

sible but not as-is. You will need to get the

Hayes EPROM to make it work correctly.

Some of the control characters used with

Videoterm are the same as those used
with the Hayes Modem. The new software
won't change how the Modem works
except with Videoterm. You will use dif-

ferent control codes when using Video-
term and you will give up the self test

feature of the original software. Save the

old ROM if you ever need to do the

modem self-test again.

•Light Pen Input—A connector is pro-

vided for future light pen capability.

There is no specific information available

at this time.

•Customizing— You can make several

changes to the board to suit you applica-

tions. The EPROMS can be 2708 or 2716.

normal cursor/inverted video can be

selected, either normal or inverted video,

and video level adjustments can be made.
•Language — I've used my card with

everything currently available for the

Apple. This includes DOS 3.3. Pascal,

Fortran, and the Z-80 Softcard. No prob-

lems, except for clearing the screen, have

been encountered. Videoterm is com-
patible with some of the word processors

too. Check the WP documentation if

you're not sure. As of this date. Super-

Text is not one of the compatible WP's.

•Graphics— Apple's normal graphics

are not possible with Videoterm. A
simpler graphics capability is available

though. There are simple graphics

included in the character set. It is a block

and partial block format callable with

control codes. Listing 1 is a short program
for displaying the graphics characters.

The character set also includes line

graphics for making document formats on
the screen.

Documentation
A detailed manual is included with the

system. There are the usual typos and
editorial goofs but the information is very

complete otherwise.

A program listing is provided to show
you how to drive your printer and see the

ouput on the screen at the same time.

Otherwise, when you call a printer, you
turn the video board off. One suggestion is

made to use a TV with an RF modulator
as an optional monitor. This is a good idea

when you first turn the system on and the

Videoterm is not on yet. Another way 1

have tried is to include the PR#3 in the

disk boot program.
All Basic programs worked— more or

less. On pages 4-18. line 40 was left out.

The description on pages 4-19 mentioned
it and this seemed to work:
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Powerful& Efficient

Apple Software

SDS Guarantees It.

You depend on good software to save you time and to have your com-
puter help you do a lob more efficiently Our software is designed to do
lust that We ore one of the oldest companies supplying software tor the

Apple II*. and one of the very few that offers an unconditional guarantee

of satisfaction or your money bock 1 Here are a few that you'll want toodd to

your library

Super Terminal Software
ASCII EXPRESS II. by Bill Blue The most complete communications package
available for the Apple II Designed tor the most efficient transfer of data to

or from practically ony online computer Fully supports upper/lower case,

including characters normally unavailable underscore, rubout. break, and
most others Keyboard macro* allow you to define dual keystrokes as

entire strings for fast sign cms ygn-offs. and system commands A 20K data
buffer allows for large dies, and a convenient line editor means easy

editing before and after transfer Buffer con be output to printer, disk, or

viewed at any time Supports Micromodem II " ond most other communica-
tion devices

Price $64 95 on Disk

And for the Z80 Apple. .

.

Z-TERM by Bill Blue A flexible communications package for the Apple II

equipped with Z80 Softcora" and the CP/M" environment Allows file

transfers to or from all types of dial-in systems Fully supports Micromodem
II and most other communication devices, as well os 80 column display

boards and external terminolsi UtHiies stondord CP/M sequential text

files, with up to a 40X internal buffer (using additional RAM or language
Card ) Supports multiple modes of data tronsfer and includes keyboord

macro*, autodial (with Micromodem II). ond upper/lower case

Price S9995 on 16 sector diskette

Also available . .

.

AmE-OOC by Roger Wagner A set of several utilities to speed up software

development and customization Vordoc makes a list of all the variables

in a program and every line on which they occur Also allows you to create

a list of descriptors of what each one does Unedoc mokes o similar list for

each line/subroutine called by a GOTO. GOSUB. etc Condoc is similar

but documents oil numeric constants - great tor scientific * business

uses 1 Replace is o powerful replacement editor which makes changing

ony occurence of o variable or group of statements a breeze!

Price $34 95. Disk

THE CORRESPONDENT by Roger Wogner An extremely versatile program!

Designed primarily tor writing letters ond other documents in o very visual

way The Apple screen acts as a "window ' onto a 40-80 column page
4-directionol scrolling lets you see ony port of the page just os it will be
printed Editor functions include full upper/lower case * control chars

block move/copy, split screen option, even moth functions! Additional

utilities & uses include printing form letters, a free-form datobase. puffing

bi directional scrolling in your own programs, single-disk copy program.

DOS remove tor greater storage on diskettes, ond more!

Price $44 95 on Disk

•Acp» .i a wgimw) iraawrxM of Ar»M CompuMi Co
•Waomoown ii a a iqaiml fioawna* or hovm MKrocornpuW PioOjctv mc
*7*0 Sortco»d tt a fQufuma tiodamart or N*cto*oft Corvumai Products, mc
CP/M » a lagnMwa noatman of C«o"ol nmatii Kc

All programs require 48K and Applesoft In ROM or language cord Specify

DOS 3 2 or 3 3 California residents odd 6% to oil price*

See these ond other SDS products at your local dealer, or tor more Infor-

mation, write or coll

sour.nujesr.enn data svstems
PO Box 582 fvl . Sontee. CA 92071 . (714) 562-3670
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At last! You can

VIDEOTAPE
apple color graphic/

iiiiiiiiiiuiu\tim\

THE ADWAR APPLE PROC MOD.

Modifies nonstandard Apple color sync

signals to tall within NTSC videotape

recorder tolerances Record, edit,

duplicate without loss ol color

Add colortul graphics and illustrated

titles to your videotapes Easy to install,

in slot "7 ol Apple computer

ADWAR APPLE PROC MOD

COLOR™ DOES
NOT
RECORD

STABLE 1

NTSC
COLOR I
IMAGE

$300

o 100 Fifth Ave, New York lOO 11

8 (218) 69 1-0976 • Telex 480801
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GALAXY SPACE WAR 1

Galaxy Space War 1
' (WARD is a game ol strategy in which Ihe player has complete

control ot his space fleet's tactical maneuvers Each Heel battles its way toward the

opponents galaxy in an altempt to destroy it and win the war WAR! simulates the

actual environment encountered in a space war between two galaxies Optimum use

is made ot Apples high resolution graphics (HIRES) and colors in displaying the

twinkling stars universe, the colored ships ot each fleet, long range sensors colored

illuminations, and the alternating blinking colors used in battles between ships

Complementing HIRES are the sounds ol war produced by Apple s speaker

WAR1 is played between Apple and a player or between two players You may
play with total knowledge of each others Heel or only ships sensor knowledge ol

the opponents fleet Each player builds his starting fleet and adds to it during the

game This -building process consists of creating the size and shape of each ship,

positioning it, and then allocating the total amount of energy for each ship

During a player's turn he may dynamically allocate his ships total energy between

his screen/detection and attack/move partitions The percentage ol the total energy

allocated to each partition determines its characteristics. The screen/detection

partition determines how much energy is in a ship's screens and the detection sector

range ol its short range sensors The attack/move determines the amount ol energy

the ship can attack with, its attack sector range, and the number ol sectors it can

move in normal or hyperspace.

STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS PROGRAM
DJI WEEKLY AVERAGE 1897-0ATE

ANA1 (ANALYSIS 1) is a set ol BASIC Programs which enables the user to perform

analyses on the Dow Jones Industrial weekly average data From 6 months to S years

01 user selected DJI data can be plotted on the entire screen in one ol 5 colors using

Apple's High Resolution capabilities The DJI data can be transformed into different

colored graphic representations called transforms They are user specified moving
averages, a least squares linear tit (best straight line): filters for time, magnitude, or

percentage changes; and user created relationship between the DJI data, a transform.

or a constant using , -.%./ operators Colored lines can be drawn between graphic

points Graphic data values or their dates ol occurrence can be displayed in text on

the screen Any graph or text can be outputted to a users printer The Grid Scale is

automatically set to the range of the graphs or can be user changed As many colored

graphs as wanted can be plotted on the screen and cleared at any time The user can

code routines to operate on the DJI/transform data or create his own disk tile data

base. ANAf commands can be used with his routines or data base An update program

allows the user to easily update a tile with current data

APPLE' II. 48K. APPLESOFT «* GALAXY
ROM CARD. DISK II 00S 3.2 _ DEPT. CC6
WAR1 DISK & MANUAL ...S39.95 — P.O. BOX 22072
ANA1 DISK & MANUAL ...S49.95 SAN DIEGO. CA 92122
CA residents add 6% sales lax (714) 452-1072
Write or call for more information or see your local Apple dealer

t Software Reviews Apple OrchaiO 112/801 The Book 11/81) Creative Computing 14/81)

2 Sollwaie Reviews Call A P P L E 12/801 Apple Orchard (3/801 Into World (8/801 Creative
* Computing (5/81)



Apple Cart, continued...

0900 » MULTIPLE SCREENS
0910 •

1000 * THIS PROGRAM WILL SHOW ALL OF
1010 « PAGES OF TEXT AND GRAPHICS
1020 * AT THE SAME TIME (IMPOSSIBLE
1030 # HUH? >. ACTUALLY. THE OIDEO
1040 « MONITOR JUST CANT KEEP UP MITH
1050 * THE CHANCES AND SHOWS ALL THE
1060 • SCREENS. TYPE ANY KEY TO ROTATE
1070 « THE SCREEN.
1080 »

1090 * BY TOM SPIDELL
1100 « MILWAUKEE . MI
1110 *

0000- 1120 DUMMY .Ed *00
cooo- 1130 KEYBOARD .EQ iCOOO
C050- 1140 GRHQDE .EG *C0SO
C010- 1150 KEYCLEAR .EQ *C010
C051- 1160 TXTMGDE .EQ 4C051
C054- 1170 PG1 .EQ *C054
C055- 1180 PG2 .EQ *C055
C056- 1190 LORES .EQ *C056
C057- 1200

1210
1220

HIRES
*

.EQ *C057

1230 •

1235 .OR 300
0300- AD 50 CO 1240 BEGIN lDA GRMODE
0303- Al 00 1250 LDA K DUMMY >>;> J6 CLOCK CYCLES
0305- AD 36 CO 1260 LDA LORES
0308- Al 00 1270 LDA ( DUMMY, K)

030A- AD 57 CO 1280 LDA HIRES
030D- Al 00 1290 LDA l DUMMY , X

)

030F- AD 55 CO 1300 LDA PG2
0312- Al 00 1310 LDA ( DUMMY . X

»

0314- AD 51 Co 1320 LDA TXTMODE
0317- Al 00 1330 LDA ( DUMMY, X)
0319- AD 54 CO 1340 LDA PG1
031C- B5 00 1350 LDA DUMMY, X 14 CLOCK CYCLES
03lE- AD 00 CO 1360 LDA KEYBOARD
0321- 10 DD 1370 BPL BEGIN
0323- AD 10 CO 1380 LDA KEYCLEAR
0326- 4C 00 03 1390

1 400
JMP
.EN

BEGIN

SYMBOL TABLE

100 HOME

*

0300- BEGIN

110 FOR 1=1 TO 15
0000- DUMMY

120 PRINT CHR*<26)+CHR«<I) S" '
. C050- GRMODE

130 NEXT I C057- HIRES
140 PRINT: PRINT COOO- KEYBOARD
150 FOR 1=17 TO 30 COlO- KEYCLEAR
160 PRINT CHR*(26)+CHR»<I>;" '

•
1 C05G- LORES

170 NEXT I C054- PG1
180 END C055- PG2

C051- TXTMODE
I istimt 1.

Videolerm trapl ics characters. Note
thai CHR* 26l is CONTROL / 1 isiiny 2. Program i<> display all the

V i graphic! pages.

40 COL = RNDI2)
The program on pages 4-23 includes the

HOME command at line 2. Won't work!
Change it to PRINT CURV 1 2 1 and then it

will be OK. On pages 4-25 the description

indicates that line 5 prints a CTRL-D. This
should be CTRL-L. A discussion of

PEEKs and POKEs on pages 4-3 indicates

"these may not work quite as planned.

However, these should work properly, as

should your 'VTAB' and TAB' com-
mands." I still haven't figured this out.

Conclusions

This board was my choice after check-
ing out the attributes of several others.

Using a board such as this is a much better

choice than having a separate terminal.

The cost is much lower too. Features that

work with Apple Basics and not with the

Z-80 Softcard Basic aren't problems for

me. My interests are not in the area of

graphics either. Overall, I'm very pleased

with the capability of the Videx Video-

term 80-column board. The fact that I

can't use it with my WP is not important

either. Super-Text is a free-form entry

system. Line length is controlled with the

format line at print time. There is no need

to "see" the line length during input. I'd

recommend this card to anyone having a

need for an 80-column display.

NEW BOOK
For those of you interested in Apple

Machine Language, a new book has been

published. Apple Machine Language by

Don and Kurt Inman. The book is pub-

lished by Reston Publishing Co. Inc..

Reston. VA.
This book may be the best ever for the

beginner. It is profusely illustrated with

examples, drawings and diagrams. Twelve

chapters lead you through a review of

Applesoft, the similarities between Basic

and machine language, and several exer-

cises in machine language. You learn

about simple graphics, displaying text.

Apple sounds, the Apple system monitor

,

and doing mathematics in machine

language. The use of the mini-assembler is

thoroughly discussed and a final chapter

tells you how to put it all together.

Included in the appendix are sections on

Basic statements, machine language

instructions, built-in subroutines, hex to

decimal negative equivalents, how video

memory is mapped, ASCII screen codes,

color codes for low resolution graphics,

and a very nice presentation of the 6502

instruction codes. The one shortcoming I

saw is that it requires the availability of

Integer Basic. My copy cost $15 at one of

the local computer stores.

THE ASSEMBLY LINE
Also for the assembly/machine

language programmer, a new newsletter.

From S-C Software, the source of an

excellent Apple-oriented Assembler,

comes a 6502 assembly language news-

letter. The February 1981 issue lists

several "Apple Noises and Other Sounds."

These included: simple tone. Apple 'bell'

subroutine, machine-gun noise, laser

'swoop' sound, inch-worm sounds, touch-

tones simulator, and Morse code output.

Other topics include: "Stuffing Object

Code in Protected Places," "Multiplying

on the 6502" and "A String Swapper for

Applesoft."

Previous issues have included programs

for converting certain keyboard keys to a

10-key system for data entry. Listing 2 is

the program for the 10-key capability. A
portion of the newsletter is devoted to up-

dates, patches and other items of interest

to users of the S-C Assembler II. Reviews
of the assembler were included in the July

and December '80 issues of Creative

Computing. You can get the newsletter by
sending $12 for one year (12 issues) to

Apple Assembly Line, S-C Software, P.O.

Box 5537, Richardson, TX 75080. Other
countries add $6 per year for extra

postage.
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Computer Station™
Presents:

The Programmers Handbook
for the Apple.®

Retail Price

29.95

Indexed Looseleaf notebook (7V2" x 9")

containing all the reference material found in our

popular Programmers Guide to the Apple II.®

Plus . . .

• Applesoft"* Integer

• Pascal
• CP/M ©Digital Research, Inc.

• Basic-80 ©Microsoft
• 6502 Assembly Language

• DOS 3.3
• DOS Tool Kit

• Monitor

Including Command References for

• Applewriter
• Visicalc ® Personal Software
• Macro-Seed

Hardware Configurations &
Software Commands for

• Spinwriter
• PaperTiger
• Silentype

• Special ROMs
Two diskette pockets in front & back. Notebook

format allows user to add personal comments. A
must for every Apple'owner. Available from your

local AppIe*Dealer or from.

Computer Station
11610 Page Service Dr.
St. Louie, MO. 63141

(314) 432-7019

Direct order will incur a $2.00 shipping : handling

charge plus sales tax where applicable

Apple. Apple II and Applesoft are the registered trademark* of

Apple Computer. Inc.

DISCOUNT PRICES
APPLE II COMPUTERS

16K APPLE II S1
32K APPLE II I

48K APPLE II 1

DISK
W/CONTROLLER
DISK ONLY
APPLESOFT CARD
INTEGER CARD
PASCAL
SILENTYPE PRINTER

RAM MEMORY
FOR TRS-80, APPLE
16KSET4116S

089 00
134 00
179 00

520 00
465 00
159 00
159.00
425.00
525 00

4500

338 [p

NORTH STAR COMPUTERS
HRZ-1D-32K-ASM
HRZ-2D-32K-ASM
HRZ-1Q-32K-ASM
HRZ-2Q-32K-ASM

VERBATIM DISKETTES
BOX OF 10 5'/4"

BOX OF 10 8"

$2125.00
2475.00
2375.00
2990 00

29 50
39 50

FREDERICK COMPUTER PRODUCTS
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
FREDERICK. MD 21701

(301) 694-8884
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WORKING
OVERTIME

APPLICATIONS WHICH SAVE TIME
Payroll, Word Processing, Accounting &

Financial Management, Educational
Administration, Legal, Medical &

Dental Systems
Check your Local Dealer or Contact:

Chorle/ fflonn & A//oeiote/
7594 San Remo Trail

Yucca Valley, Ca. 92284
(714) 365-9718

Apple II TRS-80 Tl 99/4
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Apple Cart, continued.

0300- A9 01 1 060
0302- 8D 10 03 1070
0305- A9 12 1080
0307- 85 38 1090
0309- A9 03 1100
030B- 85 39 1110
030D- 4C EA 03 1120

1 1 30
0310- 1140
0311- 1150

1 160
1170

0312- 20 IB FD 1180
0315- C9 93 1 190
0317- FO ID 1200
0319- 2C 10 03 1210
03 1C- 30 10 1Z20
031E- BC 11 03 1230
0321- AO OB 1240
0323- D9 41 03 1250
0326- FO 07 1260
0328- 88 1270
0329- 10 F8 1280
032B- AC 11 03 1290
032E- 60 1 300
032F- B9 4D 03 1310
0332- AC 11 03 1320
0335- 60 1330
0336- AD 10 03 1340
0339- 49 80 1350
033B- 8D 10 03 1360
033E- 4C OC FD 1370

1380
0341- AF CC AO
0344- CE CD AC
0347- C8 CA CB
034A- D9 D5 C9 1390
OOOC- 1400
034D- BD 1410
034E- AD BO Bl
0351- B2 B3 B4
0354- B5 B6 B7
0357- B8 B9 14Z0

1430
SYMBOL TABLE

034E - ALIAS
0341 - CHRTBL
0312 - NKP
.01 = 032 3. .02 =032E
0311 - SAVEY
OOOC - TBLSIZ
03 1C - TOGGLE

Ittlll *

1010 * NUMERIC KEY PAD FOR APPLE
»

1030 .OR 6300
1040 .TF B.NKP
I 050 *

LDA #1
STA TOGGLE
LDA #NKP
STA «38
LDA /NKP
STA «39
JMP *3EA

*

TOGGLE .BS 1

SAOEY .BS 1

*

NKP
JSR *FD1B
CMP #*93 CONTROL-S
BEO .4
BIT TOGGLE
BMI .2 NOT IN NUMERIC MODE
STY SAOEY
LDY #TBLSIZ-1

. 1 CMP CHRTBL, Y
BEG .3 FOUND IN TABLE
DEY
BPL . 1

LDY SAVEY
.2 RTS
.3 LDA ALIAS.

Y

LDY SAVEY
RTS

.4 LDA TOGGLE
EOR #«80
STA TOGGLE
JMP *FDOC

CHRTBL .AS -"/L NM.HjKYUI'
TBLSIZ .EG -CHRTBL
ALIAS .HS 8D

.AS -"-0123456785"

,03=032F, .04=0336

I islinu ^. Pribram from The Assembly 1 me showing how lo im- Ihc Apple
.is 10-kej data entry keyboard.

100 REM
QUILT PATTERN

BOB SANDER-CEDERLOF
FEBRUARY 4, 1981
200 HGR2 ! FOR A = 26 TO 156 STEP

261 FOR C = A - 25 TO A! HCOLOR=
A / 261 HPLOT 20, C TO 259, CI

C = C + II FOR D = 20 TO 220
STEP 40 1 HCOLOR= <D + 20) /

401 HPLOT D,C TO D + 39, CI NEXT
; NEXT ! NEXT I FOR I = 1 TO
5000 1 NEXT I TEXT : HOME I LIST

Listing 4. One-liner makes a quilt pattern in color.

100 REM MAKE AN ONION
110 CF 1.15:XC 140IYC = 96J HGR2

I HCOLOR= 3: FOR N = 1 TO 48
:R = 2 « N - UP 6.2831853
1 / NIC = COS <p>:s = SIN
<p>:x - r:y - o: hplot xc +

x » cf,yc: for i = i to n:xn
=x«c-y»s:yn=x«s+

y * c:x = xn:y = yn: hplot to
xc + x « cf.y + yc: next j next
: FOR I = 1 TO 2000! NEXT ! TEXT
I END

120 REM BY BOB SANDER-CEDERLOF

Listing 5. One-liner draws onion-like concentric circles.

READERS' INPUT
Continuing with more assembly

language, here's a graphics routine by
Tom Spidell from Milwaukee. WI. The
program switches graphics pages and
from one type of graphics to the other.

The concepts included here can be used
in your program to switch graphics pages.

You can CALL the program from a basic

routine as needed. Listing 3 shows the

program using the syntax of the S-C

Assembler II. Don't forget that a program
located at address $0,100 is activated by

CALL 768.

One Liners

Listings 4 and 5 are graphics one liners

from Bob Sander-Cederlof. One makes a
quilt pattern and the other draws concen-
tric patterns resembling the layers of an
onion. Maybe that's why Bob calls it

"Make an Onion." Both are high res

graphics routines. Be sure to type them
very carefully.

Does anyone else have one liners they
would like to share? Send them to me and
I will include them in the column.

QUESTIONS N ANSWERS
About Random Numbers— In the

January '81 issue, there is a program to

generate random color blocks. The pro-

gram on page 144 is part of the "How to

Solve It — With the Computer" series by

Donald T. Piele. Here's the program:

10 OR
20 COLOR = 9

30 X = INT(40*RND(lll
40 Y = INT(40*RND(I))
50 PLOT X.Y
60 GOTO .V)

70 END

The expected result is for the program to

fill the screen— eventually— with blocks

of color. Usually, the program seems to

stop with the screen only partially filled.

Checking around. I found this is an

anomaly with the Applesoft random
number generator. The number used to

seed the random number sequence gets

stuck and the range becomes limited. My
understanding stops right here, but not

my curiosity. The description of Apple-

soft page zero usage in the Applesoft

manual indicates that memory locations

$C9 to SCD hold the random number. By
modifying the original program sttghvty , I

found that I could get the screen to fill

every time. And, there was no noticeable

similarity to the pattern. A line is added to

poke another random number into one of

the locations where the random number is

stored. In decimal, these are locations 201

to 204. Here's the new program line:

25 POKE 201,PEEK(INT(255»RND
(1)))

Then change line 60 to read:

60 GOTO 25

206 CREATIVE COMPUTING



ADD EXCITING MUSIC
TO YOUR APPLE*!

3¥ a rr JW i j^ 1

^& itei^R
J J AhAK , # b N

MEASURE
END
SAUE*

SUB

" INS XL TIE

9474

6
FREE

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO DO* WITH

VISICALC U

(BUT THOUGHT YOU COULDN'T)...

VERSACALC!

A L F's 9-voice Music Card MCI
is only $195.

Here's what our customers have said:
(Excerpts from unsolicited letters. Copies of original letters available on request.)

About the A L F system:

It's a rare enough occurrence when hardware/software lives up to one's
expectations. For something to exceed one's wildest hopes — as the ALF
synthesizer certainly does — is a real treat. My congratulations to all

concerned.
—Dhahran. Saudi Arabia

I myself have told several people that next to a disk. I consider the [ALF]

synthesizer to be the most important peripheral they could purchase for their

system. Very excellent job! Keep up the good work
—Oak Ridge, Tennessee

I recently purchased 2 of your Apple music boards Out of the peripherals I

have for my Apple. I enjoy them the most. It has to be the most enjoyable
thing that has ever been invented. I hope you continue to develop products as
clever and enjoyable as this one The Entry program has to be one of the most
sophisticated programs I have ever seen It proves that a hardware manufac-
turer DOES have the ability to also produce quality software It is almost
worth the price of the boards just for the Entry program.

—Burbank. California

About ease of use:

I have had my Music Card MC1 for a little more than a week now and I have
almost completed entering "The Maple Leaf Rag'' I found it to be a lot

simpler than I thought and so I am very, very pleased My family isn't because
I sit up to all ends of the night playing with the blasted thing!

—Cypress. Texas

ALF has opened up my head and ears and enabled me to do things musically

which I would like to be able to do on [conventional] instruments. As much as
I love the instruments I try to play. I just don't have the talent and technique to

play what is in my head By golly, the ALF board doesn't know about my
limitations, though I can play hell out of that thing, playing notes and tempos
which previously have existed only in my head Many thanks from a frustrated

musician and satisfied ALF "player''

—Demopolis. Alabama

About documentation:

I don't know much about hardware, but I have been a programmer for f5

years and I have never seen a better piece of software documentation than

your user manual It is a joy to study!

—Lancaster. California

About the competition:

Recently. I purchased an [ALFJ 9 voice board and a couple of music al-

bums all I can say is that I wish I had listened and played with it before I

purchased the Mtn Hardware board It sounds about the same and is vastly

superior in software, ease of use. and price. The Entry program is a |Oy to use
and it's easier than Mtn Hardware's, but then. I guess you guys know that

already (Oh yes. you wouldn't happen to know of anyone that wants to buy a
Mtn Hardware system' $450 or best offer?)

— Kirkland. Washington

I would like to tell you that after having used the system ONLY ONE DAY. that

I am absolutely delighted with it In addition. I purchased the three boards
although I ALREADY own Mountain Hardware's music system Now that I

have seen and own your system. I am putting my "old" one up for sale I think

that your software makes it tar easier to enter music, and that the soltware

routines allow for far greater flexibility Again. I extend my compliments to

you As I said. I have owned another music system, and consider myself

therefore, qualified to make a judgement between the use of the two Yours is

the clear choice 1

— Levittown, New York

See your local Apple* dealer

or write:

ALF Products Inc.
1448 Estes Denver. CO 80215

|

<ilei Inc
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* SORT on any of up to 254 rows;

labels, values, and formulas.

You select the extent of the sort.

* CONDITIONAL TESTING
to several levels.

* AUTOMATIC BATCH UPDATE
e.g. running year-to-date forms.

* MENU DRIVEN MODULES for your own
applications programs

* AUTO-CATALOG from VISICALC.

* AUTO SCREEN REFORMAT
Saves hundreds of keystrokes

* PRINTOUT OF THE COMMANDS

VERSACALC runs
within Visicalc. It

consists of a tutorial

and a set of utilities,

with a complete
manual.

Also from
aurora systems:

the Rental Manager
Hebrew II

Ouicktrace
Omniscan Laser
video interface

All lor the Apple II

VERSACALC systems
soon for Atari, PET. and
TRS-80.

Dealer inquiries invited.

aurora systems, inc.

2399 East Hill Drive

Madison, Wl 53711 ^ <&
608-274-0605

>£#>*
^
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computer

FARNSWORTH
COMPUTER CENTER
1891 N. Farnsworth Ave. (at ih. e w toii«.,i

Aurora. II. 60505 Ph. (312)851-3888
Weekdays 10-8. Sal 10 5
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MEMOREX
DISKETTES

m
CARTRIDGES

(or your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
Lowest prices. WE WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLD!! Buy
any quantity 1 • 1000. Visa.

Mastercharge accepted. Call

free (800) 2354137 for prices

and information. All orders
sent postage paid.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo CA
93401 (In Ct!.c«l

(805) 543-1037.)

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Super
Paddle

Are the padd le controllers on your Apple
wearing out? Or did you get a new Apple
without paddles?
We've got good news for you! Super

Paddles. Each paddle control consists of a
high-precision linear potentiometer and a
big (1/2" D) industrial-quality pushbutton
mounted in a sturdy 4 x 2

" x 1 metal case
which matches the Apple. Each of the two
paddles is connected with a long 5-foot cable
to the Apple paddle socket.
Every component in a set of Super Paddles

is the very finest quality available. The set is

backed by a 90-day limited warranty from
the manufacturer as well as Peripherals Plus
moneyback guarantee of satisfaction
To order, send $39.95 plus $2.00 postage

and handling (NJ residents.add $2.00 sales
tax) to the address below. Credit card
customers may call orders to our toll-free
number

I

39 East Hanover Ave
Morris Rains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)

Apple Cart, continued...

Line 25 is pulling a number randomly from

page zero. These page zero values are

often changing as the (any) program is

running. Once this was done, the program

never failed to fill the screen. If someone
can provide an explanation, please do.

Many readers and at least one columnist

will be grateful.

About Assembly Language Indexing -

Fundamentals of Indexing were described

in the November '80 issue. Generally the

information was well received but, there

were a couple of questions. Here is some
additional information to support the

November '80 column.

First, some backup on operands and
opcodes in assembly language. The
operand is the key element used in the

program to determine which of the

opcodes will be used. Notice that absolute

indexing uses the form $0900,X while

indirect indexing uses the form (S3A).Y.

These are only two of the indexing

operands. Some others are ZP.X.ABS.Y.
and (ZP.X) where ZP means Zero Page.

Each one accomplishes indexing a slightly

different way. And, each one will use a

different operand in the machine
language code (generated during the

assembly of an assembly language pro-

gram).

The opcode is used by the instruction

set, the 6502 microcode, to define what is

to happen next in the program. When the

indexing opcode or instruction is

executed by the microprocessor, it knows
whether to look for a byte of data at an
address or for a two byte address. That's

why I used the statement that a two-

address indirect location is implied. Since

it takes two bytes to store a 16 bit address,

the microcode program in the 6502 knows
to look at two consecutive memory loca-

tions for the address of the table to be
indexed.

Page zero addressing is implied in just

the opposite way. The addresses are

$0000 to $00FF. Because the first two
bytes are always $00 the microcode inter-

pretation of page zero instructions knows
the first byte is always $00. Therefore,
page zero instructions only need one
byte—8 bits— to specify the usual 16-bit

address. Since only one byte is needed,
less code is used and the program will run
faster because only half the page zero
address must be decoded. (Notice too,

that the low byte of the index table is

stored in address $0300 and the high byte
is stored in $0301. This is 6502 conven-
tion.)

In the May '80 issue of Creative Com-
puting a discussion of Machine Language
Fundamentals was included. Also, there

are a couple of books that I recommend
(In addition to the new one in this

column). The books are:

6502 Software Design, Leo J. Scanlon,

Sams# 2156. (Good book for beginners.)

6502 Assembly Language Program-

ming, Lance Leventhal, Osborne/
McGraw Hill. (Very detailed and com-
plete.)

About Interpreters— For instructional

purposes, I'm interested in Pascal and
Fortran interpreters. I've looked for these

in various ads but have not yet found one.

Using a compiler for learning is painfully

slow. For each little program segment the

student is required to go through the

entire compiling sequence to find out if

the routine works. Compilers are defi-

nitely needed for large application pro-

grams and the student should know how
to use them. But, during the initial instruc-

tion period getting familiar with the

language would go much faster with an

interpreter. It's sort of like learning to

drive a car. It's a lot easier to teach the

fundamentals of driving with a car

equipped with an automatic transmission.

A manual transmission creates too many
distractions for the new driver.

Pascal or Fortran interpreters need not

be fast. But they should be compatible

wi th all the error message and functions of

the compiled equivalent. If error

messages could be generated with each
typed line, all the better. A good example
is the way Apple Integer Basic is handled.

Each line is checked as it is typed in. This

way, the student gets immediate feedback
and doesn't have to wait for compile time

or run time errors to find out what hap-

pened with the program. How about it,

anyone want to become rich and
famous?

"He's also programmed to harvest the crops."

©Creative Computing

CIRCLE 2390N READER SERVICE CARD
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announcing...
HI-RES •

FOR THE APPLE II OR II PLUS COMPUTERS
ON-LINE SYSTEMS is now offering o Cribboge gome to chollenge even
the best Cribboge ployer os you ploy ogoinst the computer. The
cribboge boord is done with beautiful Hi-Res Graphics ond you con
wotch (ond heor) the scores being pegged. The cords ore deolt
randomly, they actually look os if they ore being turned over one by
one by on invisible hond. If you're not coreful. ond don't ploy your
cords right, the computer will skunk you. For the beginning Cribbage
ployer. HI-RES CRIDDAGE comes with complete instruction ond strategy
aspects of the game. For the experienced Cribbage player. HI-RES
CRIDDAGE offers o totally challenging game.

Hi-Res Cribboge is ovoiloble now ot your local computer store ond
requires o disk drive. To order directly send $24.95 to:

On-Line Systems

36575 Mudge Ranch Rood
Coorsegold. CA 93614

209-663-6856

VISA MASTER CHARGE. COD. CHECK ACCEPTED

CIRCLE 249 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MlCRoSISNd
TM

Let MicroStand s sturdy steel shelf organize your
Apple II hardware. Professionally constructed, colored
and textured to match your Apple, and now with new
ventilation slots, (not shown) MicroStand will enhance
your home or office microcomputing system, and are
available at microcomputer stores across the nation.'

$39.95
Add 55 TO for handing and shipping

MicroStand
P.O. Box 96

Tolovana Park, OR. 97145
1 (503) 738-5629

I IMofApptoCompuminc

CIRCLE 243 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Death
2)rcadnaught
This mind chilling thriller will freeze the blood in
your veins. You are trapped aboard an ancient alien
battlecruiser whose entire crew was murdered brutally.
You are the scout team's only survivor. Your ship's
been smashed, but one alien shuttlecraft remains
intact. As you move about the wreck the danger
increases. You must secure air, food, fuel and
batteries. Now, as precious seconds of your life tick
away you suddenly realize YOU ARE NOT ALONE!
The creature that ripped this ship apart is ALIVE and
waiting for you to make a mistake. CAN YOU
ESCAPE? Or will YOU be the creatures next
victim?

5 1 4.95 on tap* S 1 9.95 on disk

WARNING: DEATH DREADNAUGHT IS RATED R
due to EXTREME descriptions of VIOLENCE

The Programmers

Guild

P.O. Box 66
Peterboro, NH 03458
PH (603) 924-6065

CIRCLE 209 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Paul Hoffman

The Atari computer is rapidly

becoming one of the most popular home
computers because of its advanced video

capabilities. With the new business pro-

grams that are being released by Atari and

third-party vendors, the neophyte compu-

ter enthusiast who wants a machine that

can balance his checkbook and inventory

his stock may now look more favorably at

the Atari line than in the past.

No home computer has the range of

sophisticated graphic capabilities that the

Atari 400 and 800 have. There are no Star

Raiders clones for the Apple or TRS-80

because those machines are simply

unable to imitate the smooth player

motion of the Atari. They are also unable

to quickly mix text and graphics the way

the Atari can.

One big difference between the Atari

and the Apple or TRS-80 is the way infor-

mation is put on the television screen; the

Atari display list concept, although harder

for a novice to use, is much more powerful

and flexible than screen display methods

used by other computers. The other

important difference is Atari's player-

missile (PM) graphics, which other com-

puters lack.

Other Atari features that give it

expanded graphic capabilities are its inex-

pensive graphic input devices (joysticks

and the new light pen), and the easy use of

color intensities for shading three dimen-

sional pictures. Together with the assem-

bler/editor cartridge, these features allow

the user to create exciting visual displays

and informative graphics.

Much of this column is "technical" in

the sense that it refers to parts of memory

Paul Hoffman. 48 Norfolk St.. Cambridue. MA
02139.

not mentioned in the Basic manual, or to

concepts in computer graphics that are

beyond the scope of Atari Basic. This

does not mean that beginners will not

benefit from reading it; beginners can

become advanced programmers quite

rapidly. Also, if you're a novice program-

mer and have ever wondered how some of

the nifty things that you see in the Atari

games are done, read on—many will be

explained shortly.

If one intends to do much machine lan-

guage programming— especially graphics

programming—on the Atari, knowing

about the various hardware registers is

essential. Unfortunately, the only man-

uals from Atari are poorly assembled, full

of typographical mistakes, and expensive.

Still, if the following discussion makes you

want to delve further into the Atari, you

should purchase the Operating System

User's Manual and Hardware User's Man-
ual. Together, they cost $30 (including

shipping), and can be obtained from

Atari, Attention: Barbara Burbridge, 1344

Bordeaux Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

In this column, bytes that are associ-

ated with hardware or screen manipula-

tion are called registers, and are

addressed in hex. The bits of a byte are

referenced from the rightmost (lowest

order) bit. Thus, "bit four" refers to the

fourth bit from the right.

The Display List

Every microcomputer has a way of dis-

playing objects and text on the screen of

your television. The computer stores the

information ("put these characters here,"

"make this area green") you have given it

in memory, while memory-to-screen hard-

ware reads the information and turns it'

into a signal for your television screen or

monitor.

Apple and TRS-80 computers use bit-

mapped graphics. The memory which the

hardware reads to display the screen

(screen memory) consists of a list of data.

In the Apple's low-resolution mode, each

pixel (dot on the screen) is described by

four bits; a 0000 means that a black dot is

to be displayed, 01 1 1 a blue dot, etc. Thus,

the memory-to-screen hardware does not

need to do much analysis on the screen

memory in order to convert it to a televis-

ion signal pixel by pixel.

The Atari, on the other hand, does not

keep this sort of map. It uses a display list,

which can be thought of as a program for

the memory-to-screen hardware to run to

produce the signal for the television. The
display list program includes commands
to produce blank or solid color horizontal

lines, change the graphics mode, start get-

ting information from another part of

memory, and type text on the screen.

The display list is not as easy to use as

bit-mapped graphics, but it allows you to

make much more complex screen images.

It gives you the opportunity to use many
graphics modes at once, and makes
changing the screen a very fast process.

Learning to use it to its fullest is not hard.

The display processing hardware is fast

enough, relative to your ability to move
memory around so that animation is

easier to program with a display list than

with bit-mapped graphics. Although some
animation can be done from Basic (see

below), using the display list and machine

language gives great flexibility to the

advanced graphics programmer.

Using Display Interrupts

Basic programs cannot move objects on
the screen very rapidly due to the speed of

program execution. Even player-missile

graphics. Atari's super-fast system for dis-

playing moving objects on the screen,

seems slow when called from Basic.

Clearly, assembly language programs run

much faster than Basic programs, and

there are some special techniques to

make interactive graphic programs run

smoothly. The technique used by Atari in

J
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we carry it all ••••

everything for

Commodore ^|x
and Atari

ATAR|
.

commodore

Commodore and
Atari Computers
and Accessories
WordPro, by
Professional Software
VisiCalc
Microtek and more

Printers from
• NEC
• Diablo
• Trendcom
* Epson
I Paper Tiger
I Tally and
» TEC

No Risk, No Deposit On Phone
Orders, COD or Credit Card,
Shipped Same Day You Call*

on all in stock units

(800) 233-8950

Computer Mail Order (71 7) 323-7921
501 E. Third St., Williamsport, PA 17701
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ATARI
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

$779.00

Coming Kjon - ln\Mw^whwi*

TEC 0»1, *">MI PfinW Ky *W< *»* o> Tl H Bw«M«»Unk No* *Ou tmnKm ««nj
Pfocewng * oot mMru piieM

Sf»aalolM» St. 795.00Cmmim MWOO
IDS P«0»" !«)••» Oil"
El*M?GRAPH«:s PAINTER 3649M
Eptcnttl-H MMIHn
HECOiMnPKiNPwmiMoi «?i»M
Panwonc* i*» linoo

DC Hay** Uvfomooon H'V
Sown:* MurtmJ. SM OO

W« »*.¥<•» holplio(IKi»»*M»tg<*t*fon. AppM IHEC C»mp«»i.'»t^o»».»'w»»itil
msm booth."

W»M«v<c<> 4 hr« tad «*••»• tp.oiAUrt.AopW. IHEC CompuWm wpnMu o» ^»t 4

COMPUTER STORE OF GULF BREEZE. INC

3'CuDB'MraPky
Gun BiMK. FKXKM 3?M1

CM
1904) 93? 0660
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ADVENTURE
for your

ATARI 400/800
Vol.*l THE QUEST

... and now, after the final battle,
the remnants of humankind manage to
survive in small bands scattered

around the globe. Chaos and savagery
reign supreme on the devastated planet.
Can you discover the awesome secret

that will save Earths dwindling
populace from a fate worse than death?
As you progress thru the more than 60

locations in this adventure, you
encounter obstacles and aids,

loathsome beasts and helpful strangers.
But beware, one false move could

mean doom both for you and all mankind.
THE QUEST is the first volume in a

larger, multi-part adventure.
Completion of the entire adventure

will require purchase of added volumes.
Graphics and sound

enhance this classic game.

16K/Tape-$14.9B 24K/Disk-$ 19.95

SURVIVAL SOFTWARE
3033 LA 8ELVA. 'B306
SAN MATEO. CA. 94403
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STATISTICS
A complete menu driven program in Pascal —
* Up lo 24 fields ol data
* Data can be updated or new data added at any time
* Wide range of automatic transformations and conversions
* Sort data for analysis or graphics by any number of fields

* Analysis and histogram plotting for questionnaire type data
* Graph scatter plots of any field versus another
* Descriptive statistics

* Regression and residual analysis with associated graphics for

linear, stepwise, and non linear regression

* Multivariate analysis includes cluster analysis and principle

components analysis

* Complete user's guide with examples No knowledge of

PASCAL necessary

Call or write (or price!

DATABASE
UTILITIES

Allows full screen editing during data entry and alteration

Provides tor automatic generation of mailing labels

Assumed fields eliminates multiply typing of repetitive dai.i

Accepts pointer keys in memory to greatly speed retrieval

Accept! user defined key fields

Allows you to change sorting and searching spec ideations .11

any time

Performs arithmetic
ON-LINE DATABASE $100.00

ON-LINE UTILITIES ONE $50.00

ON-LINE UTILITIES TWO $75.00

ALL THREE FOR ONLY! $149.95

BLUE LAKES SOFTWARE
3240 University Ave., Madison, Wl 53705 iwwi 233 6202
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Outpost, continued. Fiiture 1.

Player Player 1 Player 2 Player 3
12345678 12345678 12345678 12345678

1 XX
2 XX X X

3 XX XX XX
4 XX XX XXXXXXXX XX
5 XX XX XXXXXXXX XX
6 XX XX XX
7 XX XX XX
8 XX X X

Firnire 2. PORTA (SDMOl Joystick reading

Bit7 6 54 3 2 1

Right Left Back Fwd Right Le-Ft Back Fwd

Jack 2 Jack 1

their games to move objects gracefully on
the screen is called display-list interrupt

processing. (A special thank you to the

programmers at the Bit Bucket in Newton.
MA for much of the following discussion.)

A brief explanation of interrupts: an
interrupt is a flag which gets checked
every time a certain process is about to be
executed. If the flag is on, the process is

not executed, and the program jumps to

another area of the program (called the

interrupt code). When the interrupt code
has a return instruction saying that it is

finished, the program then starts the pro-

cess from which it was interrupted.

Some interrupts are checked each time

the machine performs an instruction,

while others are checked during pauses in

machine operations. The display list can
be interrupted at two levels: while the

electron beam is returning from the bot-

tom of the screen to the top, or while the

beam is returning from the right of the

screen and moving down one line. The
first is called a vertical blank interrupt, the

second a line interrupt.

The television screen is filled every six-

tieth of a second: since the Atari uses 248
of the 262 screen lines, you have about
8.4% of one sixtieth of a second to per-

form operations on the screen. This is

about 1400 microseconds, of which about
10% is taken by the CPU for memory
refresh. You have enough time to perform
around 500 assembly commands (1.8

cycles per microsecond, with an average
of 4.5 cycles per command).

If the interrupt routine keeps the inter-

rupt flag turned on, then the routine will

execute, display the screen, and loop until

the flag is turned off. This is sometimes
useful if you can write most of the code
necessary to run your program within the

constraints of the interrupt routine. To

return to your controlling program, all

you have to do is turn the interrupt off.

The controlling program runs while the

screen is displayed and the interrupt rou-

tine is executing.

A typical graphics-oriented Basic game
program would set up the game board,

initialize the score counters, poke the

interrupt code into memory and turn on
the vertical blank interrupt. It would only
return to the Basic program for score

keeping, or to change the playing field if it

were a multi-board game. The interrupt

code would be responsible for reading the

joysticks, moving the players, and deter-

mining whether an important event had
happened.

Player-Missile Graphics

The feature which allows the Atari to

do the most advanced video displays is

Player-Missile (PM) graphics. Much of

what is known about the use of the PM
subsystem has been explained in this col-

umn in previous issues. Two aspects of

PM that have not been covered are colli-

sion detection and animation.

You will need some familiarity with the

PM subsystem to understand fully the fol-

lowing section, although you can get most
of what you need to know from this col-

umn in the January 1981 issue of Creative

Computing. There is so much that can be
done with PM that no article can pretend
to cover it all. since combining PM and
other Atari-specific features can yield

wonderful new results.

Once you have the players and missiles

moving around the screen, especially in a
game situation, it is useful to know when a

player hits another player, or hits a miss-

ile, or even when it (or a missile) moves to

a part of the playfield that is a certain

color.

To see if two PM objects have hit. Atari

has provided the collision registers. Every
sixtieth of a second, the Atari determines
all current collisions, and turns the appro-

priate bits on in the collision registers

described below. The collision registers

are cleared by writing anything into the

HITCLR register (SDIOE), and have data
only in the lowest four bits of each byte.

Registers M0PF, M1PF, M2PF and
M3PF ($DO00-$DO03) describe the

missile-to-playfield collisions, and P0PF.
P1PF, P2PF and P3PF ($4D004-$D007)
describe the player-to-playfield collisions.

The lowest order bit of SD004 being on
means that player hit playfield (an

object written in color 1 , SETCOLOR reg-

ister 0), the next higher bit means it hit

playfield 1, and so on.

Registers M0PL, Ml PL. M2PL and
M3PL ($D008-$D00B) detect collisions

between players and missiles: registers

P0PL. PI PL. P2PL and P3PL (SDO0C-
$D00F) detect collisions between two
players. Missile 2 hitting Player 3 would be
shown by the third lowest bit of SD00A
being set to I . Similarly, Players and 1

hitting each other would be indicated by
bit of SD00D and bit 1 OF $D00C being
set.

The Atari's PM subsystem can also be
used for limited animation. This is done
by setting up the four players as pictures,

and having only one visible at a time. This
is done by having players 1 , 2, and 3 set to

the background color for an instant, with

player set to a different color, then 0. 2

and 3 being background with 1 a different

color, and so on. If you change the hori-

zontal position registers as you switch
color, you can simulate movement. Figure
1 shows how to draw the four players to

animate a board rolling end over end from
left to right.
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Liquidation
Giveaway

Byte magazine. You've seen it. Its the fat
technical one.
Back when Byte was first publishing

independently. Creative Computing and Byte
cooperated in many areas. We ran joint
promotions, directed articles to each other
and the like.

In 1976. Creative published The Best of
Creative Computing, Volume 1 I proposed
to Virginia Londoner, publisher of Byte, that
we also publish articles from Byte in book
form. She agreed, and so we published The
Best of Byte, Volume 1 . It's a huge book of
386 pages with articles on hardware, software,
technical tutorials, how-to materials and even
some philosophy.
Although some of the technical material

in The Best of Byte is out of date today, it

nevertheless provides a good historical
framework for the personal computing field.
Not at all out of date are most of the software
articles and tutorials. Similar books of other
publishers are selling for $20 and up, so at
$11.95, this one is quite a bargain.

Big Hearted

About the same time we were preparing
The Best of Byte tor publication, Nat
Wadsworth of Scelbi approached Byte about
doing a similar book. Virginia wanted to be
nice to everyone, so she gave permission.
Thus was born the Scelbi-Byte Primer.

Unfortunately, about half of the content
of the two books was identical. Thus Byte
was faced with a dilemma of which book to
endorse and sell through their magazine.
Inexplicably, they chose the Scelbi book.
Thus we were left with twelve skids of The
Best of Byte.

Hidden Away
In the next three years we sold a lot of

these books. In fact, after we ran a special
in 1979. we thought we had sold out.

However, we just moved to new quarters.
In the move we found, lurking away in the
back of our old garage, four skids of The
Best of Byte. After some fitting words, the
boss said "for 2$, I'd give them away." So
that's what we're doing.

Our Ridiculous Offer

The original price of The Best of Byte
was $1 1.95. If you order $1 1.95 worth of
any of our other books or records, we'll
throw in The Best of Byte for 2«.
Thus you could order The Best of Creative

Computing, Vol. 3 ($8.95) and Computer
Coin Games ($3.95). The toal price is $1 2.90.
For $1 2.92 you also get The Best of Byte.
Shipping and handling on all book orders is

$2.00.

Here are the books you can use to come
up with an $1 1.95 or greater total:

Best of Creative Computing. Vol. 1 $8.95
Best of Creative Computing. Vol. 2 8.95
Best of Creative Computing, Vol. 3 8.95
Basic Computer Games 7.50
More Basic Games (Microsoft) 7.95
More Basic Games (TRS-80) 7.95
Computer Coin Games 3.95
Be A Computer Literate 3.95
Computers in Mathematics 1 5.95
Problems for Computer Solution

(Student) 4.95
(Teacher) 995

Computers in Society Bibliography 1 7.95
Katie and the Computer 6.95
Computers For Kids (TRS-80) 3.95
Computers For Kids (Apple) 3.95
Tales of the Marvelous Machine 8.95
Colossal Computer Cartoon Book 4.95
Computer Rage Game 8.95
Computer Music Record 6.00

Limited Supply

We expect a heavy response to this offer,

so order today to be sure of getting The
Best of Byte lor just 2 cents
Send us your order for books of $1 1 .95

or greater plus 2$ for The Best of Byte and
$2.00 postage handling. Send payment or
Visa, MasterCard or American Express
number and expiration date to the address
below or call our toll-free number.

Don't delay; order today.

creative
corapafciRg

P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown. NJ 07960
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Outpost, continued...

Fast Joystick Input

In its Assembler/Editor manual. Atari

recommends that I/O be done through

your Basic program, and that assembly

language should be only used "when its

speed advantages outweigh the difficul-

ties of programming in assembly lan-

guage." This is overly cautious for

advanced programmers, especially in

terms of joystick input.

The main advantage of including your

joystick-reading routines in the machine

language subroutines that you are using in

your Basic programs is increased accur-

acy of response. There are many Basic

routines for reading the joystick and test-

ing whether it is straight up. or determin-

ing the X and Y directions. An assembly

language program to return the same

information is much faster than any Basic

subroutine, and can be done up to sixty

times a second (the rate at which the port

information is updated).

The ports on the front of the Atari are

controlled and read by hardware regis-

ters. Jacks 1 and 2 are considered Port A,

and jacks 3 and 4 are Port B. To read a

joystick in jack 1. the port A control

(called PACTL, 5D302) must have the

third bit set on. The status of the joystick

is read in the four low order bits of byte

PORTA, which is SD300 (see Figure 2). A
bit set to zero means that the switch in a

particular direction is pressed. The values

for the directions correspond to those

returned to Basic by the STICK(n) call.

Port B is controlled by PBCTL (SD303),

with jacks 3 and 4 being read from

PORTB ($D301), similar to port A. The
joystick triggers for both ports are read in

the lowest bit. or $D010 through SD013,

with a zero indicating that the button is

pressed.

Other Interactive Input

Using joysticks for positional input is

not hard, although there are other excit-

ing ways to give the Atari the coordinates

of a desired location on the screen. While

joysticks are good for giving directions

("move me up and to the left"), you often

only want to point to a specific position on

the screen ("move me to here.") Two new
input devices are now available: the light

pen and the graphics tablet.

A light pen does not give off light; it

reads the light from your television

screen. You touch the light pen to the

screen to indicate a desired set of screen

coordinates. The Atari light pen figures

out where you are pointing by watching

the electron beam of the television and

calculating how long it was since the beam
was at the top left of the screen. The pen is

polled every sixtieth of a second.

The position of the light pen is read

from hardware registers PENH (SD40C)

and PENV (SD40D). The first byte is the

horizontal position, ranging from to 227;

the second byte is the vertical position,

ranging from to 130. You can determine

the screen coordinates of the point by

figuring out the range of the screen com-

pared to the range of values for PENH and

PENV.
Another very useful input device is a

graphics tablet. Many are now available

for the Atari. A graphics tablet is a table-

top device, usually around 18" x 18", and

flat. By touching the special pen to the

surface of the tablet, you receive a pair of

XY coordinates, as with the light pen.

The big advantage of the tablet over

the light pen is that you can lay a piece of

paper on the tablet and trace images or

take data from it. Some applications

include accurate drawing (no more messy

joystick pictures), tracing pre-drawn pic-

tures as input to programs, and getting

responses from questionnaires quickly

and accurately. Many of the tablets come
with extensive software packages to make
using them even easier.

Shading
If you own another home computer, or

have shared programs with friends who
do, you may have seen that the other

machines do not have the ability to shade

pictures. The Atari, with its intensity-

selection capability, allows you to draw

three dimensional objects with greater

realism by using shading.

Using a computer to shade curved sur-

faces is complex, but it is certainly possi-

ble. For a very complete discussion of

shading to achieve realism in computer

drawings, you should read Principals of
Interactive Computer Graphics by Will-

iam Newman and Robert Sproull

(McGraw-Hill). This book is an excellent

reference for most topics in computer

graphics, although it mostly deals with

larger computers.

Other uses for the intensity control are

in computer animation (for explosive

colors, twinkling stars, etc.) and highlight-

ing text without using inverse video char-

acters. The Atari offers much in the way

of precise choice of color for graphics

applications.

Other Graphics Capabilities

Many graphics features you see in Atari

games are simple extensions of the fea-

tures listed above. For instance, to make
game setup more interesting, you can set

all the color registers to the background

color, set up any necessary initial graph-

ics, and reset the registers to their proper

colors at the last instant (PM color regis-

ters can be used this way as well).

The limitation on the number of colors

on the screen at any given time can be

quite frustrating, but there are ways

around it. The most simple is to use the

PM subsystem to draw background,

gameboards. or other features. A triple-

width player and its associated missile can

take up a fair amount of the screen if

necessary. Using PM adds four new

colors.

Also, the four missiles can be used to

draw vertical lines on the screen. A little-

known feature is that you can set the

width of the missiles to single, double or

triple width using register SIZEM
(SDOOC). The lowest two bits are for mis-

sile 0, the next two for missile 1 and so on.

Set the bits to 00 for normal width, 01 for

double width and 1 1 for triple width verti-

cal lines.

Using line interrupts, you can change

the color register for a particular player

while it it being drawn. Thus, you can

have multi-colored players. Or, using a

single line interrupt halfway down the

screen, you can change a single color reg-

ister back and forth so that objects change

colors as they move from the top of the

screen to the bottom. It is unfortunate

that line interrupts have virtually no docu-

mentation in Atari's manuals.

Conclusion

There are many more graphics capabili-

ties of the Atari computers than can be

listed here, and many are undocumented.

The Operating System User's Manual and

Hardware Manual, although sketchy in

some areas, is helpful for many applica-

tions. Very little of the third-party soft-

ware that is currently available has the

extensive use of Atari-specific graphics

that Atari's games have; as better docu-

mentation becomes available, this may
change. D

'teak, they just delivered il...darndesl limkins

etmiptiter vnu've ever \eell'"
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ORDER NOW!
Hayden Book Company. Inc.

50 Esm Sir.it. Rochelle Parii. NJ 07662

Send nw ttir SflfftMn checked below A check or money
order rs enclosed I understand that Hayden pays shipping

and handhtiq COSH end that I can return any disk or tape

within K 1 days if it is defective or I ,nn ifisviosfied with it fcr

.11 ivMm KesKlents of NJ and CA must add sales tax

( Wei <$- xx] in US only Name of Individual ordenny must

be fllk-d in

U2W\ 03403 tH4iii o:vw4 07004
02503 o:W<t4 (>:WI4 05303 07009
112601 0.I40K 03440 OfV*>H 1)7101

03003 iivkki 0-M44 05903 07103

Name

< irv Stale Zip

OC 6 HI 012

SARGON II iSpracklen) The first great computer chess

program' .in excellent program which will provide

true challenge for many players Save your money and
buy SARGON II -80 Software Critique. 03403.
TRS-80 Level II: 03404. Apple II. 03410. OSI
C1P: 03440. OSI C4P; each tape $29.95 03408.
TRS-80 l.ei*-l II Disk: 03409. Apple II Disk:
03414. OSI C1P Disk: 03444. OSI C4P Disk:
03484. C8P Disk: each disk $34. 95

BLACKJACK MASTER: A SJmulator/Tutor/Garne
l VVaAinev) A senous game that performs complex
simulations ami evaluations of playing and berfniq

strategies 05303. TRS-80 Level II tape, $24.95;
05308. TRS-80 Disk Version. 129 95

GRIDIRON. A MkTOfootbaH Game (Microtia*

Associates) Be both offensive and defenvve

quarterbacks Includes hme outs, penalties, and the

twi i |x>mt conversion option used in college football

03003. TRS-80 Level II tape. $ 12.95

MAYDAY (Breitenhachl Out of fuel1 Try to avoid
crashing with this challenging airplane flight simulation

02601. PET tape. $9 95

REVERSAL iSpracklen) Winner of the

of the First International Man-Machine
OTHELLO™ Tournament, this version of the

200 year old game Keveisi features 27 .

and high resolution cokx graphics 07004. APPLE II

tape. $29 95: 07009. APPLE II Disk. $34.95

BACKGAMMON [WfcemyJ A classic gam d skill

and luck played against a ptfpn MjMmmed < >pp< inent

02501. PET: 02503. TRS 80 Level II: each tape
$10 95

ROYAL FLUSH: Competitive Poker So*take
(Wazaney) A game you can ptay alone or with any
number of players High score wins thu pokfli band
fun filled card game Choose from

|

variations 07101. PET; 07103. TRS-80 Level II;

each tape $14 95

STARCLASH iWalton) An exciting game of gabolC
:'ir one or rwo playi-rs 05903. TRS-80

Level II. $ 16 95

Available at your local computer storel

50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Book Company, Inc.

DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Don't -
A

Blame The
Software!
Power Line Spikes. Surges &
Hash could be the culprit!

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often Interact! Our unique
ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb damaging
Power Line Spikes. Surges and Hash.

• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter isolated 3 prong sockets; Integral
Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load, 1 KW load any
socket $62.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO 2) 2 filter Isolated 3 prong socket banks; (6
sockets total); Integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max
load, 1 KW either bank $62.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3), similar to ISO-1 except double
filtering & Suppression $94.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-4), similar to ISO-1 except unit has 6
Individually filtered sockets $106.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-5). similar to ISO 2 except unit has 3 socket
banks, 9 sockets total $87.95

• CIRCUIT 8REAKER, any model (add CB) Add $ 8.00
• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT (CBS) Add $16.00

Master-Charge. Visa. American Express
Order Toll Free 1-8O0-225-4S76

(except AK. HI. MA. PR & Canada)

L±zJ Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street. Nafic*. Mass 01760
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Software for the Atari*

MATH FACTS
A series of self paced instructional

programs far elementary school crJd

rert The programs in this series

automat realty advance to the next

unit when the child has mastered

60% of the work generated by the

computer. The previous unit will be
reviewed if the child cannot master

50% of the work in a particular unit

Each unit build* on the skills devel

oped in the previous unit

MATH FACTS Level HI 51500
(24K BASIC. grades2-4> High reso^

lution graphics aid the child in learn

trig how to carry and borrow Units in

this level include: addition (3 number
in one. two or three columns), addi

bon (with carry) and subtraction

(with borrow)

f MATH FACTS Level I $1500
( 1 6K BASIC, grades K 2) Concepts

covered in this level are: numbers,
number placement, number words

(1 20), addition and subtraction (vi

sua! and abstract).

S

»
MATH FACTS Level $1500
(24K BASIC, grades I 3) The child rs

guided graphically throughout this

level In the addition and subtraction

units, the column on the right MUST
be added or subtracted before the

column on the left. This levH includes:

number sequences to 100, greater

than less than (1 100). addition and
subtraction (2 and 3 columns).

COMPUTATION/
TONAL ENCOUNTER $15.00

Two memory building programs on
one cassette COMPUTATION is a i

concentration game for two players,
j

I
Match the equation behind one of

the boxes with the answer or an
equal equation. Each of the eight J

levels of play helps develop the J

child's addition, subtraction, multipli-

cation or division skiHs. TONAL
ENCOUNTER - play back the met
ody that the computer composes
Contains five different skill levelsand
an auto mode

S
°.BoVL

47
«,^.35

>» " ^

PO Box 147

Garden City. W

'

"'?) 595 4722 for COO
DmK"

'l

2£cS8",,h"*"«

** r«fwH«i
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77te comments and opinions of the

author are given for educational pur-

poses only and are not meant to be

legal advice. Specific legal questions

should be referred to your personal

attorney.

Harold Novick

As promised, the "Software Legal

Forum" returns to the discussion of the

legal rights of the software user I vendee

in legalesel. As a quick review of the

April. l
l)Kl "Forum." the legal rights of

the software user depend upon whether
the user is a "consumer" and whether the

software is considered to be a service or a

product. The preferred position for a

software user is to be a consumer of a

product.

Imagine the situation where a

customer sees an advertisement in

Creative Computing magazine for a new
disk operating program called CP-
UNEXT. This program is advertised as

being compatible with all programs cur-

rently using the CP/M operating pro-

gram. The program costs only $500 and
comes on one diskette. Full documenta-
tion is alluded to in the advertisment. but

not promised. The program is ordered

and received without full documentation.
Not to be deterred, the purchaser studies

the incomplete documentation and

decides to try to run it. Unknown to the

purchaser and the seller, the program has

a fatal error. If the incomplete documen-
tation is followed literally, the program
would cause the user to activate the fatal

error. To make a long sad story short,

just suppose that the running of the pro-

gram causes all disks to be reformated in

a destructive, contagious way. All

diskettes used with the new operating

system or with a diskette that had been

used with the operating system would
destroy all data files contained on the

diskette. What can the unsuspecting pur-

chaser do when all of his valuable data

bases and records are wiped out? That is.

besides cry?

The purchaser, who shall henceforth

be named M. Pathos Purchaser, can cer-

M. i mlil Novick. Patent Attorney,

1. 1\ lor. Arlington. VA 222(12.

l anon A

tainly write the company and demand the

S5(X) back. M. can also demand to be

compensated for the lost records. M. can

also demand payment for all of the con-

taminated diskettes and can demand
reimbursement for the software expert

who was hired to find the cause of the

problem. In fact. M. Pathos can demand
anything, even the moon. The question

is: "What can he or she get?"

If the answer were simple, then there

would not be any need for a computer
lawyer or— perish the thought — for the

"Forum."

There are many approaches that can

be used to evaluate the hypothetical i?)

fact situation. The one that this author

has found to be most helpful is from a

damages point of view. If one suffers no
damages, then it may not be worthwhile

to litigate. In fact in negligence tort law

l civil wrongs done by one person to

another. such as an automobile

accident I. one of the required elements is

a compensable injury. Without such an

injury, one cannot even sue. Another
reason that this approach is instructive is

that it permits a practical, objective

I translate as "monetary "I evaluation of

the case. In most eases, the winner of a

law suit cannot be reimbursed for the

attorney's fees. Usually both sides must

pay for their own lawyers.

In the present case, no fraud or deceit

is present. Not only cannot M. Pathos

recover his attorney's fees, he cannot

recover punitive damages. In some
egregious circumstances (e.g. mail fraud

or fraudulent advertising!, the plaintiff

li.e the "sue-or"l with as little as SI actual

damages can recover thousands of

dollars in exemplary damages to punish

the law-breaking defendant (i.e. the "sue-

ee"i.

In the present example, the software

seller essentially made a contractual offer

in the advertisement. The contract was
made and legally enforceable when M.
Pathos Purchaser accepted the offer by

sending in an amount of money equal to

the advertised purchase price. Thus,

whether and how much M. Pathos can

recover is determined by contract law.

There are three major ways contract

law is made. All of the states have a

statutory contract law and a court-made

or common law contract law. In addition.

the Federal government has passed some
consumer legislation that affects contract

law.

In the case of M. Pathos Purchaser, the

applicable contract law depends upon

whether the software was considered a

product or a service. If it is a product,

then there are certain guarantees that the

seller makes irrespective of whether they

were explicitly staled in the advertise-

ment. If software is a service, then most

likely the only guarantees are those con-

tained in the advertisement. These

guarantees, the legal terminology for

which is "warranties." will be discussed in

a subsequent column.

In addition to the software being a

product, if Purchaser is a consumer, the

Federal laws may apply. These laws

relate to the warranties and the dis-

closure information that must be given.

Under some state laws, if the purchaser is

a consumer, the seller of the product can-

not disclaim certain implied warranties.

A "disclaimer" is a legal statement made
by the seller in the contract for sale that

the seller is not liable for any breaches of

the disclaimed warranties. Thus, the

affected states are saying that no matter

what the seller says, the seller is still

going to be responsible for failure to live

up to certain guarantees that are

inherently made when the product is

sold.

For the present discussion, it will be

assumed that the advertisement did not

disclaim any warranties. It will also be

assumed that the sold software is a

product because the seller was not speci-

fically hired by the purchaser to write the

software and that the software was sold

as an "off the shelf" item.

So what damages can M. Pathos Pur-
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chaser collect'.' A refund of the purchase
price I $500) would probably be awarded
to him by a judge after a full trial. Also,
the postage costs to buy the software
would probably be awarded by the judge.
However, it is doubtful whether M.
Pathos could collect the money paid to

the software consultant. Furthermore,
there is tome doubt whether M. Pathos
could collect for all of the diskettes that

were affected. If the diskettes were
unusable, then (he seller may be liable to

Purchaser for the cost of empty diskettes.

However, because the seller did not have
notice of the data files, the seller may not

be liable for the replacement cost of the

data files.

All of the foregoing has completely

bypassed the most pertinent considera-

tions. In the example, a reasonably

expected recovery would be close to the

purchase price of $3(K). The lawyers* fees

for going to court could easily be ten

times greater than that amount. If M.
Pathos Purchaser lived in Maryland and
the seller was located in California, the

law suit would probably have to be filed

in California. Thus the travel costs to and
from home plus the living expenses away
from home plus the lost wages could

easily be ten times greater than the pur-

chase price. In summary, any time you go
to court in this type of law suit, the costs.

whether you win or lose, can easily

exceed the expected recovery by an
order of magnitude.

Unfortunately, there may not be a

practical solution. When software costs

less than SI.(XX). there may not be a prac-

tical legal remedy. Thus, the buyer

should deal with reputable sellers. The
buyer should also try to deal with some-
one close to home in case there are prob-

lems. Finally, the buyer should not be the

first one on the block to buy the software

unless he or she is willing to take the risk.

In conclusion, be a consumer, buy a

product, and have goinl hunting.

Computer Roofn

"I found the trouble with number three

computer
"

JUNE 1981
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DIVISION OF MARK GORDON ASSOCIATES. INC.
P.O. Box 77. Charlestown.

Call for price
Call tor price

479 00
699 00
989 00

2679 00
2495 00

COMPUTERS
Atari 800 W16K 799 00
4K Model III 599 00
Model II 64K System 3499 00
16K Model III 879 00

DISK DRIVES
40 Track 5' 4 inch drive 314 00
80 Track 5' • 544 00
4 Disk Drive Cable 39 00
Looow/controller Call lor price
Lobow/o controller Call tor price

PRINTERS
Epson MX80
Epson MX70
Okidata Mrcroline 80
Ok .data Mrcroline 82
Okidata Microline 83
NEC5510wlractor
Diablo 630

MISC HARDWARE
E ipansion int TRS-BOlOk) 269 00
Novation D-Cat Modem 1 66 00
16K Memory Kit 35 0012/65 001
Leeden Monitor 1 49 00
Leeden tOOG 169 00
Leede« Color Monitor 399 00
Printer Cable lor above 49 00
ISO-2 Isolator 54 00
AC LINE FILTER 24 00
280 Soltcard 289 00
Ramcard 1 69 00
V>de« 80 COL BOARD 289 00
Videi KBD Enhancer 1 09 00
DC Hayes Micro Modem II 31900
CCS and SSM Interlace

Cards Call lor prce

STORAGE MEDIA
Scotch-ton 10-5'. 27 00
Memoreibon 10-5'a . 22 00
Plastic Storage Bo« 5 00
.verbatim 5' i 25 00

V 02129 (617)491-7505

OPERATING SYSTEMS
NEWDOS by APPARAT INC
NEWDOS • by APPARAT INC
MMS FORTH DISKETTE PRIMER
NEWDOS 80
VTOS

49 00
99 00
79 95

135 00
99 00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR TRSSO. APPLE AND ATARI
Free enhancements and upgrades to registered owners tor the cost ol media
and mailing 30 day Iree telephone support User reference on request
Fully Interactive Accounting Package General Ledger. Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable and Payroll Report Generating
Complete Package (requires 3 or 4 drives) 475 00
Individual Modules (requires 2 or 3 dnvesl 1 25 00
Inventory II (requires 2 or 3 dnvesi 99 00
Mailing List Name & Address II (requires 2d- 1 29 00
Intelligent Terminal System ST-80 III 1 50 00
The Electric Pencil Irom Michael Shrayer i so 00
File Management System 49 00
Sort 80 59 00
L JK Letter Perfect (Atari Apple) 1 39 00
OB Master i Apple i 169 00
Disk Business Software available for Model III Call for price

FINE PRINT
TRS-80 is a Tandy Corporation trademark use of above operating systems
may require the use ol Radio Shack TRS-DOS Radio Shack equipment
subtect to the will and whim of Radio Shack

ORDERING INFORMATION
We accept Visa and Mastercharge We will ship COD. certified check, or
money order only There will be a 40 percent deposit required on all C O D
orders over $300 00 Massachusetts residents add 5 percent sales tax Slock
to three weeks for delivery

TWX #710-320-7693
For Information call 61 7-49 1 -7505
To order, call toll-free 1-800-343-5206

The Company cannot be liable tor pictorial or typographic Inaccuracies.

The above prices do not include shipping.
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INNOVATIVE
We figure the more Innovative we are,

the more you'll benefit. We work hard
al providing you with more in depth
software and hardware analyses, Inter-

views, Industry news and trends.

It's all there, every other week, in ln-

foVVorkL II you have a special Interest In

personal computing, you can t afford to

miss another issue of iht; microcom-
puter newspaper: InfoWorld.

Mail this form or facsimile to:

InfoWorld tr.r, ( ih hiluale Boad.
r'raniingliain. Mass 01701
Or call ikikii 943-6474

InfoWorld
Please start my tubacrlpOon to InfoWorld, the rnferocomputer newspaper

S1H one year (26 issues) Over 44% savings off newsstand price.

For rates iiutsitli- (' S rontart thi- Publisher.

My check is enclosed Hill Me
Charge my Maatercharge BankAmerlcard/Vtoa D American Expreaa
(Mi: only list • digits above your name )

Card No Exp Date
Signature Oate

I ii-l Middle
Initial Initial Nurnaae
Caiipaii.v
*aa.e Poaltloa

C61

AddreiMt.

City State Zip « lode
IlllnU mill 375 Cm -Initial!- Road. Framingham. Mass 01701 IKIKII .1438474
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puzzles & problems

hats right folks, it's CONTEST TIME!!! Merlin has decided that he wants to

hold an Annual Summer Puzzle Contest (maybe a Winter one too). He said

"Let's keep the rules simple. Well give out ten prizes for the ten best puzzles

sent into us. There will be no specific categories. Our readers can send in coin

puzzles, change-the-word puzzles, logic puzzles, word-doodles, picture

puzzles. I don't care so long as they arc good puzzles."

"Who's going to judge the entries?" I asked backing towards the door.

"You are!" replied the wise one. "Along with Ector Pendragon.and myself

if you need any technical advice."

"By what date do the puzzle entries have to be in by?"

"All puzzles must be postmarked no later than July 31. 1981," said

Merlin. "Ill bet you'll never guess what I'm giving away as a prize to the ten

winners?"

"Knowing you I have a pretty good idea, but 111 ask anyway, what
marvellous prizes do you intend to bestow upon the winners?"

"I'm glad you asked!" smiled Merlin. "Each winner will get an autographed copy of

Merlin's Puzzler. Merlin's Puzzler 2. Merlin's Puzzler 3. The Clue Club, which is a cartoon

puzzle book that you wrote with my help, and last, but not least. Computer Coin Games by
Joe Weisbecker. Just think of it, Ave great books for each winning puzzle!"

Well, that's the contest, readers. If you want to win enough puzzle literature to last you
a year put on your thinking caps and write us a puzzle. Remember, the closing date for

entries, is July 31. 1981. Good luck!

A Marbleous Puzzle
ur first problem is from Richard J. Hofmann, of Oxford.

Ohio. This puzzle usually calls for wine and water, but, I

think Mr. Hofmann's version is clearer. A copy of Merlin's

Puzzler goes to you. sir!

A young boy has two containers of marbles in front of

him, a white and a black container. The white container, on
the left, has 100 white marbles and the black container, on
the right, has 100 black marbles. The boy reaches into the

container of white marbles and takes out 10 white marbles.

He then places the 10 white marbles into the container of 100

black marbles and proceeds to mix them with the black

marbles. Next he closes his eyes, reaches into the container

of 1 10 black and white marbles, and removes 10 marbles.

He places these 10 marbles into the container of 90 white

marbles. Both containers now contain 100 marbles. Are

there more black marbles in the white marble container than

there are white marbles in the black marble container, fewer

black marbles in the white marble container than white

marbles in the black marble container, or is the number of

black marbles in the white container equal to the number of

white marbles in the black container?"

Sinbad's Hat
ere's an easy (?) puzzle from Mr. A.Q. Lippert of Dobbs Ferry, New
York. Mr. Lippert writes: "Sinbad the Sailor starts rowing upstream.

He travels one mile whereupon his hat falls off into the water and starts

floating downstream. He continues upstream for 10 more minutes and
then turns around and starts rowing back downstream. He catches up
with his hat just as the hat reaches his original starting point. Sinbad's

rowing speed is constant whether rowing upstream or downstream.
How fast is the stream flowing?"

A copy of Merlin's Puzzler 2 is flowing Mr. Lippert 's way.

It's Riddle Time
Write the number 20 using four 9's.

When is it that 8 plus 6 equals 2?

Why is the letter /) like a bad boy?
Why does an Indian wear feathers in his hair?

Why is a caterpillar like a hot biscuit?

What table has no legs?

Where can you always find happiness?

Two for the Show
rum Mr. Rick Powers, of Dekalb, Illinois, we have two interesting puzzles. Don't peek at

the answers now. I give you Ave minutes to solve them both. Congratulations. Mr.

Powers, you've won a copy of Merlin 's Puzzler 3.

Each of the following quasi-mathematical expressions encodes a grammatically

complete English sentence:

Puzzle I:

Puzzle 2:

10 20

stand

04 18

1

lake

you

standing,

my
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THIS CONSTRUCTION HAS 9
EQOAL-SIZED TRIANGLES.
REMOVE 5 GIRDERS TO

REPUCET05 BQUALTRIAM6LE5.
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The Fork in the Road

The Clue Club

For those of you out there in Pu//lcland
who have never heard of The Clue Club
(which I mentioned in the contest pri/es

above) we have here a panel from this

cartoon puzzle book. In The Clue Club
you will learn how Mike Miller got his

"super powers." How he built his robot
computer "PAL." and how Mike won the
famous puzzle contest held yearly in the town
of Coltrane. the Puzzle Capitol of the World.
You will also meet Roderick Sneakwell. a cheat-
ing puzzler if there ever was one; Calvin
Barnstable who constructs "puzzle kites";

Blundar the Magician: Herr Rumplemeyer and
"I he Seldom Seen But Always Heard" Rock
Band; Ms. Cindy Cindy, proprietor of I he
Volcano Record Shop, and many other interest-

ing characters. (The Clue Club was written by
Charles Barry Townscnd & Dwight Dobbins.

and is published by Bantam Books.)

erlm was journeying to London town. He passed through a community where every jolly inhabitant was
either absolutely honest and never told a lie or absolutely dishonest and never told the truth. But lo. a fork in

the road appcareth. And he knoweth not which fork to take. But lo again. A lair damsel comes skipping
along and Merlin asks her one brief question. She gives one brief answer. And Merlin proceeds on his way
to London town. What query did Merlin use'"

I his is an entertaining type of puzzle which we have had before. It comes lo us from a frequent con-
tributor. R.O. Whitakcr. of Indianapolis. Indiana. Merlin will be glad to "fork over" a copy of Merlin's
Puzzler for this quaint puzzle

Answers on page 224.

Announcing a

Major Media Event
During lunch the other day. MERLIN mentioned

to me that he was thinking of publishing a

magazine devoted to puzzles, and games, and a

whole range of other exciting activities that he
knows so much about.

"I want to put out a magazine that will be of

interest to old and young alike." he said. "Do you
think that enough of our readers would be in-

terested in such a magazine to make it a success?"

"I he only way to find out is to ask them!" 1

replied, which is what the coupon at the right is all

about. If you love puzzles and games and riddles

and quizzes and word puzzles and magic and
stunts and contests and a hundrcd-and-onc other

activities then lei MI.RI IN know annul it. Just

till out the coupon and send it in. I his is your

chance to help start a great magazine. And. it will

be your magazine too. because, right from the

start von will help decide what kind of material

will go into it. So. give the old boy your backing.

He nerds lo know that you are interested in this

magazine Five minutes ol your time today can
give you a terrific magazine tomorrow. A maga-
zine that onlv Ml Rl IN. with his 1400 years of

experience, could create!

Your editor.

Many Into One

^L^&^-

LP
rom the archives of the National Puz/le Museum on the
Isolc of Merlin comes this problem in geometry. You are
required to rearrange the five triangular pieces of cardboard
pictured here into a perfect square. One of the pieces maybe
cut in two. (This puzzle is I rom Merlin's Puzzler.)

••* WE NEED TO HEAR FROM YOl!!! •••

Mail to:

Charles Barry Townscnd
32 Hickory Drive

Maplewood. New Jersey 07040

Name.

Street.

City

Age

. State.
, Zip.

.Occupation.

Would you like to see MERLIN publish a magazine devoted to puzzles, games, and
other entertaining activities'.' yes

Would you subscribe to such a magazine'.' Yes D

What kind of subjects and articles would you like to have in a magazine of this kind?
(puzzles, games, quizzes, crosswords, etc.)

Charles Bam lownscnd

I.

2.
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HOW TO START A
COMPUTER BUSINESS

"Computer Business Opportunities 1981"

annual report covers the best moneymaking
ventures - consulting, software packages,

dealerships, systems houses, services,

repping, maintenance, vertical markets and
much more - plus 20 steps on how to start, where to be in the

80s, the small business market, common entrepreneur's

mistakes, financing, marketing, competing with biggies,

directory of services and self-help sources, going part-time

to full-time. Nowhere under one cover is a better industry

perspective for self-employment planning. Contents from

key back-articles of "Computer Opportunies," the entre-

preneur's newsletter since 1978, "Low Capital Computer

Business Guide" (10,000 copies sold), and continuous

research from our field seminars. Over 200 pages ring-

bound, $65.00, check. Visa, Mastercharge, or written com-
pany P.O. 30 day refund guarantee.

DATASEARCH INCORPORATED
4954 William Arnold Road / Dept. Q

Memphis, Tennessee 38117

For Utter service on credit card orders, phone 901/761-9090
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University Microfilms International

Please send additional information

Name
Institution

Street

City

State Zip

300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. PR.
Ann Arbor. Mi. 48106
USA.

30-32 Mortimer Street

Dept. PR.
London WIN 7RA
England

00

Pascal, by Paul M. Chidian. Matrix Publishers Inc., Portland.

OR. 219 pages, paperback $12.95. 1980.

Introduction to Pascal, by Neill Graham. West Publishing Co.,

St. Paul, MN. 253 pages, paperback $1 1.95. 1980.

The Chirlian book is an introductory book "intended for

students who have had essentially no experience with com-
puter programming or computers. It can be used by college or

junior college students, or by those who are interested in

teaching Pascal to themselves," according to the preface.

The 11 chapters include an introduction. Fundamental
Arithmetic Operations, Input and Output, control statements.

Arrays. Characters and Strings, subprograms, files. Sets, The
RECORD and Variant, and Dynamic Data Structures.

Each chapter ends with two dozen or more well-chosen

exercises, most of them requiring a program to be written or

modified. Four appendices cover Pascal keywords, library

functions, structure types, and operators.

The book starts slow and easy, with a nine-line program on
page 8 that adds two numbers and prints the results, with a two-

page explanation. The chapter then expands this program.

Most of the programs in the book are at most 15 or 20 lines

long, most with enough text in the output printing to help

figure them out.

Two blank flowcharts are shown, with the remark that "At
one time they were widely used to represent algorithms and
programs, but most programmers now feel that they are not

too useful." and none are used.

The book contains two dozen "syntax diagrams." which are

"used to represent the syntax, or structure, of Pascal."

The programs are ail written in sans-serif boldface, with

very few output results shown. The text is written in a semi-

conversational style, and might have been improved with

some real print-outs of programs, and with sample runs.

The Graham book is "suitable for either an introductory

course in Pascal or an introduction-to-programming course

using Pascal. No previous programming experience on the

part of the students is assumed." as the preface puts it.

The 13 chapters are on Computers, Programs and Program-
ming Languages; Pascal: First Steps; Using Main Memory;
More About Expressions; Repetition; Selection; Functions

and Procedures: Simple Data Types; arrays; Searching and
Sorting; records; files; sets.

Each chapter ends with five or six exercises, most requiring

programs to be written. Three appendices cover reserved

words, the GOTO statement, and declarations assumed in

text. Seven books are listed in a page of Further Reading.
The book starts out much more slowly than the Chirlian

text, with more examples, and doesn't present an example
program until page 39.

The programs are all enhanced by the use of boldface and
italic printing, plus even more elaborate indenting than in the

Chirlian book. Programs are explained in great detail before
being presented—one of the several features that make
Graham's book of greater value than Chirlian's to the reader
teaching himself Pascal, and also to the classroom teacher,

who is thus largely spared having to explain how this or that

program works.
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Also, although the Graham book contains no diagrams of
any kind, the text looks more friendly," due to the choice of
paper, typeface, wider margins, and more white space. Given
a choice, most solo readers would probably take Graham.

Basic Fortran, by James S. Coan. Hayden Book Company,
Rochelle Park. NJ. 245 pages, paperback $8.95. 1980.

Beginning Fortran, by Joe W. McKinley. Matrix Publishers.

Portland OR. 251 pages, paperback $9.95. 1980.

Fundamentals of Fortran Programming, by Robert C. Nicker-
son. Winthrop Publishers. Cambridge, MA. 460 pages, paper-
back SI 1.95. Second edition. 1980.

Programming in Fortran, by William F. Schallert and Carol
Reedy Clark. Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, MA.
447 pages, paperback $13.95. 1979.

Coan wrote one of the early books on Basic, and his Fortran
book is in an easy-going, conversational style that is an
improvement over the somewhat prosaic writing in his earlier

book.
The first five chapters introduce features of Fortran: intro-

duction. Writing a Fortran Program, Loops and Linear Arrays.
Functions and Subroutines in Fortran, Miscellaneous Fortran
Features and Techniques.

The remaining six chapters emphasize applications cover-
ing pre-calculus topics, with all required algorithms developed
in the text: Elementary Data Processing. Miscellaneous Appli-

cations. Quadratic Function and Graphing. Trigonometry.
Polynomials, Elementary Probability and Random Simulation.

Problems are provided after each section in each chapter.

Four appendices provide a table of Fortran-supplied func-

tions, an index of the 80 programs in the text, a Z80 random-
number-generating function, and answers to the even-number
problems.

This is an excellent book for the novice programmer, start-

ing with a very simple program, building up slowly, providing
runs for each program, and providing meaningful, well-

chosen problems.
The 80 programs in the text range from printing polar

coordinates to finding the largest element in an array, from
searching for Pythagorean triples to demonstrating implied

DOs.
McKinley's book is batch-oriented, full of photos of

punched cards, and may thus be somewhat disconcerting to

interactive or timeshare users, although the author claims
such people "will find the book extremely useful in conjunc-
tion with the local rules for operating their system." Hmmm.

Intended for high school and college students "who are
beginning to learn the language of Fortran," the book is in four
sections. Section I, Beginning Programming, includes

chapters on an Introduction; An Overview; Arithmetic Opera-
tions. Input/Output.

Section II. Intermediate Programming, has chapters on
Control Statements. Subscripted Variables, Subprograms:
Functions and Subroutines. Section III, Advanced program-
ming, consists of one chapter. Some of the Fancier Tricks,

such as Advanced COMMON and EQUIVALENCE. Most
chapters end with problems and programming assignments.

Section IV, Computer Example Projects, provides 16 pro-

jects as "examples in the specific areas of interest which the

specific learner wishes to pursue" and "in some instances, in

some projects, advanced examples of programming are

ENTREPRENEURS
NEEDED
The shortage of knowledgeable dealen
manufacturers Over 300 new systems he
tans short of the 1200 needed Itisestimat
Over 3000 by 1961 The MOW TO manuj
participating m the continued miciocom

MORE THAN EVER IN THE MICRO-
COMPUTER INDUSTRY

number

HOW TO START VOUR OWN SYSTEMS HOUSE
61h edition March 1960

Wntten by the founder of a I .*• this
fact-filled 220-page manual coins virtually all aspects of
starting and operating a small Systems company It is abundant
*itn useful realhfe sa>' . ["oposals agreements
and a complete business plan are included <n full and may be
used immediately by the reader

Proven fieid-tesled solutions to the many problems facing the
small systems house are pres<

From the contents
•

• Marketing St-aleg.es • Verti
Position 1

E valuation • Selection of Equ
*

Advertising Dot'-r
Them • Product !' •

Most frequent Or
the Customer • Leasing •

Before the Prospect Buys •

SBC Marketplace
• i npehtive

gment Selection 6
•

'

ig Vour
n Where to Find
• Handling me ^2

. ts * F inancing tor

ill Have to Answer
1 •Installation

Acceptance Collection • Do •
, s |D the

Service Problem • Protecting Your Product • Should You Start Now'' • How to Write a Good
Business Plan • Raising Capital
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HOW TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL COMPUTER
CONSULTANT
by Lesii- N . inj edition Jan 1961
Independent consultants are becoming a vitally impor tant factor
in the microcomputer field tilling the gap between the computer
vendors and commercial industrial users The rewards ot the
consultant can be high freedom more satisfying work and
doubled or tripled incom. HOW TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL
COMPUTER CONSULTANT provides comprehensive back
ground information and stepby-step directions lor those
interested to e>plo«e this lucrati.-

• Established consulting markets • How to gel started • itemized
start-up costs • Are you qualified'' • Beginning on a part-time
basis • The Marketing Kit • Should you advertise'' •

marketing tips • Getting free publicity • How much to charge
• When do you need a contract

-

* • Sample proposals • Which
jobs should be declined • Future markets • The way to real big

money • Avoiding the legal pitlaiis • How consultants associations can he<p you • The National
Register ol Computer Consultants • How others did it real -lite sample cases e and much more

FREE LANCE SOFTWARE MARKETING 3'dedition June I960

Writing and selling computer programs as an independent is a
business where • you can get started quickly with little capital
investment • you can do >t full time or part time * the potential
profits are almost limitless Smce the demand tor compute'
software ol all kinds is growing at an explosive rale the
conditions lor the smalt entrepreneur are outstanding

This manual will show you how to sel your own computer programs
usmg these proven techniques • direct to industries • through
consulting firms • through manufacturers of computer hardware
• in book form • mail order • through computer stores It will

show you how to profitably set! and license all types of software
ranging from sophisticated analytical programs selling tor thou-
sands ot dollars down to simple accounting routines and games
tor personal computers

The book will quide you step by step through the process of
marketing advertising negotiating a contract installing software

framing users and providing maintenance and support It also contains sample software contracts
mat have been used in actual software transactions Also included are tips on how to negotiate
with a large corporation ways ot avoiding personal liability techniques for obtaining tree computer
lime and hints on how to run a tree-lance software business while holding a full-time rob

HOW TO START ft OPERATE A MAIL ORDER BUSINESS
-ised edition b36 pages 1961

Indispensable for Ihose selling software equipment or supplies
by mail The first two editions ot this book nave fascinated
readers and brought them a fortune Tnemethodsdescnbed
here have brought millions of dollars in sales for the readers
Whether you are a newcomer starting from scratch or an estab-
lished business anxious to cash in on the lucrative mail-order
market, this book tells you how to make money by mail You'll
discover the least expensive most effective ways to promote
your product You II learn how to create the kind of ads and mail
order copy that will sell

From the contents
• where to go tor direct mail lists • how to get credit, deal with
banks handle merchandising • how to run one-inch ads that^^^^ sell • how to get supplies and handle orders • what you

S24 95 No. 130 may and may not do under current mail-order laws • how to
make tactical decisions about handling complaints, making refunds, guarantees trial orders
There are fat profits to be made in mail order even for the person with ti mried time or capital and
this is the book that shows you how

39ESSEX PUBLISHING CO. Dept 6
286 Btoomfreld Avenue • Caldwell N J 07006
Order books by number Sendcheck money order (U S S). VISAor Master Charge a Publisher
pays 4th class shipping For UPS shipping (USAonlyi add Si 00 per book For Air Mail add $2 50
per book m the USA or Canada $12 00 per book eUewner* N J residents add 5% sales tax

a No io a no i6 a no 32 a No 130 a ups a A.r

Name

*P

Card *

For faster shipment on credit card orders call |201 1 763-6940 between 9 and b Eastern time
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COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT
& SOFTWARE

RARGAINS

EVERY MONTH

^^

^

' Gtl Your
first Issue mi• I

BUY, SELL OR TRADE ALL TYPES OF COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE (pre-owned and
new) among 20,000 readers nationwide.

FEATURES:
• Low classified ad rates 10$ a word

• Hundreds of ads from individuals

• Categorized ads so you can find them instantly

• Large (11 by 14") easy to read pages

Subscribe now for $10 and receive 13 issues/year

(one FREE plus 12 regular issues). After receiving

your first issue if you're not completely satisfied

you may have a 100% refund and you still keep the

first issue free. Bank cards accepted.

BONUS: // you hair tomethinu to advertise (pre-

owned or software) send in a ilassifietl ad with your

\uli\rriplion and we'll run it FREE.

Ifr The Nationwide Marketplace tor Computer Equipment

(If campuTBR shiawsR
fi=>

F.O.BOXI • • llll'SI // / 1, hL S27S0 • SOS 269-3211

MasterCard & VISA subscriptions only, call TOLL FREE 1«0 528 6050 Ell. t(4
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What are Hcathkit* owners saying about Buss?

"Keep up the great work. Buss is the most useful,

information-packed publication I liave encountered in

my 15 years in the computing industry." Santa Clara,

CA

"Congratulations on Buss 's advance information.

One issue alone saved me over $150. Total savings
about $240 so far!" New Rochellc, NY

"Your Buss paper has been most helpful to me as
I'm just getting started with my H8, H17 & H19. Keep
up the good work." Maize, KS

This is what people are saying about Buss: The
Independent Newsletter of Heath Co. Computers. Buss
is the publication where owners give candid reports of

their experiences with Heath® and Zenith products. It's

mailed first class about every three weeks.
Buss also publishes a directory of over 100

suppliers of hardware and software for Heath® and
Zenith systems. You can receive it FREE when you
subscribe to Buss. Start your subscription with the
latest issue or available back issues (there are about 17
in stock for the same price as current issues).

12 issues: $18.00 (overseas airmail $25.00)
18 issues: $25.00 (overseas airmail $35.00)
24 issues: $30.00 (overseas airmail $45.00)
Payment must be in U.S. dollars payable on a U.S. bank
or by international postal money order. A full refund is

guaranteed any time you're not satisfied. Send to: Buss ,

325-T Pennsylvania Ave., S.E., Washington, DC 20003 or

call 202/544-0900 and charge your subscription on VISA
or MasterCard.
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given." They range from roots of a polynomial to lift from

wind-tunnel data, and take up all of 70 pages.

The book ends with a list of 24 references for further study,

five appendices that are brief tutorials on keypunching, flow-

charting, deck setups, matrix algebra, and what's in the IBM
1130 Scientific Subroutine Package, and answers to selected

problems.

The writing is fairly good, and the author uses many

diagrams with callouts and other graphic devices to help

explain subroutines, data flow. etc.

The book begins with an overview showing just how a brief

program is written, punched, and processed, with enough

complex detail, such as a diagram of the "compilation of the

Fortran program SFORTRAN to 5FINIS" on page 12. that will

floor some readers unless they have a teacher to explain what

this chapter is all about.

Nickerson's second edition "presents changes in the Fortran

language, updating the text to include ANS Fortran77 and

some aspects of WATFIV-S in additon to the 1%6 version of

Fortran." according to the back cover.

This is a more formal book than the first two. with large

blocks of solid text and a straightforward, mainly non-

conversational writing style. Many examples are given, but

few runs, and flowcharting is covered only in an appendix.

The 13 chapters provide introduction. I/O programming,

arithmetic, decision, repetition, nonnumeric I/O, program

development, data types, arrays, subprograms, and internal

data representation. The first two chapters and the last end

with review questions and computer exercises, the other with a

dozen or more lengthy programming problems.

The book ends with five appendices, on Fortran Version

Differences. Fortran-Supplied Functions. Keypunch Opera-

tions. Exponential Form and Input/Output, and Flowcharting.

Although this book isn't as "interesting" looking as the

others, it's the one I'd choose for learning about Fortran,

mainly because it teaches more about the basics of Fortran

than the other three. Then I'd read Coan for additional

material.

The fourth book, by Schallert and Clark, is written in a

curious style, looking partly like a cram book, and partly as

though written by a computer. F.ach of the chapters opens

with a set of objectives, most of which resemble the type of

questions found on examinations in Computer Science 101.

The first objective is "state the functions performed by a

computer and identify the six features that enable a computer
to perform them." Each of the objectives is repeated in the

chapter, and is followed by material intended to provide an

answer to the question.

This textbook is also batch-oriented, and tells exactly how
to prepare cards on a keypunch. About half the book consists

of examples and exercises; many of the latter provide space

for writing routines on the page.

The book has 15 chapters: Computers and Programming:

Fortran Language and Processing; Variables and Expressions;

Statements. Subprograms and Control: Input: Output: Errors;

Arrays I; Arrays II; Branching; Extended Control; Function

Subprograms: Subroutines and Statement Subprograms: Sub-

routines; Project Programming.
That last chapter asks you to "design a complex program

requiring a number of subprograms." in this case to compute
the trajectory of a model rocket.

Each objective section within a chapter ends with exercises;

each chapter ends with seven or eight pages of exercises and

programming problems. The book ends with answers to the

exercises.

Four appendices are provided: Keypunching. Statement

Summary. Topics (punched cards, EBCDIC). Sorting. Round-
Off Errors.
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A unique feature is the boxed Programming Tips that

"occur throughout the text and emphasize unique features of
problem areas of which students should be aware." The
student, for example, has to cross out the words that don't
apply in phrases such as "My computer does/does not have the
format-free statement."

The writing style is somewhat stiff and almost entirely non-
conversational, and the pages are all very "busy," covered with
boxes, little drawings, programming examples, etc. Despite all

this, much good material is presented to those willing to wade
through the clutter.

Social Issues In Computing, by C.C. Gotlieb and A. Borodin.
Academic Press. New York, NY. 284 pages. $16.95. 1973.

In this age of mushrooming computer technology, most
computer scientists busily pursue the technical aspects of
computing. The vast knowledge in our field overwhelms us.

We strive to stay abreast of microprocessors, artificial intel-

ligence, and database systems, to mention a few of the
numerous specialties. While we diligently work at developing
new systems and educating ourselves in the latest techniques,
little time is left for questioning the social impacts of our
efforts. In Social Issues In Computing, Gotlieb and Borodin
review the impact of computers in present and future society
and address the social responsibility of computer scientists

and data processors.

Given the power that is conferred upon those who possess
and control information and knowledge in today's society, the
long-term social issues dwarf the technical issues which have
preoccupied us so far. Although computer technocrats may
better understand the force of the issues, this book will benefit
anyone involved in information processing from the beginning
student writing a sequential file processing program, to the
government bureaucrat supervising the data banks of the
Internal Revenue Service.

The book explores the better-known of the critical social

issues— individual privacy and displaced labor. These are
often described in the popular literature, however, this book
presents a rigorous discussion of the issues and the thorough
bibliography at the end of each chapter documents many
sources for further research.

The chapter "Professionalization and Responsibility," pre-
sents the most provocative issues. We programmers marvel at

the efficiency of our sorting algorithms and numerical
methods, but are we responsible for the subsequent destruc-
tion if we implement these algorithms in software that guides
nuclear missiles to a crowded metropolis? We do have a social

responsibility which the authors poignantly stress.

For those who dream about the world of the next few
centuries, the authors stimulate the imagination in the
chapter. "Values, Technology, ami Computers." This final

chapter of the book discusses such philosophical issues as the
meaning of leisure and the purpose of human existence. Con-
sider life in the future. If computers completely care for

humans and eliminate the need to work, what is the purpose of
life? "Can activity other than work provide a truly human
existence?" This chapter leads the reader into the realm of
future automation, in which superhuman machines service
our every desire and want.

Every computing practitioner should put aside the technical
manuals for a short while in order to read this text. Dump the
most suitable language problem, the garbage collection
dilemma, and the deadly embrace nightmare to external
storage! Refresh your "memory" with this book and
"compute" on the intrusion of privacy, the elimination of jobs,
and the value conflicts of technology. The future quality of
human life depends on it! —Edward Joyce
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Using new tools
forlearning
A prominent MIT educator challenges the
conventional approach to computer-assisted
learning—one in which computers program
children—and demonstrates how children
should program the computers, mastering
through personal experience the "powerful
ideas" that open the doors of mathematics
and science. "A revolutionary book...
required reading for anyone with an
interest in computers, children,
education, or the future."

—80 Microcomputing

"Changes the learning experience from
a matter of discipline into one of discov-
ery and excitement"

—Marvin Minsky, MIT

MINDSTORMS
8HILCIFEN,8CM?IJTEF8,ANCI
POWERFUL I0EA8
SEYMOURPAPERT
Illustrated, $12.95

From the publishers of...

GODEL, ESCHER, BACH
an Eternal Golden Braid
Douglas R. Hofstadter. The Pulitzer
Prize-winning bestseller.

Illustrated, $20.50

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
AND NATURAL MAN
Margaret Boden. This classic analysis of
the processes of computer problem-solving
is "accurate, articulate, common-sensical,
and entertaining."

—Robert P. Abelson, Yale University
Illustrated, $8.95 paperback

THE SYSTEMS APPROACH
AND ITS ENEMIES
C. West Churchman
$14.95

BASIC BOOKS, INC.
10 East 53rd Street, New York, NY 10022
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puzzle answers
A Marbleous Puzzle: The number of black

marbles in the white container is equal to the

number of white marbles in the black container.

Sinbad's Hat: Any method of solution will

show that Sinbad's rowing speed is irrelevant to

the solution. The best solution is arrived at

when one looks at the problem from Sinbad's

vantage point: It looks to Sinbad as if he is in still

water!! Therefore, since he rows away from the

hat for 10 minutes, if he rows towards the hat for

10 minutes he will catch up with it. The hat

(as we know) traveled I mile and it took 20

minutes . . . 3mph.

Two For The Show: Puzzle I: One ought

to owe nothing, for one ate nothing.

Puzzle 2: I understand you undertake to under-

mine my understanding.

It's Riddle Time: < D 9 99 9 = 20,(2) When
it is 8 o'clock and you add 6 hours to it. the

answer is 2 o'clock. (3) Because it makes Ma
Mad. (4) To keep his wig warm. (S) Because it

makes the butterfly. (6) A timetable. (7) In the

dictionary. (8) None. You have to pour them
into the pot.

The Clue Club:

The Fork In The Road: "Which path

would you say leads to London town?"

Forsooth. If fair damsel is honest, she will

always say the London fork will lead to London.

And so. In answer to Merlin's question she must

also indicate the London path.

If fair damsel is dishonest then she will

always say that the Manchester path (if the

Reader
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second path leads to Manchester) leads to

London. But since she is dishonest, then in

response to Merlin's query she must also in-

dicate the London path.

It follows that regardless of whether fair

damsel is honest or dishonest, in response to

Merlin's query she must indicate the London
path. Merlin proceeded on his way fully con-

fident of arriving in London town. But having

no idea of whether or not fair damsel was

honest or dishonest. O Merlin, thy wizardry is

inspiration to all us mere mortals who observe

your artistry!

Many Into One:
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And don't spare any of the 21 vibrant colors

provided with Datasoft's MICRO-PAINTER T"

computer program.

MICRO-PAINTER T" is a modestly priced soft-

ware package that bridges the gap between Apple
hardware and the artist in us all.

Apple II* users can now heighten their

creative and artistic IQs as they electronically paint

extraordinary pictures.

And since the MICRO-PAINTER™ uses state-

of-the-art technology in its programming and
implementation, anyone will find the program easy
to use and the results — magnificent.

Children can ease their transition into a com-
puterized society by familiarizing themselves with

computer operations while they create beautiful

pictures.

Hobbyists can entertain friends with

colorful designs and unusual color combinations.
•Apple I is a registered trademark of Apple Computet Inc.

Businessmen can enhance demonstrations,
presentations or illustrations where the emphasis
is on color.

The MICRO-PAINTER™ even magnifies
images for dot-by-dot coloring, inverts colors for

various color combinations and saves or displays
pictures automatically.

So if you've been waiting to reveal your true

artistic colors (or wishing you had more) call or
write Datasoft, Inc., 16606 Schoenborn Street,

Sepulveda, CA 91343, (213) 894-9154 or toll free

(800) 423-5630 for details. Dealer inquiries invited.

Ask your local dealer for Information on Datasoft Products.

(MICRO-WINTER
COMPUTER PAJNTSET BY DclC^^OTt IRC*
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The ultimate educational tool
The Challenger
small computer.
Today computers touch every part of our

lives. Even the checkout counter at the

local store is becoming computerized.

Personal computers are rapidly finding

their way into homes, small businesses

and schools.

The increasing dependence on computers

by our society indicates that students

should have some exposure to the basics

of computers as part of their normal cur-

riculum. Thousands of schools have
recognized this need already and have im-

plemented computer literacy programs as

part of the normal curriculum. These pro-

grams which present the fundamentals of

computers, their capabilities and limita-

tions, logical thinking, flowcharting and an

introduction to programming are typically

implemented with personal computers.

Many schools are also offering introduc-

tory programming courses as electives.

Back to the basics with a small
computer.
Small computers were first used to teach

computing, but they have been found to be

a tremendous aid in teaching other sub-

jects including the fundamentals: reading,

writing and mathematics.

Today's small computers have graphics

display capability which allows animations

and cartoons. This makes interesting and
even exciting educational tutors and
games a reality. Exercises and "games''

that improve mathematical proficiency,

spelling and reading while they entertain

can dramatically increase the attention

span of poorly motivated students and pro-

vide an interesting and entertaining

challenge for discouraged slow learners.

Which small computer is for your
school?
The low cost personal computers avail-

able today seem like a natural for

education, however, most models
were designed primarily for home
use, not institutional use.

Many models lack the mechanical

durability and operational

features that are almost

a necessity in an educational environment.

Ohio Scientific offers four models of small

computers ideally suited for educational

use ranging from under $500 to under

$2000. Even our lowest cost model, the

Challenger 1P at $479, includes these im-

portant features for education:

• Full typewriter style keyboard with long

life sealed contacts and lower case
capability

• Standard video interface which allows

the connection of large TV monitors for

class or even auditorium viewing

• Upper and lower case alphabetic and
graphics display

• Unique "dual mode" display which pro-

vides 48 character lines for individual

use and larger characters on the screen

for classroom viewing

• Unique easy to use and reliable cassette

interface for program storage which

allows the student to view the program
loading process

• 8K of program workspace— enough for

computer literacy directly expandable to

more memory and floppy disk storage

• Printer and modem interfaces standard

• Full feature 8K BASIC-in-ROM suitable

for teaching the programming
language "BASIC".

The C1 P is also available

factory configured

with a mini-floppy disk at a far lower price

than any other disk based computer.

Ohio Scientific also offers the C4P, a more

advanced model featuring color

display and PASCAL and FORTRAN
language capabilities.

For more information and the name of

your local dealer call 1-800-321-6850 toll

free. Please indicate your interest in

educational applications.

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
a >MfiKOVI Ckxnpany

1333 SOUTH CHILLICOTHE ROAD
AURORA. OH 44202 • [21 6] 831 -5600

*
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